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R E p o R T. 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE appointed to inquire into tbe BUTTER 

TUADE OF IRELAND, and to report their Observations and Opinion 

thereupon to The House, and to whom the several ·Petitions on the 

Subject were referred; and W110 were empowered to repoyt the 

MINUTES OF The EVIDENCE taken before them ;-HAVE agreed 

upon tbe following REPORT: 

YOUR Committee have examined sut-ral Witnessrs upon the Subject referred 
to them: But having. in consequence of the great importance of the Dutter 

'Trade to every part of Ireland, continued their Examinations to this late period 

of the Session, lhey are deprived of the opportunity of giving the Eviden~ that 

consideration which could enable them to give a decided opinion on the Laws 

reguiating this Trade. They, therefore, submit the Evidence to the House, with 
this Observation alone-that illegal Practices and unnuthorized Fees have been 

most clearly proved to exist in many markets; for the correction of which, Your 

Committee regret that the lateness of the Session precludes them from recom

mending any specific measures; but the wbole subject canhot, in tbe opinion of 

Your Committee, be too soon brought under the notice of Parliament, in tbe 

ensuing Session. 

It may, however, be expected, that in the mean wbile the publicity~ which this 

Inquiry will give to the abuses already referred to, may lead to a more vigilant 

atte!ltion in those respects, on the part of the !\hlgistracy and other local 
Authorities in Ireland. 



'10 MINUTES OF EVIDENCE BEFORE SELECT COMMITTEE 

W ITN ESS ES, 

Martis, 11° die Aprilis, 1826. 

Mr. John Ed"ge. 
Mr. Joseph Robinson Pim. 

JO'Ou, 13· die Aprilis, 1826. 

Mr,Joho"Keily . 
. Mr. Joseph Robinson Pim. 

Mr. John Maccabe. 
Mr. Matthew Turner. 

Martis, 18° die Apri/iJ, 1826. 

Mr. Benjamin Eaton. 
Mr. Henry Holdsworth Hunt. 
Mr. William Maher. 
Mr. Simon Blackburn. 

](Jt)is, 20· die Apri/is, 1826. 

Mr. William Fagan. 
Mr. William Flounders. 
Mr. John Herd. 
Mr. William Faussett . 

Martis, ~5· die Aprilis, 1826. 
Mr. Faussctt . 
Mr. Roger Curtis. 
Mr. Thomas Fitzgibbon. 

JO'Ois, 2,· die Apl'i/is, 1826. 

Mr. 'William Gabbett. 
Mr. Patrick Haydon , 
Richard Sadler, Esquire. 
'Mr. Francis Davis. 
).fr. Robert Roe. 
Mr. Thomas Davenpon. 
M r. ThomAs Tarlton . 

Martis, 20:> die May, 1826. 
Mr. George J. Southmn. 
Mr. James l:ildes. 
Mr. Redmond Reade. 
Mr. Derby O'Grady. 
Mr. Leonard Kittieg . . 

Jovis, 4° die Mag, 1826. 

James Morgan, Esquire. 
Mr. William Rieman. 

Veneris, 5° die 111aij, 182G. 
Mr. William Kiernan . 
Mr. Parker Dunscombe. 
Mr. Henry Harber. 
Abraham Martin, Esquice. 

Martis, Q" die MaU, 1826. 
Mr. Edward Courtf'nay. 
Mr. William Strange. 
Mr. John Courtenay. 

Jovis, J]O die. Majj, 1826 .. 
Mr. John Courtenay. 
John Macnamara, Esquire. 
Mr. William White. 
Mr. William Sterne Hart. 

. Daoiel Callaghan, Esquire. 

Jovia, J 8' die May, 1826. 
Mr. John 'Varter. 
Mr. Thomas Cox. 
Mr. William Law Ogilby. 
Mr. Thomas FJint6eJd. 
Mr. Jonathan Stackhouse. 

Marlis, 23" die May, 1826. . 
George Robert Dawson, Esq. a Member. 
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE. 

}Jal'li" 11 ' die Ap,.j[is, 1826. 

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE CHARLES GRANT, 

IN TilE CHAIR. 

Mr. John Edge, called in; and Examined. 

WHERE do you live ?-At Graigue, in the Queen's County. 
Have you not lived at Doonane ?-I have, close to it. 

How many years have you lived at Doonane ?-About sixteen years. 
That is in the Barony of Slievemarique ?-It is. 
Is not that a district in which a great quantity of Butter is made ?-1t is. 
Have you yourself held land, and been in the business of making butter?-

I have. 
Are you thoroughly acquainted with the markets of that country ?-Tole-

J.b ly well. • 
The Committee understand your profession has been that of superintendent 

lIf a colliery and civil engineering ?-At the time I lived there 1 was cashier, 
and in some things I have done a good deal to the public works as engineer. 

Are you now engineer to the Barrow navigation ?-Yes. 
, A memorial was presented last year to the Treasury, through Sir Henry 
l)arnell, complaining of the regulations of the existing Butter Laws, intituled, 
"A Memorial of t1~e undersigned Butter.makers assembled at Doonane;" was 
your name subscribed to that memorial ?-It was. 

Are you acquainted with the other persons who attended that meeting?
A good many of them. 
, \Vere they persons concerned in the butter m<tking?-They were. 

And persons of respectability?-They were. 
From your experience and your knowledge of the opinions of the persons 

concerned in making butter, is there reason to complain of the regulation 
which requires butter to be tasted in the market ?-l believe there is, I know 
there is. 

Do you speak of any particular market ?-Generally of the markets in that 
neighbourhood . 
• The Carlow market is a very extensive market ?-lt is. 
, There is the market of Timohoe also in that country?-Yes. 

In short, the general business of that district of country is the making of 
butter?-The soil of the country is rather suited to the making of butter than 
~ny other purposes. 

'Vhat is the process by which the business of tasting butter is conducted in 
the markets?-The butter maker carries his, butter to market, he is not allowed 
tg sell it unless the taster comes and tasles it; he gets a part of the hoops 
kno'cked off a11d the head out, the butter taster pierces it down with an in
strument, and takes a sample of it, and then he puts a mark upon it of the 
~lIality. 
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6 MINUTES OF EVIDENCE BEFORE SELECT CO;lIMITTEE 

What is the size of the cask?-One that J measured, jf 1 recollect right, 
was one foot eight in the stave in ICllgth; I think it was three feet four, 
measuring the circumference round the hoops at the ends, and t Ince feet eleven 
at the bung, measuring round the hoops. 

How Illuch does such a cask hold ?-The usual weight of a cask was gross at 
that time, about three quarters of a hundred. 

Every cask holding this quantity of butter, must go to the market and un
dergo this operation of being opened anu being tasted ?-So I understand. 

Is there any other size allowed ?-Not to my knowledge, unless it be a lesser 
size, wllich the dairyman would not like to resort to. 

In point of fact, is the business of' tasting attended with much deJay in 
conductin~ the sales ?-I do not know that there is so much delay in tasting. 
but there IS generally between tasting and weighing altogether, very serious 
delay. 

'Vhat sort of person is he who performs the duty of tasting and fixing the 
quality of the butter ?-There are various descriptions of character, some of 
them very interior ones indeed. 

Do they follow any other business ?-I cannot say that they do; I am not 
sufficiently informed to answet that. . 

Is the business in your opinion. ' and the opiniop of those whom you have 
consulted, conducted in a way uniformly to give a fair description of character 
to the butter contained in each cask ?-I believe not. 

Do you believe that it frequently is the case that it is very far from being 
accurate in itg description ?-I believe it is very far indeed. 

Are there any complaints in the country, of' its inaccumcy ?-Very geneml 
complaints of it. 

'\That is the difference in point of price between butter marked first quality 
by the taster, and butter marked second quality ?-The opinion expressed by 
the meeting on th.e subject. stated seven shillings in the hundred weight. 

Do you conceh'e that universally to be the case?- So I understood from the 
meeting, on the average. 

Then the quality of butter taken to the market is liable' to be reduced seven 
&hillings in the hundred weight, by the decision of the butter taster ?- Yes. 

Do you speak of that diderence of price from your own knowledge ?-No, 
the general opinion of the meeting. ' 

Do you know yourself that that is the case?- No, I do not. 
Are y.ou now giving evidence of the proceedings of a meeting which has 

been held upon the subject?-Yes. 
Have you been selling butter yourself?-I have. 
Did it ever happen to you to have any of your butler marked second quality 1 

-It did. 
In point of fact can you state to the Committee, what price you received for 

your butter marked first quality, and what price you received for your butter 
marked second quality?-I do not exactly call to mind the difference; but I 
belic,'c it was cqu<ll to that stated, seven shillings; but I also am certain that the 
buttt!r which was so marked was, in my opinion. equal to that which I received 
the first (juality price for. 

'Vhat is the average value of butter by the hundred ?-It rises and falls from 
four to five pounds a hundrc.d. 
· By whom is the taster appointed ?-I am not sure, but I believe by the Sove
reigu of Carlow. . j 

Have you any idea of the number of casks of butter brought to market in 
one day at Carlow ?-I cannot form an opinion, excepting from general obser
vation, seeing an immense quantity around me. 
· 'Vould it amount to a thousand ca:sks ~-There might be a thol1sand. but I 

cannot say that there were, 1 should think there might be fronl the immense 
number 1 saw round me. 
i Were there marc ?-J cannot say. 
• 15 there more than one taster, or is one peeson to ta3tc th'e whole of this?

But one person. 
Has it ever COlTIe to your knowledge that butter -has been marked in one 

market as of second quality, and afterwards taken to another market and Illarked' · , . 
as 
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39 of first ?-I believe that has been the case, but I cannot speak from my own 
knowledge; I have every reason to believe that has been the casc. 

'Vhat was the market to which it was fir.lt taken ?-It was first marked as 
!recond quality at Timohoe, it was afterwards taken to Leighton-bridge and 
marked as first quality. 

Is the butter examined and branded before any agreement for purchasing is 
made ?-l believe so. 

15 it examined and branded before a purchaser is found ?-That is the way I 
conceive it. 

ls not the course this, that a person is found willing to buy, but before the 
price is fixed the quality is decided by the taster?-Yes. 

Have tlle makers of butter any confidence whatever in the judgment . of the 
taster of butter in the markets you are acquainted with ?-Those I have been 
rlcquainted with complain of him. 

Have they any suspicion that he ever decides the quality of butter from undue 
influence in any way?-They have. 

Is it suspected that there exists any thing like an understanding between the 
tasters and the buyers of butter in the markets ?-It is. 

Do you apply that to any particular market?-The markets round me 
generally. 

All the markets you speak of, are in the county of' Carlow and Queen', 
County, probably?-No; there are some in the county of KilkemlY and the 
county of Carlow. 

Those counties arc great butter districts ?-Yes. 
And you arc generally acquainted witb the course of practice in tho~e 

districts ?-I am, 
Do you conceive that this regulation, which makes it necessary to have every 

cask of butter tasted, is of any use, either to the person who sells or to the 
person who buys butter?-I believe it to be very injurious to the trade. 

Do you think it has been effectual in deterring fimners frolll c ... rrying on the 
trade of making butter?-I am sure it has. 

Then to that extent it would limit the butter trade of Ireland ?-It might 
be carried on, and I believe would be entered into with greater ~pirit, and 
better satisfaction to the dairymen, jf it was otherwise. 

Does it, in point of fact, amount to producing a feeling amongst the butter· 
makers, of disgust with the manner in which their business is carried on, and 
their property exposed, and thereby prevent their embarking in the butter 
business, and lead them to occupy their land in other ways ?-A decided 
disgust of the manner in which their butter is disposed of. 
, Is the manner in which the butter markets are conducted, a source of' 
dissatisfaction ?-Yes, it is, in that neighbourhood. 

Can you say that that is universally the case, amongst the numerous body of 
farmers engaged in this trade in that extensive district ?-I have not heard 
af dissenting opinion upon that subject . 
.. \Vhatdescnption of farmers carryon the trade of making butter?-Generally 
respectable farmers; there are some smaller dairymen. 

How many cows may any of the farmers ha\'c in their dairy ?-Generally, 
fi'om twenty to sixty; some of'the smaller, down to two. 

Are there many who have upwards of ten cows ?-Yes. 
Is the greater quantity of butter made by that description of farmers? - Yes, 

nineteen·twentieths of it. 
Then the making of butter is in the hands of a respectable anel intelligent 

class of persons ?-In that neighbourhood, decidedly. 
Are you of opinion that their disposition would be that of practising fraud, 

in making up their butter, so as to justify a regulation by Act of Parliament 
to prevent that?-l believe they feel it to be their own interest not to do any 
such thing; that they feel it to be their interest to make the butter perfectly ' 
fair and honest. 

Do you think it would be safe to leave it to their sense of interest to make 
the butter up as they thought proper, and to remove this regulation by which 
it is attem~ted to correct fraud, namely, the tasting butter in the market ?-_. 
I believe, If it was left between the class of persons I have mentioned, and the 
bUlter buyer, they would give thc very best article, 

Mr. 
Julin Edg,. 
~.~ 
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In point of fact, the making up of butter is not in the ha.nds of tha.t low 
and ignorant description of people who might be tempted to commit fraud by 
not knowing their own intercst?-Certaiuly not. 

You contine your evidence to that neighbourhood ?-Yes; I have been in 
other places, and I know that the butter made in our neighbourhood is superior 
to that made in other places, and we thin.k that our butter should have the ad-
vantage of that. ' . 

Is 1I0t the Carlow. butter, as it is called, made in the barony you speak of?
It is; and the neighbouring part of the county of Kilkenny. 

To what extent. is this district of country you are now speaking of; how 
many sql~are !"i1es woul~ you .say was embraced ~n th.ose ,Parts of c~unties?
I think It might take III a circle of fifteen mIles In diameter; It may be 
twenty. 

Have' you had any opportunity of knowing how the business of tasting 
butter, and managing the butter trade, is carried on in other parts of Ireland ?
Nothing more than from hearsay. 

You have stated, that the opinion of the farmer is against the present 
system; have you ascertained what the opinion of butter merchants is upon 
the same subject?-Yes; the butter merchants in my neighbourhood, they 
wish it to be changed from the present system. 

Is that the universal opinion ?-Yes, so far as I have spoken to them. I 
have taken pains to ascertain that point. 

Are there several butter merchants living in Carlow, who buy butter in that 
district of country, and send it down to other merchants for exportation ?- I 
do not know that they send it down to other merchants, but they export it 
under the name of another town, 

Are there opulent buyers living in the town of Carlow ?-Yes. 
Have you ascertained whether their opinion is in favour of the alteration of 

the law ?-I have; Mr. Houghton is an eminent buyer in it, and he wishes he 
should be enabled to export his butter direct himself from Carlow. 

\Vhere is the butter of that district you have described, expOlted from ?-
From Waterford, under the name of being exported from Waterford. . 
.. 'But it is called Carlow butter?-Yes. 
I Is that distinguished from other butter which leaves \Vaterford for the 

London market ?-I do not know; but the merchants have informed me ' that 
the purchaser does not attend to the public marks put on by the public officer, 
liut that he classes it himself when he gets it into his stores, and sells it on 
his own credit to his London merchant. 

Have you heard imputations of the marks being changed ?-I have. 
Do you believe them ?-J do. 
Have you any reason to beLieve that to be the case ?-N at that I could say 

positively that it was the case, 
Has there been any trial of the fact ?- No; a man would rather suffer an 

injury than bring it to trial: in fact I have not known that he could get any 
redress. 

You do not know of any conviction ?-Noj I believe it has been conceived 
there was no redress for it; that has been my own opinion. 

Is there any general disposition in the districts in which you reside, to change 
the port of export from 'Vaterford ?-I think tbey would rather leave it open 
to the merchant to dispose of his butter as he pleased. 

You mean the merchant within that district?-Yes. 
Is all the butter of that district sold at markets within that district, or is 

any sent to \Vaterford ?-There are some sent to \Vllterford by the ' huttel' 
merchants . 
. Do ,they find an advantage iu that. compared with the markets at home ?

They must think so, or they would not send it. 
... On experience, do you think they find it advantageous?-I belic\'c there is 
not one·fiftieth, perhaps not one pel' cent sent there in comparison to that sold 
in the neighbourhood. 
, Is any sent to Dublin?- There is, but not much lately; · and 011 inquiry 
I have heard that the lord mayor exercises a juri:;diction of re.examining ard 
re-marking all the butter, and putting an cxtr;~ charge upon it. 

Are th,e charges on butter going thro11gh Dnul in, greater than those on 
buller going through Waterford ?-Ccrtaiu1y, 

. When 
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r . 'Vheu butter goes to \Vaterford does it go uy the canal ?-Gcnerally by 
the Barrow navigation. 

Mr. 
Juh./C l:}J,e. 

Do /,ou know the cost of sel~d~ng it to Du~Lin per hundr.ed ?-No; I think 
the price is about seventeen shillings a ton weight. '--'-----------,II AI'til ,.. 

Suppose a man has a small quantity to send. what" is the charge ?-It is at the 
same rate. 

Do you know what is the expense of land carriage ?-It is somewhat more. 
Does not it deteriorate the butter to send it by land ?-It is decidedly 

injurious to carry it by land; the less butter is opened and meddled with the 
better it is for the butter. 

Suppose the taster commits any offence in the opinion of a seller of butter, 
what mode of redress have you ?-The feeling on my mind is, t hat it is better 
to put up with it. 

Has there been any redress attempted ?-Not to my knowledge. 
To whom do you consider yourself authorized to complain ?- If I were to 

complain at all in a legal manner, it would be to the magistrate; but I would 
rather suffer and lose part of my property than lose my time. 

Do you conceive the seller of butter can have redress berore :t magistrate?
I belic\·c if there was an evident fraud committed upon him, he would; but it 
should be very glaring indeed jf I were to look for redress. 

YOII consider there would be too much risk in purstling your remcdy r -I think 
1 should sl1stain a great los~ of tillll'. . 

Have you any third quality of butter?- Yes. 
'Vhat is thc opinion of the people, as to the diflerence of value between 

second and third ?o-Seven shilliugs I understand. 
You conceive there is a difference of fourteen shillings between first and 

third? - That is what it is estimated at. 
You say that the casks contain three-fourths of a hundred weight; are, those 

called tubs ?-'Ve call them firkins. 
Do not YOLi know that the legal firki.n is intended to contain half a hundred 

and 110t three quarters r--That is the gross weight. 
There is 8'1Ibs. in what the law intends to be half a hundred ?~I always 

understood that the law required there should be five stone, we call them 
firki~s; the butter ~naker~ i~ my neighhourhoo~l feel themselves particularly 
·aggrleved at not being paid for all the butter their cusks would hold. 

How much loss is there 011 a firkin? - The meeting at which 1 attended 
estimated it at four pounds; very frequ ently when the bUltcr is well made :lIld 
well packed (for good butter will weigh heaviest); it will hold more than the 
standard weight limited by In.w; the consequence is, that they either lose all 
the over weight of' butter, or they mugt scoop it out and leave a vacancy, which 
admits dirt, and injures the quality of the butter. 

T~is regulation as to the weight of the butter is attended with great injury to 
the butter makers ?-No doubt it is. 

And that is onc that would require alteration ?-Certainly. 
Is not the quality of the butter better in proportion as it is tightly packed f

.Decidedly so; and well.made good butter will weigh heaviest. 
Then by what you state, there would he greater loss to a goo<\ hulter .m:lker 

than to a bad?-Yes, certainly. 
Does not the merit of good butter consist ill squeezing out the milk?~ 

Yes; and close packing it and putting the whole into a vessel so as to admit 
no air. 

Do they use presses in making the butter?-J have lIever seen a press made 
use of, but they usc a wooden thing like a maul, and they beat the milk out. 

It ·is the interest of the butter maker not to do these things under these 
regulations, because by 50 doing. he will put in a greater quantity of neat 
hutter, and be paid less for his butter than if he packed it properly ?-Th,c 
dairymen in my neighbourhood feel that it would be their interest to make it 
.and pack it in the best way. , . 

But they in consequence put in a greater quantity thnn they are paul 
for?-Ye,. 

But if the butter was made b~tter they would then not be !·ed~ced to a low~r 
qu:tJity?-The- butler mak Cf !1i 111 my neighbourhood feel 11ldlgnaQ~.at theu· 
buttlC": being cias!;ed as second hutter. 

~O(,. B WOllfd 

18110. 
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Would it 110t be liable, at being made in this way, to being so reduced in 
price ?-It would not. .. . . . 

If it was packed imperfectly, that IS wIthout attention to the puttmg mto 
the cask the greatest pO,ssiblc qua~tity, if the quality was good, would th~ 
circnmstance of the packmg render It hable to be declared second by the taster" 
-I do not know that it might. , 

'Vhat salt do you use ?-The best we can get; it is sometimes made at 
Dublin, or generally so. 

Is it English salt in any cases?-No. it is !Danufactured in Ireland; some· 
times at Dublin, sometimes at Carlow, sometimes at 'Vaterford. 

Do you not import salt from Liverpool?-No, we import the rock salt, and 
make it; we are very particular to have our salt fine and clean. 

Is the butter taster governed by the colour of the butter 7-1 believe he is. 
Do they always smell the butter?- I have always seen them do so when 

I have attended the butter market. 
They are not satisfied then with the tasting it?- They do both; but 

I have heard the tasters say, that their taste was vitiated by going over the 
market, and they smell it. 

May not the sense of smell be affected in the same way ?-It may. 
Is not it considered, that a dark colour is a sign of an inferior butter?-,. 

'Vhen the butter shows different colours, it is considered as inferior. 
Supposing the whole cask of a yellow tinge, is it considered as inferior?

That made of 3 yellow tinge is considered as fine butter, and all of the same 
hue; generally our dairymen fill a whole cask with one churning. 

Is there any perceptible difference in the conduct of a. tuster in regard to 
declaring the quality of the buttel', when they are examining the butter of the 
opulent class of farmers and the poorer classes ?--l think they are much more 
severe upon the poorer classes. 

Do the poorer classes themselves entertain that opinion ?-They do; they are 
rather more afraid than the opulent dairymen. 

Then whatever inconvenience is felt under this system of tasting, it operates 
more severely against the lower class than the upper class of farmers ?-l think 
it does generally. 

In what respect?- In perhaps marking the butter lower. 
Why should it operate more against the lower than the higher class?-Th~ 

taster might conceive he might not be able to defend himself 80 well. 
Is it not to the advantage of the taster to have a large quantity of butter 

taken to his market?- Yes. 
If he were to offend an opulent man, he might lose a greater quantity by his 

taking it 3W:1Y from his maket ?-Yes. • 
May he not fear that a poorer farmer would not be so particular in the 

making his butter:-Very probably so. 
Did you ever observe any difference in this respect, that the taster would 

postpone attending to a poor man, and attend first to the rich man?-I have 
not known that to occur; such a thing might occur. 

Have you seen any instances in which, after the casks have be'en stripped 
for tasting, and the business gone through, the coopers have thrown about the 
butter of the lower orders ?-The first time that ever I attended the CaJ"low 
market I saw the butter stripped; I never was more disgusted than I was in 
seeing them walking over the clean butter that we had taken so much pains 
with. 

Does the process of tasting require each cask to be absolutely opened?
Decidedly, they could not taste it otherwise. 

Who opens the cask ?-The cooper. 
By whom is he employed ?-1 did not know the man: he came without 

asking my leave, and knocked the hoops off to taste the butter, and knocked 
the heC'.d out, without saying what nre you, or who are you. 

'Vllo appoints him ?-1 cannot tell. 
Who puts the hoops on again after it is e:tamined ?-Probab!y the same man. 
Is he obliged to replace the cask as he found it ?-I do not know; I rather 

think not; I was made to pay for doing so. 
Is the business of repacking and re.marking the cask executed in 3. satisfactory 

manner to the seller of' the hutter?-I was made to pay for it; but it was not 
to my satisfaction at all. 

Did 
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nid }'OU conceive you had reason to he dissatisfied with the mode in which Mr. 
it was done ?_ Yes. JuJ", Etlgt. 

'Vhcn you speak of trampling upon the butter, what do you refer to;-~' 
Pel'sons wishing to make their way through the market, and there being too tl ;pnl, 
much there they put their foot upon it. I '16. 

Your butter lies open, with the tubs broken down and exposed to be injured 
by the throng in the market ?-I have seen it so. 

And you yourself have had yo~r own butter trodden upon ?-I have. 
Is that a matter complained of that it happens frequently ?-I do not think 

it has been so much a matter of general complaint; perhaps I have felt it 
a matter of greater annoyance than some others have. 

Is it not the practice to close up a cask before they go on to taste other 
butter ?-No; they leave it 50, and they proceed on. 

Is the market ot butter held at Carlow in an open place ?-There is a shed 
over it; there is a yard in which there is a large shed. 

Docs the butter taster go about from one batch of butter to another, or IS It 
brought down to him ?-It is laid down in this large shed. and he proceeds to 
it according to his own fancy, as I conceive. 

Have you ever seen a butter taster drink spirits ?-I do not recollect that 
I have. 

Is there any custom of giving the butter taster spirits in the market?-J have 
been told there was, but I have never seen it myself; in fact, what a man would 
IIOt like to be known to do, seldom comes to the knowledge of others. 

The respectable class of butter tasters would not do it?-No. 
Do you belie"e it a practice adopted by the lower men ?-l believe it is. 
Are you acquainted with the butter market of Timohoe?-Very little; 

I never sold any at Timohoe. 
Have you ever sent any butter to 'Waterford ?-Never. 
Are YOll acquainted with persons in the practice of sending their butter to 

Timohoe market ?-I am. 
Do you know whether the butter sold there has fallen off or increased of 

late ?-1 believe it has rather fallen off. 
Do you know the reason of it ?-They complained generally of the butter 

taster as hei(lg a man who would take bribes of drink. 
Is there a butter taster at the market of Castle Corner?-There is, I believe. 
In case of a butter taster being guilty of any misconduct in regard to 

marking the quality of butter, in what way would you, as a seller, be able 
to establish that; what sort of evidence could you produce ?-I never have 
known any way to get righted. 

Would it not be matter of extreme difficulty to be able to prove before a 
magistrate, that a man marked butter as of the second quality, when it w~s of 
the first?-It would be a difference of opinion. 

Have you ever known any application to a magistrate about it ?--I 
have not. 

Do you think the extreme difficulty of settling a matter of opinion, deters 
persons from applying to magistrates ?-I am sure,it must. 

Then in point of fact, a butter taster necessa~"r may be able to commit 
a great deal of impropriety of conduct, without there being any mode whatever 
of checking him by any appeal to the law?-He might do a great deal. and 
the person who was wronged, between the difficulty of getting redress, and the 
uncertainty of the redress, would rather suffer. : 

Do lIot you think it would be quite competent to bring the matter before 
a magistrate, and that the magistrate could call in two persons competent to 
decide on the case, and to declare whether they considered it improperly
marked; would not that be a very simple mode of proceeding ?-l think it. 
might be a very simple mode, but that is not a thing so understood by the 
butter makers in my neighbourhood. 

Does not the sovereign generally hold an office ?-He does. 
Does he attend generally in that office ?-I believe he docs. 
ls it not his duty to hear all complaints within the town of Carlow, and 

particularly with respect to the staple trade of the town ?-I believ~ it IS his 
duty. 

And still you know of no complaint having been made to the !o,'ereign. in 
consequence of the fraud committed, as you IState , through the misconduct 
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orthe tastcl'?- 1 have lived seven or eight miles from Carlow j when I have 
come to that neifJ'hbourhood I was in a great hurry to get back from it; and 

. hence innumerabie things might have occurred before the sovereign, of which 
I knew nothing. 

Does not the la.w require the butter cask to be made of a particular sort o.f 
wood ?- I believe it does, of seasoned timber. 
. Do not you know that the cask must be made of two or three sorts of 
particular timber, ash, oak, or beech ?-Yes. 
. DOt!s not the Act also allow a certain number of pounds for soakage?~ 
\ believe it does. . . 

Will not one sort of timber soak more than another S01:t ?- I believe it wII\. 
I believe beech will soak much more than ash. 

That being the case and the number of pounds weight being fixed, and th~ 
s.oakage being different, there must necessarily be some unfairness with regard 
to the seller or buyer in fixing any price upon the butter contained in his cask? 
- I should think 10. . 

Is the regulation concernillg soakage complained of ?-It is, and the butter 
makers took that matter into consideration; they wished the casks only to be 
made of seasoned timber, to be soaked and weighed, and that. the cooper who 
made it "}lOuld be accountable for the weight put upon the cask after it was 
suaked. 

Then with rE'gard to this existing regulation about soakage, you conceive it is 
desirable to have !';ome alteration in the law?-Yes, that is my opinion and the 
opinion of my neighbours. . 

What alteration would you propose?-To repeal the Act so far as the publac 
taster and the soakage are concerned. 

\Vhat regulation do you sllppose would be eligible with respect to the make of 
the cask ?-To make two lengths of stave out of the hogshead staves imported 
lrom British America, to make two lengths offirkin staves out of them; the staves 
are generally three feet six long. it would make one foot nine each for a uutteT 
.cask. 

You say that some kinds or timber soak a great deal more than others, and 
that they wi~h to ha\'e the timber casks of a different description; what are the 
regulations you propose with respect to them, it does not appear to you eligible 
.to allow them to make it of home·gl'own timber as formerly was the case ?-\Ve 
have no objection even to the home.grown timber, but that the vessel should be 
soaked, and branded after it was soaked; we conceive it would be an improve. 
ment if we were allowed to make the casks out of the Sla,"eS imported frolll 
British America l which are three feet six long. 

Are you prohibited from that now ?-No; but we suggest that as a good 
dimension for a butter cask l then it would be about one foot nine in the length 
'of the stave, and probably about thirteen inches diameter within it, or three teet 
four circumference, measuring round the hoop. 

Do not you apprehend that great damage is done to the butter, by having it 
.packed in casks made of wood that is fresh Dew timber ?-DecidedJy, and we 
conceive that if the cooper was made accountable for his cask he would feel an 
interest in obtaining a character and be more likely to make good casks. 

Is not he accountable now ?-I do not know that the cooper is accountable • 
• Is not he liable now ?-I do not know that he is. 

'Vould not that principle of self~interest you have already mentioned to inte· 
rest the makers of butter, lead them to use proper timber if there was no law 
whatever to arrange this matter ?-No doubt of it. 

Do you know whether they did it before the regulation took place ?-I thin~ 
,that before the regulation took place the butter casks were of a very unwieldy 
~ize. 

\Vith respect to the using proper casks well prepared ?-The butter casks 
were very bad before the regulation, but we conceive the casks might be still 
improvedl and that if the cooper was made accounta,ble for the manufacture of 
his own cask, and a fair weight after it was soaked bra'nded on it, he would be 
more particular to have it a proper one. 

'Vould you leave it optional with the maker to use what timber he pleased ?
I would leave the cooper responsible for the cask; if the cooper was made liable 
,~o a penalty for making a bad cask, he would take care of that. ~ 
•.. po you kno~ any thing of the relative quantity of butter made in that district 
,. before 
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'before and since the regulation took place; has it increased or diminished since Mr. 
that time ?- I cannot stale that. Jul", Ed~t. 

If the cooper was not under a penalty with regard to the timber he used • . ~ 
would not hi~ interest lead him to use proper wood, inasmuch as it would be the , II :'711

, 

interest of the butter maker to use casks of sound and good timber :-If he 1 'I • 

was obliged to brand his Dame and the weight of the cask upon i~ it would 
be so. 

Are there not coopers who sell their casks now at a much less rate thnn others 
because they make them up much worse ?-Yes. and they borrow the brand of 
their neighbour~, but if they were made accountable for it they would not 
do~ . • 

If a butter maker required the regulation of an Act of Parliament and 
.a penalty to enforce his compliance with it, what reason is there to suppose 
the cooper would not require it ?-He is by no means so adequate a judge of 
a cask as the cooper. 

Is there any great difficulty in judging of old seasoned timber and green 
timber, in any circllmstance in which it can be worked lip ?;-A great num1;>er 
of men might not know the difference. 

What injury would butter sustain, if packed up in a cask made of green and 
improper timber ?-l believe it would be greatly deteriorated. 

In point of fact then, if a butter maker used such a cask, he would not g~ 
so great a price for it as if he used a prop~r cask ?-Jf he was fbund to practis~ 
that, he would not be looked upon as a fair man. 

" rould he not get a less price for his butter ?-No doubt of it. 
\Vould not that have the effect of inducing him to get proper casks ?-N9 

doubt of it. 
\Vould it not be adequate to secure the use of proper casks, though there 

was 110 penalty imposed upon the cooper for making improper cusks-?-I d9 
.not think it would be so effectual as making the cooper accountable. 

Are there not instances at this moment, in which butter is packed in im.,
proper casks ?-l believe there are. 

And where butter has been seized, as being fraudulently packed, in coo
sequence of that ?-I do not know that; hut 1 believe butter is sometimes 
packed in inferior casks. , 

Does not the law require that each cask, before it is sold by the cooper, 
should he branded ?-I believe it does. . 

'Vhose duty is it to brand the cask before the cooper parts with it ?-1 
understand the weigh-master. 

In order to produce evidence of the proper manufacture of a cask, the law 
requires the weigh-master to fix his brand before the cooper can sell it to 
a butter maker ?-So I understand it. 

In point of fact, is that part of the Act of Parliament carried regularly and 
accurately into operation?-Decidedly not. • 

In what way then are the brands put upon the casks, before the cooper dis
poses of them ?-I know they come from the cooper with the brand on them, 
without ever going to a town I believe to be branded: they come direct from 
the cooper to the dairy man. - ~ 

\Vhat is the object of the brand; is it not to declare the tare of the cask l_ 
And the town that they are made at, or supposed to be the town the weigh
master lives in. 

The brand is to declare the tare of a cask, that it weighs so many pounds, 
and the town that it has been supposed to be branded for?-Yes. 

Then a man who sells his butter, has a deduction made from the gron 
weight of his. butter, according to the brand ta~e ofhi~ cask ?-Certainly. . 

Do you tlunk the actual tare of the cask IS described by the brand WhlCIi 

appears upon the outside of the cask ~-I am afraid they are very often 
erroneous. 

In what way do YOli imagine the cooper can have possession of the brands 
of a weigh-master, so that he may be able to use them without the weigh. 
master's being a party to it ?-He might get a brand made like it, or tbe 

·weigh-master might for a consideration, give his brand to the cooper.. 
Do you mean that the weigh-master might, for a valuable consideration, give 

a coope~ the power of using his brand, and thereby of marking whatever tare 
he pleases upon his own cask t ...... Yes; and it is under that idea I conceive it 
, 4<l6. B S would 
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would be much better to make the cooper himself responsible, to put his name 
upon it, and the tare of it when soaked. : 

Is it in point of fact the practice in the district or country you are acquainted 
with, for the weigh-masters actually themselves to brand the casks before the 
cooper sells them ?-l believe not. , 

Is that the general belief in your neighbourhood ?-It is. 
Then this part of the Act of' ParH,ament which requires the branding before 

thp,yare used, is not carried into execution ?-I believe not. 
Then if it should be necessary to continue the practice of branding casks, the 

law in that respect would require to be altered, to render it of tIle public utility 
which it was intended to he I-Decidedly so. 

Before a cask of butter can be sold in the market, besides this operation of 
tasting, must it not undergo another operation, that of being weighed at the 
public scale ?-It is first tasted and marked, then purchased, and latterly 
weighed; they fix the rate of price before it is weighed. 

In what way is the business of weighing carried on ?-Tbe butter is placE'd in 
one scale, and, of course, the weights in the other; and some of the sellers may 
conceive that the weigh-master is perhaps taking too much weight; perhap:s 
sometimes they may conceive he is weighing fair; it was the opinion of the 
meeting which 1 attended, that if the butter was an weighed standing beam, 
and that an allowance of two pounds was then given to make weight, there 
would be more satisfaction to all. 

The operation of weighing follows that of tasting, after the butter having been 
opened, and then packed again, and the cask bein!? made good, it is carried to 
a public crane to be weighed?-The whole operatIOn is in the public crane; 
that is, in the shed. 

The casks must be put together, and then carried to be weighed?-Ycs, 
exactly so. . 

Is there any confusion or trouble arises in this operation ?-In aU crowded 
markets of that kind, there must be 3. considerable degree of confusion. 

Suppose, as you have stated, a thousand firkins of butter sold on a market-day 
in Carlow, everyone of those must be carried to the public scale, and weighed? 
-Certainly. • 

They are brought to the place" here the crane is, as weB as where the tasting 
is ?-It is generally so. 

You say it was the opinion, that a beam age of two pounds ought to l)~ 
deducted from the firkin ?-Allowed 'to the purchaser to make weight. 

'Vhat is the allowance nowl-Not only to take the turn of the beam, but In 
some instances it is variable; in some places they ask more, in some places less" 

In Carlow, what beamage do they demand?-l cannot exactly answer 
that question; but at the meeting I attended, they put the thing down at 
four pounds. , 

You have no knowledge that that is thefact?-l cannot say myselfthat thai 
is the fact. • 

In point offact, the meeting you attended set down their loss for weighing at 
four' pounds on a cask?-Yes, which they caBed beamage. ;' 

And they thought two pounds would be a fair allowance ?-They thought, 
that i( the butter was weighed standing beamagc, and then two pounds allowed. 
that would be a. fair transaction ' between man and man. I have spoken to 
a variety of merchants in Carlbw, and their opinion was that that would 
~~ : 

From your own experience, carrying on the business of making and selling 
butter, are you of opinion, that it is absolutely necessary that butter should be 
weighed at the public scale, and not allowed to be sold as the parties who wished 
to s~ll R:nd who wish.ed to buy thought proper ?-l would myself, and I believe 
a. great many of my neighbours would infinitely prefer going to a merchant'.s 
store, where we should be dispatched at once, and where we should get fair 
dealing; the only difficulty which would arise then, would be in making 
th~ price. ,. 

Do you think the makers of butter stand in need of this assistance ~ 
weighing at a public crane, in order to enable you to obtain the fair value of 
your butter ?-l believe quite the contrary; I believe we would be perfectly 
satjsfied tQ. go to a, merchant and deal with him. • 

· Is 
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Is not this operation of going to a public scale attended with a good deal of AIr. 
trouble 7-1t is. .I.Ja Ed,. . 

. Is it a~tend~d !ith expense ?-It is expens~ and delay; first of all you pay '---...~ 
customs In gOlDg mto the town, then for branding, then for wl!ighing, then for II April, 
knocking the hoops, what I considered to be a great mischief to my butter. 18'16. 

Must not you pay custom if you went to a merchant ?-Probably, but I am 
enumerating the expenses we are put to. 

You are made to pay a fee for the weighing your butter at a public crane 7_ 
Yes. 

What is the fee you pay?-I think the whole cost of knocking the hoops off 
my butter casks and weighing, and so on, comes to nine~pence for a cask. 

Do you know the expense of each ?-No, I cannot tell, it was all charged 
together, it was so trifling a thing that I had rather lose it than look after it; 
but I would have greatly preferred going to the merchant's store, both for 
dispatch and less cost. 

Are you aware that the Act of Parliament, by the 7th clause, allows two
pence to the weigh-master for weighing ?-I was not sufficiently acquainted 
with that fact. 

Do you think you are made to pay more ?-I cannot tell how the charges 
are divided, it was nine-pence altogether. 

You pay nine-pence for weighing and tasting ?-Yes, and what I considered 
a great deal worse, knocking the boops off the butter. 

If the Act of Parliament allows two-pence for weighing, and one penny for 
tasting. you pay sixpence more than you should pay?-I cannot state the pro
portions of the sums I paid. 

Do YOll include the customs in the nine-pence?-Yes, certainly, every thing, 
I only state that to be the opinion of the meeting. 

You state the charge upon your own butter to have been nine-pence ?-That 
is the impression upon my own mind. I cannot state as a matter of fact within 
my own knowledge. 

Are you positive it stood you in nine-pence ?-I am not positive from my own 
knowledge; that was the opinion of the meeting. 

Have you sold butter in the market yourself?-l have. 
What was the charge upon that ?-l cannot speak positively to that, but 

I believe it was nine-pence. 
'Vhat was the charge in the market of Timohoe ?-They charge the car

riage; the charge there is higher, as it is more distant from the place where 
they commonly ship it. . 

Who makes out the bill of charges?-The person who deals with the butter 
maker, the butter buyer deducts it at the foot of his bill. 

When a cask of butter is sold, the person purchasing it, deducts those 
various charges from his bill?-Yes. -

The person who sells the butter is not the person who pays the weigh-
master or the tm;ter ?- No. . 

Then the transaction between the officers in reference to the payment of 
fees, is between them and the buyer altogether, and not the seller ?-Yes. . 

You say there is a charge for carriage, is it the butter buyer makes a charge 
against the seller of the butter for carriage ?-Yes. 

For what purpose is the carriage ?-It is shipped or put in a boat, if merely 
for the purpose of taking it down to 'VaterfordJ and they pay Jand carriag~ 
from Timohoe or Castle Comer to Carlow. 

Is not a custom p&.id on bringing butter into. the market ?-I did not pay 
it myself, I paid it to the butter buyer. 

If there was not this charge for carrying it from the market of Timoho~ to 
Carlow, must not the person himself carry it ?-He must. 

The seller sells his butter in the market of Timohoe?-Yes. 
But the person purchasing it charges him with the carriage of it to Carlow?

Yes,l believe so; I do not think there js much injury in that, because it is gene. 
rally understood between the parties. 

Must this system of the fees being paicl by the buyers lead to such a con
nection between the buyers ilnd the officers. as may be prejudicial to the interest 
of the sellers of butter ?- No doubt of it. 

Do you think that has the effect of putting. in liome degree, the 
406. B 1, 
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the'buyers in an advantageous state in ' regard to the interest of the sellers ?-It 
gives them a decided advantage. 

,-_~_-""'I That is, so far as the judgment of the weigh-master and taster is concerned, 
II April, in fixing the weight and value of the butter ?-Yes . 

• 8'J6. 'Vould it not be competent for the seller of the butter to pay'those charges 
himself, if he thought proper ?-Decidedly so; but he seldom does it. 

He has the option of doing it, if he likes ?-Decidedly so; he has the 
option. 

Then, if he suffers. and considers himself to suffer, by the dealing passing 
'between the butter merchant and the officer, he has it in his power to pay the 
officecs themselves?-lt is a thing that the sellers seldom or never know. 

But they have it in their power to do it, if they please ?-They frequently 
resort to the power of taking their butter out of the market altogether, when 
they consider themselves unfairly dealt with. 

In the payment of many of those fees and charges, which now are generally 
done by the butter merchant, the seller of butter has it in his power, having 
made his bargain with the merchant, to pay those charges himself, instead of 
leaving it to the option of the buyer to pay it ?-I believe it is a thing very 
seldom contempl.ted by the seller. 

But he has it in his power?-I should suppose so; if he started on the prin
ciple that he would exercise that power. 

Do you consider, or not, whether the merchant would buy the butter without 
fir~ t ascertaining what the quality of it was, and tasting it?- I believe not; r 
never saw any man purchase. withont tasting himself. 

In order to ascertain the quality of the butter, it must be tasted by the person 
buying it ?-I have never known them take it 011 trust. 

Then suppose the case to be, that one merchant, on opening the butter and 
ta!>ting it, does not like it, the party selling it must go to a second, must not 
he ?-Certainly. 

And that person would also cOllSider himself authorized to taste it~
Certainly. 
. Do not you conceive, that by a variety of persons tasting this butler it 
would be deteriorated, according to the number of persons who had rejectetl 
th'e butter, or refused to buy it j every time it was tasted or bored, it would 
sustain an injury ?-I do not think the injury would be much, for they put the 
part into the same hole immediately, and it is very little injured. . 

Do you think the merchant would consider himself guarded against fraud. 
that where one merchant had tried and tasted itl another merchant might nQl 
consider that it was not made up of different quality ?-No. 

Have you never known the circumstance of' butter being packed up of dif
ferent quality in the same cask ?-Yes, decidedly. 

And that they have been seized for fraud ?-J do not know of their having 
been seized for fraud; but I know that has been done. 
. You say, thatthe merchant tastes, notwithstanding the public taster?-Yes. 

Then he buys on his own judgment ?-He does, decidedly. 
Then the business of tasting by the public officer, is of no use to that me(

chant ?-No. 
But the tasting of die merchant is injurious to the butter ?-'If his boring ii 

an injury; but I conceive it is very little injury. 
Do YOll conceive there is any thing in the making of butter, that a persop 

regularly bred to it, is unable to protect himself from fraud by his own skill ?
Certainly not; every butter maker knows it perfectly . 
. Then the business of buying butter, may in your opinion, be carried all wilh 

'perfect security to the purchaser, without any regulation of an Act of P~rliamcnt 
providing a public taster?-That is my opinion. 

Have you ever known a merchant buy butter as tirst quality, being marked as 
second ?-I have heard of it, and I believe it has been done. From my own 
knowledge I have reason to believe that butter has been marked as of second 
quality, and the mark effaced, and the butter sold in another market as of first 
quality .. 
. Is the business of making butter a great object among the fanners in your 
COUT·~try a source for the payment of rent ?-It is; our country is considered 

. ~ dauy country; the soi l is more suited to grass than agriculture. 
: Then the tenantr~ of that country are very much interested in the prosperity 

Qf 
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of that trade ?-They feel very ,much intere~tel1 in it; from the nature of our 
country we arc unable to false the gram necessary for the food of the 
in habitants. 

Your country is higher and less fitted for growing corn ?-Yes; the soil is 
stiffer. 

In your opinion it is, a great object,. that all matters con~e~ted with it shauld 
be adjusted so as to relieve the trade from any sort of eXlstmg obstacle to its 
extension ?- It is, with this exception, that of making the casks of a certain 
size j that is the only thing we wish for, and to make the cooper accountable 
for the good manufacture and weight of his cask when soaked. 

Do you feel yourself competent to say before this Committee, that the general 
opinion of the persons interested in the manufacture of butter, in the district 
with which you are acquainted is, that there should be no other regulation with 
regard to the butter business but this respecting the size of the cask ?-And 
the making the cooper accountable. 

Do you think the trade could be conducted with perfect safety, and the 
preference given to Carlow butter which is now given, if it was extended to all 
classes of farmers in that country?-That is our opinion. 

Do you think there should be no restriction on the lower classes of farmers? 
-None on earth, for the private judgment of merchants would take care of 
their own interests, and that would have a tendency to make the poorer men 
who might mean to be fraudulent, honest. 

If a merchant, on tasting butter, disliked that butter, the maker would take 
it to anothel' to sell it; if it were taken to a number of persons to taste, would 
not that deteriorate the quality of the hutter ?-That is the case at present; 
besides the merchants boring it, a public officer first bores it, and then it is 
examined by the merchant afterwards. 

Generally speaking, is it not sufficient for the merchant who deals extensiv~ly 
in butter, to have it tasted by the public officer, without subsequently tasting it 
himself'?-The merchants with whom I have conversed on the subject, think quite 
the contrary; they buy and sell on their own judgment, and it is ne\'cr by 
the mark of the public officer that they class it, in ~elling it to a merchant in 
London. 

Do not the merchants, when they make extensive purchases, 0'0 to a market 
where the butter is weighed, take a large quantity of it to their house, and pay 
the fanner at the place where it is weighed ?-They pay at their own 
offices. 

It is the practice, that the butter when weighed is to be considered as sold? 
-As soon as it is purchased and weighed, it is then considered the property of 
the merchant. 

By law, no butter can be sold but in the butter market ?-That is the public 
understanding in my neighbourhood. 

You could not take it to a merchant, without its going through the market? 
- Th:1t is the present impression on my mind, and the mind of my neighbours, 
which we consider a great hardship. 

Do you know, in the appointment of the taster of Carlo, ... ·• or the other 
markets, whether the sovereign, or person appointing him, takes the opinions 
of other persons besides his own, on the competency of the person he appoints?
I do not know. I live so far from the market, and am in so much hurry to leave 
h, that I do not know the private routine; I have known more from tbe com~ 
plaints of my neighbours when they hare returned. 

You speak of the districts you have named, Kilkenny, Queen's County, and 
Carlow ?- Yes. 

What proportion do the butter districts of those three counties bear to the 
butter trade in the other parts of Ireland ?- l cannot say; I speak the opinion 
of the butter makers round us. Our butter, first class, we conceive ourselves 
to be unfairly dealt with, to be put on the same class with the first class of 
butter where they make it of an inferior quality. 

Can you state what proportion the butter districts, of which alone you speak 
of, Kilkenny, Queen's County and Carlow, bears to the proportion made 
throughout Ireland ?-I cannot answer that; but I should suppose it to be 
much greater in proportion than the same extent of any other pl1rt of Ireland. 

The question refers generally to the butter trade of Ireland; when you 
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speak of the butter made in the three counties named by you in Ireland, what 
proportion that bears to the butter made generally in Ireland?-I cannot say.,. 
but I believe it is much greater than any similar extent of country. 

You know what is meant when the butter trade of Ireland is referred to, that 
is, the butter made in Ireland, and exported generally from Ireland ?-Just so. 

'Vhat proportion does the, quantity made in those three counties bear to the 
quantity of butter made in the country generally?-I cannot say. 

Is it an hundredth part ?-I cannot say. 
Is it a thousandth part ?-I believe it to be a great deal less than a hundredth 

part. . h . b d d h I b d . h· d· . You do not WIS It to e un erstoo t at t Ie utter rna e In t IS Islflct 

bears a great proportion to the whole of the butter made in Ireland?-I mean 
to say this, I think we are more in the butter trade than any similar quantity 
of land in Ireland; but I cannot answer as to the general export. 

You are aware it is a very inferior proportion ?-No, I am not. I believe it 
by no means to be an inferior proportion. 

Do you believe that it bears a considerable proportion r-I believe it does, 
as it refers to the quantity of butter made on a similar extent of land. 

How long have you known the butter trade ?-I have been making butter 
these sixteen years past. 

Are you conversant with the general butter trade in Ireland ?-No j I know 
very little, except that belonging to my own district. 

Do you not know it to be a very considerable trade ?-Certainly. 
Can you venture to state from your own knowledge, what proportion the 

butter trade of Ireland may bear to the butter made in the three counties YOll 

have named, not talking either of the quality of the butter or the quantity 
of your ground, but merely the proportion of the export from those three 
counties to the general export of butter from Ireland ?-It is a subject which, 
I never examined particularly, but the impression upon my mind is, that we 
bear a VHy considerable share in it. 

You have talked of the taster, who names the taster ?-I believe the 
sovereign. 

Supposing a taster named and approved by the butter buyers, and the butter 
makers do not, YOli think a system might be adopted to meet the various 
objections you have stated to the Committee ?-I do not think it could, I think 
his taste would be vitiated before he could go through the market j that it is 
morally impossible one man can be competent . 
. 'You talked of the opulence of butter makers; what' proportion do the opulent 

bear to the inferior ?-Probably with reference to the quantity of the butter, 
nineteen twentieths. 

When you spoke of some unfair understanding; did you refer to the principal 
makers ?-There might be some unprincipled makers of the lower class. 

You know nothing of the manner in which the butter trade of Ireland js 
carried on in other parts, you limit your Evidence to the three counties you have 
named ?-My knowledge of it is confined within those three counties, with 
this difference, that I know from my own knowledge, that the butter made 
in other parts of Ireland is decidedly inferior to that made in this part. 

To what other parts do you refel', where you have a knowledge of the 
manner in which butter is made?-The county of Meath; I 113ve been at 
_______ and I have got butter there that I could lIot eat. 

Have you any knowledge of the manner in which the butter business in 
those districts is carried on ?-No. 

But you found the general quality of butter much inferior to that of butter 
in your ow~ country ?-Decidedly so . . 
, Out of what class of persons is the butter taster generally selected ?-Ont, 

of various classes, some very low. 
Are they generally selected out of the merchants connected with the butter 

trade ?-No I do not think they are, I rather think from some gentlemen 
recommending them. 

Are persons ' often ·selected who are not competent?-The man at Timohoe 
decidedly was not a man competent. 

What'is his business in other respects ?-I do not recollect what he is, but 
1 know he is of the lowest class • 

.. Is he a. farmer ?-If be is, he ' is a little farmer. 
What 
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What do YOll consider the~ competency ofa butter taster to be?-He should 
be, in my opinion, a man of a very respectable class, that would be unbending 
in his :norals, that could not be influenced j and even: a lIlall of the very first 
class I conceive, would be incompetent, his taste would become \·iliated before 
he could get over so large a market as I have described; indeed I have heard 
a butter taster say so. 

They give up the attempt of tasting, and judge by smelling ?-They botb 
smell and tasle it. 

That objection applies to there not being a sufficient number of butter tasters, 
your objection would not apply if there were a greater number ?-Not so far 
as his incompetency goes. 

Your objection would still apply to the verfect inutility of a decision on so 
large a quantity of butter by a taster?-Yes, inasmuch as the merchants would 
themselves decide by their own taste. 

Do not the merchants frequently purchas.e very large quantities in one day? 
- They do. 

What prevents their taste being vitiated?-They generally have assistants, 
and they give their judgment; they have their coopers, and generally several 
assistants; and he resorts to the opinion of those persons, so far as I have 
observed. 

Do not you thillk that, in that case, the person who tastes being the person 
who is to buy, the seller would be much morc liable to be sacrificed to the 
intert'st of tile buyer ?-No, the seller knows well what the quality of his 
butter is; and if there is not a stigma placed upon it by a public officer, he will 
not allow the purchaser to say this is a second quality, when he knows it to be 
first ; but if there is a stigma placed upon it by the public officer, the buyer will 
say. 1 will only give you second price, for it is marked as such. 

Docs 1I0t the practice of buying and selling butter lead to that conclusion 
between the two, that the buyer may buy in consequence of the assurance 
of the person selling it ?- Yes, that is a common practice now; and 1 know 
many who will sell their butter without its being tasted at all by the merchant. 

Then mjght not the operation be carried on by the butter being sent in at 
once to a merchant, without all the operation of weighing and tasting ?-I am 
quite confident it would. 

Would not that be very preferable to the whole being weighed and tasted in 
the · public market ?- In my opinion it would. 

You cannot speak to the state of the trade before that Act pas!ied ?-No, 
I C"annot. 

Is the butter brought into the market at Carlow, in large quantities by farmers, 
or in small quantities ?-There are large quantites brought in by large farmers. 
and small quantities by small farmers. 

In markets where it was brou~ht in by small farmers in small quantities, do 
you think the merchants could have the same reliance on the seIler?-No, 
certainly not. 

Do you not think, ill such a case as that, the interference of the taster and 
weigher would be desirable ?-No, I think that the merchant wfluld stilt make 
use of his own judgment. 

Are you not aware that those small farmers come into an occasional market, 
and that it would be quite impossible the merchant could have :lIly knowledge 
of their chal'acter ?-Certainly, but then the merchant will himself examine the 
article, and pnrchase on his own judgment. 

Might not the merchant take advantage of tile ignorance of that persall. and 
discredit his butter ?-If the mark was done away, there would be no classifica
tion of butter but in the merchant's own store; and he would say, I will give' 
you only so much for your butter. 

Would not that be pulting the farmer to a great disadvantage ?-No. he 
would go on to another merchant. 

Do you consider that the interest of that small farmer would be protected so 
much by the system you contemplate, as it is by the present existing systp£u?
I believe it would more; because even that small farmer not being known to tht· 
butter merchant first, it would undergo the process of the public taster, a.nd tlH.! 
merchant would afterwards examine it; and the same liability of itl) being sent 
to a third or a second would exist, as if it had not been tasted at all. 

Wh en tI; c butter la3ler assiglls a particular class for the buUer, docs he ,tatc 
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to the seller his reasons for calling it either first or second c1ass?-The taster 
generally puts his mark upon it. 

Does he state the cause why he puts N° 1, or N° 2 ?-He mayor may not. 
\Vhich is usually the custom ?-He says, \Vhy do you mark my butter of 

second quality? Because it is not good. 
ls the seller in all instances satisfied with that general censure of his butter, 

without any specific reason being assigned ?-Qnite the contrary. 
If he differs in opinion with the taster, what means has he of obtaining 

redress?--The general way that he remedies himself is, by taking his butter 
away from him, and taking it home again. 

Is not that attended with great inconvenience ?-\Vith very great incon
venience. 

In what way ?-By his not being able to sell at the market he first takes it ' 
to, and taking it to a second market. 

It injures the butter by carrying it about?-Yes, anu injures the man by 
the loss of his time. 

\Vould not the same objection apply to the conveyance of it from one mer
chant to another ?-No, there would be no depreciating mark placed upon it. 

'Vould not the marks which the butter merchants have made by taking . 
butter out, place a. depreciating mark upon it?-No. 

Do you mean to say, that if you took butter to one merchant afler another, 
he would not be able to see that it had been ta,;ted?- He would. 

\Vould YOll, as a merchant, be inclined to purchase a cask- of butter which 
had been refused by two other merchants ?-Decidcdly; if the thing was to 
my liking I would buy on my own opinion. 

Would you not consider it more doubtful, that butter being tasted than if it 
had not?-'We might have a difference about the price and not about the 
quality. 

\Vould it not be greatly deteriorated in consequence of the perforations r
No, I do not think the perforations of it injure it; it is the opening it that 
injures it. 

Would it not admit air into the butter?-They put the butter lifted by the 
piercer down into the same place again. 

If a cheese is very often perforated it is very much injured?-The scoop 
brings up the butter, and they put it down filling up the very same hole, and 
butter being a thing which sticks together it excludes the ail'. 

\Vould it fit as tight?-The proportion of space taken up by the pierceI' 
would prevent its fitting so tight. 

'Vould it he probable that a man would go through the operation of tasting 
butter, and let it go merely for the sake of getting it for a less price?-Cer
tainly not. if he liked the article. 

Then it beinO' the interest of the one to buy :llld the other to sell, it is not 
probable that tIle butter would be exposed to the inconvenience of being 
carried from one yard to another, in case the office of taster was abolished?
I believe tha.t both buyer and seller would feel it their interest to deal without 
carrying it to a second yard. 

What reason have you to suppose that?-lt being their mutual interest, the 
interest of the buyer to get the article he wanted, and the interest of the seHer 
to get the money for his butter. 

Do you mean at any price ?-The seller goes round and ascertains the price 
that is given. 

Have you never known any instance of butter being refused by one and 
bought by another afterwards ?-That has been the custom j it is all in the 
open market now. 

, Do you conceive a .small dealer in butter is so incapable of managing his 
bargain for the sale of It as to be exposed to be cheated by the buyer, if it was 
not for the assistance of a public taster ?- I aiD very sure that the poor mall is 
perfectly acquainted with his own interest. 

They are quite shrewd enough to know the value of their own butter ?_ 
Yes. 

, He would not be exposed to being deceived or having a fraud practised upon 
him, if he was left to make his own bargain with the persons wishing to have 
his butter ?--:-No; I think there would be a greater fear of the poor man 
cheating the other. 

you 
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You have stated, that in case of a mao's being dissatisfied with the branding IrIr. 
of his butter, he can carry it home j is that a remedy which a poor man can JIJIu. Edgt. 
have recourse to in all cases ?-It is a remedy which they do have recourse to. ~ 

Is it not a remedy which the richer class have recourse to more frequently? II April; 
-Most of them have reconrse to it at times. I h6, 

Is it not the case, that the poorer makers are frequently so pressed to raise 
money. that they arc obliged to take the price that is offered ?-Sometimes their 
necessities are such that they must take tbe price offered. • 
. Therefore they are within the power of the public taster?-Yes. 
'" ould not the merchant take advantage of his necessities if there were no 

public taster ?-He might not know his necessities; but if the taster put 
a depreciating mark upon his artic1e, he must sell it. 

Do you think that a man, who brings a single firkin of butter to market, geb 
the same price for it as a man who brings a hundred firkins ?-No; generally 
the large maker of butter is supposed to make it of a better quality. 

Will they not give a preference to buying a large quantity together '_Yes. 
Is it not probable, that the butter made up in a single firkin, is made by 

degrees, a part of it stale and 'lOother part fresh ?-Yes. 
Is it not the worse for that?-Yes, decidedly. 
That would be a reason for giving a lower price for that?-Yes, decidedly. 
Is it noi probable, where a person brings one hundred firkins at a time, that 

may be the case with those ?-No, they generally fill the whole firkin together;, 
and the only reason of keeping them back, is that they may wait for a rise of' 
prices. 

\Vhere there are twenty or thirty or forty cows kept, the butter is generally 
in a bettel' state than where there are only two or three?-Yes; the whole is 
carried on better, and the dairy is cleaner j and it is upon the sweetness of the 
vessels, and the care and attention paid to them, that 1 he excellence of the 
butter depends. 

Do you think the practice of publicly tasting butter, is beneficial to either the 
buyer, the seller or the public ?-I think that it is beneficial only to the man 
who receives the money for it. 

You mean the man who gets the fee ?-Yes. 
Yon think Ile is the only party who has a benefit from the regulation?

I think so. 
It is your opinion, that the whole butter trade should be thrown open without 

any regulation at all ?-My opinion is, that the manufacture of the casks should 
be regulated, the size of them, and the cooper made accountable not only for 
their manufacture, but for the weight of the cask after it is properly soaked, and 
his name and the tare of the cask put upon it. 

'Vhy would you bring the cooper under that legislative restriction, when you 
would not the maker of the butter?-Because the goodness of the vessel is of 
importance. 

'Vhy will you not allow the butter manufacturer to judge whether the article 
is good ?-He is not so good a judge as the cooper is of the article, and if the 
trade is left open, an inferior description of coopers might g ive a bad article. 

Does not the butter producer wish to bring the cooper under regulations. 
securing his interest, and yet the same man not wish to place his butter under 
the restrictions which are considered beneficial to the merchant?-The restric
tions I propose on the cooper, could be of no importance to the butter maker, 
exc~pt ill his being satisfied that he got a good vessel to put his butter in. 

Might not the butter producer be interested in not having a public officer to 
determine whethe.r his butter was good 01' bad, and he be thereby enabled to 
pass the fraud on the merchanU-I do not think he could pass the fraud 
on the merchant. 

YOli propose putting the cooper under restrictions, but not to put the butter 
maker under any regulation whatever?-The excellence of the vessel is best 
known to the man who makes it . 

. Is it your opinioll, that the cooper who supplied you as a butter producer 
With the cask, should be placeu under such legislative restrictions that the cask 
is good, but that you will nut confer the same benefit on the merchant by the 
interference of a public officer interposing hetween you the seller, and him 
the purchaser ?-At present there is no public officer to give an opinion upon 
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the ~oodness of the cask; I mean the bene6t to be as much to the consumers, 
and lOdeed more to the consumer than to the maker. 

Are you aware that there are some parts of Ireland where great precautions 
are taken as to the marking of the casks ?-1 believe there are very inferior 
casks made now, 

Are you aw.arc, that in some parts of Ireland there are great pains taken 
that the vessels mark should be properly made?-I have heard so, and it would 
be the wish of my neighbours and myself, that that should be done in our 
neighbourhood. 

Mr. Joseph Robinson Pim, called in; and Examined. 
YOU are a general merchant residing in Dublin ?-Yes; our firm are. 
'Vhat is the name of your firm 1-Thomas, Jonathan, and Joseph Pim. 
Have you been concerned in the butter trade ?-Occasionally, and mostly 

as agents. 
Are you acquainted with it {-Pretty well. 
You have connexions or relations living at Mountmelick ?-Brotbers and 

nephews in the trade of butter. 
Which is the market in which they deal ?-Mountmelick; they purchase in 

Mountmelick, and also in the neighbouring towns, Philip's Town and so on. 
\Vhat is the state of the trade in Dublin; in regard to the export. has it 

been an increasing or a declining trade of late ?-I am not able to state that 
exactly j that could be answered by the public reports of the weekly exports. 

Is there much butter exported from Dublin ?-There is a considerable export 
from Dublin. 

Is the trade under any circumstances of restriction or difficulty ?--Very 
great difficulty. . 

Have the goodness to describe in what those difficulties consist ?-In the 
year 1812, there was an Act passed, which prohibited our exporting butter 
wjthout its being re.inspected in Dublin, after having been inspected in 
Carlow j for instance, we had a hundred firkins which we had just received 
from Carlow as the Act passed; I was obliged to go to the crane with it to 
have it weighed, opened and inspected, and there were about thirty seconds 
marked out of what came from Carlow, as a hundred first; it was just after 
the law passed, and the Inspector, I believe, was desirous of being very par. 
ticular; I remonstrated, and was informed by a person standing hy, that I 
might have it all re-inspected if I paid five shillings. We determined to have 
nothing further to do with the trade, subject to such vexation; and what we 
have done since then, with very little exception, has been through \Vaterford 
or Cork. 

You purchased a hundred casks, marked as first in Carlow; you were 
obliged to have them tasted again in Dublin, and then the taster marked thirty 
of them as second ?-Yes; though it was very prime butter. The subject of 
the butter trade has claimed the attention of a number of merchants in Dublin, 
at ~undry times since 1812, and particularly as related to the extravagant 
cbarges under the sanction of the corporation; and of latter years our Chamber 
of Commerce have paid great attentIon to it with little effect, further than to 
induce Sir Henry llarnell to bring it before Parliament. 

Were the charges conformable to law, or beyond it ? -Exorbitantly beyond 
it, and are. so still. 

How was the trade before the year 18HZ, when the Act passed to regulate 
the trade ?-Quite free for butter from the interior. 

Were you concerned in the trade before the Act passed ?-We were much 
more than now. 

Did you find any inconveniences that justified the legislature in placi.ng it 
under regulation ?-No inconvenience whatever; the butter was sold ill London, 
under the character of the brand, and it is still, I understand, sold by the 
character of the brand, more than of the inspector. 

Previous to the Act of 1812. when the trade was quite free, the trade 
of butter was carried on in a perfectly satisfactory manner to all parties 
('.oncerned, the buyers and sellers?- I cannot say, perfectly satisfactory. lhose 
local charges in Dublin, were paid at that lime. 
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But with resr.ect to the ascertaining the quality of the article?-Yes, for we 
were not troub ed by their inspection. 

\Vere they not re-weight:d at the public scale at that time ?-Not unless the ' 
owner pleased. but in general they had more confiden\!c in the original weighing 
at Carlow or Mountmelick, than in Dublin; it was optional. we had the power 
of bringing it to the public crane at all times, and checking the weights. 

Are you compelled now to bring it to the public crane?-Yes. 
How was the business conducted in the country at that time :-1 believe 

more satisfactorily than since. 
In youropinion,from your knowledge of the manner in which it was carried on, 

there was no circumstance connected with the trade, which reqnired the interfe
rence of the legislature ?-I do not know how I can answer that question; it has 
been charged against the butter trade frequently, that there were frauds com
mitted; I should think that Act must have been introduced by some persons endea
vouring to prevent fraud, but I cannot recollect the circumstances of it exactly. 

The business of buying and selling went on regularly?-Yt.!s, I understand 
so, but our trade was not in Dublin butter, we had our connexions in the 
Queen's County, who dealt in that article. 

How far is Mountmelick from Dublin ?-Forty Irish miles. 
Is the butter made in that country exported from Dublin ?-Lat~erIy it has 

been almost all exported from \Vaterford, in consequence of the favourable Bill 
their friends got. 

What is the distance from Mountmelick to Waterford ?-I think fifty-two 
Irish miles. 

How much land carriage is there in conveying butter from Mountmelick 
to 'Vaterford ?-The whole is by land carriage; they might carry it by water 
from Munsterevan, but the general plan is by land; the canal and rivers 
Barrow and Silir run from Munsterevan to 'Vaterfonl, but that is not the general 
course of trade. 

Does the Dublin canal run by Mountmelick?-Within ten miles, and the 
extension of the canal to Mountmelick is in the process of making. 

Would the butter from Mountmelick go in general to Dublin, but for those 
inconvenicnces?-Yes, in general, for our freights from Dublin to London are 
frequently not half those from Waterford; and the carriage to Dublin by canal, 
is lower and safer than to 'Vaterford. 

Is there a better price given for it in Waterford than in Dublin ?-I believe 
there is for that called Carlow butter. 

If it went from Dublin to London how would the price be?- The price would 
be regulated by the export to London and the stock there. 

Has there been any change in the manner of carrying on the butter trade 
from Dublin of late ?-I do not recollect any particular change; there has not 
been a great trade in butter carried on of late in Dublin, that is for the last few 
months. 

Have there not been frauds complained of in regard to the re-brandin~ and 
fe-packing butter ?-I have heard of them, but they have not come withm my 
knowledge. 

Is it at all the practice, after merchants have bought butter with the regular 
market brands, to alter those brands, and to re-pack the butter before they 
export it ?-I have heard of it and believe it; but it does not come within my 
knowledge. 

You have no doubt of it ?-I have not. 
Your house left the trade in consequence of the inconvenience you felt under 

the new regulations?-Yes; we have been merely export butler merchants 
occasionally to the W cst Indies . 
. Do you know whether other hous~s have ~isse.nted from carl"y.in~ on the .trade 
tn consequence of the system of Jfregl.l.lanty mtroduced by It m Dublm?
I believe several. 

Does that irregularity consist in this re-branding and re-weighing after the 
butter has been brought from the market into the stores ?-It partly arose from 
those exhorbitant corporation charges, which we found we had no means of 
getting rid of but by legal means. 

Was it not, in consequence also of fraudulent practices in the trade ?-I do 
not think they had any effect; it possibly might, in a remote way; if our com~ 
petitors had fraudulent practices, our merchants might not like to go into 
a trade that required such practices, to render it profitable. 
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. \Vhat are the charges on butter in Dublin ?-The present chul'ges, I under
stand, are two-pence per firkin less than they formerly were~ This is a. list of 
the charges, in a letter from a brother merchant.-[producing il.] 

[The same 'Was delivered in and read, asjblto"{lJs:] 

" Dear Sir, 
II The Charges on Butter at our crane, are as follows :

d. 
Cooperage -
Weighing and Branding 
Inspection -

4< 
3 
3 

10 per cask. 

and although I pay for cooperage at the crane, yet it is so wretchedly done, 
that I am obligE>d to ha\'e my butter coopered over again at my own stores 
before I can ship it. 

I< Your obedient servant, 
Ricltd Purdy. 

pr Corn' Carletoll. Joseph R. Pim, Esq. 
&c. &c. &c. Dublin, 5th April lSQ6." 

This is a list of the charges our relations paid in \Vaterford, on 3.50 firkin" 
we have lately shipped from \Vaterford to London, and sold within these few 
weeks. 

[Tile same u:as delit'ered in and read, as flllO'U:s .o] 
" Charges paid by Anthony P{m & Co. of Mountmelick, for shipping 

350 Firkins of Butter in \Vaterford for London. 11th of Second 
Month, 1826. 

£. $. d. 
For Trimming, branding, weighing and 

850 firkins at 5 d. per 
" Salt S$. 6d. turf 3$. 9d. 
H Cooper's Allowance 

tast~ng} 7 5 10 

" Shipping 14s. 7 d. Bills of Lading 1 s. lOd. 
" Brokerage, &c. on 350 firkins, at 6 d. 

- 12 3 
- 13 8 
- 16 5 
S 15 -

Irish £.18 S 2 

British 16 15 S" 

The charges ~t Waterford are considerably less than in Dublin, except that we 
have to pay brokerage. , 

You have stated, that those charges at Dublin are less than they were; when 
did that reduction of two-pence per cask take place ?-I am not exactly able 
to state. 

Are you aware of' any application baving been made to any person, by the 
Chamber of Commerce of Dublin, with a view to the reduction of the undue 
charges on the branding, and tasting and inspecting butter in Dublin ?-I am 
quite aware, for I was a party to it, being:l member of the council of the 
Chamber of Com merce. 

To whom was that application made, and what was thp. result of iU-I belie\'e 
we made one communication to the Right honourable Secretary, present. 
I was not one of the deputation, but the reply, I understood, was, that there 
was nothing to pr~vent our taking the legal steps, if they were outrageous 
charges, or words to this effect; but the honourable Secretary will please set 
me right if I have not stated his reply correctly. 

Did the corporate body, or the magistrate to whom you allude, take any 
remedy to prevent such circumstances occurring in future ?-None whatever, 
that I am aware of: 

You have alluded to an application to the Chief Secretary of Ireland?
There were a great many previous applications to the lord mayor and sundry 
aldermen, and we took every step but that of going' to law. 

They 
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They were not attended with any effect.?-No; with the exception of that 
second reduction I before alluded to, which I suppose may have arose out 
of it. 

'Vho arc the officers who receive those charges?-They are called Inspectors 
or Tasters. and 'Veigh-masters. 

By whom are they appointed ?-By the corporation. 
To whom do the emoluments go j to the individuals, or the corporation?

They arc snacked among them, I suppose j but I do not know what comes 
of it. 

'Vas not part of the proposition of the Chamber of Commerce. that they should 
have the. appointment of the persons themselves?- Yes; the merchants proposed 
to subscribe to a general crane, and to put it on a respectable footing, similar 
to our Corn Exchange. The following is the last Ueport on the Butter subject 
of OUf Council of the Chamber of Commerce, in Dublin, which, jf the Com
mittee wish, I will read; it gives not only my sentiments, but that of many' 
of our merchants in Dublin, in much clearer terms than I fear I shall convey. 
'tlH~rn myself, and entitled to more weight than my individual opiniun. 

REPORT. 
" THE Butter Trade has engaged the attention of your Council, in a 

degree proportionate to its paramount importance. In cornman with their 
predecessors, they have been impressed by a conviction that the state ot 
this great national interest, so inconsistent with its capabilities and natural. 
advantages, is mainly attributable to the influence of the laws which govern 
it. A reference to those Jaws will clearly evince the necessity of their 
re\,ision. In their numerous and vexatious regulations, in their inter-, 
ference with the freedom of traffic, and the rights of property; in the tempt_ 
ations they create, and the facilities they afford for fraudulent evasions j 

and in their perpetual endeavours to effect by compulsory and penal legis-_ 
lation, the purposes which otherwise would more surely and successfu llY: 
be accomplished by the natural operation of individual interests. They are 
framed with a disregard to every sound commercial principle, and can, 
only tend to frustrate the ends of their enactment, and obstruct the pros·
perity of the interests affected by them. But, to the Butter Trade of this 
cit.y, which suRers as well from their partiality as from their general impo'"' 
licy, those laws are inimical in a more than ordinary degree. 

" Butter transmitted from the interior, for sale or shipment at the port. 
of Dublin, after having, in cr)mpliance with the law, been inspected, 
weighed and branded in the country market, is compelled to undergo 
a repetition of the process at our cranes, but from which necessity it has' 
been exempted by a special Act, in passing through the port of\Vaterford .: 
Hence the butter dealers in the county of Carlow, and other districts dis-
tinguished by excellence of butter, unwilling to incnr a second time this 
troublesome, expensive and deteriorating process, are practically banished 
from their natural, and but for this partial regulation, most beneficial 
market j and hence their interests, in common with the trading and~ 
shipping interests of Dublin, are sacrificed to the virtual monopoly can., 
ferred upon 'Vaterford. 

" But while the necessity of the revision and e:ssel1tial modification of 
these laws is unquestionable, it may nevertheless be aplJrehended. that 
their total and unqualified repeal and the consequent absence of all regu
lation in a trade so long the subject of' exeessive regulation, would be 
attended with considerable, although perhaps temporary inconvenience. 
It appeal'ed, however, to your Coullcil, that such an effect might be 
obviated through the intervention of a system so constructed as to combine· 
the advantages of regulation and freedom, by substituting for the Ia.ws now 
in force, a new and compendious Act to coml)rise a few general regulations 
of approved utility, and to extend equally to all parts of Ireland, but 
limited in its operation to the public weigh-houses or cranes, to which 
accredited officers ~hould he appointed under the Acl. To those weigh. 
houses or cranes the dealers should in nowise be comrelled to resort, but 
on the contrary should have full liberty to buy and ~el there or eliiewhcre-.. 
and according to the provisions of the Act or otherwise. Above all~ that. 
the export trade in hutter being strictly a couuoercial interest, iihould .be 
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conducted on the ordinary commercial principle!. That the whole system 
of restrictive regulation which appl.ies to it, including the designation of 
quality by an official brand, should be abolished, and the trade left alto
gether to its own free direction!' 

If you, as a merchant of Dublin, purchased butter in the country which has 
undergone the process of tasting and weighing in the public market, you are 
obliged to carry that same butter to the Dublin crane, and have it tasted and 
weighed again?-Yes, and very much injured. 

What is the process of tasting?-They put a scoop down the whole length 
of the cask and Lake it out, and take the butter from the bottom to the top of 
the cask, and pass it along their nose. 

Must the head be taken out of it I-Yes. 
Who takes it out ?-The cooper; he is paid especially for it, that is what 

we have alluded to as to its being subjected to a deteriorating and expensive 
process. 

Every cask of butter is opened at the crane and tasted ?-Yes. 
What is the quantity of butter in a cask?-The law provides it shall not 

exceed 84 pounds in one cask. 
Who puts the cask together again ?-The cooper. 
Is the manner in which that operation is performed, a matter of complaint? 

-Decidedly so. 
Is it so done as to be an injury to the merchants property?-Quite so, 

and the limiting the quantity also. 
Each cask undergoes the operation of weighing?-Each cask is weighed. 
Do you think there is no use in this process of tasting and weighing at the 

public crane?-No use whatever, there is no dependence placed upon it. 
Do the merchants in Dublin place any rt liance on the taster?-Not being 

an actual buyer at present, I cannot speak to that, but I believe they generally 
attend themselves :lnd see it tasted; they regulate the price and character bv 
the character the taster puts upon it. . 

'Vhat is the difference of price between first and second quality?-I think 
seven or eight shillings per cwt. 

Do you know what it is at MountmeHck ?-I believe about the same. 
Is it generally supposed that the taster is very accurate in precisely describing 

butter of the first, and second, and third quality in Dublin ?-I cannot speak 
to my personal knowleuge in Dublin; in the country market the practice is, 
that the buyer and seller stand on the side of the taster, and they form their 
opinions; sometimes I understand they have arguments whefher it is of first 
or second; it is very much decided between the buyer and seller by the in
spection; in some markets they do not taste at all; in Phillipstown they 
purchase by the cask, and I understand they find it very satisfactory. 

Is there no taster ?-No, I beJieve there is none. 
Is the business considered as well done ?-I understand it is increasing 

there; there is no taster regularly appointed, and tlle butter goes in there, and 
the buyers go there to meet the sellers. 

Do you know whether the conduct of the tasters is a matter of complaint 
in odler markets 7-lt is a general matter of complaint throughout Queen's 
County; I have heard complaint of it for the last ten years; knowing I was 
a member of the Chamber of Commerce, urging me to step forward for the 
proteation of their interests. 

In the market where there are some hundreds of casks of butter sold, is it 
in your opinion possible that the taster can judge accurately of the quality of 
butter, after tasting a certain number of casks 7-lt is a nice mat~er to answer 
that; I should think if he was a proper man he would be competent to know 
when he had tasted sufficient; but they are generally of the lower description of 
persons, and I believe frequently endeavour to do more thaI) can be well done. 

The question refers to their power of tasting after they have tasted a certain 
number of casks in the same market 7-lt would certainly be marc difficult, 
but they judge also from the smell and appearance of the butter; the process 
goes on very often without tasting. 

But in point of fact, the persons appointed are not those who may be ex~ 
pected to execute the duty with perfect propriety ?- Some of them, I believe, 
are addicted to drink to excess. 

Do you mean while in the discharge.of their ~luty ?-. Yes; it i s , ~ very di~cult 
situation 
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situation for a person not to be so circumsta.nced, they arein low habits generally; 
and if the dealers can bribe them in no other way they will give them drink. 

Is it a part of each transaction ~fbuying antI selling, to have ~ glass ?-I do not 
think it is a part of each transactton, but very frequently I belIeve. 

Is that/eoeral throughout Ireland ?-My knowledge refers more to Queen's 
County; have been in the butter market in Cork and Clonmell; the whole of 
the butter trade is much more respectably conducted there. 

You never knew spirits drunk by the tasters there ?-No; I was merely 
a passer through; but the business I saw was conducted in a much more 
respectable manner. 

Had you much communication wilh the merchants at Clonmell, on the 
subject of tasting and weighing butter ?-Not lately; there was a new weigh~ 
house built some years ago, and 1 went to see how it was conducted. 

Do you think the process of tasting is of any use either in buying or selling? 
-None whatever. 

Do you think the bminess would be as well conducted if the office was 
abolished ?- Much better: 

Do you think the abolition would give satisfaction to the public ?-Very 
great satisfaction in Dublin and Queen's County. 

Would the farmers feel better satisfied?-I think they would. 
Would the buyers be satisfied with the abolition of it i-I understand they 

would. . 
'Vhat party do you think has the advantage from the existence of the 

office ?-The buyer. 
Has he a decided advantage ?-Decidedly the larger buyers; the bribe they 

can give is much less upon each cask than the person who has a smaller quan. 
tity to sell. . 

Do you speak of those bribes from your own knowledge?-No, only as 
a matter of public notoriety. 

Do you know of any instances ?-No, I do Dot. 
Do you think that it is a common thing for a respectable merchant to offer 

a bribe to the person tasting ?- Of course those kinds of things are not done 
in public. 

Then h.ow comes it to be llJatter of public notoriety ~-It is matter of conver. 
satioil j but I th ink very probably it may be ascertained by some other witness. 

Do you mean that the butter taster is under the pay of the persons attending 
the butter market, or that it is for the bargain in each case ?-GeneralJy speak
ing, the butter tasters are more under the influence of the butter buyers than of 
the sellers. 

Do you mean to statc, that the merch~nts engaged in that trade are of such 
a character, that they would not scruple the keeping the butter tasters under 
a constant system of bribery ?-'Vhat I have said amounts very nearly to that; 
but the trade gocs through a variety of channels; there are a smaller descrip
tion of persons who purcbase fifty or a hundred firkins in the country markets, 
and bring them up to Dublin; there are many of them in a low sphere oflif~. 
There is a person in attendance who is a buyer of butter, who can give the in-
formation. direct. , 

'Vhat is the effect of that bribery; is it to give a superior or an inferior 
description to the butter than it deserves ?-An inferior. If they ca.n get 
seconds in the country, which are really first, they make the difference between 
firsts and seconds frequently. 

Do you mean. that they re-brand them from a conviction that they were not 
}>roperly marked before ?-Yes; they are, I believe, better judges than the 
lOspectors. They would not act entirely on the inspector's judgment. 

Does not the farmer remonstrate with the butter taster, for so marking his 
butter?- Veryoften. I have heard that it comes almost to blows. 

Is there no redress ?-None whatever, if he makes his agreement to be 
bound by the decision of the butter taster. 

Is it not the practice with many of the buyers to buy second in preference 
to first ?- I have heard so. 

What is the reason of that ?-In order that when they come to the export 
market they may pass it as first, and then they have a greater profit. 

Is there not a. great deal of the butter trade in Ireland carried 011 through 
the instrumentality of what are called Brokers and Sky Fanners :'-In the South 
of Ireland that is particularly applicable. ' 
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This question of bribery, and these practices to which you have alluded, might. 
take. place through those individuals probably?-I do not mean to charge that 
with respect to Cork; it is more with respect to the smaller towns and to 
Dublin. I think tbat at Cork the business is very respectable; the merchants 
iIi the trade there are of a different class, and in \Vaterford also, as far as I could 
fprm an opinion. 

Have you ever known any of those frauds or briberies exist in the North?
I never heard of their existing in the Nortb. On the subject of bribery, it is 
more. alluding to the subject of drink, and that way of bribing, than a bribe i~ 
money. A glass of punch will go sometimes as far with one man as a hundred 
pdunds with another.· 
•. Out of what description of men are the tasters selected ?- They seem many 
of them to be very low men. 
, Ate they farmers ?-Persons who have not themselves succeeded in business 
are frequently appointed; it is done by deputy I belieVe at times; but those 
facts can be ascerthined better from those who attend the markets, and from the 
inspectors themselves. 

Do you know \vhat was the'average price of butter before 1812?-I cannot 
recollect. I oelieve the prices have been generally higher since that year than 
they had been p;eviously. . . 
';. Has there' been a general average higher rate of produce for all produce of 
land oflate years ?-Certainly there has. I 

... Can you speak with regard , to the operation of weighing at the crane ?-There 
are inspectors for the casks in the South of J reland, the cask~ are much better 
ma'de thah they are in our neighbourhood. • 

You mean · in the part of Ireland under the regulation of the local Act of 
Parliament ?-Yes. 
, ; DOe6 that apply to anY 'other part of Ireland ;-:1 believe Cork is superior to 
any other part of' Ireland. .. 

To what do you attribute thatr-Probably Cork being a greater place of 
export ' to foreign countries, they got more into the habit of it, and they made 
it more an object Qf to have good casks. 

The Alllerican timber is used there ~-Yes, no other, I believe, would be used 
there. 

By tile Act of 1812 must not every cask be branded by the weigh. master 
before it is sold by the cooper?-Yes, I understand it 1nu5t. 

~ Do you know whether the weigh-master accurately discharges that duty ?- I 
cannot speak to that, but 1 think it would be a great improvement to make the 
coopers accountable for their own casks, and to make them tare their casks and 
brand their own name, and be accountable for the tare, which can be done 

·only by their soaking the casks some time before they tare them, for some casks 
will soak a great deal more; I believe that is the practice in Cork, but 1 
cannot speak decidedly to it. 

, Do you believe that there is any use in obliging all butter to be carried to the 
public crane to be weighed ?--No use in obliging it. I think there should be a 
public crane to which it should be carried in case ofa dispute between buyer and 
seller. 

Is there -aIly evil arising from the compulsion ?-·There is a great injury to the 
butteI', and there is a loss of time and heavy charges. 

Are those inconveniencies such as are not recompenced by any advantage r 
1 think there is no advantage whatever; ·that even if the inconvenience di(l not 
exist it should be abolished j it must be obvious to every gentleman that every 
move the butter takes has a tendency to injure it, particularly in hot weather, 
which is the principal butter season. 

Is it in your opinion neces~al'y to have the size of' the casks or the quantity 
ofbulter pa..cked in them fixed by law?-I should think that if buyer and seller 

. were left to themselves they wOllld regulate it; but probably to meet public 
views it might be as well to say it should not exceed a certain weight. 

Are there any regulations.as to the casks for packing pork or beeP- No legal 
restrictions; the beef and pork are made up by merchants of respectability, 
whereas the butter is made lip by poor persons in the country. 

'Vcl'enot the sizes of casks for beef and pork regulated by Actof Parliament~
I cannot recollect that j if so, it was before my time. 

Do you think it is necessary that there should be an actual Parliamentary regu· 
lalion as to the casks Jor bultcr?-lthiuk not; I think that each party would 
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take care of their own interest, and I have heard the present casks very much 
found fault with by all parties. \ 

Are you awa.re that, previolls La the Act of 1812, and in the old state of the 
butter trade, the butter was brought in very large casks, called tubs?-Yes, 
irregular tubs, some one size, and some another. 

What was the effect of the sale of butter in those very large vessels, on the 
quality of the butter at that time?-The butter of small farmers would not be 
good if they kept it to fill a large cask; the quality of the butter was generally 
improved by its being put into smaller casks. 

Did the Cork butter fetch a considerably superior price to the butter made in 
the other parts of Ireland, in consequence of its being put into smaller casks?
I think that the Cork butter bore a better price, in consequence of being in better 
casks capable ofholJing pickle; we have exported to the West Indies, but could 
not get so good a price for Dublin butter there as Cork butter. 

Was not the Cork butter packed in smaller casks ?-'Vhat I allude to the 
casks were much the same weight, there might have been a few kegs in the Cork 
butter. . 

Was not it understood that it fetched a better price in the 'Vest Indies, in 
consequence of its being put into a smaller cask, and the butter not being so 
much deteriorated as it would by the necessity of opening a large cask, which 
would take a considt::rable time to consume it ?-I think that it was much more 
from the difference in the quality of the package, 

Do not YOIl think the law regulating the cask, is a great convenience to the 
public ?-At the time the Act passed, I think it may have been so; hut that 
the future practice would be that which they could sell best; that they would 
not vary unless they found it their advantage to do so. 

Are you aware that no butler can be sold in the city of Cork, unless it 
is packed in a cask of the manufacture of the city of Cork ?-I have under
stood so. 
, Do you conceive that it is a. regulation which it is advantageous to pre
serve ?-It may be so for Cork, as their butters are generally sold for hot 
climates; but it would be a disadvantage to other parts of the country. 

Do you not conceive. that in the neighbouring cities it deprives the merchants 
of the means of selling their butter at Cork, if, from fluctuations in the market? 
it might be more desirable to them to send it there, than to sell in the home 
·market?-That is very obvious. Cork appears almost insulated from the other 
parts of Ireland, Kerry and Cork, and therefore less inconvenient I should 
think from that law. 
. \Vhat are the particular regulations about casks, which are complained of 
under the existing law ?- The present law obliges the butter not to exceed 841bs. 
weight; if the butter be of good quality, it will weigh heavier; tIle consequence 
is. that the cask will frequently not be quite full; if it is over weight, the seller of 
the butter gets nothing for the over weight, and he brings his butter to market 
injured, if he leaves an open space, in consequence of the cask not being fulL. 

If a person packs more than the weight. he is not paid for it ?-N 0, I under~ 
stand 110t. 

Is not the butter of a better quality, in consequence of its being better 
packed?-Yes. 

Suppose it should be considered proper to have regulations regarding tlle 
weight of butter in a cask, or the size of a cask, you tllink the reguJations should 
be confined to the size of the cask, and not to the quantity of the butter contained 
in the cask?-Decidedly. 

\Vhat size would you recommend ?-If any law be needful, I wouM recom
mend, that the stave should be 21 inches long, the present is 20; the reason 
1 would recommend that is, that the whole stave is 42 inches, which would make 
two without any waste. 

'Vhat breadth would you recommend ?-. Three feet eleven round the bulg~, 
and three feet seven at the end over the hoops; that would weigh a little more 

. than the present sized cask; it would hold more butter, but still it would be 
under the size of the Dutch cask. 
. 'Vh;)' would that size be more convenient than the present ?-The stave is 412 
Inches long, and if they cut two staves out of it, they may as welL divide it 
exactly in the centre as cut an inch oft' the end, for which they. gel nothing; if 
the law was, that they should. not exceed.a certain size, they mllY make them as 
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much smaller as they please; it is better, if there is a limit, that it should bel 
according to the length of the stave. 

CaD you give the Committee any idea. of the amount of the export of butter 
previous to the year] 812, as compared with the present time?-I cannot, but 
I understand it was much less. 

Do you consider that the various regulations respecting the butter trade 
produce any injury to the interests of the trade ?-I have stated already, that 
it has a very injurious effect as relating to Dublin. 

Do you think that tends to keep the trade down, and prevent its exten .. 
sian?-Very much so. 

Do you think the tendency of those regulations is to deter farmers from 
engaging in the trade, and thereby carrying it to the extent to which it would 
go, if there were no regulations whatever ?-I think if there were no regulations 
whatever, the demand for butter would be greater, to compete with the Dutch; 
our freights to London being so very low, and now from the introduction of 
ste..-m-boats we shall have greater communication with England; and if the; 
restrictions were taken off, so as to allow it to be shipped like corn, it might be 
sold much cheaper. 

You conceive the effect of those regulations is to impose charges?-VirtuaUy; 
the present charges, and the mode of enforcing them, are precisely the same as 
if there were a tax on butter; it would be better that the Government had a 
revenue from it, than to let it go in th05e channels in which the charges now go. 

Do you know the price in London of the Irish butter, as compared with the 
Dorsetshire butter ?-No, I do not; but I asked a merchaJlt yesterday, how 
much less the butter we sent from Waterford would have brought to us than it 
did, if instead of having the Carlow brand, it had had the Dublin Ie-brand; and 
he told me, from four to five shillings per cwt. 

hI consequence of what ?-In consequence of the suspicion attending the 
brand in Dublin. 

Have you been in communication with merchants of Cork and 'Vaterford, 
and Belfast, that export butter to London ?-I have had various communicar 
tions with them. . 

Have you heard them express the same opinion ?-In 'Vaterford I have; the 
Cork merchants have a trade distinct of their own; it is principally for South 
America and the 'Vest Indies; and we have no interference with the Cork 
butter. 

Do you know whether the Belfast brand produces any effect on the price of 
butter in this market ?-I cannot tell the relative value of the different brands 
in this market; the Carlow stands first. 

From what you know of the opinion of the Waterford merchants; what is their 
opinion of the present regulations ?-Some of them have told me, that they 
thought the present regulations very injurious and unjust. 

You have mentioned that a gentleman in London spoke to you, of buying 
butter with the Dublin brand, under cirCl,llUstances of suspicion; on what can 
that suspicion be founded?-I mentioned the facts of these butters which we 
had shipped from Watenord, being sold at a higher price than they would have 
brought, had they been shipped from Dublin, by four shillings a hundred. • 

And you mentioned, that the reason of the difference was, that they woul~ 
have been bought under terms of suspicion ?-That the dealer would have 
bought them under circumstances. of suspicion, and not have given so muc~. 
though the Carlow brand was upon them, if branded Dublin. 

Whatis' the ground of that suspicion ?-I cannot state that. 
The effect of the Carlow brand is to enhance the price in England?-Tl,el'e 

·is. no person of respe~t~bility will shi~ bran.de~ Carlow butter, w}thout attachi~g 
hiS 'own name, that It IS of that quality; It IS more a name glVen to a certalll 
quality of butter, than butter made in Carlow; butters coming not from that 
neighbourhood will ha,ve the Carlow name upon it. In Mountmelick they brand 
Carlow first, second and third, on butters that never were in that town. 

Then there is a practice cf fictitious brands in the country ? -Yes. 
If there was no law requiring brands, could the system of fictitious brands 

prevail ?-I think fictitious brands might still be employed, unless there is an 
Act of Parliament to prevent it, obJiging each town to put its own brand. 

Is not the fictitious brand to represent a legal brand ?-Thc brand I speak of 
is putting the names of those superior towns, particularly Carlow; that is not '3 

legal brand, it is a particular description of' buttel·. 
j Doc!! 
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I Does not the Ia.w, requiring a par:ticu!ar brand, assist the practice of fictitious 
brands ?-I think it has introduced It. 

Do you conceive Carlo~ ~l'st, second, and ,thi,cd quality, being put upon it, 
implies more than that It IS of that descrIption of butter known by that 
!\arne ?-Nothing further; that is the construction that we put upon it on our 
side of the water; but I should suppose that the individuals purchasing it 
11ere, believe that it all comes from Carlow. I think it is an imposition, so 
far as it goes. 

Where do the merchants of Dublin .principally export to ?-To London. 
'Vaterford ?-To London, principally, I believe. 
From what part of Ireland is the foreign trade in butter carried on ?-Cork~ 

principally; the other butters would not stand warm climates, from the manner 
in which they are packed. . 

Do not you think there is a good local system as to Cork ?-I do; but withr 
out such a system, I should have full confidence that it was correctly shipped. 
'Ve shipped some from Cork, last year. 

You do not aply what you stated as to tricks, to Cork ?-No. 
Is not the butter trade in that market regulated by a local Act?-Yes, 

several Acts. 
And not the Act of 1812 ?-No. 
Is not the local Act similar to the Act of 181 ~?-That I cannot tell. 
Are there not fewer restrictions in Cork than any where else ?-There are not, 

I believe. 
Tbe disadvantages you state the trade to labour under at present, arise from 

the officers not performing their duty; in the event of the officers fropcrly 
performing their duty, would you think it wise to do away with al butter
tasters, and aU regulation~ ?-I would wish to do away with all investigation, 
lwtwithstanding they were much superior characters. 

Is jt probable, in the nature of things, that respectable persons should be 
procured who would fairly execute those minute regulations with reference to 
,weighing and tasting butter ?-I think not; that in country markets it is not an 

. object for a respectable person to execute it, unless there were charges put on, 
which would not be reasonable.-

,Do persons generally purchase by the brand ?-They look at the butter, and 
they agree to give so much a hundred weight for it, according to the in
spector's report of the charac~er; but they regulate their prices previously to 
jnspection, and sometimes after. 

Do those restrictive regulations interfere with the assorting butter for dif
ferent markets?-Yes, very much; some coloured butter sells better in ope 
.market, and some other sells better in another; they may be of the sam~ 
quality, but the very colour of the butter will injure the sale of it, in a par~ 
ticular market. 

The merchant is deprived of the means of selecting this market, and arranging 
eo as to produce the best price his article would produce ?-Unless he re
.assorts it, which would be attended with additional trouble and charges. 

Jovis, IS· die Aprilis, l826. 

Mr. John Keily, calle(1 in; and Examined. 

YOU reside at New Ross /-1 do. 
Is there a butter market at New Ross?-There is. 
Is there much butter sent there ?-A good deal. 
That is in the county of 'Vexford ?-It is. 
You sent to Sir Henry Parnell a petition to present, f(OlD some of the buttfll' 

merchants of New Ross, Jast session ?-'Ve did. 
. 'Vhat was the object of that petition?-The object was to have the same 
liberty to ship butter in Ross as there is in Waterford. 

'Vhat is the ground of your cornplaint?-The ground of our complaint is, 
:that the shipping officer is subject to ten shillings a cask fine for any he permits 
<to be shipped without the weigh-roaster's brand, and in consequence of ~etting 
the permission of the weigh-master he charges a penny :l firkin, for makmg use 
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Mr. of his brand; and we thought it a hardship that we should be subject to this 
Jrtlth'Ktily: . charge. when the weigh-master had no kind of trouble with the butter whicli 
~ we shipped. 

13 'April, Your port is, so far as shipping is concerned. independent of the port of 
18'l6. Waterford; YOli can ship at Ross just as well as at Waterford?-Yes, but sub

ject to the weigh-master. 
Who is your weigh-master?-The weigh-master of Ross, Mr. John French. 
'ViII you state the whole process of your business ?-\Ve buy in the market 

afRoss where the weigh-master weighs it, and it is qualified there by the taster; 
according to the ticke~ the cOl1~tryman brings t~ our counting-house, we pay 
according to that quahty, and It happens that If we do not get a sufficient 
quantity in · the market we are obliged to send to Carlow, and Castlecomet 
and Kilkenny; we employ agents occasionally in those places, and at other 
times we get butter from small buyers who buy on their own account and bring 
it to Ross: these butters bougbt in the out markets comes direct to our stores, 
the merchant's stores, and we there try them ourselves, and prepare them for 
shipping for the London market, or any other English market; in doing so we 
strip all the butter and put the real tare of the cask upon it, in order to prevent 
any confusion on this side of the water, and that every thing should be correct 
according to our invoice, in quality, tare, and weight; it is then trimmed (that 
is coopered), it is invoiced and shipped; but in shipping it at Ross the shipping 
officer must have the weigh-master's brand upon it, or else he is subject by the 
present Act to ten shillings a firkin fine. ' -

'Vho is the shipping officer, is he a custom-house officer?-Yes, he is; this 
regulation took place since the collector of Ross was dismissed from the collec
torship, before that the law was not put strictly into force, but since he lost 
his situation the officer who came after him enfClfced the Act, which gave the 
weigh-master an opportunity of charging a penny a cask for the use of his brand. 
I had his brand in my stores for the convenience of branding his name upon the 
·cask, merely for the im;pection of the shipping officer. . , 

'Vas "that the case before the consolidation of the two ports, before Ross was 
-added to 'Vaterford?-No, it was not. 

How was it done then r-It was not required; the collector did not oblige the 
-shipping officer to have the weigh-master's brand upon the firkins. I had myself 
1:0 petition the Board ofC~stoms two or three times on this business, and I got 
no redress, and at length I petitioned. the Lords of the Treasury, and they ordered 
the clause which subjected the shipping officer to a fine, should be dispensed 

. with; and the weigh-master in order to give him an opportunity of charging, he 
petitioned the Board of Customs, stating that the shipping officer of Ross was 
suffering butter to be shippe.d illegally and contrary to law, and they stopped 
me. from shipping in the usual way then; that occasioned the other butter 
merchants and myself to take the liberty of sending a petition to Sir Henry 

·Parnell, in the course of the last session. ' 
The butter which you buy by your agents, in the Carlow and other country 

markets, must be re-branded at New Ross before it can be shipped ?-It i,,1 
re-branded in our stores. . 

Notwithstanding it had been branded in the country market, it must undergo 
a similar process in New Ross, before it can be shipped?-Yes. 

Is that optional with the merchants; do they do that for their own con
venience?-It is imperative .upon them to do it, so ·as to cause no complaint in 
England among the cheesemongers. 

Is the port of New Ross under the same circumstances as the port of \Vater
ford, in respect of the circumstance of re-branding for exportation?-Yes. 

" What is the difference ?-- The shipping officer will allow it to be shipped 
without the weigh-mast~r's·brand. 

At Waterford it can be shipped witbout that?-Yes, if sent there from RQss. 
or any other place; we wish to have the same privilege in Ross, as they have in 
the port of Waterford. 

You purchase butter yourself in New Ross?-Yes. I 

'Vhatis your opinion of the regulation requiring butter to be ta5ted in the 
market before it is sold r-In the present state of the butter trade, it "ivea 
dissatisfaction to both buyers and sellers. 0, 

00 you speak of all parts of Ireland ?-No, the town of New Ross, and the 
neigl)bouring markets I am acquainted with; we frequently find that the qualities 
~lnad~ .by the buttcx: tasters, particularly in the country, never h.!.rn out tlte salll,e 
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quality after 'we try the butter in ' OUT own stores which is always again~t th,e 
interest of the merchants, and yet the sellers are Dot pleased; they thmk .f 
their butter is made a second or third quality, they are not dealt fairly by. 

In point of fact. as a buyer of butter, you yourself; ha\'c Dot you any advantage 
from the assistance of -that officer ?-No. 
· Do the sellers of butter, in your opinion, derive any advantage from the 
office aftaster ?-I think they do ~ery frequently, owing to his want of judgment 
or some other cause. 

Describe what is the nature of that advantage?-The ad~'antage is, that 
frequently second quality is made -first; and when we come to try it in. ou~ 
,stores, and prepare it for shipping, we have to mark it over again, and probably 
make a second quality of what we absolutely paid first price tor, . 

Does it happen, that the tasters make second qualities first qualities, in the 
way you have mentioned, in favour of the seUer ?-I do not know whether. it is 
from waut of judgment, or any other cause. . \ 
· Do you allude particularly to the people in the country markets?

Principally. 
You are alluding to the tasting of butter at the inland parts, and not at .the 

place of export?-Yes, the inland 'markets; but it occurs occasionally at the 
place of export too. but not so much so. 

Do you think that arises from any undue influence on the pact of the sellen 
over the taster?-It probably may. but! cannot take upon myself to state that 
as a filct. 

What do you believe from your own experience ?-I believe, from my own
experience. it may be so. 

Do you believe that ever happens at the place of export ?-Indeed I believe 
not. 

Are you of opinion that it arises from some friendship or interest whiclt pre
vails between the inland taster and the farmer who sells ?-It may be so, forr 
bught I know. . . 

Are you. or not, of opinion that the most impartiat examination of butter, 
intended for export, is likely to be at the place of export?-I am. . 

Is it the practice in the country markets for the seller of butter to treat tha 
taster with spirits ?-I have not seen it done, but I am told it is pretty often 
the case, 

A re the tasters at the inland markets people of a better description than those 
at the ports, or those at the ports of a better description than those at the, 
inland markets ?-Those at the ports are a Betler description of persons. . 

Those in the interior are persons of an inferior description ?-Yes, r think. so, 
in general. . " 
t }"'rom the increase of the butter trade of Ireland, are you or not of o~inion 
that it gives great facility to the seller of butter, particularly in the LiverpoOl 
market, to have the qualities certified in Ireland, so that the purchaser. in Liver
pool lUay buy on a certificate, without hi"s own personal examination ?- Every 
reSI)ectable house in the butter trade at 'Vaterford and Ross I know are ex-. 
ceedingly particular in having the butter turn out agreeably to their invoices. 

Dr) you understand that a re-inspection takes I.'lace on the part of the mer .. , 
chant himself, for the sake of the character of Ills house, and his credit with 
his corrcspondent.?-Yes; exactly so. 1 \ ' 

DQ,You think that it is on the credit of that re-inspection, and the commercial 
character of the house shipl'ing from Ireland, that the purchases in England 
are chiefly made ?-Yes. .' 

Then do not you conceive that those consequences would exist if there waS 
TlO previous inspection. but if the whole' of t1ie trade went on upon the credit 
of the merchant shif,ping ?-I do think so. ' . 
· In that case wou d not a very great expense be saved to the producers of 
butter in Ireland, by' the diminution of aU the fees that at present are levied 
upon the weighing and inspecting and branding of butter?-They certainly 
would. , 

Are you a large exporter of butter ?-I 11ave exported about an average .of 
ten to twelve thousand firkins in the season. ' 

Is it the pr~ctice of your house to examine e"ery one of those fir1~.ins your .. 
5elves at your-warehouse, before exportation .. although they have been previously 
examined at the place of purchasing ?-E"ery cask. preparatory for shipping • . 
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Are you in the habit of advancing money to the makers of butter, (to the 
farmers,) before they bring in the butter ?-No, never. 

When you talk of stripping the cask, what do you mean by that ?-To put 
the proper- t;1re upon it that the cask exactly weighs. 

Do you take off the top ?-We take the hoops off' in order to take the cask 
ofFtbe butter, and then we weigh the empty c:;ask, and after it is weighed it is 
put on the butter again, and th~ actqal tare put on it. Tare is regulated thia 
way in our own stores. 

You never ship a firkin of butter without taking all the butter out of the cask. 
and replacing clean and properly tared?..-- Never. 

II that done at the weigh.house previous to its coming into the merch~t's 
hands ?-No; unless in the cas~ of a supposed fraud in tne cask, theo tb~ 
weigh-master c~rries it to be stripped, to ascertain whether there was or:: :oot" 

If. it was not previously to undergo an examination at th9 public store, 01 
tasting and weighing, and was to come directly to the l1)erchant, the mercnan\ 
of course having the power of rejecting it, the farmer would take it to another 
merchant ?-Yes. 

'Each merchant wo,tld bore it ?-Yes. 
If it ,!as bored by several, \Voul~ not you imagine the quality of the butter 

was deteriorated ?-It would not be the, interest of the owner; he is generally 
acquainted with the quality of his own butter, and if one rejected it he WQI,dd 

suppose it was useless to make a third application at aU events. 
Would he sacrifice his butter altogether ?- No, he would get a fair price; 

wh'at the quality of it would deserve. 
Would it not deteriorate the quality of the butter, having been bored by 

different merchants amI rejected by those merchants ?-No, I do not think it 
would. 

WouJd it not be the means of admitting air into tlle butter ~-Yes; but I do 
Dot think that would injure it. 

Do you think that would be an inconvenience likely to arise ?-I do not think 
it would be an inconvenience to the seller. 

Do you conceive, that if merchants were in the habit of boring butter, and 
afterwards rejecting it as an article of purchase, and thus subjecting the 
farmer to the difficulty which has been suggested in the past examinations; 
such merchants would lose their credit with the farmer and wotild lose their 
share of the butter ?-Jf they act unfairly it would prevent the farmers from 
giving them a preference. 

Might it not be subject to a kind of collision among merchants, with a view 
to depreciate the value of the butter, and perhaps ultimately to divide it 
among themselves ?- 1 never knew any such a thing. 

It has never been the practice to bring it directly to the merchant, but to 
the place of weighing, where the public officer attends; if that were to ariseJ 

would it not be extremely injurious to the farmers in such places where such 
collision might take place ?-If such collision might take place, of course it 
could. 

Before tbe passing of tbe Act of 1812, was it not the practice of the sellers 
to take their butter directly into the store of the merchant ?-No. 

\Vhat was the practice ?-The practice was much the same as it is at preS:ent; 
they came to the public crane. I have seen butter brought to the publj<; 
crane to be weighed and inspected there, and received afterwards by the 
merchants, as well as I recollect. , 

Was it obligatory on .. the seller to take it to the public crane : -1 do not 
know that. 

Was there an officer to Utite butter at that time?-Yes, there was; it used 
to be tasted, and according to the quality marked upon it waS sold. ~ 

Was it tasted by a public officer ?-I cannot say whether he was a public 
officer or not. 

Suppose a merchant not disposed to bu~' so extensively as other merchants 
did, a quantity of butter brought to him by a farm"er, and he, from his incoIIlr 
petency to buy, were to reject that butter, would it not have the effect of being 
blown upon when the farmer produced it to another merchant ?-1 have not 
known any sueh instance to have occurred. 

In case of the restrictions being done away, would Dot such an effect be 
produced ?-I do not think it would. 

It 
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It would Dot be blown upon from the circumstance of itS having b~en 
rejected by the merchant to whom it was first presented?_I do {lOt think..it 
would. . 
. Supposing the system o.r inspection ~lId ,of weighing, was cont,loueu, ei~er 
10 its present state, or with such modJficatJons as Parhament mlght consider 
necessary, but at the same time it was not imperative upon the sellers of butter 
to go to the public weighhouse, but they might deal directly with the mei~ 
chants themselves; do. you consider that many persons would avail themselves 
of that permission, and sell without the intervention of the weigh-master?
I do. 

Do you think that would be the case in the majority of instances ?-,-I .do. 
Do you think, under those circumst.nces, any farmer would go to the weigh

house to be subject to the charges now legany imposed, if the option were in 
the farmer ?-I believe not. 

Why do you think, they would sell directly to merchants in preference to 
selling through the weigh bouse ?-As I mentioned before, most of them are 
'dissatisfied with the tasters of the butter. 

Do you mean to !Oay, that they would feel it more to their interestr-They 
would. . 

Do you think the merchant would feel it more to his interest ?-He would 
be better pleased to have his own inspection, because he must in the end be tbe 
inspector himself. 

Do you think the British correspondent of the Irish merchant would be 
subjected to any difficulty, by such an alteration of the law?-I think flot. 

Do you think the business of weighing arid selling butter would be as 
well carried on under that free system, as under the present regulations?
Yes, I do. 

Do you think that it would be equally satisfactory to all parties?-Yes. 
Do you think the English merchant would be as well satisfied ?-I am per

suaded that he would, for he is not acquainted with the Irish regulations; his 
whole dependence is on the integrity of the shipper. 

\Vhat grounds have you for stating, that the English purchaser of Irish 
butter has no knowledge of' the regulations under which that butter is. mad~ 
and sold in Ireland ?-Some of the London cheesemongers I believe have not. 

You have said, you believe the .English purchasers are not aware of the Irish 
regulations?-Not those at the weighhouses. 

Do you imagine that the Liverpool purchasers of Irish hutter, are not aware 
of the regulations under which butter is shipped r-I do not know; I never 
shipped any to Liverpool. 

Is your knowledge confined to your own dealings with the London markeH
In a great measure, and with the merchants in Ross also. 

Are not the persons who are the great buyers of Irish butter in England. 
cal led cheesemongers?-They are. 

ls it not a matter of general complaint amollg that body, that they have 
.suffered severely under the existing system of the Irish law for regulating the 
trade?-They very seldom complain of the respectable houses in the trade. 

But there are complaints?-There are. . 
'Vhat is the nature of the complaints?-That the quality is not equal to the 

representation made in the invoices. 
Is not that rather a complaint against the merchant than the system?

It is. 
. Is not all the butter you send to the London market, re ·examined by your~ 
selves in your warehouses?-Yes, it is. 

Then, does the complaint of the London cheese monger attach to the butter 
'tasterl or to you, the merchant, who have re·examined all that butter in your 
own warehouses in Ireland ?-If there was a fault, it should attach to the 
shipper. 

And not to the taster ?-And not to the taster, of course, for it is tasted by 
some person belonging to the merchant. 

Then, if there was a system adopted of examination of the b.utter at the 
place of export, calculated to satisfy the English purchaser of the true quality 
of the butter, would it not. in your opinion, give facilities to the trade?
I think, if!t could, it would be a. great ease to the shipper, and a satisfactiot;. 

Do you think it probable. that sucb a !tystem of examinatIOn c6uld ptacticaUy 
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,take place to the satisfaction of the English buyer ?-I doubt whether it 
could. . . . 

Are you aware of the practice in other parts besides New Ross and Water
ford ?-1 am not. 

Do you consider, that the security both the shipper and the importer would 
.derive from any system of enactmen~ would be as beneficial in the whole us 
Ieav:ing the trade to adjust itself by the credit and the character of the shipper, 
~and the confidence hIS correspondent places in his integrity ?-I think that 
would be just what would answer best. 

Do you think, that a regulation by law, or a mutual confidence in the parties, 
would be best ?-A mutual confidence in the parties. 

Do you think it 'fould be beneficial, if the law were to prohibit the merchant 
~shipper from tasting and inspecting for himself?-We have not seen or known 
a trial of the kind at present; we are obliged to try it ourselves, and ship it on 
,our own respon'sibility, although we have an inspector. 

Do you think a buyer of butter in Ireland ever regulates the price he gives 
for the butter, according to the decision of the .taster, in preference to the 
decision of llis own judgment ?-He has his choice to take it, according to the 
mark of the inspector, or to reject it. 

If it appears not to be of the quality the inspectors put upon it, he will 
naturally .reject it ?-Yes. 

But in the case of a Eeller of butter, is not the seller, particularly of the 
.poorer class, obliged to take a price according to the quality marked by the 
lnspector .?-Yes. ' 

Suppose the restrictions with regard to weighing were done away, would 
there not then arise ,3 class of persons call~d jobbers. to buy for the merchant 
intermediately before the merchant received the butter?-That might happen. 

Would not this class of persons weigh the butter for the fnrmer7-It would 
depend entirely upon the merchan'ts giving tbat authority to them. 

. • \Vouid it not be greatly to the advantage of the jobbers to give an inferior 
weight to the butter maker, the farmer?-Ycs, but the farmers appear to be 
very ·welL acquainted with the weights and measures too; I do not think 
~they. would suffer themselves to be cheated in that kind of manner by the small 
buyers, if such there were. 

L .lfthere were I:lO public place for weighing, would there be any remedy?
No. except by bringing the purchaser before a magistrate . 

. How could they ascertain, in the first instance, that a less weight than that 
.which ought to be given, was g iven ?-I do not know, indeed. 

Do ybu think it p05sible that the seller of butter can ever make any gre:tt 
'mistake as to the weight of the butter he had to sell?-I do not think he could j 
they are very sharp about it. . 

'Vhat description of- persons are appointed tasters ?-I know one taster in 
Carlow, that was a shipper of butter himself. 

Do you speak of the taster, or the deputy performing the duty ?-I allude 
~to the man who is the actual taster in the town I live in; he is a tallow
chandler. 

\Vas he ever connected professionally with the- butter trade before ?-No, 
.. never. 

Does not the taster very frequently decide the quality by the smell?-They 
smell it and taste it. . 

But they do not always taste it ?-If they knew the maker, very often they 
wouJd not taste it, knowing that the quality is good. 

How many hundred casks may a taster have to taste in the course of the 
day?-In large markets, probably from five to six hundred such as \Vaterford, 
for jnstance; but it is not so in Ross, probably from fifty to a hundred. 

Do you know what description of persons the tasters are in other markets, 
besides the large markets you have mentioned ?--Yes, I do. 

'Vhat description of persons are they ?-I know at Enniscorthy, that the 
taster is of a low description . 

. Are they persons who have been acquainted with the butter business ?-I do 
no.t know!n what way they have been appointed, or obtained knowledge of 
butter tastmg, but they try it, and they. are frequently out in their judgment. 

lIave you ever known butter marked one quality in the market, and carried 
away 
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away from that market and marked of ~ difterent quality ?-I have heard of 
that. 

Have the buyers or icllers in general any confidence in the taster?-Very 
little indeed. 

Xo what part of Ireland do you speak?-Thecounty of , Vex ford. 
You confine your observation to the county of\Vexford ?-I do . 
Are you acquainted with the business of the county of Kilkenny?-I have 

got st1me buttcr from Kilkenny and Castle Comer. 
])0 you think the same opinion prevails there ?-At Castle Comer, every 

purcbaser tries his own butter, but it is weighed by the crane-master. I have 
not been at Castle Comer, but I am told it has given more satisfaction there 
than having a public inspector, and it is a very extensive market. r 

That market has become extensive perhaps in consequence of there being 
no taster ?-So I have been told. 

Is the butter brought any considerable distance to Castle Comer ?-I believe 
it is; the Carlow market is very much reduced, I am informed, in consequence 
of that. 

Does your weigh-master execute his duties in person, or by deputy?-Occa. 
:;ionally in person, and occasionally by deputy. 
_ What descriplion of person is appointed his deputy ?-A tallow-chandler. 

\Vhat charges are paid at New. Ross, for weighing, tasting and other processes? 
-Three-pence a cask to the. weigh-master, a penny custom, that is what the 
farmer has to pay at Ross; then there is a penny a firkin fot branding it, by . 
the weiglHnaster; the cooper has to pay that to the weigh·master. 

Docs the four-pence include the whoie charge made upon the farmer?-Yes, 
it docs. 

Is there no charge for cooperage in the market ?-Not unless the cask is· 
stripped at the weigh.house. 

1t is not always stripped before it is lasted ?-No, only tbe bead takeD 
out. 

'Vho Pllts in the head ?-The farmer puts it in himself, and fastens it in 
witll nails or bits of hooks. 

l"or what is the penny paid by the cooper to the weigh-master?-For putting 
the tnre un the cU'ik before he sells it. ~ 

Does the weigh-master actually himself brand every cask before it is sold ?-
He or his deputy does. . 

In )Joint of fact, that duty is properly performed in your ('ountry ?-Yes, it 
is very properly. 

Is the br:mci of a permanent nature, or is it easi ly removed ?-Inde.ed not 
very easi ly; if it was removed, that could be very easily discovered. 

What is charged against the farmer for soakage?-The weigh-master, in 
weighing an empty cask for the cooper, allows, I believe, two or three pounds 
a cilsk for soakage; but of late in \Vaterford, the draft that was usuaJly allowed 
is taken oft; it is supposed to be weighed standing beam in \Vaterford; pro
bably there may he a pound or a pound and a half draft. 

Is that what is called beam:lge ?--Yes, it is. 
Heamagc is allowed instead of draft ?-It is considered the same. 
And that beam age is charged against tbe countrymen ?-Yes. 
To what amount in New Ross?-Two pounds a firkin by mutual consent 

between buyer ano seller, and it is not sufficient. 
It is not enfo(ced without the mutual concurrence of the merchant and. the 

farmer?-No. 
ls there any complaint with regard to the allowance for soakage, in your part 

of the country ?- No, I do not know of any. 
Independent of the beam age, there is no further charge for waste or soakage? 

-No. . 
li not there an allowance for soakage in the original weighing of the cask ?

Yes, the weigh-master allows that. I 

The tare of the cask is the weight of the cask when it comes from the cooper, 
before there is any butter put into it ?-Yes. 

How is that a.scertained?-I~ is ascertained by the weigh-master; all the 
cJ.sks are brought by the cooper to the weigh.master, and they are weiglted in 
his crane ; and I under:,tand that the weigh.master in weighing the empty casks 
fOil the cooper, allows two pounds a cask for soakage. 
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That is aU which the weigh-master does with. respect to the cooper?
Yes. 

Then they tare it the actual weight.of the cask, to which is added an allow-
ance for soakage?-Yes. . 

\Vhat is ,the full charge made agalt~st the fanners, upon each llrkin of butter 
produced to the merchant, includin~ soakage and beam age and every thing ?
rrberc. is nothing taken from the farmer for soakage but by mutual consent; 
he allows two pounds a firkin; if he did not give that two pounds, the payment 
~ould be two pounds less to him. . 

\Vhat is charged for the tare?- Nothmg but the exact tare taken. . 
Then, in fact, there is nothing but the two pounds taken from the farmer. 

which the merchant and the farmer have mutually consented should be taken. 
from him?-Exactly so. 

Are you aware that by the Act of Parliament, the weigh-master is required. 
wht'.ll he weighs the cask, to add to the actual weight of the cask in fixing the 
tare three pounds for soakage ?-I thought it was but two pounds, but it may 
be three for any thing I know. 

What, in p~int of filc.t, is charged for soakage in your part of the countryo?
I believe, as well as I can learn, it is two pounds, but I am not certain. 

Are there -any complaints with respect to the weight of butter that is to be 
put into a cask by the law ?-Yes, if the cask is too full, if it is above the riddle, 
1:he groove into which the head goes, it is a loss to the merchant, it must be 

. ~craped off' and taken away by the owner. . ". 
How is that a loss to the merchant ?-Because If he took It off III his stores, 

;n repacking it the part taken away would only be of third quality. 
How call that affect the quality?-Because it would be mixed with other 

butters to fill • cask. 
He does not lose the whole value of the butter so scraped off?-No; but it 

is reduced in quality. 
Is not a cask required to weigh 841bs. altogether. and only 84Ibs.r-Yes. 
If butter is packed in a cask in such a compact manner that the weight of 

the cask shall exceed 84Ibs., will the seller receive allY remuneration for the 
.over-weight ofbutter?-It has been in some cases, but not in general. 

Can you give an account of the return of die amount of sales in New Ross 
market?-No. 

Do you know what the average number of firkins sold in the market amounts 
to?-I can"not say exactly. 

Supposing all those regulations to be necessary, do you think they can still 
be carried into effect at a less expense than the fees you have stated to be paid 
upon the various processes ?-I do; if it was weighed in the merchant's stores 
they would not have to pay any thing. 
, Do you think the total charges upon butter are attended with any injury to 
the general trade, in respect of the competition of butter in the foreign 
-markets ?-I do not think they are. 

Do not you think tho,se charges make it necessary to sell the butter at a 
highel' price than it would be necessary jf there were no such charges ?-The 
charges are so very trifling iu Ross, that I do not think it would make any 
material difference; but in the country markets, such as Carlow and Castle 
.Comer, and other places, I understand they charge nine·pence a firkin. 

You stated that there was no taster in Castle Comer?-Yes. 
Then to whom do those fees go ?-I understand the fees go to the weigh

master, and he has a cooper who attends, to whom another portion goes; and 
.1 .b~lieve there is a sum allowed for bringing the butter from that market to 
Carlow, or some place where it can be boated for the different markets tQ 
.which it is going. 

Is the fee paid on butter in Castle Comer market, as great as in Ross market? 
-In Ross it is but four-pence. 

How long have you known any thing of the butter trade; were you ac
.quaioted with it previous to the year 181~?-Yes. 

Previous to the year 18 HZ, were there not restrictions with resp~ct to 
weighing and branding the casks before they were shipped; were they not 
brought to the public market?-They were. 

Are. you able to say, whether the law required that all butter should be 
w~.i~hed at the public cr~lle before it could be shipped ?~I think if it was 
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wejghed at the puhJic craoe it would be more satisfacto..ry to the merchant. .,,~ 
!han t~ be obliged to weigh it in t~eir own stor~s; ~ut t~lis I will say, that JIlIm..J.(ri/J. 
mspectlDg the butter at the cranes gl~es • general dissatisfaction, particularly to ~ 
the merchants. 13 A'p~. 

In point of fact, can you say that the law, as it existed before 1812, made 18'16. 
it compulsory that every cask of butter should be weighed at the public crane? 
-I cannot say. 

You say that the merchant would prefer baving it we.ighed at the public 
cra"Qe ?- l believe so. 

Wbat is the reason of tJlat ?-Because it would be Jess troublesome to them; 
and it would Leave no room for supposing that any thing improper was done in 
the weighing it in their own stores. 

In point of fact, do you not think if it was weighed at the me~hant's stores 
it would give very great dissatisfaction to many persons who atteud the marke.t.'? 
-1 believe the feeling would be materially on the side of the merchant? 

Do you not think that the merchant being a mo.(e intelligent person than 
the person supplying the market, he would have an advantage over that per.son? 
-Yes, if he was base enough to take advantage of him. 

Have you not heard that in many parts of Ireland. the merchant has given 
bribes to the butter taster ?-J never heard it, I never kne)V it in any part 
I have heen acquainted with. 

You think the merchant quite above doing it?-I do, certainly. 
Do you think the jobbers are ?-I speak of the person who ships butter. 
Would not the farmer be very much in the hapds of the jobber, the pe.r.sQn 

who frequents the country markets ?-He would, 1 believe. 
Do you not think it a great object, where there are 80 many of the poorer 

class interested. that they should have the protection of a public weigh.master? 
-I believe with re5pect to the weight of the cask the public are not altogether 
dissatisfied with. that it is the inspection which they are displeased at. 

Do YOll think there could be much reduction in point of expense to the farmer, 
by the abrogation of the present restrictive laws ?-All the charges at present 
paid' would be of course done away with. 

Do you think that would be a saving to the farmer, considering that the farmer 
would be subject to have his butter inspected by a variety of persons, and each 
inspection having this effect, that there would be some diminution in the 
quan~ity of his butter ?-J think that the farmers would never send their butter 
to a small buyer, as long as a respectable shipping merchant was convenient. 

If the restrictions were taken off, what in your opinion would be the course 
of trade ; in what way would the farmers proceed, in order to sell their butter?
They would proceed to the most respectable purchasers, ann there make the 
best bargain they could, and they generaily try all the merchants the price they 
are giving, and whoever is giving the best price would have the butter. 

Is it likely, that after having selected a particular merchant to offer th~ 
butter to, they would frequently be disappointed in making their bargain. iii) 
as to have their butter exposed to different persons ?-I do not think they would 
be at all inconvenienced by it. 

Do vou think that after having their butter undergoing the process of trial. 
there ,;'ouI4 be no bargain made. and the farmer would be obliged to have 
recourse to a second merchant?- He would to be sure; but in the first place 
the merchant to whom the butter was brought, would not suffer it to be take.n 
from him, unless the loss was too great to himself; he would not let the farmer 
take it away. 

Do you purchase on your own account, or by commission ?-Mostly on my 
own account. 

Do you ever purchase on commission ?-No, not in the country. 
Are you in the habit of employing aO'ents to go through the country to pur

chase butter at the different houses?-No, not at the different houses, but at 
the country markets. 

Is the butter you purchase by your agcnts at the country markets, sold the", 
by the farmers who brinp: it there ?-Yes. 

Is it on the market days you send, or do you send to the different houses?-'
~ever to the different houses. 

It is only at the market that your agents purchase?-Yes, there was an agint 
.406. , E 4 of 
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'of mine in Bagnalstown, in the. county of Carlow, bought largely for me, and 
the butter came in twice a week; I do not exactly know the varticular days. 

How many agents do ~Oll employ to purchase for you ?-I had onc in 
Bagnaistown, and another 10 Carlow. 

Do the other exporters of butter .follow the same practice of buying by agents 
in the conntry ?-They do. . . . . . 

Then would the farmers In the Intenor, If all the regulatIOns wefe taken off, 
adopt the practice of being the carriers of their own butter to the place of 
export, or would they sell it at the market towns in the. interior, as they do 
now ?-I beHeve they would sell at the market most convcment to themselvel. 

In the .whole of the evidence you have given, you have taken your infor_ 
mation exclusively from the practice of New Ross and 'Vaterford ?-Yes. 

From what class of farmers do you principally purchase butter?-Both 
descriptions, of rich and roor. 

Do you habitually dea with the same persons at different periods ?-Yes, 
frequently; when the sellers commence with a merchant at the beginning of 
the season, they do not wish to part for the whole of the season. 

That establishes a kind of connexion between the Irish farmer and the Irish 
merchant?-Yes, it does. 
, Does the merchant 'ever avail himself of that connexion to advance money 
to the farmer, before the butter is made, on the faith of bis having his butter 
afterwards r-Not in Ross, or any 'Place I am acquainted with. 

Do not you think that is almost a natural consequence of the trade being 
thrown completely open, that it would connect individual farmers with indi
vidual merchants, and that the merchants would then make advances beforehand 
to the farmer ?-I think in doing so that it would be to the disadvantage of 
the farmer, if he was bound in that kind of way, if money was advanced to 
him. 

Do not you think that would be the consequence of the removal of the 
restriction ?-I do not think it would. 

Are you aware that has been the consequence of the continuance of the 
restriction in Cork, and that such advances have taken place to a considerable 
extent to country people ?-I have heard so. 

'Vould that connexion between the buyer and the seller to which you have 
alluded, contribute to establish a mutual confidence between them, which would 
render less necessary the existing restrictionsr-Yes, certainly. 

Jo"rom the circumstance of the farmer being a poor man, and the merchant 
a man possessed of capital, would it not place the farmer constantly at the 
mercy of the merchant ?- No, I do not think it would. 
. .If the merchant advances money to the poor farmer, upon the faith of hil 
producing butter in the market afterwards, would it not leave the price of that 
butter at the discretion of the merchant ?-It would, in case he advanced 
money. 

Would it not have the effect of giving that merchant the monopoly of that 
butter ?-It would certainly, but that is not practised in the county where I 
reside. 

What is the class of persons you employ as agents to purcbase butter for 
you ?-They are respectable people in general; persons whom r conceive 
myself safe in intrusting my money with. 

Are they persons who live exclusively by their agency for you, or have they 
other occupations ?-They have other occupations. 

'Vhat description of persons are they ?-They are shopkeepers. 
Do they come under the description ofjobbers?-No) I think not; I alloW' 

them two and a half per cent on their purchases. 
Is that the whole of the allowance you make them for their trouble?-Yes. 
Have they a choice of sending the butter that they purchase at the counlry 

markets, to other houses besides your own; are they exclusively employed by 
YOll ?-Exclusively employed by me. 

They are in your constant employment ?-Just as. I find it my interest to 
employ them. . 

Can you state the number of persons who 'usually attend the market of New 
Ross, for the purpose of s~J1ing butter on a market day ?-Probably fift.y or sixty, 
01 from that to a hundred and fifty. . 

What- is ·the quantity each of those persons would bring into the market?
Some 
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/Ilr. Some may bring" in one cask, or probably five or six, others p~d1aps ten at 
a time. 

Can those per!tons acquire any intelligence respecting the prices of butter, 
except through th.e agents -:vho attend for th.e merchants?-\Vhen they come 
to town they mqulre the pnce; the merchants have people belonging to them 
standing at the crane, and the country people ask them the price what such a 
man will give to-day; they are told, and It remains with the countrymen to 
sell at that price or not, and very frequently they will not sell, but keep till the 
middle of the day, to see whether they can make morc of their butter. 

Jo~" Kcily~ 
'-----..------' 

13 April, 
18'16. 

Have not the farmers who sell their butter at New Ross, an advantage of two 
and a half per cent over those who sell in the interior?-Yes, but it saves the 
people in the country the expense of coming twenty or thirty miles. 

Are your agents resident at the country markets ?-Yes •• 
At what season of the year do they make their purchases ?-In the county 

of Carlow they make their purchases about the month of June, the butter comes 
in later there than in 'Vaterford or Ross; in May there will be some butter 
coming into Ross, what we call new butter. 

Do you, or the agents you employ in the butter market, pay the expense of 
carriage of the butter to New Ross ?-I pay all expense. 

He has two and a haJfper cent clear profit?-Yes, he has. . 

Mr. Joseph Robinson Pim, again called in; and further Examined. 

ARE the persons who make butter in the parts of the country that you are Mr. 
acquainted wJth, of an opulent class of farmers, or otherwise ?-They are rather J. R. Pim. 
a resrctahle class of farmers. '---...----' 

o what district of country do you speak I-Of the Queen's County, 
generally. 

Is it not the practice very much in Ireland for dealers in different commo·. 
dities to carry their goods at once to Liverpool. in place of employing brokers 
and factors in Dublin ?-Latterly it has become the practice, in consequence of 
the establishment of steam boats, to go over with eggs., fowls and other articles; 
most all descriptions of Irish produce. : 

In your opinion is it likely that if the restrictions were taken off' the butter 
trade, the makers of butter would go with their butter to Liverpool to fiod a 
market for it there?-Yes, I have not a doubt they would go with even so small 
a quantity as five firkiils; for they go with a smaller value in fowls, and they 
go backwards and forwards frequently twice a week. 

'Vould the makers of b~tter in the neighbourhood of Dublin, in your opinion, 
be very likely to do so ?-I ha\re no doubt they would. in consequence of the 
fraudulent practice of the buyers' of butter in Dublin. The inspector, I 
believe, can give very good information upon the subject of these frauds; I am 
not able to speak to them from my own knowledge. 

You are of opinion that the fanners are now subject to su.cb frauds in Dublin, 
that they do not take their butter to that market in consequence?-Yes, I think 
they would gladly go to Liverpool. The bad state of the market in Dublin 
is, r believe, "ery much in consequence of the conduct of the merchants them
selves and their fraudulent practices: In other parts of Ireland I believe the 
trade is very differently conducted. • 

Has the character of the butter merchants changed of late years in Dublin ?
Very much changed. 

\Vas it, before the Act of 1812, a trade carried 011 by a more respectable 
class of persons ?-Decidedly; the respectable merchants have left the export 
trade to the Mediterranean. 

Is tha.t owing to the practice of using false brands, and different practices 
in making up the butter after it has got into the me,rch~nts s~res. and ~efore 
exportation ?-I heard from one merchant, John 0 Nell, that It was owm~ to 
the butter being inspected in Dublin, and the c?lour of the butter not ~emg 
assorted according to the ~arkct wanted; for m Viat.erford the~' select It by 
the colour as wen as qiJaltty j and they may very flurly state It of the first 
quality of butter, though it may vary in colour considerably. 

Does not the selection of the market depend upon the judgment of the 
merchant, and the quantity inspected ?-Decidedly. 

Do you conceive that if the butter trade had been free. those butter mer· 
4,06. 1" chants 
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chants would have left the market ?-No, I th,nk it likely they would have 
continued; for they might have assorted their own butter. . 

Will you explain what you consider to be the improper conduct of the butter 
merchants in Dublin ?-The buying second quality of butter and changing itto 
first ; buying it as second and taking out the marks, and shipping it with new 
marks. the marks being only chalk marks. 

Do you conceive the system of changing the quality marks arises in couse· 
quence of' their having the means of throwing upon the market/ and upon the 
usage of the market, the fraud, rather thun being directly accountable to their 
correspondents for it?-I do not know how I can answer that question; for 
I think they must be held individually accountable still to their corres· 
pondents. . 

If the merchant shipped upon the credit of his house exclusi\'cly, do you not 
think he would be less inclined to commit the fraud of varying the quality, than 
where he ships on the supposed responsibility of a public officer, who weighs 
and affixes the qualities ?-I understood their reason for changing the marks 
was, that they considered they were better judges than those public officers at 
present. 

1\h. John Maccabe, called in; and Examined. 

ARE you an insp~ctor of b':ltter in Dublin ?-Yes. . 
What IS the duty you have to perform by that office ?- To IOspect and mark 

the qualities of the butter respectively; firsts, seconds, thirds, fourths, and 
so on. 

The inspection consists of tasting the butter ?-Of seeing, smelling, and oc-
casionally tasting. . 

'Vho was your predecessor in office ?-There were four persons doing the 
duty that I now do when the cranes were divided. 

How many years have you been in this office ?-Nearly ten years. 
'Vere those persons who preceded you dismissed from their office for ~ny 

improper,conduct?-They were, except the gentleman who was joined with me, 
a Mr. ,Graham, who died in the office. My predecessors were dismissed pre
vious to Mr. Graham's appointment, and I was subsequentlYj'oined to him. 

What were the names ofthose gentlemen :-George Grice, eremiah Berkely, 
and James Riley" 

What were the circumstances which Jed to their dismissal ?-Complaints for 
improper conduct in their · office, I apprehend. I was in Cork at the period 
that they were dismissed, so that I cannot speak very particularly to the charges 
except from general rumour. 

What was the nature of the charges ?-That they had marked the qualities 
irregularly, and not with sufficient care and judgment. 

'Vas it only a want of judgment that they were charged with ?-I believe 
they were charged with a general negligence of conduct in their office. 

'Was there no corrupt practice charged against them?-·I do not recollect that 
there was. That they were not so attentive and regular in their conduct a~ 
they ought to be. 
. 'Vho appoints to the office ?-~The appointment, under the present Act, IS In 

the corporation of the city of Dublin, but they have not exercised that appoint
ment without the recommendation of the merchants; as in tile case of 
Mr. Graham, who is dead, and of myself. 
. 'Vho dismIssed the former inspectors?-The lord mayor and the board of 
aldermen. 

Who was lord mayor at that time ?-I believe .Sir Robert Shaw was lord 
tnayor. ft was in the mayoralty or mayoralties of Alderman Beresford and 
Sir Robert Shaw. 

'Vas there any regular inquiry into the conduct of those inspectors who were 
dism issed ?-Therc was an appeal made by one of the inspectors to' the corpO'· 
ratiO'u at large, from the decision of fhe lO'rd mayor. 

l)revious to' their dismissal by the lord mayor, did he institute any inquiry inlo 
tllcir conduct?-I believe hp. suspenued one, dismissed another, anu the other 
resigned. 

Do YOlt !.mow who were the cO'mplainants against them ?-I would not be 
s'!I,rpriscd if :1\'1r. Courtenay, \\·ho is !lOW ill London, w:\s one O'f I..hcm, for he 
t • look 
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took a very active part, at that period, in gettiug tl;te former inspeotors 
dismissed. " 

Arc the inspector and weigh-master the same person ?-No, we have different 
weigh-masters; and the office of inspector now concentrates in me since the 
union of the cranes. 

You arc not the weigh-master ?-No. 
'Who is the weigh-master?-The most active weigh-master we have of the 

united cranes, at present in attendance, is Mr. Eaton. 
Arc there any other?-Tbere are two for the city,. and one representing the 

pat~'onage of the Earl of Meath in the liberty. 
Are you 50 little acquainted with the circumstances which led to the dismissal 

of those three inspectors, as to be unable to say that no corrupt practice was 
charged against them ?- [ cannot positively say, not having been in Dublin at ' 
the time. I was sent for by Mr. Graham, being in Cork at the time, to become 
his assistant in the office. 

To your knowledge,. there Was no corrupt practice charged against them?-
1 cannot state :myother, except improper conduct in the llegligent marking 
of butter; that was the public report at the time. I was present when 
:Mr. Berkely appealed to the lord mayor, and commons assembled, and they 
were al1 satisfied that he had acted improperly. 

Bei ng present at that investigation, was there no charge of corru'Ption. or 
taking bribes?- There was no charge broug11t against them for taking bribes ; 
the charge wa~ incapacity and inattention. 

How long had those gentlemen been in office?-The office of inspector was 
revived ~n. 1806, and Berkely and Grice were in frolll that time to the year 
1~1.5, . when they were dismissed. 

Was that the first charge laid against them, before the 'corporation, on which 
they were dismissed ?-I believe it was the first specific charge. 

From what do you derive your emoluments ?-From the number of casks; 
I am paid so much a cask by the shippers. 

How much a cask is paid ?-The former charge that we received was three
pence; it is now reduced to two-pence, out of' which 1 have to pay various 
charges of branding. 

Does that include the whole of the charge against the party presenting his 
butter for sale?-That is the whole of the charge paid by the purchaser 
to me. 

State what the amount of the charge on a firkin of butter in the Dublin 
market is, from the time it comes into the market, until it goes into the 
merchant's store?-The weigh-master's charges and cooper's charges, all in
cluded in one, make a gross charge of seven-pence per cask paid by the 
countrymen or sellers; that is all that the countryman is subJect to. 

That is exclusive of inspection?-That is al1 it has to pay till it goes into ' 
the possession of the merchant; the merchant pays his account weekly or 
monthly, at tw()..pence per cask. . 

Where do you make your inspection ?-In the public weigh.house. 
Then the charge to the merchant arises before it goes into the store?:--Yes; 

seven-pence on the seller, and two-pence on the buyer. 
1s a fil'kin of butter liable, on coming into the Dublin market, to any other 

charge than that nine· pence you ha"e now detailed ?-Certainly not. 
Is it not liable to custom ?-It was liable to the custom of a penny a cask, 

but that has been successfully resisted. . 
Has that been abandoned ?-It bas been abandoned for some years, because 

it . could not be enforced. 
There is no legal decision against it, is there ?-Indeed, I cannot speak on 

the legal question j it was the cause of some disturbances in Dublin. 
Do YOll keep any schedule of charges?-They have been put up. . 
Is there any printed published schedule of charges, so that a farmer, bringing 

his butter to market, is aware of the amount of the charges he is liable to?
I know very well that the weigh-master drew out a schedule, aud desired it to 
be put up in some part of the crane; but wh.ether it is up there now, I really 
cannot say. 

'Vhen did you last see it?- -In the commencement of the last year I know 
it was there, 
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Was it written or printed ?~It was written. 
Have you ever had a printed sheet there?-Never in our establishment. 
'Vere the charges contained in the written schedule, according to your know-

ledge of your duties, as an inspector of butter, conformable to the Act of 
Parliament~-'Ve conceive that they do not exactly conform to the Act of 
Parliament. ' 

In what respect do you conceive that they contravened the Act of Parlia
ment ?-The custom of charging in Dublin two-pence a cask for weighing and 
branding was never a distinct charge in Dublin, because the cooperage had 
always been included. . . 

What is the whole amount that the Act of Parliament allows upon a firkm of 
butter brol1Sht to market, weighed and in!;pected ?-I think three·peDce for the 
mere weiglung, branding and inspecting. 

Have there been any complaints made on the part of the butter dealers in 
Ireland, against the charges made in the market of Dublin ?-Except the notice 
taken by the Chamber of Commerce, I do not recollect any objection made by 
the dealers in the article. The Chamber of Commerce at one time brought 
the weigh.master, or got the lord mayor to call a meeting of the trade, and the 
weigh-master attended, and I attended of course, and it was then complained 
of by a deputation from the Chamber of Commerce, the charges which were 
made in Dublin; and on a full investigation of the subject, it appeared that 
.the charge, including the charge for coopering, was not unreasonable, and 
finding the place of accommodation for the public. 

. Was it not admitted, that they were contrary to the Act of Parliament ?-Tt 
was mentioned that they were contrary to the Act of Parliament. 

Was there any doubt upon that subject?-The Act spoke for itself_ 
When you say that it was thought reasonable, did the parties complaining 

acquiesce in those charges ?-The complaints were not made by persons more 
interested than the Chamber of Commerce, who were not personruJy concerned 
in the trade; none of the members, except one) I believe. 

Have the same charges continued ever since that?-I believe the charges 
were eight-pence and three.pence, and now they are seven-pence and 
two-pence. 
· Are not even the reduced charges in contravention of the Act of Parliament? 
· -They are more than the Act of' Parliament allows. 

'Vas not an order made by the magistrate, to reduce the charges to the 
charges under the Act of Parliament ?-As well as I can recollect, he did 
advise that they shou~d conform to the Act of Parliament. 

When was that?-lt was in the mayoralty of Alderman Smith Fleming, and 
Alderman Archer was also present. 

Is there not an active superintendence of the markets in Dublin, on the part 
of the corporate authorities ?-Several of our lord mayors have been ~i~tin-

· guished by their attention to the office, and by their office they are head clerk 
of the market. 

Has anyone of them interfered to require the fees on the butter ,10 be 
reduced to the sums specified unaer the Act of Parliament?-Whenever the 
butter was under discussion, the fees appeared to be so reasonable, that 1 be
Heve the magistrates did not go further than recouimend a conformity to the 
Act of Parliament, as far as it could be done. 

Do the merchants continue cheerfully to acquiesce in t11e charges now made? 
-They do, indeed, cheerfully acquiesce. 

You have been ten years inspector in Dublin?-Very nearly. 
Do the sellers and huyers acquiesce in those charges ?-They do. 
Do you mean to say, that both buyers and sellers are perfectly satisfied with 

the charges imposed upon butter 10 the public market?-Upon my word, 
I do. 

Does the Act of Parliament provide any payment for cooperage ?-Not to 
my knowledge; I cannot say that I have read the Act of Parliament more than 
once or twice; I know the general leading features of it. 

?tiay not the business of cooperage be transacted by the seIter himself, under 
the Act I-I should think so. 

By whom is it done in Dublin ?- Each of the weigh-masters have a cooper; 
the three weigh-masters of the united crane in Thomas·street have each ap

pointed 
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pointed a cooper, who attends to that department; and the same in Spitalfields . M,., 
crane, by Mr. Pettigrew, the weigh-master of it. Jolla M~. 

Is there any Ia\~ tor it?-Necessity creates that law, for the butter comes in ~ 
in such bad order, it requires the attention of the cooper. IS April, 

What has the cooper to do with the badness of the article ?-It corpes in so lBt6. 
badly coopered, in very indifferent order, owing to the negligence of the country 
coopers. 
. Do you think, that the persons who sell butter are aware that they are 
charged higher than the Act of Parliament requires?-Indeed I cannot say; 
they know what has been the custom; I believe very few of them are 
acquainted with the black letter of the Act. 

Are the charges made by yourself conformable to law, for seeing, smelling 
and tasting ?-1 cannot afford to brand the butter, and to receive but the penny 
a cask. as enjoined by the magistrates. 

Are the charges made by yourself, as inspector, conformable to law ?-I must 
answer in the direct"'negative. . 

Do the magistrates in Dublin require any extra brands by you, which are 
not required by the law?-They do. 

'Vhat is the nature of them ?-I believe the law in no case requires that the 
inspector should put on any brand to distinguish the quality, more than a mark, 
and the magistrates require I should put on brands, distinguishing the quality. 

'Vhat is the nature of them?-They are J M F, for firsts; J M 2, for 
seconds; J M S, for thirds; &c. 

Has there been any alteration in the description of mercantile men, that 
purchase butter for export in the butter market, within your experience ?
A vast change since I have known the trade of Dublin, for these thirty years; 
when I commenced the business first, we had a very extensive trade with 
Cadiz; at that period there were most respectable houses concerned in it. 

\Vhat was the date of that trade with Cadiz ?-It principally terminated in 
the year 1796, when there was a rupture between the two powers; in the year 
1790 it was very extensive, when I first knew -it. 

'Vere you connected with the butter trade yourself originally ?-I was; my 
father had been in the trade, and I went to it very young. 

You are not connected with it now ?-No; by the nature of my office, I can 
neither buy nor sell ; my industry must be confined to my profession . 
. What has been the course of the trade since the year 1796?-.Before 1796, 
we had a very extensive trade to Cadiz; that was the principal trade of 
Dublin; subsequently, the butters of Dublin were principally shipped to 
London, and occasionally to Liverpool; there have heen very few. orders 
execute4 for Spain since that. 

'Vas the business carried on by a different class of merchants?-According 
to my recol1ection of the persons who have passed in -and out of the trade, 
there were some persons then in the trade most respectable, who are dead; 
there ,vas a man of the name of Nolan, who was extensively ·connected in the 
London trade j I know but few of former shippers alive but Mr. Sparrow and 
Mr. Drevar; the btter has done a great deal in the business occasionally, but 
upon the whole there has been a great change, a very general change. 
,. Has that change heen from a more respectable class of merchants to a less 
respectable class of merchants?- The inducement to the respectable class of 
merchants to continue in the trade, was not so great since the expiration of the 
trade with Spain. 

Has the butter trade of Dublin increased or decreased within the last ten 
years, as compared with ten years before ]796 ?-J cannot speak to the com· 
parison, being confined to one crane myself, previolls to that period, but I should 
rather suppose we have not lost ground. 

According to your general knowledge of the butter trade (If Dublin, in your 
opinion, has it increased within the last ten years beyond that it ar.noqnted to 
for ten years before 1796 r-- I know that for the first two or three years after 
I became inspector, the trad~ materially increased in character and quality; 
I believe by reference to documents I ha\'e brought with me, I might be able 
to give a correct answer. 

Have you those documents with you ?-No, I have not. 
There were very respectable merchants in the trade in the year 1790 r-I was 

in it pretty extensively myself twenty-five years ago. ' 
. 406. I" 3 Mention 
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Mention the names of some of the principal merchants in the butter trade in 
the year 181l?-Mr. Duff did a good deal of business at that period; there 
w'as a Mr. Leland, hut he was not in the trade; Mr. Drevar used occasionally 
to engage in it and Mr. Sparrow; I did a good deal of business; .Mr. "'illia"" 
Stewart Hamilton was in the trade then. 

'Vas Mr. Crosthwaite in the trade then ?-No, not at that time; Mr. Randall 
'Macdonald used occasionally to purchase. 

Do you mean to say Mr. Crosthwaite has been in the trade within these 
fifteen years ?-No, it cannot be said that that house was generally in the 
trade; when they got an order they used to execute it. 

From what extent of country round Dublin is the market of Dublin supplied 
with butter?-Thegreatest quantity is derived to Dublin from the counties of 
Westmeath and Longford, some small share from the Queen's County, and the 
county of Kildare, and in fact from almost every county in Ireland. because 
the intercourse with the capital brings more or less from all parts, with the 
exception of the north and the south; we get butter occasionally from the 
county of Clare. -

Is the butter coming to the Dublin market brought by the makers of the 
butter, or the persons who have purchased of the fann ers in the country 
markets ?-It is brought by the jobbers. 

By whom are they employed?-They purchase on their own account, and 
sometimes for merchants, delivering at the price of the day; but a portion is 
brought in immediately by the farmers themsel.ves contiguous to Dublin. 

Have you any disputes ever with the jobbers who bring their butters to 
market, upon the character you stamp upon their butters, or the amount of } 'OUl' 
charges ?-Indeed I have rather successfully, I hope, avoided disputes with 
anyone, and I endea"'our to discharge my duty in such manner as to give 
sati.sfaction; it is an unpleasant task to discharge; but I endeavour to join 
the 5Uaviter in modo with the for/iter in re, and I may say I have succeeded 
in pleasing the countrymen, although sometimes irritated; and sometimes by 
showing them their error they have improved by the instructions I have 
given them. . 

What proportion do the jobb~rs in butter in the Dublin market, bear to the 
farmers who bring in their own buttcr for sale ?--I dare say there is nine-tenths 
of the butter brought by the jobbers. . 

Does it not happen, that that which the jobbers wish you to certify as of first 
quality, you very often consider to be only entitled to be certified for as o~ 
second and third qualities ?-That is their feeling of course. 

May it not very frequently happen that that which the jobber has purchased 
from the farmer at a country market, as of second and third qualities, he 
endeavours to impose upon you as first?-The butter is submitted for my 
inspection, and there is no interference on his part, knowing it would be useless 
to hias my judgment in one way or another. 

Is the butter which is inspected by you at the public markets, subject to 
a subsequent inspection by the merchant himself in his own warehouse ?-It 
becomes his property . 

. poes he export upon your inspec~ion, or doe~ he re.inspe~t .afte~ it goes to 
hIS o\vn warehouse ?-He has the liberty of domg so, and It IS saId that the 
exports of Dublin have been much injured by the merchants, who alter the qua
ties we originally stamp. 

They alter your brands?-Yes. 
Do you mean to say, that that which you may have stamped as of second or 

third quality, the merchant afterwards in his store alters to being as of the 
first quality?- It is said he does, and it has been attended at least in the result 
with v.ery bad consequences to the export trade of Duhlin, and I believe of 
Waterford. 

Has that been so universally said as to obtain general belief?- I believe 
it has. , 

Have there been any cases investigated and proved of that description ?
There was one in particular in which I was called as an evidence. 

'Vhat was the case?-That was the case of Mr. Stevens shipping some 
butters j . it was in the mayoralty of Alderman King. There were forty casks 
all stowed away in the vessel, and the lord mayor had me sent for! and I 
pointed out where the alteration was all, I think, ahou~ forty casks! and the lord 

mayor 
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mayorwas going to fine him 'to t.; I interfered, as he was a poor man, and the 
lord mayor let him otf for lot. 

" ' hat became of the butter ?-The butter was returned to the crane on 
a re-inspection, and altered to the proper denominations. 

'Vas this an export or butter on his own account ?-I believe it was on a. 
contract which has been a material injury to Dublin; it is said they alter the 
qualities to meet the improvident contracts they had made. 

Do you know, or was it known at the time of this decision, what the legal 
penalty was that the party was liable to?-There was no legal opinion taken 
upon the subject, unless the lord mayor took it; I recollect he said he had a 
tight to charge twenty shillings a firkin. 

There were forty firkins ?-There were. 
The penalty allotted by the lord mayor to be paid. was ~Ol.-Yes. 
But upon your interference it was reduced half?-Yes. 

o Upon what principle of policy was it that you interfered to reduce that 
charge ?-I knew that Mr. Stevens was a very poor man, and that it was 
answering, as I conceived, the ends of justice not to inflict too heavy a penalty. 

\Vere you aware at this time of' the general opinion which you state prevailed~ 
of the improper practice of merchants altering the brands?- No, I was not at 
the time. 

In what year was it ?-It was in September 1821. 
Did not those opinions with reference to the practices of merchants, prevail 

considerably before ?-I do not think they had; they had not reached my ears 
<,1s becoming general till after that p.eriod. 
I Have any similar directions and convictions taken place since ?-I believe 
not; there has been no conviction since; there was an information against 
another shipment; but I believe there was no conviction under it. . . 
. Did the lord mayor or you, in the case of Stevens, make any inquiry who 
the merc11ant wail that those farty firkins of' butter were intended for?~ 
I .made none. 

Do YOll know whether the lord mayor did ?-I never heard that he did. 
Did you hear or know whom they were intended for ?-I never heard. 
You have said they were not 011 his own account ?-I have heard so. 
Did you inquire on whose account they were ?-I did not. 
Were there any steps taken to apprize his employer of t~e fraud he had 

committed ?-Not to my knowledge. 
,V ere there allY steps taken to acquaint the merchant who had commissioned 

him to buy butter in the Dublin market ?-As I understood, the broker son~ 
tracts with the cheesemonger, that his correspondent in Dublin or 'Vaterford 
will ship so many casks at such a price, and if that bears the denomination of an 
employer, I am not aware; and I believe the lord mayor, on consulting the 
recorder or some other person. found that the Act of Parliament was deficient 
in enabling him to inflict a heavy penalty with respect to the taking the ten 
pounds. 1 believe the Act of Parliament is deficient in that respect. . 

You spoke, in the course of your evidence, of the practice in the Waterford 
market; how are you acquainted with that; have you ever resided in 'Vater. 
ford ?-I was once there for a short time. 

You ol1lyspoke what :you have stated from hearsay, as to 'Vaterford?-From 
general report and intercourse with the people who are in the habit of ,dealing 
with and going to 'Vaterford. 

Do you know anything of the practices connected with the butter trade in 
the North of Ireland ?- By report I do a good deal, having been in intercourse 
with the people in that neighbourhood. 

o You do not know anything of your own knowledge ?-I do not. 
Supposing tha.t the weighing and branding and performing all thc, forms 

which are now requirccl in the Dublin market, were to be made option.al in place 
of obligatory, and that any seller of butter had his option of goilJg to the 
merchant's store and selling freely to him, without coming to the public officer; 
do you conceive much of the trade would be drawn away from the public 
cranes ?- 1 do believe there would. 

III what proportion ?-I cannot say in what proportion. 
Do you believe one half would be likely to pass into the new channel ?

Indeed there might; if 1 was .to give 211! opinion, from my thoughts upon the 
o 1-06. 1- 1- :,ubjcct, 
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Mr. subject, I think it might at the commencem'ent have that effect; but that 
JII}" M(JccaH. ultimately it would terminate in the buyer and seller finding their convenience 
~ in leaving it to a disinterested party. 

13 :~nl. You conceive there would be no ultimate incom'enience felt from an altera-
, 2 • tion of the law which allowed the buyers and sellers of butter to conclude their 

bargains without the iatervention of a public officer ?- I would certainly put 
as little restraint upon liberty as was necessary for the public; but I thmk 
it would be for the interest of all to have a common market where they could 
make their bargains, amI that the country people would find their protection in 
that market as they do now. , 

If the country people went direct to the merchants, do you not think they 
would do that, because they felt it to be their interest to take that course rather 
than the other ?-I do not think they would feel it their interest, on trial. 

Then in point of fact, you conceive it would ultimately make no difference 
whatever; but that persons would go, from their interest, to the weigh.masters 
and tasters, as they DOW do from the obligation of law?-I think every man of 
experience, who knows how the trade is conducted in Dublin, if it is continued 
to be done so, would prefer having a public inspection and weighing to intrusting 
his property to almost any merchant. 

Do you think he would not be induced to prefer a direct dealing with the 
merchant, for the sake of saving the seven.pence a cask he now pays ?-I do not 
think he would. 

What is the amount of the sale of butter in Dublin?-lt has risen to about 
sixty thousand firkins per annum, for the last ten years. 

What do you conceive to have been the average price during those yean 
you have taken that as the result; has it been ahout four pounds ?-It has been 
above four pounds. 

Do the weigbmasters in Dublin discharge their duties in person, or by deputy? 
-The three weigh.masters at the united crane appoint a deputy, they occa
sionallyattend themselves; one of them, the eldest, is an invalid, and is not 
able to attend; the other, Mr. Eaton, very generally attends; Mr. Hart some
times attends; there is a Mr. Pettigrew the weigher of Spitalfields. 

Are the duties principally performed by the principal, or the deputy?-Mr. 
Eaton superintends the weighing generallYJ and he sees that every thing is con· 
ducted correctly. 

Do you know the amount of the emolument of the weigh.master ?-From 
one hundred and fifty to two hundred pounds a year. I 

How is the deputy paid?-By a weekly salary, thirty shillings a week. 
Is he paid thirty shillings a week over and above the profits of two hundre'd 

pounds a year ?-He is paid that; I know this year there has been a great falling 
offin consequence of excessive speculations in Dundalk and other places, which 
drew the trade off' from Dublin. 

Do you know the charge in Dundalk ?-The charges in Dundalk and Newry 
are ten.pence a cask. 

Do you conceive any inconvenience would be felt in the trade, if individuals 
were permitted to bring their butter in casks of any sizel suiting the convenience 
of the farms at which theywereproduced?-I think it would be well to let the' 
size be somewhat larger than it is, it would suit the London market hetter than 
the present, and would suit the farmers of larger dairies. 

Does not the regula.tion directing the present size, ol)erate as an increase 
of charge upon the makers of butter?-The object of it, as I have heard and 
believe, was to give to the other ports in Ireland a portion of the trade which 
Cork and Belfast enjoy. 

Do you not conceive it essential, to the prosecution of the trade in such 
an arttcle as butter, that one general system should pervade the whole 
country ?-Most certainly; it is very important. 

Do you not conceive, that the restTIction to smaller casks enables the small
farmer to fill the cask at once, and thereby to obtain a. higher price for the 
butter by its being all of one quality?-Certaillly_ 

Supposing that no such restriction were required by law, do you think that> 
the farmer would make up his butter in that description of casks which suited 
the size of his farm and thq quantity of butter he was enabled to prepare ?_ 
Certainly. , 

Do you not think, that if the restriction upon the size of the cask were 
removed 
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removed, large farmers a!ld great producers of b~lter would find it their intere,st 
to make lip their butter In larger casks ?-I thmk that the dairy people, who 
sell their produce in Dublin, 'Vater~ord and C.arioY.', would prefer putting 
their butter into larger casks, because It would SUit the London market best. 

Is there any restriction in Dublin with respect to the place at which the 
casks arc made ?-None whatever. 

Do you consider that any restriction, which compelled the makers of butter 
to sell only in the casks made in a particular market, would be a judicious 
one ?-I think that it is rather severe in Cork to excessively exact that rccru
lation, although it has, I admit, tended to the ~stabli sh ing a great trade ;ith 
the \Vest Indies and Colonies; had the Cork merchants 110t made a. strict 
regulation about casks, they never would have been able to send pickled hutter 
to the 'Vest Indies as they have. I think the law might be mitigated, and jf 
the magistrates in Kerry and other places would take care to have good casks 
made in their own neighbourhood, it would obviate the great hardship on the 
countryman, who is obliged to change his cask at Cork. 

Do · you not think it advantageous to ~he makers of hutter, to have a choice 
,of all markets within their reach r-Yes. . 

Do not you consider it a hardship, in case of any regulation limiting the sale 
in th!1.t market, unless in casks made in that market there is a restriction au 
the sale of butter in that particular market ?-Certainly. 

Do you taste butter as well as inspect it in Dublin ?-Only where the sight 
and the smelling may be at difference, that then there is a necessity to taste it ~ 
the slllell is the great govel'llment to a persoll acquainted with it. 

Your office and duty is to taste the butter, if necessary to declare the 
quality ?-Yes. 

How many firkins a day doeR a person in your situation go over ?-It varies 
from fifty to five or six hundred. 

Can YOII taste, in the course of a day, five or six hundred r-By 110 meallS; 
if I were to use my palate to that extent it would be destroyed. -

Can you judge of five or six hundred firkins in a way which is sufficient?
Yes, or a thousand; I go through the whole business myself, and pierce the 
casks from the top to the bottom. There is a regulation in Clan mel which I 
.consider a very good onc; .the butter is turned ioto the weigh.house, and the 
inspector has thc head:; brought to him and he marks them, so that there is no 
chance of any charge of partiality. 
I. Are not the fanners all excluded from the market at Clonmel, while the. 
marking is going on ?-Yes, they are. 

Mr. Matthew Turner, called in; and Examined. 

YOU are a merchant residing in Clan mel ?-Yes. 
You deal extensively in the purchase ofbutter?-I do. 
You export your butter to what mal'kets?-To 140ndon, Liverpool, Porti. 

mouth, and different markets. 
Can you state to the Committ.ee to what extent on an average in a year you.' 

have exported butter ?- More extensively some years than others, 011 accouDt 
of the difference of prices and encouragement. I have been for five yean in 
the tradp. in Cion mel, and for seven years before that in \Vaterford; and I have 
exported very considerably some years, other years not so much. 

YOli recollcct nothing antecedent to the year 1812, when the butter law. 
now existing were altered?-The year 1812 was the first I was in the butter 
trade. 

You knew nothing of the conduct of the butter trade antecedent to that? __ 
I did not, except in this country; I served my time in this country. 

Are you aware of the restrictions which exist upon the butter trade in Clon· 
'mel ?-I am. 

Will YOli state them to the Committce?-l know the practice in the public: 
market ill Clonmcl under the Act of Parliament j the pract.ice is, that the butter 
is brought by the farmers who make it to the crane, and is there inspected, and 
a cel'tain quality marked on each cask j that the mcrchant when that is d~e 
enters into treaty . with the fanner, and according to the qlla}ity of his butter 
he purchases it Jrolll him; il is then slr,ipped or opened by the COOP('f to asc.er· 
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Mr. tain that there is no irregularity in the tare of the cask, and that there is no 
Matdt'lll 7lmltr. deceit in the package of the butter; it is then weighed at the public crane. 
~-~" I and latterly it has heen weighed without any deduction or allowance for 

13 April, beamage; formerly there was an allowance made of two pounds a firkin for 
J826. beamage and for the waste which butter is subject to, especially in hot weather, 

when it is fresh made, and a quantity of pickle is running from it; that has not 
been the case this last season. 

'Vhat was the cause of the change ?-It was owing to an opposition made to 
the custom of deducting beamage by the landed proprietors, on a representation 
perhaps of their tenants; this allowance was taken off, which is a very consi
derable disad\'antage to the trade, for the merchant must be a loser on keeping 
the article in his cellar for some time, which we are obliged to do in a. parti
·cular state of the market; we must wait for a good ma.rket ; the practice has been 
to pay for the butter for the last season without any deduction for beam age. 

'Vhat have been the charges?-There is three· pence a firkin deducted for 
weighing and tasting, which goes to the weigh-master, that is deducted by the 
merchant from his ticket. I believe there is another penny for branding. 

Does the whole charge to which the farmer is liable, amount to three.pence 
a firkin ?-In cases where a firkin has been found defective. and a fresh firkin 
provided, there is then a penny charged for the branding of it. 

Is there any charge made for coopera~e at the crane ?- None whatever. 
Is there any allowance specifically for soakage at the crane ~-There used 

to be a deduction of two pounds on the firkin, but latterly there has been 
none. 

That was for beam age ?-Yes; and in taring the cask there is an addition of 
two pounds for the difference of weight between the weight of the firkin in its 
dry state, and what it will weigh when the butter is put in. 

That is for the cask ?-Yes; what it will weigh when filled with hutter in 
addition to what it weighs when it is furnished to the farmer. 

Have you heard any complaints on the part of the farmers against this system? 
-No; I think the farmers are very well satisfied with the present system) 
I think it a very fair system. 

As to the merchants, have you heard any complaints ?-The merchants in 
Ireland feel aggrieved by not having some allowance made on weighing the 
hutter. for the loss of' weight that will occur, especially in hot weather, 
before they can ship it. 

That is what is classed under the head of beam age ?-Yes. In some parts 
of Ireland I understand there are four pounds deducted; I think that is too 
much, but I think two pounds is fair between man and man. 

Do you think that any disadvantage arises to the merchant from the casks 
being limited in size ?-l do not think there is any disadvantage to the merchant, 
but I think that it would be an advantage to the trade here, if the size of the 
casks were increased. I should think if there were two sizes of casks allowed, 
one of a larger and another of a smaller description, it might be better . 

. 'V~uld yC?u not think it necessary to restrict the farmer as to the size afthe 
cask, whether greater or smaller ?-Yes. to have but two sizes made, or they 
would make all sorts of casks. I think the butter of the county of Carlow 
especially, or any other county, being of mild and good qua1ity, would admit 
of being put into a larger cask, and that if the cask was somewhat larger, it 
would be made of better materials; the trade in London complain of the ex
terior part of the butter being injured by the greenness of the wood, for they 
make the casks of different kinds of wood. I think if they were made of good 
wood, and weU seasoned, the butter would not acquire the rancid taste which 
it does. It becomes, after it is kept some time in those casks, green on the 
outside, and a certain quantity of butter perishes, or gets a bad taste, which 
causes waste. 

You consider it absolutely necessary for the proper packing of the butter, 
that the size of the., casks should be regulated ?-- Yes; both as to the sort of 
wood, and the size. 
_ Do you think there is any advantage in the butter being taken to a public 

ma.rket for sale, rather than its being taken to the merchant jnclividually for: 
sale ?-I do; I think it could not be sent from the farmer tu the merchant witb 
advantage, without the intervention of some public inspector. 

Do you think it could 'be sold by sample I-Certainly not, 
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Do you think it would be injured by frequent inspection and tasting by dif
ferent merchants. from its being tasted by one and then taken tl> another?
Undoubtedly it would, especially in hot weather j the farmers bring their 
?utter to .market ill the .height of the se~s0!l' .July and Au~ust, and S.cptc.mber, 
In the middle of the night, and deposit Jt m the cool of the mornmg In the 
butter weigh-house, where it is protected from the heat of the sun, and the 
inspection is all over by Qine in the morning. by which time the merchant gets 
his letters and goes to the market, and proceeds to purchase it. 

You consider it would undergo considerable deterioration by being exposed 
to different merchants ?-Undoubtedly; if it was rejected by one merchant, it 
must go to another, who must also have his cooper to examine it, and if 
they call not agree, it must go on to another, and that will deteriorate the 
butter. 

Do you conceive the deterioration in value would be more expensive to the 
farmer than the present charges to which he is subject by law?-I should say, 
certainly, the deterioration of the butter would exceed the saving of charges. 

Is the merchant generally present when the butter is inspected ?-No. 
State the practice in that respect?-The butter is deposited by the farmers 

in the weigh.house at Clonmel as they arrive in town, ·where it is arranged 
by the people that are appointed for the purpose, and the gates are generally 
closed during inspection, except that the coopers of the different merchants 
are there, and that they a5.3i5t the drawing the butter, and boring it, and 
bringing it before the inspector. 

Neither the farmer nor the merchant is present ?-The farmer is generally 
not present, but there are large iron gates through which he can look and see 
what is doing. 

The weigh.master has no knowledge whatever of the person to whom the 
butter so deposited belougs ?-l believe not. ' 

Therefore he cannot by possibility act with any partiality?-I should 
think not. 

In what class of society is the butter taster at Cion mel ?-The butter taster 
and weigh.master is Mr. Chaytor, a most respectable man; he acts by 
deputy. -

Of what class of persons is his deputy ?-Apparently, a very respectable 
man. 

From what class of society is he selected ?--The middling order of 
society. 

Have you ever heard of allY instances of bribes being offered to that indi-
\'idual on the part of the farmers or the merchants ?--Never. 

You have not heard it even by report ?-No. 
Do you think he is a man above receiving a bribe ?-I do, certainly. 
Have you ever seen him drunk in the performance of his duty ?-Certainly 

not. 
Is he not a person very respectable in his connexion5 in life ?-I beJieve 

he is. 
What is the process by which he distinguishes the butters ?-He has what is 

called a borer, an iron instrument to go to the bottom of the cask, this is bored 
into the butter, and by turning it round it brings up a s3ulple of the butter. 
showing the quality of it. 

Does he determine by t he smell, or the appearance, or the taste ?- Jointly. 
As a merchant in Cion mel, when a cask comes to you marked by that butter 

taster, do you buy it on his judgment, or do you inspect it yourself?-I buy it 
on his mark. 

Do YOll export on the same mark ?-We usually examine the butter ourselves 
for shipping, if it remains for any considerable time in the cellar, as it is an 
article that will not always retain its quality. 

Do YOLI consider it within the power of a merchant in his private st.ore to 
have the same regularity established for the purchasing of his butter as is now 
est~blished at the crane?-I do think it would be possible to obtain that regu
larity in many instances ; but from my experience of the trade, I know that in 
certain state~ of the market it could not be done in practice; and I think that 
butter would very often be bought at a great disadvantage to the merchants, 
without allY inspection at all; that they would be so anxious at times to get it, 
they would buy it withoul any inspection, which would open a door to consi-
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Mr. derable fraud; and on the other hand. when,the market was very dull, and there 
MettAt'II) Tflrne!. was little inquiry for the article, the farmer would find it very difficult to sell 
~ his butter, and considerabJe advantage might be taken of him j I mcan to say, 

13 April" that there are some trades in Ireland, particularly the corn trade, where they 
lS:l6. employ people under them to go out and pllrcha~c the corn on the road. 

'fhey arc called sky f~rmers ?--:-Yes, or pluckers, they arc called in our pa~t 
of the country; and the same thmg would creep into the butter trade, and It 
would become a disreputable trade, if not carried on under the principle' of 
inspection . • 

If' a farmer brought his butter to the store of the merchant, uo you not think 
there would be ditlerences arising as to the ,,,,eight and quality of it ?-Most 
unquestionably; I think that in certain states of the market, the farmer would, 
if' he saw there was a demand for his butters, have them all first~; he would not 
make the merchant any allowance, he would require the first price for tne 
whole, and there would be no possibility of settling the dispute but by reference 
to some person, or the farmer must leave that person and go to another, and 
they may be just as likely to disagree as the first; up-less there was some 
authority to appeal to, the disputes in certain states of the market would be 
endless. 

Do you not think there would be a greater difference between the persons 
dealing in butter than almost any other commodity exposed at the merchant's 
private house, for instance, flax or corn, which are less perishable tlun butter? 
-Certainly, I think butter stands under peculiar circumstances. . 

Are not the markets in Ireland in general supplied by a small description of 
farmers, perhaps bringing in one firkin or a couple offirkins?-Yes, there are 
a great many who bring in supplies in a small quantity; those corning from 
a particular part of the country generally join and go in a cluster, and codea· 
vour to sell to the same merchant. 

The market of CIon mel is very weU conducted?-I conceive it is. 
The officers do their duty, and the charges are legal and moderate?-Ye~, 

I conceive they arc. 
H it was the case in other markets that the officers did not discharge their 

duty so well, but on the contrary discharge it in a very negligent or perhaps a 
very corl'Upt manner, and the charges were three or four times as high as they 
are in CIon mel, would you not say the farmers had reason to complain?
Certainly. 

Are not the farmers who sell butter in those markets, very much interested 
in keeping on good terms with the inspector, inasmuch as the property of the 
f~umer is at his disposal, by the power he possesses of fixing the value of it?
I think with regard to the market in which I am established that there is no 
influence of that kind; I never perceived it . 
. In point of fact, is not every farmer who has butter to sell very milch inte. 

rested in avoiding giving offence to the inspector of butter?-I should think it 
would not influence the bntter taster if he was a respectable man. 

Would not the class of persons who sell butter in the market, be disposed to 
think that they would injure themselves if they did anything offensive to the 
inspector?-They may perhaps think so. 

Is it not possible YOll may not have hearu complaints made un the part of 
the public of the present regulations, though there may be good grounds of 
complaint?- I conceive there may be grounds of complai~t in some parts 
of lrt!land where the.re are small markets, where I should tlllnk the inspectors 
arc not men of tbat class to place them above temptation . 

In the: case orthe market of Clonmel, notwithstanding you have not heard 
complaints. on the pa:t o~ the farm:rs, . is it no~ possible there may be grounds 
for complamt ?-I thmk It very po::;slble some of the farmers may be dissatisfied, 
they vary so much in their dispositions; I have seen a number of troublesome 
and very dissatisfied men, though I have been convinced they have had every 
jnstice done to them. 

\VQuld not a farmer rather prefer, in place of having his butter carried to 
tb.e crane llnd shut lip within an iron grate, and his. butter tasted and weighed, 
and he mad~ to pay the charge of weighing and t.asting. to be at liberty to · go 
on an.y day In the week he thought proper with his butter illto the yard of an 
established butter merchant, and there make a bargaill with that merchant for the 
tiale of' his bUlter ?-I think it possible there may · be some Jarmers of that dis-
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position. but I should say the great majority of them were of a very different Mr. 
disposition; I have seen some of them, when they have been paid for their \ Muttltno Twttttr:. 
butter. complaining, U I used formerly to have so many firsts in a lot, and now ..,. . 
I h fi "b I . h . 1 h'3 Ap,,1 . ave only 5,0 many rsts;. ut conceive t ase ~re pa~tIcu aT men w 0 lh6. I 

would compJam under any CIrcumstances. I have tned their butter after ~t 
has come in from the public market, and I always found that justice had heen 
done to them. 

If a farmer had his choice of going freely p.ilher into the yard of a butter mer. 
chant, or into the market, and having his butter inspected and weighed. and fees 
paid upon it, what circumstances are there which, in your opinion, would induce 
the fllrmer to prefer taking the butter to the market, in place of taking it at 
once into the !nerchant's yard ?-I think the advantages to the farmer are these, 
that he has a place to deposit his butter at once when he arrives at the market; 
if he had no place of the kind he must go round the town, unless he had some 
partIcular favourite merchant to rely on in every case, and offer his butter for 
sale, and until there was some inspection of it, that he would have to deposit 
that butter iu the mercha,nt's store, that it might be then tried, and it the 
merchant and he could not agree as to that buUer, he must put it on the car 
and go on to another merchant; it would be so 1ikely that there should be 
disputes about the quality of the butter, that I think they would soon get tired 
of it, 

If a farmer carries on regularly the business of making butter, and the mer· 
chant carries on the business regularly of buying butter. would it not be more 
for the advantage of the farmers to take their butter to an established merchant, 
and would it not be his interest also to act on such terms, in making a bargain 
for his butt~r, as should be equitable and fair, and best calculated to secure to 
him the sale of his butter, in preference to exposing his butter to the injury to 
which it would be subjected in drawing it round from merchant tomerchant?
I think if a farmer was in the habit of regularly dealing with me, and I knew 
the quality of his butter after several dealings, I might very likely purchase his 
butter, and there would be no difference between us; but I conceive such 
a system would be evaded by these means, if the farmers were not all of the 
same degree of honesty. I know they are in the habit of bringing in different 
parcels of butter under one name, and that a farmer who had a repute for 
always making his butter good, might bring in other butter belonging to other 
pCOI)lc, and pass it upon me; if there was no check I think it would open a door 
to t lat kind of fraud, 

Is the trade of the buyer of butter of that description, that with all your 
acquaintance with the subject from practice, you are not enabled to judge of 
the quality of butter by your own inspection ?-I do not say that I should not be 
enabled to judge of it; but it would impose a great deal of extra labour on the 
merchant to have to inspect aU the butter, and especially if he had to inspect 
a parcel of butter, that would not be left with him; after ali, if he says, I find 
the butter of such a quality, and the farmer says, It is of a different quality, 
and away he goes with his butter to a different merchant, the merchant would 
be exposed to a great deal of extra labour on that account; I am not denying 
that there might exist many instances in which it might be done in the way 
described, but not for the advantage of the trade generally. 

Then in point of' fact, the benefit which you as a buyer derive from the law, 
is not the being protected against fraud, but the saving of extra trouble in con
ducting your business ?-l do not admit that; I think that the public inspection 
of butter is for the advantage of both parties equally; they have both an , 
intere~t in ~t. 

You nrc able to buy butler as an experienced merchant, without the risk of 
being ilnposed upon, without the aid of a public inspector r- I can do that, 

Then if the law is of no use in protecting you iTom fraud as a merchant, it 
can be of use to you only in saving you trouble in your business ?-I could 
certainly protect myself from fraud, by examining every cask, which comes into 
my pO'ises~jon; bllt I con:;ider that the public inspection is of service, because 
tl le farmer might say. not only that J have protected myself from fraud, but 
th.at I have ch~at~d him ~ he w:ou1d be dissatisfied, in my opinion; by doing away 
With tile pubhc 1D~pectlon, disputes would be created between the merchants 
and tbe farmers, that would give the m:.gistr3les I think enough to do; I do 
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not know indeed who would settle the disputes, I should be very sorry to havE! 
to buy butter under those circumstances. 

'Vltat arc the peculiar circumstances in the business of buying and selling but
ter, which should induce you to think that disputes would arise in that business 
more than in buying and selling other commodities ?- Becausc, from the nature 
of the article, which varies so much in quality; if a man brings a sa.mple of corn, 
I see what it is, :lnd jf the general bulk is not equal to the sample, I reject it f' 
in butter every cask may have a difference of quality; one sample will not do 
for the whole of the butter, 

Are there not frauds sometimes committed in buying corn by sample ?
I should think there are, certainly. 

Is it not very possible and easy to commit fraud in buying by sample r-It is 
very common to produce a better sample than the bulk; but this is easily 
detected, 

Can Y9u say that butter is an artic1e which may be brought to you, without 
your being able to detect whether it is of the quality of the sample produced 
to you ?-Ifa seller was to leave me a firkin of butter, and say the whole of my 
parcel will answer to that sample, I could very easily ascertain that, by trying 
the merits of each firkin. 

Suppose it was necessary that each firkin shoulcl be examined by some one, 
why should the merchant have that examination performed by a public inspector, 
and not by himself or his own servant ?-Because I think a public inspector is 
more likely to be impartial, and of course to make both parties satisfied with each 
other; it would be the interest of the merchant to prott!ct himself, and the farmer 
would think the merchant had been perhaps hard upon him in trying the butter~ 
and a dispute would arise between them. 

'Vould you buy butter purely upon the mark of an inspector, without· 
a re-inspection of your own?-We always do that. 

'Vould you export it without a re-inspect!on ?-It is the cuslom generally to 
examine part of the butters on shipping; it is a custom that varies with different 
shippers of butter; but I should think that a merchant who purchased butter 
this week, would not be justified in shipping it this day month without 
are-inspection. 

In consequence of the lapse of time ?-Yes. 
Supposing he purchased on his own inspection at the beginning of the month, 

and exported at the close of the month, do you think he would find that 
re-inspection necessary ?-Certainly. 

Have not you the meaDS of knowing whether the inspector has put the preper 
quality upon the butter ?-Certainly, by trying it in the weigh. house, or when it 
is brought into your own cellar. 

Your opinion of the inspector induct!s you to place reliance on his judgment?-' 
Yes, certainly. 

Do you think it i~ common for the merchants in butter to buy butter without 
any in~pection of their own, and solely on the marking of the inspector?
I should think in the principal markets, where the merchants are satisfied that 
the business is ably and impartially performed by an inspection. I am not 
aware how it is performed in the interior ofthe country, where there are small 
markets. 

Is it not possible, that in point of fact there may be an interest and a con
nection lJetwecn the inspector of' the butter and the buyers of the butter, so that 
the conduct ohhe inspector should aLways run in favour ufthe buyers ?--·l should 
consider that it is possible. 

\Vould you considel' it possible, where the butter' is deposited in the weigh
bouse, and the farmer has no access to it, and cannot know which his own mark 
is, the farmer standing outside, and the inspector deciding as to the quality of 
the butter, that there can be partiality exercised to one person over and above 
anothed-I do not think there is partiality in our market. 

You have stated, that at Cion mel the butter is put into the weigh-house, and 
th~t the inspection goes on without the public officer knowing who is the pro
pnetor of the butter; do you know whether such a practice prevails anywhere else 
in Ireland ?.l.-.In 'Vaterford, the inspection is on a similar plan. I believe; as to 
what takes place in country markets which I have never visited, I do not wish, 
to sre~k, " , 

Do 
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. Do you know what takes place iJ) any market except Clonmel and \Vaterford? 
-NQ. I do 110t. 

Supposing there was an alteration of the law, which left it to the option of the 
seller of butter, either to sell through th~ medium of a public inspector, or to go 
directly to the merchant, do you think many farmers would prefer selling directly 
to the merchant, rather than through the intervention or a public officer?
I should think they would not prefer it. 

Your answer applying to the market at Clonmel, do you conceive the farmer 
would prefer selling directly to the merchant, in case there was an allowance of 
fouf pounds for beamage, and in case there was a fee of Dine-pence per cask 
upon the inspection ?-I think it probable; in that case the farmers would prefer 
going to the merchant. 

In thnt case, would not the public officer who had been in the habit of charg
ing four pounds beamage, and nine-pence per cask fee, if he wished to preserve 
his business, do his duty properly, and reduce his fees ?-Certainly; that is all 
exorbitant fee. 

Then ill the effect of a mru'ket being well conducted. as in CIon mel, you do 
not think that the alteration of the law would deprive the crane of its existing 
business; but if the market was ill regulated, it would force the public officer to 
reduce his fees to a proper standard ?-Certainly. 

Then do you not think ill both cases it would be productive of advantage, 
leaving the door open ?-I think there would be no cause for leaving the option 
in a market, where there can be no dissatisfaction with the charge, or the 
allowance for beam age. 

Do not you think that would have the effect of' preventing an undue accumu
lation of charge. or any imposition creeping into that market?-It would 
certainly prevent an improp.er charge being made. 

You say as a merchant, you could protect yourself from fraud in buying 
butter; is not a person of the description of a farmer, also capable of protecting 
him.selffrom fraud in the sale of his butter?-He ought to know whether his 
butter is good. and whether he has justice done him in the market. 

Do you think it possible. from your knowledge of the Irish filtmer, that any 
hutter merchants could commit a fraud upon him in dealing for the purchase of 
his butter?-I do think it possible for frauds tG he committed on a farmer by 
merchants; they are not all of the same stamp as to character; and I do think it 
possible if it was left to the merchant merely, the farmer might suffer. 

Do you think it very probable, that an Irish fhrmer would be a sufferer by: 
frauds committed upon him by merchants, if the trade was quite free ?-I should 
say, they would be rather gainers upon the whole by the present system. . 

Do you think it probable, that if the trade was free, the J rish fanner woul~ 
suffer by the frauds practised upon the part of merchants ?-I thin~ he would, 

Is not a farmer who makes butter, perfectly competent to judge of the value 
of that butter ?-He certainly is; they always attend the markets themselves 
with their butter, and see it when it is inspected. ' 

Then if he is competent to judge of the value of his butter, how is it possible 
he can go and make a bargain with a merchant, by which he shall be defrauded 
out of" part of the value of' that butter ?-In stating thf,t, it is possible he may 
be a loser, I am stating a case which r hope is very rare, nnd respects only some 
merchants or buyers of butter; I will not say merchants, for those classing as 
merchants, I hope would not do so; but there might be buyers of butter 'who 
would not liSe correct weights. 

Do you think that though individual case~ of this sort may arise, upon the 
whole, farmers will go on daily and continually suffering themselves to be 
defrauded, from any difficulty they may have in those particulal' cases of ascer
L'lining the true we;ght of their btltter ?-J should think a farmer would not go 
on dealing in the same quarter, where he had once found he had come off short; 
I think the f:lrmer must find it out; but in sHch a large trade as it is, there 
woulLl be many opportunities for the buyers of the article to deceive the 
farmers. 

Do you really believe that it is possible, that any thing like a general system 
can take place in the country, of the farmers who make butter being extensively 
defrauded by the merchants ?-I think that if there was no public inspection. 
the trade would be a. good deal taken out of the hands of merchants, and would 
get into the hands of an intermediate set of peopl(', wholll I would call huurr 
buyers or jobbers, and that in the end the merchants, instead of bllying froni 
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the farmers would have to buy from those jobbers, and I should think tha.t would 
lower the reputation of the trade considerably; that those jobbers would practise 
frauds upon the farmers which merchants would 110t. 

The question goes to the probability of Irish farmers being so incapable to 
judge of the value of their own property, that they may be successfully 
defrauded in their dealings by the butter merchants; do you think that, taking 
the conntry at large, sucb a system of fraud could be carried on by merchants 
against the sellers of butter, as to make it absolutely necessary for Parliament 
to interfere to protect them by public inspection ?-I think it would be neces
sary, eventually, to interfer~; that the merchants would give up, in a great. 
measure, buying from the farmers; that the butter would be bought by a class 
of persons whom I will call butter jobbers, and that those jobbers would get the 
butter, and that the merchants would then buy from those people afterwards. 

Then, on the whole, is it your opinion that the farmers of Ireland would allow 
themselves to be defrauded by the merchants in the butter trade, if there was 
no inspection ?-I do not think they would willingly allow themselves. but 
I think it would open a door to fraud, which they could nat protect themselves 
entirely from. 

You have stated that you, as a butter merchant, are able to protect yourself 
against fraud ?-l have. 

Then, in point of fhct, the reason which induces you to wish that the butter 
regulations should be continued, is in order that the Irish farmers may be 
protected against fraud on the part of the Irish merchants ?-I think that it 
IS desirable that there should be :t standard fixed, which is a public inspection. 
by which both parties may arrive at a satisfactory conclusion of a bargain, 
without having recourse to those differences of opinion which would take place 
where the dealing was directly between the parties. 

You are an extensive bacon merchant ~-I am. 
If the restrictions now imposed by law were taken off the butter trade, and 

there were to be no tasting, no weighing. no exposition in a public market, 
could you with equal safety undertake the purchase of butter to the extent 
you have been in the habit of doing ?-I should say that the trade would 
become then one of great difficulty, and that the disputes constantly arising 
between the buyer and seller would induce a number of persons now engaged 
in the trade to give it up, and let it fall into the hands of other persons. 

Would those persons who would so withdraw f!'Om the purchase be of the 
most resptctable class of persons, or of the inferior class?-l should think of 
the most respectable class. 

Are the farmers in the neighbourhood of Cion mel, who make butter. of the 
higher or lower description?-There are some of all sorts. The connty of 
Tipperary is a very considerable butter country; and I have seen some of 
them come down with their landlord. or his agent with them, a whole village, 
or a whole district. or the whole tenants of a landed proprietor, all which 
together made a large bulk. I have bought one or two hundred firkins of 
butter from them; but when they have been paid, it has been in numbers of 
two and three, and five or ten firkin s. 

Is not the butter made in your country by the lowest class of labourers, by 
the cottiers?-No, I consider. not; there are very small farmers near to towns, 
but HU' away from the town there are very large fanners, men who have dairies 
of twenty) or thirty. or forty, and even eighty cows. . 

From your experience, what proportion of the whole butter is made by 
farmers of that hetter description ?- The greater part of it. certainly. 

Is not the Clan mel market, and has it not been for some time, advancing in 
the quantity of butter sold in it?- I believe the quantity of butter sold in 
Clonmet market has rated as high as sixty or seventy thousand firkins in 
a season. 
. Does not a considerable quantity of that come from the county of Limerick. 
and even the vicinity of the city of Limerick ?-It does. 

Do you attribute that to the superiority of the regulations and lightness of 
charge to which the uutter is subjected in Clonmet, as compared to the city 
of Limerick ?-I believe that the season of which I am speaking, where there 
were 70,000 firkins of butter brought into Clonmel, was two or three yean 
390' There was a difference in the Cion mel market; the country gentlemen 
Objected to the beam age, and that was a very considerable disadvantage to our 
~r8de that season j a great deal went lo other ma rkeD where the i3IUC l'egu-
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lations were not enforced; since the beamage has been increased to four pounds 
in Limerick, there" has been a great deal of butteT brought to our market from 
that country; I believe the deduction of four pounds took place about two 
y.ears ago in Limerick. . . 

Supposing the prese~lt restncttons to ~e n~cessary, and th~ present system of 
inspection to be contmued, do you thmk It could be contmued at a cheaper 
rate to the public than the rate at present in force ?-I think the charge of 
three-pence a firkin is very fair. 

Ai present you state that the chief officer performs his duties by deputy ?
He does. 

Do you not conceive, that the profit of the principal officer, so performing 
his duty by deputy, might be deducted without any loss of advantage to the 
public ?-I should think it would not be for the advantage of the pUblic, if 
they have an officer appointed to do the duty, to have the emolument of it too 
little; that it should be a fair and rather liberal payment, whatever it might 
be; I should conceive that would be of advantage to the public. 

Do you think there can he any advantage in raising from the public a 
sufficient sum. beyond that l1ecessary to pay for the efficient discharge of the 
duties of the office, for the appointment of an officer to perform the duties of 
his office by deputy '-I should think not. 

Do you know the amount of the emolument of the officer ?-I do·tlot; it 
depends altogether upon the quantity. ' 

Do you know how the deputy is paid ?-I am 110t aware of that. 
From your knowledge ot the butter trade in \Vaterford and CIon mel, are 

you not decidedly of opinio)1, that a butter market, well regulated as to weigh
master and taster, is preferable, both as it respects the interests of the 
merchants and the butter makers, to the leaving the trade entirely open 
without limitation ?-Most certainly. . 

Is there any regulation at Waterford, which limits the sale of butter in that 
market, to butter brought to market in casks manufactured at Waterford 
itself ?-I am not aware of any such. 

Supposing such a regulation to exist by law, that 110 butter could be sold at 
'Vaterfol'd but in casks of\Vaterford manufactl.ue, do you conceive that would 
be injurious to the sellers of butter in that neighbourhood, or advantageous to 
'them ?-I do not conceive there would be any advantage or disadvantage, 
allowing the casks to be of equally good quality in which the butter is placed; 
I consider it would be a disadvantage, if they were obliged to buy their cask, 
in Waterford. 

Do you not think, that it would be a disadvantage to compel a maker of 
butter to go to 'Vaterford, and buy his cask, in order to enable him afterwards 
to take butter to market in that cask for sale ?-The quality of the cask he 
would get in Waterford would be superior to that he might get in a country 
market, and so far, I think, that would be important to his article. 

Do you think it a disadvantage to him to be compelled to go to \Vaterford 
to purchase his cask ?·--I think it would be, certainly. 

Are you aware, that such a principle exists at Cork, that if you, at Clonmel, 
have five hundred firkins of butter prepared for your own export, and the state 
of the 'Vest India trade allowed you to export those at a profit from Cork. you. 
could not sell those firkins in the Cork market?-1 have understood, at Cork. 
they will not allow any butter to be shipped which was not in Cork firkins, so 
that I have seen butter from Fennoy, and other places, passing through Clonmel 
to be shipped at Waterford. 
. Should you think such a regulation advantageous, or the reverse? ...... The 
reverse. 

You are in the habit of exporting to London?-Yes. ' , 
Have you heard any complaint as to the quality of the butter exported from 

Clon~el. where the quality is marked first; has it come to your knowledge. 
that It has turned out to be of inferior quality on arriving at its place of 
destination ?-1 am not aware of any complaint of the kind; but butter is an 
article which deteriorates so much in keeping, that of course it must suffer 
some difference from the marks, in the course of time. 
. Has there been any complaint in Loncion, that the butter has heen of an 
mferior description, which was marked of a superior ?-NoJ I have not heard of 
any complaint. 
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Marli., 18' die Ap"ili" 1826. 

THE RIGHT HON SIR GEORGE FITZGERALD HILL, BART. 

IN THE CUAIR. 

Mr. Benjamin Eatrm, called in; and Examined. 

WHERE do you live I-In Dublin. 
Are you in any profession ?-I am one of the weigh-masters for the port of 

Dublin. 
At which of the Cranes?-The United Crane, in Thomas-street. 
Is that crane employed exclusively for allY one article, or generally for the 

produce sent to market ?-Sometimes we weigh potatoes, but a very small 
quantity; we weigh principally butter. 

How long have you been in that situation r-My appointment is dated the 
25th. of January 1822. 

How were you appointed I-I was elected by the corporation of the city of 
Dublin. 

\Vhat was your occupation before you had this appointment?-That of 
a builder and architect. 

Have you any knowledge of the butter trade beyond that you have acquired 
by being weigh-master ?-None. 

Had you any knowledge of the butter trade before you were appointed to 
it?-No, I had not. 

How are you remunerated for your trouble?-By the fees upon the casks. 
Have you any salary exdusive of that you receive in the shape of fees?

No emolument whatever. 
Do you taste as well as weigh ?-No, the inspector is a different officer from 

the weigh-master, I only weigh, tare and brand, and give crane notes, which are 
attended with a great deal of labour and trouble. 

\Vhat are the fees which are charged ?-Seven-pence per cask for weighing, 
taring, branding, cooperage, porterage and stationery; we crane-cooper every 
cask. 

\Vill you divide the seven-pence, which is the fuB amount of charge on each 
firkin, into the sums of which it is composed ?-\Ve pay our cooper three-pence 
per cask for crane cooperage, for which they find heads, twigs, and so on, so as 
tQ crane cooper every cask of butter which goes through our scales; we did 
pay them three.pence halfpenny; when I came into office the charge was eight
pence a cask, and I reduced it to seven-pence. \Ve pay three-pence for 
cooperage to the coopers, two-pence for weighing, branding and taring, and 
the remainder two-pence for porterage and stationery; we are obliged to keep 
two clerks, the crane notes are attended with great labour; the crane notes wiU 
speak for themselves. 

Is there another charge paid to the inspector?-There is, he is paid two· 
pence a cask. 

The whole charge is nine-pence?-Yes. 
Is that paid at the scales where you weigh ?-No, the bills are furnished to 

the respective merchants, and they pay us; the inspector collects his own 
money, the inspector also brands the quality. 

Where is that paid?-In the crane to the inspector. 
Is that raid at the same place where the butter is weighed i-I think he has 

to collect It from the respective mercbants. 
Is the butter inspected at the same place where it is weighed ?-Yes, it is. 
Have you read the Act of Parliament that regulates the charges for weighing 

and tasting butter ?-I have. 
WI,.t is the rate of charge allowed by the Act ?-For inspection, it is but 

a penny. 
What is it for weighing?-For weighing an empty cask a penny, and for 

weighing a full cask, two-pence. 
Do you include in your charges of seven-pence, the charge of weighing an 

empty cask ?-I do not; there are seldom any empty casks come to us to' be 
weighed, 
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weighed, except those we make on OUf. own premises, and that, for the encou-
ragement of the trade. we charge not1l1~g ~t aU for. . . 

In point of fact, by the Jaw, a person 15 liable to pay one penny for wCIglung 
an empty cask, t~vo-pence for weighing a full cask, and one penny for 
inspection ?_That IS the law. 

How does it happen, that in Dublin, in plr-ce of three-pence a cask for 
weighing and inspecting, a charge is made of nine-pence?-'Ve pay three-pence 
out of the nine-pence to the coopers; the law does 110t mention one word as it 
now stands, about cooperage, and the merchants require their butter to be 
coopered, new heads, hoops and twigs to each cask, and we bonafide pay three 
pence a cask to the cooper. 

'Vhat authority have you for so doing?-The authority of the magistrates, 
the lord mayor for the time being, and counsellor Castles, who iii seneschal for 
the Earl of Meath's liberty; half the crane is in the liberty, and the other 
portion of the crane in the city. 

Supposing you pay three-pence for cooperage, under what authority do you 
charge sixpence in the three-pence for weighing and inspecting?-The officer 
for inspecting is a different officer; he charges two-pence for his inspection. 

Who gave him authority to charge thatr-The merchants of Dublin signed 
unanimously for that. 

Is there any regulation to justify it?-Yes, there is, I believe; he has it ill 
his possession. 

Was it ever put up so that the merchants of Dublin might see the sanction 
under which he did it ?- No, I believe not; but I put up the manner in which 
the seven-pence was charged, and I gave a liberty to every body to cooper their 
own butter, for which an allowance of three-pence a cask would be made. 

'''ho gave you authority to charge the remainillg four-pence, the law having 
allowed only two-pence ?- It is sanctioned by the magistrates, inasmuch as we 
have porters to payout of that four-pence; we have two clerks to pay; we 
have brands, which is a very heavy expense, and neady 40/. ayear for turf; and 
after all that, the office produces me uncler 200/. a year. 

Do you mean to say, that the law having fixed two-pence, you conceive 
yourself authorized to charge four-pence r-The magistrates sanction it fo(" 
work and labour. 

Have the magistrates, by allY written document, sanctioned that charge?
They have, specifying the items of sundry charges, approved of a written 
document. 

'Vhat is that document, when was it promulgated, and what degree of notice 
have the public of it ?-I think about two years ago, there was an investigation 
before the chief magistrate, by the Chamber of Commerce, respecting charges; 
it was held in the mansion-house of Dublin, and on that occasion, the chief 
magistrate pronounced, that every merchant was at liberty to cooper his 
butter, for which an allowance of three-pence the cask wou1d be made; 
and that the remaining four-pence, two-pence for weighing, and two-pence 
for branding, stationery and porterage, and collector's fees, was but a fair 
remuneration. 

Are you aware, that in each of the other ports the same expenses must be 
gone to for porterage and clerks, and that nobody has ever ventured to charge 
more than the law allowed?-They have charged more than the law allowed in 
Newry, to my knowledge; I am not acquainted much out of Dublin, but 
I have been in Newry market, and I know they charge ten-pence per cask. 

YOII are aware that the law fixes two-pellce?-Yes. 
Has the regulation made at the mansion-house, as you have stated, beetr 

generally acquiesced in, or has it not been complained of ?-I never knew a. 
fault found since. 

You say this investigation took place at the instigation of the Chamber of 
Commerce in Dublin; were the Chamber of Commerce satisfied with the arrange~ 
ment which you say was then made by the lord mayor?-I declare J cannot 
say; they did not dissent from it; I was a. member of the Chamber of Commerce 
at the time, and I know that the Chamber of Commerce is jealous of the corpo. 
ratio~, they would wish to have the appointment in their own hands, and the 
crane in their own hands also. 

tIave you seen the report of the Chamber of C9mmerce this year, adverting 
to the butter trade ?-I am not certain. 1 do not think I did this year. 
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'Vhen you say that the merchants sanctioned those charges, do you mean 
that the persons who sell the butter in the market sanction it ?- The export 
butter merchants of Dublin. 

Do persons who bring the butter down into Dublin for sale, sanction it ?
I never knew a complaint; they were very well pleased with the reduction from 
eight-pence to seven-pence; and the accommodation afforded at that crane 
since I came into the office has been very great, I had it enlarged nearly 
one.fourth. 

Have you never heard that the persons who make butter within the distance 
of thirty to fifty miles, take their butter to other parts where the charges 
are according to law ?-I have heard it from Mr. Pim. 

Do you believe the statement?-I would not disbelieve the statement of 
a man of high character as he is. 

Did you never hear it before ?-Never. 
Have YQu never heard that the persons who take the butter to market from 

Queen's County, complain of the manner in which the butter regulations are 
executed at the cranes in Dublin ?-I never knew any butter makers to complain 
of the manner in which the business is done at our crane. 

Or any other crane in. Dublin ?-Or any other crane in Dublin. 
\Vhere the butter is weighed is the quality of it branded ?-It is in the same 

premises, both operations are gone through in the same concern ? 
It is not then merely a mark placed upon the cask as to the quality, but it is 

positively branded ?-The bUrDt brand is applil!d to the bilge of the cask and 
marked thereon. 

Is not a great part of the butter sold in· Dublin, butter that has been pre
viously bought in the country, and undergone the operation of weighing and 
tasting ?-The inland towns in Ireland have inspectors, and the /' obbers buy 
the butter, I believe, subject to their inspection; as to my own know edge of the 
fact, I cannot say, because I have never attended any of those markets, but 
I know this much from experience, that those inland inspectors are very much 
out in their inspection, and that they do a great deal of harm. 

Supposing butter has been bought in a country market, and has been there 
inspected and weighed and branded, and then is brought to the Dublin m\lrket 
to be sold to an exporting merchant, must not that butter, by law, be again 
weighed and branded in Dublin ?-It must, and I think that is a great hardship 
where the fees have been already paid and gone through, that they should have 
the same thing to do over again. 

'Vhen butter.has been so previously weighed and inspected in the country, do 
you in every instance go through the operation of weighing and inspecting again 
in Dublin ?-'Ve do; we are bound to do so. 

That is actually done ?-l tis. 
In Newry, do they re·brand and inspect butter previously to the branding?

I cannot say ; but I know the charge is ten#pence a cask, incll1ding cooperage; 
they charge sixpence out of the ten-pence for cooperage there. 

You spoke of a great deal of trouble in making out a crane note; have you 
any of those I-Yes, I have (producing one.) 

What is the difficulty you describe ?- The weight and quality of every cask 
of butter is entered in the book from whence I extracted those crane notes; the 
'l1Jeight, quality, and tare of every clUk. 

To whom are they handed ?-One goes to the merchant, and the other to the 
countryman or the butter-maker; the one to the purchaser, and the other to 
the seller. 

Of what advantage is that to the different parties ?-The greatestfacility in 
trade; I know a buyer, a man of the name ofM'Gragh; he attends five markets 
in the county of Longford; Edgeworth's Town, Longford, and one or two 
others, and this man buys for Mr. Richard Purdy, a merchant of Dublin i this 
butter is delivered to me, and I take charge of it; I cause it to be inspected, 
weighed, tared and branded; I transmit one note to tbis M 'Gragh, and, the 
other to the merchant. This crane note also contains what we call the country 
Dumbers, which are marked in red jnk, by which he knows the indiridual of 
whom he buys every cask or butter, and he knows by those country numbers 
whether a. fraud has been practised upon him or not, either in the. quality or the 
task; he Comes to town probably once in the year; the facility of his trade is 
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Air. "'Carried on by this process, the merchant transmits his post bills, and he continues 
'in those markets the season round. 

Have you any fee for that consignment?-None at all. 

B~ja",jll EatOH. 
'- -' 

You act as an agcIlt for this gentleman ?-In the capacity or weigh-master 
I go through this duty. 
. You go through this with every person ?-Yes, this occurs not only with this 
person, but with every person; the greatest t:1cility attends the trade in 
consequence of this practice. 

'This facility, of course, depends upon the person who fills the office of weigh
ma3ter executing his office in a fhithful, honest and intelligent manner ?-Yes, 
precisely so. 

Then in any case, where that office did not happen to be filled by such 
description of person, this facility could not exist ?-It could not; it requires 
great exertion for four or five months in the year. 
. Suppose there were no weigh-master in Dublin to give those weigh~notes, 
~ould not Mr. M'Gragh and Mr. Purdy carryon their dealings with advantage 
to each other equally well?- Most decidedly not, in my opinion. 
. 'Vould Mr. Purdy in making his purchases be exposed to any loss, or would 
Mr. M<Gragh in mak.ing his sales be exposed to loss ?-Mr. M<Gragh would be 
obliged, in case the cranes and weigh~master were abolished, to come to Dublin 
with his butter; he must be present at the inspection of it, for there must be an 
inspector, whether it be a public or a private one, for butter cannot be sold by 
sample; even a cask in Ireland will vary in its quality. I am not ajudge of butter, 
but I have seen the operation so frequently, I am convinced it cannot be sold. by 
sample; when the owner of the butter must come to town with his butter, that 
must be at an expense which of necessity must be laid upon the article, and tbe 
seller and the merchant must endeavour to traffic together, two interested 
parties; but as the weigh-master is a disinterested person, he does justice 
between two interested persons. 

In making a bargain for butter, is there any thing so different from dealing 
ill other commodities, as to render it impracticable for a seller of butter and 
a buyer of butter to make a bargain to their mutual advantage, without the 
intervention of a public officer like you ?-I do think so; but probably I may 
be considered interested, from the office I hold . 
. To what disadvantage would either the seller or the buyer be exposed in 

settling the price to be given, if the office of weigh-master was abolished, and 
that als(J of inspector?-l think that the seller would be completely at the 
mercy of the merchant, whereas if there is a public crane to go to, there is 
a competition; if one merchant will not buy, another will; it is the public mart 
to bring the buyer and the seller together, and I cannot see how it can be 
dispensed with, because if the buyer goes to the merchant to sell his butter, 
if the merchant chooses to reject that butter he goes to another merchant, 
and butter is an article which cannot be carried about in that way, particularly 
in hot weather. 

Do you mean to say, that a seHer of butter is a person so incapable of making 
a bargain so as to secure the value of his butter, that he will be exposed to bill 
defrauded by the merchant, if the aid of a public officer does not interfere 
Letwe.en them ?-I do not say he would be defrauded; he will be at the mercy 
of the merchant. 

'Vhat do you mean by being at the mercy of the merchant ?-He will have 
scarcely a choice; if a merchant did not buy from him, his interest in the article 
would be lessened, for he would have to hawk it about from one to another. 
Ql' submit to the merchant's price; tbis butter must of course be pierced to 
ascertain its quality; if they differ upon that point, it would be the interest of 
the merchant to get it at a deteriorated value; the countryman wishes to sell 
it as of the best quality . 
• . And therefore one piercing, and one examination, determines the value of 
it?-Yes. 

If it went to different merchants it would be repeatedly pierced. and that 
would deteriorate it?-Yes. 

As the business of making butter is a constant business, and as the business 
of buying butter is a constant business, will not the seller of butter come to be 
acquainted with the buyers of butter, so that he may be able to select from 
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amongst his buyers a person to offer his butter to, without any risk whatsoever 
offailing in making a satisfactory bargain, or being obliged to hawk his butter 
about in the way you describe?-I am quite satisfied in my own mind, that 
satistactory bargains could not be made in that way by the individuals, for 
I know myself the disposition in the lower order of Irish in bringing in their 
butter to market, that it is attended with frauds; I have got myself in a cask 
of hutter a wheelbarrow wheel; I have got churn·dashes; I have got lumps of 
wood and paving stones, and it requires the greatest caution in the weigh. 
ma~ters situation to look to the tares. 

If those same persons who brought this butter to you, took it to the private 
store of a merchant, supposing the Jaw repealed, what reason have you to say 
that a merchant buying from them, having the means of trying the quality of 
the butter, would not have detected those impositions ?-He certainly migh~ 
but still I think he must have an inspector; there are very few judges of 
butter; it requires a regular course of knowledge. 

Is the butter made in Ireland, and brought for sale to the markets, made by 
a class of persons who you can say form the lower order of Irish ?-No; they 
are what they call respectable comfortable farmers j makers of butter some
times; they have a dairy of a hundred cows sometimes; there are those who 
have only one or two COW!; there are a great many shades in the trade; there 
are poor farmen and respectable fanners. 

Are you sufficiently acquainted with the country parts of Ireland to be able 
to say, whether the butter marie by persons who own but two cows, forms any 
thing like a large proportion of the b'utter sold in the market ?-No, I am not 
acquainted with that part of the business but from hearsay. 

Supposing your butter crane was abolished, are there not public cranes in 
Dublin, at which the sellers might have their butter weighed, and get crane 
notes which would be satisfactory to both parties?-There is a public crane in 
Dublin for the sale of what we can open butter, and ,if the law sanctioned that 
crane to weigh cask butter, it might be done; the Jaw does not justjfy their 
weighing it, but they do it fraudulently. 

What do they charge for weighing a cask of butter?-Three.pence, and r 
find that some individuals follow the practice. 

Is the butter weighed in this place subject to the same description of inspection. 
as at the public crane ?-No, they bring it there to avoid inspection, for 
many of the country people do not like inspection at all. I was asked early in 
the examination, whether there was any fault found with the manner in which 
the business was done; I never heard any fault found with the manner in which
the business is done, as to the weigh.master, but I have heard fault found with 
the manner in which the business is done as to the inspector, the countryman is 
very frequently dissatisfied with the inspection; but there is a satisfaction given 
to the countryman; in those cases we have a power of doing what they call, 
calling a survey, namely three persons are sworn to decide, that is about the 
quality of butter; when it is disputed I go to the magistrate; counsellor Castles 
is the active one, he attends and swears three respecta~le men who are judges 
of butter, and they try the validity of the inspector's brand; that is a thing 
frequently done, it has been done in nine or ten instances I think, since I came 
into office. 

That was since the year 1822 ?-Yes since January 18~2, 
\Vhat has been the result of those inquiries instituted by the butter sellel's?

Tue result redounded to the credit of the inspector I think, with the exception 
of four or five casks. 
, Do you mean to say that the country dealers make it a practice frequently 
to require this survey ?-It has been exercised by me, at their request, I think 
nine or ten times. 

Do you conceive there have been no other instances in which the country 
people were dissatisfied, except those nine or ten cases ?-They never expressed 
any dissatisfaction to me in general, they all wish to get firsts instead of seconds; 
if their butter was only worthy of being thirds, the.y would wish to get 
seconds. ,V ere not the abuses committed by the inspectors so great, previous to the' 
appoiutment of Mr. Maccabe, that three inspectors were dismissed ?-Two were 
dismissed; there were great frauds in the butter trade previous to his appoint. 
ment, and I believe, though it is egotism to speak of myselt~ there were vert 
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great frauds committed, previous to the cranes b~ing united; there was a com
petition, one crane against another; there was bnbe:y held out to the c?untry
men to bring the butter to them; and there are still frauds, and I will state 
what they are; they.change the qual.ity. 1 consider ~hat I am an active officer, 
for I seized. a maD With brands on ius shoulders, gomg to a merchant's store, 
the man's name was Mooney, I made him a prisoner and brought him before 
alderman Fleming, who was then lord mayor. 

How long ago was that?-Two years and a half ago. 
'Vbat was the result ?-The result was, that he was defended by counsellor 

Finley. 
'Vhat was the accusation against him ?-For having these brands in his pos

session for the purpose of fraudulently branding butter. 
How was he to use those brands ?-He was bringing them to a merchant's 

office to erase the just and fair brand off, and put a higher quality brand, by 
making seconds firsts. 

The man was acquitted, was he not?-The law was insufficient, and I was 
going to be prosecuted for having made the man a prisoner contrary to law. 

In point of fact, the brands you found in the possession of this man, were 
not the brands of the inspector, and he was not acting under the authority of 
the inspector ?-He was not; he was making them for a merchant; I knew the 
merchant he was making them for, for he told me. 

Is it 'R matter of complaint against the general conduct of the trade in 
Dublin, that butter, after it gets into the possession of the exporting merchant. 
is repacked, rebranded, and new tared ?-It is, and particularly with the English 
merchants who buy the butter. 

'Vas not a seizure made sometime ago of some casks, and an investigation 
into the charge?-That was before I was appointed. 

Can you state the circumstances belon~ing to that ?-No, not accurately, 
our inspector can; the English merchants frequently visit our crane, and they 
say they do not get the butter delivered to them as it passes through our 
scale. 

\Vhere does the fault lie that they do not so receive the butter as it passes 
through your scale ?-It lies in the merchant altering the quality. 

Then the frauds committed are committed by the exporting merchant in 
Dublin, after it has left the crane 7-They are; they also complain respecting 
the weights. 

Then of what use, in your opinion, is the previous weighing and inspection, 
when the merchants, in their stores, have it in their power to make those alte
rations that defraud the English purchaser ?-I declare I think it vitiates the 
whole process of our trade. 

In point of fact, where there is a power in any person with impunity to falsify 
the brands, do not the brands become rather a system of imposition, than of 
protection to the buyers I-I think they do. 

You are satisfied, thatin the event of the system of branding remaining, the 
falsification of a brand should be made a crime at law?-Yes, I think Mr. Wil_ 
son's bill in 1824, which provides against that, would be a material advantage 
to tbe butter trade. 

I You are of opinion then, that the grounds on which Mr. Wilson proposed. 
that bill, are correct?-I am; I think it is called for. 

Mr. 'Vilsoo stated in the House, as it is reported, that the necessity of tile 
bill arose out of the extensive frauds practised by persons engaged in the ex.
porting butter from Ireland; that there was a regular practice of putting false 
brands and false names on the casks, which have produced great. loss to the 
London .importers; do you think Mr. 'Vilson was borne out in that statement?
I do think he was, particularly with regard to Dublin; I do not think he is, in 
Belfast and Derry, and other ports in Ireland, because the character of Belfast 
butter is 50 much in repute beyond Dublin. 

From your information of the practices in the other parts of Ireland, are 
you of opinion that similar frauds are committed by the exporting merchants 
of Cork, Waterford, Belfast, Derry, and other places I-I do not think they 
are; I think the merchants in Belfast and those ports, are more honest men. 

Do you mean to say, that all the ports of Ireland are free from these charges, 
except Dublin ?-I will not say all, but I know the character and estimation of 
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butter from the northern ports, in London, is so much beyond ours, that Dublin 
butter is in great disrepute. 

What may be the average export of butter from Dublin in the course of a .year? 
-Fifty thousand firkins is the average for the last six years j I had an account 
since I came into office. 

Is nDt the business of exporting butter from Dublin changed from the old 
established houses into new houses?-Yes; there were three cranes, to one of 
which I was appointed, and those cranes two of them were displaced, and we 
had three joined in the one crane; there is still another crane not united 
with us. 

Is not the business of exporting butter from Dublin changed from the hands 
of the old established houses into new hands ?-I believe there are but few new 
merchants in the trade, those who are in it have been many years; I know 
very respectable merchants complain that they cannot get into the trade while 
this system of altering the marks continues. 

The respectable persons to whom you aUode, are cot in the trade ?-No; 
Mr. Drevar, who was in it, complains that in consequence of the change of 
qualities by other merchants, they cannot get into it. 

There was formerly a class of merc11ants in the trade, who have been driven 
out of the trade, by the foul practices of changing marks ?-Yes. 

Do you suppose the London purchasers judge merely by the marks that are 
affixed?- Yes; they buy according to the quality, because butter finds its way 
according to the fact. 

You have stated, that the character of Dublin butter has been latterly deterio4 
rated in the London market ?-Yes. 

To what do you attribute that ?-To a deterioration of quality. 
Are you aware of any other circumstance?-Yes, they complain of the 

weights. 
Are you not aware~ of any other more operating cause ?-I am not. 
Are you aware of any difference between the rules regulating the export of 

butter from Dublin and any of the other ports in Ireland?-There are . some 
variatiuns, but I do not think they operate one way or the other on the sales. 

When any butter comes to Dublin, although branded in the country, is not 
the original brand erased, and the Dublin brand substituted ?-Yes. 

If country butter is brought to the port of'Vaterford, is the original country 
mark obliterated. and the port marks substituted in its place ?-It is not; it 1S 

shipped throu~h 'Vaferford \vitho'ut any further inspection, or any re-weighing, 
if it comes by navigation. 

Are you aware what the different characters of the country butter of Ireland 
are in the foreign market ?-I look upon it, the best butter made in Ireland is 
county of Carlow butter. 

Would a. county of Carlow man bring his butter to Dublin, to have it branded 
with the Dublin mark ?-No; the . Carlow butter is obliged to be re-inspected 
and rebranded by us. 

Then the butter ofthMcharacter would never come toDuhlin to be rebranded? 
-It would not j that is a grievance to the Carlow makers. 

Then in point of fact, do not you attribute part of the deterioration of the 
Dublin butter in the Eng1ish market, to the circumstance of its being rebranded 
in Dublin ?-No, I do not; I think it is fairly inspected in our market. 

\Vill any man whose butter bears a higher character than the Dublin butter, 
bring it to Dublin to have it rebranded ?-He will not; but the merchants of 
Dublin put Carlow first, and so on as if it were Carlow butter, though it is shipped 
·from Dublin. . 

That is not done by authority?-llut the authority does not prevent it. 
The simple authoritative mark to which the English buyer.attaches importance, 

is only the Dublin mark, for you obliterate the original Carlow mark ?-It does 
not come to us with the country mark upon it; it is weighed and inspected, but 
there is no brand upon it; it is only from the export towns that the law orders 
a brand; the Carlow does not come through Dublin, it is carried to 'Vaterford. 
being previously branded there . 

. \Vhat is the nature of the mark put upon it in the country?··-Sometimcs 
chalk, and at other times scraped with an instrument. 

That is d( . .H1C by all authorized person ?-Ye~. 
Is 
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.. Is it your evidence, that tl~er~ is no ~r~ndillg in the country parts at all!J
Except at Carlow, and then It IS when It IS for export. 

Does the Carlow butter rer;cive a brand in the centre? -I believe so. 
Does that generally go to ' Vaterford for exportation ?--Jt does. 
Does any proportion of that come to Dublin for exportation r-It does not; 

we have frequently some ~f the Carlow butter consigned to Dublin, it is prin
cipally for home consumption. 

Is it the practice of the exporting butter merchant ofDublio, for the purpose 
of giving an increased character to the firkin of butter, to mark Carlow L1pon 
a firkin which has not been the produce of Carlow ?-It is, I ha\'e known it; 
I have seen it shipped in Dublin. 

Do the country people bring the butter to your crane to be marked ?
They do. 

Do they consider the branding any protection to them ?-J think the country 
people do not care when once they make their sales, how it is j but they are 
paid by that inspection, and interested of course in the inspector's brand j and 
in that case, the inspector acts between the countryman and the merchant, as 
well as the export merchant. 

Do you think there is any fraud practised in favour of the cOlllltryman, by 
the person who brands it ?-[t is a. general complaint against the country in· 
spector, but I am quite satisfied the inspector of Dublin is a man who does his 
duty fairly and fearlessly. 

You have already stated, that previous to the change of the cranes in Dublin, 
frauds were extensively committed?-There were. 

Were those generally in favour of the merchants, or in favour of the cOllntry 
sellers of butter ?-In favour of the country sellers; for each craner was 
allxioliS to get as much butter to his crane from the countrymen as he could. 

From what parts of the country about Dublin does the butter principally 
come ?-Longford and \Vestmeath; sometimes from the Queen's COUllty. 

Any from Kildare?-Notmuch; there is Bot much butter made there. 
Is there no penalty for false branding a cask?-There is not, us the law now 

stands. 
Is there no penalty for a detection of a cask on board falsely branded?

There is not. 
At the place of weighing. is the word H Dublin JJ branded?-Yes; the weigh· 

master's nume, and the port. 
'Vhcn a merchant alters the brand. does he take away the head altogether, 

or does he erase from the head the brand at the weigh. house ?-Formerly the 
branding was at the head, but Sir John Kingston James, when he was lord 
mayor. took a great deal of pain:-, and he caused on the bilge on the side of the 
cask, the brand to be placed, and that makes it the more difficult, but they 
adze that off, and rebrand it. 

ls it not possible to see whether this fraud is practised ~-They do it pri. 
vately, in their stores; I had authority to go on board a ship. and it was 
disputed, for the law did not bear out that authority. 

'Vho gave you that authority?-Sir John Kingston James himself, when he 
was lord mayor. 

'Vould it not be difficult to detect when the brand was erased ?- Yes; and 
where there was a doubt, the butter might be fe-inspected. 

Woul(l not the merchant to whom it was sent, have the means of'detecting 
that?-The English merchants say, that they know it is done, and that the 
butter as it comes to them, was not as it passed through our crane; we allow 
a pound pN quarter of a hundred beamage, and they get it weighed at the net 
wcig-ht, without any allowa.nce. 

What is tht! legal weight that a firkin is allowed to be of?-Eighty.four. 
pounds, including the tare j and there I agree with the observation that it 
should not be the weight of the cask, but the size of the cask, because the best 
packer of butter puts it into the smallest compass, and we allow Qver-weights, 
which is contrary to law; we put it on the notes, and the merchant of Dublin 
will I'll\' sixpence a pound for it, so that I would limit the size of the cask, an~ 
not the weight Qf the cask. 

4Q6. 

AI<. 
Btlljamin Eaton. 
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Mr. l-Ienry HoldsrfJorlh Hunt, called in; and Examined. 

WHERE do you reside I-At Waterford. 
'Vhat is your profession ?-At present I am not in business; I was for many 

years a merchant, but I have given it up. 
How long have you been a resident in 'Vaterford ?-Upwards of thirty years; 

about thirty-th-e I think. 
You were concerned in the hutter traae at that port?- Yes; for a great 

many years. 
You arc not now in business at all ?- I am not. 
You know a good deal of the circumstances attending the butter trade?

Yes, I think I do. 
You of course know how the business of weighing and tasting the butter is 

conducted in 'Vaterford, from your own personal knowledge?-Yes, I do. 
\ViII you state to the Committee the amount of charge upon the weighing 

and tasting, and expenses attending the same in 'Vaterford, on each firkin?
There is only one crane in 'Vaterford; the charge for weighing, branding and 
tasting is three-pence a firkin; a penny for each. 

Do they pay any thing for cooperage ?-No; there is four-pence halfpenny 
charged; but three haifi)ence is for the custom. 

'Vhat is the penny for branding ?-For branding with a hot iron the gross 
weight of the butter and cask. 

Is that for branding the cask before it is sold by the cooper ?-No; that is 
a previous charge. 

What is the amount of the whole charge which a firkin of butter brought to 
the crane at 'Vaterford, is subject to, by the time it is sold to the exporting 
merchant ?-When the butter is brought to market, the whole charge is four
pence halfpenny; three half:pence of which is the toll. 

To whom does the toll go?-To the corporation. 
Is there a weigh.house of considerable dimensions in 'Vaterford ?-There is, 

"cry considerable amI full accommodation. 
In what manner is the inspection carried on ?-'Vhen the butter is brought 

in by the farmers in the morning, it is laid down in the weigh-house, and the 
taster or the deputy taster will come at, perhaps, half·past six 01' seven in the 
morning; and if there is any quantity of butter, fifty or sixty or a hundred 
firkins, he turns every person, except his own man and himself and the weigh. 
master, out of the butter house, and shut.s the gates; he then goes over all the 
butter which is laid down, and tastes and marks every firkin. 

Has he allY knowledge of the person to whom it belongs ?-No, that is 
impossible; there may be some marked for the buyers; if a person is anxious 
to buy butter, he will go and buy, subject, of course, to the taster's mark, that 
may occur in some; but in most instances the butter is not marked by the 
purchaser until it has been tasted; when he has tasted it, it is marked by him, 
and the weigh.master, when it is purchased by the buyer, will weigh it, and 
give a ticket to the country people. 

Does the butter so sold at those public marts in 'Vaterford, go from thence to 
the merchant's store. or is the practice to take i~ immediately on board ship?
It all goes to the merchant's stores. and undergoes regular cooperage, and the 
heads repaired, or new heads put in, and new hoops put on the firkins, if they 
arc wanted. 

Arc the brands put on the head, or the sides of the cask ?-The weight of the 
butter and tare of the firkin is pllt on the side of the cask, which is done at the 
crane at the market-house. 

'Vhere is the quality of the butter marked?-That is marked by what is 
called a razing iron on the side also; if it is first quality there is a strike put. 

ls that done at the crane also by the inspector ?-It is. 
For the purpose of inspection, are the heads taken out of the cask at the 

crane?-Yes. 
Is the cask then, after it goes to the merchant's store, necessarily subject to 

any fresh cooperage ?-The firkins of butter, when it goes into the merchant's 
store, goes in with the head out of it. The heads are taken away by the buyer 
in h.is cart, and they undergo cooperage in his cellar. The merchant may sell, 
or, if he pleases, he can keep his butter as long as he likes, or he may ship it 
the next day if he pleases. 

What 
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\Vhat has been the average quantity shipped from the port of Waterford of Mr. 
late years ?-I think they have averaged very nearly 200.000 firkins. ll. H. HllIIt. 

Does the mode in which the butter is examined and weighed in the 'Vater-~ 
ford m~rket, appe~r generally to give satisfaction to ~he. seller .and ~Llyer 181~~:11. 
who bring the artlcle there ?- I do not know whether It gives satisfactIOn to . 
the timner or not, because if a farmer has his butteI; made third quality, he will 
not like that. 

Are there complaints made of the manner in whjch the business is conducted 
there ?-No, I do not think there are, generally; but the fhrmer will not like 
it if his butter is marked as of second or third quality. 

Is there, or not, generally a higher price given for butter in the market of 
'Vaterford, than in any other market in the kingdom ?-No; Belfast butter sells 
higher, and the Carlow butter also; but, in proportion to the quality, I think 
the pL'ice given in the'Vaterford market is higher than in almost any other 
in Ireland. 

' Vho bears the expenses of the re.cooperage in the merchant's store?-The 
merchant. 

There is no charge attaching OD the seller of butter, for cooper:Ige in the 
crane of \Vaterford?-There is not. 

Nor any charge for porterage or expenses attendant upon the office?-There 
are no oth~r expenses chargeable upon the seller than those I have mentioned. 

'\'hat markets do the ' Vaterford butters principally go to?-Principally to 
London, a good deal to the Channel ports, Southampton, Chichester and 
Portsmouth, and the adjoining places; and occasionally, within the last two 
yeal's, there has been a great deal of butter sent from Waterford to Liverpool, 
much more than there was formerly. 

Is there any to foreign markets?-Yes, to Cadiz, but not a great deal; 
perhaps three or four or five small cargoes in a year. 

You huving been yourself conner.ted with the butter trade. will you have the 
goodness to explain to the Committee, in your opinion, whether the examination 
at the crane previous to exportation is of any advantage, and what, to the seller 
of the butter in England?-The advantage of examination of butter at the 
cmne is. I think, to the buyer of butter, because the butter purchased by 
respectable and, indeed, by almost all the hou5es in 'Vaterford, undergoes 
another inspection in their own cellars, inasmuch as they do not depend, when 
they put their name upon a firkin of butler, on any person's judgment but their 
own cooper or themselves. \Ve branded 'our first quality butter, and put our 
name upon it, but not upon the seconds or other inferior qualities; and, of 
course, those persons who wish to sustain a good character and a good name in 
the London markets, inspect the butter over again, to take care that it is all 
right and proper; and, besides, there is a great deal of butter brought to 
'Vaterford, that does not go to the crane. Any butter purchased up the 
country, and coming by water carriage, goes immediately into the merchant's 
ccllnr; there he inspects and assorts his butter according to its quality. 

Then the butter exported from the port of \Vaterford, is always subjec;t to an 
examination in the merchant's store, and it is the practice there for the mer
chant to add his own Dame to each mark ?-It is the practice of the merchant 
in 'Vaterford to brand his name on each firkin of first quality butter; and in 
the London market at this moment there are exporters of Waterford butter, 
whose butter I have no doubt would sell from three to four shillings a cwt. 
more than other butter shipped by other merchants in \Vaterford; it entirely 
depends on character. 

Do you mean that of two merchants exporting from 'Vaterford, from the 
superior character of the one to the other, there will be three or four shillings 
a cwt. difference in the price they will get ?-Yes, I do. 

If the butter is in the 'Vaterford market so subjected to the re.inspection in 
the merchant's store, do you consider the previous inspection at the crane of 
any value to the butter trade of Ireland ?-Very considerable; inasmuch as 
if, for instance, I wanted to purchase butter in the market, I sbould not know 
whether I was buying first qualities or second qualities, or third, unless they 
were examined by some person; if they were examined by myself or by my 
cooper, the countryman and my cooper perhaps would not agree upon the 
subject., and it would be "ery difficnlt to make any bargains at all ; it (l:ppea~ 
to me much more beneficial there should be an intermediate mall to ascertam 
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the quality of the butter, and that the purchases should be made by that man';'! 
mark, than that the buyers should class the bulter themselves. 

Have YOil ever known the quality of butter which has been affixed by the 
mark at the crane, changed in the merchant's store on fe.inspection ?-Ccrtainly, 
I have. 

Have you known it ever increased from second or third to first, or decreased 
from first or second to third ?-I have known it changed both ways. 

If that be the case, Ilow do you sustain your opinion that the previous in
spection is of any utility to the butter trade of Ireland ?-Supposing there were 
no public inspector, and that the butter carne by the farmer to what may be 
called a market, that market an open place upon the quay at 'Vatcrford, or 
any of the streets, · a man would perhaps make a bargain without having had 
his butter tasted, and if he took it to my cellar, for instance, and I tasted his 
butter, I might say, You said your firkins are all of the first quality, they are 
not, there are seconds and thirds amongst them j I will not pay you the price 
as agreed on. The man would say, I will not deal with you, but take it to 
another person. But, unfortunately for the farmer, if he took it to another 
merchant, and he found the butter had been tried by another merchant, the 
article of butter would be deteriorated in the price from Qs. to Ss. the hundred, 
therefore the advantage of a public taster. 

That settles the question as betw.een the merchant who purchases for expor· 
tation and the seller of the butter ?-Yes, it does. 

'Vould not the repeated piercing of the firkin of butter for the purpose of 
examining it, deteriorate the quality?-Yes; the more frequently it was pierced 
the worse it would be injured. 

Then the ins-pection at the crane has the advantage of subjecting the butter 
to the one and only inspection before it is sold by the farmer to the merchant? 
-Yes. 

Does not the use of the inspector in fixing the value of butter, so that the 
buyer and seller may act upon his opinion altogether, depend upon the honesty 
and skill with which that inspector does his duty ?-If an inspector is not 
honest or he is not a judge of butter, he is not fit to be an inspector. 

Then, in a market of Ir('land, where the inspector happens to be, neilhrr 
perfectly honest, nor perfectly skilful, he can be of no lise in the way YOLI point 
out ?-If he is not honest, he would be an injury to the trade; but I look upon 
it that would be the fault of the masistrates if they appoint slIch a man. 

Is there any thing in the character of' butter which prevents the merchant 
who buys it, who has been. bred to it, and whose profit depends upon his deciding 
correctly, ascertaining precisely the quality of it, and the price he ollght to 
give ?-A great many merchants do not try their own hutter, in Cork I under
stand it is somewhat different. 

Is there any thing in the nature of butter, that disables a merchant from being 
competent to decide on the quality himself, without the aid of the inspector? 
-Not unless a man is brought up to it; I ha.ve tasted a great many firkins of 
butter, but I do not consider myself competent to it; we always had a PCf:;OIl 

(our cooper) who was competent to it, he examined our butter and marked it, 
and we depended upon his judgment, and we were not afraid to brand tim 

butter according to his inspection. 
Then if the office of inspector was abolished, the buyers of butter would not 

be able to protect themselves against any fraud attempted by the seller of 
butter ?-So flu as the inspection of the quality of the butter went, but there 
are a. great many other things which require care and attention, fOl' instance. 
there are frauds committed frequently, that are called lining, that is putting bact. 
butter by the sides or the cask, whete the inspector's instrument by which it is 
tried, will not reach round the sides of the firkins for instance, perhaps four 
or five, or six pounds of bad butter. 

'Vould not the merchant by the aid of his cooper, he equally able to detect 
that as the inspector?-Yes, he might, but that cannot be done in a public 
market, it must be brought to where the casks can be taken off the butter, 
or at least to take off the hoops an.d examine between the staves and the 
butter. 

Is there not every year a very considerable quantity of butter seized and 
condemned in the Waterford Illarket, fbr this practice?-There is. 

Have you given your answer on the supposition of the butter being taken inlo 
an 
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an open market for sa le; if the office of"inspector was abolished llnd the trade 
opened, would not the fanner in all probability I'r~ fer going to the merchaut'g 
store, in place of going to an open ma]'~et to se l~ Ius butted-No, I think not, 
the farmer would much rather ha\'c all lIItermedtate person ,to prove the quality 
of his butter. 

As the business of buying and selling is a constant business, might not such 
an arrangement grow up, that the farmer would regularly go to such a 
merchant as he found satisfactory in his dealings with him, in place of' going to 
an open market and looking out for a pllr('has~r r-I think there is scarcely 
any common farmer in lreland, that SOIllC time or other in the course of the 
year, from causes which they cannot prevent., that will not hav'e some of their 
butter of the inferior quality; if they put a little too much salt into it, it will 
be second quality. if they keep their cream a little too long. and it gets stale, 
it will make the butter rancid; but the farmer himself will never be persuaded 
to it by the inspection of the buyer. that his uutter is of inferior quality. I have 
experienced that even in the public cranes; they come. and say, My butter 
has been cut very unwarrantably and very unnecessarily, when it. is not. the 
casco 

What class of f<lrmers make butter ill lreland?-In the neighbourhood of 
\Vaterford almost all the farmers make it, pe,sons who have from two cows to 
one hundred cows. 

Is the larger proportion made by the larger or the smaller farmers ~ .-TIle 
larger farmers; those who keep from ten eows up to fifty. 

Do you think those farmers so incapable of judging of the value of their 
butter, that they requite the aid of an inspector to make a fair bargain between 
them and the buyer ?-l am quite convinced they will never be satisfied without 
a public inspector; a man will think it is the interest of the purchaser to dete· 
riorate the quality of his butter, and will not be satisfied. I have known 
instances where we have ourselves purchased fifty or a hundred firkins from 
a jobber j he has sent down his butter to us, and has been quite dissatisfied, 
though our cooper has tried it I believe perfectly justly and properly; and in 
order to satisfy the dealer that we were doing justice to him, we have had, with 
his acquiescence, a third person, a merchant, brought in to examine ollr tasting, 
and he has proved it to be correct. , 

What is the difference in price between butter of first and second quality r-
It varies according to the demand, from four to sc\-en shillings a hUl)dred. 

If a farmer had butter to sell, and knowing that the effect of marking it as 
secoml, would reduce it to such an extent, would not he wish to have the law 
open to enable him to go at once to the merchant ?-I f the seller of butter is to 
have all his butter examined by the buyers previous to making his bargain, and 
if there were twenty buyers in the market, that man may have his Lutter tried 
by twe~ty different persons; and of course it must be very much injured before 
it is sold, unless he happens to make his bargain before it has passed tlll"ough 
many examinations. 

Suppose, that in place of going to a market at all, he should go to a mer
chant?s store, the farm er being <l person in the habit of constantly selling 
butters, and having a perfect knowledge of the manner in which the merchant 
transacts his business; would lie then be exposed to this inconvenience of having 
his butter hawked about ?- If he goes to the merchant, and does not make his 
bargain. he must then go on to another. 

1f the butter were so hawked about, would it not materially deteriorate it ?
Yes, I have stated that. 

Will it always follow, that those merchants to whom he carries hi:,; butter ill 
the first instance, will ofTer him guch a price as he will deem reasonable r
I should rather think the reverse. for the farmer wiJi make the best bargain he 
c~n, and it is likely he will go round among the merchants to see who will give 
hml. the best price. 

Does not it often happen, that in particular states of the market, a merchant 
who gave a larger price than another on one market-day, may not be inclined 
to give as large a price as the same person with whom he was in competition 
the preceding market day ?-Of course if he does not want the butter. 

\Vould it not be for the interest of the farmer, in order to save time, and to 
eave his butter being injured, to take a reu.'wnable price jf offered him by the 
first ?-It is difficult to say what he may cOllsiliel' a l"f'asonuble price. 
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Does the farmf::r know that the butter is deteriorated by this constant 
piercing?-Yes, certainly. 

Then would he not be very unwilling to have his butter hawked about and so 
deteriorated ?-He would be very unwilling to do it; but it does not appear 
to me, that there is any remedy; he will try to obtain a shilling a. hundred, or 
sixpence or three~pence a hundred additional; they are so very narrow minded, 
that they would consider three-pence a hundred a very considerable thing; and 
I am satisfied, would suffer the butter to be pierced four or five or six times 
before they would take three~pence less; there may be some farmers who would 
act otherwise. 

Do you allude to the smaller description of farmers, or those who make tile 
largest proportion of butter?-The largest description of farmers in the neigb
bourhood of 'Vaterford, unless he keeps over his butter for a long period, brings 
in two or three or six firkins at a time; perhaps the general supply of tbe 
\Vaterford market from farmers, except in very few instances, does not exceed 
ten firkins from anyone dairy. 

Do you allude, in your former answer, to the description offarmers who keep 
two or three cows, or those who keep more ?-1 allude to those who bring ill 
five or ten firkins, who may have perhaps forty or fifty cows 1 that anxiety for 
increased price refers to both. 

You have stated, that the largest proportion of the butter is made by farmers 
who keep from ten to fifty cows; do you, in the answer referred to, mean to say 
that that description of farmer will haggle in the market for three-pence 01" 

sixpence a hundred weight?-I do. 
Is it not the interest of the buyer of butter, and also the interest of the 

seller of butter, when they commence ~ bargain for buying a cask of butter, 
that the one should not ask more than was reasonable, and that the other should 
not refuse to give what was reasonable, and therefore if it was their interest, to 
close that bargain ~-I think it would be a vcry good thing if men's minds 
could be brought to that point; but it would be very difficult, particularly with 
the farmers of Ireland. 

If the effect of refusing to close the baTgain is, that the seBer is to 110we to 
carry his butter away, to bc injured by fresh piercing. is not that an additional 
reason to him to close a bargain, if a reasonable price is offered to him ?-Not 
perhaps until the butter has been tried four or five times, the butter is injured in 
proportion to the number of times it is examined; when it is pierced twice it is 
less injured than when it is pi'erced four or five times; if there were twenty 
buyers in 'Vaterford he would go, in my opinion, to at least ten of them before 
he made his bargain, if he thought he could get three-pence a hundred 
more. 

Do you think that the farmer would proceed in having his butter tried, if it 
would deteriorate it to the amount of three or four shillings a hundred ?-That 
will depend upon the number of times it has been pierced. 

Have you known instances in which, after a bargain has been made between 
a seller and a buyer, upon an offer made,. of even a very trifling amount by 
another person, for the purchase of butter, the bargain has been broken off and 
the butter taken away?-Very frequently. 

Are you of opinion that it is likely at all to become the practice, under any 
arrangement, sHch confidence should subsist between a farmer selling butter 
and a merchant, as to induce the farmer to be contented with the price that he 
~ould bargain for between himself and any particular merchant in 'Vaterford?
I do not think that a farmer would be satisfied with the quali(ying his butter I,>y 
the buyer; I think he would be milch better pleased to have an intermediate 
p~rson to mark the quality of his butter, and then he knows what he is seiling, 
and the buyer knows what he is purchasing. 

Are the large farmers satisfied with the tasting, as a security for geLting a fair 
price for their butter ?- I think they are generally. 

Have you ever heard complaints on the part of the large or small f::lfmers?-
1 have heard complaints from the larger farmers, of the marking the quality; 
they have said, that the butter was good when I have known their complaints to 
be perfectly unfounded. 

Do you think those complaints are less frequent than the complaints of tiro 
farmer::! would be, of getting a low and unfair price from the merchant, if the 
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system was altered ?-I think it w?uld be much more satisfactory to the farmer 
to have a public officer to mark IllS butter. 

Is that as satisfactory to the merchants?-I should think it more so· I should '------j 
know the quality of Lu~ter I was buying; ,if I ~ot an order, from ~ London 181::;,il, 
theesemongcr to send hun one hun~red firkms of the first quality, I should buy 
that with as many of the first quality as 1 could; we cannot get first qualities 
alone, I must therefore purchase onc hundred and thirty firkins of butter, 
perhaps, to get one hundred of first quality out of them. 

It has been stated, that it is the practice of the merchant to examine the 
butter afresh ?-Before we put our names upon it, \'\.'e examine it afresh. 

Has your experience led you to state, whether, when any butter is so changed, 
they change it from the first to the second, or from the second to the first ?-It 
is both ways. 

Supposing that an alteration of the law took place which Ie{\; it open to buyer 
and se ller to complete a transaction without the intervention of the butter·taster 
01' butter.weigher, in the private stores of the merchants, leaving the system of 
regulation to be made use of by those who preferred it, do you think any great 
dificrcnce in the practice would take place in the city of , Yater ford ?-I declare 
I do not know what effect that might have; if the farmer had great confidence 
in the man he was dealing with for a great many years, one man might perhaps 
come in to deal with our house in that way; but the very first time that some of 
his butter was marked second or other inferior quality, I think he would not 
perhaps like to come again. 

Do you think many persons, especially of the large producers of butter, those 
who have dairies on a great scale, would prefer dealing with a respectable 
merchanlt to availing themselves of the intervention of the butter-taster?-I dare 
say there are such. 

Persons who would prefer sending to certain houses in 'Vaterford, to having 
it tasted by a public officer ?-I do not think that would be general. 

Supposing that the fees in any butter market were double what they now are 
at'Vaterford, and that the beamage was foul' pounds, and that there was an 
option left to buyer and seller to complete their pUl'chases, without going to the 
butter.weighers, a considerable proportion of the butter trade would be carried 
on without the intervention of the butter taster ?-In 'Vaterfbrd, at present, 
there is no beamage; the more they charge on the butter, of course the less 
j'nclination there would be t(1 take it to the public weigh. house. 

Do you not think that the effect of allowing an option, would be to prevent 
the excess of charge which has been stated to this Committee to prevail in other 
markets, exceeding the charges which take place ill 'Vaterford?- That would 
be the natural effect; the charges are regulated by law; if the law is adminis
tered as it should be, that could not take place. 

In point of fact, do you see any objection to the optional system; and if you 
do, state any objections?-The objection to an optional system, so far as I can 
see, would be, that in the one case it might give rise to a great deal of dispute 
between the buyer and seller. 

The optional system gives an authority to refer to the public taster, in such 
cases ?-Then the butter is deteriorated, if not in quality at least in character; 
the merchant would say, There must be some reason for its being sent out of 
such a man's cellar; it must then be re-pierced, but that would not be very 
injurious. 

Do you think the consequence of that option to the public would be, the 
abandonment of the present system, or more likely a recurrence more closely to 
it in the end ?-I can hardly form an opinion what the farmers about us would 
be inclined to do; they would in the course of time find out whether it was 
more advantageous to themselves to do it, or not. 

Would the merchant make any ehargc upon the farmer for the examination, 
if it became the practice, without the intervention of the inspector at the crane? 
-Perhaps I had better refer to what was the practice of' our house, in pur
chasing butter from jobbers; we used to charge a. shilling for every ten casks, 
for porterage and other little expenses it was attended with. 

When was (his the practice ?·-Four or five years ago. 
If' the plan proposed, were adopted, should you have any additional charge? 

- "\yc never made a charge upon the farmer, nor do I suppose there would 
be If the plan proposed were adopted. 
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Would you requirc a more careful exanlination )11 your own store ii-I do flot 
think we can makc a morc minute inspection than we were i.n the practice of 
doing. 

Then if the fanner dealt with a merchant, anu urough t the butt«;! r to his 
store, would he 1I0t be relieved from the charge of three· pence a firkin at the 
scale ?-That would depend upon circumstances; it never has been the practice; 
he might 01' might not, according to ,the practice of'the mcrchant's house. 

What would be (he disadvantage to the butter selle r of there being no crane 
or pnhlic mart ?-Thel'e must be some situation in the town, either in the street 
or upon the quay, or somewhere or other, where butter is to be brought for sale, 
in the sa.me manner as corn or hogs; and if his butter is exposed to the hea1. 
of the sun li'om six in the morning. a man holding out for a high price for 
three, four, five or six hours, that butter will be in such:t state, that there will 
be no possibility of' asccTtaining the quality of' it; and in the state the county 
of Carlow casks <lfe in, the bad casks which come from thellce, and the still 
worse casks fi'om the Queen's County, the butter would be liquified, and 
funning out between the staves of the casks, if it were to lie under the sun. 

Your answer is founded Llpon the supposition that the butter is only to be 
sold in open market; would this injury be done to the butter if the Humer, 
instead of taking it. to the open market, took it to the merchant's ,storei?
The injury sustained would be in proportion to the time that the farmer took 
to hold out for the hig hest price he could get from the merchant; he would. 
go from one store to another. and his butter would be exposed during all that 
time to the heat of the sun. 

~lIppos ing that the farmer failed to Blake his bargain with the first merchant 
to whom he offered it ?- Which it is very likely he would. 

Does not the price of differellt merchants of the city of \Vaterford for butte r, 
vary three, four or fi ve shillings a hundred in the course of the dny?-Yes; 
according to the orders which are received by the buyers. I would beg to 
state tha.t the butle r trade of Waterford. and 1 clare S,lY of other ports, has 
been very much injured of late years by the London brokers, inasmuch as 
they ha.ve been in the practice of advancing money to a number of persons 
who have no capital, to induce them to make! consignments to them of butter j 
they charge a commission for sell ing butter, which being a high·priced article 
affords a very considerable profit to the London brokers; they have been fOL' 
many years past in the habit of advancing as much as four~fifths of the value of the 
butt,er to induce those consignments; they have done so to persons who have no 
capital, and those persons have been in the market in the morning, purchased 
ITom fifty to one hundred or more firkins of butter, brought it into their cellar, 
shipped it, and have drawn for the amount agreed on to be advanced, got the 
money for their bill at the banker's in 'Vaterf';>Td, and then have paid the 
country people. 

A removal of the restrictions would not alter that r- :Not the least; and that 
practice has pre\'aih.'d for se\'e ral years past : hut I remember the time 'when it 
was quite otherwise, when th ere was nothing of th~ kind; that the merchallts of 
\\'aterford lIsed t o rcceive orders direct from the chees~mongel's in London, 
without the intervcntion of London brokers, and at that time the butter trade 
was a \'ery respectable one ; the p ersons to whom I allude do not take the 
trouble to examine th~ butter, in n~ally instances they prefer seconds, as I was 
informed, and take ofl' the second quality mark, and ship the butt~r \lS first 
quality. 

Are the prices given by those individuals. generally higher 01' lower than the 
usual exporters of butter give?- They ffivc higher for first and second quality, 
because they make s~conds firsts ; and 1 have understood that fictitious brands, 
and fictitious names have been put on thc fi rkins of butter. 

\Vhat proportion docs the butter so purchased and sent out of the ' Vaterford 
market, bear to that conducted in the manner in which your house lIsed to 1;011· 

duct the trade ?- A \'ery considerable proportion has been sold in that way of 
late years, insomllch so that the respeotable merchants hav,e not been able to 
do any business in it to advantage-for themselves. 

You are no longer in thc butter trade, nor ha\'c been for some YC<lfS ?-r\o. 
I am J1Ot ; I would al so beg to state that :.mothe& prad.ice lJas pre\'ailed, and 
a most shameful one, in'Valcriord, I believe it ba~ beep .brought before the 
House of Common:;, in procuring the sig ll:,ttttl'c at' the l'aptains, oj' bill:, 01.' lading' 

, . bd'qr!;} 
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before the goods are shipped; in the case of butter a man will go to a ship AI,.;, 
broker, and that ship broker has openly decla.red he will continue the practice, \... 1[. ~ 81(11t. J 

and will get a bill of lading fill.cd for 200 th .. kl~s.of blltte~. he will then make . . 
out his invoice and put the weight of every mdlvldual firklO of butter upon that I~ Apnl, 
invoice, even before the butter is bought (the firkins of hutter all weigh within IS'l6 .. 
two. three or four pounds of each other); and he has been actually obliged, to 
make his butter conformable to the invoice, to take out a certain portion of the 
butter from the firkins. 

That invoice is the advice he gives to the person who employs him in Lon
don, who is to answer his bill ?-Yes. 

Has not this trade, with regard to these invoices and bills of lading, been 
guarded against by • late Act of Parliament?-As to bill, of lading, and of 
course as to invoices, but not to the material part of the statement, the eocou. 
tagement held out by London brokers. 

What advantage, in your 'opinion, do the London purchasers of butter derive 
from dealing with the farmers, through the intervention of these brokers, instead 
of dealing for their butter in the open established mode of buying from the 
regular exporting merchants of the place ?-It is not the farmers with whom 
the London purchasers deal, they deal with the merchants of the place, or 
persons calling themselves so; these brokers have started up within these 
twenty years; previous to that, the cheesemongers ordered their hutter direct 
from the respectable merchants of 'Vaterford, and at tbat time there were DO 

complaints of the butter trade. 
These brok~rs, intermediate between the chcesemonger and the exporter of 

the butter, have a considerable remuneration for their interference?- -They 
have; their commission, interest of money, &c. 

Does not the amount of their remuneration become a charge on the farmer, 
or the consumer in London ?-It must be a charge on the one or the other 
certainly. 

Mr. William Maher, called in; and Examined. 

WHERE do you live?-At Kill.ny, in the Queen's County. 
Are you acquainted with an extensive district of country in which the busi

ness of making butter is carried on?- I am. 
'Vill you describe the extent of it?-From thirty to forty miles in one line; 

I cannot say more in the other than about twenty . 
. Docs it extend to the market of Carlow on the one hand ?-It does, from 

Mount Rath to Carlow I think is to that extent. 
Does it go into Kilkenny?-Yes; the Queen's County, Kilkenny and Tip-

perary; in fact all my connexions live in those counties. 
·Are you yourself in the business ?-Very little now; I was a good deal • 
. How many cows did you keep ?-From live-and-thirty to forty. 
Are your connexions in the trade ?-A great many of them very deeply. 
To what extent may any of them keep cows?-To an hundred. 
In what markets were you in the habit of selling your butter ?-I sold some

times in Kilkenny, sometimes in Castle Comer, Carlow and 'Vaterford_ 
Are there not established butter markets nearer to you than those markets?

There is one within four miles of me. 
How far is the market of Timohoe ?-About eight miles; there is one 

nearer. 
Why did not you send your butter into those markets?-I tried Mount Rath 

repeatedly, and I saw such frauds committing in it that I would not deal there; 
there was one butter buyer of the name of Grubb, who repeatedly pres~e~ me 
to sell to him privately; I said I would do so, provided the butter was weighed 
at the public '"~ aterford crane in Mount Rath, and I gave only the fair allowance 
on my butter, which was two pounds; he would not agree to that. 

\Vhat W3.'J the two pounds deducted for ?-Beamage. . 
'Vhat is the practice at Mouot Rath with respect to beam age ?-Four pounds; 

ann they generally cheat from a pound to three pounds in not weighing stand
ing beam, ill addition to that. 

Have you reason to doubt the correctness and skill of the tasters of butter 
in those markets near you ?-I have. 

Of what description of persons are they?- The man who keeps the one at 
406. K Mount 
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:M'ount Rath is not considered a mall of good character; he keeps a '?t'hiskeYI 
house there. 

What' is the character of the person who is taster at Timoboe ?- He is pretty 
much the same description of man. 

You do not 1ike to trust your property to their judgment ?-NoJ I would not. 
'Vhat is the feeling of your neighbours as to those markets?-Very bad: I was 

in Mount Rath some time ago, and I went into the crane to see whether there 
was any a~endment; and a good many of the poor farmers came to me, and 
complained of the frauds that wer:e committing; on which I went immedi;\tely 
to the market-house, where the magistrates were sitting, and told the magistrates l 

at petty sessions the frauds that were committing. 
Wh'at is the way in which the business of tasting is carried on ?-It is first 

bored with w.hat they call a. borer, a small auger; the head is taken off, -~n(l 
they bore it with that auger; they then look at it, smell it. and take a little 
bit off·it. 

Is the cask more opened than taking the head off?-Not for the first 
operation. . 

Is it not :sometimes turned out of the cask ?-Yes, it is stripped sometim~s. 
For what purpose is that ?-. Perhaps to view the cask, or to examine it. It 

is often done 'when there is any quarrelling between the farmer and th~ mercha\lt. 
If he complains that he is not fairly used, they annoy him the more by strij>
ping his .cask. 

'Vhen the cask is opened, who makes it up a~in ?-'I'here is a copper there ;. 
every buyer ha's a oooper; and he has a certam sum of money for strippjng 
and covering it again. 

Is this process done in a. way satisfactory to the farmer ?-No, the farrl)er!\ 
complain very sadly of it. 

ls the butter injur-ed?-It must be in some measure; and it is often ver~ 
much injured. ) 

Is it thrown about in that state ?-I have never seen that, but I have heard 
of it. 

Is not butter exposed to great injury, especially in hot weather, by being thus 
treated ?-Yes, it is, for it is a very delicate article. -

Have any instances come to your knowledge, of the tasters marking the 
qual\ty of their butter incorrectly?-A great many; I cannot exactly say more 
upon that, than having it from other people. I have taken it from other perso,os; 
I apprized those to whom I talked, that I was coming, and requested them to be 
particular in that they informed me, as they might have to make affidavits of it. 

Have the farmers confidence in the accuracy of the tasters?-The very 
cont.rary. 

Do you know of butter, having been marked as of one quality, and \-'lken t(J 
another market, and marked of anotber quality?-I have often heard of that. 

Has that come within your own k'llowledge ?-No, I cannot say that it has. 
Has it come to your knowl~dge that tbese tasters are influenced by any 

improper motives in marking butter ?-Not to my own immediate knowledge. 
As a -matter of notoriety in the country?-Yes. 
You have hadconsidel'able dealings yourself?-Yes, I have. 
What is the reason that the peopfe of the country have not confidence in the 

butter tasters?-Because, in genera], they are not correct persons that are 
appointed to those situations. They are generally chosen from some gentleman 
of influence having appointed some poor dependent upon him, and from their 
being ill-conducted people in my neighbourhood in general. 

Do you now speak of the butter tasters in the interior, or at the ports ?-In 
my own neighbourhood. 

Are there any other causes which have taken away from them the confiden.ce 
of the sellers ?-The want of judgment they have shown. 

Do the farmers fail to have confidence in the tasters, from suspecting that 
there is any improper influence between the taster and the buyer ?-That is the 
general impression; for in the next market-town to me, there were some butter 
buyers came from a considerable distance to commence buying, and they found 
th~t the tasters did not mark their butter in the s~me way that those tasters did 
for others, and they quitted the town. 

Is there a taster in Castle Comer ?-No; the buyers a,nd seBers agreed not fo 
have .one. 

Has 
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Has that led persons to tHat market ?-Yes, decidedly;. it is a fair open bargain 
between buyer and seller; there is no market in. my neighbourhood or cout}try, 
within twenty miles, where ~he p:ople on both sIdes seem so well pleased, which 
bas been in consequence o~ Its bemg, open; . . 

Can you give the Committee any mformatIon as to the manner III which the 
business of tasting is performed ih Waterford?-I can. 

You have sold butter in Waterford on your own account?-I have. 
00 ·you sell on any body else's account now ?-I do, a neighbour of mine; 

I have a document in my possession, which I think will bear upon that pPjpt ; 
this [producing it] i, a market note for 48 casks of butter ,old in Waterford, 
the 5th of October 1825. 

Did you send that butter to Waterford I-I did; this is a craDe note for 
those 43 casks of butter ; th",e were sold in Waterford to Mr. Hunt, and were 
marked by the weigh.master there; he marked only six firsts, no seconds; 
I have not the exact number as to the thirds.and fourths. There was a merchant 
by; the highest price that had been got in Waterfbrd, was 51. 5s.; a merchant 
who was hi' was looking on, and he said to the man) U I do 1)ot mind the 
marking, will give you five pounds all round;" the man gave him the butter. 
Now, if that had gone according to the usual rilte of deductions, I do not 
suppose there would have been more than about 31. lOs. or 31. 158. a s:wt. for 
the butter. 

When you have sold butter yourself iD Waterford on other occasioDs, what 
has been the practice you have pursued?-There were two merchants in 
'Vaterford, and I sent it to either one or other of them. I sent it directly to 
them; whichever of them would give the highest price, I directed my cooper 
to let them have it. 

Why did not you send it to the open market?-I preferred doing that. 
Were you afraid of the manner in which your butter would be weighed and 

marked ?-Yes; I depended upon the honour of those two houses, and was 
satisfied I should be better off by doing so. 

Did those merchants take your butter into the market?-No. 
'Vas it sent to Waterford by land carriage ?-It was. 
Did that butter not undergo any inspection or weighing ?-If it did it made 

no rlitference to me; for no matter how it was marked, my butter was of re· 
markably good quality; and if the weigh-master made any of them seconds or 
t,hirds, neither of those two houses ever made the slightest deduction for that. 

Then your dealing was directly with the merchant, independently of the 
branding and inspection by the law?-Yes, certainly. 

Would you, as a maker of butter, always prefer that course of dealing, to 
acting under the reglilation~ of the law, which require inspection and weighing, 
in an open market ?-I thmk that would be a great advantage; and I neyer 
met a farmer yet, who did not wish to have it an open market, to deal with 
the merchant, and not to be obliged to send it to a public crane. 

That is the unanimous opinion of the numerous persons you have mentioned, 
in the , part of the country in which you have communication ?-I never met 
one yet that did not say h'e thought so. 

Do you think the buyer and seller would have the same facilities of making 
their bargains to their satisfaction ?-1 should think they would have more. 

Do you think the buyer would be enabled to buy his butter with.qual sectlrity 
and satisfaction to himself?-I think he would, for that he is a better judge 
than the generality of tasters; a man must be a judge of his own business, 
I presume. 

After you .were sum-moned to attend the Committee, did any thing occur 
which induced you to believe there is any strong opinion in the country on 
this subject ?-Numbers of farmers, rich and poor, &ppli~dto me, finding 1 was 
taming here; they were aU most anxious to have a fair open business belwten' 
buyer and seller. 

Where did tho3e farmers reside ?-In the Quee'nJs County, and the county 
of Kilkenny, and the county of Tipperary; principally in the Queen's County, 
and the county of Kilkp..nny. 

\Vould the farmer sell cheaper to the merchant if he was at liberty to go 
at once to him, in place of being obliged to go to the crane ?-I ~o not 
know.> 

\Vhen you complained to lhe magistrates at Mount Ratb" what course of pro~ 
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""eding did they adopt ?-There appeared to be a difference between two of 
the magistrates; one said to the other, "You live in the town, and I wonder' 

'--""",-~ you do not interfere in this;" the other said, " I was promised to be ma<\e 
is':April, seneschal, and it has not been done, and I will not interfere; JJ so the farmers 

M,. 
W.JJaktr. 

;826. were left without protection. 
What was the nature of the frauds which induced you to interfere and to 

apply to the magi~trates ?-Cheating in the weighing. . 
Describe what you mean ?-We suppose that the butteT ought to be wClghed 

nearly standing beam, and then to make an allowance for beal)lage on that; 
when it came to a favourite buyer, nearly to two or three pounds, the crane· 
master, who was the taster, would toss it out, and would not anow the butter 
to be weighed, as we considered fairly. I know one instance. where a man 

• refused to give his butter according to the weight, for he had weighed it at 
a gentleman's scales before he went to the public crane, and it weighed two 
pounds a cask less in the public crane than in the private crane. 

What inducement had the butter weigher to deal with the farmer, as 
you describe I-Because I conceive he was bribed by the butter buyer to 
do so. " . 

Those complaints which you state to exist, in respect of the present system 
of buying and selling butter, relate to the interior markets of the country, do 
they not , -Yes. . . . 

Are they applicable to the export markets ?-I cannot speak to that. 
None of your evidence has been intended to apply to the places of export?

In Waterford, as to the manner of marking. 
Have the complaints you have been detailing in your evidence with respect 

to the butter trade, been made with reference to the manner in which that 
trade is conducted in Waterford I- Eighty.four pounds is the quantity a cask 
ought to weigh from a very good maker, who packs his butter well; it will 
hold three or four pounds more. In Waterford they will not allow the farmer 
a farthing for the overplus butter; the better the butter is the more it win 
hold, but they do not get any thing for that. 

Do you know of any case in which butter has been weighed in Mount Rath. 
wh.ere the \'feigh-master has declared the weight to be below its true weight ?
I do, 'so far as I have taken, from a person who has offered to make affidavit, 
if necessary; there was a man who had nine or ten tubs, and it was marked 
with red chalk; he turned down the heads of the tubs to try what the weight 
would be, and, on finding a deficiency, he charged the weigh-master there 
with injustice. 

What was the deficiency ?-Five pounds; the buyer came to him and told 
him,-" Hold your tongue, say nothing about it, and I will take them at your 
own weights;" and they were t:tken at the five pounds additional weights. 

How far do you live from Dublin ?-:Forty.eight Irish miles. 
How far from 'Vaterford ?-About the same distance. 
Do you know the llame of the farmer who stated this fact to you ?-I do 

not know his name; I took it from another person, who was present at the 
transaction, and will make an affidavit if necessary. 

\Vhat is his name? - William Molin. 
At what part of the transaction was he present ?-At the weiglling of the 

butter, and the taking it at the original weight. 
Does any butter go from your neighbourhood to the Dublin market I-There 

does not much; there does occasionally sometimes. 
Is there not a part of the district yotl are acquainted with, much nearer to 

D)lblin than to Waterford ?-Yes; a great deal. 
Does the butter from that neighbourhood go to Dublin ?-I cannot state 

how that is, but there is some deficiency in the business of Dublin, to which 
the sellers have a great aversion. 

Do you know any thing of the butter market in Kilkenny?-I do. 
'Vhat situation in life did the taster in that market fill, before he was 

appointed ?-He is bell-ringer at one of the churches. 
Have you sold butter at Kilkenny ?-I have. 
How is the business conductE.'d there ?-Pretty much in the same way; the 

buyers, no matter how it was marked, knowing It to be of good quality, took 
it as first, in whatever way it W<lS marked. . . 

Then, 
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Then, in fact, the law was set aside ?- Yes; it was. Mr. 
Are there any complaints about what is called soakage, llamely, an addition IV •. Muht:r. 

to the tare of three pounds in each cask for soakage 7-There is generally a ~. 
complaint; indeed I know the coopers very often, unjust fellows in the 18 i.pnl• 
country, have got copies of the brands from the weigh-masters, and then they ~ l6: 
brand them with those false brands, and if the farmer is a rogue, of' course he 
wiH get it branded as much lower as he can. 

The law requires that every empty cask shall he branded before it is sold by 
the cooper ?-Yes. 

Do you mean that it is the practice of the cooper to make use of the brands 
without the weigh-master being a party?-Many of them do_ 

Do you mean to say that coopers ever make lise of false brands to brand 
their casks ?- Yes, I do, in obtaining the brand from the person who ought to 
brand it, and branding it at less than it ought to be. 

The object'of his branding is to ascertain the tare of the cask?-Yes. 
The way in which this fraud is committed, is by making the tare less than 

they ought I-Yes. . 
What do you conceive will induce the weigh.master to allow the cQoper to 

use his brand in this way ?-Bribing him. 
Have you ever known a bribe to be taken or offered ?-No I cannot myself 

say so. 
Are you speaking from hearsay as to this?-Yes, for I was never present at 

anything of the kind, 
You were never a party to such a thing?-Never. 
Do you know of any person having done it ?- No. 
Were you ever asked by a public officer to give a douccur?-No, I do not 

think those who know me would ask me. 
Is this a suspicion in your mind ?-Yes; but when a man will give a copy of 

his brand to put on, though h,e is sworn to brand them himself, there must be a 
reason for that. 

You were not told that by any person who had received a bribe or given a 
bribe? -No. 

By the Act of Parliament the gross weight of a cask must be eighty·four 
pounds'; may not there be a difference in the weight of butter put into a cask, 
arising from the mode of packing it ?-There can be more put into it, and it is 
a great injury that a certain cask shall not be made to hold as much as it pog.. 
sibly can, for it is the first quality butter that will pack closest, and the closer 
it is packed, the longer it will keep; it is a great injury to say that any 
overplus shall be forfeited, in many cases that is from three to five pounds. 

\Vould not that mischief be remedied by transferring the regulation to the 
size of the cask, instead of the weight?-I think it would; on those forty.three 
casks I have spoken of, sold in \Vaterford, there was a great deal of butter lost, 
there was nearly fifty pounds of butter lost upon them; it was good butter and 
well packed, and was so much above the weight that it amounted to that 
quantity. 

'Vere you in the business before the year 1812, when the present law was 
passed ?-I was. . 

How was it carried on then, how were the sales made by thlit farmers?-To the 
merchant direct. 

Describe how yourself sold the butter ?-I would go, before the butter came 
into the market-place, to the buyers, to see who would give me most for my 
butter, whichever I wished to deal with, I made a bargain, and it came in, and 
he purchased it; and if it answered to be all first quality, he took it, and if there 
was one or two which were not so marked, in consequence of the general good 
quality he took it. 

Was this process in the market, or his stores?-In his stores. 
Did it often happen that you were unable to make your bargain with the 

merchant whom you selected, and to whom you made an oiler of selling ?
Never, there never was an instance of my not having my bargain concluded 
with the merchant 1 oilered it to. 

Was it satisfactory to yourself?-It was. 
Was that the same with other dealers ?-I always heard it was. 
If the law was repealed, do you think this course of dealing would be 

restored ?-1 am certain it would. 
406. K 8 Do 
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Do you think that the ·farmors would be able to make lheit bargains to their 
satisfaction, and without delay to the merchants ?-I am Sure they would; I 
at least think 80 j for they are anxious to have it so. 

Dd you think it would often happen that a farmer would have occasion,' 
aftet having offered his butter to sale, and commenced a bargain with the mer
cttant, to be obliged to carry his butter away to another merchant ?-.It may so 
happen; but when I was in the business, and prior to the present Act bf Pat
lialnent, I found no difficulty in the world; and I think there can be none in 
future; all the farmers I know wish it. 

bd you think it probable that a merchant or a farmer, having arranged the 
price and taken his butter ihtD tbe yard of a merchant, and commenced the 
process t1f examination, the bargain would break off, . and the farmer would be 
pat to the necessity of gding to another yard'-Not if the merchant was ad 
honest man. 

If a seller of hutter was driven to the necessity of removing his butter from 
Im~ merchant to another, do you think that would be aitended with any great 
injury to his butted-It is the case now, that the farmer, if he considers hi, 
butter unfairly marked, will nat give it to that merchant, and it is .tried again. 

Is it the case that the farmers sometimes, in consequence of thinking theit 
\ butter unfairly marked, take it home and try it in another market 7-Y .. , 

it is. 
You 1i\IC in the Queen's Countyr-Yes, I do. . 
The evidence you have been giving generally as to the complaints of the 

butter trade, is applicable to the complaints of farmers in your own nejghbour~ 
hood?-Yes, indeed it is more general; for I have a great many friend~. 

. no the farmers in the Queen's County, in the habit of making butter, generally 
sell to jobbers who come into the country to purchase, or are they more in the 
babit of selling to those who buy for the export market ?- The poor people, 
whd have but small quantities, seU in their immediate neighbourhoods, or go 
perhaps eight or ten miles further. 

The habit of the Queen's County farmers is not to send their butter on their 
own account to the place of export ?-They do send sometimes to 'Vaterford. 

Is it not the general practice of the farmers in the Queen's County to sell 
their butter to intermediate purchasers, instead of sending it on their own 
:).ccount ?-Some of them will sell in Carlow, and some will take it to 'Vatel'e 
ford. 

Is it not the general practice for the Queen's County farmer not to send his 
hutter on his own account to \Vaterford ?-I cannot say generally; there is no 
fixed principle for them to act upon j and some men will sometimes sell in one 
place and sometimes in another. 

Which is mostly done ?- Indccd I should think there was more sold in Carlow 
than there is in \"aterford. 

Do not the butter farmers of the county of Kilkenny generally dispose of 
their butter nt .the inland markets, instead of sending it to \Yaterford?-They 
sell some in Kilkenny; but I believe a great part of it is sent to \Vaterford ; 
Castle Comer is a great market for those adjoining it. 

ls not Castle Comer in the county of Kilkenny ?-It is. 
Do you apply any of the frauds or inconveniences which you have stated, to 

the in!;pection to which butter is subjected in the market of\Vaterford?-I do 
not, as to bribery; I do not know any thing at all about that in \Yaterford. 

Is the business of making butter one of considerable advantage, as compared 
to other processes of farming ?-I do think it is; and that it ought to be as 
much en'couraged as possible. 

And as mu~h protected as possible ?-~ es. 
Do y~u think it i~ n~cess~ry to prote~t it by an Act of Parliament, to regulate 

the tastmg and wClghmg It ?-'-My object would be, and that of every farmer 
I ha've conversed with on the subject, to make- it an open market as it was. 

Would you not consider the tasting and examination necessary for the 
"fa'rttler's protection, as well as that of the merchant, to take place at the place of 
export ?- I would not. 

Why would you consider the making butter preferable to other farming 
business ?-Because it employs a great many more poor people about it, and 
th'ere is greater means of -improving the country titan by fattening cows or 
bullocks. 

Do 
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Do you mean by making more manure?-Yes; and that is employe4 ~n ~e 
improving the land. 

Is not the manure of the cattle who are sold, also for the bene.fit Qf the la'Pd? 
"-Yes, in the spring; but this is in the summer; they are brQught in twice 
a day 

Ha; not the butter trade very considerably increased within the I""t few year, 
in Ireland ?-It has rather decreased of late. 

H.s that been within the last twenty years 1-Yes, it has within the last 
twenty years; but within the last two years many of my friepds gave \lp (\laking 
butter, being displeased with the manner of marking it, . 

In what part 1-The Queen's County and the county of Kilkenny. 
What have been the prices the last two years for butter, ~olI\pared with th~ 

highest war prices that were ever obtained I-A deficiency of aQout S/. on 
a cwt. 

H:lS not butter borne a pri~e of 51. 5 s. ?-Yes. 
What is the highest war price you have ever known ?-I hav.e gOl8/. 
ls not 5 I. a hundred for butter an ample remunerating price for the fanner ?~ 

If it had continued at 5/. I think it would be, if bis lands were at a re~sQQ~bl. 
rent. 

According to the usual rate of land at present?-l think it would. 
Has not the price of but~er been as high as that, within the last twp years i __ 

It has been occasionally; hut it has been down below 4/. -
That has been yery lately, has it not I-For six months Pall!, and Iat! 

year too. _ 
Do you not consider tbat the quantity of any article produceq, very lIIucb 

depends upon the price obtained for it ?-I think so. 
Then if the price of butter has been for the last two or three years so high as 

5 t. how do you acconnt for tbe decrease I-It has been only ~t particul'll" 
periods that it has been so high; it has been down at 41. 

Has !t not ~een so high as 5l. 88.-1 cannot say. 
Is the price of butter in Ireland, in your opinion, as subject to depressiou as 

the price of corn or other produce ?-It is; I do not know any article in the 
market that is so subject to fluctuation as butter is. 

Did it fall as low as cotn and other articles in the year 1820, wh.el). the 
prices ~ere particularly low ?-No it did not in that year fall Rearly so low in 
proportion. 

Does a farmer find on the whole a steadier price of butter, and more encou
ragement to carryon the butter business, than he does tQ carryon the business 
of tillage in Ireland ?-It is not altogether the same kind of grounds which 
are fit for both; but take it in general, a farmer who can manage a dairy, keeps 
up a certain stock, and if he raises more onc year, or less one year, there is his 
stock oli. hand j if he goes into tillage, . in a couple of bad years he may lose 
• great deal. 

What are the charges at Mount Hath I-I think 10d. to a shilling; 00 a. CAsk 
of butter 'about JO d. I believe. 

What is the difference of price between butter mark.ed first and butt~r 
marked second quality ?-Tell shillings, and then ten shillings between that,and 
third. 

Are not the lower orders of farmers who make butter, more exposed to be 
ill treated by the officer in tbe market, than the higher orders ?-A great deal 
more. 

In wh,at manner is th~t practicable ?-In cheating them in the weight and in 
the quality of butter. 

Is there a preference given to doing the business of one man over another, 
in regard of coming in their turn for weighing ~-YeB, I have heard great com
plaints, particularly in 'Vaterford, that the strangers afe very ill used, that they 
are threatened to be kicked. 

Who told you this 1_The very last person I spoke to upon the subject, 
Edward Haslam. 

'Vhat is he ?-He is steward to Mr. Scott. 
Are you acquainted with many farmers who send butter tq W'"aterford ? ........ 

I am, who occasionally send it there. 
. Is it th,eir pI.:actice to send it to the crane, or to sale masters ?~Some send 
It now to sale masters. I sent some a few days before I left,. to .. Mr. Ffrench in 

406. K 4 . Waterford, 

/11,. 
JI'. Mahrt) 

~ 
18 April, 
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AIr, Waterford, they arc called brokers; to avoid the unpleasantness about the 
~ ~arking; it is supposed he will get it marked, more for the farmer's advan~ 

tage, by sending it to him. . • 8
1
:::,il, Have you any otber reasons for sending it to a broker, in preference to 

sending it to the crane ?-I follow the advice of my brother, who is a farmer 
and dairyman both; it was by his advice I sent my last butter to Mr. Ffrench . 
. You sar Mr. Ffrench is a broker.?-Yes, heis so, I am told. 

Did you ever deal with him bcfore?-Never. 
Have you had any return of that sale ?-No, I sent it off' just as I was 

leaving home. . 
You know a broker deals under the direction of another, and not on his owo 

account?-I cannot exactly tell that, for I do not know. 
Have you' gone with your own butter at any time to 'Vaterford ?-Never. 
From your own experience you do not know of any detection in the public 

market ?-I do not, except that 1 have stated. 
rhe steward of some gentleman was supposed to receive some ill usage? 

He brought a crane note to me. 
Was not that steward liable to an imputation for making inferior butter for 

his master?-Yes. 
Was not· he a farming steward?-Yes, but there was a dairyman to make 

the butter. 
You have no knowledge as to the merits or demerits of the 'Vaterford 

market I-Not latterly. 
The evid~nce you have given upon that subject, is the hearsay of others?

Except the crane note I have produced; I was the person to send the butter; 
and to receive the money for Mr. Scott. 

What is Mr. Scott in the country?- He is a very respectable gentleman, 
'a gentleman of large property, and very extensive in the stock way. 

Have you had much communication with farmers in your county?-In Kil
kenny, particularly. 

Your knowledge of farmers is principally confined to that district?-Yes; 
'Tipperary, and Queen's County. and Kilkenny. 

The opinions you have given as the opinions of farmers, are those of farmers 
resident in those three counties ?-Yes; particularly Kilkenny, and the Queen's 
County. 

You have sold butter in many markets in those counties ?·-I have. 
To what extent annually have you manufactured butter ?-I have kept from 

thirty to forty cows. 
· You mentioned seven or eight markets in which you have sold butter, at 
. different times ?-Not for myself; I have sold in Castle Comer, in Carlow, in 
Kilkenny, and 'Vaterford; I never would sell in Mount Rath. 

In your various dealings, have you known, personally, any instance in which 
yo1,l supp<?sed the taster to have been bribed to do his duty?-Not in any 
'instance where I sold, I could not say so. 
· .Have you any reason to suspect it, in any case of your own?-That was 
a transaction done under me, ill which I produced that crane note. 

'Vltat objection have you to the crane note?-The way in which the butter 
wa.s marked by the taster. 

Do you mean, the having made some of the butter of inferior quality to 
that it ought to have borne?-Yes. 

I That 'is the imputation you have against that crane note?- Yes; and the 
merchant must have thought it so, when he bourrht at five pounds, when the 
.highest price was only 51. 5 s.; and that would apply only to a few casks. . 

Have you not heard of a large quantity being taken at a high price, in 
order to make up a cargo ?-I am not aware of that. 

You have stated your impression to be, that' the taster was, generally speak
ing, favourable to the buyer ?-That is the general opinion of all the farmers 
I ever heard speak upon the subject. 

You do not know it to be so from your own knowledge?- The greatest 
co~viction upon my own mind, is the view of this crane note; according to the 
article, on the different qualities, this parcel of butter would not amount to 

· more than' ~n 15 s. whereas the merchant gave 51. for it. 
; 'Vere you understood to say, that the taster gave his brand to the cooper, 

and 
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and that he branded the casks at a lower weight than he should 1-That was in 
Mount Rath. 

That was a circumstance advantageous to the seller, was it not ?-It was 
a fraudulent circumstance on both sides, I suppose 

\Vas the advantage of that fraud in favour of the sellerr- It was a fraud on 
the part of the mall who was sworn to brand the casks himself; the cooper 
is a man of infamous character, and I am very sure he intended to cheat for 
the farmer. 

That i~ a case in which the taster's misconduct was for the sake of the seller 
of the butter?-Yes; but the buyer may strip that butter if he chooses, and 
have it weighed. 

'Vas any attempt made to punish the cooper, under the law, for having 
marked it in that way 7-J never heard of an instance. 

You say, you shoul(l prefer, in general, dealing with merchants, to dealing 
at the public crane?-Yes, I would; and that is the general impression of the 
merchants. 

Do you think it would be easy to find merchants in the markets of the 
country, with whom they can thus deal ?-They would not deal with them unless 
they had confidence., at least I would not. 

Are there merchants in the market towns with whom they can thus deal ?
I do not know whether to call them merchants, they are generally called butter 
buyers; there are buyers in those different markets, and if I go with my butter 
there, and he will not give me the price I like, I would send it to another 
market. 

You would take it from that market to another where you think you can get 
a better price ?-Yes. 

You would not in those markets have th.e advantage of an established mer
chant's house on whom you could permanently rely?--It may be, but I may 
not like the price that merchant would give me. 

Are there in the market towns in the interior l'egular merchants ?-There are 
in the places 1 ha.ve ~tate(l. 

In the smaller market towns?- Yes j 1\lount ltath i~ the smallest market 
town I know, and there are two buyers live in the town. 

Are there not in those riistricts of country where butter is made extensively, 
either established buyers or agents of buyers, who come at stated times to buy 
up the butter ?- Yes, there are. 

Do you think, if the law was repealed, the seller woul.l find any difficulty ill 
meeting with a satisfactory buyer, either in the district, or in the neighbourhood 
of the district ?- There would be more buyers in the market if it was between 
buyers and sellers. 

Do you think that the present systE'1ll excludes the competition of llUyer:5?
It does. 

How does it happen that new buyers do not get into the market ?- Because 
the tasters do all they can to prevent new buyers coming ill, which we fanners 
understand to be from an understanding between the tasters and the present 
buyers. 

On what authority do you say that they take tho!ic measures to prevent new 
buyers coming in ?-The new buyers conceive that he does not mark thQ 
butter as he wonld for the buyers in the town. 

Do you know Mr. Read ?-l do. 
. Are there many merchants attending the market at Castle Comer ?-There 
arc, there is no taster there, it is all open fair market. . 

Is it not your opinion that no new buyers can attend any of those markets, 
proviued the taster call keep them out ?-They will drive them out by not 
marking properly for them. . 

You are quite sure they will exercise that power completely at all times to 
keep them out ?-l will not say that, but they have done it. 

The farmer would find it for his advantage to send his lmtte'r twenty Of 

thirty mites to a good market ?-He would. 
The market of Castle Comer at present, aftbrds to a very extensive butter 

district a satisfactory market?--There are buyers from fOUl" or five different 
places attending at Castle Comer; in consequence of there being no taster at 
all, hoth buytl' and seller appear to be much better IJleased than at other 
market.:!. 

~06. L How 

!tIr. 
W. JfaA<". 
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18 April. 
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Mr. How many miles have you known a farmer send his butter to Castle Comer 
W. Man ._,,_.~./ market?-It is generally within the compass of twentymiles, they may corne 

'----..r- much further . 
.18 April, 

1826. Do you know the charges in Castle Comer rnarket?-The allowance is about 
the same as ih other markets for beam age. 

Do you mean to say that beam age is allowed in all the other markets besides 
Castle Comer ?-I never heard of any place where it was not allowed. 

Are you aware that there is none allowed in \Vaterford ?-I thought there was 
two pounds allowed. 

Are there any other charges in Castle Comer but the beamage ?-Cooper~ 
age; some very small charges, not so high as in some other markets. 

Can you state the comparison with the market of Kilkenny ?-I believe it is 
pretty much the same except that of the taster; the decided preference of that 
market is, that it is an open market between buyer and selier, that there is no 
taster to decide between them at all. 

Tbe absence of the taster, even though the charges are nearly the same, 
induces people to go to Castle Comer?-Yes, because a farmer is satisfied that 
his butter will not be unfairly marked j and the buyers think they have an 
open market where there can be no possibility for one favourite buyer over 
another. 

'Vhere does the butter sold in Castle Cornel' go to for export ?-I suppose 
some to Waterford and some to Dublin, but that is only a supposition. 

You are aware that by the existing law the weight of the casks is regulated? 
-Yes. 

Do YOll not think that the proprietor of a large dairy farm would find it for 
his interest to be able to make up his butter in larger-sized casks than those at 
present allowed by law ?-I know they would like it. 

Do you not think that if there were no restriction upon the size of the casks 
of butter, those wbo produce the butter would make up the article for sale in 
the description of casks most for their advantage ?-Certainly they would. 

Do you not conceive there is a material difference in the quality of the 
timber of which the casks are made, as affecting the quality of the butter?
I do not doubt that. 

Do you conceive there would be a proper regulation of the casks, if there 
was no inspection of them ?-The buyer inspects the casks, and jf they are not 
proper ones he will not buy the butter. 

Supposing the principle of an inspection was still pursued to secure a good 
quality of timber, do you not think it would be advantageous for the trade that 
the size of the casks should be left without restriction ?-l rlo; for I think it is 
the greatest of all hardships to say, here are two farmers, one makes his butter 
of the first and best quality, and packs it well; and the other cloes not make his 
butter of so good a quality and packs it in a slovenly manner; ' and jf I put 
more into that cask than the law allows, tlle merchant pays nothing for it. 

Are you not of opinion, that for the purpose of accomplishing la"ge sales of an 
article, it is advantageous to have some certain size fixed ?-I do not j I think it 
ought to be fair between the buycr and scUer to leave it open. 

Are you not of opinion that a fixed size is of advantage to the trade ?-l th.~nk 
a farmer ought to be at liberty to make up his butter ia whatever sized casks he 
pleases, and thc merchant to buy whatever size he pleases. ' 

Do not you imagine that if that were the case, and large casks were used, the 
butter would be of different qualities in the middle of the cask ?-In the I~tter 
part of the season; bllt the farmers, I think, would meet that by smaller casks 
at the end of the year 

Did not the Cork merchants get the foreign trade by their attention to this, 
before the Act passed ?-I cannot s.ay. 

Is it not a disadvantage to a man who keeps but few cows, if he has too 
large a cask ?-Yes. 

Is it not an advantage to makc up his buttcr speedily?-Yes. 
'Ani tall of opinion that 'the system of having certain sizes, but of different 

calibres, (there being three 01' four sizes,) would answer all the purposes of 
security?-I think 'that would satisfy both sides, and would perhaps be the 
best. 

You have stated the impression of the butter makers to be, that the leaning 
of 
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of the taster was unfavourable to them, tl13t is the general opinion of the makers 
of the butted-It is. 

Have you ever communicated much with the buyers of the butter ?-A great 
deal. 

Can you state what their opinion is upon the partiality of thE:' butter tasters? 
-I asked two of the buyers in the town of Mount Rath; and they would wish 
to have things remain as they are, they would wish to have the tasters continue 
as they now are, which rather confirmed me in the opinion that. the poor 
farmers were right, and that the manner of weighing was against the farmer. 
and that those poor fellows received emoluments from the buyers. 

Mr. Simon Blackburn, called in; and Examined. 

\VHERE do you live :-1 live in the county of \Vaterford; I did live in 
the coullty of Kilkenny. an.d do occasionally still, but I am ve.cy often in the 
county of 'Vaterford. 

You had for many years farm land in your hands,. and followed the business 
of farming ?-l did, and do stiU, though not so much as 1 used to do. 

You have been in. the habit of following dairy fa.rming ?-A good deal. 
During that time, have you had an opportunity of observing the manner in 

which the weighing and inspecting is carried on ?-Frequently. 
State as far as you can recollect, the amount of charges which is taken from 

the farmer, upon the butter being brought into the market of 'Yaterford ?
I do not know of any charge made, save and except what is paid at the scale, 
four.pencc halfpenny a firkin. . ' 
\ That includes the custom ?-It includes every thing; 1 never paid any thing 
but the four.pence halfpenny. 

Has the butter trade oeen augmenting of late years, or diminishing?
Augmenting considerably. 

'Vithin you memory it has augmented considerably?-It has. 
Do you consider that the business of inspecting and weighing at the crane 

at 'Vaterford. is carried on fairly, or otherwise ?-I think fairly, in comparison 
to what it was ever before.. . 

. To what period do you allude ?-I allude to the last ten years; it is not so 
much as ten, years since they commenced dearing the market·house of the 

'.owners of the butter, and no person was allowed but the taster and weigh .. 
master. and those persons employed about it while tasting. 

Does that measure give satisfaction to the dealers. or otherwise. clearing the 
place entirely?- I would as soon, for my own part, be out as in j perhaps others 

'might be inclined to act improperly, I do not know that they would~ 
What is your opinion as to the eligibility of doing away with the regulations 

which at present subsist with respect to the inspecting and weighing of butter 
at the crane; do you conceive it would be injurious. or otherwise ?-UnJess 
I saw a better way; if it was possible I should wish to retain the present 
mode. 

Do you think the trade would be lUore beneficially carried on if there was 
no regulation whatever aflecting it ?-l think it would be better carried on in 
the way it is now carried on, 

Do you conceive it would be more open to fraud tuau it is at present, by 
leaving it without any regulation :-1 am convinced it would. ' 

'Vould it be probable that you, as a person making up butter and carrying it 
to market, "ould be more fairly dealt with under the present system, than by 
having it entirely open without :luy regulation at all ?-If I carried in my 
butter, I m!Jst go to a merchant's cellar, then a great deal would depend upon 

'that merchant whether he wanted the butter or not. If I happened to go '.into 
onc of those cellars where it was not much wanted. he may say he will purchase 
my butter, and it will be all opened, fur he cannot say what he will give for 
it until it is all opened and bored; and then if it is not mueh wanted, he DUly 
say. It is not what I wanted. it is not the quality L expected, but however I 

, will buy it. If I am not satisfied with the pl'ice he offers, I must take it on my 
~ars, ~nd go to another. then he may tell me it i'i rejected butter; then w.hat 
1S to be done, I must take whatever I can get, 1 think it may he blown 011. 

, You consider that t.he present system of regulation is a more advantageous 
400. L 'Z . .system 
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system for the farmer, than leaving it entirely without regulation ?-I think 
it is. 

You have lived a great many years in the county of Kilkenny ?- A great 
part of my life. 

Are you acquainted with the opinions of farmers in your district ?--I ;lm. 
Can you state the opinions of the farmers of that district, and whether they 

coincide in opinion with YOLI r- Since I heard of this new regulation and 
change. 1 have conversed a good deal with many of them; and those I hav~ 
conversed with, were of opinion, that it would be better to go to the public 
market with the butter, than to have any private bargains. though sometimes ~t 
may turn out well; but I am inclined to think it of times turns out bad. 

In the evidence you have given, you ha\'e compared the existing regulations 
with a system in which the traue was left free from regulation altogether; do 
you mean to give an opinion to the Committee, that all the existing regulations 
of the butter trade ought to be continued r- I do not say all; perhaps dicre 
might be abuses if they were j but there should be care taken to amend 
them. 

Without supposing abuses, do you think there is any part of the regulations 
which are required by law, which ·might advantageously to the interests of 
buyers and sellers be dispensed with ~-I think there might. 

\Vhat part of the existing regulations do you think might be dispensed with? 
-That of branding the weight of firkins; I am certain, that as to the brands, 
they are usually branded with by the weighmaster; there is some name or other 
put on, belonging to the corporation of any place; those brands are entrusted 
sometimes into the hands of improper persons, and sometimes they brand more 
on the firkin than it weighs; and the farmers have been obliged to soak and 
steep it· in the water, and to have added more to the weight of the firkin to 
save himself from loss. . 

What c1ass of persons are generally made use of in the markets, as tasters ?
In 'Vaterford there is a very conscientious man. 

Is that the only market you are acquainted with ?-I was never much 
acquainted with any other. . 

SUPJ?osing tl1ere was an alteration of law, by which it was optional with you 
on takmg your butter to \Vaterford, either to sell to a merchant, in whom yon 
have confidence, or to sell according to the present system through the weigh. 
master at the crane; which system would you prefer ?-Certainly let the mer. 
chants respectability be ever so great, I think I would prefer sending it to be 
rated for me, or qualified, the quality put upon it by a man who was on his oath, 
in preference to a man who was not on his oath; and more particularly if I go 
into a merchant's cellar, he is acting for llimself, and all his people are acting 
for him, and I could not expect they would be at my side the question more 
than their own. 

You conceive the oath of the taster is a greater security to you, than the 
character of the merchant with whom yon may open your correspondence ?
I would. 

In the event of an alteration of the law by which you still had the power of 
going to the taster if you thought fit, should you think there was any objection 
to leaving to those who do not desire that, the power of going to the merchant 
who preferred that?-That might be fair enollgh, and I think it is. 

Do you not conceive, if it was optional with the individual to go to the 
merchant, the public would have the additional security against any fraudulent 
charge or abuses on the part of the weigh-master or taster?-I cannot say but 
that might be the case, and it may have that effect. 

If any abuses did prevail on the part of the weigh.master and taster, and indi
viduals had. the option cf going directly to the market, would not the necessary 
effect be, to drive away the public from the scale, and to send them to the 
merchant ?-l think that it would, unquestionably. J 

But you think, in case no abuse prevailed, they would prefer going to the 
weigh-master?-I think they would. 

Do you not think, in the event of the market being well managed, there could 
be no evil in allowing the option; and that where the option prevailed, it might 
correct the abuse ?-I think it would. 

You say that coopers have got improperly possessed of branding irons?,
They have; not the coopers themselves, but some persons nominated in tlle 

. country 
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country for the purpose of branding; some I have heard get them branded in 
the towns corporate. 

Is not the branding of' the cask, before it is sold by the cooper?-It is, and "'--::-~---' 
PuttiJlO' the tare upon it. 18 April. 

?:) 18<16. 
Have YOIl ever had it happen to YOll, to have yout' butter marked of second 

or third quality ?-I have. 
Have you ever had it happen to you, that there was any great error made, in 

your opinion, wi~h regard to, the tn.ark ?-There might have been sometimes. 
Can YOll mentIOn any particular lUstance ?-Yes, I could, I think; sometimes 

two firkins made altogether the same, one might be first price aud the other 
the third. 

Made in one churning ?-Yes. 
Did it ever happen to you, that a cask of the same butter was marked first, 

and another marked third ?-Yes, and it is possible it might be so. 
You think it might be so?-Yes, for this reason, tllat the woman who 

managed it might put more salt, or mismanage one firkin and not :1I10ther. 
Is it possible that the butter made, in the same firkin, can be so altered in 

its value by the package or salting, as to deteriorate it, so as to make onc part 
third and another fil'st?-Yes. . 

'Vhat is the difference of price between first quality and third quality?-I 
beJie\'e four shillings, or five shillings; there is no second, they mark none the 
second at all; with us those marked thirds are considered seconds • 

.fo1>is, 20' die Apl'ili" 1826. 

THE RIGHT HONOURABL~ CHARLES GRANT, 

IN THE CHAIR. 

Mr. William Fagan, called in; and Examined. 

WHERE do you reside ?-In Cork. 
Are you connected with the butter trade of that city?-l am. 
How long have you been so ?-I have been acquainted with the trade about 

eight years; I succeeded my father about four years ago in his establishment, 
which is one of the oldest establishments in that city. 

To what department ofthe butter trade do you belong ?-I am what is termed 
in Cork a butter buyer; that is, a person that receives butter from the farmer, 
and sells it afterwards to the export merchant. 

Is not butter the principal article of trade in Cork?-That and provisions are 
the principal articles. 

What is the average annual receipt of butter in the Cork marketr-About 
250,000 firkins. 

Does not your business require you to be weB acquainted with the regulations 
of the butter market there ?-Certainly it does. 

Are the regulations of the Cork market different from those in other parts of 
Ireland ?-Yes; the regulations of the Cork market are governed by local Acts 
of Parliament, the 40th George S, and the 2d of George IV,; the 52d of 
George S, which is the general Butter Act, does not apply to Cork. . 

Was the 40th George 3, the first Act that regulated the butter trade 
ill Cork ?-No; there appear to have been several Acts before that, but the 
40th of George 3, I believe, repeals all those Acts, and takes in the particular 
regulations. 

Are the restrictions on the butter trade in Cork severer than those in other 
markets in Ireland?-Yes, they are severer. . 

Are you acquainted with the laws which regulate the make of empty casks? 
-Yes. 

Will you state them I-The empty cask is obliged to be of a particular 
descrjption of timber; it must be of seasoned oak, of sycamore, and of 
beech; the cooper who makes the firkin is obliged to bring it to the crane, 
where it is tared. 

'Vbat is the exact size of a firkin, as required by law ;- .. The length is from 
4,()(}. L 3 seventeen 
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seventeen and a half to eighteen inches, the breadth at the top and bottom 
is twelve and a half to thirteen, and the bilge, that is the centre. is thirteen and 
a half to fourteen in breadth, under the Act of the 2d George IV. 

'Vhy is it necessary to have the firkins made of a particular size and of par~ 
ticular timber ?--Because there are a number of small farmers who could not 
fill a large firkin at one churning. and it is necessary, in order that the quality 
may be good, that the firkin ~hould be filled at one churning; and it is of a 
particular timber, for the purpose of holding the pickle and preserving the 
butter. 

Are there not also large farmers who might feel it for their interest to have 
large casks ?- Decidedly, there are. 

Do you not think it would be an improvement in the law, to allow butter to 
be prepared in such casks as suited best the description of farm at which the 
butter was prepared :-1 think. if they were not over large it would be an im-
pro"'ement, but I think too large firkins would not answer. . ~ 

Do not you think it would be necessary, for the benefit of the trade" that 
particular sizes should be specified by regulation ?-I could see no object~on to 
such an arrangement. ( 

Are you not of opinion, that that would pe a necessary regulatio,n if you 
were to alter the sizes ?-Yes, I think it would be; that there should ,be various 
sizes, double firkins, and firkins and half firkins. Ir' 

If that were made a legislative regulation, it would be sufficiently convenient 
to the different descriptions of dairymen?-Yes. _ 

Do not you think it would be bettl'!f to leave every man to judge of the size 
of the cask that suits his own dairy; would you prefer a syst~·tn by which there 
should be certain gradations of casks specified by law, or wduld you leave it to 
every man to make the casks that best suited his own wants ?-J think it would 
be better to have it specified by law. 

Is the full weight of a firkin branded on it ?-No, there is an allowance of 
two pounds for soakage j the firkin is branded two pounds over the actual 
weight. 

Is that uniformly done upon casks of all sizes ?-Ill Cork there is but one 
sized cask j there is what is called a keg, but the numb.er of those js very small 
compared with the number of firkins. 

Are you of opinion, that two pounds is more or less than a fair allowance for 
soakage ~-I think one pound would be sufficient. 

" 'hat is the expense of brandinrr an empty firkin ?-One penny. 
How is the penny disposed of'?-One-third goes to the Harbour Commis

sioners, one· third to the 'Vide-street Commissioners, and the other third goes 
to pay the expenses. 

Does the cooper sell his firkins directly to the farmer ?-No; he sells them 
to 'the butter buyer, who afterwards gives them to the farmer. 

Is that the case without exception i--No, but it is generally; the farmers 
may buy them if they please, but they think it more convenient to get them 
from the merchant. 

Are you aware why that is more coovenient than getting them from the 
cooper immediately?-Because they have not the trouble of going about to 
purchase the firkin. 

, In point pf fact, if they buy themselves. must not they advance the mouey 
to the cooper?-Yes. 

If they take them from the butter merchant, the buttcr merchant advances 
the money to the cooper, and they ouly repay it at the time they sell their 
butter ?-Exactly. 

Is it not part of the local regulation of Cork, that no butter can be sold 
except in casks of Cork maoufacture ?-Jf the rigour of the Act of Parliament 
were put in force, that would be the case j but the p~actice is to allow country
made firkins, provided they are made of the right description 6f timber, and of 
the right size, to pass. .' 

Do you consider that regulation of the Act, which prescribes all the caSKS 
. t,o pe,of Cork manufaeture, to be inexpedient ?-I think it \vould be well to 

repeat that part of the Act. 
In point of fact. it is evaded ?-I understand it is; the weigh-master informs 

me that it is evaded. 
I .' In copsequcnce of the two pounds being allowed for soakage, docs not the 

farmer 
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fanner endeavour to bring tip the two pounds by exterl1ally soaking it ?-He 
does soak it externally, and the consequence is, that it injures the firkin; he 
rots the twiO's and the hoops, by external soaking. 

Is there ~ penalty attached to that ?- He must get a new firkin when it 
comes into the weigh-house, before it is weighed. 

Arc yon able to detect that always?-Yes .. 
'Vha decides it ?-The weigh-master calls two competent master coopers 

to decide. 
'Vhat is the mode of inspecting butter adopted at the Cork weigh-house Or 

market?- T he butter is ranged out, and a sworn officer is appointed to inspect 
the quality of it. 

Is this qualifying of the butter a conventional arrangement between the 
buyer amI the seller, or is it provided for by Act of Parliament?- It is a con· 
ventional arrangement; it is not provided tor by Act of Parliament. 

Did the convenience of the parties suggest the necessity of such a measure r 
-Yes. 

Is it your opinion, that if that conventional arrangement were made :l posi. 
tive law, it would be an advantage to the sale of butter ?-I think it may be; 
however, my opinion is, that as it is carried into effect without legislative 
interference, it would be better not to legishte on it. 

The convenience of the parlies, and the good of the trade, suggested the 
necessity of carrying on the trade by a conventional agreement?- Yes. . 

What evidence can you give to the Committee, that the sellers of butter, 
namely, the farmers, were parties to this convention ?- I cannot give any 
decided evidence of that. 

They submit to it, do not they?-Yes. 
And they need not, if they did not like it I-Yes. 
Is not that a proof of their agreement?-Yes, but to inspection without 

, specifyingaquality they are obliged to submit, so as to entitle them to. have the 
word "mt!rchantable" stamped upon the firkin; the quality being marked 
now supersedes the necessity of branding" merchant.tble" on the firkin. 

But the gradations of excellence above that, is ascertained by agreement 
between the parties ?-Yes. 

'Vas there any meeting of buyers and fhrmers at the time this convention was 
agreed to ?-I do not recollect that there was; I am not old enough to recol. 
lect it. • 

'Vas it before your time ?-Yes. 
How many inspectors are there in the Cork market ?-Three. 
Are they sworn ?-They nre sworn to act fairly between all parties; they are 

sworn, if a bribe is offered to them, to mention not only the nature of that 
bribe, but the person that offers the bribe. 

\VllO swears them ?-The mayor of Cork. 
By what authority does he swear them ?-It strikes me, to be a kind of 

voluntary oath. 
If you were informed that that was an illegal oath, would you think it 

necessary to make it legal by Act of Parliament ?-I think there would be 110 

lrarm jn the world in it. 
Do not you think it would be a positive advantage to make it legal ?-Cer .. 

tainly; as it would be an excellent arrangement. . 
\Vith regard to the uutter trade, do you think that it is expedient to make 

a provision by law, rendering a mode of procedure compulsory upon the 
parties, which the parties are inclined, for their own interest, to adopt by tbeir 
private arrangements?-No; I have an objection to legislative interference wilen 
that interference is not necessary. 

Is it the duty of the inspectors merely to examine the quaHty of butter?
No'; his duty is two-fold; his duty as an officer of the committee of merchants 

.is to examine the quality of the butter; 'but as a deputy of' the weigh.master, 
~his duty is to discover whether the firkins are fraudulently pacl<ed, and 00 
report the same to the weigh-master, and whether they are merchantable , 

,or mot. 
From what class of persons are those inspectors chosen r - From maste~ 

coopers generally. . 
: Why so ?-In the first place they are considered marc conversant with. the 

different qualities of butter than any other persons; and not being connected 
406. L1 with 
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with the farmers, and others in the country, they cannot, by possibility f..'l ... ·Oltr 

any particular friends in the country. 
Are they generally respectable individuals?- They are generally very 

respectable, 
\Vhat is the salary they receive? About 120/. a year. 
By whom are they paid ?-By the committee of merchants. 
By whom :lre they appointed?-By the committee of merchants. 
Have not the country gentlemep a vote at their election?-They do not 

directly vote at their election; but that is the country gentlemen's own fault; 
for under the constitution of the committee of merchants in IH20, the country 
gentlt;!men were called upon to send in deputies to the committee of merchants, 
which they ha\'e not done. 

\VilL you state the nature of the constitution of the committee of mer
chants?-They consist. I believe, of fOUiteen export merchants, chosen by the 
export merchants, of seven butter buyers chosen by the butter buyers, and of 
three tanners chosen by tanners. 

Is there any person chosen to represent the farmers?-No; but the coulltry 
~entlemen could. under the constitution of the committee of merchants, send 
111. deputies if they pleased . 

How many could they elect ?-l am not aware of that. 
Is this committee of merchants a body formed under the authority of law '?

No; conventional. 
\Vhat power do they exercise?-They appoint inspectors at the empty firkin 

crane, and also those inspectors at the butter market. They transact the 
general public business uf the merchants of Cork. They have an agent here 
to whom they pay a certain salary for communicating with government on certain 
points relating to commercial business. 

Have they any funds ?-Yes, they get two-pence per firkin, for every firkin 
weighed. 

By what authority is that two'pence levied ?-There is no Act of Parliament 
to authorize it. 

What is the annual amount of the fee of two-pence a firkin ?--8omclhing 
o\'er two thousand a year, 

Have they any fUllds from allY otuer source ?-No i I think all the funds of 
the committee of merchants arise entirely out of the butter market. 

Do they pay any other persons concerned in the butter trade, besides the 
three inspectors?- Yes, they pay a salary of a. hundred a year to the agent here; 
they pay the empty firkin inspector; I am not aware whether they pay the hide 
and skin inspector, There is a member of the committee of merchants here. 
who is more competent than I am, and will give the Committee every infor
mation upon the subject. 

Do those payments you have mentioned to persons concerned in the butter 
trade, take up the whole a~mual fund of two thousand pounds ayear ?-1 believe 
not, I believe that the committee of merchants have a sum of money in th,e 
punlic funds; I must state, that the treasurer pf the committee of lJ')erchants 
complains of a lack of funds at present, and of the necessity of selling out of 
the public securities. 

Is there no fee payable by the seller of the butter, for mal'king the tare, and 
for weighing ?-For weighing there is. 

Then are the Committee to understand that the quality of the butter is ascCI'
tained by an officer, who is chosen and paid exclusively Qy the buyers. and iu 
the p~yment or selection of whom the sellers have no interest ?-1 stated before, 
that it is the sellers own fault not sending in deputies to vote. The fact is that 
they do not, 

What is the expense of inspection ?- One halfpenny a. firkiu. 
Is it not generally understood, that two-pence is paid for inspection ?

A person not acquainted with the history of how that charge originated, 
ma.y think that two-pence is paid for inspection, but three·h~lfpence of that 
two-pence is in lieu of heading j formerly, it was the habit of the farmer a"d 
the butter buyer to give to the export merchant his bulter already heac'cd; 
but it was found inconvenient to bead the butter, because the export merchants 
may require it for different markets ; they may have it trimmed tight or 
trimmed loose; and in lieu of this heading. three-halfpence was given to the 
.elport mcrrhant, and the export merchants gave it ill, as a fund to the com-

mittee 
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mittee of merchants. The halfpenny is paid back to the butter buyer, by the 
export merchant. 

Who does he receive the three-ha1fpence from, in lieu of heading ?-From 
the seller. 

Does not the seller pay any thing ?-He pays nothing for inspection. 
The buyer allows two-pence for the inspection of every firkin ?--Yes. 
And out of the two-pence he is reimbursed three~halfi>ence by the seller ?- ' 

Yes. 
. Therefore quoad those three-halfpence. does 110t the seller contribute that ? 
- The seller does contribute the three-halfpence, but the three-halfpence is nbt 
for inspection, it is for heading; the inspection is paid by the export mer
chant, which is a haitj)cnny. 

Does not the buyer allow two-pence for the inspection :-No. 
In case a farmer complains of the inspector's decision as to the quality of his 

butter, cannot he get are-inspection?- Yes, he can, on applying to the weigh.' 
master, have the three inspectors over his butter. . 

Then the second inspection is made by the three inspectors r-Yes. .' 
Do the other two inspectors often change the decision of the other inspector? 

-Very frequently. 
Is there any expense attendant upon the second inspection ?-No expense 

whatever. 
In case the second inspection leads to a proof that the former inspection was 

wrong, is there any fine or penalty' attaching to the former inspection ?-No. · 
In point Of·t:1ct, is it a remedy often resorted to ?-Not very frequently, it 

generally arises from want of judgment in the inspector, more tban any thing' 
else; it is an error of opinion. 

'Vhen was the inspection of butter first introduced into the Cork market?
In the year 1770. 

Has the receipt of butter increased since that period r"":"Considerably in-' 
creased; in the year 1770 there were about 100,000 firkins received, anll there 
are now 250,000 received every year, 

Have you any returns which show the number of firkins received in each of 
theJast ten years ?-I believe I have. 

How many firkins were received in the year 1819 ?-S06,641. 
Does that include the number of kegs?-Yes, the total amount. 
A grea,t increase took place from 1770 to 1819?- Yes, in the year IH@O was 

the greatest receipt of butter; there were received 314,597, 
How many in 1821 ?- 288,005; in 182'2, 236,512; in 1823, 249,389; in 

the year 18'?!4, 234,800; in the year 1825, '!42,557, 
It appears from this statement, that during the interval of years to which YOll 

have alluded from 1820 to 1825, the local butter trade of Cork has diminished, 
whilst the general butter trade of Ireland has increased ;' how do you account 
for that?- I must first say, that I am not aware that the general butter trade,of 
Ireland has increased. I tbink the diminution in Cork arises from the spring
ing up of two markets, to which butter is sent, which was sent fo~merly to' 
Cork, the Tralee market and the Youghall market. There is another cause, 
I think, which contributes to the decrease very much, which is the late Tithe 
Act, which charges tithe equally on pasture land as well as on tillage, and 
induces the farmer to go more into tillage, as being more profitable. 

That operates where 'the Tithe Act has taken effect ?-Yes; that is generally 
in Kerry, and those counties which have sent in butter into Cork. 
- Are the markets of Youghall and Tralee subject to the regulations of the' 
Cork local Act ?- No i they are subject to the general Butter Act of Ireland 
oftbe year 181'2.-

What is the difference of the prices of butter, between firsts; seconds and 
thirds ?-It varies according to the demand lor those qualities; it very often 
occurs that seconds are of the same price with firsts, in consequence of the 
~uperior demand for ' seconds; the general average difference, I should fancy, 
IS about 48 . 

What foreign markets are the seconds bought for ?- The seconds are gene. 
rally bought for the 'Vest India markets i they are salter, and will preserve 
longer i the firsts for the London and the Lisbon l11arkets; and the thirds for the 
Channel ports, · and some Scotch ports. 
, 406. M Have 
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Have YOll the means of ascertaining the proportions which go to London, andr 
to other places ?-Shippecl to London ill 1828, 57,889; in 18!l4, 59,608; in 
1825, ~,,806; in 1826 to 4th April, 28,600; shipped to Liverpool in 1828, 
45,811; in 1824, 41,450; in 1825, 4g,083; in 1826 to 4th April, 50,427. 
Shipped to Lisbon in 1828, 57,761; in .1824, 57,99~; in 1825, 50,145; in 
18Q6 to 4.th April, 52,499. Shipped to the Channel in 1828, 21,266; in 1824, 
24,808; in 1825, 2.5,651 i in 1826 to 4th April, 85,212. Shipped to Jamaica 
in 18'28, 16.319; in 1824, 13,671; in 1825, 13,964; in 1826 to 4th April, 
10,836. Shipped to Darbadoes in 1828, 12,787; in 1824, 1S,1Dg; in 1825, 
12,956; in 1826 to 4th April, 13,648. Shipped to Bristol in 1828, 5,965; 
irL1S24, ~1,903; in 1825, 13,818; in 1826 to 4th April, 19,411. 

After the butter is inspected and weighed, what is the mode of branding the 
inspection and weight?-The weight is branded with figures; the weigh-master 
puts Cork over the quality marked by the inspector, and at the end of Cork is 
the figure representing the quality, and after that comes a particular Jetter~ 
which tells the name of the particular inspector who inspected that butter, sa 
that he becomes responsible; there is " Cork, 2 D." and any particular letter; 
every year the inspectors cllange their letters; some years it is X. Y. and w= . 
· Would YQu approve of monthly brands, so as to enable the consumer to dis
cover' at what period the butter was inspected ?-No, I would not; in the first 
place, I do not think it would prevent speculation; and in ti'le next place, 
I think that monthly brands would not answer, because it would be putting 
the fal'mer, who brings in his butter on the last of the month, on different 
terms from the person who brings in his on the first of the succeeding n'lonth~ 
and it would then resolve itself into daily brauds, and the expense of that would, 
be very enormous, at least seven hundred a year. There is another reason, 
the greater part of the butter is made in four months, and it is not consumed 
:for twelve months; the consequence of which is, that it must of necessity be 
over-held somewhere, and it would be unjust to the merchant to mark it. 

The farmers are in the practice of over-holding their butter r-Yes; last 
year they over-held it to a considerable extent, and lost considerably. . 

Does it ever happen that false brands are substituted for the weigh-master'$. 
brands ?-No; it never occurs in the Cork market. Some years ago there was 
an instance of a person attempting to ship butters under a false brand, anll they 
were seized. 
· Does the weigh-master brand the cask at the weigh-house, or only mark it ?-. 
He brands the weight and tbe quality in the weigh-house. . ' 

I 'Vonld it be possible for the merchant, after the brand has been so affixed at 
the w~igh-house. to alter that brand ?-He does it at v'ery considerable risk,: 
arid I think it would be very difficult for him to do it without detection. 
, In point of fact, do you know of its having been done ?-No, I am confident 
it is never done. 
· Is there any re-inspection of the butters on the part of the merchants them

selves, before they ship ' them ?-They can have re-inspection, but they do 
not do it. 

Is there a private re~inspection of their own ?-Yes, very generally, I think. 
Do they ship their butter under the qualities that have been marked before 

they purchase it; or do they, in case the re.inspection induces them to alter 
the quality, ship according to their re-inspection ?-They ship always according 
to the original inspection. 

Have you any reason to believe that the brands, so affixed at the weigh-house 
in 'Cork, are 'loItered before the butters come to the merchant in Londonl
N~r; it is mv own conviction that it is not. 

Is not the fkrmer obliged by law immediately to bring his butter to the 
i¥eighing-house, on his entering Cork?-Yes, he is.· \ . 

If he enters late where does he take it?-The weigh~house is open at all 
hours of the night. 

"Vhat is the object of this regulation?-The reason of it is to prevent the 
possibility of having false brands; for it is easier to put on a f..'llse brand before 
any thing is done to the butter, than to substitute a brand for a correct one. 

Is not a rj~ht of search given in the Act, for casks t.hat may be supposed to be 
taken to. JU'lvate store:; ?'-Ycs, if the weigh-master gets 'intimation that butter 
has been carried to private stores, without being first brought. to ti.le weigh. 
,.... ... • house, 
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hOllse, he has a right of search, and can"seize that butter; it .becomes forfeiteq 
under the Act. . 
, He has a right to enter private houses to search for butters ?-I am not quite 
a. lawyer enough to say, whether h~ has a right to enter priv~te houses; but 
I know, under the Act, he has a fight of search. I am confident that if he 
beard that a farmer had butter in his lodgings. he could enter his lodgings and 
take it. 

How arc frauds punished in the Cork mal'ket?-Undel' the Act. the firkins 
ought to be confiscated; but the weigh-master, in order to save the trouble of 
going down during the heavy time of the seal)on before the mayor with those 
casks, compounds for the fine with the farn1er. 

He compounds the confiscation for a fine imposed by himself?~Yes. 
'Vhat becomes of the butter ?-The butter is given lip to the farmer. I 

'Vith power to him to sell it again if he can ?-It is general1y soid before il 
is inspected at all, or weighed . I 

, Then, in point offuct, by this system, the firkin, which the law condemns as 
unfit, is allowed afterwards to go in to the market ?-In point of fact, there arc 
a great number of frauds committed in the packing of butter, which do not come 
under the letter of the law. The law states, that all firkins packed with new 
butter, and with old butter made of coarse salt, bay.salt, instead of white; anq 
all butter packed with more salt than is necessary or requisite, is subject tQ 
confiscation. There are a great number of frauds which do not come in under 
this designation; there is a good deal of butter, .of a different quality and 
different colour, which is not old butter, and the farmer puts it in, either 
around the butter or in the middle, so as to deceive the buyer, and by tha~ 
means, though an actual fraud, it does not come in under the letter of the 
Act; and if those firkins were carried before the mayor, he could not, under 
that Act, confiscate them; and that is another reason why the weigh-maste~ 
compounds with a fine. 

In point of t:'lct, some of that butter which the law confiscates as unsaleable, 
is allowed to go into consumption, and a fine taken for it ?-·Yes; but it goes 
into consumption at a lower quality than it would if the fraud had not been 
detected. 

Do the fann ers complain of any part of the practice of the weigh-house?
:Yes, I think the practice they most complain of is, the coopering of their butter 
after it is weighed, before it is allowed to go oui of the weigh. house ; the 
coopers are not paid so much a year, but so much per hoop and per twig; they 
are paid a penny per hoop and a. halfpenny per twig. 

How much per stave 2-1 believe four.pence, but I am not confident .. ~ 
to that. , 

State the system which is acted upon with respect to the cooperage?~ 
After the butter is weighed, if those coopers think that the firkin is not in 
a merchantable state to be allowed out of lhe weigh-house, they take it away, 
and have it coopered j and if it requires hoops, put on hoops ; if it requir~ 
other twigs, they put on twigs, and charge the sums I have stated; these go 
into their own pocket. 

'Vho pays that ?-The farmer. 
'Vho is the judge whether it is properly coopered or llot?-The wcigI~. 

master's cooper is the judge himself. 
He is the judge whether it requires it, and he does what he likes, and is 

paid for it ?- Y es, unless the butter buyer, who is a great fri end of the farmer» 
intel·poses and prevents it, he has a great deal of influence there. ' · 

Is not there a. different course pursued, according to the market for which it 
is intended ?-This question does not refer t9 the weigh-house coopering; j~ 
the merchants store they are gone over, and those intended for the 'Yest Indies 
and Brazils have iron hoops put on them. • 

Those done with iron hoops, have they not a proportion of the butter scrapcq 
out ·to put in pickler-Yes. .~ .. 

And the cask made so tight as to exclude thc air and retain the pickle ?-Y C5. 
\Vhat proportion does the butter coopered for the foreign market, lJ~ar .to .th~t 

which is made for the homc consumption market in a loose way (-All the butteJ 
scnt to Jamaica. and Barhadoes if; sent trimmed tight j there are' about ~wc~ty!' 
five thousand lirkins sent to those markets. '''I ' 

Is not. tllcl'c a proportion ot'that butter :,cnt to Englalld ?- Yes. to Liverpopl; 
406. 1\1 2 there 
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-Mr. there IS, a good deal of tight butter sent for the purpose of being exported from 
If'1Ilillm Fagan. thence to the Brazils. 

\!.-....------I In this process of coopering you have described, which takes place after the 
'10/\pril, weighing, is the business done with the consent of the farmer ?-No, he com-

o 1826. plains greatly of the cooperage. . , 
Has he in your opinion just cause of complaint ?-I think it is necessary that 

th~ ,firkins should be put into a merchantable state, before they leave the weigh
house; if that was not the case, the farmers would certainly bring in their 
firkins in such a discreditable state, that it is absolutely necessary to have the 
weigh-house cooperage. 

Is it done in a vexa.tious manner ?-It does not appear to me to be done in 
a vexatious manner; hut the farmer is ready enough to complain if he has not 
every thing his own way. 

Is this cooperage so well done as to relieve the merchant from the necessity 
of new coopering the butter before he exports it?-It is not. 

You stated in the commencement of your examination, that you are what is 
termed in Cork, a butter buyer?-I am. 

State the nature of the business of a butter buyer ?-A butter buyer is 
a person very largely connected with the farmers; he has a regular set of 
customers, who deal with him either for money which he has advanced them at 
the commencement of the season, towards the butter they will make during the 
season, or for motives of convenience to themselves; generally speaking. 
a ·farmer deals with a particular merchant, and it very often occurs, that their 
father anel grandfather have dealt with the same · house; in my own case 
it does. 

Are they brokers between the merchants and the country people ?-10 some 
measure they are brokers; but I think they differ from the business of 
a broker. , 

Does the butter buyer buy on his own individual account., or for the account 
of the merchant ?-He buys on his own individual account. 
, Is not this branch of the trade peculiar to Cork ?-Yes, it is. 

Then in point of fact, the difference between the butter buyer and the butter 
m~rchant is, that the butter merchant deals exclusively in butter, and directly 
with the butter maker?-Yes. 

'Vhat advantages in your opinion, do the farmers and the exporters of butter 
derive from the existence of this intermediate person ?-I think that the farmer 
derives very considerable advantages, inasmuch as he is always sure of selling 
his butter, 110 matter of what quality, on arriving in the market. If he were to 
sell that directly to the export merchant, he would have to sell one sort to one 
export merchant, (for that export merchant may have a demand only for that 
"quality), and another 'merchant for another description of quality. The butter 
buyer receives all his butter, no matter of what quality, and sells it afterwards 
in assortments to the export merchant. And on the other hand, the export mer
chant derives advantage from this; for jf he has an order for a certain quality, 
he can buy that directly from a butter buyer; whereas, if he were to go to 
a farmer, he wou.ld have occasion, if he had an order for. two hundred firkins, to 
buy at least five hundred of different qualities to complete that order, so that 
·it is generally conceived ill Cork to be a convenience on both sides. . 

What are the profits of ~he butter buyer ?-The profits of the butter buyer 
vary according to the price of the article. The prices given to the farmer are 
<different; i~ is very difficult to explain that, without going a little into detail. 
There are three descriptions of prices in the butter market; the first is what is 
calJed "Cant price;" that is the price given by the export merchant to the 
butter buyer, and by the butter buyer to the farmer; the profit of the buyer on 
this description of butter is 2Jbs. weight of' butter per firkin. I calculate that 
the butter buyer makes about 7/. for cant butter on a hundred firkins; the other 
description of price is what is called Currency, that is, the price allowed by 
the butter buyer to . the farmer, to whom he has advanced his money; it is 
generally ten shillings per hundred under the current price. Out of this ten 
shillings the butter buyer pays for the empty firkins, pays the weigh·house fees, 
;md. pays custom charges; and on a hundred firkins of butter the profits I make 
to be about 18/. For those hundred firkins, he must advance at the com
mencement of the season, at least 2501. 

Do t!ley charge interest 011 the advance ?-No; jf the butter maker keeps his 
bulter 
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buttet to the end of the season, though he may have received that advance 'at 
the commencement of the sea~on,.there iS,no charge for interest, except on the 
balance of his account for wluch Interest 15 charged. ' 
. Can you form any calculation what interest a butter merchant charges a 
farmer for any advance he may make ?-I think it comes to ten per cent. I 
beg to : observe, with reference to cant butter, that the profit is wilat I have 
stated, seven pounds, provided the butter buyer c harges no more weigh.house 
fees than he actually pays at the weigh.house. This is not the case; many 
butter buyers charging more than they actually do pay at the weigh-house. r 
am onc of those that do not charge more. 

Do the butter buyers misapply the mark for the cant butter ?-No j the other 
descrilltion of price is what is called Over-Currency; it is generally 4s. 4d. per 
hundred on the currency price; at over· currency the butter buyer pays for 
c'mpty firkins and cllstom charges and we.igh.house fees. ' The profit · on 100 
firkins of this butter I make to be very near 71. 

In the cant price you have two pounds of butter on each firkin ?-Yes. 
You ascertained that to be about 71. for every hundred firkins?-Yes, allow. 

ing std. a pound. 
If the price pf butter be high, do not you make more than that?- Yes, 

certainly. 
That seven pounds is not the regular profit, is it ?-No j it is the average 

l'rolit. 
Are you aware of the description of persons that sell by cant and by cur~ 

rency?-There are a ~reat number of fanners who are unconnected entirely 
with butter buyers, and sell their butter to the highest bidder, on coming into 
the market; those vary, they are respectable, and not respectable. 

Is it not generally supposed, that every man who can afford to advance money 
for his firkins, and does not require an advance, sells by cant and not by cur· 
Tency ?-He sells either by cant or over·currency, which is the same. 

The cant is the most favourable for the seiler, and the most unfavourable 
for the buyer ?-Ye!'i. ..... 

The currency mode of buying and seHing is, where persons are obliged to 
require an advance of' both casks and of cash on account?-Yes. 

The difference you state is ten shillings a h.nndred weight?-Yes, generally; 
varying according to the price of empty firkins; if they are .high the difference 
is greater, if empty firkins are lower the difference is less. 
" 'Vhat is called the over· currency is the trade with that 'description of persons 
who get firkins but do not require an advance of money ?-Yes. 

Then the only difference between the currency and over~cnrrency is, that 
one man requires an advance on account of his butter, and the other does not? 
-Yes, exactly. 

In point of fact, there is six shillings difference between the currency and 
over~currency ?-Four shillings and four-pence, and it is very often five 
shillings; four and four-pence is what is allowed generallv. 

Then Jive shillings and eight. pence constitutes the difference between cur
r~ncy and over-currency ?-Yes. 

Then, in fact, the five shillings and eight. pence per hundred weight consti. 
tutes the remuneration of the butter buyer for the advance of money ?-Yes. 

That he looks upon as the interest for his advances ?- Yes, and the very 
great risk he runs; five pounds to one poor farmer, ten pounds to another, 
scattered about the country; I dare say I have fifteen or twenty thousand 
pound~ due to me all over the country. .: 

In bad debts ?-No, not ill bad debts, I am not so unlucky as many; a very 
con~iderable butter buyer told me the other day, he has twenty-four thou9lind 
pounds bad debts upon his books; the risk is very considerable. 

At what season oCthe year are those advances made?-At this particular 
season of the year. 

Have the advances of the butter buyers in Cork been much influenced in the 
present spring, by the recent failures in Cork ii-Decidedly vcry much. 

They have declined ?- They have; I think this season there will be very few 
to advance. 

When arc the returns made to you ?-It varies; the principal months for the 
return of btltter arc in July, August, September and October; during those 
months the principal part of the butter is sent in. , ... 
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In what circulating medium are those advances made ?-Formerly, they w~l'd 
made in the butter buyers own notes, but since the year 1820, when the failure! 
took place, they were obliged to advance in bank notes; no,~ tbere. are no prj~ 
vate bankers in the city of Cork, and they are advanced In national notes, 
or the notes of the provincial bank. 

Are the Committee to understand that the butter buyers of Cork issued 
notes on their own account to the butter makers in the county r-Yes. ; 

Describe the nature of the note?-Like any common bank note, and tbo~ 
notes trot circulation even !Jetter than the common bankers notes; my father'S 
notes ~sed to circulate about Kerry, at the time of the failures, when every 
banker's note got il1to disrepute, my father's notes kept out, and though he has 
been dead four years some of his notes are not come in yet. 

Those practices do not continue ?-No. 
Are those notes given on a stamp?-Yes, on a sixpenny stamp, and the pri .. 

vate bankers on a three.penny .stamp; and my reason for not continuing them 
was, that thejnterest would not pay fol' the expense of the stamp. 

'Vere those butter buyers registered bankers ?-No, they took out no licence, 
if they had taken out a licence, they would have had to pay only three-pence 
for the stamp, 

Is this system of advance declining, ai' incrcasing?-It is declining. 
'Vhat is the reason of the decline ?-l think the condition of the farmers is 

so improving, that they do not want the advance, and that money is scarcer 
now than it had been formerly; in the time of the banks in Cork, the butter 
buyers used to get money almost for nothing from the bankers, for the purpose 
of circulating their paper; a farmer who had not a cow ill the world, used to 
get a very large allowance from the butter merchant, but that system is coming 
to-an end. 

Do. you conceive this system of advance to be a good onc for the farmer ?- 
I would certainly like to foee the condition of the farmers 50 improved, as not 
to require it; but in the condition of the south of Ireland at present, I think it is 
very ad,vantageous to him, he is enabled to pay his rent at the time of year when 
he h,s no produce at the time, when ifhe did not pay his rent his cows would 
be sold, and he is enabled to buy new cattle at the beginning of the season, 
and may substitute milch cows for dry cows; but I am so patriotic, that I 
should certainly like to see the condition of the people so improved as Dot to 
require it. • 

Ought not the failure of the bankers to have the effect of renewing the 
practice of the butter buyers issuing their own notes ?- No; there was such 
a fatal stab given to credit by the former failures, that the butter buyers would 
not venture; credit is not so great as it was formerly. ~ 

'Vould the farmers not be disposed to accept of those notes ?-If I, and 
a few others in the trade, were to advance our notes, they would be received; 
but I do not think they would remain out long enough for the interest to 
exceed tl1e price of dIe stamp. 

There would be a discredit on notes of that description, among the holders 
Qfsuch notes, ifnow issued?-Yes. 

,Do you think the landlord would receive them in payment of rent, Ii-olll 
the' butter-maker ?-Not all notes; there were only three or four butter buyers 
notes which got circulation. , 

-If -you think the system of advance on the part of the buyers of butter to 
the 'fitrmer, be advantageous, how do YOLI account fol' the circumstance of its 
not prevailing in any other neighbourhood except that of Cork ?-I think that 
arises out of the condition of the south of Ireland; it is nut so wealthy as the 
other' parts of Ireland; I think that is the reason. 

A(e you aware that there is a very considerable sale of butter in the markets 
of Limerick, Tralee, nnd Clonmel; and that no advance takes place from the 
buyers of butter to the farmers, in those markets?-Yes; bnt the reason for 
that is, that there are no butter buyers ill those markets; and that the export 
merchants have something else to do with their capit<ll, than to advance it to 
the country; an export merchant could not carryon his business, jf he were, 
at the commencement of the season, to advance to the farmer. . 

! .- Does this system of advancing money, prevatt in any other trade ?-No. 
! - ~What is- the lawe&t ·description of dairy farmer to whom you arc in the habit 
of advancing ?-I advance to a person who has live cows, 01' three cows, who 
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s,cnds me in five firkins in the year; and I advance tn persons who selld lile 
in three hundred firkins in the year. 

Was not the butter trade in Cork mainly increased, in the first instance, by, 
tJlat practice?-I really think it was. 
- ,Docs the- butter purchased by those hutter buyers, invariably go to the 

weigh-house ?- It must do it, or it would be forfeited. 
You were induced to make those advances, on a knowledge of the indivi. 

dual's cha~acterJ and so on ?-Yes ; we would not advance money to ~ny 
person whom we do not know. with whose circumstances and means we are: llQii 

acquainted, unless he is introduced by a person we know, and who will join" 
Ijim in a note. .. 

If there was no regulation by law to prevent those persons committing frauds 
on the buyers of butter, the busines~ of buying might be carried on without 
any danger ofsllch fraud!:! being committed?-No j I think there should be 
abvays a regulation against frauds. ' 

Notwithstanding, you have so much confidence in the seller, as to advance. 
money in the way you describe?-Yesj it very often occurs that those .in 
whom we have the greatest confidence, have frauds in their butter; they are· 
nQt aware of it themselves; their dairy people, without their knowledge, do it 
very frequently. ! 

You stated, that there is very little advance in the present season, on ac£ount 
of butter to be delivered in the course of the year, in con~equence of tbe 
stoppage of the Cork banks; what will become of the currency price in the 
~QlIrsc of the present year, will it rcmilin ?-Yes; there will always be a curol 

rency price, even though there was no money a~vanced at ~l for the purpose. 
of the over·currency. The over-currency iarmers are those who send in their 
butter to the butter buyer, and leave the mODey in his hands during the whOle 
of the year. I 

And the currency is where the butter buyer advances ?-Yes. 
If he makes no advance, how do you ascertain what it is?-That portion of 

thc committee of merchants who are elected by the butter buyers, seven in 
number, compose the committee of the currency, and they regulate the 
c.urrency, which is according to the demand from the export merchants. 

Do you conceive, that if this intermediate class of persons were done away 
with, the farmer would gain by selling directly to the e.xport merchant the 
commission or brokerage of cant butter ?-No, I think there would still be 
a brokerage. For instance, in the corn market; though the farmer sells hi! 
cQrn directly to the export merchant, there is still a brokerage. 

Are, any greater fees charged to the farmer who sells his butter by cant, than 
1.0 the farmer who sells at the weigh-house?-There are many of the butter 
buyers charge more than they pay in the weigh.house; that I stated before. 
· There is a great competition among the butter buyers?-Yes, amongst those 
who receive cant and over-currency butter; there is not that competition that> 
there was formerly in the advance. 

Is that a profitable trade?-The advance i~ the only trade which is profitable 
now, but it is nothing exceeding the common pl'ofit in any mercantile busjness;; 
for instance, there are very few fortunes made in the butter business. The 
gains of my father and grandf.1.therJ who made some money, and Mr.l\1'Cartby, 
who has made a large fortune, arose from the profits of their exporting to the 
'Vest Indies and other markets formerly, and fi'om fortunate speculations, and 
not entirely from their dealings with the country. 
· 'Vhat proportion does the cant and ovel'·cul'J'cncy butter bear to that deno~ 
minated currency butter ?~I believe that the proportion which the currency 
butter bears to the cant and over-currency is about one.twentieth, or from one
fifteenth to one-twentieth. 

Can you, from your own knowledge, state whether the farmers are satisfied 
ip. general with the system in Cork?- Yes" I can state certainly, from my own 
knQwlooge; I heard a very considerable maker of butter state, before I left 
Cork, that not o!lly himself, but many others equally as respectable as himself, 
are very partial to it, with some minor exceptions. 

The merchants in Cork are also satisfied with it ?-Decidedly. 
~ the butter trade of all other part.s of Ireland were freed from legislative 

interferepce, with the exception of Cork, would the merchants of .Cork ber 
satisfied to continue theif trade under its present restrictions?--:-They would; 
· _ ~06. M 4 . lknow 
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I know that fhe committee of merchants (and I am a member of that body) 
would be very happy tbat it should remain as It is, even though the rest of the 
butter trade in Ireland was freed from legislative interference. 

Does not butter from Kerry, Limerick and \Vaterford come to Cork, though 
t~ere are markets for butter in those respective counties, where. there are 
fewer restrictions than there are in Cork?-Yes; a great proportion of the 
butter received in the Cork market, comes from Kerry and from Limerick. 

The market of Tralee has been recently established?- Yes; about two 
years. . 
; Is that on the incrcase?-I cannot state that; the butter merchants of 
Tralee lost considerably last year, and their means are not very great, and 
possibly they may not be inclined to go so deep into the butter trade this year 
as the last. I know a farmer, who lives in Tralee, that sent his butter to me 
in Cork, though he is so near the Tralee market, and though the qua1iti~s 
given in the Tralee market are much better than those given in Cork, but hlS 
butter is always so good he gets first quality. 

Is he a farmer who receives advance of money from you r-No: he leaves 
his money in my hands. 

Can. butter bought in the neighbouring towns, be brought to Cork and 
shipped without being re.inspected in the Cork weigh.llOuse ?-No. 

Has it ever occurred, that butters brought from other markets into the Cork 
weigh·llOuse, have been changed to qualities inferior to. that branded on ~hem 
at those markets?-Yes; that has very often occurred; It occurred, I belIeve, 
this last year, on butters sent from the Tralee market that were first and 
secoJlds, they were made thirds. 

H'as the reverse taken place ?-No, I am not aware that it has. 
The Committee are to understand, that you are of opinion, the freeing the 

butter trade from aU legislative interference, would be injurious both to the 
farmer and the merchant ~-Yes; if those regulations could be carried on 
without legislative interference, I should wish them to be freed of that; but 
I am not aware that that would occur; I believe the country people would still 
oversoak their firkins; that the coopers would still make firkins of bad timber. 
I know it to be the fact, that without legislative interference the country 
people will not take advice; for instance, it is generally complained, that the 
Cork butter is too salt for the Lisbon and the London markets; the committee 
of merchants, to obviate those complaints, published regulations to the country 
people. stating what salt it would he necessary to put into the firkin, and that 
they would get a higher price for their butter, and still they persevere in over
salting the butter; this shows that legislative interference is still necessary. 

Is there any legislative interference regulating the quantity of salt that shall 
be put iuto the butter ?-No. 

But in point of fact, did not those recommendations which you allude to as 
having been given by the committee of merchants, produce a sale in the Cork 
market of a particular description of butter, called London particular butter ?
Yes, made by· those large makers of butter who reside near Cork, but I do not 
think it affects makers of butter in Kerry or Limerick. 

Does that bear a fair price ~ -1 believe it does. 
How much ?- l believe very near four shillings j the first of London par .. 

ticular, I believe, very often bears four shillings a hundred over the first of any 
other kind. 

Supposing by an alteration of the law, tlle preseot butler regulations to which 
your evidence has applied itself, were all pursued, but that it was no longer ohH· 
gatory upon the seller to go to the butter weigh. house, and to adhere to those 
regulations, but that they might, if they thought proper, sell directly to the 
merchants; do you think very many of them would avail themselves of that 
privilege ?-No; I think they wOlildstill persevere in selling to the butter buyer. 

Then you conceive they would feci it morc for their interest to sell through 
the agenc.~ of the butter buyer. and through the regulations of the market?- . 
Yeg, certatnly. 

Do you conceive there would be any inconvenience arise out of such an 
alt~~ation of the law as that which has just been suggested j namely, leaving the 
pa~tles the option of selling by regulation. or without it ~-As the I)resent regu·. 
latIOns under the law are excellent, I think it would be dangerous to interfere 
with the Ill, and that is the opinioll of aU the merchants ill Cork. . . 
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As you have stated .that, in. point of f~ct, an ,alteration of that law wo~ld ~ot 
produce an alteration 111 practice, and as III the former stage of your exammatlOn 
you have exprc'i"ed an opinion, tha.t it i~ tlnwise to do tha~ by legislative en~ct
ment which can be done by the prIvate mterest of the parties, how do VOll tlunk 
any Inconvenience would arise from the alteration of the Jaw ?-It ~ ... as my pri
vate opinion, that a butter maker may employ a butter buyer as an mtermedIate 
per!4on between himself and the export merchant; but I may be erroneous in 
that opinioll, and that it would certainly be dangerous to alter the law in that 
respec;t, for the present law is certainly advantageous to the character of the 
putter in the market. 

Do you think the makers of butter would deprive themselves of the benefit of 
the Cork regulations, unless they felt that they had a reasonable chance 
of advancing their interests, by selling immediately to merchants ?-Certainly 
they would not. . 

Do you not think, that in the case of an option being given td the farmer, 
the Hlrmer who is fraudulently disposed would not go to the public weigll~house, 
but invariably to the merchant ?-No doubt. 
• And on the other hand, the respectable farmer would go, in your opinion, to 
the. public weigh.house I-Yes. 

Do you not conceive also, that the butter producer on a great. scale, who is a 
man of intelligence and education, and who estabUshed a correspondence with 
respectable merchanls of the first class, would feel a sufficient confidehce ill 
that merchant, to induce him to sell without the intermediate agency of any 
one?-Yes; and I believe'there are some very large makers of butter, who do sell 
their butter immediately to the export merchants. 

Is not a very large proportion of the butter made by farmers, of an interior 
(lescription ?-In Kerry, the great proportion of the butter is made by farmers 
not of a respectable class, 1 mean not gentlemen. 

How many cows do each keep ?-Sume twelve, some forty, some not above five. 
Are there many who do not keep more thim five ?-There are many. 
Do yOlt suppose those persons would deal \, ;th the merchants, or the mer

chants with them, without the intervention of tIle butter buyer ?-I think not; 
that they would always be inclined to come to the butter buyer, irt the first 
instance; he assists them through the weigh.house, he prevents their being 
treated with too great severity, anu protects them; and the export merchant 
wou ld not !!pend his time to do so. . 
· If it" was not for the intervention of the butter buyer, do yOU conceIve the 
butter maker would be treated with too great severity at the weigh~house?-----' 
I cannot say that he would; but the country people have an opinion, that they 
would not be treated well, unless they had a butter buyer over the inspector, 
that they will not get good quality; and that if they had not him at the scales, 
they will not get good weight. 
" That is an opinion on their part ?-Yes. 

Is t~a~ complaint foun?ed in justice, in your opini~n !-I think it is not; it, is 
al1 · op~mon am6ng the Ignorant farmers. I thmk 1t IS a very great hardship, 
that the butter buyer is obliged to attend to the inspector; the countryman 
thinks he has not justice done him, unless he does so; and the butter buyer 
pretends to interfere with the inspector, where his interference is of 06 
~vail. . . . 
· 'Vhnt has givef1 ris~ to that 6pinion among the lower orders of farmers?
I ('unnot say; but the country people in general, think that unless a person in 
a good coat assists them, they will never be done justice to in allY court· in 
Ireland. 

By the local Act, has not the weigh. master a power of entering houses and 
searching for casks that he may suppose to 'be improper1y made, or improperly 
branded?~I believe he has the power of entering houses, if he suspects then~ 
are casks there falsely branded. 
• Ha\fe you ever known that power exercised r-I have not, but I believe i~ 
has been exercised. 

P? you think il desirable it sflould continue ?-I think it is very advisable. 
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?tir. William Flounders, called in; and Examined. 

TO what hOllse do YOli belong?-William and Jonathan Flollndef' & Co. of 
Liverpool. 

'Vhat is the nature of the trade of your house ?-\Ve arc importers generally 
of Irish produce, corn, butter, bacon, beef, and pork. 

Are your uealings principally for the produce of Ireland ?-Principally. 
From what markets of Ireland are you supplied with butter chiefly?-Tbe: 

markets of Cork, Limerick, 'Waterford, Dublin, Sligo, Belfast, Londonderry. 
and a little from other ports, as \Vexford, Tralee, and Youghall. 

Are your transactions in the butter trade to'3. considerable annual amount? 
-Theyare. 
I Can you state the quantity of butter which you received from Ireland in the 
course of the last year, and any years before ?-I cannot exactly. 
( C;ari you state the. importation into Liverpool t-The importation into Liver· 
pool for tne ell tire of last season from the 1st of May 1824 to the 30th of April 
~825. Ivas 309.410 firkins. 

Are you aware of the regulations to which the butter exported from Ireland 
is subjected, previous to exportation, in respect of r'e.examination, weighing, 
and branding ?-'Ve have a general knowledge. 

Is it the habit of your house to purchase the Irish butter upon the ch!1racter 
it receives from its brand .in Ireland ?-Certaillly; there are one or two ports 
in which the shipper is his own inspector; but in most cases we purchase on 
the faith of a public inspector. 

Does that public inspection which takes place in Ireland, give facility to the 
sale of'the article ?-Great facility. 

'Vould the want of sllch inspection in Ireland delay or prejudice the sale Ot 
the article ?-It would almost prevent it altogether in the way in which the 
trade is now conducted in Liverpool. 

Is your house contented to purchase the butter upon the character it receives 
~n its inspection in Ireland, without any fresh inspection in your warehouses? 
-Certainly. . ' 

'If the butter you receive from Ireland required a fresh inspection at your 
warehouses in England, would 110t that lessen the price you would give for the 
butter, from the expense you would be put to in the additional inspection in 
~ngland ?-The confidence in a good Irish inspector certainly tends to improve 
the saleable value, of the butter in Liverpool. . 

Is there any difference in the ~uality orthe butter that comes from the 
different ports of Ireland?- There IS a great difference in the quality of butter 
eimiing from ' different ports' in Ireland. 
. Which of the ports of Ireland send the best quality of butt.r to ' the 
I.iverpool market, in your opinion ?-Belfast butter generally brings the highest 
price. 
l \Vhiclr next ?-Carlow. 

From what. port does that Carlow come ?-From 'Vaterford the kind which 
?ells the best, and some from Dublin also. 
( . .Are tJlere any complaints of the butter coming from some of the Irish ports, 
as compared with that comIng from the other ports ?-.: There are. A Ia(CJ'e part 
bf lhe butter shipped from· Waterford and Dublin is mllch complained of. 
'. On what account ?-It is not shipped on the inspection of the public in4 
spector, but on the inspection of the shipper . 
. Does that deteriorate the price in the Liverpool market ?-It renders the 
butter le;s saleable. 

DQes it in con~equence bring .. less price? - It doe:i. 
The butter is branded according to its quality, is it not, first and seconu and 

third?-Yes, there are no fewer than five descriptions of quallty in Cork and 
Limerick. 

. ~ .Are 
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Are the butter sales made according to the qualities marked upon the cask? 
-Yes, in Liverpool. 

\Vhere do you dispose of the frish butter you purchase at Liverpool ?- The 
local consumption is considerable; but by far the larger part goes into the inte
rior, to the manufacturing districts. 

Is by far the great~st part of ~he Irish butter purchased by your house in 
Li\'crpool. consumed III Englandr-Yes. 

Is it principally in the north of England, or does any part go to London r
In some cases it goes to London. 'Vhen there is a redundancy of butter in 
Liverpool and a deficiency in London, it is shipped thither; but the principal 
market is the north of England and the midland counties. 

Is any proportion of the butter you import from Ireland, sent to the West 
Indies, 01' the foreign mal'kets?-The Cork butter is principally sent to foreign 
markets. To the 'Vest Indies and South America chiefly. 
. Is it generally found that the butter corresponds with the quality marked 
upon it?-Yes, especially at the ports of Cork and Limerick. 

Are there public inspectors at those two ports ?-There are. 
Are there any complaints made by the houses at Liverpool, who receive 

Irish butter, of any alteration of the bfands and marks at any time having been 
made ?-Such frauds have occasionally been committed, but they are very rare 
at the ports I have mentioned, Cork and Limerick. 

Is there any complaint of alterations having been made at any of the other 
ports ?-Occasionally there are fraudulent shipments from almost all the other 
ports. 

Have representations been made by the Liverpool merchants receiving the 
butter, to their Irish correspondents, in consequence of those frauds ?-No doubt 
of it, frequently. 

Have you any information to give to the Committee, that would mark that 
those frauds are more peculiar to one port than another?- \Ve consider that 
the quality is likely to be the best, where the inspection by a public inspector 
.is most efficient j and that there is the greatest opening for fraud in those 
,ports where the merchants are their own inspectors; and \Vaterford, Dundalk, 
and Dublin, are the places I think most complained of. 

Do the merchants in Dublin, according to your information, inspect for 
themselves?-'Ve understand so; they put their own mark upon the butter, 
.and it is sent usually as the shipment of such a person. . 

Does it appear upon the casks coming from Dublin, that alterations are made 
,in the brands of those casks?-I have no knowledge that it is so, but Dublin 
butterin our market is always purchased as a butler depending upon its quality 
.on the shipper of the butter, not on any public inspector. 

\Vould it make any and what alteration in your butter trade, if it was 
'understood in Liverpool that the Irish butter was freed from every degree of 
legislative regulation as to the inspection, branding or marking the qualities 
'upon it ?-I conceive that that would introduce great uncertainty, and be of 
most injurious consequence to the trade generally. 

Both to the Irish seller of butter, and to the English importer?-I think to 
botli, but clearly to the English importer. 
· Since the inspection has been established, has the butter trade with Liverpool 
increased?-Yes, very much. . 

Do you attribute that increase to the inspection, or to the greater demand 
for butted-Partly to the greater demand, but chiefly to the improved inspec
tion, inasmuch as we find the export trade of those places where the inspection 
is best has increased most. 

Is it within your experience to know whether the butter which comes from 
places where inspection is rigidly carried on, is in more favour with the market 

: than butter coming from places where the inspection is not rigid ?-Decidedly 
so. 1 believe there is scarcely a wholesale house in the trade which would not 
g-ive a preference in the purchase of butter to that imported from a place where 
the inspection was rigid, over that imported from any place where the quality 
must depend on the honour of the shipper. 

· Is the butter coming from the places where the inspection is rigid, sold upon 
· the authority of tbat inspectiQn, while buttet" f,om \Vaterford and DUb,i;,l 
remains unsold ?-I believe there is scarcely a firkin of butter .frorn Cork, 

N 2 Limerick 
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Limerick or Sligo, 110W remaining in Liverpool unsold, whereas con~idernble 
quantities from Dublin and Waterford, especially from 'Vaterford, remain 

<~-~~-~. unsold. 

J[,. 
Jt", F/I)"lIl1lrl . 

20 April, Liverpool is considered the largest market for the importation of Irish butter 
18"l6. of any in Englanrl, is it not ?- Decidedly so; the importation into London 

last year was about 26,000 firkins less than into Liverpool; and this Yf'ar the 
importation into London is very nearly 100,000 firkins less than into 
Liverpool. . 

State the quantity of Ilish butter imported into Liverpool, from the 1st of 
May 1824 to the 1st of May 1825 ?-Tho quantity was 309.~16 firkins. 

What was the quantity imported il1to London, during the same period?-
288/119 firkins . 

. 'Vhal was the import of butter into Liverpool, from the 1st of May 1825 to 
the 15th of April 1826 ?-318.717 firkins. . 
~. What \I:'3S the import into London during the same period ?-219,200 firkins, 
according to my information. 

From that table it appears that Liverpool is the largest market for the 
importation of hish butter?-Yes, I say nothing of foreign. 
, Is it the opinion of the merchants of Liverpool, that the inspection, previous 
to its leavin~ the place, is essential to the character of the butter?-'Ve cer
tainly conceive so, and essential to our own safety in receiving it. 

You state that the Waterford butter is of inferior character to the butter 
coming from other ports?-A portion of the 'Vaterford butter is very good; 
the Carlow butter is equal, in some instances, to the Beltast butter. There ar~ 
Jiome of the 'Vaterford shippers whose butter is usually good; but a considerable 
part of the butter shipped at Waterford, by merchants of Clonmel, Carrick; 
and other places. is of inferior quality. .' 

Is it within your knowledge whether the butter coming from \Vaterford is 
not exported upon the branc} of the merchant ?-It is. 

If it is exported upon the brand of the merchant, must not it come into the 
market very nearly upon the same terms as if the trade was without any re. 
striction of inspection ?-I know no protection that a respectable shipper would 
have over a fraudulent one, if the trade were laid open by the legislature, which 
he has not at present. . 
. Do you conceive the inspection of a sworn officer is more satisfactory to the 
English buyer than the warrant of the seller ?-There can be no question of 
that. 

State your reasons for that opinion ?-By the established cllstom of the trade, 
betwe:en buyer and seller, the test of quality is the examination of a sworn 
inspector in Irelan~, who being a disinterested man between the two parties, 
his decision' is submitted to by both. 

Does not that test apply with greater force to buttef, than almost any other 
article ?-Decidedly so. 

Inasmuch as butter is an article which cannot be sold by sample ?--Butter 
must be sold upon the credit of the person inspecting, and not by sample. : 
( . po you not conceive that if this security of inspection was removed, the 
character of' the Irish butter would suffer very much in the internal markets 
of England ?-I have not a doubt of it; as it would probably occasion nu· 
merous frauds, ~ 
. \Vould it not he productive of great disputes at those places, between the 
consumer and the merchants, in various parts of England ?-So much sq,. 
that I think the trade could not be carried on as it is at present. 

Has not the quantity of butter imported from Limerkk, and Derry, and 
Sligo, and o~her towns, been greatly increased lately?-The export from the 
'places named, has greatly increased, and increased in some proportion to the 
effects of the regulations. ' 

Are you aware that there is a greater increase in the export in those places 
than in other part!; of Ireland ?--1 conceive so, decidedly. 

Do YOIl know the nature of the inspection at Limelick?- The paper I n(}W 
produce to the Committee, states it, 

Is the inspection of Limerick foundellon any law ?-It is a focal law. 
'Vere you acquainted with the state of the butter trade before the acrreement 

(0 which you have alluded was entered into?-Yes, r WftS, for ma~y years 
before that. 

In 
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In what state was the bu.tter ,trade o~ Limerick, prio~ to that agreement?- .'1,. 
The butter exported from LImerIck was m as low estimation as almost any butter JY: Flou",dtrl. 
th at came from Ireland. ~ 

'Vhat was the effect of the regulations to which you have alluded, on the 90 April, 
butter trade of ~imerick ?-The effect was to render the ~rticle generally sale. ·tid. 
able in the EnglIsh markets, and consequently greatly to Increase the demand 
for it. 

\Vhat advance do you suppose the butter trade of Limerick bas made in pro.' 
portion to the other markets of Ireland, since that ~-I believe the exportation 
at Limerick has about tripled; that is not the case at most of the other ports . . 
· Are you aware that those regulations are matters purely of voluntary agree" 
ment between the parties, and not in consequence of any legislative restriction 
whatever?-The inspection at Limerick, so far as we know, is certainly by 
h. voluntary agreement; the Chamber of Commerce at Limerick takes the 
business into its own hands, and makes the regulations which it concei9"es most 
for the benefit of the place. 
· Having stated, that prior to the introduction of those regulations the trade 
of Limerick was in the worst possible condition, and that subsequent to those 
regulations it has improved, are not you inclined to attribute that improvement 
to the voluntary agreement among the sellers, and not to the law, which con~ 
tinued invariably the same during the whole course of that period? -I am of 
opinion that the agreement on the part of the sellers to conform to the regula· 
tions established by the Chamber of Commerce, is the main cause of the 
improvement in the Limerick butter trade. . 

Do not you think that the trade in butter between Liverpool and LimericlC 
has greatly improved, whether the system of inspection has arisen from legi!;. 
lative enactment or voluntary agreement?-Certainly I do. 

Do not you consider that some system of inspection is absolutely necessary, 
whether it was by voluntary agreement or by legislative enactment ?-I consider 
it as unimportant to us, whether the thing is done by voluntary agreement Of 

by legislative enactment; but we consider it essential to be done in one way or 
the other. , 

Provided it is fairly and honestly doner-Yes, that is all we seek; the mode 
of doing it we leave to the shipper in Ireland. 

If the provisions of the present law were rigidly inforced, particularly in 
!\Vaterford, do not you think that they would be sufficient to protect the English 
merchant from the frauds which exist?-I am not exactlv aware of the regula-
-fions at 'Vaterford. ~ 
• :o\re you aware of the Act of 1812 ?-I paid attention to it at the time: 
I have not looked at it lately; but the Act has been virtually so much over
·looked in many parts of Ireland, that we have not thought much of'it. 

But, generally speaking, it is the decided opinion of the merchants at Liver: 
pool, that inspection is essential to the protection of the buyers in this country? 
,-It has been considered essential for the merchants in Liverpool, and the pur
chasers in the interior of this country. 

Is the species of inspection to which you have all uded. a species of inspection 
which fixes different qualities and marks to the different casks, to denote their 
quality '-It is, 

Then, if you are told that no such provision exists by law at all, to what 
provisions of the law do you apply your observations, when you recommended 
a continuance of the inspection ?-'Vhat we look to is local regulation, whether 
voluntary or legislative, at the port whence the butter is shipped. 

Is there not a great deal of salt butter made in England ?-I believe there is 
.a large quantity. . 

Is there any regulation by Act of Parliament respecting butter made in 
England ?-We do not sell that description of butter in the county of Lancaster, 
or at our port, and I am not acquainted with the regulations. 

Do you know whether there is any law respecting the butter trade in 
England ?-I am not aware. 

Are you aware that there is a larO'e quantity of butter exported from the 
north of England to London ?-I haveoheard so, and believe it. 

Do you believe that the merchants of London are under any disadvantage 
from there being no inspection of that butter by an officer ?-They are the beSJ; 
judge. of that. 
t 4.06. N S Ha,'e 
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Have you efer heard of any complaint upon that subject?-I am not aware 
that I have ever heard the subject discussed. . 

You state that the trade could not go on, as it is at present, if there was no 
inspection; do you mean to ~ay. th~t England would cease to import butt~r 
from Ireland if there was no mspectlon ?-No; but I say that, as the trade IS 

now conducted at Liverpool, sending bulters into the interior without the 
examination of the merchant, it would be seriously injured if those regulations, 
"'ere done away • . 

If the law was altered, and there 1Vas no inspection and branding in Ireland. 
the trade at Liverpool must take some new course ?-Yes. 
. Do you mean to say, that the quanity of butter imported into Liverpool 
would be diminished in consequence of repealing the Jaw requiring inspection 
and branding in Ireland?-I believe it would. 

Do you mean to say. that the quantity of butter for the supply of England 
which now goes through Liverpool, would be diminished if this law was 
repealed ?-I speak of regulations at the shipping ports; if those regulations 
were done away, my opinion decidedly is, that the demand for Irish butter 
would be materially diminished in the di~trict we now supply. 

Do you think there would be less Irish butter eaten in that district if the Jaw 
·were repealed ?-I think the same price would not be given for it. 
. Do you mean to say that the value of butter is in any degree depend.ent upon 
the act of inspection ?-The actual value cannot, but the trade is materiaUy 
facilitated by it. 

You say, the actual value of butter cannot be affected by the process of 
fnspection?-The inspection mues the butter neither better nor worse, but it 
makes the butter more saleable. 

If the inspection makes the butter neither better nor worse, that cannot altet 
the price of it, can it ?-I think a buyer would give more for an article which 
bad undergone inspection and classification by a skilful person, than he would 
for an article the quality of which was uncertain. 

What prevents a person buying butter from knowing the quality of it ?
Persons in the interior send an order to Liverpool for fifty or a hundred firkins 
af a particular kind of butter; they cannot inspect it personally j it is a great 
convenience to have a sworn inspector in Ireland, 
. Do you mean to say that the Liverpool merchant could not inspec~ the butter 
himself?-He could inspect it, but continual disputes would very likely arise 
between buyer and seller in consequence of that. 

Then the repeal of the law would only give to the Liverpool merchant more 
trouble in conducting his buslness?-I do think it would give him more trouble, 
and also that his business would be rendered extremely insecure. 

Do you mean to say that, as a merchant in Liverpool dealing in butter, if the 
law was repealed, you would be unable to prevent yourself sustaining loss in your 
transactions ?- I wish to make a distinction between general law and regulation; 
it, is to the local regulations of the port that we look, and if they were done away, 
I have not the smallest doubt it would be attended with the greatest inconve
hience to the merchants at Liverpool. 
- Supposing there were no local regulations, do you mean to say YOll could not 
find merchants in the ports of Ireland, in whom you could place confidence to 
supply you with butter, upon honest principles of uealing?-I have n:o doubt 
there are merchants, both in Dublin and 'Vaterford, who would supply butter on 
·honest principles of dealing, but I should have much more confidence in butter 
marked by an honest inspector than by a merchant. 

Do you mean to say. that it is more easy to ,find an honest inspector than an 
honest merchant in Ireland ;l-I consider that a person who was disinterested 
-would be most likely to give satisfaction: 

Supposing the law repealed with regard to branding and inspection at the 
ports, could not the business of dealing in butter in Ireland be equally well 
:Carried ali as the business of dealing in beef or bacon, and with equal advantage 
to the Liverpool merchant?- I think not. 

Are you aware, that at former periods there existed Acts of Parliament in 
Ireland. for regulating the packing of beef?- I know very little on that subject. 
, Are you able to say how the butter business was carried on before the Act 
of Parliament i." 1812?-I had had a long experience of it before that time. 

'Vas the busmess carried on, on the creditor the marks of the public inspector 
in 
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in Ireland ?-. The inspection was so lax in many cases that the butter was bought 
en the credit of the shipper rather than ,the inspector. 
~ Did you find any practical diffic~lty in carry~ng on y?ur busi!less as an im
porter of butter when the Jaw reqUired no publIc brandmg and Inspecting?
The greatest difficulty; the trade has been comfortable indeed, comparatively, 
since the inspection became severe; and it is comfortable ill proportion to the 
severity of the local regulations. 
~ Then, in point of fact, the advantage you derive from the law is in point of 
convenience in saving you trouble ?-Not altogether so; we conceive it protect.! 
our purses, and that frauds are prevented by the interv~ution of a lpeal 
inspector. ') 

How caD that be, when you have already described that the business .of in
specting is only well conducted in three ports, namely Corkt Limerick aDd 
Sligo ?--J have said no such thing; I spoke of those as places where the iru;peri-, 
tion was most efficient. 
~ ,Are there not some ports in Ireland where the inspection is not efficient?
There are. , ; 

Do you ever import from those .ports ?-We have imported from those ports, 
certainly. 

Do you import upon the 'credit of the inspector, or the credit of the met"
chant?- At 'Vaterford, whatever inspection previously takes place, we know 
that ultimately the quality is fixed by the merchant himself, and. consequently 
we purchase the butter upon the credit of the merchant, Our opinion of blS 
.kill and his honour. 

Are you aware that the butter trade has changed hands in some of tne ports 
of IreJand, from being jn the hands of very r~spectable merchants, to the hands 
of persons much less respectable ?-I am aware that there is a greater compe
tition in the butter trade of Ireland, and that there arc consequently a greater 
number of small dealers than formerly. 

If the inspection were repealed, supposing the consumption of Irish butter 
~n England continued to the extent it now does, in what way would you can· 
duct your business ?--If we had not the protection of the Jaw, we must depend 
upon the fi .. ith of the person wi\h whom we· dealt. I 

'Vhat course would you take, if you required a certain quantity of butter 
from Ireland ?-If I wanted to purchase butter from any particular port, 
I should look to the person who, I thought, would ship it at the lowest price, 
and of the best quality. 

You have no doubt, that you should find merchants in the 'Ports of Ireland 
that would ship it properly?-l do not wish to reflect on the merchants of 
Ireland, but I should rather depend upon the.skill of a sworn inspector. I 

.. If the Jaw w,as repealed, and you wanted Irish butter, what course would 
you take to obtain it?-J conceive there would be no' other course but to write 
to the merchant for it. 

If YOIl doubted the merchant acting correctly with respect to YOll, wonld ndt 
~ou have an opportunity of ascertaining the f..'lct, by inspecting the butter at 
Liverpool ?-N'o doubt I should, but the mischief would be partiy done before 
I could do that; the custom is to ship the butter, and draw a bill, and I mus. 
accept the bill before I could examine the quality of the butter. 

Is the usage to draw for the full amount r-The question refel"S to an order 
on Ireland; in wluch case the shipper, of course, draws for the full alllouot; ~Il 
cases of consignment, a certain portion only is drawu for. .1 

If it was the custom to draw for the whole amount, and ine;onvenience should 
arise from that, could not ypu alter that cll~tom, (Uld make an agreement. by 
~hich tbe whole amount should not be drawn for ?-I conceive the Irish 
merchant would think he acted· very un skilfully, if he sent his butter to are; 
mote market, to be there inspected at his own risk. 

'Vould not there be a. profit attending this transaction, to induce the Irish 
merchant to seCLIre your custom ?- I think there is no ordinary profit in the 
butter trade of Ireland, which would compensate for the risk of having butter 
thrown Qack on the hands of the shipper.. . " 

In point of fact, this would be a security to you of an honest dealmg on hiS 
part ?- If I had the option of rejecting it, so f.'lr jt would be 3 security. 

Do you suppose he would give 1'ou that,optioD ?-I thiqk not; it is contrary 
to the whole cOllrs~ of trade, so fa.r as I know. 
, WO. N 4 DQ 
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M\ , . Do you mean to say, that this course of trade would ex'pose ' you to be de~ 
... W, Flollftd(n. f~uded by the Irish merch~nts ?-I ,say. that if all local. and legislative regula .. 
'-----....----- tlOns were done away, I tlunk that Importers would be hable to loss, and great 

''JO Aprif. inconvenience. 
)846. If an English merchant was to be the purchaser of butter for you, wo~ld 'YOU 

consider an impartial sworn inspector equally necessary for your deahng?---; 
· I ce~tainly i,n every. case must consider, that a disint.erested th,ird person would 
be more satisfactory ' than another, whether Enghsh or IrIsh; I make no 
'difference; I am not wishing to throw any stigma upon the Irish character. ':J 

• \Vhat induces you to place so much confidence in a public insp~ctor in tho. 
capacity of taster of butter in J reland ?-Experience . 

. ' ; Do you 'mean to say that his duty is 'so well performed at all the shipping 
:ports' pf Ir'eland, that you can as a matter of course place confidence in the 
-marks· with which the b.utter comes over. ?-l have' not meant to say so, I hav~ 
not said so at all, inasmuch as I have distinguished between dim~Tent places: 
I stated that the: confidence we plac'e in the butter, is in proportion to the 
severity and efficiency of the inspection and regulations of the place. .: 
.' If cami.ot be" faken as' a general' rule, that because th'e law' provides for the 
office of public inspector, that office will be always well filled ?-By no means~ 

· I thinK ·it. is ilot always so. ". i 

~ no you mean to say that where public duties ate to"be performed under Ads 
· of Parliament, by officers similar to public' inspectors, that as matter of expe
.:rlence-those. duties are well executed ?-I have no. kn.owledge of any such officer. 

Did you ever hear 5>f its being a practice at the place of. export, to alter and 
: falsify 'the brands or inspectors and weighomasters ?....:.....r have often heard that, 
: and believe it; .it is in order to prevent that, that we wish to have these local 
· reguiati'ons so strict. '. ) 
· \Vhen you import butter, are you in the habit of inspecting the butter b'efol'e 
you sell it?-- 'Ve sell exclusively by the .brands. . . 

- ' If 'you find so much advantage as a Liverpool merchant, in the inspection of 
-butter in Ireland; will not the importer of coals in Ireland find a great advan:' 
~tage from the inspection of coals at Liverpool ?-I apprehend there is less 
difference in the quality of coal than of butter, and that the two articles have 

'no points of similarity. _ . 
, Is it not possible to make mixtures of coal, so that.it may profess to be one 
description of coal in place of another ?-It is so I believe. . 

Are there not great differences in the quality of coals.?-I believe there are; 
.cif' r am asked, whether I think that there "<vould be an advantage in see.lng 
that good coals were shipped rather than mixed coals; _ I answer, there 
would certainly be an advantage. .: 
•. To what foreign countries dO' you export butter from Liverpool?- 'Ve have 
-exported very Jittlet- we usually sell it to the exporters# . 

Suppose a Cadiz merchant wished to have a quantity of Irish butter sent 
~from the port of Liverpool, would it be of any advantage to him, that there 
should be a public officer in Liverpool, to inspect and brand that butter before 
'it was sent away from LiverpooJ?-Any thing.of that sort to give certainty to 
the quality of the butter, I conceive f.1Ust be useful to the trade. ~ 

If the merchant at Cadiz thought proper to give you an order for exporting 
-butter, do you think that he would prefer taking that butter upon the credit 
:of an inspector appointed by the corporation of Liverpool. or upon YOut: 
own credit?-I conceive that would depend on his previous experience. 1 

. . ~n' point of fact, what is th.e ~escription of butter which you sell for expor
tatton to foreign markets; IS It not Cork butter, made up expresslv for that 
purpose ?-There is scarcely any butter shipped from Liverpool for ' foreign 
markets, except the Cork pickled butter. 

Is not that made up in a particular manner?·-It is made up in tin-ht caski; 
~ith a iJortion of pickle to preserve it in a hot climate. 0 

. And to exclude the air?-Yes. 
, The other butters which come to Liverpool, purchased by you, or consigned 
t? you, are not made up in the salUe close manner i-Not usually; but the 
closer the belter. 

But if you had orders from a foreign market for Irish butter, is it not the 
Cork butter; lnade up in that manner, which you ,vould so export ?_ Yes; unless 
for Newfoundland, - j 
(: ' ~ . . You 
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. You state that you send your butter into the interior of the C?~lltry from 
l.iverpool; have. there ~een aor complamts by;) your .. custome~s, of Its not an
swering the character glv.e~ of It by the brand. -It ~s ra:cly, .. f ever, the case, 

'that butter from ports efficiently regulated, such as Lllncnck, I!\ complained of; 
:out butter which has no public mark upon it, such as Waterford or Dublin, is 
occasionally complained of, and even returned. . 

Do vou mean, that there is no public mark upon the butter from ·'Vaterfol'd? 
--I ~m not; aware of any public mark upon the butter from 'Vaterfol'd; it is 
bought and sold by us on the credit of the shipper. 

To what cause do you attribute that existing in Waterford and not in .other 
ports of Ireland ?-To the want of efficient public inspection and regulation; 
.the Waterford merchant is permitted to remove the butter to his own store; he 
jnspects it, or his servant inspects h, and calls it of such quality as he thinks 
proper, without reference to the inspection in the public markets. 
, Do you think that the fact of the consumer being satisfied with the quality 
of the butter sent from those ports, is owing to its really answering the character 
of the brand, or to the consumers being satisfied that the butter is really such 
as it has been described by the brand ?-It is experience in the butter which 
gives confiJence to the persons in the country j they have found Limeric;k 
hutter, for instance, on inspection to answer to the quality branded upon it; of 
course they have in future a con~dence in that without inspection. 

Are you aware that there are inspectors of butter in the interior of the 
country ?-'Ve understand there are inspectors of 'butter in the interior of 
·Ireland in many towns. 

\Vould you be as well satisfied with their inspection as you would with the 
inspection of those at the ports ?-By no means. 

For what reason ?-The butter inspected at any particular port has usuaUy 
a particular quality annexed to it; tbat we know from experience. 'Vhat is 
branded in the interior we know little about; we do not know the regulations 
which prevail there. 

You say you consider Carlow butter the second in quality which comes into 
the port of Liverpool ?-l have said that a portion of Carlow butter coming into 
the port of Liverpool is equal to most we have; hut a. great quantity marked 
Carlow is very inferior indeed. 

Are you aware that there are inspectors both at Dublin and at 'Vaterford?
I understand so. 

Is not the butter, shipped either at Dublin or 'Vaterrord, branded ?-It is not 
shipped according to the public inspection; according to our information the 
shipper puts his own mark upon it, without reference to the judgment of the 
·public inspector. 

Do you understand that to be the case universally, or only as to the butter 
which comes by inland navigation to \Vaterford ?-\Ve underst~d it to apply 
to all which comes from \Vaterford. 
. Is there butter marked Carlow, which was ·not mane there ?-There 1s a 
large portion so marked, which is had butter, and we believe the name is put Qn 
merely to sell it. 

I Then the conduct of the business is not very correct ?-Very bad in some places. 
Have you had any correspondence with youI' correspondents in Dublin or 

'Vaterrord, as to the butter not being properly inspected ?-I have; and the 
most respectable of the \Vaterford merchants say that the bad quality and the 
bad character of their butter have originated in the small shippers, who send a 
bad article; and that they, namely the respectable merchants, wish to have the 
thing so done· that they may have the benefit of' their own name and character 

. in selling their butter. • 
Do you deal with select persons in the ports of Treland, or indiscriminately 

.with the merchants there ?-Ifwe were to give orders we should do it certainly 
to those houses in which we had confidence; but if any other merchants of 
Ireland sent us butter for sale on their account, we should do the business. 

Is it your practice to give orders for butter ?-Occasionally we do so, but by 
,much the largest part of our business is by consignment. 

'Vhen you give an order .do not you make your purchase in somc degree, 
on the confidence of the mcrchant as well as 011 the confidence of the 
inspector ?-Certainly, where the inspector was the same I should still give :i. 
preference to a respectable sh ipper. 
4~ 0 lli 
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Do you sell butter for the supply of the interior of the manufacturing 
districts, from Liverpool ?...;....,...Yes, we do j the greatest part of what we sell is so 
sold. _ 

Do you conceive that the persons who buy from you buy upon the credit of 
the Irish marks, or upon your credit ?-Upon both, but chiefly upon the credit 
of the Irish marks. 

You have spoken of small shippers in Ire1and, do you conceive they ship in 
their own' name, and without making use of the name of others or the brands 
of the officers ?-I have no doubt there are very frequent frauds committed by 
them. 

Ate you aware that Mr. Wilson the Member for the city of London brought 
in a biU for the purpose of preventing frauds in the ports of Ireland, about two 
yum ago ?-I am aware that there was such a biIJ, but have no distinct recol
lection of its provisions. . 

Supposing an alteration of the law to take place, which left it optional to the 
metchants in Ireland either to have their butter inspected in the present way, 
or to purchase it upon their own knowledge, and to ship it upon their own 
credit; if you were dealing with an Irish merchant, under that alteration, would 
you deal with any merchant but one of the highest character, who did not make 
use of an inspector ?-I should certainly think it most essential to attend to the 
character of the shipper in a case of that sort. 

Do you not then th'ink, that on general principles that system of trade would 
be the best which offered the highest premium to persons of character and 
integrity?-On general principles I should certainly think so. 

Would not the necessary consequence of such an alteration of the law be, 
that a small trader, a man who was not known, who had not an established 
character, would find it necessary to add to the character of his house the brand 
of the inspector; whilst a merchant, long known and e5tablished and of superior 
character, might be enabled to trade on the character of his house ?- Unques
tionably a man established in good character as a merchant would; but in as far 
as Liverpool at least is concerned, however high the character of the merchant, 
and however perfect our confidence in his firm, we should think it best that an 
indifferent person, a skilful inspector, should class the butters. 

Is not that in some degree from the peculiar quality of the butter, more than 
from the clistrustof the merchant?- It is not from a distrust of the shiJ,>per; 
butter always requires a most close and/articular examination. 

Is the whole of your evidence applie to the system of the inspection and 
branding which distinguishes the qualities of bntter ?-Yes. 

1f there was no inspection or branding in the ports of Ireland; is it your 
~pinion that frauds would be practised in consequence, in the trade between 
Ireland and England ?-I have no doubt of it. 

1s it your opinion that frauds are not now pnctised ?-Unquestionably they 
are; but I think they would be increased if the local regulations were 
withdrawn. 

Is there anything in the character of butter which should admit of fraud 
being practised so extensively, that the buyer of butter should not be able to 
wotect himself from sllch a system of fraud ?-J think the buyer could not in 
all cases fully protect himself: 

Do you mean to say, that it is a good principle to have merchants regulated 
by the control of inspectors, and not to leave it to their own honesty and 
credit; is that a fail' principle you would apply to an English merchant?-
1 make no distinction between an English .md an lrish merchant. 

Is thnt a principle likely to instil honesty and fairness into the merchants of 
any country, to keep them always under the control of an inspector ?-I think 
that an efficient inspection cannot injure the character of the Irish merchant. 
The control of the inspector is exercised on the farmer. 

Supposing the inspector to discharge his duties f..'lithfully; does it not in 
point of fact, put the honest shipper and the fraudulent shipper on an equal 
footing ?-I cannot see how a man can be a fraudulent shipper, if he submits 
his goods to the inspection of the sworn -inspector. 

Does not the intermediate act of the inspector put the man of honour and 
integrity on the ,same footing, nearly with the man who might not be governed 
by so high ·principles ?-It certainly does. 

H:1S 
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Has not·that a tendenc,/ to put the business o~ a ce~in proportion?f it into Mr. 
les;! honest hands ?- I tlunk not, so long as the lO~pectzon IS kept efficient. IV. El4wulm. 

H'avc you ever heard of any instances of inspectors being bribed at the L d 
ports, to put brands on the casks which they do not properly deserve ?-I beHove 2" 1~~~:1. 
that has been frequently done. 

Has it been done of lat~ years?-I have no great knowledge of it; but it is 
supposed to have been the case. 

Have you any particular case to state to the Committee ?-No one occurs 
to me. 

Is it an impression upon your mind, that it is a fraud often practised ?-In 
some markets I suppose that likely to be the case. 

Do you believe it to be the case in the places with which you deal ?-In such 
places.as Limerick and Cork I do not think it likely, 

Is it so in Belfast ?-I never heard of' it or suspected it. 
Is it so in Londonderry?-I have not heard of it; the inspection is now 

strict there. 
Has the improvement in the Limerick market been more rapid than in the 

other butter markets in Ireland you are acquainted ~vith ?-Than almost any 
other I am acquainted with. 

And that in consequence of the voluntary ~reement to which you have 
referred ?-Yes; I do not speak of the law; but the regulations under this 
agreement. 

Mr. John Ilerd, caned in; and Examined. 

TO what house do you belong in Liverpool ?-Bryans, Herd, and Haworth. 
'Vith what descriptIOn of mercantil~ concern is your house principally con .. 

nected ?-Principally in the Irish trade, importing butter, corn and provisions. 
Are you large dealers with Ireland in butter?-Yes, we sell about fifty 

thousand firkins annually. 
From what markets are you principally supplied ?-The great bulk we get is 

from the north of Dublin, Newry, Belfast and Derry; we get considerable 
quantities also from Limerick, Cork, Sligo, \Vaterford, \Vcxfora, Dundalk, and 
Drogheda. 

Are you in the habit of procuring your butters from Iroland, by orders given 
to correspondents there, or by consignments to your house ?-l>rincipally by 
consignments; we do give some orders. 

How long have you been in the butter trade?-Twenty-two years. 
How long have you been in the house of Bryans & Company ?-About four 

years. 
Are you aware of the regulations under which butter is inspected anti 

exported from the ports of Ireland ?- From many of th~ ports I am. 
Are you of opinion, that it would be advantageous to or facilitate the butter 

trade of Ireland, to abrogate all the regulations for the inspection and brandipg, 
or to continue them ?-I think there would be no safety in the tr~,,;le, if the 
inspection were given up. 

Do the inspection and the marking of tile butter facilitate the sales, and enable 
you with confidence to supply your customers ?-It is by the inspection we sell, 
for we cannot take samples into the country; I travel, and sell it as the 
inspection of Limerick, Cork, or whatever other port the butter is shipped at. 

Where is the butter which you get from Ireland principally consumed?
A very large bulk of it in Lancashire, and we have sent considerable quantities 
to Birmingham, 'Volverhampton, and the neighbouring towns. 

It is principally consumed in different counties in the north of En&:land ?-
Yes, it is. 

Has the hutter trade of Ireland considerably increased oflate years ?-Very 
considerably to Liverpool. 

Had you a knowledge of the hutter trade of Ireland before the system of 
inspection and marking appointed in 1812 ?-Yes, I have had a knowledge of it 
for about twenty·two years; there was an inspection then in most of the principal 
places; from Sligo little butter was shipped twenty years ago; only a few 
hundred casks in the course of the season. 

,V ere you ever in the house of Mr. Flounders ?-l was, fourteen years. 
As a partner, or clerk ?-As a clerk, I travelled in the country for him. 
),ou arc a. person who travel through the country to take orders?-I am. 
406. 02 Did 
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Mr. Did you execute that duty for Mr.FIounders's house?-Yes, 1 did. 
JoA,. Herd. You now execute it for your own house ?-I do. 
~ Are you acquainted with Mr. It'lounders's opinion on the subject of the 

')0 April, regulations for the butter trade ?-I am, generally. 
1826. Do you concur in bis general opinions upon that subject ?- Yes, I do. 

You came up together?-'Ve did. 
And your general views arc the same as his upon this subject?-They are. 
You have used the expression, 'Vhere the inspection is good?-Yes, wher/: 

the inspector knows his duty, and performs it properly. . 
'Vhat places or place are there where it is not good ?-l consider the inspec

tion in Dublin and Dundalk very bad, and also in 'Vex ford ; in fact, the shippers 
re.inspect "it afterwards themselves, and ship it on their own inspection j in 
Waterford they do the same. 

Is the inspection in Waterford bad ?-The shippers of Waterford alter it, 
and make the quality what they think fit themselves. 

What is your practice with respect of consignments, do you accept for th~ 
amount ?-No, we do not. 

Has any,bill of lading been sent to you of a shipment, where no shipment 
!:tas taken place ?-\Ve do frequently receive invoices and bills of lading before 
the butter has been shipped; the parties }lad the butter no doubt by them, but 
p~obably there was no vessel to i?ke it i~. 

Was that invoice regularly marked as to the quality '1-They could not send' 
the invoices unless they had the butter, because it would be impossible for 
them to tell the weights of each firkin precisely. r 

Has such a thing" ever happened as im'oices being sent to you when the 
shipper has actually not had the butter in his possession ?-No, I do not 
remember an instance of it. . 

You have said that there would be no safety in the trade, if inspection were 
given up; now suppose Parliament thought proper to repeal the inspection, 
would not there be the same consumption of Irish butter in England. as there 
is now ?-It is very likely that there would. 

'Vonld you not be able still to carryon the business of a butter merchant. in 
Liverpool?-Not with safety, I conceive. 

Do you mean to say you could not, with profit to yourself?-We_shoul(l 
never know what the quality of the butter was that was coming to us, and of 
course should not know what to accept upon it. 

'Vould that induce you to give up the trade ?-I cannot say that we should 
, be induced to give it up. . 

Do you conceive you should still be able to make a profit by carrying it on ?
I conceive the trade would be. much more dangerous, and more ljable to 
considerable losses. . 
. Cannot you, by taking proper precautions, protect yourself againstJoss?~ 
No, I Clo not think we coulll. . 

If you found an Irish merchant consigning improperly and fraudulently to 
you, would not you stop your communications with him ?-Certainly we should 
do so i but we might have ~utfered considerable loss by him, before we found 
him. out. . 

Would not every English merchant do the same thing?-I think they 
would. 

If the consumption continued the same in England, would not the effect of 
repealing the law be in the end, to compel the Irish merchants to change their 
practice from a fraudulent course to an honest course, in order that the con
sumption might be supplied ?-I can scarcely answer that question j I do not 
know what they might be compelled to do; but suppose we bought 500 firkins 
of a shipper in. Ireland, and the market got up five or six shi llillgS per cwt. he 
has an opportunity to make the quality of the butter to correspond with the 
·price we had given him, without his- sustaining any loss. 

Do you mean that such a state of things could possibly exist as the supply 
oJ 4 or 500,000 firkins of butter to England, without the English importing 
~erchants being able to cal'ry on the trade without loss ?-I think they would 
have greater loss to themselves than they have now by a. proper inspection . 

Would not the nature of the tl'il.de in the end, briog it into a trade of honest 
deali~ between. the parties, if, even in the first instl.lllce after the repeal of the 
inspec~ion, the Irish merchants should endeavour to carry it on on a fraucl"ulent 
. • ~~~? 
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pc-inciple ?-No; I do not tJl~llk it would ever be broug~l~ into a trade that we Mr. 
should be safe with j new shippers would be always nsmg up, and we could ]PI", llad • . 
not tell how they would shi,p i~ till we h~d lost, perhaps co~siderably by them. ,~ 

'Vould not the same prmclple of prtvate Interest, Willch operates in other 'l(J ,\pn l, 
trades, operate in the Irish butter trade ?-It is a peculiar trade; we cannot 18'./:6. 
can-y samples into the country; we are obliged to sell it as the inspection of 
the port it comes from, without any warranting as to quality. , 

Do you believe there would not be a number of honest merchants in the 
uitferent ports of Ireland, who would take care to ship sound butter, and to , 
supply you as an English importer properly ?-I do not think all in the trade 
would, because there would be various de&criptions of persons in it. 

\Vould not the nature of the trade and your own interests, lead you, as, 
importers of butter, to deal only with that dass of the trade who were honest 
and regular in their dealings ?-It certainly would, if we could find them out. 

AI"~ not you very often obliged to deal with persons, of whose character you 
have not a. very good opinion ?-Yes; we certainly are when they send us 
consignments; however we take care in that case to accept moderately. 

Have you ever turned your attention to rendering the inspection at the ports 
more .strict than it is ?-·'Ve have urged our correspondents to do so. " 

Are you enabled to suggest to the Committee any opinion, from the mer
chants or of your own, as to the mode of effecting that object?--::-There 
certainly could be considerable improvements in many of the Irish port,s,
firs t, as to the making of the casks and doing away with supcr.tares; for 
instance, a cask weighing eighteen. pounds, and there being only thirteen or 
fourteen allowed for fhe weight of it; this often is in consequence of the cask 
being made of fresh wood, which imbibes the pickle from the butter. It would 
be very-desirable jf a eel·tain over-weight was allowed at all the Irish ports, 
from the scale, of about two pounds beamage; in some they allow four anel; 
others nothing. , 

Is- there a. sufficient quantity of beam age allowed in all the ports ?-No; 
when 'Vateriord b.utter ,comes to Liverpool it is generally short of weight, 
whiclbinvolves us in disputes with our correspondents in the country. 

Have you ever turned your attention to the making the inspectors perform 
theil" duty more accurately than they do in some of th~ ports?-'Ve have no 
power in this country of doing that. 

Have you had any correspondence with the merchants in Irelaml as to the 
anforcil1g this more pointedly ?-No, I do not know that we have; we have 
frequently written our correspondents that we did not think the inspection was 
as Rtrict as it ought to be, for that we had more complaints of quality from the 
conntry buyers. . 
. Have your correspondents suggested those officers being appointed by 
4iflerent bodies or different persons ?,-'Ve do consider that the inspector.ollght 
t,?be appointed or recommended by the different Chambers of Commerce. 

Is that virtually the case at present, as far as you know ?-I believe it is in 
Limerick and Cork, but it is not in many other ports • 
. Do you not conceive, that if the public officer was appointe~ by the Chamber 
of Commerce, and those more interested in the faithful discharge of his duty, 
a belter inspection might be made ?-I think there might. 
'J Do not YOli think, if that was the ca"SC, mnny objections made against public 
inspection would be done away with ?-I think they would. 

Are you aware that. there are inspectors in some of the country market 
towns ?-I am. 

You are aware that they inspect the butters brought in by the farmers ?-
1 am. 

What do you think the effect of that is upon the farmers ?-I think country 
inspectio"n might be done away with. " . 

Does it not appear to YOLI to be a system of tnlstrust, not trustmg to the 
honesty of the fartner ?-I think the country inspection pre\"cnts the butter 
being injured in quality so much as it otherwise_would be, jf every buyer were 
suffered to bore it 

Do not you think the merchant who goes il1to the country to purchase the 
butter fro111 the farmer, would be as goorl a judge him_elf as the taster?-There 
are some, no doubt, who wopld. J 

, .. How: do ytHI conceive it would ever be possible' to ascertain the honest Irish 
·tlJ6. 0 3 merchant, 

• 
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lItr. merchllnt, if you place them always under an inspector ?-If they are under an 
Jolt" Herd. inspector we have nothing to do with their honesty; we look to his correctness 
~ in qualifying the butter properly. 

'0 April. Are you acquainted with the manner in which the inspection is carried on in 
l.h6. the interior ?-I am in some places. 

Are you acquainted with the description of farmers who atteud those 
11larkets?-No, I do not know that I am. 

Mr. 

Are you acquainted with the quantity of butter they bring to those 
markets ?-I suppose each may bring from one to six or seven firkins. 

\Vithout a local knowledge of the facts of those markets, you cauoot state 
how far this local inspection may be necessary or otherwise ?-I conceive it as 
unnecessary myself. 

Have you personally visited any of them ?- I have some of them, not a11. 
Have you seen the operation in any market?-Yes. 
Which of them ?-I have been in Banbridge and in Strabane, but I never 

saw them inspecting in Strabane. 
Have you been in any in the Queen's County district?-No.-. 
As a Liverpool merchant, would you require, supposing inspection to be pro

per, any other inspection than that for the ports ofexport?-No, I would not. 
Upon what l>rinciple would you have an inspection at the exporting port, 

and not in the mterior market ?-Because the inspection in the interior market 
has to be re-inspected again at the shipping port, and it injures the quality of 
the butter to have it bored so frequently. 

Has not the butter to pass through the hands of two or three different per. 
sons before it comes to the exporting merchant?-There are middle buyers 
called jobbers, but many of those jobbers buy on their own judgment, running 
the risk as to inspection at tbe port to wbich they carry it. 

'Vhen you recommend the continuance of regulations and inspection, do 
you refer to an inspection that enables you to distinguish between the several 
classes of the butter, as of first, second and third quality?-Yes, I do. 

\Vithout such distinction being made, do you conceive the system of in
spection would be of any use to you at Liverpool at all ?-No, it would not. 

Have you had any reason to complain of the manner in which the casks are 
tared in lreland?-From some of the ports we have, particularly from Dublin, 
Dundalk, Newry and 'Vaterford. 

'Vbat is the ground of your complaint?-A firkin that is allowed for tare 
thirteen pounds, when the butter is turned out will weigh frequently sixteen 
pounds, which is a loss of three pounds to the small country dealer, which is 
serious to him. 

Ha\'e you had many complaints marle on the part of the country retailers?
'Ve have; I never go a journey but 1 see casks weighed which run from three 
to four and five pounds more than they ought, and this we have to allow for, or 
we should lose the cu!>tom of the person purcbasing. 

Have lOU had any other complaints made?-We have. frequently, of the 
quality 0 butter from Dublin, 'Vaterford and Dundalk, which is the principal 
stock of butter now in Liverpool, and which is nearly unsaleable in consequence 
of the quality not being to be depended upon. 

Has the trade in the port of Limerick increased very much within your 
knowledge?-Very much. 

Are you aware that that is in consequence of the voluntary agreement of 
the Chamber of Commerce, and not in consequence of any regulations by 
law?-I never was in Limerick, but I have always understood it was the 
Chamber of Commerce that were chiefly instrumental in appointing a proper 
inspector; it was formerly very incorrect; I remember when few persons would 
purchase Limerick butter. 

Mr. WiUiam Fa'Ussett, called in; and Examined. 

William Fa/mrlt, 
~ 

WHERE do you reside 1-1 reside within a mile of Sligo. 
What is your situation there ?-I am provost of Sligo. 
Are you acquainted with the state of the butter trade at Sligo ?-A great 

deal of it, ~ cbief magistrate, has come under my observation. . 
Is it an increasing trade ?-It has been a decreasing trade these last two 

years; 
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MI. ye~.rs; there has not been the same quantity of butter come to market as there 
had been before j there has been a g~ncral falling off through the kingdom. 

Do you know the average ?-I believe the ave~age for tb~ last two or three 
years is about 48,000 casks; but the deputy welghamaster IS here, who can 
give the exact return. 

WiUU,M Favuetl. 
\ / 

Who is the weigh-master ?-Mr. Wynne. 
The Member for the town ofSligo?-Yes. 
'Vhat are the fees payable on the sale of butter in the town of Sligo; first 

. for the branding of the cask?-The charge for the hranding of the empty cask 
is one penny; there is no more charged. 

What charge is there on the weighing and branding the cask when full of 
butter?-The charge for the weighing of it is two-pence. 

Upon the tasting and marking the quality ?- Upon the tasting there is 
a penny charged, and a halfpenny for marking the quality j there is also another 
penny charged, one halfpenny for the ticket, and one halfpenny for branding 
the distinction of quality upon it. 

What charge is made for the unheading the cask, or the cooperage ?-Wheu
ever a cask comes to market which is unheaded, the cooper charges one penny 
for the unheading of that cask; but that is perhaps not morc than one cask out 
oftwentv. 

How -much is charged {or the ticket of the weight?-An halfpenny is 
charged for the ticket; there is a charge for custom besides. 

How much is the clistom?-Two-pence. 
Is there any charge made by the merchant who buys, upon the countryman 

for the cooperage ?-·I understand and believe it to be the fact, that the 
merchant charges him three-pence per ca~k. 

How much does the whole amount charged for the tasting and branding and 
weighing amount to, exclusive of the custom ?-Five-pence halfpenny, including 
the branding of the empty cask. 

The empty cask is not charged for at the same time as the full one?-No; 
the empty cask comes at one period, and afterwards it comes filled; but I must 
remark, that the empty cask probably has been branded by the weigh. master 
in a distant county not in that market. 

You are quite clear that no greater charges than those, are made at Sligo ?-. 
I am certain of the fact. 

Are you aware what is the amount of the fees prescribed by Act of Par~ 
Hament ?-l am; the amount of the fees prescribed by Act of Parliament, is 
one penny for branding the empty cask, and two-pence for branding the full 
cask, and one penny for tasting. 

How do you account for the excess of charge, as compareel with the parlia
mentary fees ?-In the case of tasting, the law requires. that the butter should 
be branded either merchantable, or unmerchantable, and the additional half~ 
penny is for describing the qualities. 

The gradations are not recognized by law ?-They are not. 
Does the Act of Parliament recognize :my charge of the ticket ?-No; but 

it does not require a ticket to be given. 
Is it a voluntary act on the part of an individual.selling his butter asking for 

a ticket, or is he obliged to take a ticket, and to pay that fee which is so 
required ?-He is not obliged to take a ticket; on the contrary, I have known 
persons refuse to take a ticket and not be charged. 

Do you know what has introduced the practice of taking tickets at Sligo?
The merchants purchase by the tickets; when the butter is weighed and 
qualified, the man brings a number of tickets to the merchant, and the merchant 
purchases by the tickets instead of going round to the casks. 

Are you aware, whether it is not sometimes necessary at Sligo for the coun~ 
trymen to leave the butter in the weigh-house for some considerable time before 
it is weighed ?-There are as many persons as can well attend to it weighing 
the butter; perhaps some individuals may come in the night before, but tire 
whole of the butter market is on two days in the week, and on those two days 
there are very often fifteen or sixteen hundred casks coming into the market; 
it takes up a. very considerable peri?d weighing the butter. 

Is there a charge for storeage paid for the butter?-The country people are 
not charged for storage, but the merchants pay a fce for storage which I will 
explain: In the year 1819, a complaint was m,lde that a merchant was in the 
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habit of altering the scrapes and qualities of his butler, in consequence of which 
the deputy inspector of Sligo was sent to the Liverpool and Manchester market, 
,vhere the butter was exported to. He was able to get at the frauds. The 
merchants of Sligo were indignant at the conduct of this individual who had 
done so, and they all agreed that if the weigh-master would find stores in which 
aU the hutter should be stored, from the time of sale to the time of exportation, 
to prevent frauds of this kind occurring again, they would pay the weigh-master 
a reasonable sum lor the storage of their butter; some merchants do not store 
there, but those who do, pay the weigh-master two-pence a cask. 
, Does that butter so stored go directly from the store to the ship?-Yes, it 
does; and that prevents :tnyalteration in the brands Of the taking out quantities 
of butter, which has been the habit also. 
· Did not an occurrence take place at Sligo, in which a merchant claimed a 
right of storing in his own stores, having the butter first branded ?-That has 
taken place, and he does store in his own store; it is a voluntary act in the 
merchants to use those stores or not; only one merchant makes use of his own 
store, the remainder make use of the public stores. 

'Vas not there an application made by a merchant, who wished to use 'his 
own stores, to have the butter brallded agreeably to law before the sale, and (0 

have the butter stored in his own stores, and was not that application refused ?
I am not aware of the circumstance; but as to branding previous to sale, it is 
impossible to fix the hot branding iron to the cask on that day; there-are only 
two days in which outter is sold in the market; the country people bring in 
from 1,500 to 2,000 casks, and it is impossible for one man ,to go through th'c 
weighing and branding them on one day. 

Does not the law requil'e they should be branded before they are sold ?-Yes; 
but I would recommend that there should be certain days for branding and 
certain days for weighing it is impo.3sible to have the wbole effected on the 
same day. 

· Does not this system produce frequently delay to the farmer$ themselves?
It does; it produces that which I think very wrong, the merchants paying at 
a late hour at night, which is a serious ·loss to the town, for if they were paid 
early in the day a great deal of that money would be laid out· in the tOWIl, and 
I think no butter should be sold after a certain hour in the day. 

How is the weigh-master of Sligo appointed ~-By the corporation, under the 
Act of 1812. 

It is a local jurisdiction ;:-It is. 

Suppo5ing any complaint brought in Sligo against any of the officers in the 
weigh-house, for charging too much or for delaying a merchant improperly, 
before whom would such a complaint be heard?-That would be brought in the 
first instance before me as the chief magistrate, 

· The county magistrates in Sligo can art, can they not?- Yes, they can also 
act at sessions; the corporation of Sligo is not a. county of itself, it is only a 
'part of the county of Sligo, ' therefore the county magistrates can also act, and 
they can also go before the sessions. 

\Vhat is the habit at Sligo with regard to beamage?-The habit at Sligo with 
regard to beamagc, I think, requires to be examined into; there is, in the first 
instance, two pounds soakage under the Act allowed 011 weighing empty casks, 
,'yith regard to beamage there is four pounds allowed on the weighing of a fuB 
cask of butter. 

_ How· . much is the allowance for beamage and soakage together ?-Six 
.pounds. 
· You consider it of advantage to the farmer to have some intermediate place 
where to deposit his butter, till he can conveniently sell it to the export mer. 
chantr-I have no doubt of tbat. 
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IN TilE ClIAIIt· 

Mr. lf1il1iam Faussett, again called in; and further Examined. 

24 / . 

WH AT are the annual profits of the deputy weigh-master at Sligo ?-I can· 
not possibly state. 

Do you know what the profits of the weigh-master are ?-I cannot say; the 
deputy weigh-master is here, and will be able to inform the Committee. 

!t/r, 
WiUiam FUIU,ttl, 
'----..---J 

Are nny duties performed by the weigh-master; or are they all performed 
by the deputy ?-They are all performed by the deputy. 

How is the weigh-master appointed ?-The wejgh-master is appointed under 
the 52d of George the 3d; by the corporation of Sligo. 

Of how many docs the corporation consist·?-They consist of the provost and 
twelve burgesses. I 

Is the weigh-master himself a member of that corporation ?-He is. 
Supposing that Parliament were to continue the present system of f'tstrictions,J 

do you conceive that the present amount of fees is necessary for the support of 
the weigh-house ?-I do think that they are necessary, and that they would 
require to be increased in some respects, for additional duties, which are not 
contemplated by the present Act. 

If the weigh-master discharges no duty at all, and if the weigh-master 
recei,·cs a considerable proportion of the receipts of the weigh-house, do you 
not think that the amount of emolument so received by the weigh-master, 
for which no duty is done, could be saved to the public ?-I believe that the 
emoluments are not nearly so great as are supposed. 

To whatever extent they are, if no duties are done for them, could not that 
amount be saved to the public ?-The weigh-master requires to be a man of 
capital; he must, in the first instancc, expend a large sum of money in building 
a market, in building weigh-houses, in providillg all those different articles 
which are necessary for the situation of weigh-master ; the law requires him to 
do so, and therefore for his capital which he expends, and for his expenses, 
he requires a remuneration. 

Have those expenses been gone to on the part of the weigh-master at Sligo? 
-They have; the weigh-master was obliged to take a large plot of ground 
from Lord Palmerston, contiguous to the quay; he palS a pound a foot, for 
I think eighty feet of ground, for ever, on which he butlt a weigh-house. He 
expended 2,0001. in building a weigh-house and stores. 

Does he not charge a storage for the butter deposited in that store·house? 
-Some of the merchants do store there. who pay him a storage. 

Are you aware what is the amount of the rent paid for storage ?-I cannot 
say; but the deputy weigh-master of course will explain it. 

In case of a complaint made against any of the officers of the wejgh-house~ 
before whom is that complaint brought?-The law requires it in the first instance, 
to be brought before the corporation, to investigate, and then they may appeal 
afterwards to the county magistrates in sessions. 

\Vhcre does that court of quarter sessions meet?-Jn the town of Sligo. 
Are many of the gentlemen who are members of the corporation also county' 

magistrates ?-There are some. 
So that in case of' an appeal from the corporation, many of those gentlemen I 

might, in fact, be judges of the court before whom the appeal will be tried?
At our quarter sessions we generally have a large attendance of county magis- ' 
trates; it is the principal sessions in the county, and we ha.vc very often fifteen~ 
sixteen and eighteen magistrates in attendance; the magistrates in the £orpo
ration do not exceed, I believe, two or three. 

Arc there not eight county magistrates, oli an average, for one of the cor· 
por<}tion ?-There are. 

Is there a habit, in the market of Sligo, of scraping Qff a certain proportioh 
of butter from the top of the casks ?-The law requires. all butter abQve tbe ' 
rim to he scraped off. 
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Do you know whether there is a scraping of butter in the market of Sligo, 
even though it is below the rim ?- \Vhen there is dust or dirt on the top of the 
butter they take it off, but they take it off as lightly as possible. 

Do you know whether the butter so taken off has ever been made a source 
of emolument to any, and to what persall ?- A complaint was made three or 
four years ago, that it was made a source of emolument. 

To whom?-To the deputy weigh. master ; the weigh.master interfered, and 
he prevented its being made a source of emolument. I have repeatedly gone 
into the market, and told the country people, in every instance, that they might 
get the butter so taken off; some of them do require it, and others do not take it 
as it is of so small value; those who bring in loads of butter, (a cartload perhaps 
of five-anel-twenty casks,) generally take it, as it is worth their while; the 
others do not take it; but 1 invariably tell the people that it is their right. 

Does that scraped butter form any part of the emolument of the weigh~ 
mastel', or his deputy, worth attending to?- I am not aware that it does; the 
weigh.master, at no period, got any proportion of it. 

At the period at which it did form a perquisite to the deputy paymaster, arc 
you aware to what extent it was in value ?- I am not. 

Do you suppose it ever exceeded 1001. a year ?-I should think not any 
thing like it. 

You were asked, on a former day, the amount charged for the ticket of the 
weight ?-I was asked the amount charged for the ticket, and keeping a dupli
cate; that is one penny. 

Is there any other charge made with regard to that ticket, of any descrip
tion ?-There is a charge of two.pence for custom, but that I was told by this 
Committee not to mention in the enumeration of the charges, as not being 
releva.nt to the inquiry of this Committee. 

In addition to the charges which you state are levied on the sale of butter 
in the Sligo market, are you aware how much a merchant stops for each cask 
for cooperage?-I have heard that the merchant stops three.pence from the 
countryman; but it is a circumstance which is between the merchant and the 
countryman, and not within my cognizance; they charge it for cooperage; 
there is scarcely a cask comes to market but requires to be re.coopered; the 
country people keep their casks in a damp place, the twigs rot, and the 
hoops rot. 

Supposing the cooperage of a cask to have got out of order, would not 
the countryman be obliged to pay besides to the cooper attending the weigh
house?-The cooper attending the weigh·llOuse in the market, if there is a hoop 
wanting, puts a ne,1}' hoop on; but I invariably prevent his taking a hoop off 
the cask, or injuring a hoop, or removing the head of a cask, without bringing 
it before me; if the countryman objects to it, and conceives it is sufficient, 
I never allow the cooper t(. do so while I am provost, if it is objected to. 

If a countryman requires repair to his cask, there is a market cooper to 
effect that repair?-Yes. 

Notwithstanding which, he is charged three·pence a cask by the merchant 
besides?-That is an arrangement between the merchant and him. 

Is he charged, whether he repairs the cask or not ?-I believe the ~erchant 
stops that sum frolTt him. 

Is the charge for storing those casks afterwards, three-pence a cask ?-No, 
t~ose who choose to store, pay two-pence a cask; some of them do not store. 

Does the merchant charge that two·pence back upon the farmer?-No, he 
does not. 

Where that two-pence per cask is charged, is not that at the option of the 
merchant, who finds it to his convenience to leave the butter in the care of the 
weigh-master?-Yes; and some of them do not store; others store, because it 
is to their advantage, as they conceive. 

If the casks were weighed and branded, and inspected before sale, in the 
manner prescribed by Jaw', would this charge of storage then accrue?-The 
casks .are weighed and scribed; but the difficulty is, on a crowded market day, 
applymg the hot brand to them, which renders it impossible to brand them; 
they are all tasted, and the weight and qualities scribed upon them, previous 
to sale; but they cannot be branded till the day after. 

Supposing 
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Supposing an alteration of the I::",y, which rendered it optio~al to the 

buyer and seller, either to go to the weigh-house, or to sell at the prIvate store 
of the party do you conceive as much butter would be sold at the weigh-house, 
as under th~ present system ?-l think there would; but some might go to the 
merchant's store. 

In what proportion do you think jndividuals would go to the merchant's 
store ?-I am not prepared to answer that question, but 1 think it is probable 
some might go t? the merchant's store. , 

Do you conceive there would be any serious inconvenience produced, by 
leaving it optional to the party to sell through the intervention of the weigh
master, Of to sell directly ?-l think it would cause great confusion. 

In what respect ?-The countrymen carrying about their casks from store to, 
store, I think would create great confusion. 

Do you think it would be prejudicial to the interest of' the countrymen i_ 
I do. 

Do you think it would be prejudicial to the interest of merchants ?-Not 
so much so as it would be to the countryman. 

If it were prejudicial to the interests of the countryman, and he had the 
power of selling at the weigh-house. why do you think he would take a course 
which would be prejudicial to his interest ?-I think, after a short period, that 
he would continue at the weigh.house, in preference to going to the store; he 
would be likely to make the experiment in the first instance; but on trial, he 
would go to the public market. 

Would not the carrying outter from store to store, necessarily induce an 
examination of that butter, at the places to which it was taken ?-Of course. 

Would not the perforation of the butter so frequently, injure the butter?
It would become quite rancid, and be deteriorated in value. 

If that was the consequence, do you conceive a countryman would take 
a course that would deteriorate the article he produced?-l think not, but in 
the first instance the novelty would cause them to try it. 

If he was at liberty to go to a merchant's store, why should he have occasion 
to move, as YOll represent, from store to store; why should not he be able to 
make his bargain with the first merchant to whom he went?-The countrymen 
are always anxious to know where they will get the highest prices, where tHey 
will get the best qualities; and they will go round till they ascertain where 
they cau get the highest prices. 

Could not he go about and ascertain the prices given by the merchants, and 
then take his butter to the person disposed to give the best price ?-Yes, he 
might do that j but then the difference would be on the ascertaining the 
qualities. 

If the business of making the butter is a constant business, and the business 
of buying butter a constant business, is it not "ery probable that a farmer would 
select some particular buyer from an experience of I~s manner of transacting 
business, with whom he would carryon a constant and satisfactory trade ?-Our 
butter trade differs from the butter trade of the south of Ireland; our farmers 
are sUlall farmers; very few exceed ten or twelve or fourteen cows j the persons 
who make butter are persons with many of them not more than one, t\\'o, 
~hree, four 01' five cows j the consequence is, they have not that quantity of 
butter to bring to a merchant which they have in the south of Ireland, where 
they have largel' farm s. 

In large towns or citie~, arc you not decidedly of opinion that the inconve
nience to a butter maker would be very considerable i n bein~ obliged to hawk: 
his butter round the town to sell ?- -There is no doubt about It. 

'Vould not the expense and loss of time to the farmer be very considerable 
if he was obliged to go round a large town tq sell his butter?- ·Yes, it would .. 

. How I.ong is it since the weigh-master established those stores and this 
weighing placc?-I think ahout the year 1819. 

Since this store was established in this regular way, and n butter market esta· 
blished, has the trade in butter in Sligo considerably increased ?-The trade in 
butler in Sligo has .considerably increased since that time; the principal object 
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of establishing those stores was from a complaint having been made, that one 
of the merchants had changed the brands and scribes. The weigh-master sent 
his deputy to Liverpool, and ascertained the fact; there was an investigation 
before me upon the subject in Sligo. The merchants then agreed to store their 
butter under the care ot the weigh-master until they shipped it; they had it 
coopered in the public stores; and since that period the trade of Sligo has con. 
siderably increased, and the credit of' the Sligo butters has very much advanced 
in the Liverpool and other markets. 

Is it not the custom in Sligo for the merchant to deduct 4lbs. in addition to 
the £lbs for soakage ?-There is 4lbs. allowed for beamage, which I understand 
has been the practice in some other places; the butter is weighed standing beam, 
and then there is 41bs. deducted from the quantity. 

Is that an addition to the 21bs. soakage allowed for the cask ?- Yes, it is. 
Has it come within your knowledge, that individuals have exported larger 

quantities of butter than they have purchased ?-It has. 
Have the farmers acquiesced in that charge of 4lbs. which the merchants have 

required ?-They have acquiesced; I have heard persons occasionally grumbling 
at it; but at the same time there never has been any regular complaint made to 
me upon that subject. 

The merchants would not purchase unless that allow:l.llce was made to them ?
They would not. 

Suppose one market in a particular neighbourhood to make the allowance for 
beamage, while other markets in the neighbourhood do not, is not the eftect of 
that system to afford a price exceedingly high in the market which makes that 
beamage, and thereby to induce a greater quantity of butter to be sent into 
that market ?-No doubt about it. . 

Supposing the butter to be taken to the individual merchants, instead of 
being exposed in the public market, do not you think that the merchants would 
be as much determined in requiring that four pounds deduction, as in the public 
market ?-I have no doubt of it, and that it would not be weighed as fairly and 
honestly as it is in the public market. 

What, in your opinion, in a generality of years, would be a fair remunerating 
price to the maker of butter ?-From four pounds to four guineas; the country~ 
man would be very well satisfied with it, and it would pay him. 

\Vould that sum of four pounds or four guineas enable the farmer to pay the 
highest rents that are in the habit of being charged in the county of Sligo?
It would enable him to pay the Tents which have been charged, and he is 
perfectly satisfied when he gets that price for his butter. 

'Vould he not have a reasonable profit at a considerably less price than four 
guineas ?-He would have a very fair price at four pounds. 

Mr. Roger Curtis, called in; and Examined. 

WHERE do you live I-At Waterford. 
Are you connected with the trade of Wa.terford ?-1 am. 
What is your mercantile calling? -In the bacon trade j and I am butter in~ 

spector of Waterford. 
It has been stated to the Committee, that the butter shipped at'Vaterford 

is not branded j do you know whether that is the case ?-It is branded, both 
with the name and the weight. 

Describe in what manner it is branded, and in what place ?-The name of 
the merchant is branded on the head of the first quality butter, and the weight 
and tare of the firkin is branded on the side. 

You have been bred up to the business of a master cooper, originally?-Yes, 
I have. 
. How long have you been conversant with the butter trade in 'Vaterford?
Thirty years. 

You arc a judge of buller of course i-Yes, I think I am. 
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AIr. 
lto~tr CurtiJ.~ 

What is paid at the scale for the ·different parts of the process?-The empty 
firkin when brouO'ht there by the cooper for the purpose of beinO' tared, pays 
a pen~y; when b~ought in by ~be farmer, four-pence halfpenny the firkin, in
cluding all charges of corporation _toll. 

'-- , 

That includes custom ?-Yes. 
What part does that form ?-A penny weighing, a penny tasting, and a penny 

branding, that is three-pence; that is all which is paid there. 
Is the brand put on at the scales under the authority of the weigh-master, and 

inspector? -It is. 
Is there any preference given in the inspecting of butter, or of branding it, 

to anyone person over another; how is that managed ?-None; it is examined 
by me, as sworn taster, and no preference whatever ia shown. 

Are other persons present?-Yes; all the merchants, and the countrymen 
too by j they have nothing to do with the trial; I would not sufter them to 
interfere with me. 

Do you believe any respectable houses in \Vaterford, who are in the butter 
trade, would put their names on butter as of first quality, which was not so?
No; I clo not think the respectable houses would. 

Has there been much. butter shipped out of the port of\Vaterfordfor Liver
pool, within the last two or three years ?-A good deal. 

Are the same qualities of butter sent from \Vaterford by the respectable 
houses there, to Liverpool, that are sent t.o London, and the ports in the British 
Channel?-Yes, by the respectable houses; they make no difference in their 
selection of any place above another . 
.- Do you think, or do you know of yom own knowledge, that the butter 
shipped within the last year or two by the respectable house, of Waterford, is 
t::qual in quality to what they were in the practice of shipping, before that 
period ?-I believe it has been; because I think the respectable houses there 
would not brand the butter in the name of first quality, if it was not so; I do 
think that it is as good as it ever was, when shippell by the respectable houses, 
but they are very few. 

Explain what stripping butter means ?-Taking the firkin off; stripping the 
hoops ofl" one end, and upsetting it, and raising the firkin off the butter 
for the purpose of looking at it, and seeing whether there is any fraud in the 
package. 
, Is there any waste or loss occasioned by stripping butter?-There is . 

To what exent ?-A til'kin of butter cannot be stripped 'without having the 
loss of a pound of it; if it is stripped ten times, there is a loss of ten pounds 
upon that. 

Do you then consider, that if a firkin of butter was carried from merchant to 
merchant, in order to ascertain the price, that at every stripping it would lose one 
pound weight ?-I think it would; it may not lose it in weight, but it would 
be injured to that extent; a pound of butter would be spoiled by the friction 
of the firkin and the different marks it woulll make in the butter, and the 
dirt it would receive, and would be of no use. 

Do you know whether any loss has been sustained by the insufficiency or 
bad quality of timber of which the casks have been made?-Very great loss; 
it is a very material thing to have a good firkin about the butter, if it is not a. 
good firkin the butter will sustain injury. 

You are conversant with the different parts of the country which are in the 
habit of sending their butter to Waterford ?-Perfectly weil. 

From what districts do the best and worst casks come ?-The worst casks 
come from the Queen's County and the county of Carlow? 

Of what timber are the casks that come from that district principally made? 
-Ash and oak. 

Are they well seasoned ?-No, indeed, the very contrary; badly seasoned · 
and badly made in every respect, and fraudulent. 

Are the casks of butter from that district often seized and confiscated for 
frand?-Very often, but not so often as they ought to be. 

Do you know whether a very considerable amount of money has been 
paid to the House of Industry of Waterford, for fines on butter fraudulently 
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made ?-I have paid scores of pounds myself1evied as fines for butter made in 
those parts of the country; I have always applied the money that would come 
to me for giving informations for tllat purpose, the law giving one half of 
that. 

You have been in the habit of paying in the whole of the fines?-Yes, the 
law did not compel me to do so. but I have done it. 

What is your office ?-Butter taster, butter inspector. 
By whom :.lre you appointed ?-I am deputy butter taster; I am appointed 

by the corporation taster. 
Are you paid a salary. or does your emolument arise from the fees on butter ? 

-A salary. 
'Vhat is the amount of your salary?-One hundred and seventy pounds; I 

am obliged to find a man for the purpose of boring butter. out of that. 
You are concerned in trade ?-Yes. 
Are you concerned directly or indirectly ill the butter trade ?-No. I have 

nothing to do with the butter trade; my name is never engaged in the butter 
trade; I am a butter inspector, and I cannot engage in the trade. 

'Vhat did YOll mean by saying your name is not engaged in it ?-I have 
friends, and some members of my family are engaged in it. 

You have no connection with them in the trade ?-No. 
You stated, that though many seizures are made of butter fraudulently made 

up, those seizures are not so numerous as they ought to be ?-No. they 
are not. 

'Vhy are they not so numerous as they ought to be; is there any neglect on 
the part of the officer ?-There is neglect on the part of the merchant; all the 
butter is not stripped at the scale at 'Vaterford; and when it goes into the 
merchant's cellar, many of them through leniency to the country people, and 
the brokers in \Vaterford. return them to them when they find them fraudulent, 
instead of applying to the proper authorities to confiscate them. and act accord~ 

. iug to law. 
Ybu have stated, that the casks are very badly made in the Queen's County?

Wretchedly. 
And made of very bad timber ?-No; if the timber was well seasoned, it 

would do; but a great deal of it is bad too. 
There are a great many frauds you say committed ?-Yes there are. 
Then, in point of fact. the Act of Parliament for regulating the butter trade 

has failed in its object?-Irrdeed it has, in a great degree. 
Suppose the Queen's County weigh-masters took bribes from others for the 

use of their brands, and that the coopers put themselves a brand upon the 
casks, without any interference on the part of the weigh-master, would not that 
account for the casks being of inferior character ?-It would. 

Are you aware what proportion of the butter made in the Queen's County 
is made by respectable farmers ?-No. I have never been in that part of the 
country, so as to examine butter, therefore I do not know it. 

~~ it be true that t~le greater p~rt of it was made h>: farmers having large 
dames, would you be dIsposed to thmk they would practIse those frauds which 
you state to be so common ?-I do not say that they would, but still the frauds 
would be practised under them, by their servants, from carelessness, as by poorer 
persons; and I have seen frauds practised by the most respectable farmers. 

Do you think a farmer gains any thing, in point of price, by packing in a bad 
cask ?- I do flot know that he does. . 

Does he 1I0t. save, by giviug less for his cask ?-He does not save any thin~ 
by that; he wIiI get a good cask for 3S Iowa price as a bad one, if it is made 
by a proper maker; they are bad coopers. 

Does the butter which comes from the Queen's County to the public market 
undergo an inspection in the Queen's County, before it comes to the public 
market ?-Sometimes it does, and sometimes it does not. \Vhell the farmer 
brings it to 'VaterforJ, it does not undergo an inspection; it is not inspected in 
the Queel1's County. in that case; but when he sends it to the Queen's County, 
to persons who may buy it there, it undergoes inspection in both places. 

The butter which has been pUI1;hascd at markets in the Queen's County, and 
marked 
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marked there, does not undergo any fresh inspection when it comes to \Vater~ 
ford?-'Vhcn it comes for sale to Waterford, it does. 

Do you find, when you have occasion to inspect butter which has been pre· 
viously inspected in the country, the country inspection is generally correct?
I do not know how it is inspected; the country marks acc never left on. 

Are they cut off?-No; it is only in chalk they are marked in the country, 
I believe; I have never seen them mark them, but they come to me without 
marks. 

Are you of opinion, that there is no advantage in the inspection of butter in 
the interior parts of the country, and that the inspection at the port of export 
would be quite sufficient to establish the character of the butter in the best 
manner ?-I am of opinion, that whenever butter is sold it is necessary to have 
an inspection, for the purpose of preventing the frauds of the sellers, of the 
farmers; but that those who inspect the butter in the country markets, I am of 
opinion, are not very capable of doing so, so capable as those in the export 
towns; I have known many of the inspectors in the county of Carlow and the 
Queen's County summoned down on account of their inspection, and brought 
to see the butter inspected. along with me, for the purpose of !Striving to punish 
them, or levy fines upon them, for not doing it properly. 

\Vhat has been the result of that ?-The inspector at Carlow, I remember 
being brought; the butter he marked as firsts was no better than thirds or 
fourths j I do not know whether the purchaser obliged him to refund his loss 
upon it. 

Did that come by land carriage or by canal ?-It came by the canal, 
I believe. 

Is the butter which comes by water from'Vaterford, liable to a fresh inspec
tion at 'Vaterford?-'Vhene\'er it comes for sale, no matter where it was 
inspected. 

Do you mean to say, that butter which has regularly passed through the 
Clonmel market, is liable to a re~illspection in 'Vaterford ?-It is constantly 
subjected to inspection, wherever it comes from. . 

Is it ::lgain inspected in case it bears the marks of the Clonmel weigh.house ? 
-When it comes to 'Vaterford to be exported out of the boats, it is not 
inspected; but when it comes to be sold in 'Vaterford, it must be inspected. 

Have you had any complaints of the Cion mel inspection analogous to those 
you have described as arising in the Queen's County?-No; the inspector of 
Cion mel is considered a tolerably good judge of butter. 

Have you known of any complaints of' the mode in which the inspection is 
effected at Cion mel ; have any such complaints been brought before you ?-Not 
latterly; I have heard of complaints, 

Do you not conceive there is a likelihood of complaints arising in any system 
of inspection ?-Undoubtedly, butter is a thing in which there will be always 
little mistakes. 

Do not the merchants of 'Vaterford find it necessary to re-inspect the butter 
after your brand has been fixed upon it, and the quality ascertaiued ?-They 
very often do inspect it. 

Do you not think there may be cases in which those merchants complain of 
your inspection, in the same manner as you have complained of the inspection 
at Clonmel ?-l do not complain of inspection at Clonmel; I believe they have 
often, in a trifling way; I have known them complain of my inspection, and that 
will be for ever the case in the butter trade. 

Do you know any thing of the inspection in Kilkenny, have you heard of 
comJ,1lainls there ?- I have, and I know the inspector there has been down 
strivlng to learn the trade of me; he never tried bulter with me j but I have 
seen him there j I did not consider him a jmlge of butter at that time. 

What is the nature of the compiail1ts that you hear ?-That the butter is not 
correctly tried; there the inspector is not a judge. 

Tbat he marked wrong qualities ?-Yes. 
You have spoken of respectable houses in 'Vaterford engaged in the export 

trade?-There are a few houses there very respectable. 
Do you mean to say that there are others who are not respectable r-lnaeed 

I do. 
Are there many of that description ?-.l\fore than of the former. 
Do they export the butter with your brand ?-They do not. 
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Is there any brand affixed importing the quality ?-No; they never ' brand· 
the quality on the firkins exported. 

Then it is, in point of tact, exported without allY brand of the quality?
They put their own name upon it. 

How was the state of the butter trade fifteen years ago, in regard to the 
respectability of the persons carrying it on ?-The trade of , Vater ford was very 
respectable; it was all in the hands of respectable houses; the majority of 
them were respectable houses. 

This change has taken place in the course of the last fifteen years ?-Yes. 
Has it not taken place within a much less space of time ?-Yes; within ten 

years, I believe. 
Do those individuals, who YOll say are not of the most respectable class, 

export their butter without mark or hl'and of any kind?-They do not export 
the first qualities without brands, but they do not put their names upon them 
generally. 

'Vhere have the marks been put; have they been branded?-The quality is 
not branded. 

You say, they do not brand the butter of the first quality?-They always put 
some name upon the first quality butter. 

'Vhat reason have they for not branding the butter of inferior quality?-They 
do not wish to have their names on inferior quality; no man would like to have 
his name on a bad firkin of butter. 

Are they in the habit of lIsing any name on butter of inferior quality ?-No. 
Do they put any other name than their own on butter of a superior quality? 

-They do on their firsts. 
Have you ever heard that any persons have been in the habit of putting 

other Ilames than their own upon it, marking it first quality in order to get 
a higher price by that means ?-I have heard it, and have known it myself; 
I have seen them do it. 

Which is the largest description of purchasers, the respectable or otherwise? 
-Latterly, in point of quantity, those who buy the greatest quantity are those 
not so respectable; there are one or two houses there who buy individually more 
than anyone; but ulkin~ the total of those whom I consider of no character in 
the trade, they are those who buy the most in the market. 

To what ports in England is the 'Vaterford butter principally exported?
London, Liverpool and all the ports in the Channel. 

Do those second classes of purchasers in \Vaterford buy on their own account, 
or do they buy on commission generally?-on their own account always. 

Does it make, according to any information you have, any considerable 
difference in the prices obtained in the markets they send their butter to, 
whether shipped by the respectable people or by this class of persons?-Yes; 
I think it does. 

Do not you believe that butters shi pped by some of the very respectable 
houses in \Vaterford would get, in the markets of London or Liverpool, a supe
rior price to that obtained by those inferior houses?-Yes; I believe it would. 

'Vhat is the corporation toll on butter ?- Three-halrpence a firkin. 
Is that paid on all butter which comes to market, whether directly for ex

portation, or by land ?-No; only on what is- sold in the market. 
You mentioned that there were Obi' ections rnade to the inspection ;>-There 

has never been an inspector yet but t lere would be fault found; there will be 
mistakes. 

By whom was the fault found ?-By the merchants very often; sometimes 
by the farmers. 

Did you ever hear of any fault being found by the importing merchants in 
this country, of the inspection at \VaterfonJ ?-No; I never heard of any f:1ult 
being found by the impo,rting .merchants l~ere, of the inspection in 'Vaterford; 
but I have heard of then' findlllg fault With the quality of hutters as sent by 
the shippers of , Vater ford, 

Have you heard of objections being made by the merchunts of LiverpooJ, of 
the butter being improperly charactered ?-.[ have. 

Is there any thing allowed for bea~n~~e in 'Vaterford ?-No; only about 
a pound st:lIlumg beam; I cannot say It IS exactly one pound, but it is weighed 
exactly standing beam, alld it is only a fair cast of the beam. 

)Vas there Hot t\yo p~unds allowell some time back?-There was. 
When 
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Mr. When was that allO\\"ance discontinued ?-A couple of years back. 
There is no "allowance made now ?-No. 

* \Vol,Jld YOIl consider it beneficial to the trade, if a beamage was legally 
allowed ?_UndoubteJly it is necessary; in weighing to a merchant shipping, 
butter is always losing, and it is necessary therefore to have a beamage. 

Roger CllrtU. 
~ 

· To what extent would you recommend that it should be?- Two or three 
pounds beamage. 

\Vould not two pounds be sufficient?-Yes, it would. 
If, as you say, it would bebencficial to the trade, on what account has the prac. 

tice been abandoned in Waterford ?-In consequence of the omission in the lase 
Act of Pariiameut that the farmer took advantage of it, and it was disallowed. 
i . What §oakage is allowed?-Two pounds. 

That is on the empty cask?-Yes, it is. . 
Have you heard of any complaints made latterly by the Liverpool merchants 

on the subject of the deficiency of butter exported from Waterford ?-I have 
pUen heard of complaints being made; I tIo not think 1 have latterly, but I 
believe they are in the habit of making them constantly, and very justly perhaps .. 
'. Did lbey make the complaints before the beamage was struck off?-Yes. 

Have they been increased since it was struck off?-No, I do Dot think they 
have with. the 'respectable houses. 
· Does the fact of beamage or no beamage depend upon the respectability of 
the house?-Yes, the deficiency of weight; the house that is going to ship the 
butter, weighs the butter immediately before shipment; and a respectable house 
'will give more beamage in weighing than a. house of no respectability. 

If any alteration has taken place in the weight, and that merchant re·weighs 
h, must not he alter the record of the weight?-He must; the butter is gene. 
rally losing. 
· The original mark of the weight is put by an authorized officer?- Yes. 

The merchant frequently erases and changes it ?-He must do so. 
• Then it goes to the foreign market upon the merchant's private weight ?-Ye!ll, 
from 'Vaterford; it is always losing untiI it comes to have all the salt and water 
which has been put upon it go oft'. 
I Then, if no butter was weighed only standing weight, it must necessarily be 
light before it goes to its port of .destination ?-Several pounds, frequently. 
• 'Vould you consfder that several pounds beamagc being legally allowed would 
cause some dissatisfaction among the farmers ?-I do not think it would; they 
would be dissatisfied in the beginning with it, but 1 do not think it would be any 
loss to them at all; the merchant will pay according to the quantity he gets. 
• 'Vas your father inspector of butter in 'Vaterford ?-He was not inspector of 
~he port of 'Vaterford, but he was in the habit of inspecting buttcr all his life .. 
time in one of the houses in 'Vaterford. 

He was employed by a merchant ?-Yes, he did the business which other 
JIlerchants do for themselves; he inspected for the house of Hunt & Company, 
and other houses in Waterford. 
{ Are you at all concerncd in the cooperage business ?-I am; I do not cooper 
\llltter for any house in 'Vaterford. 

DOloU deal in casks ?-J do; I sell provision casks. 
_ An casks for the butter trade also?-Very few; I would not sell any casks 
~ut good ones, and therefore they get them cheaper from other persons, and it 
is not worth my notice; but I have been in the habit of selling casks till within 
t~e last two or three years. 
· Do you know, or have you heard, that it is often the practice of merchants 
s/ihipping from \Vaterford, as also from the interior markets, to mark Carlow. 

rst, on qUlI.lities of an inferior description ?-It is. 
· Do you know whether the Carlow brand bears a good repute ill Liverpool ?_ 
}I'rom respectable houses, I believe it does. 
, Is the Carlow brand often affixed to casks, which, in point of fact, have not 
eome from Carlow at all ?- Indeed it is, often. 
, By whom ?-By the shipper. 
· Not by the respectable houses ?-No, certainly not. 

Then, in fact, after it undergoes the public ins(,.ection at \Vaterford, it i~ 
~xpo[ted with a new character by the individual mercbant ?-Yes, it is. 
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Mr. Thomas Fitzgibbon, called in; and Examined. 

WERE you in the butter trade at Cork ?-For nearly twenty years I was an 
a,"{tensive merchant, and engaged in the Qutter trade, amongst others. 

Are you engaged in it at present ?-At present I act in the capacity of a com
mercial agent and broker; 1 have been for twenty yeltrs an exporter all my own 
account; now I make large purchases of butter for account of' others. 

In what place do you carryon that business ?-In Cork. 
· There is a great deal of butter sold in Cork, on what is called currency?
There is; that is a branch of the business managed by a class which intervenes 
between the farmer and the exporter; they are called butter buyers. 

You arc not of'that class yourself'?-No. I helonged to the class of exporters 
or merchants. 
· Do the fhrmers select their own buyers on all occasions, or are they under any 
agreement with their landlords, or the agents of landlords, as to the buyer they 
shall go to?-The greater part of the butter brought to the Cork market, is 
iut~nded for some particular person, in consequence of the farmer having 
received money in advance, or by some other arrangement, sometimes by the 
influence of the landlord. 

Do you mean, by the recommendation of the landlord ?-Yes, I do. 
· For the advantage of his tenant ?-For some advantage of his own or 
his tenant. 

Is the money held hy the buyer for the purpose of paying rent to the landlord 
or apent?-The money is previol,1sly advanced to the farmer for the purpose of 
paymg his rent, am~ sometimes also, I believe, for the purpose of buying cattle. 
and assisting in the general operations of his farm. 

Does it sometimes happen that there is a part only of the whole of the money 
advanced, and a part retained for the purpose of paying rent ?-I believe, that 
sometimes the advances made even exceed the amount ohhe butter subsequently 
..-eceived; but not being of that class myself, I can only speak from report. The 
butter buyers tell me, that after having advanced money to the farmers with 
a view to securing the delivery of the whole of their butter, the latter contrive to 
deliver part of the butter to others, by which a balance remains due very oftcl) 
to the butter buyers, at the close of the sea...<;;on. 
~ Does it very often happen that farmers are, contrary to their own will, in some 
degree obliged to take their butter to particular buyers ?-I cannot say posi. 
tively, not belonging myself to that class; but I have very little doubt that they 
are sometimes obliged to deliver their butter to such and such persons. 

Obliged, by whom ?-Either obliged by their pecuniary want, or the influence 
of their landlords, or the agents of their landlords when the landlords are 
absentees . 
. Would not their landlords send them to the persons who will giv€; the best 
jl~ice for. their butter?-The price is what is called the currency price; it is 
a fixed pnce. 
'. Then it is no injury to the person who goes to that buyer?-There are two 
descriptions of price with us, the currency, and the cant price that refers to the 
bargain as between the farmel' and the butter boyers. . 
: "Does the currency price never vary in respect of the quality of the butter?
It does; there is a currency price for each quality, first, second~, thirds, fourths .. 
fifths; but that is fixed in the market for that particular day; every person 
who receives currency butter, must pay the same price as every <;>ther man who 
r.eceives currency butter; but then there is another class who, not having made 
~dv.a.nces, gi\'c higher prices to the farmer, and that is called the cant price, 
because there is a competition. 

Does the price that the fanner, who has advances made to him, receives, 
depend upon the current price of the market-day, when he delivers his butter? 
-~ It depeQus upon tbe currency ruling all that day, which currency is fixed by 
a few individuals, chosen from among the butter buyers themselves; and that 
currency has reference generally to the price which the exporters are paying; 
being from lOs. to 11 . .)'. por cwt. less t.han the latter. But, unless the butter 
buyers; who generalty speculate very largely in their stocks of butter, receive 
the prices w"hich they demand from the exporters, they tell the farmers that 
therp. j$ no price, and then there is no currency till prices become fixed. 

Does that arr~ngement, in your opinjon, give the farmer fair play for the 
. pl'ice 
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price he ought to' recei~e for .11 is butter ?-Certainly n~t; if he were independent 
enough to be able to bring his butter to market, free from any previous cnguae· 
inent he would" certain ly obtain a higher price. 1::1 

Is it your opinion .that, i~ the farmers in th~ county of Cork and the adjoining 
counties were suffiCiently mdependent to hnng theIr butter to market without 
any pre~iou~ bargait~ for it, ~nd to have .it inspected there according .to its 
quality, that would thereby Improve the mterests of the farmer ?-It IS my 
opinion. 

In using the word independent, do you mean independent oflandlords and 
agents ?-Independent in every way; jf he were sure always that he could pay 
his rent when it became due, and if his other wants did not oblige him to 
submit to those regulations, he could certainly make a better price for his 
butter. 

Do you think farmers who are disposed to sell their butter at the cant price, 
are ever obliged to take it to a buyer, anel sell it at the currency price ?-Never: 
I believe, for the cant price is always more advantageous to the farmer than 
the currency price. 

Then, in point offact, the farmers who can feel themselves sufficiently inde
pendent, do not deal with tJlOse buyers who obtain those mortgages, as it were, 
upon their butter?-They do not. . 

As it is so much to the advantage of the farmer to sell at the cant price, 
would not the farmer prefer it, unless he was induced to depart from that course 
by some particular motive ?-Certainly. 

Do the agents ever interfere with the farmer, for the purpose of throwing 
business into the hands 'of any particular buyer, and inducing them. to sell to 
that buyer at the currency prices ?-I understand that the agents of some 
large landed proprietors who are generally absentees, do so. 

Do you think that the butter trade at Cork is increasing, or otherwise ?-It is 
d.ecreasing. 

To what circumstance do you attribute that ?-Partly to some pernicious re. 
gulations by Acts of Parliament, and particularly in one late Act, and partly 
to the establishment of a market in Tralee ; but indeed the establishment of the 
market in Tralee arose in some degree from the vexatious regulations of the 
Cork market . 
. 'Vhat late Act do you allude to ?-An Act passed in the year 1822, which was 
introduced in a very extraordinary and surreptitious manner. Notice was given in 
the Cork paper, by one of the bodies therc, that it was intended to apply for an 
Act of Parliament for paving and lighting the streets, and for other objects; and 
of course those engaged in the trade of butter, ne\'er suspected that one of these 
objects related to butter; but it was contrived to introduce a section into this 
Act of Parliament, which altered the butter regulations very materially, and we 
were surprised with it, not knowing any thing about it until it appeared. It 
altered the size of the casks. and it introduced regulations, in fact, that could 
Iiot be complied with, so that since the year 1822, our butter trade has been 
conducted in violation of that very Act, which was procured for carrying 
it on. 

In what respect is the Act violated ?-If the firkin differs in ever so small 
a degree from the size prescribed, it is liable to forfeiture; and this Act, among 
other things, prescribes, I think. that all our firkins shall be trimmed with 
twelve sufficient hoops; which would only designate a quarter-bound cask, 
whereas all our casks must be full bound to bold pickle. It further says, the 
hoops shall be twigged with fresh twigs; now, fresh twigs will not answer, 
they must be seasoned twigs. This Act, if persevered in, will ruin the trade 
altogether. 

In point of fact, is it insisted upon by the authorities, that the casks shall be 
strictly according to those regulations?-Not alwa.ys. It would be impossible 
to adhere to stich regulations. 

Neither in regard to size, nor being full bound, or the other matters you 
have mentioned ?-No; for instance, thcfresh twigs \Vould not do; the hoops 
should be twigged with seasoned twigs, notfi'eslt twigs; whereas the Act ex
pressly says jreslt tw.igs; and instc<ld of twelve hoops, there must be about 
twenty. 

Have you ever heartl of any person complaining of this violatiou of the law ? 
~I h;we not, lrecause we all feel the necesity of' violating the law • 
. 0106. Q ~ What 
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What is the penalty for violating it?-Five 'shilling~ a firkin, and tlte for
feiture of the cask. 

"'ho are the persons who have the charge of seeing this Act carried into 
execution ?-Any person might be an informer under the Act; but it generally 
devolves UpOIl the weigh. masters. 'Ve have three of these officers, who are 
appointed by the corporation. . . . ; 

The weigh-master rloes not enforce the law, though ever so dlstmctly vlO~ 
Iated?- ·He enforces the law in many cases; in some he does not. . 

This law with regard to the size of the cask ?-He does not attend very 
regularly to that. 

Must it not be obvious to him, that this violation of law, with regard to the 
poops and the cask, and the twigs and the size, of the cask, is continually 
taking place I-It must. 

B.ut notwithstanding that, he does Dot enforce the penalty ?-No; if he did 
we should lose the butter trade altogether; in fact it is found necessary to con· 
duct the trade in: opposition to this very absurd enactment. But the most 
unnecessary part of it was reducing the size of the firkins, which operat~ 
.against the trade very disadvantageously, and in a variety of ways; the first is, 
th,at it increases the charges materially upon the farmer, the exporter, and every 
person through whose hands it passes; and it is attended with a further dis. 
advantageQus effect" of rendering the butter more liable to deterioration, because 
there is a greater proportionate surface exposed to the timber and to the air .. 
And being on the subject of casks, I would with great deference suggest to the 
Committee, that it would be very useful if those who have large dairies, were 
allowed to pack their butter in large casks, and those who have only a sman 
number of cows, or only a single cow, allowed to use a small cask; the 'butter 
preserves better by being in a larger cask, and the saving of expe.nse is consi
~l"erable. I would suggest that the farmers be allowed to use casks holding about 
]OOlbs. ~Olbs, and 251bs. each, to suit different markets, and which may be 
called firkins, half firkins, and quarter firkins. ' . 

All the casks that are brought into Cork market, must be made in Cork?_ 
Made or inspected there; there is a previous inspection of casks in Cork, the 
duty of inspecting the casks devolves entirely on one of the three weigh-
masters, in conjunction with officers called cask mspectors. . 

In 'wha.t does the duty consist ?-Seeing that the timber is of sufficient sub~ 
stance, that the cask is made according to a particular standard, and that the 
hoops are well put on; in short, that the cask is well made in every respect so 
as to· hold pickle and exclude the air. 
, 'Vhat is the fee upon it ?-It is one penny a firkin. 

Is butter ever brought into Cork, in casks not made in Cork ?-Sometimes. 
What happens then ?-The weigh-master, as soon as he is informed of it, 

levies a penalty upon the farmer. 
By what authority?-The law gives every person a power of bringing the 

delinquent before the mayor, or any magistrate, and there enforcing a fine on 
the fact being proved. 

Does the weigh-master, in point of fact, take the man who brings in a bad 
cask, to the mayor ?-No, it is found inconvenient; the business of our weigh~ 
house is very great. and it is found inconvenient to bring the case immediately 
before the mayor, and there is an agreement made between the farmer and the 
weigh-master, that instead of going before the mayor, a certain fine shall be 
paid to the weigh-master on the spot • 
. The weigh-master levies a fine on the farmer, without going before the 

mayor?-Ycs, in nineteen cases out of twenty. 
To whom does the fine go, in case of a conviction before the mayor ?- One 

part of it goes to a public institution, the FQundling Hospital, or the 'Vorkhouse 
in Cork j and the other part of it belongs to the informer, who is the wejgh~ 
master himself. 

When he levies a fine without going to the mayor, who receives the fine?
lie receives it; whether he returns the due proportion to the charity I can ... 
not say. 

Did YOll ever Qear of hi!< returning any part of it to the charity?-I cannot 
say; he mayor may not; but one of the weigh-masters is here, and can answer 
that question. 

'Vhat is the manner In which the butter is inspected at Cork ?-AII butter 
br.ollgbt 
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J,rougbt to our ma.rket must be, immediately deposited in our weigh.house, and 
there left until the party who owns it chooses to call for inspection; we have 
often between 2 and 3,000 firkins of butter daily in OUf market during the 
summer season, and it is arranged in tiers j and the inspector goes overi 
examines and tries every firkin, and according to his opinion of its quality it is 
marked either of first, second, third, fourth or fifth. 
~ Have you more than one inspector?-We have three. 
. \Vhat fee is paid for the inspection?-The charge for the inspection of 
butter is two·pence a firkin ill Cork. 

Is that a fee given by Act of Parliament ?-No, it is a matter of convention; 
it is levied under the authority of a body called The Committee of Merchants 
in Cork. 

composed of fourteen exporters of 
class called butter buyers, and three 
both trades are, for the purposes of 

How are they composed?-They are 
hutter; seven persons belonging to that 
belonging to dealers in hides and skins; 
in~peption, blend~d in Cork. 

Are there any belonging to farmers on the committee ?-None. 
How do you understand this convention to have been brought about ?-An 

inspection was found very de.sirable; numerous frauds were committed before 
there was a public inspection; and although frauds may not have been com
mitted, it was found a very difficult thing to make the buyer and seller agree 
as to the quality of the butter. Then the idea of inspection by a public officer. 
who haa DO interest in the result, naturally suggested itself, and was adopted 
of course; it could not be done without a fund, and it was agreed to levy 
a certain contribution on all butter sent to OUf market, for the purpose of defray .. 
;ng the expenses of this inspection. 
• 'Vas there any public meeting at which the farmers gave their consent fo this 
fund being so leVied, or is there any evidence of their having ever consented 
to it ?-I am not aware that they have ever consented to it. In fact, wnen 
t-he committee of merchants was first instituted, they were an association of 
a. few leading houses, and they kept the thing very close to themselves, but 
-afterwards this was complained of, and they were obJiged to open the body. 
'Now they are appointed in a more unobjectionable manner; they are elected 
from amongst the various classes: the exporters of butter elect from among 
th~mselves, fourteen of that class ; the butter buyers, the seven from among 
their class; the dealers in hides and skins, the three from amongst that 
body. 

How much a year does the two.pence a firkin produce ?-It amounts to from 
2,000/. to 2,5001. a year. 
. This is levied by convention, and not by Act of Parliament? -Yes. 
i In what year was this committee of merchants instituted ?-Between forty 
and fifty years ago; then the inspection fee was not so large as it is now, for 
the expenses were not so considerable; it was increased from three-half-pence 
to two.pence a firkin, about fifteen years ago, in consequence of the defalca4 

tion of the treasurer, who died in debt to the committee about two thousand 
pounds. 

How does the committee apply this income; is it all applied for the pur": 
poses of the butter trade ?-The chief part of it is, but certainly some part of 
it is applied to purposes uDconnected with that trade. 
I Do they pay the inspectors ?-Yes, they do. 

How much do they receive ?-Each inspector of butter receives a salary of 
one hundred and twenty guineas a year; they have three inspectors of cmpty 
casks, who receive !t88!. 178. Gd. amongst them. Here is the account which 
the committee of merchants published last year; the three weigh.masters 
receive 180/. a year; although those are corporation officerg, it w~ found 
necessary by the committee of merchants to pa.y them (in adJition to their 
emoluments under the corporation) from the inspectors fund, in order to get 
their sanction to the system of inspection, or otherwise they would not have 
consented to it; by paying the 180t. a year between them, we have got their 
sanction, and they put their mark over the inspectors mark, which gives the 
latter the force of Ia.w. 

Can you account, by payments made to persons engaged in the butter, 
lmsiness, for the whole of' the income derived from. the charge of two-pence 
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a firkin ?-No ; ' last year the payment' made, strictly on account of butter: 
was only about seventeen hundred pounds . 

"What. was the receipt ?-1,957 I. Is. 2d. arising from the two-pence per 
cask fee. 

Do the committee ever apply any of this fund to purposes not connected 
with the butter trade ?-They apply it to every object which requires money 
upon their part; for they have no other fund but what they derive from the 
butter trade, except the fee on inspecting hides, which produces very little. 
This account includes also the revenue derived from hides and skins, and the 
.mount of expenditure upon it. 
· You say the committee have no other fund ?-None whatever. 

'Vhat other purposes have they to employ money on, besides the butter busi •. 
ness ?-Their secretary's salary is defrayed nut of it. 

How much is that ?-A hundred guineas a.year, and Mr. Roche's salary; 
Mr. Roche was formerly a banker in Cork, and now is agent to our commercial 
body, as well as to some other commercial bodies, and hh salary is defrayed 
out of it. 

What is the nature of his business ?-If we have any communication to make 
to either House of Parliament, or to any of the public bodies or authorities in 
Lonrlon, he is our agent 011 the occasion. 
:. What does he receive ?-I believe he receives one hundred guineas per 
annum. 

Are there any other purposes to which thE'Y apply this butter fund ?-Yes-; 
we receive the trade lists, and the returns of the arrival and sailing of vessels 
from the Cove of Cork, and the returns of the quantity of cattle slaughtered, 
and so on; all the expenses for the procuring these are defrayed out .ofthe butter 
fund; in truth, all disbursements are made out of this fund; here is a charge 
of miscellaneous items last year, amounting to 4081. 19s. not strictly applicabre 
to butter. 

'Vhat public duties do the committee of merchants take upon tl1em, be$ides 
the management of the butter ?-They undertake the superintendence of the 
general trading concerns of Cork; if there be a petition to Parliament in pro
gress, or any public matter that is desirable to be accomplished, they are 
generally the medium through whom the business is done. 

Do they apply this butter fund to those purposes?-Yes, to every object; at 
the time a mail coach was established between Cork and Waterford, it was 
deemed useful to the trading interests of Cork, and our committee allowed the 
proprietor a hundred a.year for several years, in order to encourage him, and 
that was taken from the butter fund. 

Can you mention any other application ?-There have been a great many; 
and in fact every public disbursement must be made from it, because there exists 
110 other fund. 
· Do they ever give dinners ?-Not now; hut they formerly ga~'e entertain. 
ments on the arrival of all admiral or an high officer in the south, and the 
expenses were taken from the butter fund. 
· Have they any rent to pay ?-A very tri8ing rent) merely for the room they 
occupy. 
· You have stated that the receipt upon the two.pence a firkin charge amounted 
last year to 1.957/.?-Yes, I did. 

You have said that in tlie same year there was 1,7611. applied to the purposes 
.of payment made on account of the butter trnde?-Yes) including an annuity 
tq an old inspector. 

You have stated, that there was a salary of a hundred guineas given to the 
secretary, and a hundred guineas to Mr. Roche ?-Just so. 

You have also stated, that there was 4001. spent in other matters?-The 4.00(. 
includes the two hundred guineas salaries. 

How can you take upon yourself to say, that this two-pence a firkin paid upon 
butter, is the only fund that the merchants have to defray those expenses, wheu 
the amount e~penderl Jast year, o\'et 3.l1d above the 1,7611. is infinitely more 
than the receipt ?- llecause the committee of merchallts had funded part of their 
surplus receipts of former years: aud they sold out last year 1501. stock fouti 
per cent. In some years, we have had over three hundred thousand firkins of 
butter, and there was a. saving in those years. . 

Cao you take upoo yourself to say, that: the gentlemen connected with th. 
. mercantile 
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merc~~tile interests ~fCork are not in the habit of subscribing amen" themselves 
towartl~ this expenditure, . any thing beyond the receipt of thi~ two-pence 
a. firkin ?-They never do. 

You are prepared to state that as a matter you are certain of?-J am quite 
certain it was never the case; I was never called. upon myself for nearly twenty 
:rears that I was one of the most extensive merchants in Cork. 
· How many weigh-masters are there?-We have three weigh-masters, butene 
of those is employed in the empty cask and hide crane. ; 

By whom are they appointed?-By th~ council Qfthe corporation. 
:. 'Vhat fee does he receive ?-A penny a firkin; the duties of the three weigQ
mast~s are divided between the crane when~ the butter is weighed -and the crane 
\vhere the empty casks and hides are inspected; two of them devote their atteD~ 
tion to the weighiug of the butter, and one of them to the empty cask and hid~ 
crane; but the revenue$ arising from both sources are divided among them. 
- Besides this fee, they receive a salary from the committee of merchants ?
Yes; that is for lending themselves to the inspection, otherwise we could DotgO 
on with it. . , 
· Do you state ih.t this officer is appointed by the corporation '-The three 
oBkers are. . 

W In case of any instance of abuse, or complaint against those officers, before 
what_ tribunal would that complaint be tried ?-It wpuld be tried before the 
council of the corporation; but there would be very little chance of success 
there, for the officers are so much connected with the leading members of 
council, that they could Dot be removed: a payment was made to them out of 
the butter fund, and then they became our officers as well as the officers of the 
corporation; but our influence on them is very limited. -

Do the weigh. masters discharge their duty in person, Or by deputy i-In 
person; formerly, Lord Longueville, I believe, was weigh·master with some 
other person, but after his decease we procured an Act of Parliament, obliging 
~he weigh-masters to perform their duties in person. 

\Vhen the casks are opened for inspection who is employed to do the bus~· 
ness of the cooperage?-The butter always comes to our market with the 'casks 
l}nheadcd, the butter buyer generally delivers the casks to the farmer, without 
the heads to them; and the butter comes to market, covered with merely ~ 
cabbage leaf. 01' something stuck on witb a couple of hoops. 

Is there any necessity of employing a cooper after it is inspected?-There is. 
'Vho is the person who acts ?"'"'""'":'"There was a contest in our market about 

that; the weigh.master insists on the right of employing the cooper in the 
weigh.house, to put the casks- .into a good condition, because the law gives him 
authority to reject a cask if it is not in good order. 

Is he paid a fee for this business ?-The cooper is paid very highly; but the 
business is badly done notwithstanding_ 

What is his business ?-For repairing any damage supposed to be done to 
the cask by the farmer, while in his possession. 
· -Is that done with the approbation of the farmer ?-The farmer must submit 
to it. 

What does he charge?- The charge for each new hoop is three.half.pence, 
for twigfl"ing a hoop a penny, and for shifting a damaged stave three.pence; but 
what is ~omplained of most, is the abominable manner in which th!s work a 
performed, in fact it i~ of no advantage to the merchants, who are obliged after.) 
wards to re-cooper the butter for exportation. 

Are YOll sure you have stated exactly the rate of charge ?- I am sure of it;
I should observe, that not belonging to that class called butter buyers, it never 
devolved upon me to pay those charges, but I hm'e no doubt those are the; 
charges defrayed by the butter buyer and charged to the farmer. 
( Is it the cooper who determines what business is necessary to be done in 
repairing a cask, or is it the farmer ?- It is the weigh-master; in fact the 
cooper is a sort of deputy to the weigh. master ; he loo~s after the ca~ks, to see 
\\>hether they are in a proper state 01' not, and he POlOts the attentton of the 
weigh·mastel· to them. 

< Are the emoluments of the cooper considerable r- Yes; they must be very 
considerable. 
· Does he receive themal1 himself, ot' give a.ny prut to an~ - other person iL
(. 4.ofi. Q .~ There 
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Mr. There are working coopers or journeymen · under him: how they divide the. 
IT: f'jt~. emoluments I cannot tell. 
~ Is there any connexion between the cooper and ,the weigh.master ?-The; 

:Z5 April, cooper is app-ointed by the weigh.master. ' . 
18'16. Is butter liable to be injured ?-Yes; they turn casks wIth the heads out, and, 

during the operation of turning, there is generally from half a pound to three 
quarters, and often a pound of butter spoiled, which is scraped off~ and sold a!! 
grease; I have had several tons in my cellar, which I have been obliged to sel~ 
as grease. 

Who regulates the price that the cooper charges ?-It was regulated a long 
time ago, between the trade and the wei~h.master. 

There is an understood schedule of prices he is to charge for particular 
operations?-Yes; which prices I have already stated. The cooperage coul<\. 
be done at much less if it were thrown open. There was a contest two or 
three years ago, between the hutter buyers and the weigh-master; each buyer 
}fished to have a cooper of his own to cooper the butter, but the weigh-master 
objected to it. 
. Do you consider those charges fair, or extravagant ?-They are much higher 
than they need be. 

Are they higher than they. were when each merchant had his own cooper ?
I do not recollect any merchant ever having had his own cooper; it was only; 
lately when the spirit of economy was prevalent amongst us, that somebody 
"Suggested the idea of every butter buyer having his own cooper. 

But practicaUy, competition never was in existence so as to regulate the 
prices?-Never, that I have heard. 

Nor can it be, so long as the present system continues ?-No" the weigh 
Plaster maintains the right of appointing the cooper. 

\Vill you detail the amount of charges, whether under conventional arrange~ 
JTlent, or charged under Act of Parliament, that a firkin of butter is liable to 
coming to the Corl( market ?-Three.pence, without taking into account the 
erevious charge on the en'lpty firkin, for that is merged in the cost of the 
firkin. 

What does it amount to, inclusive of every thing ?-Four-pence. 
Then is not a firkin of butter coming to be sold in the Cork market, liable 

to 'only fow'-pence?-The predous charge on inspecting an empty firkin, 
~ reckon in the cost of that firkin, leaving the other charges at three-pence. 

You have stated, there was three-half-pence a. firkin charged by regulation 
torty years ago, and increased to two-pence; was that conventional, or under 
Act of Parliament ?-Quite conventional. 
, Is that continued to be paid now ?-Yes. 

Besides that. two-pence a. firkin so now continued to be paid, what is th~ 
kmount of fee besides that charged under Act of Parliament ?-A penny only, 
for weighing. 

Any thing for inspection ?-The two-pence per firkin is the inspection fee, 
the penny a firkin is the weighing fee. . 
. You stated, that in passing of this Act, there was an absurdity put into it, 
which compelled you to use new twigs ?-The expression in the Act of Par ... 
liament is fresh twigs. 

What do you mean by good fresh osier twi!!S I-The understanding amongst 
th.e c~opers ~as this, that if they \~ere to make up a cask with the description 
of tWigs deslgnated by Act of Parliament, the cask would not last at all. 

Would it not mean good sound twigs ?-Unless they were seasoned, they 
would not answer. 
. If they were seasoned, would you consider that they were fresh ?-Seasoneu 
and fresh are distinct ideas, but the reduction of size of the casks was the most,. 
material part. 

o You are aware of a regulation in one of the CorIi,: local Acts, by which no 
hutter can be sold except in casks of Cork manufacture ?-l am. 

You have stated, that they must be made in Cork ?-They must be inspected 
ip Cork; but it follows, I think, that they must be made there, because nQ. 
conntry cooper would send his firkins for inspection to Cork. 
. Do not you know. that a great many country ,coopers do send their firkins 
in for inspection in Cork ?-Never, I believe . 

.J:lave nev~r any country coopers, for some miles round, sent ,ll their firkins 
lQ 
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to be inspected there ?-There are none made. I believe, except those in the Alr. . 
city of Cork, nearer than the towns adjoining, Mallow, Youghall, and so on. T. Fit~. 

Is not the effect of this enactment toget a monopoly of the manufacture of casks ~ 
for the butter trade of Cork, to the coopers of the city of Cork ?-Decidedly. 25 April, 

Does nol this, under particular states of the market, render it difficult, ifnot 1926. 
impossible, supposing the Jaw to be strictly carrie~ inlo effect, for a merchant 
at Limerick, or a merchant at Clonmell, to send theIr butter to the Cork market 
for shipment?- It is quite impossible. 

Do you not conceive, that that is prejudicial to the general interests of the 
trade, as well as to the local interests of the city of Cork ?-It is, no doubt, 
injurious to the general trade of the city of Cork, and particularly to the shipp 
ping trade; 1 know that butter would be sent from TraJee, and other places, 
for shipment at Cork, but that a merchant would not subject it to the inspection, 
and the risk of his casks being confiscated. 

Has not the inconvenience of this part of the law been so strongly felt, that 
there has been of late a disposition rather to overlook those enactments?-I am 
not aware of that; in fact the risk is so great that no person has attempted to 
send butter for shipment to Cork, knowing that our regulations are so rigid; 
but I am aware that some of the dealers in Tralee and Youghall, say, they 
regret that these regulations prevent their making use of our port. 

Do you conceive the restriction in the size of casks has operated to the dis~ 
advantage of the trade ?-No doubt it has. 

Do you not consider that in proportion as the farm is upon the large scale, 
and the machinery applicable to the making of butter perfect, it is for the 
interest of the butter producer to ship his butter in larger casks, rather than 
those allowed at present ?-Certainly; and his butter will preserve better, pro
vided the casks be equally well made. 

In point of fact, do you not know that lbe Dutch bUlter brought into the 
London market, is sold in larger casks than those allowed by law to be used in 
lreland?-Yes, one-third larger. 

Have you any doubt that if it was left to the producers of butter to use the 
casks best for their interest, they would adopt that course ?-No doubt 
they would; they would use the description of casks which they found most 
for thf!ir benefit. 

Is it, or not, the law, that the casks must be made in the city of Cork?-They 
must be inspected there, which is the same thing; the inspector, I believe, 
does not inquire where the cask is made, but it becomes a. matter of course 
that it must be made where it is inspected, as the country cooper will not send 
his casks from a distance merely for the purpose of inspection. 

Upon the whole, are YOli of opinion that the regulations respecting the butter 
trade, are injurious to that trade in Cork?-I think some of them are bene· 
ficial, and some of them injurious. 

Distinguish which ?-I think the system of inspection by public officers, who 
are well paid, as an inducement to act correctly, and who are removable at 
pleasure (for our inspectors are not officers of the corporation, but appointed 
by the mercantile body,) is a. very excellent system, productive of satisfaction 
to the shipper, and to the jmporter in England. I know it is satisfactory to 
the latter, Jor r have had a communication with almost every considerable 
importer of butter, from Lancashrre to the Land's End. On the subl' ect of in
spection, I would suggest the propriety of branding on the casks, t le month 
when the inspection took place, in order to prevent buttcr which had been 
held over a long time after the inspection, from being sold as newly-inspected 
butter, which is often the case in Cork. 

Is the marking and branding useful r-The inspection would be worth 
nothing, unless therc were marks to denote the quality. 

Are there any other regulations which you consider useful?-That is the 
chief one. 

\Vhich are those regulations which you consider as injurious ?-First, that 
which prescribes a limit to the size of the cask, and those which give the 
weigh-master the power of having the operation of coopering performed in the 
market, which operation really is of no use whate\'er; and also that which pre
cludes the shipment at our port of any butter but that which has passed through 
the market. I think the latter highly injurious and unjust. 

YOli would propose that butter might be sent from the interior, aud shipped 
., R d 
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T. Fi~r~hIxm. at your port, without a second inspection by your officer ?- 'Vhat I would pro· 
~ pose is this,-that the merchants of Limerick, Tralee, Youghall, and other 

~5 April, places, should he allowed to ship their butter through the/ort of Cork, at 
IS!l6. the same time that they should not shill it as Cork inspccte butter, but that 

the butter should bear the brand of the Limerick, or Tralee, or Youghall 
market, as well as the name of the merchant there who forwards it for shipment; 
that, in short, he should be enabled to make use of our port, without the 
necessity of passing his butter through our weigh-house at all. 

You think the regulation existing at present, keeps down the butter trade in 
Cork I-No doubt it does. 

'Vould not you draw a line, in the aoswer you have given, between butter so 
sent into Cork from established markets, such as those of Limerick and Clon~ 
mell, or Tralee, and the smaller markets in the country, such as Mallow and 
Timohoe ?-As to that, I think those places, now small, might become very 
large markets; and I do not see why a man, residing any where, who wished 
to establish a name for himself and for his market, should be prevented sending 
his butter to the \Vest India or London markets, upon the character of his own 
market. Every man is interested in raising the character of the market in which 
he resides, and though there are not at present very extensive dealers in some 
places, I think they would spring up; and the nearer you bring a market to 
the farmer the better for him. 

When you state that the system of' inspection was one which you considered 
it would be beneficial to the public to preserve, did you refer to a system of 
inspection which fixes the qualities of buUer?-Certainly, or rather the degrees 
of quality. 

If there was a system of inspection wllich did not mark the degrees of quality, 
do you conceive it would be of ;.\ beneficial effect?-Of no use whatever. 

Are you aware, that under the Butter Act, there is no referf>DCe to the 
quality?-Yes, it is the same in Cork, but we get over that; our butter tasters 
are instructed to mark the quality; and the weigh-masters adopt our inspector's 
marks by putting their brand over it; so that the one cannot be erased without 
erasing the other. 

Does not the part of the system which you approve, result from that which 
is voluntary; and is not that which you state to be compulsory, that which you 
state to be not beneficial?-The inspection is not voluntary in our market, for 
no one could carryon the trade, unless he adopted the s{stem. 

Is not it independent of law?-Yes, but it has the ful force oflaw with us. 
Supposing the law at present existin~ to be repealed to-morrow, what would 

prevent a merchant carrying it into ettect but the arrangement among them
selves ?-It could be done; but I think there would be some difficulty in it. 

Are you not aware, that in Limerick, in consequence of a voluntary agree
ment among the merchants of Limerick, the character of the butter has been 
raised, and the market very much increased ?-I am aware of that. 

You find that the inspection at Cork is impartially conducted ?-I think it is. 
That is, that the inspectors are under the imme(~iate control of an active 

committee of merchants?- In fact they are subject to the observation of every 
body; and if any complaint be made by which their integrity or their judgment 
are questioned, an investigation takes place, and they are dismissed if found 
incompetent. 

If in the interior of the country, the inspection is freed from almost all con
trol, could you, in your opinion, have so much dependence upon it ?-Unless 
it were a large market, it could hardly be expected that there would be a very 
good system of inspection; it is only then that it becomes an object worthy of 
attention, or that an inspector can be sufficiently paid. 

Then, though under t.he regulations of Cork, an inspection may be of use; it 
does not follow, that an inspection, generally speaking, is desirable ?-In a small 
market, the inspection, perhaps, cannot be regulated so well. 

Supposing the law was altered, so as to allow the merchant and farmer the 
option to deal directly with each other, or to have recourse to a sale before the 
weigh-master; do you consider that many persons would prefer dealing directly 
with the merchant, through the intervention ofa public officer?-I think we in 
Cork, are so fully impressed 1vit.h the advantage of the inspection system, that we 
should bind each other not to buy but in that way; I think the check on fraud 
i~ such that we should bind ourselves, unless restrained by law, not to buy in 

any 
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any other way, for it is nearly imp'ossible that the t:'lr~er a~d the buyer could 
agree as to quality; th~ people wl~h us are not very mtelhgent, a man could 
never sell his butter until he had tned half a dozen persons. A merchant may 
not be a man of sufficient honesty, to say at once what he thinks of it, he may 
reject it and half a dozen persons in succession may treat for it, and each would 
have it' bored j now every boring of this description tends to deteriorate the 
quality, because butter is so delicate an article, that the admission of air into it, 
and the iron coming into contact with it, will injure the flavour; then ultimately, 
perhaps, that which was originally a first, may by these repeated trials, become 
a second quality. If there was no public inspection with us, it would be pro· 
ductive of a great deal of delay to the farmer, and I think of great disadvantage 
to him in other respects; I think he would be more in the power of a fraudulent 
dealer. It would operate also against the shipper, in this way; if I were 
employed to make a contract for 1,000 or 2,000 firkins of butter, and that it 
arrived at a falling market, the importer may reject it, alleging it was not 
according to the contract, it may have been a long while on the passage, and 
have deteriorated; and it is very hard the shipper should be liable to all those 
disadvantages; perhaps there would be surveys called, and eventually a trial at 
Jaw; and it would be quite impossible to determine what was the quality at the 
time of shipment. 

In the event of the merchants having the power of agreeing amongst them
selves to carryon the trade in the present way, there would be no inconvenience 
to them from the repeal of the law?-Not much. 

Do you conceive that if there were a repeal of the present law, leaving it 
open to the merchants to avail themselves of the regulations which they consi
dered desirable, that would be an improvement of the state of things ?-Yes, 
the less legislation in matters of trade the better. 

'Vould it be in the power of the merchant to refuse to deal in the market, if 
the option were granted?-Yes; but I think in that case it would be very soon 
known on tIus side of the water, that such a man objected to adopt the general 
system, and his goods would get into disrepute, or his integrity may be 
suspected. 

Have you ever known individuals stand out against the rest of the body, in 
i·espect of regulations proposed for the public good ?-I have certainly. 

There has been no such thing in Cork, as selling butter without the inspec
tion ?-There has not; it would be impossible to sell or buy butter there without 
submitting to the inspection. 

There never having been practically allowed the sale of butter in Cork without 
inspection, the opinions you have given of the consequences of removing the 
necessity of inspection, are speculative opinions of your own, and not founded 
on your own experience ?-They are founded on what I ha.ve heard from the 
trade in England, and the result of the practice in other markets where no such 
inspection as that which exists with us takes place. 

Al'e you acquainLed with the export trade of Cork ?-·I am. 
Havc you ever heard a complaint of butter being exported in a fraudu lent 

manner ~-l have; and it has come under my own knowledge. 
In what way did it come under your own knowledge ?-I recollect having 

once served upon a jury where there was a disputed account between a cooper 
and a merchant; it being matter of account in detail it was referred to three of 
the jury; I happened to be one of those, and on going into the account one 
charge was for heavy bottoms supplied to the merchant, after the original 
bottoms were taken out, to add to the tare. 

Did you ever heal' of hoops being altered ?-I have heard of additional hoopi 
being put on to add to the weight of the cask. 

'Vas there a case of this kind occurred, which occasioned an inquiry in 
Liverpool?-There was, about five years ago. 

'Vas the charge made good ?-I speak only from the advice of my corrC4 
span dents ; I was not present myself; I understood that it was some pickled 
~utter from Cprk. The butter which we prepare for foreign markets is coopered 
111 a peculiar manner; to insure its holding the pickle we put on iron hoops, 
and the butter referred to, instead of being coopered with what we call firkin 
hoops, was ~oopered with hoop!; of a much he:LVier description. The practice 
was carried 011 for some lime, at last it was discovered in Liverpool; and the 
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house which made the sale, was obliged to submit to an abatement on that par· 
ticular quantity. 

Did vou ever hear of butter being taken Qut, and the place supplied with 
strong pickle ?- In all butter prepared for the tropical climates we are obliged 
to scrape out a part of the butter to admit pickle; but in some cases there might 
have been more taken out than was neeessary, and the place supplied with 
coarse salt and pickle. 

Those are instances of fraud ?-Yes. 
By whom w~re those ho.oP.s put on?-'1:'hey were put on I presume by order 

of the shipper, It was for IllS mterest certalOly. 
That was a private transaction of the shipper?- Yes. 
In no measure connected with the inspection ?-No, it did not involve the 

character of our inspection in the least degree. 
Could that have taken place but for the system of inspection, which fixed 

the tare upon the cru;k, and therefore offered the means of rendering such a 
fraud profitable ?~I think it might have taken place; but I should observe 
to the Committee, that those instances of fraud, at least the detection of them, 
have been very rare indeed. 

Does not the brand put on by the officer, contribute to assist in the practice 
of those frauds ?-It does, because the tar'e brand in the first instanee, IS taken 
to be ever afterwards the tare of the casks. 

If the merchant in Liverpool buys on the brand, he may be exposed to 
fraud to a greater degree, than if he buys on his own judgment ?-If an inspec
tion did not exist with us, ,the party in England would buy on his own judg
ment, in which case, he would be, 1 think, more likely to detect any frauds that 
were committed. 

He can only detect them by examining each cask ?-By no other means. 
Would not the expense of examining each cask be very considerable?

He might do it in this way, by taking a cask out of every hundred, or every 
score. 

But still he would never be sure, he would have no standard to go by, except 
the examination of the cask on his own judgment ?-No. 

Is not the tendency of the present system to put all persons who are expor .. 
ters ofbj.ltter from Ireland, on the same footing ?-All those who export from 
Cork are put on the same footing. 

Then a man of skill and of integrity engaged in trade, has no advantage over 
a man who has no skill and who has no character ?-Our system is a restraint on 
a fraudulent shipper; the butter is subject to inspection in the first instance, and 
then to an examination of the casks, by the officers of the Customs before it is 
shipped; so that frauds cannot be committed without great risk of detection. 

It does not operate as a'restriction on the man of integrity ?-By no means; 
it i~ rather a protection to him, because it prevents any other man committing 
fraud with impunity. 

Supposing the system of inspection to be put an end to, do you not conceive 
that a man of skill and integrity would obtain a greater portion of the trade, 
and greater credit with his British correspondent, than he now possesses ?-No 
dQubt, he would obtain greater credit with his correspondents. 

The observations you have made, apply to the Local Act of Cork ?-My 
observations have been very general, I have answered all the questions put 
to me. 

'Vith regard to the details they relate to the Local Act of Cork?-The obser
vations I have made which apply to Cork, arc of course referable to Cork, but 
I have been asked questions generally also. 

With regard to advances, you say it is the habit of the merchants to make 
advances to the butter dealers ?-Not by the merchants; we designate as 
merchants only those who are exporters; the other class we call butter 
buyers. 

Is not that done in other articles of produce ?-No; not in any other article 
whatever. , 

Do you mean to say it is not in corn ?-No. 
Is it not done in the article of barley, by the brewer ?-No; I ha\"e dealt in 

corn and never knew it done. 
What is the reason that it is done in butter, and not in other articles ?-The 

great 
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great object is to procure 3 supply ?f the article; butter being a principal branch 
of trade in Cork, it was found of Importance to pay in advance to farmers, in 
order to secure a greater quantity of it. 

You say the butter trade of Cork has decreased of late ?-It has within the 
last five or six years. 

Do you speak from documentary evidence ?-I do. 
Have you any such about you ?-I can state from my recollection, that about 

seven years ago our exports of butter exceeded 800,000 firkins. which at present 
scarcely come up to 240,000; I suppose the average of the last three years has 
been about that quantity, 

To what do you attribute that decrease?-The decrease will be found greater 
if we consider the decrease in the size of our firkins, for I calculate, that by 
the last Act of l:>arliament, our firkins have been reduced about eight per 
cent.; that taken from ~40,OOO firk ins would make the deficiency still greater. 
One of tbe causes is the establishment of a market in Tralee, and the increase of 
the Limerick market; but 1 think both these markets owe their prosperity in 
a great degree, to the vexatious regulations of onrs, which make the farmers 
prefer those other markets. Limerick has an increased trade, and Tralee is quite 
a Ilew market. 

You consider the size of the firkin being limited, as the principal cause?
The regulation respecting our firkins is one principal cause; for unless the 
firkin has been previously inspected in Cork, the farmer bringing a cask, though 
fully capable of holding pickle, is quite at the mercy of our weigh-master; he 
may lose his firkin and a fine of five shillings besides. 

Have frequent forfeitures of the cask taken place, in consequence of the size 
not. being according to the regulations of law?--Sometimes they have;, but 
sometimes that is overlooked by the weigh-master, who, however, takes care to 
exact the fine to which the farmer is liable, though he does not always insist 
upon the change of cask; he often allows the cask to pass. 

You spoke of the committee of merchants; what class of persons are they 
in point of respectability?-They comprise persons of various degrees of 
respectability; some of them are highly respectable, and others less 50. 

Are you one of them YOllfself?-l am not. 
As YOLl consider those regulations so injurious, is it not possible that the trade 

of Cork in butter may fall oft' still more, and to a. very considerable degree, 
unless those regulations are altered ?-J think our trade in butter is likely to 
decrease annually, unless some alteration take place. 

You have stated. that all casks must be inspected in Cork ?-Yes, all empty 
casks. 

That renders it necessary that each person should have his cask made in 
Cork ?-It has that effect. 

' Vhat extent of country docs this regulation extend over, so as to prevent the 
farmers purchasing the casks in their own neighbourhood ?-'Ve receive butter 
in Cork from the most remote part of the county of Kerry, eighty miles 
distant, I suppose; and the whole of the county of Cork, except that part 
uordering on the county oj' Limerick, from which they probably send their 
butter to Limerick. 

ATe you not aware that the limitation in point of size of the cask, was the 
cause of giving the 'Vest India trade to Cork ?-I think it is the quality rather 
than the size of our casks that has had that effect. 

You think the limitation of the size ha<; had no effect upon that ?- I think not 
so much as the superior make of the firkins. 

Are you not aware that Cork has almost all the foreign trade in butter ~
Tam; almost all the Irish butter consumed in the Brazils and in the West 
Indies is Cork butter. I believe the Cork casks are the only ones which hold 
pickle; and uuttcr will not keep in those tropical climates, unless in casks 
holding pickle. 

What proportion does the foreign trade in butter exported from Cork, bear 
to the whole export from COl'kr-That question I cannot positively answer; 
bllt I will go to it as nearly as I can. A great deal of our export of butter 
to Liverpool includes two descriptions of butter; one part for use in England, 
the other part for trans·shipment to the 'Vest Indies and Brazils. \Ve have an 
account of the export to Liverpool, which thiil year has been about 50,00J 
firking. Now about 40,000 firkins of t.hose, I think, have been pickled for warm 

-t.oG. R 3 climates j 

M,. 
T. FitZK'6Ixnt. 

'---------------
'15 April, 
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111,.. climates; a~d I find that our shipments, direct to the West Indies, have be~-D 
"T. Fitzgibbon. over 28,000 firkins this current season; making, upon the whole,. about one.. 
~ fourth of our total shipments of butter from Cork, and exclusive of 60,000 

~5 April, firkins sent to Portugal and Spain. ' 
1826. Do you not think that Tralec. from its position on the sea.-coast, would be 

likely to have a butter trade, independently of any disadvantages in Cork r
J tlunk not a large one; the disadvantage to the purchaser in Tralee is, that 
he cannot send his goods to market with such facility as we can from Cork. 
I know some persons in Tralee who would pay for land-carriage, and send 
their butter for exportation to Cork, were it not for our pernicious regulations. 

Are you not aware that butter is almost invariably admitted, by the inspector 
of butter at Cork, to pass through the weigh.house, though not in firkins made 
in Cork ?-Not invariably: such firkins are sometimes allowed to pass, but not 
without a fine upon the farmer. 

Is not the pecuniary fine levied, in order to be lenient upon the farmer, 
and not to bring him before the mayor, in which case he must forfeit his butter? 
-That is the alleged reason. 

In point of practice, you believe that butter brought to Cork, which by 
law they caDl;lot bring, except in Cork firkins, has been permitted to pass 
through the weigh-house?-Yes, frequently; and butter that is even fraudu
lently prepared, by' having been soaked, is often allowed to pass our weigh. 
house. by an arrangement between the weigh.master and the agent for the 
farmer, who gives a sum of money, for which it is allowed to pass. I will state 
a circumstance which came under my own ob~ef\'ation. I always passed a large 
portion of my time in our weigh.house; and I observed one day a lot of about 
fifty firkins of butter come in from a country dealer, which were in the most 
disgraceful state possible; the firkins had been soaked with a view to add to 
their weight. According to law, everyone of those firkins should have been 
seized, the:: original firkins taken away, and the damaged butter taken off; but 
by an arrangement between the owner of this butter and the weigh.master, the 
whole of this was allowed to pass. 

How long ago did this pass ?-About three years ago. 
Do you know the names of the parties ?-I heard the names. 
That was a corrupt arrangement?-Yes; but it was not with the weigh

master who is now in attendance here. 
ls the weigh.master now in office?-Yes. 
'Vas there ever any statement of this made to the person who appointed 

him ?-I made a statement of it at a public meeting of the mercantile body. 
Who is the person that appointed that weigh.master in Cork ?-The common 

council of the city. 
Did you make~ a statement to the council ?-No, but to a public meeting of 

the trade at large. 
'Vas it conveyed to the council ?-I cannot say. 
'Vas any notice taken of the complaint?-The proceedings of the meeting, 

at which I made the statement, were published in our newspapers. There is 
an annual meeting held previolls to the election of the new committee, where 
a public discussion is often had upon this or that point; 1 did not go before 
the council, because I did not wish to be a public accuser of an individual; 
besides, as this officer was appointed by the council, I thought it would be of 
very little avail to impeach him there. 

You mentioned a certain act that took place at the public weigh-house of 
Cork, namely, that a certain number of firkins, which were damaged and in
jured, were passed by the weigh-masters ?-By olle of the weigh.masters. 

This of course was complained of?-I complained of it at a public meeting 
of the trade, being the next public meeting after the occurrence. 

Stating the facts?-Yes. 
At this public meeting of the trade, wha.t took place ?-I cannot now 

recollect, but I believe that no communication was had with the council in 
consequence. 

No complaint was made of the public officer, of his conduct ?-No complaint 
was made to the council by me. 

The meeting of the trade were perfectly acquainted with the fact, and they 
pas:;ed it OVer without appealing to any authority by which it might have been 
punished !-Yes. 

Did. 

.' 
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M,. .. Did the public meeting pass any resolution on the subject?-They did not; 

our idea w.as, that an exposure of acts of tbis description at a public meeting 
has a tendency to check them, and we rested there. 

T. Fit:giblxm. 1 

~ 

Have you not, in a former part of your testimony, stated to the Committee, 
that you, the dealers in. butter, ha~ acquire~ a control over the .inspector 
appointed by the corporation ?- The mspector IS not a corporate officer; the 
inspectors are appointed wholly hy the mercantile body. 

As to thc act of the person appointed by the mercantile body, did you make 
this complaint ?-It was one of the weigh·masters who committed the act, and 
not one of the inspectors. 

Did you not, in a former part of your testimony, state to the Committee, that 
you, the dealers in butter, had acquired a control over the weigh-masters 
appointed by the corporation ?-That the committee of merchants had acquired 
such control, not that the dealers had. 

That there had been such a control acquired over the weigh.masters of the 
corporation, by paying them a salary, that it gave an assurance of their proper 
conduct ?-I did not say that, but I said that it insured their concurrence in 
our system of inspection; there is no further control over them. 

Did this case of fraud occur under the old system, or the new system ?-It 
occurred about three years ago, subsequent to the last Act of Parliament. 

Have you not stated that cases of fraud by exporters of butter were neces
sarily very few, because the inspectors are correct; are the weigh-masters and 
the inspectors of butter different persons ?-Quite so. . 

By whom are the inspectors appointed ?-The inspectors are appointed 
wholly by the committee of merchants, and do their duty very well; the weigh
masters are appointed by the corporation. 

What control have the inspectors of butter over the weigh.masters ?-None 
whatever. 

Do they not direct them in his weigh-house a3 they please ?- Not at all; if 
any officer have control of our market, it is the weigh-master, but not the in
spector; in fact, it is by sufferance that the inspector is allowed at all to act in 
our market; and hence it is that we are obliged to pay the weigh-master in order 
to allow our system of inspection to go on; but the controlling power is in the 
hands of the weigh.master. 

The inspector cannot direct the weigh-master to go to any particular casks, 
and weigh them as he pleases ?-By no means; on the contrary, the inspector 
is ~ubject to the orders of the weigh-master. 

Have you not stated, that, upon the whole, you quite approve of the system 
of inspection in the Cork weigh-house?-Yes, with this exception, that I think 
our inspectors are too fond of allowing the butter to pass too highly salted; it 
is a complaint made generally of the Cork butter in the English market, that it 
is salted too much for their palates. 

Is it not so highly salted in order to meet the approbation of the foreign 
market ?-That was the original object; but it might be attained, I think, by 
putting one half of the quantity of salt which our butter generally contains, for 
an excessive quantity of salt is by no means necessary to preserve the butter: 
if the cask holds pickle and the air is excluded, a very moderate quantity of 
salt is sufficient. 

With respect to the currency butter and the advance made by the butter 
buyer to the farmer, do you not consider that that is practised in consequence 
of the wants, in a great degree, of the small farmer ?-No doubt; he would not 
receive money on such disadvantageous terms, unless his wants obliged him. 

In short, he is a man in want of advances and cannot do without them ?
I suppose so. 

Are you not aware, that in the iron trade in England and in other trades, 
there are similar advances made by the monied man to the inferior one engaged 
in the several branches of trade, in order to enable him to meet his own neces
sit ies at the moment ?-It may be so, but I am not aware of it. 

Do you think that the butter trade could be carried on, in the state of 
poverty of the peasantry at present in many parts of the south and the west of 
Ireland, without the advances of the butter buyer ?-I think, if the landlords 
were a little more indulgent, it might be done. 

But you think the poor butter maker requires some assistance, either on tb~ 
~ R4 ~ 

'15 April, 
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.Itlr. part of the butter buyer ·or the landlord ?-He does; either an advance from 
T. Filzgiboofl. the onc or an indulgence from the other. 

15 April, 
1826. 

'---~-~' - When you say that the weigh.master is the principal officer and the inspector 
subject to his control, is the ins.pector subject to the control of the weigh. 
master, so far as relates to the inspector's own duty ?-The weigh.master never 
interferes in that matter; but he might turn the inspector out, if he liked. 

He does not interfere with him in the exercise of his own particular duty?
He does not, for the weigh.master is not conversallt with that particular duty, 
and may not be a judge of butter. 

Who have the appointment of the inspector ?-In the Cork butter market, 
the committee of merchants. 

This committee of merchants, in point of fact, consist exclnsively of the 
persons interested in the purchase ofbutter?-No; they are persons interested 
10 the trade, more or less ; but they consist of different classes. 

Are the farmers represented, in point of fact?- Ther are not. 
This committee of merchants consist exclusively of buyers of butted-Of 

dealers in butter, and in hides and skins. 
They appoint the inspectors?-They do. 
Have you ever heard, or can you form an opinion, whether the sellers com~ 

plain _of any partiality on tIle part of tl!e inspectors ?-The farmers do some~ 
times make complaints, but I have my doubts whether their complaints are well 
founded. 

Complaints are made ?-Very partially; they have reached my own cars; 
I have no doubt that sometimes our inspectors commit errors of judgment; it 
is impossible it should be otherwise. 

Have you ever heard complaints against them, by the buyers, as being 
favourable to the country people ?-Never. 

Have you heard complaints from the butter sellers, of their conduct?-Very 
few; but many complaints may have been made which I have not heard of. 

You have heard or complaints of their being too favourable to the buyers?
It is in the nature of man to complain; where the butter is made a second, the 
farmer may think it ought to be a first quality. 

You stated, that too much salt is not necessary for the purpose of saving the 
butter from being deteriorated in the foreign market i'-That is my opinion. 

As a man of science ?-I do not profess to be a man of science. . 
As a butter buyer, are you aware whether more danger arises from there 

being too much or too little salt ?-I think either extreme very bad. 
Are you not of opinion, that too little salt accelerates corruption?- Yes. 
And that too little is worse than none at all ?-Too little or too much depends 

UpOll whether the butter is intended for speedy use or not. 
Does not an nnder quantity of salt accelerate corruption ?- I think that an 

under quantity is often worse than an over quantity. 
In case of a complaint by the seller of butter against the inspector, who 

decides that complaint?-The committee of merchants will decide it. 
That is to say, a countryman selling his butter, and complaining of the 

impector, that complaint would be decided by the body that appoints the 
inspector?-Yes. 

Have you ever known such appeals in any case to be made?-I have; in two 
or three instances an investigation was made, and it could not be traced in 
general to any thing corrupt on the part of the inspector; he may have com
mitted an error in judgment, which might have arisen fi·0111 his having an excess 
of business on the day; for if a man goes through four or five hundred firkins 
of butter, his senses of smell and taste may become vitiated. 

Have you not known a complaint made by the butter seller against the 
in sp~ctor, decided by the committee of merchant~, against the delinquency of 
the mspector ?-I have never heard of any delmquency proved against an 
inspector; errors of judgment are sometimes imputed to them, arising from the 
cause before mentioned. 

Then you invariablv attributed the cases, where there were complaints, 
entirely to errors in judgment?-Yes, entirely so. 

Is there not a strong feeling on the Ilart of the committee of merchants, to 
commit as much as possible also the interests of the butter makers in the country; 
wo~l.d they 1I0t be very glad to .receive information from a farmer of respec
tabil Ity and others, as to any tiling they would suggest in the improvement of 

the 
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t.he practice in their weigh-house? - I believe they are open to · such 
communicat.ions. . 

Do not you bel~eye tl~ey have solicited such informat~on ?-I ~m ,!ot aware 
that they have sohclted It j but I know they are open to It, and I beheve they 
would act upon it. 

Do you consider the conduct of the present butter weigh.masters in the Cork 
butter weigh-house, as so improper as to render them unfit for their situations? 
- There is one of'them that I think certainly preferable to the other. The 
duties of one of' our weigh-masters is confined entirely to the hide and cask 
crane; the other two are in the butter market, and one of' these I think is a much 
better officer than the other. 

Is there a general wish to see them changed ?-I camlot say. 
Do you not think, that if there was a very public opinion against their con

duct, you residing in Cork ilnd one of the most respectable merchants there, 
would have heard of that opinion ?-There may have been. objections made to 
some of their practices j at the same time they have such a control in the 
market, that that class of persons (I mean the butter buyers) whose duty it is to 
attend the market, are very unfond of' bringing any accusation against them, for 
they could inconvenience this class very seriously in return. 

Do you consider their conduct as butter.weighers, of such a nature as to have 
excited general disapprobation?-I cannot answer that question j it has excited 
the disapprobation of some, and others are perhaps satisfied with it. It. is not 
merely as weighers, that any thing can be objected to them; some parts of their 
duty they do very well, and other parts objectionably. 

·\Vhat duties have they to d ischarge, besides that of weighers?-They have 
the general superintendence ofthe butter weigh-house, for instance that hrancll 
called the Coopering is under their control; that is a thing that is found great 
fault with. I repeat, that there arc soml~ parts of their conduct which are 
objectionable, and others which are unobjectionable. 
. From what class of society are they taken; arc they respectable 2-They ~re 
respectable men, and respectably connected. 

From what class are the inspectors of butter taken ?-Indeed t.hey are of 
a respectable class. 

Have you any complaint to make, as to the description of persons who act as 
pubJic officers for the inspection of butter in Cork ?-None whatever. 

Jovis, 27" ¢ie Aprili', 1826. 

J.Villiam. Gabbett, Esq. called in j and Examined. 

WHERE do you resider-In the county of Limerick. 

Mr. 
T. Filzgibbl.ll1. 
~ 

25 '\IHil, 
1"'16. 

WilliaM Gabhdt, 
&V· Have you any opportunity of knowing the sentiments of those connecled 

with the butter trade ill Limerick, with reference to the weighing and in- \'-____ ~J 
specting, and the regulations that are observed upon the export of butler?- ~7 April, 

r I . I 18'26. 1 think I am peneet y acquamted wit 1 them. 
Have you had any recent occasion particularly to know what the sentiments 

of the public are ?-1 have the honour to be the chairman of the Agricultural 
Association of our county j and 011 its being notified to me that 1 should be 
summoned, I immediately called upon that association t.o ascertain their senti. 
ment:-, and I not cnl,Y did thtlt, but I got as much information as I could collect 
from the resident farmers in the county, and that description of middlemen that 
have been extcm;ively in the butter trade. There was a. meeting of the agri
cultural association, held in consequence of a letter 1 got from the Right 
Honourable Chairman, requesting to know who the agricultural association of 
our county wished should be examined upon that subject, and they appointed 
that I should be one of those persons j a.nd accordingly I transmitted that reso
lution to the Right Honourable Chairman, and in consequence 1 received 
a summons to attend this Committee. 

When was that meeting held ?-L'\St Saturday fortnight. 
Were there any resolutions come to at that meeting ?-There were some 

resolutions cpme to. ' 
.. 400. .. S 

" . 
Can 
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William Gab~tll. 
&9· , 
~ 

'l7 A"prii, " • 
1826. 
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Can-you state what they were ?-I will deliver in a copy of them, 

" f The same were delivered in, and read as follow:] 
• H AT a meeting of the Com,mittee o~ the county of L1m~rick Agri~ 
cultural As!>ociation, held at their committee room, at the Linen Hall, 
the 1st April 18~6; present, Willi.'!' G.bbett, Esq. in the chair, Stephen 
Dickson, Esq. Darby O'Grady, Esq. Rev. RIchard D,ckson, Wilham 
Ryves, Esq. John Thos. Waller, Esq. William Howley, Esq. Wm. Thomas 
Mansell, Esq. Thos. John Wilson Esq. J. W. O'Grady, Esq. David Roche, 
jun. Esq. Thomas O'Grady, Esq. ;-THE subject of the laws relating to the 
butter trade having been taken into consideration, and the weigh.master 
having waited on the committee; Resolved, That this committee is of 
opinion. that in case any alteration is made in t!l~ Jaw, it should. be 
assimilated all over Ireland. That we are also of opiOIon, that regulatIons 
are necessary for the protection and promotion of that branch of agricul
ture; and that if all law was removed, and the trade left open, without the 
interference of disinterested persons, acting in the capacity of weigh
master and qualifier, it would tend to lessen, if not to annihilate the butter 
trade of Ireland. And as the weiglHnaster has been summoned to give 
evidence before the Parliamentary Committee now sitting, he is authorized 
by this committee to express those as their sent~l11ents; and the chairman 
is directed to afford him a copy of these resolutIOns. 

On behalf of the committee, 
W· Gabbett, Chairman." ~ 

Do your own sentiments concur with those expressed at that meeting?
They concur entirely with them. 

Has the butter trade of Limerick increased within the last six years?-The 
butter trade of Limerick has not only increased for the two or three years 
previous to the last year, but the quality of the butte~; referring t~ the Price 
Current of a' few days back, has spoken of the quahty of butter m the most 
favourable manner, which I attribute to the regulations adopted by the 
Chamber of Commerce in Limerick. 

Aided by the provisions of the Act of Parliament ?-Aided by the provisions 
of the Act of Parliament. 

The opinion you expressed is a very general one, is not it ?-It is the 
unanimous opinion of every gentleman that I have conversed with, who is 
a maker of butter; and not only of the gentlemen, but also of tbe middle men, 
and the great landholders in my part of the country. 

Are you of opinion, that any danger to the interest of the butter trade would 
arise by so far altering the law, as to leave it optional with the farmers of the 
country to have their butter exported with or without any inspection?-I think 
it would be the greatest possible injury to the butter trade. 

If the option were left to the farmer, to take his butter either to the merch-ant 
or to the crane, do you think any injury would arise to the trade?-I have no 
doubt but the crane is the best mode. 

Will you state your reasons for so thinking?-In all transactions, I conceive, 
between man and man, an umpire is the just criterion of settling any difference 
that may arise; and there is no article of agricultural produce, in which so 
much of various opinions may occur, as in the article of butter, as to its quality: 
I am satisfied that the lower class of peasantry in the country would never be so 
satisfied by the merchant's house, as they would by its being weighed at the 
public scale, under the inspection of an honest and respectable weigh.master 
and inspector. The office of weigh-master and the inspector are distinct.. 

Does not that also operate with satisfaction to the purchaser of butter in 
England ?-I am satisfied that the quality of our J rish butter would be consi
derably deteriorated, if the merchants had the power of affixing their own 
brands and qualities to the casks so exported. 
, Wou.ld it not deteriorate t~e butter. very m,!ch, if it went through frequent 
mspectlOns ?-No doubt of It; that IS one circumstance that would make it 
qui~e o~t ~f the que~tion. Its going to a merchant's store, if the person 
selJing 1t disagreed w1th the merchant, he would have to go and offer it to 
anot~er mercha~t; whQ would say, You sent it to another store, why djd you not 
sell It there ? rhe butter would be so blown upon, that he would be obliged 

to 
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to sei! it for any thing that he could get. It could only ' b~ iT) the cas&of an 
extensive farmer, or a gentleman of respectability, that it could tre ot: conse·· 
quenec to have the option of selling it to a merchant, or selling it at n public 
weigh-house; because the merchant will not be equally disposed to do an 
injustice to a gent1eman, as he would to a poor man; and it is in vain to say, 
that a poo~ man can be done justice to by the generality, of merchants, though 
I have a hIgh respect for the body; and there are many respcctablo uprjght 
peoplc, but there are many the very reverse. 

Would not a certificate of the public inspector operate beneficially, even to 
the large gentleman farmec, as well as to the private farmer, in the sale of his 
butter in Ireland ?-I have no doubt of it; anu I should prefer to.morrow, as 
a butter maker, to send my butter into a public market, under such inspection, 
than I should under the inspection of any merchant that [know, and I know 
many who are very respectable. 

How many acres do you hold ?-I suppose I have about 800 acres, and I have 
an extensive tenantry besides, and 1 generally dispose of their butter at the 
same time that I sell my own; and in consequence of the abuses in the Lime. 
rick market, I have lell the Limerick market, both with my own butler and 
my tenants butter, for the last two years. 

Then perhaps YOli are of op'inion, that some alteration in the present butter 
Jaws would be requisite, without giving up the weighing and inspection?
I think the present butter laws are fully sufficient, with some few exceptions, to 
protect the trade. I think a clause was left out, which I find in the 46th of the 
late king, relative to penalties for frauds committed in changing brands, &c. which 
I think ought to be restored; and there are some other alterations that I would 
wish to submit to the Committee, with respect to making casks of a particular 
gauge, and of a particular timber. I should assimilate the size of the casks to 
the English Act. I should have the sizes suited to the small Hmners as well as 
to the large farmers; I should wish casks of a quarter of a hundred, half a. 
hundred, three quarters of a hundred, and a hundred weight; those are the 
cask., in which the Dutch butter is imported into the markets of London and 
Liverpool, and I should wish generally to assimilate t he trade through the 
country. 

You have mentioned, that frequent trials would deteriorate the butter very 
much ?-Frequent trials would materially deteriorate it. We make use of what 
they call a borer to ascertain the quality of the butter, one inch and a half in 
diameter; the taster in Limerick generally puts down the borer twice. Going 
to a number of merchants, it might go 40 times; and we all know, that by 
Jetting in the ail' to the butter, the aperture can never be so completely closed 
as not to affect the butter afterwards. 

If it passed through several hands, and each individual was to judge from 
his own knowledge of the ~lfticle, it would not only deteriorate the butter, but 
each trial would cause an expense of cooperage ?-I do not think it would 
cause an expense of cooperage. 

If, therefore, a public brand which gave a character 10 it, were established, 
do you not think that would operate as a fa~il ity to the trade, rather than 
'a restriction?-The greatest possible facility. . 

As a cask of butter should be all composed of the ~ame churning in order 
to be uniform and good, would it not be better for the general trade of the 
country, that a description of casks, as to size, should be established, which 
would ' enable the entire of the cask to be composed of one churning?- The 
butter cannot be of good quality otherwise. 

Therefore a moderate size, such as the present Act establishes, would meet 
general purposes more than any other ?-It would meet the sizes I mentioned. 

It would meet the means of a moderate and small farmer, more than any 
other ?-Yes; it would be a great mistake for a fanner, having a few cows, to 
make butter in the same cask that a person possessed of' a number of cows 
would make it in. 

The butter would be worse in quality ancllower in price if it were m~xed?
There would be alterations in the colour, and it would prejudice the .artlcJe. 

Therefore the mean size that is established by the present Act, IS ~ reason .. 
able and advantageous one for the trade ?-I think it is. 

You mentioned, that your own opinion is confirmed by that of the general 
farmers in the counlry ?- It is confirmed by the farmers; and when I speak of 
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the county of Limerick, I speak of a county that is more suited for the making 
of butter than possibly any other county in Ireland, and where I believe more 
is made. . 

Do you not consider that it is a very great advantage, that the import mer~ 
chants of' England should receive butter of a fixed character, so as to compete 
with the foreign butter?- l have no doubt of it; I think that should. be the 
principle of English legislat~oJl. . 

And you think the established regulatIOns would answer the end of confirm
ing the character of it in that way?- I think so; I cannot conceive how it can 
be done in any other effectual way. 

You think that there is great advantage in the butter being exported from 
Ireland, with the brand of the inspector, and being sold under that brand ?-I 
consider there is. 

And you give your opinion under the idea that that is the practice r-In 
Limerick I believe it is. 

Are you aware how many ports there are in Ireland, in which the blltter is 
not exported under the brand of an officer ?-I cannot say; in \Yaterford 
I believe it is not; I have sold in \Vaterford for the last two years, and they 
never affix the qualities in \Yaterford; it is entirely optional with the merchallt 
to put whatever mark on it he pleases, 

What are the abuses in the Limerick market?-They charge in the Limerick 
market 4lh. beamage, contrary to the Act of Parliament; there is 41b. beamage 
deducted from every cask weighing gross 841bs. in the Limerick market, and 
I have been given to understand, that there is also a deduction by some unfair 
operation at the scale; I only speak that from hearsay. There is also a deduc~ 
tilJll of one pound if butter comes soft into the market, either on a hot dny or 
the butter is too fresh made, and sometimes two Jlounds, and sometimes three 
for a spunge; there is a mark accordingly put upon it, and that is a serious 
loss to the farmer. There is also another grievance, by some regulation, whether 
of the weigh-master or of the Chamber of Commerce of Limerick, I do not 
know; the casks are to be of a particular size, made according to a particular 
gauge, and a cask made by that gauge will weigh perhaps half a hundred and 
four pounds of butter at the outside, and sometimes under half a hundred, 
which adds considerably to the revenue of the weigh-master, or of the cor
poration, to the prejudice of the unfortunate farmer. Those objections I make 
to the market of Limerick. I brought them forward at a meeting of the 
county several times, and I even drew up a petition myself, which was approved 
by a. county meeting, and which was ordered to be forwarded by the sheriff 
upon the subject; but in consequence of Mr. \Vilson's bill coming in at the 
time the petition did not come forward. 

Do you conceive that those proceedings on the part of the corporation of the 
Chamber of Commerce of Limerick, are according to law ?-Dpcidedly contrary 
to law; contrary to the 52d George 3d. 

You have spokelJ of a regulation of the Chamber of Commerce ; what Chamber 
of Commerce do you allude to ?-A set of merchallts in Limerick, who are 
incorporated under charter; who call themselves the Chamber of Commerce. 

'Vhat is the regulation to which you allude, respecting the butter?-They 
have made all those regulations, and it is under those regulations that the 
officers in Limerick act. 'The weigh·master has done all he possibly could, upon 
all agreement with the Agricultural Association, that butter should be bought 
according to la.w, and that this four pounds should not be deducted, and the 
consequence was, that the merchants set themselves against it, and the butter 
market was completely closed in the early part of last summer. The Chamber 
of Commerce seem to have the control entirely of the market . 
. You consider the lise of an inspector to be his branding the different quali~ 

ties of butter ?-J do. 
Does the Act of 52d George 3d, require the inspector to brand the different 

qualities ?-I think it contemplates the inspector. 
Are not the words, That the butter shall be examined, to see that it is mer. 

chantable?-That is the duty of the weigh.master. • 
Then under what law dO~5 this p.ractic~ o~ inspecting butter, and branding 

butter, first, second and thud quality. eXist 10 Ireland ?-I would consider the 
in~pector an umpire appointed between the merchant and the farmer; there is 
no law whatever for such an appointment. 
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\Vhen you speak of the benefits derived from the existing Jaw, you do not 
allude to the inspection that gives to the butter its character, by branding the 
qualities of it ?-I ver.r m,-!ch. wis~ that the inspector was a legalized officer; 
1 think it would be of infinite serVlce to the trade. 

ln speaking of the sentiments of the farmers of Limerick; has there ever 
been any meeting of' the farmers, so that the sense of the farrners might be 
collected upon the, regulations respecting the butter trade? -The farmers had 
nn opportun ity of expressing their sentiments to the residcut gentry of the 
county, who compose the Agricultural Association of which I am a member, 
which they have done at the county meetings I have mentioned. 

Then what you state with regard to the opinion of the farmers of Limerick, is;! 
matter of conjecture of yourowll, arising from occasional communication and con
versation on the subject with them ?-It is not a conjecture of my own; I !'ipeak 
the sentiments of the Agricultural Association of the county of Limerick; anu 
I also speak the sentiments of the strong farmers of the county unanimollsly. 

Which sentiments have been expressed by them?- Whidl sentiments ha\'c 
been expressed by those farmers to me. 

Must not the approval of the fanners, of the system of inspection, depend 
upon the officer being an honest and skilful person ?-Surely. . 

If in other parts of Ireland the business of inspector was transacted very 
irIegularly, and in some instances very fraudulently, would you then ~ay that 
the farmers could be satisfied under such circumstances as those ?-I conceive 
the farmers of the country know their own interests too well to send the'ir 
butter to such a market. 

What charges are there upon the selling of butter in the markets you are 
acquainted with ?-In the market of Limerick they arc higher than ill the 
market of\Vaterford. In tJle market of Limerick the weigh-mn.stel· receives 3. 

penny first for branding the tare of the cask, to which tare he add~ two pounds 
for soakage; [ consider that a charge against the fannel" inasmllch as he is 
obliged to pay it to his cooper, in addition to the value of the cask. The next 
charge he has to pay. is a penny custom to the corporation, and then he pays 
three-pence at the scale for weighing and branding; then, 0 11 paying that 
three-pence, he gets from the weigh-master his ticket, and on going to the 
merchant some merchants are in the habit of charging cooperage, which I have 
always objected to; and there is a penny also chargeu for inspection, in ordf'l' 
to legalize the charge; it is said to be for inspection, though it is for the 
Chamber of Commerce brands. 

To whom is that penny paid ?-That penny is paid by the farmer to the 
merchant, that penny is paid by the merchant to the Chamber of Commerce, 
who supply the officer. The Chamber of Commerce very fairly came forward, 
on the appointment of this intermediate officer between the farmer and the 
merchant, and consulted the Agricultural Association, and I on several occasion!'i 
attended them; of course I never made an objection to him, as I was unac
quainted with his character, but the Chamber of Commerce offered to swear 
him before the gentlemen of the country. And we have been very fortunate in 
getting a very upright honest taster in our market at Limerick, so much so 
that the Agricultural Association voted him a piece of plate for his upright and 
conscientious conduct. The charge in Limerick is sixpence a firkin; and in 
case, of what they call a strip, (which I also consider a grievance in the 
Limerick market), two-pence more is charged. 

What is a strip ?-If a cask not made in the city of Limerick, under the 
particular regulations of the weigh-master, comes into the market of Limerick 
filled with the farmer's butter, it is charged two· pence extra; that would make 
a charge of eight-pence. There is also in many of the merchants stores a charge 
of cooperage, though the cask may not want any repair. 

'Vhen they do charge cooperage, how much does it amount to ?-A penny 
a cask. 

What is the charge at 'Vaterford ?-I ha\'e myself been present at the scale 
~t 'Vaterford; the first time I sent any butter in, I had occasion to visit a friend 
m the neighbourhood of \Vaterford, and I went there, and inspected the sale 
of my OWIl butter, and I think I never saw more honest dealing in my life. 
Mr. Simon Newport was present; the butter was weighed without the slightest 
deduction. On goil1g to the merchant afterwards, he wanted to make a charge 
for scraping; and the moment I objected to it, I was paid the full amount of 
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the CIane ticket. Fourpence-halfjlenny is the charge in \Vaterford; that 
includes the custom and every thing. 

\ViIl you be good enough to explain what the regulations are at Limerick, 
respecting casks ?-Casks in Limerick are all of the size prescribed under the 
Act of Parliament. 

\Vith regard to stripping casks ?-If a country-made cask comes with county 
of Limerick butter into the Limerick market~ they call out A Strip immediately, 
and two-pence extra is charged, which goes illto the pocket of the weigh
master. 

Has that the effect of' inducing the farmers to buy their casks in Limerick ?
It has the effect of obliging the farmers to buy their casks in the Limerick 
market. 

And to a certain extent to give the coopers of Limerick a monopoly in 
making casks ?-Cornpletely. 

Are the casks made by one cooper, or by !)everal coopers in Limerick?
Several coopers. 

You have stated, that the charge the farmer is exposed to in Limerick, is 
nine-pence a firkin ?-Under the circumstance of a strip; seven-pence without 
a strip, including cooperage. . 

As the farmer, in case the law were repealed, would be relieved from several 
charges, how can you account for his being satisfied in the way that you say he 
is at present satisfied with the law?-I am satisfied, under any circumstances 
of charge on the part of the weigh-master and public inspector, that there is 
not a man that I am acquainted with, concerned in the making of butter, that 
would not prefer going to a public crane of tbat sort, particularly where there 
was a disinterested inspector, under proper regulations, and under proper 
security for his conduct, to going to auy merchanes stores. 

You have stated, that you think the butter trade could not be carried on 
without those regulations?-I conceive not, and I have the strongest reason 
for asselting what I say. The greatest abuses exist in the Limerick market, in 
the purchase of corn; so much sOJ that it is a well-known fact, that the export 
of corn in the last year amounted to considerably more than the corn absolutely 
sold in the market. There are the greatest frauds in weight; and what occurs 
in that article, may occur as well in the butter trade. 

Are you aware that a very extensive butter trade is carried 011 in the county 
of 'Vestmoreland and the county of Dorset, in this country, to the satisfaction 
of buyers and sellers, without any legal regulations ~-l am quite ignorant 
of it. 

You have stated several abuses, as connected with the present butter trade 
of Limerick; do you conceive that those abuses grow out of the system that 
is established by law; or out of the private conventional system of the mer
chants themselves?-Out of the regulations of the merchants certainly. 

Then if you were to remedy the grievances arising from the agreements of 
the merchants themselves, you think you would clear the Limerick market of 
a great deal of abuse ?-Decidedly. 

You stated that the Chamber of Commerce had interfered to make regUlations 
for the butter market of Limerick ?-Ther have. 

Are you aware whether the charter of the Chamber of' Commerce gives it 
any sllch authority ?-I am not at all acquainted with the charter of the Cham
ber of Commerce; I fancy not. 
o Then your opinion is, that that assumption on the part of the Chamber of 
Commerce is an entire usurpation ?-I think so. 

It is an usurpation against which the sellers of butter very loudly complain ~ 
-Yes. 

:Do you conceive those regulations to ,be calculated for the benefit of the 
buyer and tor the injury of the seller ?-Entirely for the benefit of the buyer. 

A certain fee is charged for some of the processes established by the Cham
ber of Commerce, is it not?-Yes, and I beg to say upon that head, there is a 
penny charged by the merchant, on getting the money, which goes into the 
pocket afterwards of the Chamber of Commerce, for which the merchant is 
Te!l;ponsible to the Chamber of Commerce j the merchant also pays one penny 
additional to the Chamber of Commerce for their trouble, in providing brands, 
.H.nd for paying the inspector and brander. But 1 must say, this charge of two
pence, in the market of Limerick, for the year before last. when the export of 
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butter was seventy-six thousand firkins, amounted to the enormous sum of William GahbtU, 
above 600 l. and I suppose the outgoings of the Chamber of Commerce were l. Elq. 
not one third of that sum. , ,...----' 
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You say, that the pro tot us lee goes IOta t e pocket 0 the Chamber of 18,=,6. 

Commerce ?- Yes. 
You say that the Chamber of Commerce swear their inspector~?-I under

stand so. 
And that they offer to swear him in the presence of the gentlemen of the 

country ?-They offer to swear him in the presence of the gentlemen of' the 
country. 

Are you aware of any authority the Chamber of Commerce have, to adminis
ter an oath to any person? -They have him sworn before a magistrate of 
course, he is sworn before a public officer of the town. 

Into whose pocket does the two-pence that is charged upon what are called 
Strip casks go?-The weigh-masters. 

Is that authorized by Act of Parliament ?- Only by usage I believe. 
How long has that usage existed ?-For I dare say twenty years, perhap 

thirty. 
What is your opinion with respect to the £'lirness of such a transaction?

I think it is the greatest possible injustice to the country coopers, that the 
manufacture of casks should be confined to the town alone, without giving the 
country coopers also au opportunity of making casks, and in fact, monopolizing 
the trade to the town coopers; and I conceive that making those casks of a 
particular size, is also excessively injurious to the f..'lrmer, for he is at the 
expense of purchasing four casks where three would answer his purpose, at the 
expense of two shillings and sixpence, or two shillings and eight-pence a cask t 
besides that, it so far gives a monoply to the Limerick cooper, that he puts what 
prices he pleases upon his casks; and I have got in Waterford, casks at one 
shill ing .md nine-pence, for which I have paid in Limerick, two shillings and 
eight-pence; those casks containing nine or ten pounds more of butter. 

Are the Committee to understand generally, that your objections are to the 
abuses of the system, and not objections to the public system of weighing by 
public authority itself?- To the system of abuses. 

Did you ever hear of a complaint against the casks made in the country parts 
of Ireland, as made of improper wood and injuring the quality of the butter ?
Assuredly; but city casks have been also objected to; the casks should be 
made only of white oak timber, and the casks should be assimilated to English 
casks in point of size. ~ 

Do you not likewise conceive. that it is necessary to secure that the timber 
shall be properly seasoned ?- I think it is quite necessary; that regulation takes 
place to a great extent now in Limerick; previous to the season beginning 
there is an inspection by the public inspector of the cooper's yards, to ascertain 
that they have a stock of timber for the ensuing season, sufficiently seasoned to 
make good and substantial casks, in fact water proof~ 

Does the same inspection take place, or can it take place with respect to the 
country coopers, that is now practised with respect to the town c~pers 7-
I thir.k it might very well be done; certainly abuses might arise, which often 
take place. 

Would not the indiscriminate making of casks through the country, by any 
person, in the way that is exercised in Limerick, be liable to constant abuses, by 
the making them of unseasoned and improper timber ?-That abuse is corrected 
by the inspector not allowing casks not of substantial ql1ality and made of sub
stantial timber to pass at the weigh-house; I am a great advocate for allowing 
the country coopers to have the benefit. of making the casks as well as the 
coopers of the town. 

How many cows do you keep upon your farm ?-My son and I together may 
have about a hundred; the number varies according to the seasons: but I must 
observe to the Committee, that I hope, jf they make enactments contrary to 
the present law, they will give an opportunity to myself and to other farmers 
of the country to get out of the trade altogether; I am so perfectly satjsfied 
with the present regulations, jf those abuses fu"e done away with, for they are 
very seriOlls abuses, which turn me from a market four miles from my own 
reSidence, and oblige me to go to a market 64 miles off: 

Are not the abuses you have stated, direct violations of the law ?-Tbey are; 
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hut no people can be brought forward to remedy those abuses, by putting the 
" J penalties of the Act into force. 
--~-~ Have you read Mr. 'Vilson's Dill, of the year 1824 ?-Ycs, I have. . 

William Gabbctt, 
&q. 

'1.7 April . Do you think the provisions therein contained would be sufficient to Keep 
18'.1:6. 

the farmers and buyers frolll the abuses which you have detailed ?-I have not 
read it with great accuracy; but I conceive that that clause introduced in ?is 
b~lI, punishing f!~ud ,for changing brands?f changing qual!ties, is ~ most In

dIspensable requlSlte In any enactment that 15 made, and I tlunk that IS a gr~at 
omission in the enactments of 52 George 8. 1 wish to state also, that wIth 
respect to the beam in Limerick, the beam is of that length that it .w~uld 
weigh fully what they call a hogshead of sugar; and a beam of that descnptlOn, 
made lise of to weigh an article which is 110W confined to 841bs. weight, is a most 
serious grievance, because the turning of that beam alone is a beamage, and 
that is a grievance that I beg to state. 

Does not this grievance distinctly arise from the regulation of the law, that 
requires butter to be weighed ?-There is no enactment that I know of, that 
requires the weigh-master to have a. beam of that calibre in his weigh-house; 
he should have a good and sufficient beam. 

Might not he weigh with a \'ery small beam, equally under the Act ·of Par
liament ?-Yes. 

And if he weighed with a small beam, there would be no grievance r-Yes. 
If the law did not make it necessary to have it weighed, would not he be 

freed from the possibility of being aggrieved ?-If it was not to be weighed, of 
course it neces:5arily follows that there would be no sllch grievance. 

But would not there be other more serious grievances?-There would, to 
he sure. ' 

In the sale of butler, is not it indispensable that the butter should be weighed 
by some person ?-Certainly. 

Can it be weighed without scales~-Of course not. 
Then, whether it is weighed in private or in public, it is equally liable to 

the grievance you have alluded to ?-Certainly. 
If it were weighed in a merchant's scale, might not the merchant equally 

make use of a beam of that description which you have just stated, and of 
course thereby create the grievance from which it is proposed to relieve you, 
by not weighing it at a public scale ?-I think, if I found it my interest to 
deal with a merchant, and he made use of a scale that I thought not suitable 
for weighing the article I sold him, I should certainly remonstrate, anet should 
not go to that merchant again. 

You have mentioned Mr. 'Vilson's Bill; are you of opinion, tl13t Mr. 'Vilson 
was founded in stating, as it is reported he did state upon introducing that 
bill into the House of Commons, that there was a regular practice of putting 
false brands and false names on casks, which had produced great loss to the 
London importers ?-I am very well aware of it, and am satisfied that it has 
been practised; it is stated to me, on the authority of a person [ believe, that 
even in the London markets a considerable premium is given for what they 
call Carlow first casks, after they are empty, for the purpose of putting inferior 
butter into them, and selling them afterwards, 

'Vas not it for the purpose ofrernedying that evil, that Mr. 'Vilson wished to 
introduce a clause to punish false brands ;::"'--Yes, in order to guard against any 
imposition on the part of the inspector, 1 think it would be quite necessary that 
all examinations by inspectors in future, should be private, so that neither the 
merchant nor the farmer should be pre~ent. I speak of it, in consequence of 
a Cllstom that has existed in the Limerick market two years past, which was the 
most unjustifiable one that could well be imagined; the butter was not allowed, 
under the regulation of the Chamber of Commerce, to be inspected, without 
you first declared to whom you sold it; so that if the inspector was in connivance 
with that merchant, he would accordingly put qualities upon that butter. 

Are you aware that at \Vaterford there is an exclusion of the merchant and 
the farmer, at the time of weighing and inspecting the butter, f,'om the public 
place of inspection ?-I am aware of it; I never met with fairer or more honour
ab le conduct than I met with 011 the part of the butter weigh. master of 
'Vateriol'd. 
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Mr. Patrick Haydon, called in; and Examined. 

M,. YOU reside at Carrick.on-Suir ?-I do. 
You acc a butter merchant?-I am. 
Have you been in the habit of purchasing butter extensivcly?-I have. 
Have you been in the habit of exporting butter ?-I have. 

Patrick HQ,§dull. 
~ 

To what markets?-To London, Liverpool, and Portsmouth. 
'Vhere has the butter which you have purchased, been inspected?-At the 

crane at Carrick . 
• At any other cranes ?-At times, but very seldom, I have bought in a country 
market where there was no inspection. 

Is there a public inspector and weigh-master at Carrick r-There is. 
By whom is he appointed ?-I believe by the magistrates at the quartet' 

sessions. 
, Has he been long in that office ?-As long as I have been in the trade, which 
is about thirteen or fourteen years. 

Is he a person in a respectable line of life ?-He is a man of respectable 
character; he is a man that the seller anrl the buyer occasionally complain of, 
but I think he is a. man that acts impartially and fairly in his situation. 

'Vhat are the grounds of complaint on the part of those sellers and buyers 
against the inspector?-'Vhen a seller of butter finds that his butter is marked 
second or third quality, he in general complains; and the buyer of the butter, 
when he finds that the butter he has purchased does not correspond, in his 
opinion, with the quality marked, he complains also. 

Are those complaints, in your opinion, grounded in justice ?-Generally 
not. 
. From what do they arise gencrally?- I have bought butter myself, and upon 
inspecting it, I found that there had been some firkins among it, marked first 
quality which, in my opinion, ought to have been marked second; I complained 
of it, but, at the same time, 1 put it down to the inaccuracies which a butte,r 
taster must always be liable to. 

Do you consider snch a public officer as necessary for the advantage of all 
parties, whether buyers or sellers ?-I think if there was not <L public taster, 
there would be no end to the confusion and trouble that would ensuc. 

'VitI you state the charges to which a farmer is liablc, on the inspection of 
his bl!tter at Carrick-on-Suir?-Three-pence; that is, a penny for tasting, 
a penny for weighing, and a penny for branding; a.nd let me add, that 1 cun .. 
sider the branding of the weight of butter at the crane tolal<1J u.seless. 

'Vhy ?-After the butter is bl'anded and brought to the merchant's stores, he 
is at the expense and trouble of recoopering it, taking off the part of the butter 
which may be soiled, from any firkin that requires it; and upon exporting the 
butter, he generally allows two pounds on each firkin, so as to meet the loss of 
weight on the voyage; the weight that he charges hardly ever corresponds with 
the weight he pays the farmer for, so that branding the weight of butter at the 
crane, is, 1 consider, totally useless. ' 

Do you mean by a public of'ficeri-Ycs. 
Do you mean that the qualities of the butter should not be branded ?-The 

qualities ,are now. marked; but if the qualities were branded on the firkin in such 
a manner as would be perfectly legible, and the brq.nde4 qualities remain.e4 on 
tbe butter when it came over here to the English market, 1 consider that would 
be a very great improvement ill the butter trade. . 

Then you thin}t it indispensable, for the henefit of the butte~ trade, that the 
brand should be affixed by ~ public officer, a' to its quality I-Yes. . 

'Vould you propose ~hat its weight should be branrled?- The w~ight I con~ 
sider totq.lIy useless; because it is matter of indifference to the importer of 
butter here, what weight the merchant pays the farmer for. He will weigh the 
putter here; and if it does not corresPQud with the" invoice, he will deduct 
~he difference from the exporter. " 

You would propose the name of the public officer to be affixed ?- It may 
spare some trouble Lo the Committee, if 1 state what abuses I think at present 
exist, in my opinion, on the part of the farmer, and also on tllC part of the 
,exporter, under the present law. I am an exporter myself~ and therefore,I have 
some reason to know how those things are done; and if I am asked, whether 
1 have paltaken in those abuses or not, 1 can answer the question. In 'the year 
ro~ T 18~ 
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1818. ihe Dew Butter Act commenced. In that year, the character of Water
ford butter stood next in price to Carlow butter in the English markets; ~he 
firkins were then good; that year, particularly, the inspection was very exact, 
and none but good firkins were branded. In the years 1814 and 1815, 
weigh-masters were Jppointed in several villages in the country, and those 
weigh-masters branded every description of' firkin that came b~fore them"; t,he 
consequence was, that the firkins in which the Waterford butter was export~d, 
in place of being pickle-tight, and capable of excluding the air, were firkms 
of a very bad descriptiqn, and ~dmitt.ed the air; and when the butter came: 
over here, it was thereby deprecIated In vnlue. The farmers were the people 
who employed those village weigh~masters and village coopers; and they were 
not satisfied with buying bad firkins, but they were in the constant custom of 
steeping those firkins, and bringing them into the market, whereLy, in many 
cases, the actual weight of the firkin exceeded the tares marked originally, on 
them. The exporter of butter, after the inspection, purchases the articl~ at 
the crane, firsts, seconds and thirds. H e .makes the best bargain he can with 
the farmer; and afterwards, in many cases, he intermixes firkins of second and 
third quality with the firsts, and exports them over here as all first quality of 
butter; by these means the character of the Waterford butter has been prin~ 
cipally depreciated. To remedy this, I propose that the clauses with respect 
to the inspection of empty firkins, be strictly observed, $0 as to have them good, 
capable of holding pickle, and of excluding the air. Secondly, I would prevent 
a farmer from steeping his firkins; when the firkins come over here they are 
quite discoloured, and the injury so done to the firkins, causes a preju.dice 
against the quality of the butter. After the butter has been inspected at the 
crane, I would prohibit the n;terchant from altering the marks of the quality, 
under a severe penalty or a forfeiture of the butter; by these means, he 
would be obliged to selL the butter to the English merchant unrlElr the same 
denomination he purchased at. If that was done. the quality of the rrish 
butter would rank much higher than it does at present. As a proof that these 
regulation~ I mention would be serviceable to the trade, or at least would be 
serviceable to the good makers of butter, I may say, that in general 1 have 
exported butter myself under the same denominations that I have purchased it; 
.that is, what I have purchased as firsts, I have exported as firsts; what I have 
bought as seconds, I have exported as seconds. It is true, I have altered some 
firsts into second5:, and seconds into firsts j but I have chang~d more firsts into 
inferior qualities. than I have inferior qualities into firsts. By this means, 
I generally, in the English market, get from two to three and to five shillings 
a hundred weight mo:.:c than is the average price. I generally get that in this 
market, and also in Liverpool, and frequently in Portsmouth. 

'Vhat quantity do you export generally in a year ?-It has varied from four 
thousand to ten thousand firkins on my own account. 

You have stated, that you consider a public inspector of advantage to a1l 
parties ?-Most decidedly. 

'Viii you state the grounds on which you form that opinion ?-At present, 
the trade is completely. open between the buyer of the butter in Ireland, and 
the i1!1Porter in England; the exporter has it in his power to mark any qualities 
lie pleases, and the trade. is very uncertain and bad at present; the character of 
butter is dt!preciated, and if there was no restriction I think it would be a. 
great deal worse. 

Dp not you apprehend that the present deterioration in the character of the 
butter, arises in. a great degr~e from the not complying. wit~ the regulations, 
even as they eXist at present:'-In a great degree; I thmk If the firkins were 
conformable to the Act of Parliament, and the exporter of butter was obliged 
to sell under the same quality which he purchased at, the evil would be in a 
great measure remedied. 

Do not )~ou co~ceive that the .diminished valu~ of butter, arises partly from 
not complymg With the reguiabons that do eXist at present with respect to 
casks ?-Most certainly. ~ 

Then do not you conceive the et'ils you have stated, would be infinitely 
greater, if there was no regulation at aU ?-Certainly. 

I~/f:her~ were no reglillatio.n, would it not be indispensable for the farner to 
exhlDlt hiS butter by sample ?-He could not seU his butter by sample, I know 
no..other way of selling it, except by bringing it to a merchant's store. 

\Vould 

r 
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'Vould exhibiting it by sample be injur.ioLis to the butter?-It could not 
be done. 

The buyer then, i~ case the regulations were ~bolished, wouJd necessarily 
examine it and bore 1t ?-He would bore every firkm. 

If the butter was rejected by that merchant, it must be taken to another ?-
Certainly. . 

'Vould not the frequent borings materially injure the butter ?-Unquestion. 
ably; they ,would not only injure it, but there is another matter, the retailers of 
butter here, whenever they find a firkin that has been bored more than twice 
or three times, invariably put down that firkin, no mattcr what it is marked, as a 
dirkin of an inferior quality. 

\Vould not disagreement constantly follow between the buyer and the seller, 
-if the butter had not been previously inspected in a public weigh.house or 
market ?-I am sure there would be frequent disagreements, in fact it would be 
almost impossible to carry on--the trade; I think there would be endless conten
tion and quarr~ls about it, because a butter maker, even of good character, may 
have, in a lot of butter, several firkins which would not be first quality, either 
from being held too loug, or some accident happening in the churning; and it 
would be very difficult to persuade him, (and the buyer could not persuade him 
certainly, being an interested person) that he was dealt fairly with, if he wa~ 
getting a lower price for those inferior firkins of butter than the first quality. 

You have mentioned that frauds exist in the present system, would not those 
frauds be multiplied if there were no public inspector ?-Doubtless; there 
would be no end to the frauds in the making of the firkins j and as to the 
exporting of butter, that is already open for every kind of malpractice that the 
exporter thinks proper to use: 

Do you know a practice that is sometimes adopted, of lining the butter with 
an inferior quality around the sides of the cask, to that which is in the centre? 
-I do, and I have frequently suffered by it. 

Would that, or not, increase considerably, if there were no slich thing as 
regulations under which the butter was to be exported ?- Certainly. 

Do you think the maker of good butter has any thing to apprehend from the 
public jnspection, as it now exists ?-A maker of good butter certainly has 
not; but if there was not a public inspection, I think he would even suffer with 
regard to price. At the public inspection all the butter brought to market is 
exposed before the several buyers, and a good maker of butter has the advan· 
tage of competition: in fact, it is a kind of auction; he has an opportunity of 
knowing the highest price given by every person in the market, and he takes 
care to avail himself of that price j if he came to the merchants store, he 
would not have that opportunity. 

'Vhat effect has that public inspection upon the fraudulent makers of 
butter ?-Whenever a gross fraud is detected, they are always ashamed of it; 
and when they are once punished, they generally avoid it again. 
. Does confiscat.ion of the article ever ensue ?-At times; very seldom. 

Do YOLI consider that the Act of ISH! produced an improvement in the 
quality of Irish butter generally ?-Most decidedly; I mentioned that in the 
years 181S and 1814, [considered the quality of 'Vaterford butter was next 
to Carlow butter. 

Do you consider that the limitation as to the size of the cask, has been b~ne· 
fici~1 or otherwise, to the butter trade ?-l consider it has been beneficial, 
inasmuch as it has enabled the farmers to fill their casks quicker, 3!1d before 
the article becomeS" stale. But with regard to the ca.sks, [ consider it would be 
an improvement if the casks were to be made of a particular size, and liberty 
given to the farmer to pack as much butter as the firkin would hold; the closer 
butter is- packed the longer it keeps: and if the Irish farmer observed more 
cleanliness in the make of his butter. washed it carefully, used less salt, and 
sent it to market fresher than he does, I think in a very short time it would 
apprQach very nearly to the fluality of Dutch bulter. 

Do you think that increasing the size of the firkins uy law, would be beneJjcial 
to the trade r-'Vith regard to that, the farmer and the exporter ought to be 
gov·etned by the opinion of the·purchasers of butter here. The importers here 
find it more convenient to have butter in srnaU firkins than in large ones; at 
least that is what 1 understand among them. 
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\Vhat is the beamage allowed on the weighing of butler, in the mark~t of 
Carrick-on-Suir?-The same as in 'Vaterford, one ])ound beamage for a firkm. 

You are aware that is not a legal charge ?-It is not a. legal charge, but 
1 think two pounds a firkin ought to be made the legal deduction. 'Ve make 
that allowance ourselves on exportation, and it is scarcely sufficient to allow for 
the loss of weight on the voyage. 

\Vould an allowance of two pounds for what is termed beamage, create any 
serious dissatisfaction among the farmers?-I do not think it would. 

Are you aware what is charged in Clonmcll, for beamage ?-The same as in 
\Vaterford, onc pound. 

Do you recollect the year 1824 in Clonmell, when the butter brought into 
the market was very much inferior, in point of quantity, to what it was in 
preceding years ?-l recollect the year 1824, but 1 do not recollect whether 
the quantity was less in that year than in other years. 

Do you recollect that there were complaints, on the part of the merchants, 
that they were not allowed heamage; and that the effect was, that they did not 
buy butter in that market?-Yes, I recollect it j it certainly appears very un
reasonable that the buyer of butter should poy the farmer for a greater weight 
than he can obtain payment for. . 

Did you understand it to be with the concurrence of the farmers as well as 
of the merchants, that two pounds beam age was allowed in that market?-There 
IS only one pound beam age allowed in Clonmell at present. 

You speak of one pound beamage being allowed; is there more al10wed than 
,",hat it is considered will give a turn to the scale?-There is one pound deducted 
dfter the scale has just turned; it commenced last year. 

You have stated, that the weigh-masters in villages in the country are very 
injurious to the trade, inasmuch as they brand firkins of inferior quality; would 
you propose any measure to correct that abuse ?-I know of the abuse, because 
I have suffered by it; I know of a weigh-master having given his brand to 
coopers and farmers, for the purpose of branding whatever weight the fanner 
or cooper wished to put on; that I know of my own knowledge. • 

Do you' think that if those weigh-masters were compelled to enter into 
securitIes for their good conduct, that would correct the abuse ?-In some 
degree, but I consider that a weigh-master ought not to be allowed in any 
place where there is not an extensive butter market; so long as people are 
allowed to act as weigh-masters in country villages, I think we will never have 
good firkins; and if you have not good firkins, you cannot have good butter. 

Has it come to your knowledge that those weigh-masters have been in the 
habit of selling and letting out their brands ?-It has j and it is the custom of 
the exporters of butter, many of them, to alter the tares of the firkins. There 
is a house in London, from whom I had large orders for butter; I exported 
butter weekly to this house j durillg one or two years or more, they frequently 
complained of wrong tares. At that time I scarcely ever examined the tares; 

~ but I requested of them to send me over some of the empty firkins, the tares 
of which tiley complained of. They sent over seven or eight empty firkins, and 
as soon as I received them, I diacovered at once from what quarter they pro
ceeded. I sent for the weigh-master, who lived in a country village, and 
I showell him the firkins; they weighed two or three pounds each more than 
the tare marked on them. I threatened to bring him before the magistrates 
and convict him; however, he acknowled~ed that he had lent his brand to those 
farmers j he said he would never do it agam, and he requested of me to let him 
off, and I did not pursue it any further. 

Do you know if any such practice exists in the larger markets ?-So far as my 
own observations goes, there is not j I am confident there is not, but in the 
country villages the practice is uniform. 

Do you think, if the making of those firkins and branding them, was con
fined to the larger markets, that sufficient firkins could be had to supply the 
country generally?-Most certainly; I would also recommend that the weigh
masters ~ho111d be liable t? a penaltr, fo~ wei~hing allY ~rkin. though filled with 
butter, m case that firkm was of an IOfenor deSCriptIOn or appeared to be 
steeped. 

If the tare and the quality of the butter, and the name of the butter wei~h
master were branded upon the cask, in an innelible manner, would you thlOk 
there would then be sufficient protection for the butter trade, on the arrival of 

the 
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the butter in En(J'land ?-Dccidedly. so; I think that a market from which good Mr. 
butter would be ~xported, would have a chance of ~l fair price; but at present PatriCK Haydmt. 
all the butter sent from the port of \Vaterford, goes under the name generally, ~ 
of \Vaterford bU,tter, and ~t is under the same depre~iation. 'l71:';~ll. 

You have saId, that If the brand of the qualIty, and the name of the . 
public officer inspecting it, were affixed 011 the butter, it would get sufficient 
currency in this market for the protection of the trade; do you think that 
subsequently to that character being affixed upon it, any other character should 
be given to it by any other individual, till it arrived in this country ?-1 think 
there ougbt not. ' 

\Vould you make it penal in such case, if any merchant so altered the quality? 
,-I would make it the forfeiture of the butter. 

Can you suggest any thing which would insure cleanliness in the Irish hutter. 
as compared with its present state in that respect ?-The firkins are much soiled 
inside; they are steeped and discoloured, and they come over here in sllch 
a condition. as causes the English buyer to imagine that nothing good can he 
contained in them, 

'Vhat remedy would you propose for that ?-Good firkins. and to prevent 
the farmers from steeping them; and also to prohibit weigh.masters from 
weighing firkins that appear to be steeped or discoloured or of bad quality, 
under a penalty. 

Would you suggest that weigh.masters should employ coopers to inspect the 
firkins ?-l think it would he necessary for the weigh·masters to employ coopers 
for the sale purpose of inspect ing firkins. 

Do they do so now ?-Not generally, I believe. ' 
Are not the persons that exercise the office of inspector in some of the places. 

persons who have been bred up themselves to the coopering business ?-l do 
not immediately recollect any instance. 

Is noithat the case in 'Vatelford?--Yes, itis. 
You have mentioned that different perforations injured the butter very much 

in passing from one person to another; if it was of necessity opened for each 
person to exercise his own judgment upon it. would not a considerable expense 
of' cooperage attend each inspection ?-I do not think that there would be much 
expense attending it, but the butter would be considerably injured b)' the 
ilifterent perforations, the more air is admitted into butter the more it is injured. 
I would also recommend that new appointments should be made out for weigh
masters; and that at every spring assizes the names of the different weigh
masters and their securities should be published, ~o that the public might know 
what the securities of those people are, and hold them Eable to penalties in case 
of fraud. 

Richm'd Sadler. Esq. called in; and Examined. 

YOU are a magistrate of the county of Tipperary ?-I am. 
'Vhat quantity of land do you hold in your hands ?- Above a thousand Irish 

acres. 
Are your farms mostly divided into butter farms ?-I have three butter farms. 
'Vhat number of cows do you keep of your own ?-Onc hundred and 

twenty. 
'Vhere do you send your hutter to ?-J send partly to Clonmel, and partly 

10 Waterford. 
Are you satisfied with the conduct of the public officers at those markets, on 

inspecting your butter ?-Perfectly SQ. 

Do you know if any abuses exist in those markets r--In Cion mel or \Vater
ford 1 have never seen any. and I am quite certain none do. 

Are the persons who conduct the business in those markets respectively, of 
respectable character ?-In Clonmel the man is of most respectable character; 
-and in Waterford, as far as my experience leads me to know, he is of the same 
description. 

Do you know the deputy who condncts the business in Clonmel?-I do. 
Is he likewise a respectable person ?- Highly so. 
Would you think him a person above taking a bribe ?-Indeed, I do not think 

he would; I have a very high opinion of' him. ' 
Those are the only markets you are acquainted with?-The only two. 
How long have you sold butter? -I suppose, for fifteen or sixteen years. 
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Do you think tlle regulations, as at present ex isting by law, advantageous or 

otherwise, to the butter trade?-I can onry speak from my own experience of 
it, and my experience leads me to say, that the quality of the butter has m4ch 
improved, I think, since the late Act has been passed. 

How long have those inspectNs been e1T~ployed in the different ~owns you 
have spoken so highly (If ?-I have, myself, known the markets of Clonmel 
for fifteen years; I never knew any other persoll act in Clan mel. than the one 
that is there at present. 

'Vhat may be the quantity of butter you sell annually upon the average?
Besides mv own, I sell my tenants butter; and 1 suppose, each year I sell 
between Rve and six hundred casks of butter. 

MI'. Francis Davi~', called in; and Examined. 

YOU reside at Waterford ?-1 do. 
Ar~ you a member of the Chamber of Commerce ?-l am. 
Has it been a subject of discuf'sion before the chamber, the expediency of 

changing the present butter law ?--It has, occasionally; not very law1y, sojaI' 
a.s I am aware. 

Can you state what is the opinion of the chamber upon that subject ?-No, 
I cannot, collectively of the chamber; there is a difference of opinion eXisting' 
ar.nong the trade there. 

Some are for changing it, and wme for keeping it as itis ?-Yes, I think so; 
I believe the majority are in favour of alterations in the law; probably not fo.r 
taking off the inspection altogether. 

Though not yourself engaged in the butter trade; have you any general 
aC'luaintance with it ?-I have a. general acquaintance with the commerce of the 
port; not in that branch particularly; I am not myself intereste(l in it. 

Are you sufficiently well acquainted with it to judge of the nature of tlie 
regulations respecting the butter trade?-I can only speak from the opinions 
I have formed on general principles. I have given it my attention, when it has 
been in oiscussion before OUl' chamber; and from all the consideration I have 
given the subject, I am willing to answer any questions that may be put to me 
'on the general principle. I am extensively concerned in the corn t'rade, I 
have made a comparison between the two trades, and I do not see that a dif

' ference ought to exist between them, There are frauds certainly practised 
~in the business that I follow, which haye been met in a great measure by an 
Act of Parliament; and in considering the butter trade, it appears to me, that 
a similar Act for that trade, would meet all the purposes of the trade, and leave 
it open to buyer and seller to consult their own interest. I beg leave- to state, 
I know that there is 'L difference of opin ion amongst the trade there, and I think 
it is only fair to say, that I am not spe-akin!!, the sentiments of the trade gene
rally, but my own individual sentiments, 

Has the butter trade of " 'aterford jmproved, or otherwise, of late years?
I haye heard, and believe, that the quality of' 'Vaterford butter is better df 
late years. 

'Vhen you speak of being governed in your opinion by general principles, do 
Y0l! mean principles of political economy ?-Yes, coupled with my own obser-
vatiOll. . 

Is it your opinion that the butter trade should be thrown open, because the 
t:orn trade is ?-Yes. 

Do you not know that one is of a perishable llature, and the other not ?-No, 
I think they are both perishable. 

Do you not think that butter is more likely to change in its nature than corn 
is ?-I think it is more so than corn. 
. Then would it not be requisite, in order tha.t its character should be known 
in this country, that that character should be given of it as soon as possible .. 
before it is exported from Ireland ?-Yes, but I do not think its character 
would be given sooncr by inspection th:m without inspection . 
. How is the. character of' it to be known without inspection ?-It is to be 
knowll, in my opinion, uy the credit of tile shipper. 

[ 
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Mr. Bobert ROlf, called in j and Examined. 

YOU are secretary to the Chamber of Commerce, at DubJin?-I have acted 
in that capacity. 

Hao; the subject of the butter regulations under the Act of Parliament, been 
taken into consideration by that body ?-It has engaged a great deal of their 
attention. 

'Vhat arc the circumstances that brought it particularly under its attention? 
-The excessive and illegal charges levied at the crane. 

Are there any other circumstances?-There have heen also great complaints 
of the whole system upon which the butter trade in Dublin has heen con
ducted. 

'Vere any proceedings taken with regard to those charges, in a legal way?
A representation was addressed in the first instance to the lord mayor, under 
whose jurisdiction the crane has been placed, complaining of the charges. 

'Vas any redress obtained r-None. 
Is it a matter of complaint that the butter, after having been previously branded 

and inspected in country markets, must be re-branded and inspected in the 
Dublin market, before exportation ?-The expense and inconvenience attending 
that particular regulation, have been fclt as a great hardship; but, altogether, the 
restrictive system upon which the trade is conducted, is exceedingly vexatious, 
and Jms been the means of driving many respectable merchants out of the 
trade. 

Has the trade in that way got into the hands of persons of less respectability 
than the old established merchants ?-I can only say, that very respectable 
pterchants have been expelled the trade. 

Have frauds been discovered in Dublin with regard to false bran~s ?-Frauds 
have been discovered; I recoHect an instance of a smith in the neighbourhood 
of the cranes, being detected in the act of forging brands. 

Did not the Chamber of Commerce last year, prepare a draft of a bill for 
31uending the existing law ?-They did. 

What was the character of that measure ?-I have a copy of the hill. 

[The 'witness delivered in the same, whic" 'Was read, asfollow3.] 

CI Abstract of the Resolutions of the Dublin Chamber of Commerce, 
respecting the Butter Trade. 

THAT a petition be presented to Parliament, praying that a Bill be 
intro1uced for the general regulation of the Butter Trade of Ireland,
its provisions to apply equally to all parts· of Ireland, and to be as follow:

The repeal of the existing Butter Acts, as impolitic in principle, partial 
in their operation. and peculiarly injurious to the export butter trade of 
Dublin. 

In order to facilitate the dealings, aod promote the mutual convenience 
of the buyers and sellers of butter, a sworn officer or sworn officers, of 
approved judgment in the :lTticle, be appointed to the public weigh,. 
houses at the several cities, towns, 01' places of exportation where such 
an appointment may be necessary; the duties to be limited to the exa.. 
mining, weighing and taring the casks, and to the prQving and mar~i,ng 
(either with a brand, or in such a manner as to admit of the marks qeing 
effaced, according t6 the option of the palties), the quality of the butter 
publicly exposed for sale. After the performance of these duties, th~ 
butter to be at the entire and uncontrolled disposal of the owner, wlte,> 
shall be at liberty to sell or export it. with such brands or marks, and do 
with it in all other respects as he may think proper. • 

The appointment of the officers to be vested, as at presenh in the chief 
magistrate or justices of the peace in the respective cities, towns, !cc. 
except in such sea ports or places of export, where the merchants and 
traders shall have erected, at their own proper cost, a ,suitable and suffi. 
ciently spacious butter crane. provided with the necessary beams, scales ... 
&.;, &c. In such cases, the nomination of the officers to th~se establish .. 
ments to be vested in the proprietors, or in a committee thereof; SUbject, 
however, to the approval of the Lord Lieutenant 01," l>rivy Council. 
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The officers not rem?vable, except. with the. sanction or under the 
authority of the Lord Lieutenant or }lnvy CouncIl. 

Officers to give security. and take an oath for the faithful execution .of 
their duties, as prescribed in the 52 Geo. 111. c. 134, sec. 6. 

A provision for the continuance in office of the present weigh.masters 
and inspectors in Ireland, but under an obligation to conform to the 
regulations of the new Act. 

Thl?' fees for examining, weighing and taring the cask per cask; 
for proving and marking the quality of the butter per cask. 

It shaU not be lawful for the officers, under a penalty of per cask, 
to weigh, inspect or mark butter, except in casks made of the tollowing 
materials, and not exceeding the following dimensions, viz.-The 
dealers in butter to be at full liberty to buy and sell at the public weigh
houses, or elsewhere, and according to the provisions of the Act, or 
otllerwise. Hence, the proposed regulations not to extend beyond the 
weigh-houses ,to which public officers shall have been a~pointed under 
the Act. 

That it is the opinion of this body, that an Act framed up'on such 
principles would be equally beneficial to the buyers and sellers of butter; 
that it would obviate the practical inconvenience of a sudden transition 
from a system of multiplied restrictions to one of perfect freedom; and 
combine the advantages of a free trade with those of regulations, which 
experience has proved to be usefill, and which, in this particular branch 

. of traffic, it might be inexpedient all at once to dispense with. 
Dublin, 5th April 1825." 

Does that bill contain those regulations that you think would be sufficient to 
remedy the evils of the present law?-Yes. 

Does that contain your own opinion only, or the opinions of any number of 
persons besides?-It contains the opinions of a numerous body of merchants in 
the city of Dublin. 

Connected with the butter trade?-Yes. 
Of buyers and exporters ?-All parties. 
Was it- submitted to the Chamber of Commerce in Dublin?- It was not only 

submitted to the Chamber of Commerce, and it not only expresses thci'r 
opinions; but, in framing it, unusual pains were taken to embody the views of 
the 'merchants in general. A meeting of persons engaged in the butter trade 
was called by public advertisement, and this bill is the result of the communi. 
cations made upon that. occasion. . 
· ' Vho drew it up?-It was 1. 

Who presided on that occasion ?-I have no distinct recollection; I believe 
Mr. Drevar, who is himself engaged in the butter trade. 
· Did he sign it on the part of the meeting?- He signed the general pro~ 
ceedjngs of that meeting. ~ 
· 'Vas there any divisit)ll in the Chamber of Commerce upon the subject ?_ 
None whatever; I never knew any measure proposed to the body, more gene. 
'rall y approved of. 

Do you consider the opinion of the merchants of Dublin to be generally 
favourable to a change of tbe existing law ?-I never heard a merchant ~peak 
'upon the .subject, who did not consider an alteration in the law to be 
necessary. 

Does not that bill provide, that it should be optional with the parties to have 
their ~utter inspected and .weighed at ~ public crane?-The ?ill would grant 
'an 'OptIon to the dealers, either to subject themselves to certam regulations or 
not; we are unwilling that the regulations should be abolished, but we wish 
that an option shQuld be granted. 

To wllOm ?-To the dealers generally. 
· Do you mean the purchasers, or .the sellers?-To both parties; that if the 
purchaser and the seller should be disposed to deal upon independent grounds, 
'And without any regard to legislative provisions, they should have the power of' 
doing so. 

lf such option were given, could the public crane be conducted; that is. 
aould there be a securi,ty for the payment of the public officers, who now exe
~u~e the duties of weighing and inspecting ?-My impression is, that if the 

public 
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public officers discharged their duty faithfully and efficiently, not a cask of 
butter would leave the crane; but otherwise the crane woul,l be deserted. I 
('.onceivc that the resnlt of the proposed measure would be, so to connect the 
interests with the duties of the officers, as to lead to a strict performance of the 
latter; while the general benefits of a weU.regulated establishment would be 
such that the trade would go naturally to those establishments by attraction 
inste~d of compulsion. 

Then, if the restrictions were so enacted by law, as to impose the necessity 
upon the public inspectors to perform the duty to the satisfaction of the mer. 
chants, would an option in the buyers and sellers be necessary ?-From the 
experience we have had, I doubt the efficacy of any legislative regulations to 
compel those men to a s~rict observance of their duty. 

\Vhy 50 ?-My opinion is founded upon the experience of years. 
\Vill you state any facts by which that i& ~stablished ?-If a ,complaint, so 

distinct and easily ascertained as that of excessive charges, when addressed to 
the appointed authorities, has failed to procnre redress- if, under the- present 
system, so palpable an ~buse as charges double the legal rates, has been found 
irremediable, we might despair of others being corrected, of which the proof 
IOust be 50 much mor~ difficult, 

What fees did that proposed measure seek to establish ?-The legal fees. 
Those which are found under the existing Act of Parliament ?-Yes. 
lfno more than the fees now authorized to be taken under the existing JaW' 

were taken, and the duty of weighing and inspecting were strictly and honestly 
performed, is it your opinion that that would form -the best arrangement for 
the interests of the butter trade ?-I believe that some modifications might be. 
advantageously made in the butter trade. 

But, generally speaking, would you conSider the present arrangement the 
best for the interest of the trade ?-Some modifications of a beneficial tendency 
might, no doubt, bc introduced; but I apprehcnd they would be insufficient 
without the general corrective, [mean the optional regulation to which I have 
adverted. 

Ji.ow can you reconcile the statement. that it would be desirable that an 
option should be given, with the statement that the enforcement of the law by' 
public inspectors, would be quite sufficient. and that all the merchants would 
then go to the public crane ?-I think the accommodation of a well.ordered 
public crane w.ould be so great, and the regulations in themselves might be 
rendered so beneficial, that merchants and dealers would in general find it their. 
interest to have recourse to those places. 

Is it your opinion that regulations ever so well framed can be effectually 
enforced, so as to secure that regularity in the discharge of duty as to make it 
at all t.imes satisfactory to the tlealers in butter?-I am of opinion that no. 
theoretic regulations, no matter how judiciously framed, can secure the practicab 
observance of them. 

'Vhat is a theoretic regulation ?-A regulation under Act of Parliament. 
\Vould you not consider those regulations as practical, if they were enforcecl 

by law ?-If they were acted upon thei' would be practical. 
If they were duly enforced would t ley have the effect of operating a hetter, 

system for the interest of the butter trade, than what you propose of the fanners ! 
hawking their butter about to merchant.~ from stol'e to store ?-If duly enforced 
it i~ probable they would operate _more beneficially than the total absence oCalL 
regulation; but, upon our plan, the farmer would not have to hawk about his , 
butter; it is our object to combine the advantages of useful regulations and an; 
open trade. 

You are secretary to the Chamber of Commerce?- I am. 
Have you ever been connected with the butter trade yourself?-Never. 
Are you acquainted with the different houses. or many of them, that are 

purchasers of butter for export in lthe city of Dublin ?- l have a general know· 
ledge of the persons engaged in the butter trade. 

Are you in any trade yourself?-I am a general merchant. 
Is it the opinion in Dublin amongst those connected with the butter trade.: 

that an inspection of the butter coming to market, previous to exportation, i4 
desirable or necessary?- They consider it desirable to have the option. 

That the exporter should have the option ?-That dealers in general should 
have the option. ~ 
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Mr. . ~re there a great many purchasers and exporters of butter in the city of 
~/'RQt. Dublin ?-Not 50 many now as formerly, they are reduced in number. 
~ Are there not still a considerable number of persons engaged in the export 

"'~lil, of butter ?-l believe so. 
llllt6. d ' II-slit not your opinion that if there was DO public inspection, an the Jarmer 

¥{&s obliged, on coming to market, to take hjs butter for sale fi'om store to store 
for the purpose of ascertaining where he might get the best price, that he would 
thereby be very much subjected to the mercy of the purchasers ?-I think such 
at~tate of things would be exceedingly inconvenient to all parties. 
~ 'Vould it be as secure a mode of giving to the farmer who frequents tbe 
Du.bJin market, a fair price for his butter, as if he came to the public crane, and 
had the advantage of the competition amongst the purchasers of butter for 
exportation ?-1 think it would nat. 

I!l,*herctany thing that yau are aware of, existing in the manner of canduct
ing the. inspection and the weighing of butter in the market of Dublil), that 
makes it more difficult to have that business canducted fairly there, than in 
cttherlpiaces :-In point 'Of fact, the system does not operate so beneficially in 
Dublin as in ather places. 

From what causes does that arise ?-Not having any persanal knowledge 'Of 
the trade myself, I can nat pretend to specify them, but I express the opjnions 
entertained by those wha have that knawledge; they are much dissatisfied with 
the system upon which the trade is conducted, bath in respect of charges and the 
mode of transllcting business. 

Can you state any thing peculiar belonging to the city of Dublin, that would 
render regulations mape for the conducting of the butter trade there, more 
difficult of execution than in other places r-1 may mention one calise; the 
hutter trade or Dublin is completely beyond the control of the merchants, it 
is exclusiveiJ in the hands of the corporation; and we have generally found 
that commercial interests arc most successfully managed by the merchants 
themselves. 

Is it not a fact, that latterly the character of the butter exported from Dublin 
:lias lessened in point of estimation ?-I am told it has lessened materially in 
estimation . 

. Has that, 10 your opinion, originated from frauds alleged to have been com· 
mitted by the exporting merchants, or from any iDterference on the part of the 
corporation ?-It has chiefly proceeded, I apprehend, from the frauds rractised 
by persons engaged in the tFade; the interference of the corporation, believe, 
is limited to the appointment of weigh-masters and inspectors . 
. Then is not the deteriorated character of the Dublin butter more attributable 
to the conduct of the merchants, than to the conduct of the corporation?
I be1ieve it to be ultimately owing to the system, which facilitates the practice 
of frauds. 

When you say that the present system gives facility to the commission of 
frauds, do you mean the system that exists under the legislative re~ulations?
I do; I think itd general tendency is to lead to the commission of frauds. 

Do you mean to say, that the law for regulating the trade gives facility to 
the practice of frauds ?-I think that the law has such a tendency, but which 
may be counteracted by a strict and vigilant administration of the law. 

In point of practice, and from your experience of laws of a similar kind for 
regulating trades, are you of opinion that it is practicable to enforce such 
legislative regulations in that strict and proper manner which should produce 
the object they have in view?-Not uniformly and continuously. 

Are not the exceptions to their success more numerous than the insbmces. 
that exist of their being successful ?-I think' so, I think their general effects 
are mischievous, although in some instances those effects may be obviated by 
accidental circumstances. 

Do you think that the effect of an option being given, would be to do away 
with the regulations ?-I think not, 

You say that regtilations of that nature generally lead to fraud I-They gene-
rally do I conceive. -

How would you prevent fraud or excessive charge upon the merchant, even 
if you gave the opbon ?-The power of leaving the public cranes would opcl:atc 
as a constant check upon tile conduct of the officers, aori secure, as far as it 
could he sccnred, the due performance of their duties. 

Do 
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.. Do not you think that the mere charge would operate to deter people from Afr.'. 
attending the crane ?-I think not, I think the accommodation of a well-regu. kQk"tIUil 
lated crane would be quite equivalent to the charge. There are parallel cases \.~-~ " 
in other branches of trade, sugars, for example, are bought and sold without '1.7 Ap.ril, 1811;6, 
leO'islative regulation, yet the merchant brjngs his sugars to the broker's offices, 
anhd in so doing, voluntarily subjects himself to expenses; similar instances 
might be adduce·d. 

You do not mean to say that the regulations with respect to the sugar trade, 
to which a person subjects himself voluntarily, are at ali similar to those enforced 
with respect to butter ?-I mean, that whereas in tJle sugar trade there is an. 
option either of buying or selling, at the broker's offices or elsewhere, and yet 
the merchants are found to subject themselves to the cbarge of the broker's) 
office; so if a similar option was extended to the butter trade, aDd if the crane$) 
were well conducted, the dealers would be found voluntarily to subject them-. 
selves to the regulations and charges of those establishments. 

Are there not cases in which the merchant buys butter through a broker?
There are. 

The objections which have been made to the present practice in DubJin, by 
the Chamber of Commerce, were not to the system of regulations, but to t.be 
abuses of it?-Their objection was to the actual abuses, and to the system 
itself, from its tendency to generate abuses. . 

Has not the Chamber of Commerce recommended as :i remedy, that the 
appointment of the weigh.ma.'Iter should be vested in them, instead of in the 
corporation ?-Some years ago, they made a representation respecting th~ 
abuses existing in the butter cranes, and suggested that a different mode 
pf appointing the officers, might be a means of the correcting those abuses. 

Do not you think therefore that their recommending the continuance of the 
appointment in different hands, was rather an argument that their opinion was 
not that the system necessarily led to abuse ?-I have not said tI~at it necessa· 
rily led to abuses, but that it had a tendency to do so j and after considering th.e 
subject very maturely. we have not been able to suggest any more effectual 
corrective than the optional measure. 

Do not you think that it is a fair argument, if they recommended the ves.ting 
in themselves the appointment of the weigh.master. instead of in the corpor.a
tiOD under the present system, to prove that they imagined that the present 
system was one capable of being tlseful, if the appointments ,,,ere properly 
administered ?-A reference to the bill I ha\fe given in, will show that we are by 
no means desirous to discard regulations, on the contrary, many of the existing 
regulations have been adopted; but in point of fact, we consider the nature of 
the regulations, and the power of appointment, as quite subordinate to the 
bptional privilege. 
. If the option were given, what would be the effect of the butter coming to 
the British markets, partIy having undergone the inspection of a public officer, 
and partly having undergone no inspection at all ?-A short experience would 
aetermine the comparative merit of the two modes of dealing. If butter 
officially branded should he found to bear a higher character in the Dritisb. 
markets, than butter exported on the responsibility of the shipper; the practice 
of having butter so branded would becom~ general; otherwise the contrary 
practice would prevaiL 

Would not considerable inconvenience be experienced by the merchant, and 
possible confusion in the British market in the mean time, before those regula. 
tions were properly attended to ?-I think that a short time 'would be sufficient 
for the adjustment of these thlngs; I apprehend, that if 1nerchants of high 
respectabiltty and character, were allowed to export butter with their 0 .'1111 brand 
and upon their own credit, such butter would soon become known in th~ 
British markets, and command a preference there. 

Do you com icier that the ultimate effect of' the option being given, would be 
to enforce the regulations in the butter crane, which would be permanently 
beneficial to the country ?·-I do. 

Are you aware whether in Dublin the practice has boen for merchants frau
qulently to change the marks of the legal weigh·masters-?-I am told that oSuca 
bas been the practice. 

Do' J<Xl believe it bas been practised ?- 1{ do. 
Do you belie,'e that any part of the complaints that have been made. agaQl&t 
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the character of Dublin butter, has arisen from that fraud? -.:..} have no donbt 
of it. 

As the law now stands, is a. man liable to any punishment for using those 
false marks ?-I apprehend that the existing Jaw provides for that case. 

]f the existing law does not provide for it, would you recommend that it shouldl 
provide for it in future ?-I would not. 

You would leave it open to the merchant to alter the legal marks, and to send 
forward his butter under a fraudulent mark, as if the mark of a legal wejgh· 
master?-I would exempt him from all compulsory and penal regulations< 
except in cases already provided for by the common law. 

In the event of" persons choosing to apply to the legal officer, and that legal 
officer putting the authority of his stamp upon the butter exported, do you 
think it would be wise or otherwise, to make the forging of that mark a punish
able 'offence?-I am averse to any such regulation; our bill on the contrary, 
expressly states, that where the inspector has been called upon by the parties, 
and has given the character of the butter, the owner shall be at full liberty to 
export it with any marks he pleases. 

You have stated your opinion, that if the system of an authorized weigh
master be persevered in, and that man discharged his duties conscientiously and 
intelligently, not a single cask of butter would be taken away from the crane? 
-I have. 

You have stated, tbat the weigh.master's mark has been forged; and you 
have stated, that the character of the Dublin butter has been injured by that 
forgery?-It has been one of the causes. 

Do you therefore feel that forgery to be an injury to the trade of Dublin?
I do. 

Then are' the Committee to understand that, notwithstanding that, you are of 
opinion that the forging of those legal marks should not be made criminal by 
the laws of the country?-If the existing system be suffered to continue 
wjthout modification, such a regulation may be expedient. 

Supposing it to .be modified, the existing abuses remedied, but the system 
of legal weigh.masters to be continued; are you of opinion that it should be 
made criminal to forge the marks ?-1 do, provided the compulsion of employing 
those weigh. masters be continued. 

In the code of regulations you have had prepared, under the cognizance 
and with the privity of the Chamber of Commerce, have they recommended any 
regulation upon that subjecU-Their view of the subject did not render it 
necessary that they should do so. 

'Vas not your view, that an oplion should be given ?-Yes. 
Does not an option include the existence of a legal crane ?-Certainly. 
In ~h~ event of t.he existence of: a legal crane, whether it should be optional 

or not, tor the parties to apply to It; would you not protect them, if they did 
apply ~o it, ?y havil~g a legal m_~r~, '~hich it should be criminal to forge?
Our view of the subject was so dlssllllllar, as to preclude any such provision. 

What was your views r-That it should be optional with the dealers to resort 
to the cranes; that the regulations should not be compulsory with respect to 
them; and that no penalties should attach, except to officers guilty of a breach 
of duty. 

If it were ~ptiotlal, must not the establishment exist ?-Surely the public 
crane must eXist. 

Recognised by the law of the country ?-Yes. . 
'Vith a power to weigh and to send, with the authority of its marks the 

bulter iuto the market?- Yes. ' 
But the Chamber of Commerce did not think it necessary to recommend the 

preservation of the mark from forgery?-They did not. 
You say a smith was found forging brands?-I have heard so. 
And you believe it -I do. 
And that he absconded?-Yes. 
Are you of opinion, that the re.branding in Dublin, of butter which has been 

,!>r.anded at another market, i.s a grievance to the exporters of butter, and an 
lDJury to the market of Dublm ?-I have heard il greatly complained of. 

The!l y?U would recommend, that any butter that comes to Dublin with ar.y 
a.uthorItattve mark from a country market, should not ,he subject to re.brand ~ 
iog ?-I would. 

If 
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If butter could be brought to Dublin, and shipped by steam boats, without 
any delay in weighing or inspecting. do you think more of it would be sent in 
that way to England, in a fresh ~tate ?-I am certain j~ would;; from the rapidity \,-----, 
of communication now. established between Dublin and Liverpool, great 'J.7 April. 
quantities would be sent In that way. 1126. 

Can such a trade as that take place under the existing law?-The restrictions 
of the existing law must operate as a great impediment to such a trade. 

'Vhat is the delay in Dublin?- The butter must first be conveyed to the 
crane, ata remote quarter of the town, where it may be detained a long time. 

How long ?-It depends upon circumstances; but I am told, that in many 
cases a. considerable delay is incurred; from the crane it is conveyed to the 
place of shipment. 

You are not aware what delay takes place ?-It must depend 11pon the state 
of the cranes; but I have had no means of judging personally. 

Some days?-I cannot say. 
If there was no regulation, could not butter made in the adjoining counties 

be put in a few hours on board the steam boats, and sent oft· at the time of it! 
actually being made ?-In a very short time after it is made. 

Only the time necessarily occupied in land carriage?-The cars might bring 
it at once to the quays. 

Would not that butter be purchased from the farmer, by the merchant iu 
Dublin, the same as it would be if it were exported in any other manner than 
by steam ?·-It might be purchased, but it would not go to market on the same 
advantageous terms; it is possible too, that if our local regulations had the 
effect of materially increasing the expenses upon butter, our supplies would be 
diverted, in a certain degree, to less expensive ports. 

If it were to be exported, would it not come to Dublin ?-It would not come 
t~ Dublin at all; because the expense, in comparison with that of other ports; 
would preclude it. 

Must not you have the intervention of a merchant in order to effect a ship
ment to Liverpool?-You must have the intervention of a broker, or a merA 

chant, or some person to superintend the shipment of the butter. 
\Vould not that necessarily require, that the butter should go to the 

merchant's storehouse, and the crane? - Not necessarily; by a previous 
arrangement it might go at once to the quay. 

'Vhat do you conceive would be the previous arrangement that would take 
place r-An order from the merchant either in Liverpool or Dublin, to t~e 
person with whom he contracts in the country, for the delivery of the butter at 
the Custom-house quay in Dublin. 

Do you mean to the farmer?-The butter dealers generally in the interior. 
How many cranes are there in Dublin ?-Two. 
Do you know how many butter cranes there are at 'Vaterford ?-I do 11ot. 
Do you know that there is only one butter crane at 'Vaterford ?-I am un-

acquainted with the localities of 'Vaterford. 
Do you know whether there is a greater export of butter from Dublin or 

from 'Vaterford ?-I have been informed that the export from 'Vaterford is 
more considerable. 

If there should be but one crane at 'Vaterford, where the export of butter is 
(;onsiderably more than from Dublin, why should you suppose that there would 
be more delay in inspecting and weighing the butter in Dublin than in 'Vater
ford ?-I am unacquainted with the practice at 'Vaterford, but I am aware that 
the butter shipped under certain circumstances at 'Vaterford, is legally exempted 
from the necessity of' being re-inspected and re-branded. 

Did you ever read the Act of 1812r-I have looked over its provisions. 
Did you not feel it your duty to read that Act, when you prepared a bill that 

was to be a substitution for that Act ?-Certainly; I read the Act when our 
bill was framed, which is more than a year ago. 

Have YOli not already stated, that there was a provision in that Act of 1812, 
faT punishing the fraud of changing marks, brands and tares ?-I have at present 
no distinct recollection of the clause. 

Did you not statc, that you !;upposed there was such a clause?-The Act is 
full of penalties; my general jmpression is, that it contains such a dause, but 
as some time has elapsed since I read the Act, I have no distinct recollection of 
it; our bill was intended to exemplify a prinriple rather than sllpply details. 
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Ji, 'Vhat de) you lliean hy the exemplification of a principle ?-Our object was 
&&trrlk~ to exhibit the geheral principle upon which we conceived that a beneficial Act 
~ might be founded, the principle . of granting an option to the dealers. 

~7 April, You mentioned, that several fi:auds had been committed by the merchants in 
18<16. Dublin ?-I have heard of frauds being committed by dealers. 

Do you not think that if there was not any restriction against frauds, the 
disposition to deception would be just as strong. and the facility greater?
The frauds have chiefly consisted in evasions of the law. 

That is, they havo been by changing the quality of the butter ?-10 changing' 
the brand.s of butter; but if there was 1]0 compulsory regulation there could 
be' ,no fraud ill that respect; the practice is fraudulent because the Act of 
Parliament has made it so, otherwise there would be no fraud in an individual 
marking as he pleased his own property. 

One of the suggestions formerly of the Chamber of Commerce) \va's, that they 
should have the appointment of the weigh~masters ?-Formerly it was the object 
of the Chamber of Commerce to establish at their own expense, a commercial 
crane in Dublin, upon the principle of the C.ofll Exchange in that city j to 
have it under the management of a committee of merchants, in whom tho 
appointment of officers should be vested ;. they were of opinion that their inte
rests would be most effectually provided for under their own management. 

,Are you aware that something of that sort has been established by agreement 
in Cork ?-l have heard that the butter tr3:de of Cork is under the management 
of the merchants of Cork. 
, Have you heard that the office of inspector is, by the present arrangement, 
in the gift and appointment of the committee of merchants of Cork.?- I have. 

Have you heard that that has given very great dissatisfilction to the sellers? 
-1 have not. 

Your object was, that the committee of merchants in Dublin should have t.»e 
appointment of those officers; are not the merchanls of Dublin uniformly 
buyers?-They are the principal buyers. 

Do you think they w'ould be influenced by· their own interest, in their regu
lations ?-l think they ~"ould adopt such regulations as they might deem 
advanta~eous to the trade, and appoint such officers as they ('onsidered bes.t 
qualified to discharge their official duties. 

Might not the seller suspect if the officer was appointed solely by the buyers? 
-'Ve provided against that, in suggesting that the appointment sl10uld be 
dependent upon the approbation of the Lord Lieutenant and Privy Council, and 
that' the officers should be only removable by a similar authority. 

He would owe his appointment to the merchants ?-He would 
At present he is appointed by the co]'poration ?-Yes. 
Have the corporation any direct interest as buyers or sellers, in the question r 

-. I apprehend but little; there are very few merchants in the corporation. 
Then you mean to say that the office of inspector would be likely to be more 

pure if he was appointed exclw,ively by the buyers, than it is at present, when 
he is appointed by a body who have no interest as either buyers or sellers?
Abstractedly it would appear that the nominators being unconnected with both 
parties might be better; but in point of fact 1 am convinced that the mer
chants would be more likely to appoint properly qualified persons than the 
corporation. 

Are you aware that the system has been tried in Cork, of 311 inspector ap
pointed by the buyers exclusively ?-l have no knowledge of the local circum .. 
~tances of Cork ; 1 have heard in general that the system gives satisfaction. 

If in point of fact, a. system such as you recommend, of an officer appointed 
by the buyers solely, has been tried, and has been proved to have failed in that 
point of View, do you think that the appointment by the buyers is subject to the 
same objection as that by the corporation ?-In point of' fact we Iny little stress. 
upon the appoint'ment ? 

Why did you recommend it to be removed to the Chamber of Commerce?
At that time no other remedy occurred to us; our present object is to liberate 
the tr~de from its })hackles,. and if that be accomplished it is comparatively im
materml to \",hom the appollltment belon~; for ... ve should thereby acquire tb~ 
be!;t security for an efficient discharge of' officers dllties. . 

' Then if the a.buses are remedied th'ere c:\n be no· objection to it~ retnajni~ 
III 
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jn the patronage of the corporation ?-If an~ effectual measure can .bc devised 
to correct existing abuses and to prevent thcu recurrence, it is perfectly imma. 
1:erial in whom the appointment is vested. 

!vI r. Thomas Davenport, called in, amI Examined. 

YOU are an inhabitant of the city of Derry?-Yes. 
Have you been connected with, and are you PQssessed of a knowledge of 

the butter trade of the n0l1h of Ireland, generally ?--¥es" I have done a good 
deal in the butter trade. . 

Has that trade increased, of late years ?-~It has increased, very much, at all 
the northern ports. 

Do you remember a lime, when there was little 01' no butter exported from 
the city of Derry?~ There was almost none previous to the Act of 1812. 

Do you, in any degree attribute the increase of that trade to the regulations 
adopted under the provisions of' that Act?-I do consider that the Act has 
been beneficial to our trade; that it has been the means of increasing the 
.exports, and that the more strictly the inspection has been executed, the more 
the trade has increased. 

Has that inspection, within the 1::tst ~ix years, become more strict than it was 
at the commencement ?-It has; it was complained of, both by the exporting 
merchants, and by the importers at Liverpool, as not being sufficiently accurate; 
1Uld on representation of this to the inspector, he became more particlllnr, 
.and the trade has subsequentlv increased. 

Have the prices in Liverpoof equally increased?-They have; the Lutter has 
risen in character; it now stands next to Belfast. 

Have you a pretty general knowledge of the mercantile people of Liverpool) 
that denl with the north of Ireland ?-l have. 

What effect, in your opinion, would it have upon their transactions and· orders 
for butter in the north of Ireland, if the trade was thrown open, and the regu· 
1ations of weighing and inspecting were not observed ?-l think it would take 
away from Belfhst, and from Derry, the most beneficial trade that they have • 
which is receiving the English oruers, and shipping on English account j and 
it would throw the trade, which at present they have to a large extent, into 
the hands of jobbers and dealers, in place of its being exported on English 
account. . 

Has there been ari additional excitement given to the farmers in the neigh
bouring counties to Derry, to bring butter as a produce to market, within this 
last two years ?-There has; I think the North-west Agricultural Society has 
had a very good effect in exciting competition, amongst the farmers, both as to 
the quality of their butter, and as to the impro\7emcnt of their lands, by 
sowing clover in place of the wild pastures; and the making of butter 
has considerably increased in consequence, and indeed so has the export of 
grain. 

'Vhat is the amount of charge upon a firkin of butter sold at the market of 
Derry?-They only at Derry take the legal charges, two-pence for weighing 
and IJranding, and a penny for inspecting the quality; and they also at Derry 
and Belfast, brand the quality on the casks, first, second, third and fourth. 

Is the butter in the market of Derry sold at any particular place ?':-There 
. is a very excellent butter crane at Derry. 

Is there any particular place provided expressly for the sale of butter?
There is a butter market, with stores, for the stowing it. 

ls the butter taken directly after inspection, from those stores to the ships . 
for exportation, or is it the habit there to stow the butter in the merchant's 
cellar before shipment ?--It is the habit to keep it within those stores nil 
the ..,hile within the outer lock of the inspector; and it is the practice to 
ship it direct from those stores to the vessel, without taking it to the merchant's 
private stores j it never undergoes any other inspection than that of the legal 
taster. 

Then in point of fact, are all the operations of weighing, inspecting, brand
ing .and cooperage performed within the walls of the public market, and is the 
butter sent to the ship without any further operation?-Yes. 

At whose pxpellse was that market and those stores provided ?-. They were 
erected by the corporation and at t.heir expense. 
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Has the butter trade at the town of Coleraine. in the county of Derry, in
creased ?-It has; but it is not easy to ascertain the actual increase at Coleraine, 
because not always having vessels. they frequently export a great deal of their 
butter through Belfast. and it seems to swell the expo(t of Belfast rather than 
Coleraine. 

Can you speak from your knowledge, of the manner in which the weighing 
and inspection are conducted both at Belfast and Derry. whether general satis_ 
faction is given to the farmers who bring their produce to those markets?
I can so assert with regard to both those markets (for I have seen the inspection 
in the Belfast market). and have found it in both very satisfactory to the buyer 
and to the seller; there is no deputy in Derry, the inspector does the duty and 
is a very good judge of butter. 

Do you know the chal'acter of Belfast butter at LiverpooP-It stands \'ery 
high; it stands first at Liverpool, as the Carlow butter stands first in the 
London market. 

Are the importers there perfectly satisfied with it?-They are; Belfast is 
reckoned the best in the north of Ireland, for they do not pass casks of' an 
inferior description which are passed at Derry, Newry and Sligo; Derry stands 
next; it would stand equally high if the casks were equally well made and 
tared. 

At what markets do they pass inferior casks?-They pass inferior .casks in 
Newry, in Derry and in Sligo, such as they would not pass in Belfast; I mean, 
that at Belfast they will not pass casks except those made of oak. In the other 
ports mentioned, they pass casks made of beech, sycamore and ash; and a great 
many of those casks are made, not of seasoned wood, but of unseasoned wood, 
which produces great injury to the buyer. both as to the tare and the quality of 
the butter; and 1 should conceive it would be a good regulation, if casks made 
of sycamore, ash and beech. were allowed a double soakage to those made 
of oak. 

Then, in fact) the persons dealing in the butter trade at the port of Derry, 
have not the same advantage from that inspection as they have at the port of 
Belfast ?-They do not get so high a price for their butter) in consequence of 
their putting it into inferior casks. 

You have said that the North-west Agricultural Society has contributed to 
improve the husbandry of that district of country ?-1 think very much. 

May not the improved trade in butter at the port of Derry be accounted for 
by that circumstance, rather than by regulations of the Act of 181~?-I thiuk 
that both circumstances have been highly beneficial. 

Are you acquainted with the trade frbm Strabane?-Yes. 
Has that trade increased or decreased ?-It all goes through Derry. 1 beg 

to observe, that I do not consider the interior inspection as of any use, but 
only the port inspection. 

Has the trade at Strabane increased or decreased of late years?- I think of 
very late years, that is, within the last five or six years, it has increased; it had 
fallen back, but it is again increasing. 

To what do you attribute the decrease in former yeal"S?-To the greatest 
estates round that country being let too high; the tenantry were ruined, and 
there was an Act of Parliament passed to enable the trus~ees of the present 
Marquis to lower the rents, and since that the surrounding country has very 
much improved. 

Do you think, that the regulation which obliges them to send their butter to 
Derry, in order to be marked, has any effbct upon the traJe?-I think it is a. 
very necessary regulation; for the exporting merchant or the cheesemonger 
could not rely with equal confidence upon a country inspection as upon the 
port inspection; the country inspectors are necessarily ofa lower description of 
people, and more .liabl~ o~ course. to c?l'ruption .and bias than the port inspectors. 

Are there any wtenor mspectlOns 111 the neighbourhood of Strabane itself?
There are; all the market towns have inspectors j such as Ennisk:illen, }i'jn_ 
town, }i'ive-Mile-Town, &c.; all those towns, at which butter is sold, have some 
sort of inspection. 

Then supposing butter to pass through various hands at those different towns, 
and to be finall~ exported from Derry, do you think that the shippers of butter 
from Derry denve no advantage whatever from the previous inspections?
Certainly, they derive no advantilge whate,'er from them ; beca\Js~ the Derry 
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inspectOl' qualifies the hutter upon his own judgment, without reference to any Mr. 
previous marks upon it. . '1', Da'Vtnp!1r{.-

Do you not conceive that it is a great hardship upon the producers of butter ,,-_~~ __ -,I 
to be subject to inspection at all these different places, supposing a change of ~7 A"ril, 
property to take, place h.y ~ale at each ?-I h~v~ already said, tI~at I co.nsider t~e 18'26. 

country inspectIOn as of little or no value; It IS only the port inspection that IS 
really of value. And I beg to observe, that I except from that such large and 
established markets as Cion mel and Carlow; but I mean country markets, 
where the butter is merely bought up by jobber:. and c:'lrried to the port, and 
there sold to the merchant j it is the port IIl spection only that the buyer on this 
side of the water looks to. 

Is the carriage from Strabane to Derry water carriage ?-There is both water 
and land carriage; the expense is about ten shillings a ton by land, and perhaps 
half that by ,vater. 

Do you not conceive, that the same principle which applies to Clan mel with 
regard to subsequent inspection at \Vaterford, should apply also to Strabane 
with regard to subsequent inspection at Derry ?-The only difference is this; 
that at Clonmel and at Carlow, and perhaps at other large places, there are 
merchants deeply interested in the inspection, and there are also respectabJe 
inspectors; but in the country towns the sale is very trifling, it is bougl.t 
by jobbers, and they do not want the inspection, because they know what they 
buy. The inspector is himself a man of' no rank, and the inspection there is 
of no value; a merchant at Derry, or at any other part, would not buy upon the 
country inspection; he would have it re-inspected. 

Do you not concei\'e, that the subsequent inspection at Derry makes it ineli
gible to sell much butter at Strabane; that the subsequent charge diminishes 
the Strabane market ?-It does, no doubt. 

Have you any doubt, if there was a subsequent inspection at \Vaterford, 
rendered necessary by law, for butter brought hy water carriage from Clonmel. 
that the Clonmel market would be diminished ?-I think it would be very inju
riotis to Cion mel and Carlow, if a re·inspection were required at \Vatcrford. 

Do you mean, that the inspection of' no market can stand high, unless that 
market is an extensive one ?-That is my opinion. 

Do you not conceive, that the subsequent inspection al Derry has the effect 
of preventing the market of Strabane from becoming a considerable one ?
Yes. 

-In the event of that subsequent inspection being rendered unnecessary, do 
you not conceive, that the tendency of trade would be to augment the sales at 
Strabane, and to render the inspection at Strabane of a more respectable and 
important character ?-Strabane is a very small market; I think it would be 
quite impossible to increase it.. to any extent. Deny receives butter from, 
perhaps, twenty country markets larger than Strabane. 

Supposing a merchant at Strabane purchasing butter to ship for a British 
port, is he obliged to have it re.inspected in. transitu ?-He is at Derry. 

Do you not conceive that to be a great hardship upon the proprietor of tile 
butter at Strabane ?-I think not; I think he is more than compensated by the 
Derry brand, for any expense it may be; for his butter, sent to Liverpool with 
Strabane inspection, would not sell by some shillings a hundred as high as if it 
came with the Derry brand. 

Supposing it were left opt ional with him to have it re·branded, do you think 
he would have it re·brallded ?-Every tllall of character would do so; I know 
it to be the decided opin iOn of all the respectable traders in the north of 
Ireland, that the inspection is useful and advantageous to the respectable mer,. 
chants and to the farmers. 

Do you think that is the opinion of the butter sellers in the town of Strabane 
and the neighbourhood ?-I think it is the opinion of the fanners, that they 
would rather submit to a public inspection, than to deal with the merchants 
without it. 

\Vould til('. farmer prefer the double system of inspection, tG the having only 
one ?-The farmer is not subject to a double inspection. A Lrmer has his 
butter inspected at the first market that he brings it to; if it is brought intQ 
another market and sold again, it is inspected at the e:tpense of that, 
second.hand. 

You have slated, that, to a jobber, the system of interual inspection is les:. 
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'necessary, he being able to judge for himself with regard to the butter he 
buys ?-It is not necessary, as a protection to him; the only question IS, 

whether it is necessary, as a protection to the farmer. 
Then do you not think that afortiori, the merchant at Derry, or at the port 

of export, would be able to take care of his own interest; as you conceive 
that the butter jobber in the interior would be capable of taking care of his 
interest?-The exporting merchant, in many cases, is not so accurate a judge 
of butter a$ the jobber i5; and there is another thing to be taken into account, 
butter, like other articles of trade, when it becomes low, frequently becomes 
the subject of speculat!on. A man w~ll go and buy. butter, wh? knows 110thin.g 
of the article, as a subject of speculatIOn; he buys It on the faIth of the public 
inspection; and such an operation must be advantageous to the market, 
because it prevents prices from becoming too low. 

Is one of the grounds upon which you recommend the continuance of the 
present system, that it affords the mean;, for speculation on the part of persons 
who, themselves, are no judges of the quality of the article r- It affords a 
constant competition between those who are judges, who buy on their own 
account, and those who buy on account of orders from this side of the water. 
It is quite notorious, that in those ports where the inspection is most strict, the 
trade has increased; for instance, in the port of Limerick, since the Chamber 
'of Commerce have regulated the trade of' Limerick, the export has very much 
increase.d. 

Are you a,hire, that all the regulations which have been introduced at 
Limerick, which have tended so much to improve the character of butter 
exported from thence, are matters of voluntary agreement, and wholly distinct 
from the regulations prescribed by law ?-I am. 

Are you aware that those regulations stand upon the t:'lith of the partie~ 
and the credit which they derive from those regulations with their foreign 
correspondents ?-No doubt of it, but I would extend the Limerick system to 
all other ports. 

Do YOll not conceive, that supposing there existed no law upon the subject, 
it would be open to the merchants of any place to adopt the voluntary system of 
regulation which has been productive of benefit in the city of Limerick ?-It 
would; but it does not follow that every other port would adopt such a sys
tem j for instance, the neighbouring port of 'Vaterford does not j there they 
ship by character; and there are some 'Vaterford firsts, selling in the London 
market, lOs. a hundred higher than other ,Vaterford firsts. I conceive the 
inspection is advantageous to a f:'lir merchant. 

If there are some Waterford firsts selling in the London market at lOs. 
a hundred higher than other 'Vaterfonl firsts, is it not because the butter which 
fetches the highest price, is, in point of fact, shipped by merchants of the 
highest credit and character ?-There is no doubt of that. 

Then how do you reconcile that with your last answer, in which you state, 
that you consider the system of inspection to be one advantageous to merchants 
of high character ?-Because it operates as a protection; and I think that 
every thing that increases the general trade of the port, must be advantageous 
to the merchants of the first description; besides this, that where there is an 
established inspection, and where that inspection is known, a merchant shipping 
butter, can, on the faith of that inspection, draw bills at once; whereas, where 
it is not known, such an operation cannot take place till the house bas obtained 
a very high character. 

Is not the system of inspection recommended by the supposition, that the 
merchants buying in Ireland, are not adequate judges of the article in which 
they deal, or are not sufficiently strict in their integrity to ship under fair 
descriptions of their goods ?-In many cases the merchants nre not- adequate 
iJ.ldges to purchase on their own knowledge; and in some cases, there are per~ 
sons in the trade of a lower description, who would ship inferior butter, and the 
fact has been proved in some parts of Ireland; merchants have been known to 
~hange the inspectors brand, and to put on other brands, and consequentlYt 
If the trade was open, those who now venture to do so, would ship inferior 
butter. 
. Is not the effect of the present system, supposing the inspection to be pro# 
perly. per~orl\led, .to place nearly UpOll the same level the merchant ,vho has no 
knowledge of the article in which he deals, and who is not restrained from 
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committing frauds upon his Englisb corre~pondenb, by the ordinary principles 
of fair dealing, with the. merchant possessmg both knowledge and integrity t
It has the effect of placing both pretty much upon the same footing; but it 
is as likely that the man who has no knowledge of the, butter trade, may be 
a man of integrity as the man that has; we do not conslf.ler the most knowing 
man in the trade the most to be depended all. 

Do not you conceive, that a trade will be best managed. when knowledge 
and integrity will meet with a higher reward, than the absence of those two 
qualities?-There call be no doubt of it. 

o Supposing an option given to persons dealing in butter, either to sell direct1y 
to the merchant without inspection, or through the intervention of a public 
officer, do you conceive that that option would be made use of to any consi. 
derable extent ?-I think it would not in such ports as Limerick, Belrast, and 
Derry, where the inspections are efiecti,,-e, where they arc in the habit of 
receiving orders fi'om English merchants, that public inspection would sti ll 
continue; in ports where the inspection is lax, for instance, in Newry and in 
Waterford, they do not receive orders, they are obliged to purchase upon their 
own account, and the English merchant docs not put the same confidence in 
them that he does in the public inspectors. 

Supposing that ther~ are m;ukets in Ireland in which the amount of fees taken 
is almost double those taken at Derry, and in which there is a dpgree of sus
picion attaching itself to the public officers, in the event of an option being 
given, would not that option be largely profited by in those casesr- In such 
cases it would, no doubt, because I conceive where a public officer takes more 
fees than are allowed by law, his integrity may be doubted in other respects. 

Do you not conceive that stich public officer would, in the event of an option 
being given to the sellers of butter, be compelled to reduce his rees to the 
legal amount, and to regulate the market properly, or else that he would lose 
the whole of his business :--1 conceive that every inspector should be sworn to 
take 110 more than the legal fees, and tbat on any infraction of his oath he 
should be dismissed. 

Do you concei \-e, that the public would have a greater security in that oath, 
than they would have in making it the interest of the individuals concerned in 
the butter inspection, to r~gulate that market properly, and to take no more 
than the legal fees?-I do not think the oath itself would be sufficient security, 
but if that oath was pursued by dismissal in case of its infraction, I think they 
'yould not attempt it. 

}?rom your experience in Ireland with regard to presentments, and other 
matters in which oaths are required, do you conceive the security of an oath to 
be one which it is either eligible to introduce with respect to any trade, or 
which is a sufficient security for the publie ?-It is not an absolute securi.ty 
certainly; but I conceive it goes far as to security; some men certainly will be 
bound by an oath that will not be bound by honour. 

Do not you think there is too great 3. multiplication of oaths in all matters of 
I reland r-There is. 

Supposing an option to be gi"'en, do YOll not think, that in all cases where 
the market is well regulated, the weigh-house would still retain its business; 
and that where it is ill reguhted, persons would profit by the option, and sel1 
directly to the merchant?-Certainly . 
. Do you not think, that in the case of the second proposition stated, it would 

lead as a necessary consequence, to the correction of the abuses in those 
markets?-I think it would have an effect that way_ 

Da you not think, that in both cases the option would be advisable ?-I do 
not, from my experience of the trade. I think it would be much better to 
take exa.mple from the ports where the business is done correctly, and to compel
it to be done correctly in others; if there iii no other way of getting rid of 
extortion than by throwing it open, I agree; but if it has been proved, that 
where the inspection has been more strict, the trade has increased, I think 
that practic~l efiect is a proof that the inspection is useful. 

In your observations with reg:trd to the inspection, do you not always assume, 
that the system of inspection must determine the saleable qualities of the 
butter ?-Yes; they do so in the north of Ireland; I believe the law as it now 
stands, does not make it necessary for the inspector to u.;cert:lin the qualities. 
and thererore I thiuk that the Act that was proposed by Mr. " Tilson to compel 
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the inspector to do so, would be useful; and I should also recommend another 
proposition made by Mr. Wilson, to inflict severe penalties on those who forged 
or changed the brands. 

Do you conceive there is any benefit whatever from a mere inspection, which 
ascertains whether the butter is merchantable or not, without referring to the 
quality of the butter itself?-Certainly, the inspection should include the 
qua!ity of the butter", , , , 

1 hen the improvements 10 the law which you suggest arc, by Imposmg addi
tional restrictions and new penalties, and not relieving the trade from the 
restrictions to which it is now subject?-I should rather call it regulation than 
restriction. 

All you have said, with regard to the value of inspection, exists independently 
of the law, and not in consequence of it ?-Not aJl: for by law the weigh
master is obliged to weigh and to brand the weight, and the inspector is obliged 
to inspect the butter, to see if it is merchantable. 

You have said that that regulation, requiring it to be decided whether or 
not it is merchantable, wonld not be of any use, without the further process of 
a declaration of the qualities?- I think so. . 

You say the Act of Parliament does not require the qualities to be declared, 
therefore you cannot say that the Act of Parliament confers upon the public 
the advantage that you have been speaking of. namely, of the qualities being 
so distinguished ?-The Act does not confer the full advantage; but it is prac
tically done in Derry and in Belfast, and also in Limerick. 

'Vhere do the farmers purchase their casks in which they bring butter to the 
Derry market?- Some they purchase in Derry. those are casks made of oak; 
but many they purchase in the interior, and those casks are of a very inferior 
description. 

Does the weigh-master ever require a new cask to be put on in Derry?-In 
some cases, when it is very bad. 

Does he levy fines for bad casks ?-I am not aware that he does. 
'Vhat are the defects of the casks made in the country r-They are made of 

unseasoned stuff, and not well made. 
Are they properly branded by the weigh-masters ?-1 have heard, and 1 think 

there is some reason to suppose it to be the case, th~t, in some instances, the 
country weigh-master trusts his brand with the cooper. 

'Vhat object has he in doing that ?-Probably a bribe, or matter of friendship. 
'Vhat use does the cooper make of it ?-He may brand false tares, to accom. 

modate his customers. 
Do you think that is a thing that has happened often ?-I cannot judge; but 

I believe it ha!> happened in the small interior m:ukets. 
You have said that the sale of butter has decreased in Strabane, in conse

quence of the impection at the port of Derry; has the manufacture of butter 
increased there?-The manufacture has increased. The farmers generally 
obtain the best prices at the ports, and therefore they send their butter twenty 
ai' thirty miles to the ports, because they get the best price; they wish to deal 
with the merchant rather than with the jobber. 

You think the manufacture of butter has increased generally throughout 
that district ?-No doubt. 

Does the increased p'rice which the blltter-seller gets at the port, reimburse 
him for the expense of sending it the increased distance ?-Fully. 

Have you heard any complaint on the part of the farmers, in the neighbour
hood of Strabane, and that district, of the severity which is imposed upon 
them by the !aw, as it a~ present stands ?-I I~ave not; the only persons who 
complam of It are the Jobbers, who would Wish to export their butter upon 
the country marks. 

Have you heard any compiaipts amongst the merchants at Strabane ?-Not 
that I recollect. 

Have you heard of several petitions being presented to the House of Com
mons from Strabane, complaining of the grievance of being subject to a second 
inspection in the city of Derry ?-I have not heard of it. 

Are tllere schedules of fees fixed up at the butter cranes, for the information 
of the public, who frequent the cranes ?-l think not; but the fees are perfectly 
well known. I believe that at most of the cranes in Ireland, at all the southern 
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and western cranes, and in Dublin, they take morc fees than are allowed by 
law; at the northern cranes they do not. 

Do you think there would be any objection, in case of legislating upon the 
subject, to oblige the cra~e masters to affix a table of' fees at the public cranes? 
-It should be done, I thmk. 

Is there any fine for extortion in demanding fees ?-I believe not by law. 
Do you not think that it would be a beneficial measure to impose a fine 

upon any butter-weigher who demanded an extravagant fee ?-I think he should
be turned out of office. 

Do you not think that the imposition of fines would be more likely to check 
the evil, than the enacting of an oath (-No doubt; when I alluded to an oath, 
I did not wish to create a new one; but the inspector, at present, takes an oath 
that he shall do justice, and one should suppose, that that oath would bind him 
to take only the legal fee, but it has been proved, that it does not; and therefore 
I would merely add that to the present oath. There is also an emolument taken 
by the inspectors. in some markets, which I think is incorrect, that is, the 
scrapings of the butter. It is necessary to take the butter off the tops of the 
casks, in order to make them clean, and to scrape below the riddle as it is called, 
to take off' grease and dirt. In some markets, the inspector takes this; in 
some markets, the buyer takes it; but I think. that in all cases, it should belong 
to the seller, because he has received nothing for it. 

Is it your opinion, that in no case whatever it should belong to the butter 
weigher ?---In no case whatever. 

What is your opinion with respect to the beam age taken in different places; 
and what, in your opinion, ought to be the regulation observed with regard to 
beamage ?-l think it is injurious to the trade, that it is very unsatisfactory 
to the farmer, and that it would be of advantage that the beamage taken 
throughout the kingdom should be the same; in some markets it is one pound, 
in some two, and in some four. It is the general opinion of the trade, that 
if a cask were weighed even beam, and two pounds allowed for beamage, it 
would be quite sufficient. 

Is not the tendency of the system of beamage to afford the merchants at the 
port where the highest beam.age is given, an opportunity of offering a price 
delusively high. for the purpose of bringing butter into their market ?-It has 
that tendency. 

Mr. John Tarlton, called in; and Examined. 

ARE you a weigh-master?-I am. 
At what market ?-At Timohoe market. 
How many years have you been weigh-master there ?-I think about seven 

years. 
'Vhat quantity of butter is sold at that market in a year ?-From 1,600 to 

2)000 firkins. 
Is that less than it used to be formerly?-It is. 
How do you account for the falling off of the market?-There are different 

reasons; there arc some complaints of abuses being in the market, and there 
has been a market established in Castle Comer within a few years. 

'Vhat is the reason that the Castle Comer market takes away the business of 
that market?-I cannot say j there are a great many that used to come to 
Timohoe that go there; but I cannot say what the reason is, unless it is more 
convenient. 

Is there any taster at Castle Comer?-I do not know. 
1 s the business of inspection of the butter performed by you, or by another 

oHlcer ?- By another officer. 
Is that busiuess transacted with satisfaction to the farmer in that market?

It is not. 
'Vhat do they complain of?-The taster is a man of a very low description, . 

and he is not liked much by the people of the place. 
Is he a. good judge of the butter ?-I think he is a. judge of butter; but at, 

the same time I believe he is too fond of tippling. . 
Is there any apprehension amongst the people, that there is a.ny thing of an 

~mproper influence over him on the part of the buyers ?-He is accused of being 
mftuenced by both buyer and seller. 
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Are those some of the abuses, in consequence of which )'OU stated that the 
Timohoe market had fallen off?-Some of them. 

'Vhat is the practice with regard to branding casks in the country. you are 
acquainted with ?-I brand aU that come to me to be branded; but there is a 
practice used in that part of the country, that the other weigh-masters hire out 
the brands for many miles round; they brand many casks, more casks than 
I do. The other weigh-masters at surrounding places hire out their brands to 
t~e coopers 

Where is that done ?-About Timohoe. 
It is your business, as weigh-master, to brand easks?-It is. 
And you use your own brand ?-I do. . 
And take care that the Act is complied with ?-1 do. Th~re have been many 

a.pplications made to me by the coopers about the neighbourhood, to give them 
brands, as they formerly got them; but I would on no account give a brand 
ant of my possession. 

Do you conceive tl1at your accurate attention to the law in using the brand 
yourself, and putting the proper tare upon the casks, deprives you of much 
business in discharging that part of the regulations ?-lndeed it certainly 
does. 
. That is, the coopers use the brands of other weigh-masters in preference to 
using yours r-The cooper is obliged to have them branded before he sells 
them. 

And instead of coming to you he keeps the brand himself?-Yes. 
\Vhat does the cooper pay?-I do not know what they may give for brand. 

ing; perhaps for giving the brand they allow so much a year. 
What use does the cooper make of the weigh-master's brand?-He brands the 

casks. 
'Vhat advantage does he derive from doing that?-That is according to the 

quantity that he may make in a year; there is a penny allowed for branding 
each cask. 

Does the cooper in branding his own casks, always brand the accurate tare?
I believe very often not; I have found them often inaccurate, when I have 
~eell tubs that 1 have really thought from looking at the cask, it must inc\'itably 
weigh more than what was marked on it; I have seen tubs that were marked 
fifteen and sixteen pOlJ.nds. which weighed two or three and twenty pounds. 

Do those coopers who put false tares in that way, obtain a preference in the 
custom of the fanners ?-They do, because the fanners in general are not parti
cular enough in looking at the brand, for they often get tubs stripped, where if 
they were fairly branded they would not be stripped. 

How much beamage is allowed in weighing? -Four pounds. 
Is that four pounds besides the standing beam ?-Four pounds, and it is 

weighed at the turn of the beam also. 
What was the practice in that market, before you became weigh-master?

That was the practice, that was the allowance that was always given, to my 
knowledge. . 

'Vas 110t there some rule about the height that the scale was to be from the 
ground ?-'Vhen 1 went there I think it was nine inches standing beam from 
the ground. 

That is, nine inches standing beam, and you deduct four pounds aftel'wards ? 
-At the time that I camet they took the weight al ways, by having it high up 
from the ground, and then it takes a great deal more to tUI'll the beam to bring 
it down • 
. How much was the actual Joss ?-At that time it was impossible to ascertain. 

What are the charges in that market of Timohoe?-The charge is sixpence 
for cooperage, and I believe they charge nine-pence for the carringe to Carlow; 
it is a country market, and the uutter is mostly bought by Carlow buyers, with 
a few exceptions of people that live in the neighbourhood; this butter goes to 
Carlow, or perhaps to \Vaterford, and they charge nine.pence for the carriage 
of each firkin. .. 

'Vhom do they charge that nine-pence to ?-Thc: farmer. 
Then the flmner pays fifteen-pence to the lJUyer ?-Yes, he pays more, there 

jg a penny fol' tasting. two-pence for lJeamagc, and one penny fol' custom, 
making' in all uinctccn-pence. 
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Is the charge nine.pen~c for carria~e, a matter of contract between the 
farmer and the buyer ?-It IS the usual charge. 

There is no law for that?-No. 
What is the charge that the public officer makes to the farmer ?-Altogether 

it is four.pence, there is two-pence for cranage, and a penny clIstom and 
tasting. 

You say that th~ officer of the weigh.master has lent his brand to the coopers? 
-Not in that place, but in other parts round about. 

Mention the places?-Athy i~ one; I cannot positively say. other places, but 
I have heard of it . 
.. 'Vas any complaint made of this misconduct ?-I af'ked a cooper about it, and 
he acknowledged that he did get it. 

1I1m·tis, 2" die Muii, 1826. 

Mr. George J. Southam, called in; and Examined. 

M,. 
JoAn 1'tArlto". 
~ 

'11 April 
lSt6. 

WHEltE do you reside ?-In Manchester. M,. 
Are you in trade there ?-Yes. \ G. J. Sowtllflrn. 

'Vhat is your mercantile line ?-I am a grocer and provision dealer, in butter --~~~-~ 
chiefl)', ~ May. 

From whence are you principally supplied with butter ?-From Ireland. 
Exclusively ?-Yes. 
Are you in the habit of giving orders to Ireland for a supply of butter on your 

own account?-Yes, we buy that way and we buy in Liverpool,justas suits our 
interest. 

Are you aware of the regulations to which butter is subjected, in the way of 
weighing, inspection and branding, previous to its being exported from Ireland? 

l ' am. 
Is it your opinion, that those regulations serve the interests of the butter seller 

and the butter buyer?-Yes. 
Is it your opinion, or the opinion of those engaged in a similar trade with 

yourseIf~ that it would be in any degree advantageous to do away with all those 
regulations, and to throw the trade entirely open ?-No, it is not our opinion 
that it would be better. 

Is there a prevailing opinion against throwing open the trade ?-Quite so, 
generally. 

Have you had any meetings upon the subject, at Manchester ?-Yes, we have 
had two lately. 

Had you any last year?-Yes, and we had some Resolutions come to. 
What was the date of that ? -The !lIst of March 1825. 
You were in the chair upon that occasion ?-I was. 
Have you a copy of those Resolutions ?-I have. 

[Tile 'Witness delivered in tile same, wIdell was read, as follows:] 

u AT a numerous and respectable meeting of the inspectors of, and 
oealers in, Irish butter, held at the Exchange, Manchester, March 21st, 
1825, convened in consequence of Sir Henry Parnell having, in the House 
of Commons, intimated a desire to alter the existing laws. and to dispense 
with the regulations respecting the exportation of butter from Ireland j-

Mr. George J. Southam, in the Chair: 

It was Resolved unanimously, 
1 st.-That the existing laws relative to the importation of butter, from 

Belfast. Cork, Sligo. Limerick, Londonderry, and other ports where those 
Jaws have been enforced, h~ve been productive of the most beneficial 
effects, inasmuch as they have not only established a proper confidence 

406. X 1 between 

18~6. 
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between the shipper, importer and dealer, but also contributed to ~ ~ v-ery 
material improvement in the quality of the article. . 

2d.-That the exportation of butter is a branch of the trade and com· 
merC'e of Ireland, inferior in importance only to the manufacture and 
exportation of linen. 

3d.-That the meeting regards with gratitude, the very liberal and 
enlightened policy adopted by His Majesty's present ministers, relati~e to 
the restdctions on t.rade and commerce. They, however, firmly believe, 
that the abolition of the offices of taster and weigh-master, in the ports of 
Ireland, would be greatly injurious, by destroying that confidence 'in the 
article which at present prevails. and removing the most stimulus to care 
in its manufacture and production. 

4.th.-That the preference invariably given in these markets, to butter 
shipped at the ports where there has been the most rigid attention to the 
existing laws, is an incontrovertible proof of their excellence and sound 
policy. • 

5th.-That the re-enactment of the thirty-first clause of an Act made 
and passed in the fifty-second year of the reign of his late Majesty King 
George the Third, c. 134, intituled, U An Act for the better Regulation of 
H the Butter Trade in Ireland;" viz.-" And be it furthpr Enacted, That 
whenever any butter made in Ireland, shall at any time after the com
mencement of this Act, be imported into any port of Great Britain, it shall 
and may be lawful for any officer or officers of Customs of such port of im
portation, to search and examine the casks in which such butter shall be 
packed; and in case any butter so imported shall be packed in any cask or 
casks not authorized by this Act, or in any manner contrary to the directions 
of this Act, such butter and casks in which the same shall be imported, shall 
be forfeited, and may be seized by stich officer of the Customs, and he is 
hereby authorized and empowered to se ize the same accordingly; and one 
half of the value of the butter so forfei ted and seized shall go to His Majesty, 
His Heirs and Successors, and the other half to the officer so seizing the 
same; and such forfeitures shall and may be recovered by all such ways 
and means in like manner as any forfeiture may be recovered under any 
Act or Acts relating to the Customs in force in Great Britain:" and re. 
pealed by the second clause of an Act passed May 21, ISla. namely;
" And whereas it is in and by the said recited Act of the last Session of 
Parliament, enacted, That whenever any butter made in Ireland shall at 
any time after the commencement of the said reciten Act, be imported 
into any port of Great Britain, it shall and may be lawful for any officer 
or officers of Customs of such port of importation, to search and examine 
the casks in which such butter shall be packed, and in case any butter so 
imported shall be packed in any cask 01' casks not authorized by the said 
Act, or in any manner contrary to the directions of the said Act, such 
butter and casks in which the same shall be imported shall be forfeited, 
and may be seized by such officer of the Customs, and he is by the said 
Act authorized and empowered to seize the same accordingly, and one 
half of the value of the butter so forfeited, shall go to His Majesty, His 
Heirs and Successors, and the other half to the officer so seizing the same; 
and such forfeiture shall and may be recovered by all such ways and. means 
in like manner as '!ony forfeiture may be recovered under any Act or Acts 
relating to the Customs in force in Great Britain: And whereas the exc~ 
cution of the said recited provision may, in certain cases, become very in
convenient and prejudicial; Be it therefore Enacted, That from and after 
the pa~sing of this Act, so much of the said Act as is immediately herein
before recited, shall be and the same is hereby repealed, and shall be of 110 

force or effect whatsoever, any thing in the said recited Act notwith
standing," is very desirable as a powerful antidote to many frauds to 
which the retail dealer is now liable, even with the protect\on of the 
present law~. 

6th.-That a Memorial, founded upon these Resolutions, be transmitted 
to the Right Honourable \Viltiam Huskisson, President of the Board of 
Trade. &c. &c. humbly requesting his opposition to any measure which 
may tend to <!-nnihilate the system of the inspection of buLter in !re1and, 

such 
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lIIlI.ch measure being decidedly objected to by all the importers and advo-
cated only by a very small portion of the shippers. ' 

7th.-That the Memorial now read be approved and adopted. 
8th.-That a copy of these Resolutions be forwarded to Lord Stanley 

and J. Blackburne, Esq. the County Members; at the same time respect
fully soliciting their attention to the subject, and opposition to any 
measure that may be proposed of a nature inconsistent with the import 
of the said Resolutions. 

9th.-.'fh.t a copy of these [{esolutions be laid before the Board of 
Directors of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce and Manufactures; 
and that they be respectfully requested to afford the meeting their co
operation and support, should any bill be brought into Parliament adverse 
to the interests of the butter trade. 

loth.- That the following gentlemen, with power to add to their 
Ilumber, form a committee-viz. Messrs. \Vm. Birch, George .1. Southam, 
James Oldfield, John Jones, Charles Roylance, James Fildes, Richard 
Owen, Richard Collins and James Alsop, to correspond, as may be 
desirable and necessary, with the neighbouring towns; observe all parlia
mentary proceedings relative to the butter trade; and, as occasion may 
require, to consult respecting, and to adopt and pursue sllch measures as 
may conduce to its prot.ection and welfare. 

llth.-That a subscription be now entered into, to defray the expenses 
which may be incurred in carrying the Resolutions of this meeting into 
effect. 

12th.- That Mr. James Oldfield be appointed treasurer, and Messr!'!. 
Richard Owen and James Fildes, secretaries to the committee. 

l~th.-That this meeting do adjonrn. subject to the call of lhe 
committee. 

George J. Sou/ham, Chairman. 

The Chairman having vacated the chair, it was taken by MI'. 'Villiam 
Slack, when it was unanimously Resolved, That the best thanks of this 
meeting be given to Mr. Southam, for his able conduct in the chair. 

JVilliam Slack." 

\Vas there any petition to Parliament fi'om the tOWI1 of Manchester, upon the 
subject of the regulations of the Irish butter trade, in the course of the last 
month ?- Thcre was. 

Have you a copy of that petition?-Yes. 
[The 'tL'itlless delivered in the same, which was 'read, aSjblluu's:J 

H To the Honourable the Commons of the United KillgdolU of' Great 
Britain and Ireland, in Parliament assembled. . 

Sheweth, 

The humble Petition of the undersigned importel's of and 
dealers in Irish Butter, resident in the town of Man~ 
chester, in the county of Lancaster, 

THAT your pelitioners have learned that a Bill for dispp.llsing with the 
laws now in force for the regulation of the Butter Trade in Ireland, has 
been introduced, or is intended shortly to be introduced, into your 
Honourable House, with a. view to establish an open and unrestricted 
trade in that article between England and Ireland; and your petitioners, 
apprehending that much evil and very great inconvenience would re~ult 
from the adoption of such a system, humbly approach yom Honourable 
HOllse, to express that apprehension, and also their hope that the intended 
measure will consequently not b~ allowed to receive the sanction and 
authority of' Parliament: 

That your petitioners conceive, and are persuaded, that much more 
benefit will result to the butter trj1de in Ireland, by a continuance of the 
laws now in force relating thereto; and that very considerable advantages 
would be secured to the farmera or makers, shippers and importers of, and 
to the dealers in that article, by a more strict "dherE.' llce to those laws ; 
lIlorc especially if such laws were, in some re:-pt!ct'", red sed aod amended 
by lhe wisdom of your HOlloUiable HOll :.e: 

f06. Y That 

!tIr. 
G.J. SfJUtlw.tn.. 
~ 

1 May. 
1816. 
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That your petitioners would venture humbly to suggest and submit to 
the consideration of your Honourable House, the following remarks and 
recommendations, which are the result of much practical experience and 
observation, and refer in their opinion to the principal improvements 
which tIle existing laws stand in need of, namely; 

That under the present system the real tares of casks, especially those 
made of ash, have generally exceeded the allowance for them, and the 
soakaO'e from one to five pounds per firkin; and in consequence of the 
coope~'s name and residence not having been branded on the top as well 
aS ian the side and bottom of each cask, the vendor has thereby sufle-rect a 
very considerable loss: 

That the sap from casks made of ash, is injurious to the quality of the 
butter, inasmuch as it causes it to turn mouldy: 

That the size of the cask would be much better if so regulated by the 
length of the stave and diameter of the head, as not to contain more than 
701bs. neat butter; and this limitation of the size would supersede the 
use of casks of from 3 qrs. Sibs. to 3 q rs. 161b. gross weight, with ash heads, 
weighing from 5 to 7lbs. : 

That your petitioners have generally found butter packed in oak firkins 
Jess liable to the deterioration or loss iu tares before mentioned; and 
would therefore recommend the use of all timber but oak being prohibited, 
as a means- of better preserving the butter, and as a security in the tares. 
The farmer would thereby get the full value for his produce of that 
article, and more effectually maintain his character abroad: 

That two pounds beamage, and no more, be allowed throughout 
Ireland: 

That the month, and the year of inspection, be branded upon each 
cask at the time of such inspection, so that the purchasers may be aware 
whether the article has been long held over, and the quality thereby 
injured: , 

That not more than a quarter of a pound of salt be allowed to be put in 
the top or bottom of any cask of butter: ' 

That the weigh-master keep a book, to contain the Dumber, weight and 
tare, with every other particular mark of each cask. as a check to prevent 
any alteration of the quality or weight which the butter-taster or weigh
master may then find and decide the same to be; and any butter or cask 
altered, or made to differ from such weight, to become forfeited to the 
poor; and for every alteration of any entry made in such check-book, 
subsequent to the time of such entry, to render the weigh-master liable to 
a fine to the King: 

That every dealer in butter be allowed a refel'ence to such check-book, 
on application to the weigh-master: 

That all persons who shall make a.ny alteration in the marks so placed~ 
either of weights, or quality, or otherwise, on the casks, or any of them, 
after their arrival in England. to be subject to an additional penalty, to be 
forfeited to the King: 

That your petitioners are fully sensible, that a very large portion of the 
capital employed in this branch of commerce is now furnished by England; 
but they feel persuaded, that if the restrictive laws at present existing 
relating thereto be altogether repealed, that capital will, to a very great 
extent, be withdrawn, as they consider that few persons would be bold 
enough to make any advances upon the simple faith of the shipper in 
Ireland, and without any security or protection. And they feel equally 
assured and convinced, tha,t SUC!l l'ep:al would operate very powerfully 
to produce many very senous t1npedlments to the prosecution of the 
home trade, as the home trade must, in Stich case, feel it absolutely 
necessary to examine, either personally or by deputy, every cask he might 
purchase, and there would conseq1lently be imposed upon him so much 
trouble and inconvenience as would inevitably prove llighly detrimental 
and injurious to the progress or increase of that trade. The additional 
perforations would also materially injure the quality; but on the contrary, 
your petitioners are of opinion, that if the existing laws were amended 
in the particulars which they have ventured to suggest to your Honourable 
House, 01' in such of them as might seem most proper to the wisdom of 

YOllr 
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your Honourable House; and if the laws, when thus amended, shall be 
strictly adhered 10 and enforced, the butter trade of Ireland, in all its 
branches, would be, placed. on, a. footing which, in th~ judgment of your 
petitioners, would msurc Its Improvement; and by Increasing the pro
tection, security and confidence of the persons engaged in it, would tend 
most materially to promote its prosperity and success: 

That your petitioners would further humbly represent to youI' 
Honourable House, that it is their opinion that the great increase in the 
importation of butter from Holland into England of late years, has been 
mainly owing to the laxity in the observance of those laws already in 
existence, for the regulation of the butter tmde in Ireland; and they 
would further humbly beg leave to suggest to the consideration of your 
Honourable House, as another of the most likely means to prevent the 
Irish butter trade being further injured, in addition to what they have 
already suggested, the propriety of re-enacting the 81st section of all Act 
of Parliament made and passed in the 5Qd year of his late Majesty King 
George the Third, intituled, "An Act for the better Regulation of the 
Butte.r Trade in Ireland," which section appears to have been repe~lcd by 
an Act of Parliament, made and passed in the 53d year of the reign of his 
said late Majesty, anu by which it was enacted, "That whenever any 
butter made in Ireland, should at any time after the commencement of that 
Act, be imported into any port of Great Britain, it should· and might be 
1awful for any officer or officers of Customs of such port of importation, to 
sear~h and examine the casks in which such butter should be packed; and 
in case any butter, so imported, should be packed in any cask or casks not 
authorized by that Act, or in any manner conhary to the directions of that 
Act, such butter aDd casks in which the same should be imported, should 
be forfeited, and might be seized by such officer of the t;ustom5; and 
he was thereby authorized and empowered to seize the same accordingly; 
and one half of the value of the butter so forfeited and seized, should go 
to His Majesty, His Heirs and Successors, and the other half to the officer 
so seizing the same; and such forfeitures should and might be recovered 
by aU stich ways and means in like manner as any forf(~iture might be 
recovered under any Act or Acts relating to the Customs in force in Great 
Britain: 

That it is the opinion of your petitioners, that the butter trade with 
Holland, will rise upon the ruins of the butter trade with Ireland, unless 
some regulations be enforced more strict than those which have hitherto 
been adopted with regard to the latter. 

Your petitioners, therefore, most humbly pray your Honourable House, 
that the said Bill, by which it is intended to repeal the restrictive enact
ments now in force respecting the Butter Trade of Ireland, lOay not pass 
into a law; but that your Honourable House will be pleased to take into 
its consideration the laws now in force concerning the same trade, and 
make such amendments therein, and enact such additional laws, as to the 
wisdom of your Honourable House shall seem necessary and proper. 

And your Petitioners shall ever pray, &c. OJ 

Are you in the habit of opening the casks of butter that you receive from 
Ireland, previous to your disposing of them to your customers in Manchester 
and the neighbourhood; or are you satisfied to take them, and assure them to 
yOUI' customers, upon the confidence of the inspection they undergo in Ireland? 
- We are, in some instances. Sometimes we try a few out of the lot, to see 
that the inspection is tolerably fair; and then put them by as approved of: and 
ofler them for sale. 

Do you purchase a considerable quantity of butter in Liverpool ?-I do. 
And it comes to you from Liverpool, not having been openrd in England, 

but with the inspectors brand on it ?-Yes. 
Does that give you confidence in the article ?-Not always, we often look 

at it. 
Generally speaking, does it pass from onc hanu to the other unexamined ?

We occasionally open it to the persons we are selling it to. 
When you purchase it in wholesale, several hundred casks at a tjme, do YOll 

purchase it on the confidence of the brand ?-Yes, and. the house we get 
It from. 
~~ Y2 ~ 

Mr. 
G. J.::ilJullram. 
~~~ 

'1 l\I~y. 
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Do you purchase it at Liverpool ?--Yes. . 
\Vhat parts do you chiefly bring butter from ?-I had a lot arrived last week 

from Derry; it 'is in Liverpool now for sale; we import from Belfast, and 
I think we have not. during the last season, done much besides that • 

\Vhat port do you thiok the butter is best prepared at ?-I like the inspection 
at Belfast, for firkins is the best; but the quality of the butter is not so fine; 
it seems as if the man either had too mnch to do. or was not a good judge of 
butter; bnt t.he packages are good • . 

Do you sell by retail,. ?r in large quantities ;:-\Ve retail a little, but sell 
principally in large quantttIes. . 

'Vhat do you call large quantities?-Tens, twenties and fifties. 
Do you say that the butter is not well inspected in Belfast ?--The quality of 

the butter is not so well inspected; we had reason to find fault with the quality 
of the butter. . 

Do you mean that the right qnality is not marked by the inspector:-
J think not. 

Do you ever purchase butter on the confidence of the house with which you 
ileal in lreland?-Yes, we rely a good deal upon all honourable house. 

Do you think if the house is perfectly honourable, that yon might not buy 
butter to advantage, without the assist.~nce of an inspector ?-I think not. 

\Vould not such a house be able to send you butter, in every respect agreeing 
with the designation and description of it ?-l think not; we could not buy by 
sample, we could not trust to one house to have it all go through thei'r hands; 
but when it is inspected, we have more confidence in it. 

\Vhat is the reason you have more confidence in it when it is inspected?
Because the law has provided those persons, and we calculate that it is a neces
sary measure, and we prove it to be such. 

Must not your confidence rC3t upon the preference that you give to the skill 
and honesty of one party over the skill and honesty of the other ?- \Ve have 
:partial views of correspondents. If we import from one hOllse, and they do 
the 'thing fairly, we perhaps try them again. 

In the fifth Resolution, at the Manchester meeting of last year, you say, 
,that a clause of the Act of 52 George Sd, that was repealed in the following 
year, should be re-enacted, "as a powerful antidote to the .naily frauds to 
which the retail dealer is now liable, even with the protection of the present 
.laws;" so that in point of fact, notwithstanding the evidence you have given 
jn favour of the inspection, and of the existing law~, there are many frauds at 
present to which the retail dealer in England is liable ?-Yes. 

'Viii you be good enough to desc~ibe what those frauds are ?- They put in 
a. certain weight of butter, into the package, and call it more than the law 
allows; and the tares of the casks are very incorrect, we lose three, foUl', 
five and six pounds sometimes by the weight of a wooden package; apd by 
the re-enactment of that law, we were pf opinion that if punishment would 
visit the offender in England, we could hav~ easy redress; but as the 
punishment is on the other side of the water, it is not easy to try the 
delinquent. 

So that in point of fact, the Irish system of inspection is very defective?-
1n some places. very ' much so; but 1 do not know whether it may be fr~m 
the inspect.or or the hrander, or the taster; but there wants a more rigid 
inspection. . 

In fact, there are many frauds to which the retail dealer in England is 
liable?-Yes. 

Do not yon consider, that the butter, after it has undergone inspection, 
by being kept for a considerable ti.me, may alter its character?-Yes; if it is 
in ash firkilis, it will alter its quality, the porous quality OJ' the wood imbibes 
the hrine; the brine absorbs in the wood; whereas if it were put into oak 
firkins it would retain the brine. 

Although it may be very correctly inspected, it may afterwards be deteri
orated by the way in which it is kept, previolls to its exportation ?-Yes, by its 
stoJ'age. . 

Therefore it is a material advantage that the butter should undergo inspection 
as ~oon as possible before it is shipped, in order to have jts true character? 
-Yes. 

Immediately before ' the shipment is the true test as to tillie, of the 
diaraeter 
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character of the butter, is it not?-Yes, I should think it would be as well that Mr. 
it should be inspected then. . . O.J.&/lt"o"" 

Although it may be very correctly lI1spected, It may be deteriorated after it ' ...... ~-~ 
has undergone the inspectIOn ?- Yes, if it is in those kind of casks, but not if '1 MIlY. 
it is in oak firkins. . 1816. 

Does not the oak wood impart a less injurious flavour to the butter, than other 
wood?-Yes. 

'Vhat is the highest priced butter that is imported?-The Belfa~t butter. 
It is more highly thought of. and more marketable than other butter?-Yes. 

on account of its packages; but it might be better still; it might be the best 
butter that comes to England. 

It bears the highest price in the market ?-Jt does. 
Do you think if the public inspection is duly attended to, it wiJ1 be the 

greatest protection to the trade ?-Yes, jf faithfully done. 
Has the butter coming from different ports in Ireland, different qualities ?

Yes, it varies. 
Have you equal confidence in the butter coming from all the ports in Ire

land?- 'Ve know almost by the flavour, from whence it comes j we can tell 
what is Sligo butter, what is Belfast butter, and what is Limerick butter. 

Have you equal confidence in the weigh-master's marks, on the butter 
coming from the different parts of Ireland ?-No. 

In some you think more co'nfidence is placed in the tasters and weigh.masters 
marks than in others?-Yes. 

Do you ·know to .what that difference is attributable ?-I do not; I never 
was in Ireland; but I suppose. after it has gone from the crane, it goes into 
the merchant's warehouse. 

Have you any reason to think that the original weigll-masler's mark is altered 
in the merchant's warehouse ?-I almost think it is, but I do not know it 
positively. 

Have you more confidence in the butter with the original weigh-master's 
mark upon it, or where the mark appears to have been altered 'in the merchants 
stores ?-We apprehend sometimes that it is not as it comes from the crane. 

Have you the most confidence in that butter that comes with the original 
crane mark upon it ?-If we apprehend it does come from the crane, we must 
suppose it to be better than if it was stored. 

Then it is in cases where the law is broken through and evaded, that your 
suspicions are strongest against the butter?-Ye~. ~ 

If then the present law could be so altered as to avoid _ the evasion of its 
provisions, do you think that would be an improvement in it ?-If the present 
law was enforced more rigidly. 

Supposing a cask should come to you with the weigh-master's mark upon it 
evidently as he marked it, do you often find those marks erroneous ?-There is 
3 custom which prevails in some places, for instance, at 'Vaterford, that after . 
it is inspected it goes to the merchant's warehouse, and I do not know whether 
it is re-inspected. 

Is there any fault foimd with the description of butter .that comes from 
'Vaterford ?-It is not always alike; sometime~ you may get a good lot, · and 
then you may write fur S(lme more and get very bad. 

Do you think 'the metchants are in the habit of altering the brand in 
'Vater/ord ?-I think so, from what I hear. 

What is the best quality of butter you get from Ireland ?-At the beginning of 
the season, the 'Vaterford butter and the Carlow butter is:extremely good, but it 
generally goes to London. 

Do you deal in all qualities ?-Yes. 
How do you dispose of the inferior qualities?-'Ve can sell the inferior 

butter in the early part of the season. The confectioners and the people who 
manufacture into pastry, making cakes and things of that sort, buy the low 
qualities. 

Do they take the lowest quality?-Yes. 
Are you of opinion that the present law requires a good deal of alteration? 

-Yes. 
In your petition to the Homle of Commons you say, that the importation 

of butter from Hollund into England of' late years. is mainly owing to the laxity 
in the observance of'the laws in existence for the regulation of the butter trade 
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in Ireland; is that laxity so .,general as to afford a foundation for such a state
ment as this ?-I think it is; I think the increase of the butter trade has 
been very great, and it would increase a great deal more if it were better 
inspected. 

Are you of opinion, that if there were no inspection at all, it would be vcry 
l)1uch decreased ?-I think it would decline altogether; we could not buy it by 
sample, and we could not depend on the parties without we had the confirmation 
of inspection. 

If there were no inspection, you would still want Irish butter, would not 
you ?--I do not know; we are very dainty at Manchester; if there were 110t 

inspection, we would not meddle with it. 
Supposing there were no inspection, and that Irish merchants of unquestion

able character consigned butter to Liverpool and Manchester, and elsewhere in 
England, and that the business in conducting the same should be in every, 
respect honestly transacted, would not that butter find a market in England?
I do not know how to reply to that j first of ali, thel'e is a supposition that 
unquestionable honest men must do the business for us; then if they do business 
for us honestly, should not we approve pf it: If they were honest men, and men. 
of intelligence, I dare say we should in some instances. 

'Vhat security would you have for its being honestly conducted, if it were 
carried on upon that principle ?-Honesty is such a general term, that I do not 
know how to define it; if the business was done honourably, honestly, con
scientiously and justly, there could be no need of ao inspection. 

Do you ever huy Irish beef or Irish pork ?-No, it does not come to 
Manchester ~t all. 

In what way do the mercha.nts in England, who have occasion to buy Irish 
beef and Irish pork, transact that husiness, there being no inspection ?-That is 
quite an export trade; it does not come to Manchester; I never saw any in 
Manchester, but just at Lent the Catholics buy a little salted fish. 

You say, in your Resolutions of the 21st of :March, that you approve of the 
taking oft' of the restrictions on trade aud commerce, which have been the 
result of the liberal and eulightened policy adopted by His Majesty's present: 
ministers; for what reason do you think it necessary to place the butter trade 
of Ircla.nd under those severe .Rnd minute restrictions?-Because it is an article 
you cannot buy by sample, and it is an exception to almost any other article 
we deal in. 

Will not the principle of self interest operate upon the buyer and seller of 
btltt~r, just as effectually as i~ does when the dealjn~ .is for any other com
modity ("-I do not know that It would;" for the quantItIes are so very large" 
a man might wish to do business honourably and honestly, and not hm'e 'an 
opportunity, because there has been no inspection. 

Is not the person called the cooper of the Irish merchant, just as capable of 
judging of the quality of butter as the public inspector ?- That I cannot pretend 
to say; but there wants a reformation in the cooper, the brandel', the taster, 
and all of them. . 

Iii point of fact, is it your opinion that the law, as it now stands, is exceed
ingly defective?-The parties in office do not always do their duty; the law is 
tolerably well if it was followed up. ( 

D'o you think, if you were solely to rely upon the cooper of the merchant, 
who is one of the parties in the purchase, you could rely upon him with as much 
safety as upon a sworn inspector, who has no interest in the business ?-No. 
I could not; ,1 should rather have an independent man. • 

Are the Comn~ittee to understand, that the opinions you have now delivered 
are the general opinions of the meeting of Merchants over whom you presided ?' 
-Yes. 

Mr. James Fildes, called in; and Examined. 

WHERE do you reside?-In Marichester. 
Are you connected with trade in Mancilestel'?-Yes. 
'Vith what line ?-A grocer and dealer in Irish butter. 
Have you ever been in Ireland ?-Yes, oncc. 
In ~hat year were you in Ireland ?-AbouL seven years ago. 
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Are you in the habit of giving orders for butter' from Irela.nd on YOllr own 
:tceount ?-Occasionally;. bl~t principally we purchase in Liverpool. • 

Is your dealing extensIve 10 ~he but~er tra~e?-:-Yes. . 
Supposing the whole of the tnspectIon, weIghmg, markmg and taring of the 

butter and the casks in Ireland, previous to exportation, was completeJy done 
away with, what is your opinion of the effect of that upon the. butter trade?
The effect, in my judgment, would be very injurious. 

How many years have you been connected with the butter trade ?-My 
father was in the trade before me, but I have been in business now nearly 
sixteen years; I was with a respectable individual in the trade a.bout ten years 
before that. 

Then, from the experience you have had, are you of opinion that it is essen
tial to the interests of the butter trade, that the inspection which now pn'vails 
should be continued ?-Decidedly so, with some amendments. 

Is it your opinion, that the illspection and examination of butter in Ireland 
is not sufficiently strict ?-Yes, I think it is not sufficiently strict. 

Are the Committee to infer that you would suggest that the law ought to be 
rendered more strict ?-Yes. 

Did you attend a meeting at Manchester last year, when Mr. Georgi 
Southam was in the chair?- Yes. 

Are you aware of the petition from Manchester, upon the subject of the 
Irish butter trade of this yead-Yes; I was engaged in the drawing up of 
both. 

Are the sentiments with respect to the Irish butter trade, which are to be 
found in the resolutions of last year, and the petition of this year. the generally 
prevailing sentiments and opinions of those who are connected with the Irish 
butter trade ?-I do not know one single exception. 

Mr. Redmond Reade, called in; and Examined. 

WHERE do you live?-At Kilkenny. 
Are you engaged in trade ?- Yes. 
What is your trade?-My trade is in butter an4 provisions. 
What quantity of butter do you purchase in a year r- Upon the average of 

years, about eight or ten thousand firkins. 
Do you export upon your own account ?- Y es. 
At what market do you buy your butter ?-I buy at Kilkenny, at Castle 

Comer, and Freshford principally; those are the principal markets at which 
I buy. 

Do you buy much in the market of Castle Comer ?-A considerable quantity; 
I should think about 8,000 firkins on the average, in a year. 

Is that a considerable market ?-It is; there is only one market day in the 
week. . . 

Is there any inspector there ?-There is a weigh-master, but no inspector. 
Do you find that you are able to make your purchases to your satisfaction, 

without the assistance of an inspector ?-Perfectly. 
Do you find that the farmers that bring thei r butter in, are able to make their 

sales to their satisfaction. without an inspector?-They seem to give a preference 
to that market, because there is no inspectnr. 

Do the farmers come to you to sell and commence bargains, and often break 
them off, and go to other buyers to look out for a better price ?.....;-Very seldom. 

Then there does not arise any inconvenience to the fanner. from there beinl? 
no inspector, in obtaining a price for his butter?- I think not; because there 
is competition there, and the farmers in consequence of that give that market 
the preference to the other markets. 

Do you mean competition amongst the buyers ?-Yes. 
Does that induce the buyers to endeavour to make bargains where the farmen 

are disposed to act reasonably and correctly, without giving them the trouble 
of moving their butter from one buyer to another ?-·It very seldom happens 
that butter is removed from one buyer to another. I think the average docs 
~ot amount to one firkin in forty; tnere are forly firkins bought, to the one that 
IS sent to another person. 

Then, ill point of fact, the farmers at Castle Comer are not placed under the 
neces:!ity of hawking about their butter from Imyel' to buyer, or of exposing it 
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to be pierced repeatedly before they sell it?--'-Ifthey are disposed to ,ell. it at 
the market price, they never have to remove it to another market. .. 

Do you find, when you commence in the season buying from onc f3;rmer, 
that thaffarmer goes on during the season bringing his butter to you, in the first 
instance ?-It pretty generally happens; but if he does not like my price, he 

-goes to another. Perhaps there may be times when I may not be in the same 
spirit for buying that another man will be in, according to the encouragement 
that I receive, or the opinion I form of the markets generally in England. 

Is it vour interest to keep the farmers in good humout', to induce them to 
send in their butter ?-Most assuredly. 

And to keep up your name with them?- Certainly. 
In Kilkenny do you buy butter without its being inspected ?-No, I would 

Tather not buy it without inspection. 
\Vhat is the reason of that ?-I would not like to take the responsibility on me 

in that market, of inspecting it myself for the faTmer; because I wish to avoid 
it where there is a sworn taster; but the farmers generally wish that 1 should 
inspect it myself. They often tell me, that if I do so they will give me the 
butter at a lower price. 

That is, if you will take it from them without its going to the open market? 
-Yes; they frequently offer it to nie at 2 s. a cwt. less, but that is contrary to 
-law. There is a sworn taster there, and I wish to avoid doing it as much as 
. I can; but some of them say, If you will not inspect it yourself w.e will go to 
another market, where the merchants will do it themselves for us. . 

Then if there was no inspector, do you think the farmers would bring you 
the butter to YOUT own stores r-The impression is strong u)Jon my mind that 
they would, because they wish that I should inspect their butter; I mean that 
tbree farmers out of four would wish that I should inspect it myself for them. 

'Would you be able to buy your butter with as much satisfaction to yourself 
by your own inspection, as you do now by the inspection of the public officer? 
-It would add a good deal of tTouble j I should have more trouble and more 
labour if I was to inspect it myself; it would be a great deal easier to leave it 
to the inspection ofa sworn taster. 

Should you pTefer that ?-So far as lahour i5 concerned; but to give satis
' faction to the farmers I am ,obliged sometimes to inspect it for them. 

Therefore you would prefer having the law of inspection totally repealed, so 
that you might be at liberty to buy directly from the farmers ?-It is matter of 
indifference to me which way the law is, if I am placed upon a footing with 
'others; and I should have less labour by not being obliged to inspect it myself; 
but I think the farmers would profit more, and that the trade would be more 
respectable if it was an open one, "because 1 think every Act of Parliament 
opens a door for successful fraud. 

Are you perfectly competent to ascertain the quality of butter when offered 
to you by a farmer, by your own inspection?-The farmers gi\'e me the pre
ference; I consider myself not inferior to any man in the trade in Ireland in 
judging of butter. 

Do you think they cannoy impose upon you ?-Certainly not j they have often 
'attempted to do so. 

Then there is no great difficulty in ascertaining the quality of butter 
by a person experienced in the .trade ?-Not by a person experienced in the, 
"trade. 

Through what port do you ship your butter?-The port of 'Vaterford. 
Have you found any inconvenience attending the man neT ("If transacting that 

,business at that port?-Yes, I have; as the law at present stands it requires 
that all butter sent for shipment to the port of \Vaterford, shall be conveyed by 
inland navigation j now I have not the good fortune at Kilkenny to have a 
c~n",l or a navigable river, therefore I am obliged to send it over land by carts . 
. The consequence was, that my butter, though shipped, was thrown out of the 
vessel again at \Vaterford, though being qualified and inspected the same way 
as at Clonmel and all other places; but from its having been carried by land 
they would not suffer it to be shipped without re-inspection. 
. Did you ever prosecute a tide.waiter in Kilkenny, for any proceedings respect· 
lng your trade ~-No; but the coopers at 'Vaterford "prosecuted a tide-waiter 
there. for having suffered my butter to be put on board the vessel. 
- What \Vas the result of that prosecution ?- - l went to \Vaterford; I fCit it Illy 

duty 
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duty to defend the man; I fee'd counsel, ~nd had an attorney employed, and 
when the trial W3~ about to proceed, they withdrew the prosecution. 

Are you allowed now to export your butter at \Vaterford, without fe-inspec
tion?-Yes, I am. 

Although sent by land I- Yes. 
Is that illegal ?-They consider it illegal; but I consider it equitable and 

just. 
Do you consider that the butter trade might be more effectually carried 011 

by confidence between the exporter and the importer, than it can be by the 
.strictest regulations the law can enforce as to tasting r--I am perfectly of that 
opinion, and I form that opinion from long experience. 

Will you explain what the general experience is, that you have had, which 
induced you to come to this opinion?- I am in the habit of shipping butter 
the ~amc as they do in \Vaterford; and though it is first inspected by a taster 
legally appointed, it undergoes re-inspection again; and many of the firkins 
that are marked by the taster, tirst quality, being so bad, that J am afterwards 
obliged to mark them seconds and thirds; that is, in order to maintain the cha
racter of my brand; and many firkins are also marked second and third quality, 
which, upon re-inspection, are found to be real fine prime buttcr. 

That is you mean to say, that your cha.racter as a butter merchant would be 
injored, if you shipped your butter upon the brand of the inspector ?-The 
quality of the butter would be irregular, because the butter tasters have not that 
time or leisure to inspect butter with that degree of accuracy which it requires. 
The butter frequently comes to market in a heatcd condition to the butter 
crane, and in an unfit state for trying; and when it goes to my cellar and 
becomes cool after a day or two, on re-inspection of the same butter that is 
marked first quality, some is found to be bad thirds, and some of that which is 
marked third quality, is found to be real good butter; therefore the qualities 
will be quite irregular; there will be a mixture of seconds, thirds and tirsts, 
under the same denomination. 

Then in order to maintain your good character with the English buyers, YQu 
find it necessary to re.inspect the butter, and to send it under your own braud? 
-Yes; and I never had a cask of butter returned in any of the English markets 
that I can recollect. 

Have you had claims for abatements for tares ?-J have had claims for short 
weight, which every person in the butter trade is liable to, because butter is 
always subject to very considerable soakage. 

Then WIth respect to the manner in which you carryon your dealings with 
the English deaier, the English dealer has no reason to complain of the want of 
public inspection; but he is perfectly satisfied with your inspection and your 
own brand ?- Perfectly so j for instance, there are men here within 500 yar~s 
of the House of Commons, Messrs. Jeffry and Strange, in the Broadway, who 
can teU the Committee the character of my butter; they say they never got 
better. 

Are they considerable persons in the trade ?-Yes. 
Could the English market be supplied to the extent to which it is now sup

plied, with perfect satisfaction to the English dealers, if they dealt upon the 
.credit of the . expor~ing merchant, in preference to the credit of the inspecling 
officer?-I dare say there are many export merchants that may not be very 
correct; bllt I think every fraud practised will cure itself; I mean to say, that 
those who treat the importin~ merchant well, will get the preference again; 
those that give good butter Will be sought after. . 

Then is it your opinion that the result of opening the trade completely. would 
be to establish merchants of unquestionable credit, 'and to put out of the trade 
those merchants who act upon improper principles ?-I think persons who 
act upon improper principles, will ultimately fail in the business. 

Is there any inspectors office at the market of Freshfol'd ?- There is a weigh
master and inspector, but the inspector does not act. 

Is the business of buying and selling there conducted to the satisfaction of 
both parties ?-There ha.ve been some complaints against some of the buyers. 

Do you buy there I-My clerk generally attends the market. 
Have you any' difficulty, from the want of inspeGti?~. · in ~ealing with the 

fannct·s ?-No difficulty at all: every man that deals fairly With them get$. a 
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decided preference, and he has a decided advantage; for the buyers, who did 
deal unfairly with them, are now, I may say, nearly beggars. 

Have they suffered, in your opinion, from acting aD fraudulent principles?
Certainly, because they were obliged to give much higher prices in order to 
get butter; they were obliged to give sometimes two shillings and three 
.hillings a hundred higher than I was giving. 

How many buyers frequent the market of Castle Comer besides yourself?
I think about three or four, generally. 

You sa.y the farmers that bring their butter to Castle Comer market, seldom 
go to other markets, but do so sometimes ?-I think they generally sell the 
butter they bring to that market. 

Do you mean to say, that they do sometimes go to other markets, if they 
do not get the price they wish for at Castle Corned-Certainly. 

You say that the farmers of Castle Comer often attempt to impose on you; 
in what way do they do so?-They sometimes impose by having false tares
nrkins branded, suppose fifteen pounds, will weigh twenty. That is principally 
caused by the coopers, who make the firkins and brand them themselves, which 
is illegal: if they were to act according to the law, they should have them 
branded by a sworn inspector. But they are ~enerally a poor class of men, 
some of them live perhaps seven or eight miles from the inspector, and perhaps 
the farmer is waiting for the cask while making; and he puts on the brand 
himself, sooner than bring it seven or eight miles to be branded by the 
inspector. 

What other impositions do the farmers attempt to practise upon you?
They have attempted to impose upon me, by having sometimes false bottoms 
in the firkins; and I am sorry to say, I got stone flags at one time in a firkin 
of butter. . 

Are there any other frauds that you recollect to have been practised upon 
you ?-I got sometimes firkins made fraudulently, by having the upper edges 
of the staves made very thin, the firkin being apparently quite new) by whicD 
it did not appear suspicious. If it was wet or saturated with pickle, it would 
appear suspicious and look heavy; it did not appear so. But when it came to 
be examined, the staves were twice the thickness they ouaht to be, and had a 
sUp'er tare of about seven pounds upon a half hundred of.butter, which, at a 
shilling a pound, would be a fraud equal to ahout twelve 01' fourteen shillings 
the hundred weight. 

That fraud then would occasion a loss to the purchaser, in money, of from 
twelve to fourteen shillings a hundred?-Yes. 

Are there any other frauds practised ?-I have known hutter to be Hned 
with bad butter; that is, inside the firkin, all round the bilge, I have known 
them to be lined with inferior butter, very little better than grease. . 

\Vhat proportion would that bear in point of weight, to the whole firkin? 
-They generally put about seven pounds of bad butter in cacho 

Have you known any other fraud? - I do not recollect any other fraud that 
is generally practised, except that some of them pack the butter very badly, 
and leave it open and spongy, containing a good deal of pickle, so as to weigh 
heavy; and that pickle drains off afterwards, and then the butter is very short 
in weight. 

\Vhich also occasions a loss to the purchaser?-Yes; but when I find thi:J 
?ut. I do not deal with those persons again, or J send them away in the first 
lDstance. 

Y?U have been a long t,ime in the butter trade; and YOll state, that you 
conSider yourself as good a Judge of butter as any person whatsoever r-I con4 
sider myself not inferior to any person, in judging of butter. 

If the purchasers of butter at the differcll t markets in Ireland have not the 
same advantages of experience which you have, and do not feel 'themselves as 
cO?lJ?etent judges. of butt~r as you co~sider yourself to be; are you not of 
opmlOn, that the mterventton of a public officer, assuring to them the cha
racter or the butter, woul.d be advantageous ~o buyers ignorant of the qualities 
of' butter .as compared With yourself?-l tlunk the persons not judges, would 
suffer a disadvantage. 

'Vhich you do not, from your experience?-Yes. 
You have stated, that for the purpose of saving yourself trouble, you woulrl 

prefer a public officer to jnspect the butter ?-It would save me trouble; but 
there 
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there are many farmers that prefer my inspection, becausc they consider that ' Mr 
the qualities of the butter will be morc correctly classed. RedJllO,a R«tde. 

When you state that the sellers of butter. when they do not like your price. ~ 
go to another merchant; do you apply that to the market at Ca,\,tle Comer?- OJ ~Ia;' 
The practice, before the butter is tned ~t aU, i,g to come and sell it j the farmer I '1 • 

comes in perhaps a day before he brmgs hIS butter to market, and he will 
JIlake his agreement at four or five pounds a hundred, as the price may be. It 
is understood to be four or five pounds for first quality. He brings his butter 
then, and has it inspected, and he is paid so much {or so many firsts and so 
many seconds, as it may turn out. I always give them the privilege of taking 
away any that is marked second or ~hird quality, fearing they may suppose that 
it was marked by me sec;ond or thud, for the purpose of reducing the price 
of it; but it seldom happens that they take it away. That applies to Kil-
kenhy, more than any other market, because there is only one market day 
in a week, at other places. 

Is it understood, between ypu and the seUer of the butter to you, that the 
bargain which you have made for the butter which he undertakes to deliver to 
you, shall depend upon the inspection which it is to undergo when he brings it 
ill ?-Certainly, but he has the option of givirrg it or not afterwards; ifhe does 
not like the way it is inspected, he bas the option of taking it away. 

Are you in the habit of giving any money in advance to any of those farmers ? 
-I do not like it. 

Are you in the habit of giving any money in advance to any of those butter 
farmers?-Very seldom, scarcely at aU, because I find jf I do that, I am obliged 
to buy the butter too dear afterwards. If I advance money, they would 
rather sell, generally, to any body else than to me; I am always morc certain 
of their butter by not adv.ancing money, therefore I decline advancing money 
except on very rare OCcasIOns. 

Is the buttet purchased by you in Castle Comer, liable to any fee of any sort 
or kind ?-Yes, it is; the weigh-master is paid the same as if he inspected. it and 
weighed it. 

How much a firkin ?-The weigh-master gets three-pence a firkin. 
Is there any other charge ?-Therc is a charge of se\1en-peoce. afterwards, 

to defray the expense of carriage and cooperage to \Vaterford, that is charged 
to the seller; he has the option of selling without those charges, but if he does 
not allow them, he gets a lower price in proportion. 

Then upon a firkin of butter sold in the market of Castle Comer, the charge 
to the seILer is three-pence for the weighmaster, and seven-pence for the car": 
riage and cooperage?-Yes, making ten-pence a firkin. 

Is it the purchaser charges the seller seven-pencer-The purchaser deducts: 
ten-pence a firkin from the farmer, and then he pays the weigh-master out of 
that. 

Then there is no dealing between the weigh-master and the seller, for the fee? 
-No. 

The purchaser at Castle Comer is in the habit of deducting ten-pence out 
of the price of the butter, three-pence of which goes to the weigh-master?-
Exactly. . 

As you have already said, that there are generally only three or four buyers 
in the market of Castle Comer, do you think the seller of butter has the same 
advantage of competition there, and the same chance of getting a good price 
for his butter, as 11e would have in other markets, where there is more compe" 
tition ?-Ifhe finds a want of competition there, he generally seeks for another 
market where he hears there is greater competition. 

Are they sometimes in the habit of doing 80 ?-Yes, wherever they hear of the 
highest price they go. 

You have stated, that in the purchases of butter which you make in the mar .. 
kets where it is liable to inspection, you are afterwards in the habit, upon your 
own inspection, of changing the qualities ?-Certainly; the same as they do in 
Waterford, and ship it upon the character of my own name or brand; because, 
when I ship it upon the character of my own brand, I ship it a8 prime butter 
to a cheesemonger here, who buys it from me perhaps when in my own stores 
at Kilkenny: I sell thousands of firkins in that way yearly. If it is found to be 
inferior when it comes to tbis market. they may call a. survey upon it, and it 
could be thrown upon my hands, if found not prime; but if 1 ehipped it as is 
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done in Cork Of Limerick, if it was found bad, I should not be liable to have it 
returned on my hands again. 

Are you not, in point of fact, more in the habit of chan~ing the character of 
the butter which you purchase, from first to second an~ thud, than you are of 
changing it from second .and third .to first ?-~ ch~nge It both ways. .. 

In which way are you to the habit of c.han~mg It most 1-1 am ?f OpInIOn that 
there are more fir~ins cbansed ~rom an lOfenar mark to first qualIty, than there 
are from first qualIty to an mfenor mark. 

Then, does the buyer or the seller obtain the greatest advantage, by that 
changer-The buyer undoubtedly has the greater advantage of the two; but 
I should explain that all buttel' that is marked second, third, or fourth quality 
at the crane, by the taster in Kilkenny, is re-inspected again by me. And I am 
;in the habit, if I get butter marked second and third quality when I find it 
good, of giving the farmer the actual price according to the quality of it. The 
consequence is, that the farmers on that account, wish me generally to try it 
myself of them; that is my practice and I find a decided advantage in it. I have 
suffered in many instances by the tasters, because I never ca.n cut the fhrmer in 
the price of any butter that is marked first quality; and J am frequently in the 
habit of shipping butter as seconds and thirds that I pay for a..~ firsts, because the 
character of my brand will suffer if I do not do so. 

Where do you generally send your butter to in England ?-I send it princi
pally to London, sometimes to Bristol, sometimes to Liverpool, sometimes to 
Southampton, Portsmouth and Brighton. 

Are you a shipper entire? upon your own account, or do yOl,1 ever ship for 
England on commission?- ship on my own account, that is, my brother who 
resides in London, who is a commission merchant, he sells butter for me, both 
landed in the market, and free on board. It is the practice with the cheese
mongers to go to him or he to go to them, and make a bargain for three or five 
hundred firkins of butter to be shipped at a certain price free on board at 'Vater
ford. The price is made between the cheesemonger and him, he sends the 
contract to me, and I ship it agreeably to that contract, so many firkins of first 
quality, and so many firkins of second anrl third. I have nothing further to do, 
than to deliver it free of expense on board the vessel at'Vaterford. 

Then, in point offact, you do not purchase butter, and send it out on your 
own account, bllt under orders from cheesemongers, through your brothel' as 
a commission merchant?-I do not purchase for them on commission, I pur· 
chase all on my own account, I buy it with my own money, and I may have a 
thousand or three thousand firkins of butter in my stores in Kilkenny. A cheese~ 
monger perhaps will buy a thousand or all of them, though lying in Kilkenny in 
my stores, on the character of my own brand; he will buy them free on board, 
'at a certain price, at eighty or ninety or a hundred shilling!\, according to the 
market price. I send them to 'Vaterford, and ship them there at his risk; 
because he buys them free on board, he pays freight, insurance, and all other 
charges attending the butter in the transit from 'Vaterford to London. 

Although you sell some in other places, Loridon is your principal place of 
sale ?-It is; when ~ cannot get them to bur free on bo.ard, I c~nsign it to my 
brother, ,and he sells It. here l~n~ed. SO!Jle of the trade Will buX Without ,going to 
look at It; some of them wIll mspect It; but I sell more WIthout their seeing 
it at all, than what they buy on inspection, because I sell more free on hoard 
than I do here landed in the market; it is bought upon the character of my 
brand altogether_ 

You stated, that at Castle Comer, where there is no inspector, you ha\'e 
found flag stones and false bottoms in the firldns ?-Only once, it was at 
Bagnall'S Town, another market, where 1 got the flags; hut I never let a fraud 
pass me undetected. 
. Has it ever occurred to you to discover flag stones and false bottoms in firkins 
regularly examinerl by inspectors or tasters?-That seldom happens. 

Has it occurred to you to discover it ?-No. 
Have .you known other frauds perpetrated in butter inspected by regular 

tasters In a regular market?- Yes; I have discovered frauds after they 
11ad been tasted by regular tasters, principally in lining the casks with bad 
butter. 

Mi~ht not that h~ve escape,d your attention, as well as have escaped the 
attenhon ~f the butter inspector ?- I t never can escape my attention, because 

there 
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there is never a firkin of butter shipped by me, that I do not strip and examine 
it; I take the hoops off, and turn the butter out, and then it is naked and 
exposed. ... .. . 

In performing that operation, IS the butter, If It 15 rejected by you, in as 
good a state as if it h?d .n~t undergone t~at 50ft, of inspecti?I1, by you ?-It is 
never stripped by me tI.lI It IS bought, and l~there IS no fraud, It 15 110t returned; 
it is only very seldom mdeed that we strIP the butter of the farmers, till it is 
about to be coopered for shipping, because I know the farmers generally whom 
I can rely upon; I know their characters, having so many dealings with them; 
it is only the butter of suspicious persons that we examine at the time of buying 
or after buying. But all butter is stripped when it is about to be coopered for 
shipping; that may be a week or a fortnight or ten days after it is bought; 
but in that case 1 always know whois the fraudulent farmer, because the number 
on the firkin will correspond with the number in my book. The practice is, 
in every week's buying, to commence on Monday with N° 1 in the book, and 
N· 1 is marked with a scribing iron on the side of the firkin; Ne 2 in like 
manner, and so on. Those numbers correspond with the numbers in the book 
to which is affixed the name of the man that I bought it from; therefore when 
the firkins come to be examined, jf there is a fraud in any firkin, I refer to the 
book immediately, and see the man's name that I had it from, and I have 
sometimes had them summoned before a magistrate, and punished for the 
fraud. . 

Is that the general practice throughout Irela!1d ?-I do not know that 
it is. 

Do you know or have you heard of butter being shipped from other ports, 
not ueing Carlow butter, branded as Carlow butter ?-Yes, I do. 

'Vhat are those ports ?-I have heard of butter being sent from Dungarvan 
in the county of Waterford, as Carlow butter. • 

Do you know it of your own knowledge ?-I have heard so; I have known 
it sent from Carrick·on-Suir, to my own knowledge. 

Do you know of any other cases ?-I heard it has been sent, and I have no 
doubt it has been sent, from New Ross and \Vaterford. 

Do you know any other instance ?-I heard it has been sent from Clonmel. 
Do you know, that at any of the ports, butter had been upon inspection 

marked as seconds and thirds, has been altered for the advantage of the mer
chant on export, to firsts ?- I know it has been the case, and I know I have 
altered !'mtters myself from third quality to firsts, that was as good as any firsts 
in Ireland; and I have altered first to thirds. I cannot exactly state as to other 
persons, but I have no doubt it is practised. 

Is it the practice in the markets with which you are particularly acquainted, 
to mark Carlow butter upon that which is not Carlow butter?-Any butter of 
prime quality, no matter where it is bought, is marked Carlow. 

That applies to other markets as well as your own ?-It applies to several 
other markets. 

Do lOll ever mark your own butter Carlow butter?-The butter that I pur
chase get near Carlow; the Carlow buyers and myself buy in the same market, 
and we brand our butter as Carlow butter. The best butter shipped from 
Carlow, is bought in the county of Kilkenny. 

You brand it as Carlow butter, when it is in fact Kilkenny butter?- 'Ve 
never branrl it "Carlow," unless it is of the primest description. 

Is it branded as Carlow, when it is not in fact Carlow butter ?-I do not do 
it, unless it is very prime. 

Do you know of such a practice existing ?-I know that some people ship a 
description of Carlows, that are not as prime as those shipped by olhers. 

Supposing you happened to get a few firkin:; of remarkably fine butter in the 
county of Kilkenny, that were fully equal to rank with Carlow firsts, would you 
brand them Kilkenny, or would you brand them endow?-CarJow, certainly. 

Then you call a certain species of butter by the name of Carlow, and not 
because it is bought or sold in the Carlow market ?--The Carlow merchants 
themselves buy a great deal of their butter in ,lhe Queen's County and in the 
county of Kilkenny; some of their best butter is bought in those places. 

Then in fact they are pulting a brand upon it, which it in fact does not merit ? 
-It merits the character of Carlow, by bein~ as good as Carlow butter; it sells 
better here by being marked Carlow. If 1 \\'ere to mark my butter Kil~cnny, 
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I dare say, though it may be the best I have ever shipped, I would not get the 
price for it. 

Arc you in the habit of exporting any butter that is not marked Carlow?
Yes; I mark first 'Vaterford~8 and second Waterford's; and first Carlow's and 
second Carlow's. 

Do you get the best price for Carlow's or \Vaterford's ?-For Carlow's. 
Is not the great track of country in which the butter is made that supplies 

the Carlow market, the track of country lying between Carlow and Kilkenny?
I consider that the best butter I ever saw was made in the county of Kilkenny, 
between Kilkenny and Carlow; that is, better than any I ever got in the county 
of Carlow. 

Is not the best uutter sold in the Carlow market, made in the county of 
Kilkenoy?- I caooot say tbat it is tbe best, but I thiok it is tbe best. 

Do ),ou find it difficult to detect the frauds practised by the farmers in selling 
their butter?-By no means difficult; I have always had it in my power to 
check those frauds; I never let a fraud escape me undetected. 

Are those frauds very general?-There are a description of frauds that are 
not intended as frauds, for instance, with respect to the tares of firkins; though 
they appear fraudulent, it is not intended by the farmers that they should be 
50, because a firkin that is fairly branded in the first instance, may acquire 
a super tare, by being held over a long time when it becomes saturated with 
pickle. It is the practice of the farmers, when they intend to keep their butter 
for a long time waiting for a price, to put pickle into the firkin, between the 
butter and the firkin, to exclude the air, because the air is very pernicious to 
butter. That pickle soaks into the firkin, particularly into beech firkins; and 
then, by being soaked with the pickle, what was never intended by the farmer 
to be a fraud, becomes one upon the buyer. 

In point of fact, would you say that the conduct of the farmers that sell 
butter, is fraudulent or otherwise ?-I think, generally speaking, the farmers are 
very fair; there are some of them, to be sure, that practise frauds, but they are 
very few indeed in comparison to those that act honestly. 

Is it not in the power of the buyers to punish those persons, and to make 
them feel a loss in consequence of that improper conduct?-Certainly. 

Are the farmers so honest, in your opinion. that you would be content to 
purchase their butter upon confidence with them, without inspection of your 
own ?-I would- not do that by any means. 

If you laid yourself out to commit fraud as a merchant, would you be assisted 
in doing that by the existing regulations of the law ?-I think, under the Ad 
of Parliament, I could commit a fraud more successfully than without it. . 

Do you conceive that the present regulations form any obstruction to the 
dealings between the interior of Ireland and the market of England ?-As 
I remarked before, I live in the interior, and there is an obstruction to my 
shipping butter at 'Vaterford; any common fellow may prevent me from ship~ 
ping butter at Waterford, if not sent by water. 

Have you ever known a shipper of butter mark" Carlow, first." upon butter 
of an inferior quality?-I cannot say. 

Have, you ever heard it, 01' do you believe it ?·-I believe that the Carlow 
brand is put upon some very inferior butter. ~ 

Have you known the brand of If Carlow, first," to be put upon butter of an 
inferior quality?-Yes; I imagine, and believe it to be the case. 

In the event of there being no inspector in the market to intervene between 
the farmer and the merchant, do you not think a difference of opinion might 
frequently exist between them, as to tile quality of the btltter?-It certainly 
might, there is room fOl' a difference of opillion arising. 

Then if you proposed to do away with the inspection by a public officer, 
what would you substitute as the rule of decision between the f:imler and the 
merchant?-I wish, if the trade were thrown open to·morrow, to give the farmer 
the option of having it tried either by the merchant or by a public officer; 
I should not wish to take away from the farmer the protection that he has at 
present, I would wish to give him the choice of having it tried by a merchant 
or a sworn taster; because I am of opinion, that if there was not some person 
to decide between them, some buyers might be fraudulent enough (and I have 
TlO doubt they would) to take advantage of the farmer. 

SuppOSing, tba~. ill place of its being imperative upon all persons to sell 
tbrough 
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through the medium of insp~ction, it was ~eft open to them either to sell 
through the medium of inspection, or to sell dlfec~ly to the merchant; do you 
not conceive that both the larger and the smaller farmers wouJd then have the 
means of selling in such mode as suited their interest best?-Certainly. 

Do you not consider that the effect o~ s~ch a system. would .be to make it 
impossible for any great abuses to prevail JIl the butter mspectlOn and weigh
house ?-I think there would be fewer abuses than exist at prescnt. 

Supposing an c:,cess of cl.large to be made~ or if?prop~r officers to be ap
pointed at the weigh-house. In case of an option bemg given, would not the 
result be, that individuals would sell to the merchant directly?-I have DO 
doubt of it. 

Therefore do you DOt conceive, that the effect of giving the option would be 
to correct abuses which might exist, and to allow to the small farmers the 
bcnefi~ of inspection where the market was well regulated ?-Cel'tainly! an~l 
there IS another great benefit that would result to the farmer, from havmg It 
inspected by the merchants, the tasters in general do their duty without tel1ing 
where the fault lies in butter. That is not the case so far as I am concerned 
myself; wherever there is a fault in butter, I tell tbe farmer where the fault lies, 
and from what it arises, whether it is smoked, or from sour cream, or too much 
salt, or from any other cause. And by pointing out those defects. I have fre
quently found those persons when they brought butter again, have a much 
better quality, infinitely better; and from being very bad makers, I have found 
them to become very good ones, and to produce very good butter, that is, by 
pointing out where the fault lay, and by what means it could be remedied. 

That is from the friendly interest you take in their concerns ?-I always feel 
that the interest of the farmer and of the buyer run together, because he pro
duces a better article to me the next time, which it is my advantage to get; and 
the farmer is always better pleased going away when he gets a good price, than 
when he gets a bad one. 

You have said that fewer abuses would prevail, in the event of an option being 
given to the seller; do you mean to say that if the provisions of the law as now 
existing were rigidly enforced, there would then be fewer abuses ?-I consider 
that if the farmer has the option, there would be fewer abuses; because under 
the Act of Parliament, if a man wishes to act fraudulently, he can do it more 
successfully than without one. 

'Viii you assign a reason for that ?-I have no doubt that at present the 
character of butter is altered, when shipped from those ports, where it should 
not be altered, by the merchant for his own interest; and he does it successfully, 
because the butter cannot be thrown on his hands again. Now if I were to do 
it, or any other person in the practice of shipping from Waterford, according 
to the custom of the tr;:ade in London, 'Vaterford and Carlow, we would have 
the butter thrown upon our hands again, because it is subject to a survey; the 
abuse will correct itself. If I sell prime butter here, to be shipped from my 
stores, it must be prime j if it be not prime. it is thrown upon my hands, be
cause the cheesemonger here will call a survey upon it j and if two cbeese
mongers say it is not merchantable, it is left. upon my hands, particularly when 
the price goes down. Some of them will be very glad to get rid of it, which 
is fair if the butter is bad. 

Do lOU ship any butter under inspection, and with the market brands?
What find marked first quality, that answers the description of first quality, 
I mark as firsts. 

Do you, in point of fact, find that there is any greater difficulty in seiling 
that butter, which is sold under your own brand, than in selling that which 1S 
sold under the bJ,'and of the market?-'Vhat I ship is sold entirely on the cha
racter of my own brand. 

Have you found more disputes to arise between you and your correspondents 
here, with regard to that which is sold under your own brand, than with r.egard 
to that which is shipped with the brand of the market?- I do not think I have 
laboured under any disadvantage or difficulty in that way; because I do not 
recollect to have had any butter ever rejected or thrown upon my hands; and 
I ~o not recollect that I ever had to make an abatement for bad quality, after 
bemg sold. 

In how many years ?-In about twelve year~. 
In case of an option being given to the se llers, could there be any reasonable 
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ground to think that the weigh .. houses and the establishments could be sup
ported?-Th~t is a question that I could not answer j I could apswer it so far 
as relates to Kilkenny, From the anxiety fa(mers have too, get their butter 
tried by merchants in my neighbourhood, I know that the cranes w0!ll,d be 
deserted entirely. ' • 

Then, in point of fact, the op,tio.n would be ~quival~nt ~o "Completely over
turning the establishments ?-It the same feelmg eXlsts m .other places that 
I know Lo exist in Kilkenny, I think that the farmers would desert the , pu~lic 
weigh-houses. 

If some butter 'were exported with the mark of the public officer, and other 
butter without such mark, would not great inconvenience and confusion arise 
in the place to which it was ultimately sent for consumption?-There may 
some inconvenience arise; but I am not aware of the particular inconvenience 
that may arise from it. " 

Could the English importers discriminate between the good and the b~ad 
butter, some being marked at the public crane, and some not being marked at 
all ?-The English merchant will judge from experience; if he finds that he ge,ts 
better Dotter under the mark of the public officer, he will give it a preference; 
jf he finds on the other hand, that he gets bettcr butter from the merchant direct, 
of course he will give that the preference. 

Would there be any thing to direct his judgment ?-Nothing but ex
perience. 

The butter is brought to the British market, and the merchant goes to pur .... 
chase the butter in large parcels; what has he to direct his judgment as to the 
quality of that butter which he proposes to purchase ?-He can ha\'e notbing 
to direct his judgment but trying the butter, 

Practit:ally speaking, could he try butter which came in large parcels ?-It 
'would be attended with very considerable incollvenience. 

\Vould not confusion also follow?-Yes; I think that both confusion and 
inconvenience would follow, because his trying a few firkins will not be suffi
cient to judge of the quality of a large quantity. Those few firkins may tum 
out to be very bad, and the rest may be good, or vice versa. • 

If the butter were rejected by one or two merchants, would it not be greatly 
injured in point of quality, at the port , .... here it came for consumption ?-,Any 
butter that is once rejected will be blown upon in the English market if known; 
butter that is once sold and rejected as being bad quality, when found out to 
have been rejected, will be blown upon in the market, and Lmdervalued. . 

Would that be very prejudic al to the Irish exporter ?-It certainly would; 
but the only way to .avoid that is, to give good butter, according to agree
ment, 

If the inspection of butter in Ireland was abandoned, and thereby the inspt'c~ 
tion of the butter when landed at Liverpool became necessary there, would it 
not be very injurious to the butter trade of Ireland ?-It certainly would be 

· injurious to the butter and inconvenient, to be obliged to try it all. 
'Vhen you state that facilities of sale in England, are afforded by the system 

of inspection in Ireland, dQ you not allud~ to the facilities which English mer
I chants have of distinguishing between the sev~ral qualities of Irish butter sold? 
-It is not the butter exactly that they distinguish, but tlle men that ship it; 
whoever is in the habit 'of shipping a good article, his name gets through 'the 

• market. 
, The whole of your answers have referred to the mode of in~pection in the 

· market; and you have stated, that facilities are ' afforded on this side of the 
water, in effecting sales by reason of that inspection in Ireland; do you 
refer t? tIle affixing of certai~ qualities, which enabl~ the En~ljsh merchants 
to declde upon the butter WhlCh they .l)urchase ?-It IS by affixmg first quality 
upon none that does not deserve the character of first. 

Then if the system of inspection in Ireland bore no reference whatsoever to 
the different qualities, hut merely distinguished the Dutter as merchantable or 
not merchantable, would any advantage whatsoever arise to the English 
merchants importing butter here ?-I do not understand the question. 

Are you aware that the butter laws in Ireland do not require that the butter 
should be distinguished into any qualities, sHch as first, second, third or fourth? 
-I thought the law required that it should be classed into the different 
~u.lities. 

Assuming 
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Assum.ing '"that the law only requires th!"t the butter should be marked if .ii, is Ji;. 
merchantable, which is. ~he fact, w~uld . ~ny advantage arise to the English Rtd"w"d &lUIe. 
correspondent ilt the faclbty of effecting lus sales, by rcason of such inspection '------... 
as that?"-I do not understand 'the question distinctly. '1 MIlY, 

Iftbe law were made to require-the qualities of 6rst, second and third butter ".8<16. 
to he markf?d upon the casks, and that .were provided for secutely, would the-' 
English .purchasc:r derive any: advantage from those qualities being so certified to' . 
him ?-1 really thillk that all butter should be marked first, second or third,} 

. according to the actual quality, as a security. ! •• 

. 'Vould the merchant in England derive an advantage from 'that ?-He would: 
kilOW what he was buying; he would know whether he was getting first, second, 
third or fourth. ' 

Do you think that would be a good provision of Jaw?-I do, provided the 
bqtter was selected by a judge, and classed according to quality. . 

• Is I.lot t~le inspector a sufficient judge ?-Some of them are not, because they. 
have too much to do'; it is quite impossilile they can do it accurat.ely in a thl'onged 
market, when hurried. ! 

· Do you conceive that that classification is best obtained by a .new-law 
re9.u!ring it for t~le fi!'st time, or by leaving it to the i~terest of parti.es. to' 
provide such classIficatIon ?.:.-As I saId before, where a difference of oplDlon 
arises, I think there ought to be a third person, a disinterested person, to act 
between the buyer and seller. . 

Do you consider it advisable that any new restrictions should . be imposed 
upon the butter trade of Ireland, or that any of the existing restrictions should 
be repealed ?-There may be some benefit from new restrictions; but I think 
upon the whole, that the trade . generally would benefit more by having the 
restri~Uons done away,'and by leaving it like corn or flour, or any thing else. 

Do you know of any merchant purchasing butter, and stamping it with othet; 
merchants brands, andJselling it as such ?-It is not done by me, but I have 
heard of it being done repeatedly, not putting the name of other merchants 
upon it, but putting a fictitious brand upon it. Those that are in the habit of 
shipping bad b~utter, will not put their own name on it, but put any anonymoui 
name as a deception. ' - . 
, Do they ever put the name of other merchants ?-I never heard that. . ,~:) 

\Vould it be a.dvisable, in your opinion, for the legislature to provide against 
such a fraud as that, or to. leave it free to the merchant to continue suclt 
~ fraud ?-I t1.1illk such a thing should not be allowed; I think it is \'~ry dis. 
graceful and disreputable to the trade generally. • ' : 

, Do you think, in the event of all those rules being done away with, that the 
. buyer would be more likely to take advantage of the seller ?-No, I do not 
think the seller will allow him; if he does it once, he will never allow him tQ 
do it again; it would be talked of all over the country, . At every couutry 
chap~l or church they talk of every bad act of a buyer, and his charact~r i~ 
blown up immediately; that is, where the congregation assemble. before or 
after prayers j and that buyer, if he wishes to continue a buyer of butter, mm~t 
give a great deal more for butter than a man that has a fair character. • 

Is your knowledge of the butter'tr;:Lde general over Ireland, or is it confined 
to your immediate vicinity?-Confined to my own vicinity) it is confined to 
a cIrcle about forty miles round, 'Vaterford and CIon mel. Carrick-on-Sui~. and 
Carlow, ' • 

"I 
,; 

Mr. D crb'y O'Grady. called ill'; alJd Examined. - ."", 

· YOU arc a member of tlie Agricultural Associat'ion' of the cou~ty of Litrie~ Mr. 
TIck ?-Yes. ; , ., 
· 'you have been deputed. on their behalf; to attend this COlllmittee?-Yes. 

Dtrby O'Grady, 
~~ 

,v ~s We subject which is under the examination of this Committee, a subject 
bf discussion and of inquiry in that associatioll ?-It was. - : ) 

Has it for a considerable portion of. time occupied the attention of the Asso~ 
ciation and of the country gentlemen of your county?.!.....It has. . I" . 

Are you yourself engaged in the Rlanagement of land, and have you evet 
had occasion to sell botter on your own accdunt ?-I have. ' ;: 

In what market have you been accustomed to sell it?-In Limeri<;k and 
Cork, and onee at \Vabertbrd. . ( , ~ 
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Are you acquainted with the regula~oDs which c~i.t in Ille market of Lillle
rick ?-Yes, lam, to a certain extent. 
I Will ;you have the goodness to inform the Committee, what is the charge 
made in the market of Limerick, under the head of beamage ? - The~e i. 
a charge of four pounds weight upon each firkin. that is eight.pence upon the 
bundred weight; and if the firkin weighs standing beam, then there is a·charge 
of five pounds weight, making ten pounds. There is fopr pounds allowed upon 
e.very cask, but then it must weigh down to the ground; and then there is 
a mental deduction made by the . weigh-master at the scale, which does not. 
.ppear upon the invoice or return made to the farmer by the weigh-master. 

Has this been made <\. frequent subject of complaint 00 the part of the. 
farmers, and the agricultural interest of Limerick ?-It has. 
, What has been the result of those complaints I-The result of those com. 

pl.unts has been, tJ>at the farmers haye been obliged, very reluctantly, to submit 
to that deduction! which they consider illegal. 
, To whom do you consider, that the profit of that beamage goes ?-To the 

merchants of Limerick, certainly • . 
Do you not conceive, that the effect of making this charge bas been to induce 

the farmers to take their butter to other markets, rather than to the Limerick 
market?-I speak for myself; it certainly drove me out of the Limerick 
market i I have not sold any butter there for the last year in consequence. 

Is there not an increasing quantity ()f butter produced in the county or 
Limerick, which is alwaYl\$ent to Clonmel in consequence of this charge for 
beamage?-Ye.; I look upon it, that at Clonmel and Waterford the buUer 
trade, as far as th~ regulations are concerned, is better cQnducted, and more 
correctly done, than in any other town I know, 

Are the duties of weigh-master performed in the market of Limerick, by the 
principal, or by ;, deputy ?-By a deputy. 

Do you consider, that the individuals who have been concerned in the weigh. 
house as deputies, have been men of that station and intelligence to afford 
a due security for the execution of their official duties I-Certainly not, as to 
atation. 

Has that also been made a subject of complaint ?-I have heard it generally 
spoken of, but whether it has been made a subject of public complaint I forget, 
I have been so much occupied with the demand of four and five pounds upon 
the firkin, that other grievances have sunk in that. 

Are you aware, whether the weighing takes place before or after the sellers 
and buyers are declared'-It formerly took place before; the Agricultural 
Society were originally put to~ether in consequence of those ahuses, both upon 
corn and butter j it was thlS which first brought the county to form the 
Agricultural Society, 

Are the Committee to understand that formerly the weighing took place 
after the sale and not hefore the sale, as is required by law?-They are. 

How does it now take place ?-In consequence of the Agricultural Society 
insisting upon it, and several communications with the Chamber of Commerce 
of Limerick; it is not done so now, the butter is first tasted and inspected, and 
tqen the purchaser comes to treat for it; but before that, it was brought into 
the market, and the purchaser was declared, before it would be inspected. 

How are the duties of the office of taster now discharged; are they well dis
charged ?-\Vith respect to that, I have had no reason to complain; I have had 
a great deal of butter brought into the market. I am engaged to the amount 
of about one hundred and fifty or between that and two hundred cows, a year, 
~nd I never had any reason to complain. I do not think I have had six 
second qualities in an entire year; because I am very particular. 
~~ that been always the case; or in )':our experience in the Limerick 

market, haye there been instances of indiVIduals acting as tasters, who w,ere 
considered as liable to be· influenced by unworthy considerations ?-The butter 
tas~r -at present in Limerick,. received a silver cup from the A~cultural 
Society, m consequence of. hiS very correct conduct, I look upon hIm to be 
a most exceHent, trust-worthy man. and very fit for the situation; but I think 
at the same time, that the manner in which that officer is elected. is one that 
Deve~ can give satisfaction to the farmers of the country. 

How is he elected ?-He is electctl annually, by, the Cba.mber of Coni
merce, 
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merce, who have a power at the commencement of every'season of remoViDgr Mi. 
that officer, or Ie-appointing him, just as 8uits their purposes. ' Um,O'.GM": 

:You consider him quite under their influence and control ?-Entirely" he ~-
is their servant. ' 'J: May, 

Previously to the appointment of the individual to whom you have alJuded 1816. 
were there perilons filling that office, in whom you, as a producer of butter' 
and a proprietor of land, would have felt an equal conrdence ?-I was Doi 
a farmer at that time; I cannot give an answer upon that subject. . 

I'-'or what time has the present weigh-master been in office _?-About four or 
five years; but I cannot well answer that. 

Has be been re~lected. every year in succession, from the time of his first 
appointment ?-He has; but if the Committee will allow me to mention the 
circumstance that first made us complain of this appointment being in the 
hands of the Chamber of Commerce; I will mention only one fact that di'd 
take place. Thi, gentleman was re-elected in April or May 1825, .t • salary 
of 1501. and in the course of the year, there were some complaints that he 
was favouring the landed interests; there was a feeling of that kind, at least; 
tbis is what has been publicly reported; and there was a second man appointed. 
to control the first man, at a small salary, by the Chamber of Commerce, the 
first man's salary having been reduced to l~O L This salary was to be paid by 
the Chamber of Commerce, but which the farmers are obliged to contribute, 
by a penny upon each fi!kin sold, (so the farmers have to pay the officer, 
and the merchants elect him). In the course of the season, some complaints 
were made by the mercantile body, that the second man was discharging thd 
business improperly, and they dismissed him, leaving the first man in office at 
the reduced salary. J 

Was there any public inquiry into this ?-No, there was not; but I am sure 
tbe fact will not be denied. Sometime after that they found that the second 
man that they put in, was acting very improperly; that he tasted butter for 
a. friend of his own, and had declared it first quality when it was very inferior 
buUer, and they dismissed the second man, and left the original man that always 
was there; but they never raised his salary to the 1501. which they originall, 
promised him, and he is there now at 1201. a !leaf'. Now the Agricultural Society 
complain very loudly, that the Chamber ofComllterce, in fact, the merchants wlili 
purchase butter should have the power of appointing this man annually, ana of 
reducing the salan and increasing it, even within the year, just as stIits their 
\lU'l'0ses. The Agncultural Society object that the merchants should have any 
eholce at all in the case. 

Will you inform the Committee, what are the charges to which butter sold in 
the Limerick market is now subject?-The charges are, as I said before, "Ibs. 
beamage, and that beamage must be down to the ground. It is in fact nearly 
!Hbs. 

'Vltat money payments are made?- I never looked into that very much, 
because I looked to the demand of SIb •. per eM. and I never lobked into th~ 
trifling fees to the weigh.master. 

Do you know what they are ?-I think they altogether amount.to seven-
pence or eight.pence a firkin, all the demands at the scale. . 

Does that include the tares and customs ?-Including the tares, the customs, 
and the Chamber of Commerce charge. 

Is not the fee upon the branding a cask, a penny?-It is. 
Is not the fee to the weigh.master, three-pence ?-It is either three.pence Or 

four-pence. . 
And the fee to the Chamber of Comfllerce, 3. penny?-Yes. ' 
Supposing tbat it was expedient to preserve the system of inspection ·.na 

regulation which exists at the present moment, in the butter trade of Ireland; 
do you conceive that the amount of those chargee: to which the trade is now 
subject, could be lessened ?-l do not think it could; but I am a great deal more 
in favour of having it increased j I think generally that we think very little of 
the charges; a pound of butter is more than all the charges. 

Are you aware of the annual amount of charge which jB; levied upon the 
butter trade of the port of Limerick i-I think [ could give a very good guess; ' 
the export from Limerick for the last year, was 76,000 firkins, and if you Cal
culate that at seven·pence each firkin, that wiU give the amount nearly. 

Are you aware what is the anhual amonnt of the prbfits of the ofIice of weigh-
406. A a il master?-
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roaSter ?-I am not; the weigh~master of Limerick has built a very fine weig~ 
house at an expeJIse of 1,2001. or l,500l.; that is his private property, and hg 
is obliged to keep a number of clerks, ancl I could not calculate what the 
expense of those aTC; and he has his deputy to pay besides. . . 
. Arc you aware what is paid to the deputy, who actually performs the duties? 
-I am 'not· but I look upon that to be the greatest grievance that we have. 

In what ;espect ?-I do not speak of Limerick alone, I sp~ak generally of 
the country.; appointing a deputy is what has been most complained of. 
" Out of what line of life is the deputy selected ?-He is a very humble de. 
scription of man. . . . ~ 
~ What was this deputy before he went mto thiS office r-I cannot say. 
. Are you aware, that thel'e is no law that authorjzes the taking of any beamage? 
-I know there i.s no law, for that subject was taken up by the merchants of 
Clonmell; upon a' complaint being made in 'Vaterford it was very properly 
re.linqllished upon the .part of the merchants. Then it became a matter of 
complaint in 'Clonmell, and the Clom;nelL merchants and the f.'lrming ~nterests 
ar;ld gentl~men of the county, a~reed. to a case to be laid before counsel; the 
case so agreed upon, was laid before Mr. Edward Pellnefather, and he gave his 
opinion decidedly against the demand. We took up that opinion, and called 
upon the merchants of Limerick to agree to the same, and called upon t~~ 
:weigh-master to do his duty according to law, and the weigh.master very pro
perly weighed it according to law; but when we came to the weigh-house and 
h~ our butter weighed agreeably tp Jaw, the Chamber of Commerce withdrew 
their officer, they withdrew their butter taster, they withdrew their brands; 
Jl,nd we, the farmers, bringing in our butter, had no merchant to buy it, no 
brand to brand it, and there was nobody there but the we.jgh~master ready to 
discharge his duty agreeably to law; and we had to take our butter off to other 
m.arkets, and it went on in that way for about thre,e weeks. There was then 
·a connty meeting, and th~y agreed, that as Mr. 'Vilson, the l\lemher for 
·London, was about to bring in a Bill, and the business was to become a matter 
of iDquiry before a Committee of the ,House, it was better to leave the business 
·~ith them, and to send forward deputies from the Agricultural Society to see 
·themselves justified in it, .and..so the business remained since. 
r • Is llearnage now,allowed, or not?-We are now subject.to the abuse. 

Do )!OU or do you not think that it would be more desirable, in place of the 
·present course, thflt a beamage moderate in amount was fixed, so as to give 
-a c;riterion by which all the coul)try might be governed; and what allo~ance do 
you think would be sufficient fairly to cover the merchant from loss upon the 
,butter ?-There is a deduction Qf !2lb. made already fol' soakage, entered upon 
.the cask before it is filled; and I am decidedly hostile to any other allowance 
whatever, becau~e if Yl':)U allow the weigh-master to give a pound, he will give 
three; and the moment you allow any thing short of standing beam, it wi.!1 be 
abused. 

\Vhat is the , practice in ·the Cork market, with respect to beamage?
The Cork market is governed by a law of its own, which is another grievance; 
.the weigl!-~aster weighs the butter in Cork standing beam. and it is impossible 
that any man can discharge his duty better than the deputy weigh-master there j 
be-attends jn, person, an~ does the bJ.!.siness; and Mr. Newport, also d<wuty in 
'waterford. attends, and does the bllsin{:ss in person; then you get your ticket 
from the weigh-master, and you go into the, market with your ticket; it is then 
_.taken from .you. No merchant comes into the market of Cork at all, but they 
send their clerks and their coopers, people who assume to themselves the Dame 
of butter merchants. ThQse men make a deduction from the ticket which you 
.:get, of two-pollnds,of qutter for themselves, and two pounds more which they 
.say _they are obliged to allow to the wh01esale merchants, making four pounds 
.'upon each firkin. ' This is constantly done" and it will not be done otherwise 
.unless the entire trade is thrown open at Limerick. Of course, we would not 
'go forty m!les to Cork with our butter, if we could sell it in Limerick upon as 
good terms within .eight or ten miles of u.s. 
. Are the Committee to understand that there is eight poands deducted from 
.a hundred oC butter, by the butter merchant in Cork? - Yes, certainly; ' they 
have four pounds of that for themselves, and fOllr pounds for the e~pOTt 
mel'chal)ts~ ~ There is another facility to Waterford, they have another little 

~adyalltnge, nnd these kind of things arc what we complain of: There is a ~ p(>('i~\l 
Act 
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Act of Parliament which gives them ,an advantage; I did not look into it myself, 
but it is on recoru. ' 

'Vhat do vou mean by a. special Act of Parliament giving 'Vaterford an 
advantage ?":'The best answer that I can give, is by referring to the Act 
of Parliament. 

In point of fact, do you know any advantage that \Vaterford has from that 
Act of Parliament ?--I mentioned, that I took my butter but once to Waterford, 
and therefore I am not able to state that. 

Is not it an advantage not to Wateford, but to the towns upon the river com-
municating with \Valcrford ?-l do not know. . 

Are the Committee to understand, that in the market of Limerick you are 
obliged to pay contrary to law, in consequence of the combination of the 
Chamber of Commerce?-Yes, certainly. . 

Are the Chamber of Commerce a chartered body?-Thcy arc. 
Do you know what the object of their charter is ?-For the improvement 

Vf trade. 
Do you conceive it will tend to improve the trade of the country, to enter 

into a combination to defeat the trade, unless their own demallds arc agreed 
to ?-l think it impossible that any measure could be more calculated to injure 
the butter trade at Ireland than that resolution • 
. Do you know the amount of funds they acquire from this breach of the law? 
-They charge us a penny a firkin, and that is more than they pay. 

They have a penny from the buyer and a penny from the seller, have they 
not ?-l think they have; they say they pay a penny, but I never knew that 
they did. The farmer is not charged more than a penny, but I am told that the 
merchants tax themselves with a penny, and I have heard that that has been 
deducted from us; but, as I said before, I do not look into these little trifles; 
it is the principle that we object to. 

Are you a member of the Chamber of Commerce ?-No; I am not a 
merchant. . 
. Referring to the city of Cork; is there not an ann ual grievance that affects 
j.he farmers in the county of Limerick, with reference to the description of 
cask in which it is necessary to prepare your butter; if you intend it for the 
Cork market, you are aware that it must be of Cork manufacture?-I have 
heard of complaints; but I certainly have sold Limerick casks in the Cork 
market, though I am told there is an objection to it. 

Do you not consider that it is very desirable to allow the filflner or the 
\Jutter merchant, the power of taking his butter to the best market, whether 
Cork, Limerick or 'Vaterford ?-Certainly. 

Then any restriction by b.w which forbids the sale of butter in Cork, except 
in firkins of Cork manufacture, is not a. restriction which you would think 
it advisable to continue ?-Certainly not. 

Do y~ou know any charge which is made in the market of Limerick, in case 
butler is brought in in country firkins ?-I do; those are called Strips, and 
there is a charge of two or three pence more, on aIL those. 

Do you not consider that it would be desirable, provided the quality of 
the cask was good, to allow the sale of butter, without any additional charge 
by reason of the place where the cask Wf.S made ?-Certainly; I have always 
considered it very unfair, that city coopers should have a monopoly, and that 
poor country coopers should be charged in this kind of' way. 

Into ~vhose pocket does the three-pence go ?-The weigh-masters. 
r Is there any deduction ma.de if the cask is unfilled; and if it is over filled, 
is there any thing taken off as greasc?-It is obliged to be filled to the rim; 
t~ere is a rim round; and if it exceeds that rim, it is scraped off, ::tnd returned 
to the farmer. 

By'whom were the public officers, the weigh.master, and the taster appointed, 
I:tefore the Chamber of Commerce had the appointment?......:....The weigh~master, 
I believe, is appointed by the corporation. I do not know who appointed the 
taster; I believe he wa., tlppointed by the merchants. 

How long has the Chamber of Commerce of Limerick existed ?-Several 
years. It was for some time in existence before it was incorporated by Act of 
Parliament. 

You have sold butter in the market of 'Vaterford?-Ye~. 
'Vas there ever any charge made 011 account of bringing it in, in country casks? 
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-If there was, it was not mentioned to me. I do not go to 'Waterford myself; 
but what we complain most of is the want of general system. The charges of 
four pounds weight we think nothing of; but the agricultural interest of the 
country wish that there should be one general law to govern the country, let the 
charges be what they may. Let those charges be made general; that there 
shaH not be an Act of Parliament for 'Vaterford, another for Cork, and another 
for Limerick; but that every town shall be regulated alike, 50 that a poor man, 
when he takes up the newspapers of the country towns, and reads the different 
quotations, shall be able to judge for himself which of those markets is the best. 
In Cork, for instance, when there are several orders come in from the West 
Indies, butter bears probably eight shillings a hundred higher than it would if 
there 'was no such order in the market; then the prices would be quoted 
accordingly, and we can run to that market that is the best. So in Waterford, 
and last of all in Limerick, because we have no West India trad~ from Limerick; 
but when there is a mental deduction made upon the scale, which never 
appears upon the invoice, it deceives the poor man. I have known men to 
come from within a few miles of Clonmel to Limerick, and sell their butter 
there, when they had heard that the prices were quoted Iligher the:re; and 
that they went home with considerably less money in their pocket, than they 
","ould have obtained in Cion mel, because in Clonmel the eight pounds, which 
we consider a fraud, is not charged, and in Limerick it is. 

Are you then generally of opinion, that the intervention of a public officer 
to inspect is necessary, as between the merchant and the butter seller, for the 
interest of the butter trade of the country?-No question of it ,; if there was 
not an umpire, some person to act between buyer and seller, the trade would 
be annihilated, no man could safely carryon the business. ' 

Are you of opinion, that it would be for the advantage of the butter seller, 
in the great markets of Ireland, to be enabled to take his butter to the mer
cbant's stores, and make the best bargain he could there with the merchant, 
without an inspection or weighing at the public crane ?-l should be very 
sorry to see such a regulation take place; and I not only speak my own senti
ments in reply to that question, but I never spoke to any man interested in the 
manufacture of butter in the county of Limerick, that differed with me upon it~ 
either merchant or farmer, 

Would not the offering of butter for sale at one merchant's store, and if 
rejected the necessity of then taking it to a second and a third, deteriorate the 
character of the butter, and injure the farmer in the price he would ultimately 
obtain ?-No question of it; the repeated borings which would necessarily take 
place at all those stores, would deteriorate the butter very considerably. 

Then it is the geneJ:'al opinion of those connected with the agricultural 
interest of the country, that a public officer at the craoe is necessary for their 
interest?-No question of it; not only our interest, but the interest of the 
mercbant on this side the water. 

Then the whole of your objections are" the wao~ of uniformity in the law 
as ,applicable to all places where butter is sold?-Yes; the law is very good 
with respect to bearnage, but what is the use of the law when it is defeated by 
combina,tion; we complain of combination, and not of the law; we like the 
law as far as it goes, but we want an addition to that Jaw. 

Do you speak from any experience when you say, that if the inspection were' 
removed, the farmers would be under the necessity of hawking their butter 
about from buyer to buyer, and having it repeatedly pierced r-Of course, I 
cannot speak from experience when the law is not so, I cannot speak from 
experien.ce of a thing that has not been tried. 

'Vhat is your opinion of the effect it would have upon the trade, if the law 
was so altered ?-That it would annihilate the trade in butter, and I for one 
should get' out of it. 

AJ:'e'you aware that there is a very extensive butter trade in England, and 
that it is carried 00 with the most perfect satisfaction both to buyer and seller, 
witho~t the existence of any Act of Parliament to regulate it ?-It may be so, 
bOut here the person who makes his butter, sells it at once to the consumer, but 
our butter goes to one merchant, and then that merchant sells it to another 
merchant, who sells it to the consumer. 

Are, YOli aware that the butter made in 'Vestmorlano, is sold to merchants 
wh/? _ export it to London, ill the same way as ' butter made in Limerick 15 

, . .. . sold 
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.,ld at Limerick, and exported from Limerick to London ?-I am not aware 
of it. 

Do you cOQsider it of importance to the butter trade, that the cask or firkin 
should be made of the best material and with the greatest care ?-I do; but 
I might follow that answer up by saying, that there is a very great inducement 
at present offered to the making up of bad casks, from the enormous duty that 
is put upon staves, the produce of the United States. 

Are you aware, that under the present law the size of the casks is regulated? 
-It is. . 

Do you not conceive, tbat an extensive dairy farmer would find for his adV8D~ 
tage., to have the option of sending his bJ..ltter to market in casks of a larger 
size than are at present allowed?-That question was debated at the Agricul .. 
tural Society, where there was a very large meeting of gentlemen, and I have 
consulted several fanners upon the question, and there is certainly a difference 
of opinion upon it. For my part, I should prefer the small casks, because the 
butter is made quicker; a countryman with six cows, if he got a large cask 
a shilling cheaper, would take that home and add lJutter into that cask each 
churning, till he bad it full, and when he brought it to market it would be of 
a bad quality; I approve of small casks, because they are filled up at once with 
oJ1.e churning, and the quality is more uniform; at the same time, I say, that 
I think there would be no harm, and the Agricultural Society of Limerick 
agree to it, if the casks were assimilated to the English law, I do not know 
what that is, the farz:ner can then have the power of chusing what sized casks 
be likes, not exceeding one hundred weight gross. 

As the generality of farmers are of iii. small description, and could make 
the butter more \1niform with small casks, you think, as a general regulation. 
that would be better?-That is my own opinion; I will oblige my dairyman to 
till in small casks; but I have beard very good opinions given in favour of 
large casks; the cheesemongers in London, I am told, approve of the large 
casks. I had a conversation with a very intelligent gentleman of Limerick, 
before I came up, and he said that it would be next to an impossibility to get 
good casks larger than those now used. The duty is so very high upon those 
staves at present, that the coopers in trying to split the stave to manufacture it 
economically for their own advantage, split it from the top, and in five out of 
eight cases they make a bad split, and if that were to be used in a larger cask, 
it could not be so well joined. 

Do you then conceive, that the high duty which is now imposed upon 
American staves, has the effect of increasing the difficulty of procuring good 
casks, and the charge upon the Irish farmer producing butter ?-I think it goes 
a great deal farther than that; I think it raises the price upon the farmer, in 
the first place; and in the second place, it is an encouragement to use green 
timber in preference to seasoned United States timber. Besides that, I really 
think the duty must be very unproductive to the crown, because. though they 
receive in one way, they give it up in another. Those United States staves are 
generally used in the making up of packages of provisions, and the government 
have to pay back a great deal upon tJlat; but I think the want of good casks 
is the great cause of our butter not seiling as well in this market as it would 
otherwise. I have been at the cheesemongers' shops, and have looked at the 
different butters that come in. I wanted to ascertain why the Dutch butter 
bore so much better price than other butter, and I found that our butter coming 
in is green, about an inch or an inch and a half in depth, from the soakage of 
the cask, in consequence of using badly seasolled timber. 

Did you see any Dutch casks ?-I did. 
What timber are they made of?-I declare I did not observe that very 

closely, but they appeared to me to be of oak. 
Were they good cask~ ?-No; the cooperage was very bad, but the Dutch 

butter comes from the dairy into London in 48 hours, and therefore it does 
not signify what kind of casks it comes in. 

Does not other wood than oak give a bad taste to the butter ?-Ash timber 
gives a very bad taste, because it is next to impossible to purchase seasoned 
A$h in Ireland. 

Has not the effect of this duty upon staves in Ireland, been to place the Irjsh 
farmer under some disadvantage in competition wjth the Dutch farrqer 2-No 

. .question of i.t; it is impossible for us to compete wjth ~he Dutch farmer, in 
conse9uence of that, and the protecting duty not l>eing sufficient. 
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Is not that difficulty augmented by reason of the great length of time that' 
the Irish butter must remain in the cask, as compared with tJle Dutch butter?_' 
Of course; . we consider it a very good voyage from Limerick to London, 
round by the Shannon, in a month. 

Is your butter chiefly sent to the London market I-Chiefly to London and 
Liverpool. 

Mr. Leonard Killing, called in; and Examined. 

~~r. . \VHERE do you reside ?-At Garranlce, in the county of Tjpperary. 
\ 'L. K~lt,,,g. , 'Vhat quantity of land have you in your own hands?-Better than severt 

hundred acres . 
. How do you mostly farm your land ?-I farm some of it in tillage, some 

I farm with cows, and some I rcaf sheep 011; and I have a good deal in dairy 
land. 

What proportion is in dairy land ?-About two hundred Irish acres. 
'Vhat number of cows may you have in your dairy?-Ninety I have had 

for the last year. 
What market do you send your butter to ?-Clonmel and Waterford. 
Have you any fault to find with the public officers of those markets respec

tively ?-Not the least. 
Are the charges uniform in those two markets ?-I believe they arc, except 

that we pay something more for going over the bridge of\Vaterford; that is 
a toll that is not paid at Cion mel ; 4ld. we pay at Waterford; there is a half~ 
penny more in \Vaterford than in Clonmel. 
. Are you aware of what is taken off for beamage in Cion mel ?-There is none 
taken offat Clonmel; 4lbs. used to be the custom. 

Would the farmer be satisfied to allow any thing to be taken off for beamage? 
--I speak for myself, and for a good many other farmers, that 1 have talked to 
on the subject, particularly when I knew I was coming over here, and they 
generally were of opinion that 2lbs. ought to be given, and I agree with them 
in that. 

\Vould that give satisfaction, as far as you know, to the merchants ?-I think 
it would. 

Do you consider, that in sending your butter to market, the intervention of 
a public officer gives security to you as well as to the buyer ?--I consider that 
it does. 

You would rather that it should so ex ist, than that there should be no such 
·public officer ?-I certainly would. 

If the option were left to the seller of butter to go either to the merchant 
directly, or to the public crane, would you think it advantageous or other'wise, 
to the seller ?-l think it would be more advantageous to the seller to go to the 
crane, a good deal; and it is the opinion of most of the people in my neigh
bourhood in the butter trade. 

Would you be apprehensive of any in/'ury being sustained, by taking the 
butter from merchant to merchant, wit 1 a view to dispose of it?-In my 
opinion, it could not be done without very great inconvenience to the farmer; 
because it being a delicate 3rticle, particularly in hot weather, it cannot be 
·sold by sample, and it would be materially injured by hawking it about in that 

. ·kind of way, as we are obliged to do our corn at present. ' 
. If the exercise of that option which has been suggested, were disadvantageous 
to the seller of butter, do you not think he would still avail himself of the in
spection of the crane ?-Certainly; I think for myself I would go to the crane, 
·and I believe others would be of the same opineon. 

Then, as far as you are concerned, giving you vour choice would be pro· 
ductive of no alteration in your present practice ?-Certainly not. 
, Supposing that, in place of dealing with two markets, which have been 
sta.ted to the Committee to be well managed, you had to deal with markets in 
'which an undue excess of fees prevailed, and a very imperfect, if 110t a frau
dulent, system of' inspection took place; if you had your choice then, would. 
you not be inclined to go to the merchant rather than go to the crane ?-I would 
always escape a place where I expected to be dealt badly witll. 
t Then do you not think, if the choice were left to the farmer, that where the 
market was well regulated· lie would avail himself of the inspection, and where 
it was ill regulafed he would sell to ·the merchant ?-Certainly. 

'Then 
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Then in the case of an ill regulated market, do not you conceive that such 
a choice would lead to the necessary correction of the evils which had prevailed 
in the market?-l should suppnse it would. 

Could there be any security for the maintenance of the public crane and the 
establishment thereto belonging. if the farmers had that option Hod were in the 
habit in the first · instance of going to the merchant ?-I do not think there 
could. 

If the market was well regulated, do you think tbe farmers would still prefer 
the crane?-Certainly, I do. 

Then, in that case, where the market is well regulated, the choice given to 
the farmer would not lead to a diminution of the business of the crane r
'certainly not. 

Then the choice being given to the farmer, would not lead to the abandon
ment of the crane in any market which was well regulated ?-I think it would, 
in some measure; a great many wou1d prefer the crane still; where a mall had 
the choice to go to both. . . 

Then, in that case, if persons still went to the crane, and the market was well 
regulated, the crane would not suffer by giving the £1rmer the choice ?-I do 
not think it would. My opinion, in general, is, that persons would be still 
inclined to go to the crane; we none of us have any cause of complaint. 

Do you not think that, in case of such an option being given, the fraudulent 
maker of butter would be in the habit of taking his butter to a very inferior 
description of merchant in the different towns ?-I am certain he would, 
because he would be ashamed to show it in a public market. 

\Vould not that circumstance cause a great depreciation in the character of 
the butter, on its arrival at the place of consumption ?-l am sure it would: 
because I know that the butter that is refused by the merchants in Clonmel, is 
purchased by coopers j where they send it I do not kno~v. 

lavis, 4' die Maii, 1826. 
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YOU are a general merchant, and reside at Cork ?-. Yes. Jame, M6rga1l, 
At whose suggestion have you been summoned before this Committee?- EI,. 

·At the suggestion of the committee of merchants of Cork. '-' ___ -J' 
Do you consider yourself qualified and entitled to speak their sentiments?- +1~!6~J 

·1 conceive that I speak the sentiments of the committee of merchants, and of 
the trading community generally, of Cork. . . 

Areyou a member of the committee?-I am; if I should express an oplOIon 
that I think varies from that of the committee of merchants, 1 will inform the 
Committee of it. 1 

Do you trade in the article of butter, and in what way ?-Yes; generally. 
as an export merchant, 

Where do you generalIl; export to I-I think my house exports to alm.ost 
every place where butter IS exported to from Cork; a good deal to foreign 
markets. 

What proportion of the foreign trade in butter belong' to the Cork market, 
IlS compared with the other Irish ports, as far as you caD form any opinion?
I should say, that nearly the entire foreign trade in butter, belongs to Cork; 
there has been a foreign trade between 'Vaterford and Cadiz, but it has 
fallen off latterly. 

I, the Cork foreign trade decreasing I-I should say, that we have all the 
,foreign trade, with toe exception of the trade I have mentioned, and that has 
been diminishing of late years; it never was considerable. 

Can you give any reason to the Committee, why the Cork butter stands 
high in the foreign markets; have you any proof that it does stand high 7-
The exclusive possession of the foreign market, makes me infer it; there is 
not eyen an opportunity of comparison, for Cork is the only port that exports 
butter to distant countr.ies. and I am quite certain that any other port in Ireland 
sending its butter to foreign markets, would fail. I 

1oOji. B b In 
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In order to preserve that foreign trade, do you prepare your butter in any 
particular way, in Cork ?-Our casks are made of the best seasoned American 
white oak, and the cooperage is particularly attended to; the hutter is more 
salted than from other ports in Ireland, and when exported to foreign countries, 
it is made up with pickle, air tight, and iron bound. 

For the same purpose, do you observe any particular size of cask, widl a view 
to the foreign trade?-We do; we conceive, that the sized cask that we now 
use, or thereabouts, is the best; it contains about sixty pounds; I do not wish 
to say that we are of opinion, that it ought to he confined exactly to the present 
size; we have doubts about that ourselves, but it should be thereabouts; we 
think about the present size suits the foreign ports; they are accustomed to it, 
and it is a handy cask for carrying into the country over land. 

Will you state under what authority the butter trade of Cork is regulated?
It is regulated by the 40th Geo. 3, and by a part of the 53d Geo. 8, and 
lid Geo. 4. 

Are those local Acts ?-Local Acts entirely; they are all applicable to 
Cork only. 

From your experience in the butter trade, would you suggest any alteration 
in those local Acts, as applicable to Cork ?-I would certainly suggest 
alterations. 

'Vill you state what alteratious you would suggest?-With regard to the size 
of the cask, I should say, that the committee of merchants are not perfectly 
agreed about that; and though I should not venture myself to suggest an 
alteration, yet I think the committee of merchants would wish to have a power 
of making certain improvements, as regards the size. The former Act of 
40th Geo. 3, is too severe and penal, as regards the punishment of frauds j~ 
butter; so much so, that in point of practice the Act is evaded altogether, 
being found too penal; it is an inadequate Act. . 

What are the severities and the penalties which are evaded ?-According to 
that Act, hutter, which is fraudulently packed, must be either confiscated all 
together, before the mayor, and a jury of merchants, or acquitted altogether. 
Now, the degrees of fraud are very various, and it is a painful thing to inflict 
upon a poor countryman, for a small fraud, the punishment of total confiscation. 

Then, you conceive that the Act might be beneficially altered, with regard 
to some parts of its severe penalties ?-I do; very beneficially altered. 

Is not the Act very strict with regard to the cask, as to where it is made?
It is. 

The Act requires that the cask should be made in Cork ?-It may be made 
any where, if made a~reeable to the Act. 

How is the pracbce?-The weigh-master admits casks freely, invariably 
I may say, that have been made in the country, provided they.are well made, 
and merchantable, adhering to the spirit of the Act entirely; and to the letter, 
also, as far as regards the soundness, and the quality of the cask; but ev:ading 
it as to the place of manufacture. 

Then, you waula alter the law in this respect ?-I would, provided that the 
power still rested with the weigh-master of inspecting it, and seeing that it was 
perfectly sound, and merchantable. 

With regard to the practice of the weigh~master, as to the admission of casks 
other than those made in Cork, do you conceive that it is generally conducted 
upon fair and equitable principles towards the farmer?-Certainly. 

Will you have the goodness to state, as far as you know, the process in the 
weigh.~ouse when the b~t~er is b!ought in there ?-'Vhen butter is brought to 
the welgh.house gate, It IS receIved by the porter of the gate, and the initials 
of the farmer's name are chalked upon the cask; it is then ranged for inspection, 
and inspected in the order in which it is ranged; it is then taken to the weigh. 
master's scale, weighed, and the weight taken down in the weigh-master's book, 
no tare whatever being allowed. It is then examined, to see if it is in a good 
state as to cooperage; if'it be not in a good state, it is handed over to the 
coopers that are in a/articular part of the weigh-house, set aside for them, and 
there it is re-coopere in whatever respect it is deficient, being then considered 
in a merchantable state, which the weigh-master is bound by Act of Parliament 
to see that it be in, before he brands it. It is branded with the word H Cork,~' 
the exact weight being branded on it also, without any allowance, as well as the 
. - . initial 
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initial letters of the person who had inspected it; it is then given out to the 
farmer, or to his agent, to di.spose of as he pleases. 

Does the farmer meet wIth any obstruction or delay in getting his butter 
weighed and inspected ?-None whatever. 

Is there any partiality in arranging the butter, so as to give one person 
a preference over another? - None whatever; but it oitcn happens, that. 
to accommodate each other, one person will say, I will put back my butter 
for a while, and you call take your's forward, if you arc in a hurry. 
This creates confusion sometimes, but it is the act of the butter buyers, who 
arc in fact the agents of the farmer, looking after his interests. 

Is the farmer present when his butter is weighed or inspected ?-He 1)1ay be 
present, or his agent or factor. 

\Vould you consider it an improvement to have him excluded ?-Certainly 
not; I think it would be very hard to exclude him. 

You apeak of a cooperage in the weigh-house; by whom is the cooper in the 
weigh-house appointed?-By the weigh-master, who is responsible for the 
quality of the cask before he brands it; but the established charge for 
cooperage is determined by the mayor and the warden of the Coopers body. 

Is that established charge for cooperage, complained of as a grievance by the 
farmers ?-The actual farmer we know little of; but the butter buyer, who 
virtually is his agent, does complain of it; but I think unjustly. 

Of what does he complain ?-He complains of the charge of the cooperage, 
and of his not being allowed to cooper the butter which he represents, with big 
own cooper, any person he may choose to bring in at a cheaper rate. 

Do you think that would be an improvement?-I think it would lead to 
great confusion, and in point of fact, it would be quite impossible. 

Are all casks re.coopered that come into the weigh-house I-Only those 
which stand in need of it; the necessity of the re-cooperage of butter has 
diminished very much, from the attention and the strictness of the regulations, 
80 that every year the farmer has on that score less to complain of, the casks 
being better made every year, the regulation tending to effect the good it was 
instituted for. 
D~ you attribute that to the operation of the local Acts ?-1 do, so far, 

certainly. 
Then you consider that system of repairing a good one ?-Upon the whole. 

I do; I should not know how to substitute a better. 
In your opinion, is the cooperage at the weigh-house at present performed in 

a correct and proper manner ?-I think there may be some small improvements 
whic11 I have heard suggested, and which we mean to put in practice, that for 
instance of flagging the place where the cooperage is conducted. I know 
complaints have been made upon the subject of the cooperage, but I think 
erroneously, for this reason; the object of the Act is not to cooper the butter 
completely for export; it is merely meant as a remedy for the ill usage which 
the farmer has done to the firkin while in his possession, to prevent him from 
abusing the firkins, and to make him pay more attention in future. Those who 
complain that the cooperage is imperfect, are I think cQmplaining without 
regard to the original object for which that cooperage was meant. 

Is the butter re-coopered for exportation ?-Always; and there is no pro: 
cess that it undergoes in that weigh-house, that would do away the necessity of it. 

Do you think the inspection and qualifying of the butter a good system, as 
practised in the Cork weigh-house ?-I think it a very excellent system. 

Do you eonsider it advantageous to the farmer?-l think the farmer i& 
materially benefited by it; it is a protection to him against dishonesty. 

Are there any precautions, and what, taken to render it as fair as possible to 
him, and to others interested in it?- Yes; the weigh-master has been instructed 
frequently by the committee of mrrchants, to change the inspectors from time 
to time when they least expect it (there being three of them always in attend
ance, and generally but two, frequently but one at work at a time) upon 
different lots, so that they may never know whose butter it is that they are 
going to inspect; and the farmer is peculiarly protected in the system) because 
it is quite impossible that the inspector should know who is to be the ultimatE! 
buyer of the butter; at least, I conceive that he cannot. There must be a great 
system of design beforehand that would Jead to it. 

I. the butter inspected before it is sold'?-Yes, before it is branded. 
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If the farmer complains of the '1uality affixed to his butter, what redresoh .. 
he in the weigh-house?-The wCIgh-master, upon a complaint being made to 
him, orders the three inspectors to examine the lot of butter complained of, 
turning in their previous marks of inspection, so that they should not be seen; 
and he then publicly takes the judgment of the three. 

So that they are not guided by the former quality marked I-No; the person 
that marked it might recollect it, but the other two know nothing about the 
matter. 

How are those inspectors appointed ?-By the committee of merchants. 
Are they on oath ?-They are sworn before the mayor to do impartial 

justice. 
How are they paid I-They get a salary of a hundred and thirty guineas a 

year each. 
Who pays them ?-The committee of merchants. 

. Is that paid out of" the pocket of the committee of merchants ?-Out of the 
fUlld which the butter itself provides. 
. 'Vhat is that fund ?-The inspection fees. 

What are the fees to which butter is liable in the Cork market ?-Four-pence 
a firkin, including every thing. 
, Do you think those inspectors necessary both to the farmers and to the trade? 
-I do. 
, 'Vhat is the average number of casks of butter, in a fnll season, inspected 

during the day, by those gentlemen ?-In the month of July I think butter 
comes in in the greatest abundance, and we have had about eighteen hundred 
fir'kins a day j but that is very rare. 

What is about the average number ?-There are times of the year wheq 
there is little or nothing doing; generally in the summer there are about 1,200 
a day. 

Inspected by those three inspectors?-Yes. 
In what way do they judge of the quality of the butter, by one sense or 

several ?-They are properly called inspectors, in preference to tasters, because 
they judge by more senses than one; when the butter is ,bored, they feel it with 
theIr thumb in different parts to ascertain its consistence; and they then look at 
it to see its colour, and the equality of that colour throughout, and that the 
salt be not perceivable alive, as it is called, upon the butter, but properly dis
solved through it; they smell it, running the borer along their nose j and lastly, 
they taste; so that in fact they use four senses. 

Do you consider that they are equal to go through the duties of the weigh .. 
house, notwithstanding the quantity that comes in, and to form a fair judgment 
as to the quality?-Upon the whole, I should say, theyare. 

Is there any particular encouragement held out to those gentlemen to behave 
well?-Yes; besides getting a very good salary, generally, upon their being 
superannuated, if their conduct is very good, the committee of merchants allow 
th.em a pension. The pension on being superannuated depends upon their good 
conduct entirely. 

Supposing there were no weigh-house establishment in Cork, do you think 
~he farmer would benefit as to the sale of his butter I-I should say, certainly 
not . 
. Why not, could not he go about with samples?-I tbink the nature oftbe 
article would prevent his being able to do so with any advantage to himself; it 
would be deteriorated in the progress of selling from store to store; the great 
bulk comes in in hot weather. 

Do you think that the circumstance of the merchants dealing immediately 
with the farmer, would facilitate the sale to the farmer?-I should think not; 
and I think the farmer is done much more /' ustice to now; the Cork merchant 
JPould not be the person to try it, he would eave it to his clerks and coopers. 

Are there not periods when the merchant would not buy from the farmer, 
when he would rather wait till he required a quantity of butter, and then go to 
the butter buyerr-The merchant I believe would at all times buy, but the 
price would be reduced in proportion as he was little anxious about it. 

So that YOLI do not consider that the farmer would gain by a direct communi4 
cation with the merchant?-I do not. 

Are there any fines imposed upon what they call fraudulent or bad butter ?
The 
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The Act whic11 governs the butter trade of Cork, renders all fraudulent butter 
liable to confiscation. 

'Vhat do you call fraudulent butter ?-The Act defines fraudulent butter to 
be old butter packed with ne~v; and ti.lerein the Act is ~ery inadequate, for 
there may be many frauds besides tha~ 1I1 butter: Butter lIned with a different 
quality rOllnd the firkin; butter has heen foutl ~l with stones in it to add to the 
weight. which might escape the borer, that is a fraud that would bring discredit 
upon the butter in the foreign market. 

'Vha imposes the fines ?-The weigh. master, with the consent of the trade, 
imposes fines according to the degree of fraud, instead of sending the butter to 
the mayor to be tried by a jury of merchants, and either confiscated wholly, or 
acquitted wholly, the mayor having no option; the weigh-master levies those 
tines. . 

Is it in his discretion what he shall levy r-Not wholly, because the farmer is 
either present, or is represented by the butter buyer, who is in point of thct his 
agent, and who takes very good care that the fines shall be only proportioned 
to the frauds. 

Are the fines considerable in the course of a year?-They have been very 
small latterly, the system working well; the fines a few years ago were 260/' 
a year for one year, and last year they amounted only to 60/. 

How are those fines applied ?-Half goes to the Foundling Hospital, and half 
to the weigh-master, being the same application as the confiscated butter would 
go to under the Act. 

Is the fine arbitrarily imposed by the weigh-master; has he not something to 
guide him?-lt is a kind of public tribunal, for tbe agent or factor of the farmer 
is present, he agrees with him that there is a fraud; and probably the butter factor 
·may be very glad himself to punish it in order to -improve the system. 

Do you know of any public complaints with regard to the injustice of the fines 
so levied by' the weigh-master, on the part of the farmers?-I have no doubt 
that there have been complaints, but I have heard very little of them. 

If it was felt as a public grievance, should you not have heard of them ?-
.r think I would; but the best answer is the fact, that the amount of the fines is 
diminishing annually; it is not now marc than one-fifth what it was a few years 
ago, in consequence of the system working well. . 

Then you would recommend that a system of fines should be substituted for 
the penalty of confiscation, which at present exists?-Yes; but I would not wish 
to see the weigh-master a partaker of the benefit of those fines, notwithstanding 
that it has worked well; I think it is in point of principle a bad one; because 
as he levies the 6ne. he should have no interest in it. 

'Vhat improvement would you suggest upon that subject?-He might be 
a very proper person to levy the fines, but I do not like to see him share in the 
benefit. 
• What would you substitute for that practice ?-I should not alter the mode of 
levying the fine, but I should wish to see the wejgh.master remunerated in 
another shape than from a participation in the fines. 

Do you think a jury composed of three merchants of competent judgment. 
would be a proper tribunal to decide them ?-I am sure it would be a very com· 
'petent tribunal; but I am quite convinced that it would be impossible to get 
tluee merchants to attend such a thing, it would take up all their day. 

You think they would not give up t11eir time to it ?-They would Dot. I 

Would you alter that part of the Act, which imposes upon the mayor the 
arbitrary power of confiscation ?-Yes. 
~ And you would not leave the arbitrary discretion with the weigh-master, as 
to imposing fines ?-As long as the weigh-master participated in the benefit 
of itt otherwise we could not get a better judge than the weigh.master, because 
he is on the spot, he is perfectly conversant with the business; I always suppose 
that the weigh-master is a correct proper man, but I think it is objectionable on 
,general principles; and I further think his salary should be increased, which 
is a most wretched thing at present, quite inadequate to the character of the 
.individuals and their labours. 

'Vith regard to monthly brands, have you formed any opinion, and what, as 
to .the expediency of monthly brands r-I think them quite uncalled for and 
qUite unnecessary. 

Why do you think so I-I know 
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London, because it is but two or three days since I went into the warehouse 
of very extensive cheesemongers in London, Messrs. Lillwall and Moline; and 
I asked Mr. Moline, what he thought of them. He said he could not imagine 
that they were of any use whatever; be said they would rather tend to confuse 
the trade; that the Cork butter from its consistency (which was the word he 
used) and strength, is a butter that they can put by in their celJars for month~. 
if it be made subsequent to August or September; from that time they conSl .. 
der 'it as of such strength and such consistency in itself, that they can place it 
in their warehouses, to use the last with confidence. It would be an extremely 
expensive process, I suppose it would add five hundred a year to the expenses; 
by reason of the brand~ng irons und th~ turf t~at would be use~, and the 
additional attendance which would be reqmred, wIuch may be ascertamed from 
the expense of the word U Cork," now branded on the firkin. I also think, that 
with regard to our foreign trade, it would be very prejudicial; we should have 
no orders after a time. If it happened that a foreign merchant having given an 
order to Cork, great delays took place, by reason of contrary winds, and that 
his butter branded in October, did not arrive sooner than other butter branded 
in December, which may easily take place; it would suffer in the opinion of the 
foreigner, though in point of fact, the butter would be quite as good, and he 
would not like to send his orders to a market, that made those distinctions i I 
think he would sooner send to the Continent, if at al1 practicable. 

How would the brand affect the fanner I-I think it would prejudice tho! 
farmer more than any party, because if there was any diminution in the value 
of butter, the merchant would instantly say, I will only give its value; it must 
fall upon the article at last; I think the present system keeps up the price to 
the farmer particularly well. , 

\Vhich is the hest butter, the early butter, or that made afterwards ?-Our 
best keeping butter is after September; but all the butter that is made dUJ'ing 
May anJ June, is bought up at good prices for the Lisbon anel the West Indi. 
markets; they are in want then and they use it quickly. 

Is not that the richest butter ?-It is probably the richest, but it will not keep 
in the same degree, it is not so strong; the stubble butter is considered the 
strongest. 

Have you ever known butter shipped, of a quality inferior to what it really 
was at the time it was branded ?-I am sure that butter being kept too long 
may be shipped of a quality inferior to the brand it originally bore; but that is 
rare, and the remedy of monthly brands, I think, would be much worse than 
that casual evil. 

Does the Cork merchant usually take care to prevent that?-The merchant 
does; the butter which he keeps by him being generally for foreign export, it 
undergoes the process of pickling and tight-binding, making it air tight, which 
I think most completely preserves it for the purpose of trade. 

What are the fees paid on a cask of butter passing through the Cork weigh_ 
house ?-Four.pence per firkin or keg. 

How much of that four.pence does the farmer pay?-One penny only. 
How much does the export merchant pay?-Two-pence. 
Who pays the other penny?-That is paid by the cooper who makes the cask, 

when he presents (which is the first process) hIS casks to the in'pector of empty 
casks, to be passed, examined, weighed, and the weight and tare branded 
on it. 

How is that four.pence disposed of?-The penny that the inspector of empty 
casks receives from the cooper, is divided into thirds; one third goes to the 
corporation, for the purposes of the trade, such as paying the rent of the weigh .. 
house, the weigh-masters salary, and 3./roportion of the turf, I believe that is 
used in branding the word U Cork," an the expense of branding; in fact, to pay 
the expenses of the establishment, as regards the connection of the corporation 
with the weigh-master, and the proprietorship of the weigh-house. Of the two 
other thirds, one goes to the Commissioners of Wide Streets, and the other to 
the Harbour Commissioners. 

Is that by Act of Parliament ?- Yes; the penny that is paid by the farmer 
to the weigh·master, for weighing the butter and branding it, and examining 
it to see that it is merchantable, and that the cask is good, is applieCl in the 
~me ,war ~s th~t first penny 

1. It divided IDto thirds?- I~ is; the other two-pence is paid by the export 
merchant, 
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merchant, three·halfpence of which is charged to the farmer, by his agent Jomu Morgalt, 
the butter buyer. being in lieu of heading the cask. Originally, when the \ &q;..,_--" 
butter trade of Cork took place, the cask was sent into the market. headed at '---~ 
the expense of the f~rmer; after a time, they found that opening the head, '\:;~:' 

. and taking it. out to Inspect the butter was rather troublesome, and that it was 
better for the export merchant who bought the butter for eventual export, to 
charge the farmer the price of the heading, or deduct it from him in settling 
the account with his agent the butter buyer. But when the system became 
more improved and detailed, the export merchants said, in order to establisll 
a fund for inspection, 'Ve will give up this money to the committee of mer· 
chants; 50 that in fact, it is money paid by the export merchants, because 
they forego to receive it, and they voluntarily gave it lip to the committee of 
merchants; but the farmer continues to be charged with it, not as a tax upon 
butter, but merely in lieu of the heading, which he originally, some thirty or 
forty or fifty years ago, always put on the casks before they came to market, and 
now he does not 'Put it on. Those! three·halfpence, then, together with one 
halfpenny inspectlOn fee, paid by the merchant also, go to defray the expenses 
of that part of the establishment of the weigh-house which the committee of 
merchants have taken under their care, and which particularly 1'egards the 
inspection, being a matter of agreement. Tbey pay the inspectors a hundred 
and thirty guineas a year each; they also pay watchmen and porter~; they pay 
for branding irons, turf, improvements in the weigh.llOuse, with the consent 
of the mayor and corporation, such as the committee of merchants think would 
be desirable; they also pay an additional salary to the weigh-masters, of 180 I. 
~ year to one, and I think 601. to the other; seeing that their incomes from 
other sources are too small, as well as for servic.es actually done in forwarding 
the views of the committee, as regards , the regulations of the weigh.house, 
overseeing the system which the committee wish to establish, receiving the fees, 
contributions, &c. 

Can you state the average amount collected in any period upon the whole 
four-pence that is paid ?-It is about 4,5001. a year. 

'Viii you distinguish between the two sums ?-2,5001. a year of that is the 
part which is received by the inspector of empty casks from the cooper, and 
by the weigh-master from the farmer; and which is divided among the three 
bodies I before specified. 

Do not the two-thirds which go to the Wide Street Commissioners and to 
the Harbour Commissioners, form a considerable part of their funds?
I should say of the 'Vide Street Commissioners, probably the principal part; 
but of the Harbour Commissioners, ,it is ,not above one-seventh or one-eIghth 
of tbeir funds. 

Do you not know that ' those funds arc pledged to Goverm,llent, for loan$ 
:which have been made to them for carrying certain objects into effect?
Certainly. . . 

Has the corporation any revenue from those funds ?-They derive no advan .. 
tage whatever. They do not lose any thing, however. The expenses of the 
weigh.house have been increasing, but the weigh-masters, who get the residue 
afl;er all the expenses are paid, receive but a very small sum; and it is for thi_s 
reason, among others, that the committee of' merchants give them salaries. 

Then the whole orthe third, that goes to the corporation, is applied by them 
exclusively to expenses of the weigh-house, and to DO other object ?-Every 
shilling ofit, 

Out of those fund" is not the additional salary provided for the weigh. 
masters ?-Yes, for services done distinctly, at the desire of the committee of 
merchants. 

Is not that officer appointed by the corporation i-Yes. 
And, inasmuch as his emoluments are augmented out of those fees, is not 

the patronage of the corporation increased ?-Yes. 
You have stated, that. the whole amount of annual charge is about 4,5001. ?

I think so. 
Does not the whole of that fall upon the bulter farmer, who brings his 

article to the Cork market for sale ?-l should say no; it is precisely as I men .. 
tioned, and I should say that the inference would be no. 

You sta\e that the cooper pays a penny to this.fund i-Yes. 
~. Bb~ Have 
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Have you any doubt that the cooper remunerates himself" for the amount of 
that penny, upon the sale of his cask ?-I have no doubt of It. 

Then the farmer pays that ?-I do not infer that; I shoulll sa.v it falls on 
the consumer eventually. 

In the first instance, does it not fall upon the farmer who buys the cask ?
Certainly. 

You have stated, that two~pence is paid by the export merchant, but that it 
is afterwards charged to the farmer?-Yes; three.half~pence of it is charged 
by the butter buyer. 

Does not, then, that three-halfpence fall upon the farmer ?-No, because 
he has not to pay for the heading of the cask, which this three~halfpence is only 
equivalent to. 

How, then, do you explain the statement you made, that the two·p"ence which 
was paid by the export merchant, was subsequently charged to the butter seller? 
-The farmer origmally sent his cask of butter to market headed, (it was a long 
time ago; we can trace it on the books of the committee of merchants). Two 
circumstances together may have combined and induced the merchants to say 
to the tarmers. " Now, instead of heading those casks in the country, the weigh. 
master being obliged to take the head out, in order to examine the firkin, and 
we also wishing to form a fund for defraying the expenses of a. hetter regulation 
of the butter trade, do not be at the expense of getting your firkin of butter 
headed, send it in to us with the head out, covered as they now do with a large 
cabbage leaf and a couple of hoops'; we will not, however, Jet you oft'the 
expense of heading, we have a right to it; and you must, in settling your 
account with us, pa.y us the. cost of it; tJ which cost they, the export merchan~s, 
voluntarily surrendered to the committee of merchants to form a fund, at the 
time this proposition came from them, to defray the expenses of the new butter 
regulations. 

Then still the two-pence, that you have slated to be paid by the export mer· 
chant, does not come out of the pocket of the export merchant, but is remu· 
nerated to him by being charged to the farmer, for work done for the farmer as 
you have stated?-I should say, that it originally came out of his pocket, and 1 
will state why. The hutter trade, at the time I speak of, must have been 
comparatively in its infancy, I do not know whether it was inspected at that 
time; but the probability is, that the merchant exported it frequentlv in th~ 
state in which the farmer sent it in to him; whereas now he has to~ pay his 
cooper so much a firkin for putting the head in and trimming it, and putting it 
into the state in which it formerly came from the country. 

But, if that is charged again to the farmer, doell not that compensate the 
merchant for the expense he has been at for the cooperage ?-Certainly, but he 
is entitled to it. 

As long as the farmer himself headed his cask, was not the expense of that 
heading a charge upon the fanner?-Certainly. 

Then, if the merchant charges the two.pence to the farmer, by reason of that 
heading, which is by usage now taken offfrom the expenses of the farmer, must 
not the substitution of that two~pence still continue a charge upon the farmer? 
-The salt the farmer uses is a charge, the cask he puts it in is a charge; so far 
this is a charge, but no further. • 

Are you prepared to say that the farmer might not, if he was his own cooper, 
execute the heading of his cask at a less expense than two pence?-The degreo 
of cooperage that he gave it fifty years ago is quite unknown to me. 

Could the farmer sufficiently head his own cask, in your opinion, at the present 
day, at a less expense than two-pence ?-I should doubt if he could. 

Do you then think that the cooperage to which the farmer is subjected, 
is less by two~pence now than it was at the time he headed the cask?
Certainly not. 

Js four~pence a firkin the whole amount of charge that the fanner bringing his 
butt.er to the Cork market for sale, is subjected.to ?-Supposing the farmer to be 
subjected to this four-pence, which I do not conceive he is, for so I interpret the 
facts I have submitted; it is the whole of the charge. 

In your opinion, would it be inconsistent with the interests of the trade in 
butter, that the regulations should be the same uniformly af every port ill 
Jreland ?-As to inspection, I should ha\te no hesitation in saying, Yes; 
• ! . but 
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but as. t<;, all those regulations, I think it would be presumption in me to give 
an opmlon. 

What do you mean by currency, .as applied to butter;- The currency is the 
price which the b~tter buye." as ~e.ls termed, pays to ~h~ farmer for his butter; 
and that price varies from te~ shtll~ngs to fourteen slllllmgs a hundred weight, 
for each quality, under the pl'lce which the export merchants of Cork afC known 
to be ready to give in the market at the time. 

On what does it depend ?-On the price which the export merchant is willing 
to give. 

'Vhat is the reason of the difference ?-The butter buyer furnishes the firkins; 
he has to deduct the price of the firkins out of this charge. and probably 
some other expenses of which I know nothing, in his settlement of accounts with 
the farmer; but we know that the cost of the casks is deducted. 

What is the amount of that ?-Perhaps two and sixpence a firkin would be an 
ample price. 

'fhe currency is the price between the butter buyer and the maker of the 
butter?-Yes, when the butter buyer is considered and acts as his factor. 

The butter buyer advances money to the maker sometimes, before he comes 
into the market, does he not r-Yes, they are said to do so. 

Are you aware of any other part of Ireland where that is done, as applicable 
to butter?-I do not know of any other part of Ireland where that is done. 

Are you aware of any other trade, either home or foreign trade, in which 
there is an intervening person who advances money to enable the inferior man 
to carryon his business, for which loan he makes a certain demand ?-I could 
mention an instance of' a foreign trade, which is probably well known-the 
Newfoundland trade; the fishermen are supplied with nets and with provisions) 
with lines and hooks, and boats, at the commencement of the season, by the 
houses established for that purpose at Newfoundland; and at the end of the 
season there is a settlement made with those fi shermen, grounded upon 
the marketable value of the fish and on the cost of the materials th"t have been 
furnished, and an equitable arrangement is made. 

Can you state any other instance of the sort ?-Not sufficiently in point. 
That advance of money arises from the distress of the farmers, does it not? 

-Generally speaking it must, I think, arise from his necessities. 
Is there such a competition among the butter buyers, as to give the fanner 

a fair chance of not being very exorbitantly taxed by them ~- I should say 
there is; I should say, that the great competition among the butter buyers 19 

a security that the farmer will find men to do his business for a reasonable com
pensation. 

Are there often fortunes amassed by butter buyers ii-I believe they are very 
rare. 

'Viii you state what is the cant price of butter ?-I have spoken of currency 
butter, which is where the farmer is in a degree bound to the butter buyer; 
cant butter is that butter which is brought into the weigh-house by the farmer, 
perfectly inoependent of the butter buyer, and he offers it to the best buyer; 
and those men are also called butter buyers that buy it. 

Have the committee of merchants any thing to do with regulating the cur· 
rency?-Nothing whatever. 

What is the general difference between the currency and the cant price ?-
I do not know what the cant prices are at all; the export merchants really do 
not know it. 

You have stated a general difference to exist ?- Between the price paid to 
the farmer and the price paid by the export merchant; but how those cant 
prices are arranged I do not know. 

The merchants buy from the butter buyers ?-Yes. 
Do you mean to say. that the butter buyers have a profit of from ten shillings 

to fourteen shillings upon the price paid to the country people ?-No; not a 
profit, but a difference. 

Are you aware of what creates the difference between the cant and the cur. 
rency price ?-The butter that is sold under the term of cant butter, is subject 
to no deductions from the buyer, for the previous price of casks, or for any 
other charges which they ma.y have between them; it is a freer article in th,e 
market. 
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Upon the currency price the casks are generally advanced by the butter 
buyer, in the beginning of the season to a particular farmer, who is bound to 
bring him his butter in return ?-Yes . 

Then any advance besides that is an advance of money ?-There are little 
charges to he paid; for instance, the three-ha1f~pence which the merchant pays 
for inspection, is paid by the butte,r buyer for the farmer. 

Does not that go into the price ohhe cask?-It is part of the account made 
up with the t~lfmer. . 

When they gi\'e them the empty cask with the tare upon it, they charge it 
in the price of the cask?-Yes. 

Then in point of fact the difference between cl1fl'ency and cant is created by 
the advance of the cask, and the interest upon the advance of money that may 
have been made at the beginning oCthe season ?-I should not thipk that I could 
define it in any such way. 

How would you define it ?-I did say that I did not know the difference, and 
I do not know how they settle the caut account of butter; I am only explaining 
the nature of it ; the fact is, that the competition is so gre.lt in the weigh-house 
among butter buyers to get business of every sort, to get hold of cant buttel', 
and to open accounts with the country, that I should infer that the country~ 
man upon the whole suffers nothing; I should infer it from the great 
cO!1lpetitioll. 

Do you mean to say, that the farmer selling his butter by currency, IS III as 
good a situation as the farmer that sell~ it by cant ?-There must be exceptions 
to it; but as a general rule I should not say that, because the freer a man comes 
to market the better it is for him. 

Are you aware what over-currency means ?-Yes, over-currency means some 
difference which the person who buy:s cant butter gives; hc gives so much over 
the current price marked in the newspaper every day; that current price defines 
the price to the farmer from a certain class of butter buyers. The other class of 
butter buyers may say, This is cant butter, and I will give you so much over the 
currency, that sometimes takes place; but I do believe that over-currency 
means something more than the currency that is established and marked, which 
the hutter buyel' pay' to the farmer. 

How long have you been in business in Cork, as a butter merchant ?-I am 
not particularly a butter merchant, I am a general merchant. 

Do you mean to say that you a. general merchant in Cork, cannot tell what is 
the difference between currency~price, over.currenr.y price, and cant price ?
I have endeav.oured to distinguish what each of them means, but to say that I 
know the difference exactly, is more than I can 00. 

Can you state to the Committee, what is the difference between currency 
price, over·currency price, and c:mt price ?-I will explain it as well as I can; 
the currency price is the price which the butter buyer settles in his at:count with 
the farmer, who is obliged to send him in his butter from any previous contract. 
'Vith respect to the over-currency price, the Committee will get that better from 
the weigh-master. 

'Vhat is the relative price of Cork butter and other Irish butters generally in 
the London market ?-Cork butter is generally higher by two shillings a hun~ 
d.red, than Limerick, Dublin or 'Vaterford butter, and generally less by four 
shillings a hundred, than Belfast butter or Carlow; probably there is more 
diff~rence between that and Carlow. I consulted the price currents of Jast year 
for this. At this moment in London, Cork firat . quality butter is worth about 
seventy-eight shillings, while Dublin first quality butter would not bring sixty 
shiUings; and generally speaking, as the season advances, the manner in which 
Cork butter is salted, and the excellence of' it arising, from what we consider 
our good regulations, gives it a greater value in the English market than any 
Irish butter, except very fresh Belfast and Carlow butter; they have from their 
freshness a very high value sometimes, 

Does not it sometimes happen that the Cork butter is of so high a value as 
not to bring a profit in the English market ?-]t is a difficult thing to make 
a profit with Cork butter in the English market; our exclusive possession of 
the foreign markets, from .one advice or another daily coming from abroad, 
gives a tone of price to the Cork market, which is above that level that would 
afford a profit in the English mal'ket. I should say that probably five times out 

of 
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of six, butter cannot be exported from Cork to London, without incurring a loss; 
the farmer gets the benefit of aIL that. . 

You do not think it al'iscs from want of quality in the butter ?-It cannot 
arise from want of quality in the butter. Cork ,butter ~ellerally brings two 
shillings a hundred more t~an the butter of the neJghbouru~g ports in the south 
of Ireland' and at certam seasons of the year, as at thIs moment, there is 
a very cons'iderable difference in favour of Cork butter, so that it cannot be 
waRt uf quality. 

The Cork weigh-house is open every day, is not it?-Every day in the year. 
and the officer is always in attendance. ' 

And every facility is afforded ?-Yes. 
Can you state any recent proof you have, of the ~ood effects of the Cork 

weigh-house, in the. sales of ~utter ?-I men.tion.ed a fact with regard to the 
price of .butter at this mom.entm London, willch I~ a proof; butlmay mention 
anoth~r Illstance. Sl~ortly before I left C.ork, ~ Llverpool n:erchant happened 
to be 10 our c?mmerclal :oom, and on asklng hun some qu~stlOns regarding the 
butter exportmg from Llverpool to Newfoundland, at the time he said there was 
not very much going out, Cork thirds being wanted. I observed that butter 
was very low in Liverpool; that there was a great deal of Newry, 'Vaterford 
and other butter there ;-his answer was, "We prefer the Cork third quality for 
expOlt to Newfoundland, to the nrst of any of those markets; we can so much 
better depend upon the quality, and the person abroad would be 50 much better 
satisfied." 

Is that on account of the cooperage ?-Chiefty on account of the inspection. 
To what places generally does Cork export?-I think we export about 

50,000 firkins annually to Lisbon and to the 'Vest Indies; directly from Cork, 
about 20,000 firkins. To the Brazils, and the West Indies, and other foreign 
places. through 'Liverpool, I am satisfied we export 50,000 th-kins. We export 
7 or 8,000 to Gibraltar. I think we export to foreign markets, either 
.directlyor iudirectly, considerably more than half our receipts of butter from 
the country. 

To what do you attribute the decrease of the butter trade from Cork ?-It is 
doubtful if you can infer a decrease in the butter trade of Cork. 

Will you state to the Committee your reasons for doubting the existence of 
a decrease ?-I have brought with me the average receipts of hutter in Cork, 
for periods of three years, beginning in 1801, ~hich, if the Committee please, 
I will read :-1801 to 180S inclusive. 228,(X)() firkins; 180 ... to 1806 inclusive, 
228,000 firkins; 1807 to ~809 inclusive, 238,000; 1810 to 1812 inclusive, 
242,000; 1813 to 1815 inclusive, 261,(X)(); 1816 to 1818 inclusive, 253,000; 
1819 to 1821 inclusive, 291,000; 182Q to 1824, the last year, we have returned 
fl56,OOO. It would appear by that, that with the exception of one period, 
1819 to 1821, the quantities were rather on the increase, and since that the 
average from 1821 has been on the decrease. I should add, the last return of 
256,000 would have been less, if the casks had not been made smaller. 

They were made smaller by the Act of 18<l2?- Yes, so that in fact, since 
1822, we must say, there has been a decrease. 

Do you attribute that to the regulations in the weigh-house, or to impedi
ments to butter coming in ?-Certainly to neither of those causes. 

Tralee exports butter, does not it ;)-Yes. 
Do you consider, that advantage was derived to that port from the severity 

of the regulations in the Cork weigh.house ?-Certainly not. 
Do YOIl not think, that Tralee, from its local position, was naturally likely to 

get into that trade ?-1 think it was very natural for the inhabitants of Tralee 
to wish to have an export of butter of their OWI1. 

Do you see any objection to butter which has been inspected and branded at 
other places than Cork, being exported froll1 Cork without passing tbrou~h the 
Cork weigh-house ?-I should object to it strongly, and 1 think the feehng of 
the trading community of Cork would go with mc. 

Do you not consider the inspections practised in the great sea-ports as prefer
able to those practised in the mferior markets in the interior of the country ?
Much better j they are under stricter surveillatlce. 

You have stated, that the duties of the weigh-master are fairly discharged 
in your opinioll, have you not ?-Since I came to London I have heard of a cir
cumstance that happened sonte years ago. with one of tbe weigh.masters j I never 
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Jaeu Morga., heard it till I came here, and I cannot say whether it is grounded or not; but 
~ I always looked upon that individual, as well as the others, as most conscien~ 

tious and correct men. + May, 
18t6. Do you consider, that in Cork the weigh-masters discharge their duty cor

rectly in the weigh-house ?-Certainly. 
In the event of misconduct, to whom would the countryman have to appeal, 

as against the weigh.master ?-To the mayor and council; they are the guar
dians of that branch. 

Do you belong to the corporation ?-No, I am a freeman of Cork. 
From the composition of that council, do you conceive they would attend to 

any complaint gravely made as against the weigh-masters ?-I am quite satisfied 
they would. 

You think that any individual or indh'iduals complaining of grievance on the 
part of the weigh-masters. would find the council disposed to give them redress? 
-Assuredly. 

\Vouid there be any feeling in the committee of merchants, which would 
prevent them from laying any complaint which they justly had against the 
weigh-masters, before the council, arising from any impression, that they would 
not obtain redress?-I can speak to the contrary from experience. I have 
before now been deputed by the committee of merchants, with other s:entIe
men, to attend the mayor in council, and we have found them most anXIous to 
assist the committee of merchants, and to do every thing that was possible to 
promote the interests of the trade. 

Then the Committee may conclude that you do not think the common council 
of Cork such a set of public delinquents that it would be utterly useless to make 
any representation to them of the misconduct of their officers?-I should be 
very sorry to think so. 

You have made representations to them '-I have personaliy been one of a 
deputation, I believe more than Ol1Ce, and the cases were rather difficult and 
troublesome; and they assured us publicly, and the mayor afterwards assured 
me privately, that though they might find it necessary to look at the Act of 
Parliament, and to be cautious in any thing they did, they had but one object, 
which was to consult the interest of the trade; they do, in fact, submit themselves 
to the wishes of the committee of merchants. 

They have expressed every disposition on their part to do their duty?
Every disposition. 

How much a year does the fee of two·pence a firkin for inspecting, amount 
to ?-A little more than two thousand a year; I think the last three years have 
averaged two thousand and twenty pounds. 

Have the committee of merchants any authority by Act of Parliament for 
levying that fee ?-None whatever. 

Is the whole of that two thousand a year applied for the purpose of assisting 
the butter trade ?-The great bulk of it is; there are contingent expenses, 
small sums which must be defrayed out of some fund; and the committee of 
merchants, and the trading community of Cork generally consider that butter, 
being our stavle commodity, it cannot be taken with so much facility in any 
other way. . 

What are the purposes to which they apply any P3ft of this fund ?-We have 
a secretary on the spot, who is paid; we have an agent, as we call him, our 
parliamentary agent here, Mr. Roche, who attends to the letters and remon
strances of the committee of merchants, and he gets a hundred guineas a year. 
Then there is the shipping list of Cork, or Cove note, which I believe is paid 
also out of this sum, and other small matters, but they are mere trifles. The 
committee of merchants are very economical; they have no money to spare, 
and they barely meet their expenses ; we have been obliged to sell stock latterly 
to meet the expenses; the regulations of the weigh.house are expensive. • 

Is there any authority by Act of Parliament for inspecting the butter ?_ 
None; it is a matter of local regulation. 

' Vith regard to the fines that are levied on casks, does not the Act of Par
liament provide the means by which those fines are to be imposed?-The Act 
of Parliament does; it mentions how those fines are to be imposed. 

Are the fines that are levied in Cork with respect to casks, levied according 
to the Act of Parliament?-No; I explained why they could not be, with any 
advantage to the trade. 

Is 
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Is it in the breast of the weigh.master to fix: the amount of the fine ;1-1 have J4IftU Morg •• 
already explained, that it was a matter of agreement between the weigh.master Lq. 
and the factor of the farmer, dependent upon the degree of fraud. ~ 

Then the law is evaded, and the fine is levied by an agreement between the -4- May, 
weigh.master and the fa~tor, wi~hout.reference to the Act of Parliament 7-lt is, 18!16. 
because the Act of ParlIament IS an Inadequate Act; the nature of the fraud is 
very indefinitely described, practically it would be better to have it altered. 

Does the weigh-master keep any register of each fine that he imposes, and 
which he is paid?-He does keep a register. for he is obliged to account for 
those fines on oath, before the chamberlain of the city, to swear to the account, 
and to hand half of them over to the Foundling Hospital. 

Is there any Act of Parliament to authorize the chamberlain of the city to 
administer that oath?-I believe the 40th George 3, authorizes the chamberlain 
to administer that oath, and also directs the application of the fines; because 
although they are not fines levied agreeahle to that Act, they are nevertheless 
applied according to its provisions. 

There is aD Act of Parliament that admits of the administration of an oath, 
with regard to the amount of fines, which are levied without any Act of 
Parliament to authorize the levy of them?-I have endeavoured to explain that 
the fines are substituted by common consent, as a much better practical way of 
proceeding than by total confiscation. The application of those finei is then the 
same, and under the same law as if the butter were totally confiscated, and the 
confiscated butter were sold according to the Act, at the exchange of Cork, 
between twelve and two o'clock in the day. The application of those fines is 
the same as the proceeds of that confiscation would he; it is certainly an evasion 
of the law, but it is for the public good; I began by saying, that our Act of 
Parliament was too penal. 

By the local Act, how are the proceeds of the confiscation, or as you take it 
now, of the fines to be distributed ?-Half to the Foundling Hospital, and half 
to the weigh-master; in fact, he is the detector of the frauds out of which 
they arise. 

Is there any Act of Parliament tbat gives half of those fines to the weigh. 
master ?-Not half of the fines, but half of the proceeds of confiscated butter. 

That is, provided the cenfiscation is adjudged according to the provisions of 
the law?-Exactly; jf the Act was adhered to, and all fraudulent butter Wa9 

taken to the mayor's office, the delay would be too great, the weigh-master's 
time would be taken up; and in point of practice I think it would be found so 
burthensome as totally to defeat its object, that of improving the manufacture 
of butter. 

If Belfast butter, without local Acts, has a preference to Cork butter, would 
there be any disadvantage to the Cork market, if it was subjected to one general 
law regulating the butter trade, as in other parts of lreland?-l think that is 
a question of some difficulty, but in my opinion it would be a disadvantage to 
Cork. \Ve have at present a very good foreign trade, the farmer gets, as I have 
explained before, a high relative price witll regard to the English market; 
I think if there was any thing to disturb that foreigh trade, it would be to the 
disadvantage of Cork, as well as the farmer. And consirlering the great impor
tation of Dutch butter into the English market, I think it would be dangerous 
and prejudicial to disturb our present connections with the Brazils, Lisbon, and 
other foreign places. 

Is there any additional price given in Cork, for butter that is made up for the 
foreign market?-None whatever. 

Did the Committee rightly understand you to say, that there was at aU times 
a decitled preference for Cork butter over any other butter in Ireland, in the 
London market ?-No, I did not mean to state that. 

Mr. IVii/iam Kiernan, called in; aad Examined. 

Mr. 
W. Kitf'7tDn. 

WHERE do you reside ?-At Dundalk. 
Are you in the butter trade ?-Yes. 
Do you export extensively ?-In some seaso.B 20,000 firkins from Dundalk '-'---~--' 

alone. 
Do you buy in the neighbouring markets ?-No; generolly at the Dundalk 

crane. 
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Did the Dundalk merchants send a petition to Parliament last year, upon 
the subject of the butter laws ?-They did, 

'Vhat was the subject of that petition ?-Praying of the House to op,en t~e 
trade by all means, in consequence of the great frauds; the frauds practised m 
the interior as well as in the town of Dundalk. . 

What do you mean by opening, the trade ?- To get rid of inspection in the 
inland towns and in the port of Dundalk. 

Was that petition signed by many of the merchants of Dundalk ?-By every 
man concerned in the butter trade. 

Are you acquainted with the market of Banbridge ?-I am very well 
acquainted with it. 

What number of firkins are sold there in a year ?-I believe about 12,000 
firkins. 

Is there any inspector there ?-There is no inspector in Banbrjdge, but 
there is a weigh-master that weighs butter. 

Do you ever buy there yourself ?-No; but 1 know a man that buys a great 
deal of' butter there, 

Have you been there ?-Frequently. 
Do the buyers find any inconvenience for the want of an inspector ?-No; 

on the contrary they are very well rid of'it, I think. 
Are you able to buy your butter. without being imposed upon by the 

farmers at Banbridge ?-I never bou~ht butter there. . 
In point of fact. are you able to avoid being imposed upon by your own 

inspection. having no assistance from a public one ?-Yes; the farmers do not 
feel the want of an inspection. They always get the highest price at Banbridge 
that is got any where; it is sometimes sold at an average all round in parts of 
Down, and then the shipper inspects it himself, and ships it at Newry; and 
with his inspection, it fetches four shillings higher than the Newry crane 
inspection, in :Manchester, &c. 

Do the farmers seem to be satisfied with the way in which their business is 
conducted at B!tnbridge ?-I know some of them who are highly satisfied. 

And they consider themselves able to sell their butter. as well as if they had 
the assistance of an inspector ?-A great deal better; and the farmers, where 
there are no inspectors, get several shillings a hundred more than (I know) 
other markets where there are inspections. 

Do you find that they have any difficulty in making a sale, or are they often 
obligew to go from one buyer to another, before they can accomplish a sale of 
their butter ?-Not at all; the avidity to buy butter .is such, that the buyers 
are running after the sellers. 

Then, in point of fact, at Banbridge, the farmers are not obliged to .hawk 
their butter about, or to expose it to be repeatedly pierced ?-Not at al1, they 
will not let it be pierced, because that would injure its quality; and, indeed, 
there is such a greediness to buy butter, that the price is generally four shillings 
more than the Newry crane price, and about the top price of the Belfast 
crane. 

Then the farmers at Banbridge do not, for the sake of getting three-pence 
or six-pence more a hundred, move their butter about from one buyer to 
another, and expose it to the injury of frequent piercing ?-.They do not; it is 
the general practice of a farmer to sell always to one man; it is always the 
case in the cranes, that though they bring butter to the cranes, they selJ always 
to one merchant; whoever they sell to in July, they continue wilh till after 
Christmas, and there is not that hawking about of butter <1t all. 

When the farmer begins at the beginning of a season to sell to a particular 
merchant, is it the fact that hE; continues to sell through the season to that 
merchant ?-He does. 

From your own experience, would you then say. that there is no foundation 
for the expectation, that the effect of the repeal of the inspection would be 
placing the farmers under an inconvenience, and exposing them to the loss 
attending the hawking their butter about from buyer to buyer, and having it 
repeatedly pierced?-I do not think there would be any necessity for hawking 
it about in any market. There are some markets where 1 have known the un
fortunate farmers robbed of 18s. and 18s. Sd. a hundred, in the towns of the 
county Cavan, for instance. 

Have you ever heard of frauds taking place in the dealings of butter at 
Ban bridge, 
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Banbridge, from the want of a public inspection ?-Certainly not, they get 
a very good price,; jt is weighed, and there is four-pence paid for weighing, it 
is rather much, but they are satisfied with it, 

Have you yourself ever bought butter at Banbridge?-No. 
Are you acquainted with any other markets in the county of Down, in which 

there is 110 inspection ?-There are very few markets in Down, and I am not 
acquainted with any markets in Down where there are inspections; at Down
patrick there is no inspection, I believe. 

Is the butter bought and sold there, to the satisfaction of buyers and sellers, 
without inspection ?-I believe it is; I know some farmers who are very well 
satisfied with taking it to Banbridge, and selling it without inspection. 

'Vith respect to Downpatrick?-I am not aware of any particular farmers 
that /i'equent that market. 

What is the charge paid at Cavan?-The charge paid at Cavan is ten. pence 
per firkin for weighing and inspecting. . 

Can you explain in what way that charge is divided ?-I have been in Cavan, 
particularly to ascertain all about that market. The wei~h.master is a man of 
the name of John Tweedy; he gets four.pence for weighmg. The inspector, 
John Glancey, gets six.pence for inspecting. 

Are those charges made for any other purposes than weighing a.nd inspect
ing ?-Nothing else. 

Is there any thing paid for cooperage ?-Not there; in the crane of 
Dundalk there is. 

Was any complaint made of the charge of that ten-pence ?-I believe they 
do not complain much at Ca.van. 

Were any of tho,e people ever brought before a magistrate?-I am not , 
aware that they have been brought before a magistrate. 

Have you bought at Cavan yourself?-I have not, but my buyers have 
bought there largely. 

Are they threatened in Cavan, if thel do not pay the fees demanded?-In 
Cavan they can do what they like; the four persons that buy butter at Cavan, 
two of whom used to buy butter for myself~ will prevent any man from any 
other part buying a single firkin in that market. They always pay the weigh
maSter and inspector; then, jf any strange buyer or foreign buyer comes into 
that market, you must inspect differently for him to what you do for us. I take 
upon myself to declare, that I have known instances where first butter was 
branded third, and the farmer deprived of 18 s. 8 d. per hundred in the town of 
Cavan. 

How do the officers accomplish this exclusion of strange buyers ?-The butter 
is first bought before it is inspected, and it is brought then to the weigh-houae 
at Cavan, &c. The weigh-master says, II '¥ho did you sell this butter to?" 
" I sold that butter to Mr. Flood," or any of the other old buyers. That butter 
is going to Dundalk; then it is a third. If that butter is bought to go to 
Dublin or Newry, or to other strange markets, he puts his piercing instrument, 
and he says, "That is a first cask." 

'Vhen he pronounces it to be thirds, does he pierce it?-The moment he 
pierces it he pronounces, but he never pronounces till he pierces. 

Do you mean to say, that butter is sold before it is branded or inspected?
It is in Cavan, and through that county. 

Then the effect of this mode of proceeding is, to give a monopoly in the 
Cavan markets to a certain limited number of buyers?-That is the case; no 
man can buy there but those that have been in the habit of buying there the 
last four or five years; they do what they please with the inspectors. 

Are you one of the favoured persons ?-I did not buy in Cavan; my buyers 
did buy there. . 

What is the inducement that leads the inspector to favour those particular 
buyers ?-That he is paid by those particular buyers, they give him a. douceur 
at the commencement of the season. 

Is it the practice in Cavan to mark much of the butter first quality ?-Perhaps 
in the whole of the last season, there have not been in ten thousand casks five 
hundred firsts. 

Did you ever complain of this partiality in the inspector ?-I waited on Lord 
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Farnham twice, about other butter frauds, and I had not the good fortune to 
meet him at the hotel in Dublin, for I really pity the farmers in the county of 
Cavan. 

Is it the practice of the weigh-masters at Cavan or in the neighbourhood, to 
hire out their brands ?-It is; the weigh-masters lend their brand, as they call 
it in Cavan, to countrr coopers; th~ country coopers sometimes pay. a gui~ea 
and sometimes two gumeas, accordmg to the extent of country firkms WhlCh 
they make, and they frequently brand casks thirteen pounds that weigh twenty 
pounds; the coopers who do this, (I have taken their names down also,) are 
Thomas Gainer, Owen Sullivan, Lawrence Allwell and James Gaffeney. 

Has it come to your knowledge, that those are the particular coopers that 
have hired out those brands ?-It has. 

How does it come to your knowledge ?-From having gone into Cavan to 
make the inquiry. . 

You were told it by others I-I was told it not only by the inland buyers, but 
I also detected the frauds in the crane of Dundalk, committed by those 
coopers. 

Does not the Act of Parliament require that the weigh-master should himself 
affix a brand upon every cask, before the cooper sells it ?-I have understood sa.. 

Have you any facts to state, which will prove the injuries that arise to exporting 
merchants, in consequence of the false branding oftares?-I had 128/. to pay: 
in the year 1823 for super tares. 

Will you explain in what way that charge was brought against YOli ?-In that 
season very unfortunately, I conceive, that the weigh-master and inspector, at 
Dundalk, would correct those super tares himself, and I shipped the butter 
with his inspection and examination. It went to London, Manchester and 
other places; to be sure a very large quantity, many thol1sand firkins; and at 
the end of the season, 1 had to allow to the London, Preston, Manchester and 
Liverpool.agertts, altogether 128/. for super tares. 

'Vhen you refer to the inspection of Dundalk, was this butter re.inspected at 
Dundalk, after being purchased at Cavan ? -Yes, it must be inspected in the 
crane of Dundalk. 

And that inspected butter from Dundalk had got the brand of the Dundalk 
weigh-master's inspection ?-It had. 

And you suffered that loss in consequence ?-I did. There was one firkin 
sent from Manchester nine pounds super tare; the head of it was sent all the 
way by steam-boat to Dublin, and down by mail to the town of Dundalk . 
. Have you any other cases of loss from super tares to mention to the Committee? 
- It is so general, that we all have latterly appointed our own cooper to inves.
tigate those super tares; for otherwise we would be robbed. Our own coopers 
now do the business, and we have none of those terrible deductions that we 
used to have. 

Are you acquainted with the market of Ballinagh ?-I am; my buyers used 
to buy heavily in that market. 

What are the charges there l-Eight-pence. 
Are there the same grounds of complaint as at Cavan, with respect to the 

conduct of the inspector ?-Precisely the same. 
Do the weigh .. masters there hire out their brands?-They do, at the com-

mencement of the season. 
Are you acquainted with the market of Ballyjamesduff?-I am. 
What is the charge there ?-Eight-pence also. 
Are the exactions of the weigh.master and inspector the same ?-Precisely 

the same. 
Is their conduct the same as to inspection, and as to hiring out brands?-

Precisely the same. 
Do you know the market of Ballyborough I-I do. 
What is tne charge there ?-Eight-pence. 
Is there reason to complain of the conduct of the officers there ?-Not so 

much as at the other towns; the cooperage is better there. 
Is the conduct of the inspector perfectly free from complaint?-The weigh

m~ter is a fair. man at BaUyborough. In Cavan they sometimes make the 
firkms to contum three-quarters and seventeen pounds; they put it into the 
scal~, and they mark it ~:mly three-quarters j they say, that the late Act of 
Parliament of 1813 speCifies, that no cask shall contain more than three-

quarters 
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quarters lIet of butter; the con~quence is. that they mark all casks three~ 
quarters! and freCJuenlly I mysel~ have had from fifteen to seventeen pounds 
over weight unpaId for from B~llmagh, from Cavan. and frolll Arvagh; in the 
latter market two thousand firkllls were purchased last year, and not one first, 
I have been assured. 

\Vhat arc the charges there ?-Eight-pence. 
How is the business executed by the weigh. master ?-He just weighs in the 

samc manner, if it is three-quarters and seventeen pounds, he only marks 
three-(luarters on the firkin. 

What is the deduction for beamage in all tho3e markets?-\Vhencvcr the 
firkin weighs 701bs. the beam age is 5 Ib5.; whenever the firkin is one pound 
under, it is but four. 

Is that common in all those markets ?- In all the markets it is common. 
How does the inspector at Ar\'agh conduct himself?-He inspects the 

butter as the buyel:s that. go to Arvagh desire him. 
Describe how the business is conducted ?-It is no matter how good tile 

butter is, he will not make first of it; I have known instances where several 
hundred firkins were bought there as thirrls, and brought into Dundalk, and 
passed as firsts. 

Do you mean passed tinder inspection ? - Yes. 
Are the Committee to understand, that many hundred firkins of butter have 

been brought in marked thirds at Arvagh, which, upon being re·inspected at 
Dundalk, have been marked firsts r-Yes. 

Do you know any thing of the Longford markets?-I do;' I have bought 
Longford butter, ' , 

How is the business of weigbing and inspecting' conducted there ?-There 
are no O\'er weights there j the casks are all of a smaller description. 

How is the inspection conducted at Granard?-The inspection is very 
slovenly; nearly similar to Arvagh. . 

'Vhat are the charges there ?-Eight.pence for every firkin, for weighing and 
inspecting. 

Are you acquainted with the markets in the county of \Vestmeath ?-Witli 
some of them 1 am; I know the market of Old Castle. 

Do you buy there?-No; my buyers have. 
'Vhat are the charges there :- The same. 
What is the conduct of the offic~rs ?-They inspect better; they are not so 

venal. 
P9 they mark first qualities there often ?-No firsts, but a great many 

seconds. 
Are you acquainted with the market of Newry r-I am there every week. 
\Vhat are the charges at Newry ?-The charges at Newry, upon th~ deduction 

of s,uper ,tares, w,ere very ,heavy ind~ed. . I 

What charges are paid to the weiglHuaster and inspector ?-Three-pence. . 
To what charges do you allude for super tares ?-I have seen a cask super

tared six pounds, that the farmer seller has had to pay eight shillillgs and four. 
pence for. 

Do you mean in the nature of a penalty ?-By way of penalty. 
'Vas he taken before a 'magistrate ?-He was not j it was the custom of 

the cmne. 
Who imposed the penalty ?-The weigh-master. 
'Vho received it ?-I believe he did. . . 

, Do you mean that he put it into his own pocket?-·I believe so. The fine is 
regulated by the price of the butter; whenever the cask weighs ' six pounds 
super.tare, if butter is at ten-pence a pouud, they charge two and sixpence for 
a new cask, and ten·pence for coopering it; the cask the weigh·master got made 
himself for about eighteen-pence, and he charged the countryman two and six~ 
pence for the cask, and for coopering i~ ten.pence. all by way of fine. 

Are there many fiues levied of this character, ill the course of the year 
at Newry?-The fines continued till the agitation of this question before the 
House of Commons, and then the fines suddenly ceased. , ' 

Have you any knowledge of the amount levled in this way, in the course of 
a yead-In 1823t it was very large indeed. . I 

Have you any means of knowing what it CfI,me ttl ?-I canno tsay-.exapdy 
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what it Came to, but I have understood the emoluments amounted to 2.400 I. 
that year. 

What is charged for cooperage ?-Ten-pence... . . 
Is that charged besides the three-pence for lOspectIDg and welghIDg l

It is. 
Who receives that?-The cooper who is appointed to re-cooper this butter; 

indeed with the Longford casks it is little enough for them, but such a cooperage 
upon Banbridge butter would be quite extravagant. 

Is the Banhridge butter fe-inspected at Newry?-It is. 
· Does that butter pay this charge of ten-pence for cooperage?-It does; it 
.hOllld Dot pay it, for It is a beautiful article. 

How many thousand firkins go through the market ofN~wry in a year ?-It is 
very large; in some seasons it was lIO,OOO firkins, in others it was but 80,000; 
last year it ",as Qut ~O,OO9. 

Is ten.pence a cask paid upon that number of firkins to the cooper?-Yes, 
the farmer is obliged to allow ten.pence a firkin cooperage. 

In what style does the cooper live I-He lives pretty well, I believe; the 
whole emoluments of the cranage and the cooperage, however, do not go to the 
cooper alone, or to the weigh-master; there are various people that get annuities 
out of it. , 
· Do the merchants of Newry export upon their own brands, OJ; upon the brands 
of the officer?-They change the inspector's brands. 

Can you explain what is the reason of that ?-I suppose to make more firsts,. 
sometimes ,to make more seconds, sometimes to answer the London market; 
the sorts of butter that are shipped to London, and to Manchester, are 
different -; in London, a pale sweet cask of butter is preferable to a deep strong 
cask of btltter, whereas in Manchester no pale butter will answer for first~ 
at all. 
'. In the "market of Dundalk, where you you.rself reside, is it the practice to ship 
upon the brands of the inspector and the weigh-master, or upon your own 
brands?-There was no individual brand in Dundalk or in Newry when I wasin 
the trade; it went forward as the brand of the place; if it went forward as the 
merchant's brand, he would ship a very different article, he would ship much 
better butter; but it ~oes forward as a general article, as the Dundalk butter 
and the Newry butter; there were no individual brands. ' 

Is the brand ofthe port the inspector's brand?-It is the inspector's brand, 
and the weigh-masters name is put upon it. 

Do you mean to say, that the merchant who ships it does not put any brand 
of his own upon it, in addition to the inspector's brand ?-He did not, when 
I wa~ in the trade. 

,Vhen you ship butter, how is it known that the butter comes from "you ?- . 
I would be very sorry to put my name upon it., except 1 was shipping it"upon my 
own responsibility; if it was bought as provisions are, I would, of course, make 
it as good as I have made provisions. 
· 'Vhen you buy butter marked thirds in the country, that is, as you say~ 
frequently better than thirds, do you put that butter into new casks, or alter the 
brands of' the country inspector ?-The country inspection is not at all attended 
to in the port, in either Dundalk or Newry. " 
'" According to the description you have given of the country inspection, if you 
attended to it, you would not ship the , butter ac~arding to its real quality ?
The inland seller would take care not to give it to us with the favourable in-
spection he gets in the country. ' 

Does the inland buyer alter it ?-He does not 'mind the inland inspection; 
he takes it into the Grane at Dundalk, then it is inspected, and the only advan
tage that we merchants had in getting that Cavan butter, is that we did not 
pay for the fifteen or seventeen pounds surplus; but with respect to the 
~ua1ities, the inland dealer got the benefit of the rigorous and terrible inspec-
tion which was practised in the interior. ' , 

Have you reason to complain of the inspection at Dunda.lk ?-One of my 
greatest camr.laints, with respec,~o Dundalk is, that the deputy weigh-master is 
a cansiderab e butter shipper himself, and he appoints the .inspector; and then 
when the inspector is. inspecting butter for him, he inspects it more advan
tageously than for any body else 1 far which reason, with those already stated. 
1 have quitted the business. 

I~ 
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Is the way in which the business is conducted by the inspector, complained 
of by other merchants ?-B,r all of, them. The deputy weigh~waster, in fact, 
has been a very extensi~e. shipper illmself J~t sc~son. 

Are you aware, that It IS contrary to Jaw for him to he concerned in shipping 
butter ?-1 h~ve u~derstood so; but I am so sick of the bus.iness of inspection, 
that I have given It up. 

Did you ever complain of it ?-I have written to Sir Henry Parnell about it 
a twelve month ago, and I wrote to Lord Farnham about it. 

Did you ever buy butter in Sligo ?-I never did; but I am aware of the 
Dallynamore butter that goe.~ there. 

From your experience as a buyer of butter, do you think there is any use in 
having an inspection by Act of Parliament ?-I am decidedly of opinion, if it 
was abolished, that the article would be shipped infinitely better than it i. 
now. 

Do you think it would be shipped better upon the credit of the exporter, than 
upon the mark of the inspector ?-Decidedly; and with a saving to the country 
of two or three shillings a hundred, or to the poor farmer, rather. 

Do you think the business could be conducted with equal satisfaction to the 
English buyer? -I think with more satisfaction to the English consumer. 

'Vould it be conducted with equal satisfaction to the English import mer· 
chant ?-I am satisfied he would get a better article as first butter, a better 
article as second butter, and a better article as third butter, and that more 
respectable men would enter the trade; in fact, no respectable man in Dublin) 
will ship any butter at all; for this inspecting altogether is a cloak for fraud, 
for changing brands, and changing marks; it is an inducement to it. 

Are you of opinion that this system of branding facilitates fraud ?-That is 
my opinion, and has been for a long time. 

Do you think that the interest that each exporter would have in maintaining. 
his character, would lead to less fraud being practised, than is practised now, 
under the system of inspection ?-I do precisely, as is the case in beef, and pork. 
and flour, and other commodities. Any man that shipped butter, for the sake 
of future orders, would ship better firsts, better seconds, and better thirds than 
are now shipped under the general brand. 

Is there any law for regulating the trade in beer and pork ?-None; I have 
made up more beef 'than most people; in some seasons twelve or thirteen 
thousand tierces; and I have frequently had applications from pursers of ships, 
to get my brand. 

Is it easy to commit fraud in making up beef and pork ?-It is. 
Is it common to have complaints made by the English importers, of fraudS" 

being practised upon them by the Irish shippers I-It is; for which reason the 
English houses make it a point to give a decided differenee in price to shippers 
whose brands stand high. I have known a difference of ten shillings a tierce 
paid on India beef · and India pork to some shippers than to others; and 
I have no doubt it would be equally the case with butter. 

Is there any thing in the character of butter that makes it peculiarly difficult 
for the buyer to detect frauds ?-There is nothing more simple than to detect 
a fraud in a cask of butter; they are governed by shade or by the salt; and 
with respect to salt, as soon as steam navigation is more extended in Irelan~ 
they may avoid a great deal of the salt, and that greit fault will be obviated. 

Is not the present system of regulation .. ery much in the way of the rapid 
transit of butter from the interior of Ireland to the English market I-It creates 
a uelay frequently in the cranes; but that only happens in some months, whed. 
there is a great deal to do; for instance, in September and October. • 

Is not the price of Irish butter in England, higher in proportioD, when it gets 
fresh into the English market?-That is the case with Belfast butter; I have seen 
ten shillings a hundred obtained -more for Belfast butter than for Newry or Dun. 
dalk, at a particular time, and that I ha.ve attributed not only to the great 
improvement in the county of Down farmers who also ship better Oft.ts; and 
better wheat, but also to the steam traders, by means of which, butter leaving 
Belfast on the Saturday will arrive in Manchester for consumption on t.he 
Tuesda.y; but I think it is produced by both causes combined. I have fre~ 
quently seen Belfast hutler,fetch ten shillings, and sometimes twelve 5hilliogs 
morc than Newry or Dundalk butter. • ... . 
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M,.r. Where is that butter made that supplies Belfast ?-A great deal of it in Down, 
\ u:. KI:nan. I and a great deal in Antrim, where the farmers are very particular. 

Is there any inspection in the markets of Antrim ?-I am not acquainted 
with Antrim, though I have seen a great deal of Antrim butter in the crane 
o.f Belfast, and very fine butter it is, a ll fine oak tirkins, and beautifully 
coopered. 

\Vhen butter is undergoing inspection, is there any part of the butter taken 
out of the cask?-Yes, whatever the piercer takes up. 
· Is there any more taken out ?- There is a fraudulent practice , .... hich is 

adopted in most cranes that I have seen; they have a scraper, with which they 
take sometimes two pounds and sometimes three pounds off the top of the 
cask, and throw it into what they call the grease cask, and that is their own per
quisite, and of course the f~rmer has two pounds less butter in his firkin. This 
is done in both the Dundalk and Newry cranes. 
I 'Vho is it done by.?-·By the cooper in fact of the crane. 

What is done with it :- 1t is sold for the benefit of the officers of the crane. 
Does the officer take it oif?-His cooper does; he throws it into the grease 

cask. . 
'VII<J.t kind of casks are made use of in the markets you are acquainted with? 

-The Cavan casks are unfortunately a great many of them made of fresh 
beach; and I have known instances where they have steeped those casks before 
they filled them with butter, in water, fourteen days; and where the tares, in 
consequence of that, become frequently twenty pounds, they marking thirteen 
ypon them; and ,it requires certainly a viligant man, indeed it requires a man 
who has an interest 'in the thing, not a puhlic officer, to detect those frauds. 
A man who is interested in the thing, and who has had to pay 128/. as I have 
had to pay, would detect those thing~ through his own cooper. 

'Vhat is the best timber for the purpose of making casks?-The best timber 
is white oak; seasoned ash is very good timber, also. 
• Is not the duty upon staves a heavy charge upon the butter trade ?-A very 
heavy thing i.ndeed, . . 

'Voliid the removal of that duty contribute, in your opinion, to the improve-. 
ment generally, of the butter casks?-There is · no doubt of it, and of the; 
butter itself, also; for thisJresh beech taints the butter an inch irom the stave, 
and you frequelltly see it quite blue moulded and injured, one inch from the 
stave. 
· You-have mentioned the influence of the buyers upon the ipspectors, in the 
country mark~ts; does not this operate to give a monopoly to the buyers who 
frequent those markets, to the prejudice of the farmers ?-It does. 
· Then the tende,ncy of the existing law, is to deprive the farmers of the 
benefit of a free and open market in disposing oftheir butter ?- It is the case 
in Cavan. 

You mentioQed that the weigh .maste(. or his deputy, at one of those tOWIlS 
bought a great deal of butter in the course of a year ?-A large quantity las~ 
year. 

And in consequence of that, you apprehended that he was favomed in the 
inspection ?- l am sme he is favoured in the inspection . 

.A9d in consequence of' that, you have quitted the trade ?-In consequence 
of \nat, and the other bad practices stated, I mean never to ship another cask 
of butter, unless the present Act is abolished, 

,Pid you. ever apply to put the law in force against . tllat weigh~master, and 
to procure the forfeiture of all the butter that he bought?-I never did. 

Are you a.~are, that by Act of Parliament it is enacted, That no weigh
master, or hiS deputy, no taster or cooper, or any other person employed in 
any weigh.house, or any person in trust fhr .him, shall buy, sell, contract or 
treat for any cask or casks of butter; and that if he so aoes, upon his con
viction before the mayor or chief magistrate, or justice of the peace, he will 
forfeit all butter .so. bou~h~ sold or .contracted for, by him, them, or any of 
tbe~; and that It IS posItIvely prOVIded, that he shall not be so punishable, 
provided he purchases no more than one cask, for the use of his family, at one 
tiQ'le ?-I;w:ls not aware of any such thing j but he is the sovereign of Dundalk 
)limself. ' 

How many years were you in the butter tl'a~e ?-Si.nc:e 1814. 
In 
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. In the course of that eleven years, did you ever look at the law ulluer 
which the trade is carried on ?-Nevcr more than oncc. 

. . 
M,. 

IV. Ki~rnlJn. 

Then when you looked at it that oncc, did you not see that provision in the '---.....,..--
Act of Parliament ?-I only looked at one clause, to ascertain whether after 
butter was inspected, it could be taken out of the crane by the farmer. 

Do you mean to say, you never thought it worth your while to' examine 
the Act of Parliament under which the trade you followed for eleven years, 
was carried on ?-J never looked at the Act of Parliament for any purpose but 
the one I mentioned. 

Does this view of the Act of Parliament alter your intention of quitting 
the trade ?-I certainly will quit the trade, unless the trade becomes a free 
and open one, like the flour, meal and provision trades j I think it is a trade 
that there cannot be any luck in, when such frauds are practised in it. 

You gave the names of certain coopers who had brands in their possession, 
that were not the coopers belonging to the cranes, and you stated, that they 
were lent out for the purpose ; are you aware that for every offence of that 
nature, there is a penalty by the. Act of five pounqs sterling ?-I am not. 

Then the Committee are to understand, that two at least of the frauds you 
have !\poken of have remained unpunished, because you were not aware of the 
provisions and penalties of the Act, under which you have been carrying on 
bllsiness for eleven years ?-I am now aware of it, but I do not think I will 
go to law with the sovereign of Dundalk, who is the craner. 

Are you aware that there is no further legal proceeding necessary, than a' 
complaint before a magistrate, or a justice of the peace, an'd that on proof made 
of the offence, the penalties are at once incurred ?-I see now, it is the case. 

Do you consider that such a summary mode of recovering the penalty is such 
an obstruction to the carrying the law into force, as that you would not think 
yourself called upon to do so much as that, in order to protect the trade that 
you have been carrying on for eleven years ?-I have done a great deal to 
rem~dy the trade, and gol very little support in i.t; and who was I to go to? 

To any magistrate, or justice of the peace?-The weigh-master is the townl 
sovereign. . 
r Is there no other justice of the peace in the county?-In the county 
there are. 

You say that the farmers at Danbridge are always in the habit of selling their 
buttcr to the same people ?-Generally. 

Do you mean that those people contract uta certain price for the year ?-No, 
they take the current price of the market. 

'Vould not any stranger have an opportunity of buying there ?-I think not; 
I think they give a decided preference to the men they have been in the habit · 
of dealing with. 

Supposing he offered a higher price :-They would ' say, this man has only 
cOllie here now, and we will not see him this day month again; in fact, the 
trade has remained in the hands of two people there. 

From whence do the buyers come that frequent the Banbridge market ?-One 
of them lives in the town of Banbridge, and is a large shipper at Newry. 

Is the butter generally shipped at Newry, that is bought at Danbridge ?- Not 
all, there is a great deal of it goes to Belfast. 
· YOII say, that they get four shillings a hundred more for them at Danbridge, 
than they get at Newry ?- The Illall that :-hips it ge ts four shilings a cwt. more 
in Manche~ter, than for the Newry crane butter. 

Did the merchants at Dundalk entl'llst you with forwal'ding their petition to 
Parliament last yCfll"?-They did, and I sent it to Mr. Leslie Foster. 
· is there any gentleman of the name of James Kiernan in trade in Dundalk? 
-There i~; he is my brother. 
· How long have you been in this trade ?-Since 1814. 

You have stated the practices of a great variety ofmal'kets; are you acquainted 
with them by your own experience, or only upon the report of your buyers"?
By my own experience, as well as the report of my buyers. 
, Have you yourself purchased !ll those different markets ?-- No. 

How many have you yourself purchased in ?-None, myself. 
Then the Committee are to understand, that the accounts you have given of 
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IV. f!ie"rnall. the frauds in different markets have been reported to you by your buyers?-
'---.,-~_~I Yes, and subsequent in,!-uiry on the spot. : 

+ May, 
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You have stated, that tour persons only are allowed to purchase in the Cavan 
market ?-Four, generally. 

Of those four two are your own buyers?-Yes, two were. 
You have stated, that the inspector inspects according to Ule directions of the 

buyers I-So I believe. 
Do you believe that your buyers have given them any instruction with 

respect to tasting the butter ?-1 believe they have, for they told me so. 
In consequence of that they were under-qualitied?-They were. 
You of COllrse purchased at an under value ?-l did not. 
Did not your buyer purchase at an under value ?-He did. 
Did he not purchase on your account ?-No, 011 his own. 
Then he is not your buyer ?-He never sells to anybody but myself; I give 

him the current price, whatever it may be, week after week. 
He told you then that he defrauded the countrymen ?-He told me it was his 

system of buying butter in Cavan. 
And you purchased from him I-I did. 
And you continued to purchase from him after a knowledge of such frauds?

I did. 
Do you consider it correct in a merchant to purchase an article for exporta

tion from a person whom he knows to have purchased such article fraudulently?
I petitioned the House for a redress of the very grievance stated. 

Do you consider it correct in a merchant to purchase an article for exporta. 
tion from a person whom he knows to have purchased such article fraudulently?
If he did not buy it from that person, he would buy nonc at all. 

'Vill you give an answer to the question ?-The answer I have given is, that 
I gave up the business when I found I could not get redress. 1 applied to 
several country gentlemen to get redress; I wrote to Lord l?arnham, and then 
I applied to the House of Commons, through Sir Henry Parnell. I considered 
it so incorrect that I would have nothing further to do with the business. 

How long have you perse\'ered in such conduct?-Very nearly a year. 
How long have you abstained from buying of those persons who bought so 

fraudulently?-1 have bought from them, I dare say, more than a twelvemonth 
after I ascertained this practice. 

Do not you think, that if a merchant were to discourage such conduct in the: 
butter :buyer. that would be the best way to check it I-If they all did; but 
there would be no use in my doing so, and my neighbour not doing so. 

Did you ever attempt to check it ?-I did, by representations to the said 
gentlemen_ 

Did you ever make a formal complaint to any person having the power to 
I.:edress it ?-To Colonel Young's agent, and other gentlemen. 

Mention the name of anyone to whom you stated it ?-To Me. DoneUy, the 
agent for Colonel Young, I wrote some letters. 

Did you ever make a complaint to any justice in Dundalk on the subject?
it is as current there as the sun is at noon-day_ 

Did you ever make a complaint to any justice at Dundalk?-There was no 
Justice there but the weigh4 master, who has practised since all those frauds 
him,self, and I have stated this before, I think. . 

Are there no magistrates in the neighbourhood ?-There are, but they never 
interfered in town business. 

Did you ever make a complaint to any of them ?-I mentioned it to some of 
them, but not in the way of complaint; I told Mr. Foster, our representative. 

In what way did you mention it ?-I told him that the frauds practised in 
the butter trade were such that they ought to be noticed by the House of 
Commons. 

Did you ever make a formal complaint to any magistrate upon the subject of 
·tll0se ·frauds, to enforce the penalty by law attached to them ?-I did hot; 
I did not know the penalties. ' 

To no one in the county ?-No. 
Nor in any market ?-No; nor I would not to-morrow; I would sooner quit 

the business than give myself such trouble. 
Have y~u ever known the brands, as attached by the legal authorities, altered 

~tcr1\'ards by the merchants ?-Frequcntly. -
, . Ha\-c 
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Have you ever done it yourselr?-l have. Mr. 
Have YOlI ever altered the brand where it was marked second t'o first?-Yes; .W.~irTna,. . 

.. n.d very often altered them the otller way also ... from the incompetency of the ....,.-~ 
inspector. ,+ May, 
, Have you exported them under your own name, or the name of the' in. • h6 • 
..$pector ?-Under the name of the port inspector. 

'Vhen you altered those brands, did you attach ¥our signature so as to mark 
it to be a private and not a public mark 7-1 never put my brand on any butter 
,shipped from the port of Dundalk, except that denominated \Vestmeath. 

Are the Committee to understand, that you altered the inspector's brand 
from a second to a first, and exported it without remarking that it was your 
.brand and not the inspector's ?-I have already stated, that I put no brand 
upon hutter except 'Vestmeath butter, and that butter sold four shillings a 
!1Undred weight higher than the Dundalk inspection. 

Have you sent forward the altered quality of the butter as the act of the 
~nspector, and not as your own act?-That is the custom in the port of Dun
dalk, and I have. 

Do you think that a custom that ought to be persevered in?-I think it ought 
not; and for which reason I applied to the HOllse fifteen months ago to redress 
~t, through our representative, Mr. Foster. 

Have you ever altered the tares yourself, where you found them wrong?
.1 always justify them. 

'VheD you detected an error in a super tare, did you correct it?-I always 
corrected it, and made it justifiable. " 
, Are the Committee to understand, that you examined the firkins yourself 
to ascertain that the tares were correct ?-After I paid 128l. super tare, I then 
.made it my own business to detect the super tares, an~ to send them fairly and 
honourably to the market, which the publi~ officer never did. 

o Did you never alter the tare previous to that circumstance you allude to?
I never did, because I depended upon the officer in the port to do so, and 
I was exceedingly wrong to do so, as it turned out. 

Has there been any deduction ever made by your correspondents in England 
from you, on the score of under quality ?-Not that I am aware of: 

Have you never received complaints from the London merchants, of the 
butter not answering the quality described ?-I have received complaints orthe 
whole of the Dundalk inspection. 

(Df your own ?-Never that mine was inferior to that of any other shipper: 
" ' Have you received complaints of the butter not equalling the quality that you 
exported it for ?-Of the Dundalk inspection I have g~nCl'ally, but not of my 
,own more than other shipments. ~ 

'Vhat merchants do you sell butter to in London ~-To almost every mer. 
chant in London; I have sold to a great many merchants in London. 
I You say there were ~omplaint"s sent to you from London of,the Dundalk 
butter; do you mean the butter you had shipped ?-The butter I had shipped, 
and ' others. 

How do you distinguish that butter, of which you altered the mark, after it 
was put upon it, from the other butter of which you did not alter the mark?
The butter I re-inspected myself; I put my own name and shipped it as 'Vest. 
m"eath, and got foilr shillings "a firkin more. 

The Committee are to understand you did put your own brand upon some 
butter ?-1 did on W'estmeath. 

Did you not state, that you did not put your name on any?-That w~s not 
the custom of the port to put a merchant's name upon a cask of butter; 1t w:\s 
shipped with the craner's brand and Dundalk upon it; but, upon two occa
~ions, 1 shipped about two thousand as 'Vestmeath butter, that is, butter 
denominated Westmeath butter. 

'Vhen you put those 'Vestmeath brands, are the Committee to understand 
you put your own brand on butter that was not 'Vestmeath butter?-Ifit was 
equally good and fine, I have put my own brand upon it; if it was free from salt, 
a'nd similar to the Westmeath butter. 

You branded it as \Vestmeath butter, it being free from salt and similar to 
the 'Vestmeath butter?-The chief part of it was free from salt, and was similar 
to the 'Vestmeath butter. 

Have you ever branded a single cask as Westmeath, knowing it not to be 
10G. D d 1 Westmeath 
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Westmeath butter ?-l cannot say that I did know it was aU \Vestmeath buller; 
but if I found it equally good, I put t.hat brand on it, with my own name. 

Have you ever branded any with" \Veslmeath," that was bought in Ban
bridge ?-l never bought any there. 

Did you ever brand any which you bnught in Cavan?-Yes, 6n some that 
l bought at Cavan and Oldcastle; and very probably some of that was West
meath butter, though it was sold at Oldcastle; that is not unfrequent. 

All the other butters you sold with the qU3lities marked by yourself, were in 
point of fact, sent forward, as if the mark had been the mark of the inspector?
Yes; that had not served it much, I believe. 

Do the coopers put their names upon the firkins ?-They do. 
Were you able to a~certain the cooper upon each of those fraudulent super

tared firkins?-Yes, I have got their names. 
Those coopers xou say give a douccur at the beginning of the season ?-So 

r have understood from myJbuyers. 
'Vho pays it; do Flood and Brady pay it ?-No, the coopers do to the deputy 

weigh-master in the interior. 
Did these coopers teIr you that they paid it themselves ?-P. Flood and 

J. Brady told me, that was the course of the inland trade. 
Are the Committee to understand, that your statement as to the inland 

market is formed on the report ofFload and Brady, those fraudulent buyers?-:
Not altogether so; I think the postmaster of Ballyjamesduff corr~borated' it 
two years ago to me. 

Did you state that you d~tected frauds in Dundalk yourself?-l did. ... 
Did YOLL make any representation to any of the authorities in Dundalk 

in consequence?-I did, to the craner. 
What were the frauds YOIl detected ?-Firkins weighing eighteen and nine-

teen pounds, hranded ouly thirteen. • 
'Vhose fault was that?- The fault orthe weigh . masters in Cavan, Ballynagh, 

&c. who lent the brands in the beginning of the season to the coopers. 
Then you .complained to, one weigh-master of another ?-I did. 
Did YOll ~omplain to any justice of the peace of the grievance ?-l did; 

I c01T)P!ained to th~ weighm~ter at Dundalk, who is a justice of the peace. 
Did you make a complaint to hinr in his character of a justice of the'peace?-

Not in his character of a justice of the peace .singly. "'/ 
Ilow many justices of the peace arc there in the neighboUl'hood of Dun

dalk ?-In the neighbourhood of the town there are a good many, but the 
business was done by the weighmaster, who was our town sovereign. .. 

Is there no justice of the peace besides him in the town ?-There is 
Mr. Findley, about a mile and a half. 

'Vho is sovereign of Dundalk ?-Mr. J ocelyn; but he is unwell. , 
'Vho is the deputy sovereign ~-Mr. Biggar, the deputy weigher, was then 

deputy. . 
Did you ever bring any individual case 1n any market with which you have 

been concerned, before any justice ofthe peace, to have it remedied or punished? 
-Yes. I did. 

State the elISe i-I did to Mr. Jocelyn. 
Of whom did you complain to Mr. Jocelyn r-Of the inspector and the 

weigh-master at Dundalk cQllectively. 
What was the specific fact you charged them with ?-That the inspections 

were very slovenly. 
The ·Committee ask for a specific charge ?-That he did not attend to super 

tares, that was my first complaint. • . : 
Did you statc 'a partichlar super tare ?-Yes,] brought the head of the 'very 

cask that was returned f~om Manchester with. nie. , 
Did Mr. Jocelyn summon him before him ?-I think he did. 

, Did be investigate the case ?-I brought a charge of super tares against :th '~ 
inspector and the weigh.master collectively; I did it in writing, and what Mr, 
Jocelyn-did subsequently, I cannot tell. I . 

It was against the weigh-master, and against the inspector ?--Y cs. 
Is the inspector a le~al officer; is he so aprtointed ?:-He is appoint.ed by the 

weigh·mastc{. I 

• Does 
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Does the law recognize any person as a legal officer besides the weigh-master? 
--The weigh-master never inspe.cts a firkin of ~lItter in Dundalk. 

Are you aware, whether any Inspector appointed by the weigh-master, is a 
legal officer ?-Indeed I am not, for I never read the Act of Parliament in my 
life; I compla~ned of,both to !dr. Jocelyn. 
. You .compLamed of the weigh-master for super tares ?-I did, and slovenly 
Inspection. 

Was it the weigh-master of Dundalk you complained of?-It was, and the 
inspector at the same time. 

Had he tared the cask ?-He ought to have tared it I suppose, as he was paid 
for doing so, 1 believe. 

Where did the cask come from r-From some part of the county of Cavan ' 
I do not know immediately where. • 

Ought all the casks that come from the county of Cavan to be tared by the 
weigh-master at Dundalk ?-They ought to he minutely examined. 

Is not there a weigh-master at Cavan ?-Yes. 
Ought not a portion of those to be tared by him r-It appears so; and I 

have already stated, that the marks of country weigh-masters were so fraudulent. 
no one would take butter upon them. 

Are the Committee to underlitand that you made a complaint of the Dundalk 
weigh_master's super tare, on a cask of wbich he might or might not be the 
person who marked the tare t-He never marks the tare, but it is for not 
detecting the false tares I brought the charge against him. 

How is it possible for the weigh-master to detect the super tares in a cask 
without emptying the butter ?-Any person acquainted with the boring of 
butter, the moment he puts his piercer into it, will know it is a false tared cask; 
for the bottom end is stuck in five and six inches deep into the body of the firkin; 
and the wood being thicker than usual, the moment the piercer goes down, 
the inspector knows it hy the depth the pierceI' goes down in the firkin, and it 
is his duty and not the buyer. to attend to those things j for I paid in one year, 
three hundred pounds for cranage, &c. 

You pay to one person for taring the cask before it is filled r- I have nothing 
to do with the cask before it is filled. 

Is not the tare marked by a legal authority before it is filled ?-In the way 
( have stated it is done. 

Is it not marked by legal authority t-I cannot say, whether it is by a legal 
Iluthority or not, it is done in that manner. 

Do you conceive it the duty of the weigh-master to erupty every cask, with
out a demand being made ?-1 think it is his duty, if he is not competent to 
detect false tare without it. 

If he were to strip every cask, would not that be a matter of complaint by 
every butter buyer ?-Not the least. 

Do you not think that the doing so would injure the butter r-No, not :1t all. 
You say that the head of the cask was sent from Manchester, with a complaint 

of super tare : - It was. 
\Vas the super tare upon that cask any part of the proceeding on your part, 

as an export merchant, complained of, and for which YOLI were obliged tOJ'efund 
to the amount of 128 '1. ?-That cask formed a part of the 128 t. the bottom of 
which I showed to Mr. Jocelyn. 

Did that complaint against you, subjecting you to a re-payment of 128/. come 
against you from one house, or from different houses ?-It came from difFerent 
houses. 

\Vhere were tho~e houses r- In Manchester, Preston, Liverpool, London 
and Glasgow. 

Did you resist the payment of that 128/. ?·-Certainly not. 
Was the whole of that lQ81. charged against you, and paid by you in 

the transactions of one season r-It was, and {lost the money by the inland 
butter dealers, who had been up to their necks in those frauds, with the ipspec
tors at Cavan, &c. 

How long had tho~e men been doing business for you ?-They had bought 
butter for one another to the year 1817. • 

Are they in your emplo) ment now ?-No; I am not in the trade at 
present. 

Were they up to the time of your quitting the trade ?-Ye~, they were. 
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In what. year did you pay this money 1-In 1823. 
When did you quit the trade 1-In 1824. 
You have stated, that the coopers put their names upon the casks?-They 

did, with .hot iron. . 
You are, of course, able to state who the coopers arc who sold ·you the 

over.tared casks ?-I have their names. 
Did you make any claim against them for this ?-I did not, because they 

were lIot worth claiming on; they could not pay so many farthings. 
You paid the 128/. charged upon you, but you never made a com:. 

plaint against the persons with whom the fraud originally commenced r-They 
could not pay me 128 farthings; they are fraudulent persons in the county of 
Cavan, who openly rob the persons who have to do with them. 

Did they injure you r-I lost considerably by them. 
Would it< not be worth while exposing them?-Why should I take that 

trouble. 
Do not you think it would be worth while, for the sake of your own cha

racter, to expose them ?-The payment of the 1~8t. was sufficient for the 
people at Manchester, London and Glasgow; that was all they asked for. 

\Vas not the payment of the money, upon that complaint or remonstrance, 
a proof that you were the fraudulent person, rather than the others ?-I c;:on
ceive, that a person, knowing how the trade was and is conducted, could not 
put that question. 

Did not you think it necessary for your own character, to show where the 
fraud originated ?-My agents, in Liverpool and Manchester, Preston and 
London, deducted the money from my account current, and paid it to the 
buyers of the butter, as a matter of course. 

Would it not have been important for your own character to proceed agains\ 
these coopers, to show that they were tITe delinquents, and not you ?-I went 
to Mr. Jocelyn, with the head of the firkin, and told him that it was necessary 
for him to get a proper and an efficient man, to detect those tares; that if h~ 
did not do so, I would employ a cooper at my own expense, which I before 
mentioned I was under the necessity of doing, having found that the officer 
did not do his duty in that respect, and which cost me 301. every season. 

Would it not have been important for your own character to proceed against 
these coopers, to show that they were the delinquents, and not you ?-It would, 
if they had been men of property to proceed against. 

Suppose them to be ever so insolvent, as a matter demanded by your own 
character, would it not have been important ?- My character was redeemed 
when I paid the money to the houses in Manchester, and they knew who com .. 
mitted the frauds. 

Do'you mean to say, that repaying the amount of a loss by fraud, is a suf~ 
ficient protection against the imputation of having committed it?-The houses 
in l\f<lnch"ester knew it was no iraud of mine. 

How did they know that ?-Because they have told me so since. 
Did not you say, your agents at Liverpool, &c. deducted that from your 

account current, in spite of you ?-Yes, of course; they did so, without efen 
consulting me. 

Did you make any remonstrance against that deductioil ?-I did not remon. 
strate against it, for I could not remonstrate against it. 
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THE RIGHT HONOURABLE CHARLE!:i GRANT , 
IN THE CIIA-Ilt. 

Mr. William Kiernan, again called in; and further Examined. 

WOULD you recommend the removal of all weigh-masters and inspectors, and 
~ave the butter trade quite unrestricted ?-I would. 

Do you think in that case a sense of character would operate on both buyers and 
sellers to prevent fraud 1-l am sure it would. . 

Do you think that a person who would attempt to commit frauds now, would be 
less likely to make the same attempt if the present restrictions were removed 1_ 
He would not be a bit less; the person who would commit fmud now would con
tinue j but a difterent class of men would get into the trade; in fact, there is no 
rC!:Ipectable man in Dublin that buys butter, or any where else; I mean in the three 
markets that I am acquainted with, Dublin, Dundalk and Newry, only one re
spectable shipper now. I know nothing about the southern market!> at all. 

In the event of the restrictions being removed, do you think it would be incum. 
bent on a respectable merchant to detect and expose fraud, wherever or by whom
soever attempted ?-I think it would; but I think the shipper would endeavour to 
ship a very fine article to secure a future business. 

Do you not think it equally incumbent, under the present system, upon respectable 
merchants to endeavour to check fraud ?-I do think so; but at the same time it 
would be useless now, when the article goes forward with the general brand of a 
port, and not of an individual. 

Do you conceive that a merchant who connives at a sy~tem of long continued 
fraud can be deemed a respectable merchant7-lf the pracbce of the port warrants 
openly the alteration of brands, why should not one merchant do so as well as 
another. 

The question does not allude to the alteration of brands; do you conceive that 
a merchant who connives at a system of long continued fraud can be deemed a re
spectable merchant ?-If I answered that question directly, I would say not. 

D.o you think, that a merchant who not only connives at frauds in others, ·but 
makes such frauds a source of profit to himself, should be considered a respectable 
merchant 7-I think he should not. 
. Do your butter-buyers act as your agents, or as independent tradesmen buying on 
their own account, at their own risk, and selli'ng to you at a profit what they have 
bought from the farmers ?-Entirely on their own account, and for their own profit 
exclusively. 

Do you consider them respectable and solvent persons ?-They are solvent 
persons, but [ do not consider them respectable. 

Do they form a distinct class of tradesmen between you and the hutter-maker? 
-They do, decidedly. 

You stated that in the Cavan markets, any surplus butter above the regular 
weight is not allowed to the farmer, but is given to the buyer ~-It is. 

You have stated that you have known such surplus to amount to seventeen 
pounds out of a firkin?- I have. 

Do you mean to say that the poor farmer was defrauded of that quantity? 
-I mean to say he was not paid for one penny worth of it. 

Do you conceive that equivalent to fraud ?-It is a regulation of the market. 
Do you conceive it to be aJair or a fraudulent regulation ?-I think it is a frau

dulent regulation, but it is the practice of the market. 
Have you ever remonstrated with any persall in authority against such plunder 

of the poor?- I have written letters. 
Are you satisfied that such conduct in the butter-buyer3 arose from the corrupt 

consideration of .the bribe you have already stated to have been given?-I have 
already stated that it was under the sanction of the Act of Parliament, which says 
that no quantity above seventy pounds is payable. 

Ha\'c you ever claimed any thing from your butter-huyers for the super-tares 
thar~ed to ·you by ,your English correspondents ?-Never a shilling. 

Why have you not made such a claim ?-BccauGe it ought to. have been deducted:· 
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at the lime, to emll>le the man who sold m~ the butter to come back, if he could, on 
the farmer. . 

Is that the only rCltson why you have not made any claim?-That is the ooly 
reason; we bought it with its imperfections upon its head. ' 

Being pcrsons'~making a profit on the goods sold to you, were they not as respoD
sible to you for any loss uvon a deficiency of weight in the thing sold, as you were 
to the English merchantr-Indeed I suppose if I had gone to law with them 
I might have recovered it. 

Had you not, in point of fuct, the same right to charge the super-tares to yoar 
butter~buyers that the English merchant had to charge them to you ?-I should tbiok 
I had the same right; but the English merchant deducted it from my agents, whQ 
sell the butter, whereas we pay down to the inland seller immediately when the 
butter is weighed, and there is au end of the transaction. 

Had you not an opportunity, upon the next payment, to stop the super.tares 
upon a former contract ?-No, because after I purchased that butter it would not 
be sold, perhaps, for four months. . 

Had not you an opportunity, from the next bargain, to deduct from them the 
amount of super-tares with which you had been charged ?- I had a right. but I did not 
know it for four months after; it is sometimes exported six months before it is sold. 

Had not you the right of doing that upon the first bargain you made aftt-r you 
l.:new of the super-tares ?-The super-tares are never charged till the end of the 
season. 

Had you not a right to charge them at the commencement of the next season t
Ves j hut it would not be worth the expense of going to law. 

Where a fraud has been committed to such an amount, do not you think that a 
respectable man should be anxious to remove the imputation from himself. even 
though he were to derive no pecuniary reimbursement for the investigation ?-H~ 
might, only for the trouble of going to law, and the expense of it, 

Do you mean to say, that your character is not worth the trouble of the investiga
tion ?-l\'Jy own character was retrieved by paying the loss to the English merchants 
on demand. . 

\Vas your own character retrieved by being charged with a fraud, by submitting 
to the charge of fraud, and by refunding the money levied under that charge of fraud? 
-It was, when 1 mode an explanation to my Liverpool and London agents how 
super-tares occurred. 

Must not the fraud of the super-tares have been committed either by you, by the 
bptter-buyer, or by the butter-maker ?-It was not committed by me. 

Must not it have been committed by one of the three ?-It was not j it was com
mitted by the country cooper, who deceived us all, 8Dd who would deceive any 
purchaser. 

You submitted to refund tbe amount to the merchant, and did not demand any 
reimbursement either from the butter.maker, the butter.buyer, orthe cooper?-I did 
not, because the expense of recovering it would be more thaD I ~SL. from so many 
farmers or coopers. . 

You have stated that the only advantage you derived from the Cavan markinlP 
was, that the surplus butter was not charged to you? -That is the only adr: 
vantage. 

Did you charge such surplus butter to the English merchant, or did you allow him 
the same advantage you yourself derived ?-I always charged the English merchant 
with the surplus. 

Must not the English merchant have weighed every firkin of butter, to ascertain 
the super.tare?-I should think he must; but I would have had that trouble. 

Did you ever repay to the butter-make.rs or the butter-buyers any part of the 
surplus produce of which you state they have been plundered ?-I never did, for 
I had no concern with the butter-mak~rs whatever. 

Did you ever repay, either to the butter-buyers or the l.IUtter.ma~ers, or uny 
other of the parties concerned, any part of that surplus produce of which you state 
they had been plundered ?-I did not, becanse 1 gave them more for the butter in 
consequence of the over-weights, than the natural price of the day of sale for light 
packages. 

Are the Committee to understand that you remonstrated against the system of 
plunder, but you yourself participated in the profits of it?-l never participatt:d in 
any profit; I lost near 5,000/. by the trade; I never had any profits, and conse
quently I could not participate in them. 

You 
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You took the surplus which was plundered, to use your Own wl)rd, from the 
poor, without paying for it; you charged that surplus produce to your merchant, 
Bod you did not refund to any person any of the money you received for that 
surplus produce 1-1 did not buy any but,teT from the makers in CHvan, I bought 
from the inland dealer, and I a~lowed the ~nlan~ d,ealer three to fo~r shillings per 
hundred wejabt for butter haVIng over.welghts to It, more than for butter that had 
pot the full ~eigbt in it. I lost considerably for several years from the butter trode, 
arising from the defect of the present law, as I believe. 

The name of each cooper is branded upon the cask ?-It is. 
There was, therefore, no difficulty in ascertaining tbe cooper, in ca!Se of a 5uper

tare on a cask ?-None in the world. 
What London merchant do you deal with in butter?- I do not deal now with 

uy butter merchant, for I am out of the trade since 1823. 
You meaD to say that you have done no business in the trade since 1823 ?-Not 

directly myself. . 
Indirectly have you ?-Indirectly I have acted as a shipper in the port of Dun~ 

dalk, for some houses there who could not negociate their owo bills, and who gave 
me a per centage for the negociation of their bills. 

U oder whose name were those firkins shipped 1 - Under the name of the pro, 
prietors, John Brady and Patrick Flood; not under my Ilame; when I wns in the 
tfade, no name was put on the cask. 

Did you not put your name on the casks 1-Nothing but \Vestmeath's. 
What London merchants did you deal with when you were in business 1-1 dealt 

with Mr. Yates, and with Mr. William Allan, of Queen Hithe, and others. 
Did you deal with .Mr. Harben ?-No. 
Had you ever any dealings with Mr. Ogilby 1-Not directly; I had indirectly. 
Are they respectable merchant&, do you know 1-They are consignees j butten 

afe consigned to them, but they are not butter merchants. 
Are Lhey cheesemongers 1-They are not. 
What are they 1-They are Irish agents. 
Do you mean to say that Mr. Harben is not a cheesemonger ?-Mr. Harben is 

a cheesemonger, but I never had any dealings with Mr. Harben. 
Do you kuow Mr. William Allan, of £!bow-Iane?-I do; Willitlm Allan) of 

Elbow-lane, is an agent for the sale of butter, &c. 
Are you aware of the character your brand haa in the London market when you 

were in the trade ?-M y brand generally sold abont two shillings and three shillings 
onder Newry brands, and perhaps five to six shillings under Belfa5t, and frequently 
about the same rate as Waterford butter. 

Are you aware what was the character of yonr brand in comparison with other 
brands from the very same market1-:Mine was considered beuer. 

Better than any other ?-Better than any other, and about three shillings under Newry. 
You have stated that you have travelled into the difl"erent markets to ascertain 

the truth of the butter-buyers reports ?-I have. 
You of course took a great deal of trouble to remedy the grievances 1-1 did; 

I }\'ent to the expense in 1823 of getting three or four hundred papers printed and 
published. 

With all the labour you have taken to regulate the butter markets, you state, 
that you never thought it necessary to rearl the Act of Parliament by which the 
butteJl trade was regulated 1-1 state positively, I have never read the Act of Par
liament, except one clause. 

Do not you think that a reformer of the law should at least make himself 
acquainted with the law he intends to reform 1-1 do not consider myself a re
former of the law; I have lost a areat deal by the trade. 

To what extent 1-1 have lost 5,000 t. by the butter trade. 
Have all the shippers of butter from Dundalk been similarly unfortunate ?-Thcy' 

a~ every man ruined, and every honest man that ever enters the trade again will 
be ruined, unless the law is altered, in my opinion. I 

Do you confine that to Dundalk?-l confine it to the ports that 1 know. I beg 
to be understood, that the ports of Dublin, Dundalk and Newry, are the only ports 
that I am ftcquainted with . 
. Do you mean to apply that observation to Dublin, Newry and Dundalk !-1'hat 
l.S my opinion. . 

Did not you state that you did not know what the regulations were?-l kom') 
too well the regulations . 
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Did not you stale that you nev-er read the law at all ?-J mean the practised 
regulations of the butter trade in Dundalk, I am well acquainted with. • 

l °h·en the subject you find fault with is not the law of the land, but the practice 
'Of the Dundalk market?-And the Dublin and Newry markets also. 

Then it is the habit of the market and not the law that you disapprove on
I can state specific instances of fraud. 

Is it the law regulating the butter trade, or the practices in the difrerent mari<ets, 
that you disapprove of?--It is tbe practices that I complain of. 

Does that necessarily require an alteration of the law?-Yes, if the law is not 
sufficient to detect and correct all those abuses. 

How can you ascertain whether it is sufficient without making a trial ?-I have 
not made a trial. 

(f you made a trial, and found the present law sufficient to correct a:ll the abuses 
of which you complain, in that case would you think an alteration of the law neces~ 
sary? - I would not if the law was effectual. 

Can the law be effectual without some person puts it in force?-I suppose not. 
Amidst aU the troable you took, and aU the searches you made, it never OCCUlTed 

to you to see what the regulation of the Act of Parliament was, and to enforce that 
regulation ?-"No j [understood that the Butter Act was a very loose one. 

What are the Mmes of the two buyers you had at Cavan?-The chief buyers 
I had were John Brady and Patrick Flood ; they have now become large shippers, 
but they are ruined also. 

Since what time have they become large shippers?-From 1823; tbey shipped 
a great deal of butter last season, I believe. 

Upon your quitting trade in 1823, upon your own account, your Cavan buyers 
became large shippers on their own account 1-Yes. 

They were your butter-buyers in the market of Cavan during the whole period 
you were a butler exporter ?-They were not my buyers, but they were men that 
I always dealt with; I took every thing that they bought, but they bought for them-
seh'es exclusively. . 

'Vill you be so good as to explain to the Committee, having ascertained the 
fraudulent mode of butter-buying of those two individuals, how it came to pass that 
you continued them as your Cavan buyers during the whole period that you were 
In the butter trade ?-Because they were the most extensive inland dealets that were 
t'D be found, and because, if I did not buy butter from them, others would gladly 
do so. 

You state that those persons are all ruined ?-They are all now ruined. 
You stated, that no honest man that you knew had succeeded under the present 

regulations of the butter trade?-In the ports l am acquainted with, but there .are 
ports that I would make an exception. ' 

Have you ever heard of any merchants in the town of Belfast that were engaged 
in the butter trade?-The most respectable men in Ireland are engaged in the trade 
in Belfast. 

Have you ever heard of merchants in Belfast being very successful, and realizing 
fortunes in trade ?- I have, but not in the butter tmde; I knQw that the most 
respectable men in Ireland are in the butter trade in Belfast, but they have not made 
fortunes in the butter trade. 

Have you any reason to suppose that the men who are engnged in the butter 
trade ilt those places where the law is enforced could not be successful in the trade? 
-As far as I am able to judge, 1 think it has been a very unfortunate pursuit, but 
1 know that the Belrast crane is an exception to most others, for I know it is very 
properly managed. 

How is the market of Dundalk supplied with butted-It has become a very 
large market; I suppose, from 1,5,000 only it has come up to about 30,000 firkins 
annually. 

Who are the sellers principally in that market ?-They are those large inland 
dealers and some farmers; but not many farmers, for the county of Louth is more 
agricultural than feeding. 

Then the lllerchants of Dundalk who export butter are under the necess ity of 
buying from those dealers what they want :-They cannot buy from any body else, 
they must buy from lhem, or ouy none. 

Then the price that the merchant gives at Dundalk is the market price of the 
day in lin open mllrkct?-Yes. 

Then, in point of fact, could y.ou or &Lny other merchant ·derive any benefit from 
\4 .. any 
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any fraud committed by those inl£\DlI buyers at the country markets 1-'Ve eould 
nOl parLicipate at all in it. 

Were the other merchants at Dundalk equally well acquainted with the ,manner ,,-_~_-,,..., 
in which those frauds were committed ?- The deputy weigh-master was a larger 
buyer last year than any other, he was perfectly acquainted with all this system. 

Do many of those inland Luyers reside at Dundalk ?-·About seventeen or twenty 
sell their butter there. 

Do they all ..lct upon the same plan of obtaining influence with the weigh-mastel'8 
and tasters in the country markets?- Very many of them do. 

In what y,;ay do 'they manage to obtain influence with the weigh-masters and 
tasters ?-In fact they told me that they bribed the weigh-master and inspector in 
the inland towns to make all the butter that they bought thirds. 

Do you mean that they gave them money?-Yes, they told me so; the dealers 
IOId me so. 

Do they obtain nn influence also over the weigh-masters of the markets as well as 
over the inspectors and tasters ?-They do in the inland towns, but not in the ports. 

How do they obtain that influence?- By a douceur, [ wos told. 
To what extent can the weigh-master in a country market injure a farmer ?-He 

can injure him 18 s. 8 d. a cwt. 
How do you make out that ?-If those men who are favourites of his own attend 

the inland markets, they call upon him in the morning and say, <I We want a large 
fJ.uantity of butter to-day, you know that we are in the habit of attending this market; 
here is a strange man coming here from such a market, Rnd of course you must keep 
him out ofthis market."_H I will do all I can for you." The consequence is, that 
hutter, which I have understOod to be very good firsts, they have shown me the 
firkins, and said, " Now what do )'OU think we got that for j we got that for thirds 
in Arvagh." ""'ell," said I, " it is a fraudulent trade." They deduct 18s. 8 d. 
a hundred off the s~lIer. I have frequently said it is a fraudulent and unlucky busi
ness, and it must be attended with misfortune when such practices as these exist; 
it is a trade that no man should continue in. 

How can the weigh-master, in executing: the duty of weighing butter, injure the 
farmer?-The weigh-master is the head officer; he is over the inspector in all the 
inland towns, and unless he is a participator with the inspector, the thing cannot be 
done effectually; that is, they cannot make thirds of first butter. 

Supposing an English house was to send nn agent into a country market, and that 
agent was directed to act strictly lipan honest principles, what chance would he have 
of obtaining butter in competition with the other buyers ?-He could not at all enter 
the market in competition with them, the butter would be made first quality, and he 
would have to pay for it as first j it would be a sort of madness for an English agent 
to go to buy butter in the interior of Ireland. 

Is it not the practice very much of late for persons carrying: on trade in England, 
to send agents throughout Ireland to buy up the goods they have occasion for? 
-Not butter. 

Is it not the practice with respect to other commodities?-lt is with respect to 
wheat, barley and outs. 

Is that a practice that is beneficial to the farmers and landlords of Ireland ?-No 
doubt it is, and the practice makes Dundalk the dearest corn market in all Ireland. 

'" ould it, in your opinion, be attended with advantage to the butter trade, if the 
difficulties you have described in the way of English buyers attending the markets 
were removed ?-I am decidedly of opinion, that it would make the trade free, open 
and accessible, which it is not at present, and that the farmers would get a better 
price, and that the landlords would get more rent, and all parties benefit. 

\Vould it, in your opinion) be of advantag~ to the butter trade if the farmers who 
make considerable (Juantities of butter could send their own butter direct without 
the interference of merchants or inspectors) to be exported by steam-boats into 
England ?- I should think it would. 

Do you think that practicable ?-Now that the exchange is done away with, 
1 think large men like Mr. O'Grady, that was examined here, that have 200 or 300 
firkins of butter, might do so. 

Would that apply to the small farmers in the interior of Ireland ?-No. 
Are not the small farmers in Ireland much more numerous than the more exten

sive farmers?-They are in the counties I am acquainted with. 
Would it not be a matter of convenience .to the country buyers, after purchasing 

the butter of the small farmers, to be able to send their butter directly and expedi-
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tiously by steam~boats into the English market, without it being .topped to be 
inspected at the ports of heland?- Indeed I think it would, the same as the dealers 
in brown linens; they take their goods now throu~h all the north of England milr~ 
kets; the same might be done 8S to butter, and efiectually. 

Have you ever considered what the average charge may be upon a hundred 
weight of butter, arising from the different charges that are made in the markets in 
the interior as well as at the out-ports 1-1 have j there is 8d. for weighin'g 
nnd inspecting. there is 10 d. taken off the farmer for cooperage, and 3 d. per firkin 
in the port!. 

What place are you speaking of?-Everywhere, 1 mean, in the northern markets; 
there is 8 d, for weighing and inspecting in the inland towns. and then there 
is 10 d. deducted frOUl the farmer for cooperage, and then there is the port 
inspection a.gain, v. hich is 3 d.; if you put that down on seventy pounds 
butter, you will see how much il is on a hundred j it is about three shillings a 
hundred. 

What do you suppose would be the average charge for every hundred weight of 
butter sold in the markets of Ireland ?-l can only speak of the markets I am 
acquainted with. I am not acquainted with the southern markets at all. 

Have you ever calculated what the total produce of those charges would be upon 
811 the butter sold in Ireland ?-l could calculate it, I am quite aware of the nor. 
them shipments: the port of Newry is the largest in the north; the amount of 

. shipments there last year was 80,000 firkius, at Belfast the amount was 66,000, at 
Dundalk the amount was 34.000, at Sligo it was 30,000 j we generally put down 
Coleraine and Derry together, but the Coleraine butter is better than the Derry; 
the amount at Coleraine and Derry was 20,000, so that there are very nearly 

: 240,000 firkins shipped from the province of Ulster at these ports. 
What do you conceive the amount of the fees upon that quantity will come 

to ?-The sum is nearly 9.000/. for the northern ports, this useless burtheD. 
))0 you underst~nd that .that sum of nearly 9!ooo/. which. you ~ay is charged 

upon the export ot butter, III the shape of fees, from the provlDce ot Ulster, is not 
authorized by law?-I understand it is not authorized by law. 

Are you prepared to say that those charges of 8d. for weighing and inspect. 
ing. a.nd 1 ad. for coopering, at the inland markets of the north of Ireland, are 
generally made ?-l state that they are generally made. 

Are you acquainted with the market uf Strabane ?-l know a little of it, it is 
B. poor market. 

Do you know what char~e is mode there ~-lt is quite an insignificant market; 
• indeed it is not n butter market. 

Do you know the cbarp:es there ?-No. I am acquainted with Enniskillen, that 
is an extensive lmtter market. 

Those charges then form 8. heavy tax upon the butter trade of lreland ?-Thcy 
do, inasmuch as I have stated; Ihey are about that sum. 

And to a certain amount operate to the injury of the Irish trade, in competitiOn 
with the Dutch trade in the foreign ports where the two butters meet ?-No doubt 
of it, that part of it that goes to London; but there is no Dutch butter sold in 
Lancashire, not a single firkin, and the Lancashire market is very extensive; the 
Lancashire market consumes nearly the whole of all the butler I have stated, and 

' about 40,000 firkins that were imported from the south of Ireland in the com
mencement of the season; I think Lancashire consumes about 3 '10,000 casks, and 
no Dutch. 

Can you tell whot ;mnllfl~ profits the wcil£h.masteMl make in the country market!.? 
--Since the agitation of the Dutter law in this House, the profits in some of the 
cranes have been very much reduced; now the great fortune that was mnde in 
Newry by the system of super.tarin!! .... as entirelv given up 811 of a sudden' the 
very moment that this question Wll.S agitated in the House of Commons,' that 
moment the fines on super-tares were dropped, as 1 hove stated; I SllW an instance 
where a firkin huppenerl to be !1oix pounds falsely tared. and the cooper ex"cted 

.a fine of lad. a pound, which was the price of the butter at the daj' ; that, \vith 
a. new cal'k. Illtol-!cther amounted to 8 s. 4 d. nne on the unfortunate seller. 

Then in point of fact, was it . the case that !til the ahuses were in som.e degree 
checked by' merely lhe ugitution at this question in Parliament ?-'1 hose very great 
abuses nere. 

Do ),ou mean that tOltl took place this year ?- No; in J 824 the system wall 
given up of lining per Ib: for <:'uper-tlues. .• . 
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YOIl arc 'confining your observations to Newry?- Y es, to Newry. 
Is it the case that all the abuses are given up throughout the country markets ? 

-N one of the inland abuses are at all given up. 
I lave you any, idea of the total amount of those charges that Brc paid throughout 

. Ireland among all the weigh-masters ?-I have given a statement of what it wiU 
·be per hundred weight upon the northern ports; but I can say nothing about the 
southern markets at all. 

What have you ever heard as the highest emoluments recei~ed by a weigh
masterr- Ihave heard that the craner of Newry made :2,4ool. in lS2~. 

How do you know that ?-I was so informed in the crane of Newry. 
Were you ever informed of that by the weigh-master himself?-Not by the 

Newry cmner. . 
From what authority did you hear it?- From a particular frirnd of the late 

Mr. Carlisle" who was weigh.master. . 
V,'hat is the difference between the weigh·master and the craner 1 -The weigh

master and craner are all one. 
Is the quantity of butter sold at Newry so great as to make the office, of weigh-

master worth 500 t. a year?- It is, much more. . 
Would you say it is worth 800 I. a year ?-1 am certain it is worth goo I. a year; 

the expenses are not more than 125 t. a year altogether j that is what the deputy 
inspector gets, and the assistant porters get allout 125 I. together; llut I believe the 
crane is worth about goo I. a year, independent of that. . 

,.. Do you know it from any decided authority ?- I know it as well as I know any 
thing relating to my own business, and from having heard it often admitted by all 
lhe parties connected with the crane, and by the friends of the craner. 

lIow many thousand firkins are sold in a year in Newry ?-The year 1822 was 
' 8 very large year; it was 11 t or 1 I '2,000 firkins. 

How many arc sold in Dundaik 1-About 33 or :14,000. 
How many in Derry 1-About 24 or '25,000 in Derry and Colerain. 
How many in Belfast ?- fi6,ooo 1 believe this year. 
Are you aC1luainted with the butter markets in the county of Enniskillen ?-l am 

acquainted with Enniskillen. 
Is that an extensive market ?-A very large market. 
Are there similar abuses practised there to those you have ·described ?-No, thc 

casks are not so huge; there are none E'xceeding seventy pounds . 
'Vhat are the charges therc ?-Ten-pence for weighing and inspecting. 
Are there any complaints of the way in which the business of inspecting is done 

there? -I am not aware that there are; I am not often there, but I know there is 
10 d. paid . 

Do you conceive that the weigh-master of Newry receives more than he is entitled to 
receive by Il1w 1-1 fancy, during the season of the super-tares, that he did much more. 

Has it been the practice there for the weigh,.master at any time to receive more 
than he is legally entitled to ?-1 do not know whether the exaction of those fines was 
legal or illegal. 

What did they amount to ?-To a very considerable sum; to upwards of 2,000 l. 
in fines, fees, &c. 

What are the charges upon a firkin of butter in Newry 1-The regular charge is 
but 3d. per firkin. i 

Supposing the total export of butter from Ireland to be goo,ooo firkins, what 
would you, as a merchant, say, from your experience, would he the total amount of 
fees paid upon that quantity to the weigh.masters and inspectors in Ireland 1-It 
comes to above 100,000 l. 

How much do you reckon to be paid to the weigh-master and taste~ for e.ach 
firkin 1-1 put down 38. per hundred weight as the cost of inland and port inSpectIOn. 
and unnecessary cooperage. . 

The question put to you was, what would be the amount of the fee~ paid to the 
weigh-masters and tasters ?-I understood it otherwise j I understood It to be as to 
.the p::eneral expense attending this quantity of butter by inland and port inspectio~. 

The question put to you was as to the amount of fees paid upon 900,000 firkms 
of butter, to the weigh·masters and the inspectors of butter j \\hat is your anSwer to 
that 1-That is 100,000 t . 

~'ou have just stated that you took into your calculation a variety of other expenses 
bcs'~es the lees paid to the weigh-masters and inspectors ?-AII the fees for port 
and mland inspection amount to aUave loo,oool. a year on butter. 
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At what rate do you take the fees payable to the weigb·roasters and inspectors/»
A fee of ad. in the inland towns, 3d, in the port, and lod. for cooperage. 

Are you aware that those charges which you have stated to be taken by those 
"persons n're illegal, to a very considerable extent ?-.I have distinctly ~tated ~hat 
I know nothing of the south of Ireland, I know nothmg of the Cork Inspeclion, 
nothing of the Waterford inspection j I am confining my whole answer to the 
counties of Cavan, Monaghan, Meath, Wcstmeath and Louth. 

. Is not your calculation of the sums received aU over Ireland, made upon a calcu~ 
lation of the charges in the Cavan market, and the others stated ?-Yes. 

'Vhen you state that the charges amount to upwards of 100,000/., upon what 
-principle is that calculation made?-Upon a calculation of the Cavan, Monaghan 
and Meath inspections. 

And Cavan you say is the worst market you know ?-Arvagh is the worst. 
Do not you calculate those charges upon the entire of the butter exported from 

Ireland ?- I WAS asked, supposing there were 900,000 firkins shipped, what the 
charges would amount to upon that quantity. 

If the charges in Sligo upon 60,000 firkins out of the whole number that has been 
mentioned arc confined to 51 d, upon each firkin, would your calculation amount to 
the sum you have stated ?-It would not. 

H the charges at Belfast, 'Vaterford and Cork, the three largest shipping ports in 
·lreland, do not exceed 3d. would your calculation amount to one tenth of 
what you have named ?- I should think it would; but I beg leave to state that 
Belfast is by no means so large a port as Newry for exporting butter, by 20,000 
firk ins annually. ' 

I n the country markets, is it the farmer or the buyer of butter that pays the fees 
to the weigh-master ?-It is the farmer, in the north of Ireland. 

Do you think so much fraud and abuse could have existed in the butter trade 
of I reland as you have described, if there had heen no Act of Parliament to regulate 
it?-I am certain we would correct all the frauds ourSt:lves, for our own sakes ; 
I am very confident that if the law was abolished, we would all emulate each other 
in putting forward a good commodity, similar to what we have done in provisions, 
where the competition is so great, and aIle manufacturer 50 emulous with another, 
that I have seen instances of 2 $, 6 d. and 5 s. a tierce more being paid to one 

'person than another; there arc some respectable houses that get 5 s. 6 s. or 7 s. more 
for the range of beef than others, and that arises from the competition of manufac
turers, and the result is, that there is nobody in the provision trade but most 
respectable men, a very different class from those who conduct the butter trade. 

Is .it your opinion that the Act of Parliament has encouraged and extended 
fraud?- I will state how I think it has, under the mask of a general brand; for 
'instance, in the very town I live in, a numberuf people go to the crane with their butter, 
lJecause they can change the seconds to firsts,-they take advantage of the general 
'brand of the port of Dundalk; wherens if the butter was shipped upon individual 
responsibility, and if the shipper had his name' upon the cask, and his character 
per!:ionnlly at stake, no such thing could be done; for a fraudulent person jf he prac
tised one fraud would never have an opportunity of practiSing another, inasmm::h a~ 
no person in England would deal with him a second time. 

Will you explain to 'the Committee how it has happened that you have been 
in the habit of putting your own individual mark upon the butter you have exported 
from Dundalk, called 'Vestmcaths, and not upon other butter purchased by your 
friends Flood and Brady, and others, in the interior markets ?-My object was to 
bring the trade to the very point 1 am now stating, 1 woult! have had all the butter 
branded by the different shippers, with a view to show who committed frauds in the 
crane and who did Hot; but 'on bringing that butter to the English market, I found 
that I got but 3 s. and 4 s. a hundred ' more for it than the general rubbish 
that was shipped under the crane inspection, and they had a decKied advantage. over 
'me to the amount of 3 s. or 4 s. a hundred. 
, 'VllO had a decided advantage over you ?-AU my opponents in the market; nnd 
1 was obliged to come back to the old imperfect system, and to adopt the general 
'llractice of the crane at Dundalk and Newry. 

In point of fah, did not the demand for the repayment of the 128 t. you have 
mentioned for super-tares, made against you from your English customers, auri
fbt1t~ to you individually as a butter exporter from Ireland the frauds that they had 
detected ?-Not to me individually, because it is a general custom of country 

• coopers to make casks with false tares, and to pass them if they can. 
At 
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At the time, was it not imputed to you that you were the author of that imposi- .Mr. 
tion ?-No; the parties in Engl811d ~n~\V well that it rested with the cooper. \. W. Kienlan. 

Had you not been aware before this arne of aLI those frauds being committed by ~-~~~--' 
the Cavan coopers ?-Not till that season. 5 May, 

Did you never know before the year 1823 that those frauds had been committed 18:16. 
in the inland markets?-Not as to coopers by the weigh-masters lending out their 
brands; and I thought they would have been corrected by the proper officer in the 
crane, which never was the case. 

You have been concerned largely in shipping beef1-1 have. 
Hus it ever happened that you have heard from abroad the character that your 

beef has borne ?-I have; and I will state an instance: the purser of the ship 
Victory used to make it a constant practice, when he returned from the Mediterra. 
nean, or any long voyage, to call upon the storekeeper at Portsmouth for my brand; 
when I understood that that was the case, and that the purser discovered that beef 
with some brands was better than others, and proved to be so, I can state here, 
positively, that I was induced by that circumstance to make the beef better and 
better. 

Is not the opinion that is entertained and expressed upon those shipments a check 
upon the exporting merchant, and a security for honest dealing?-No doubt it is; 
for any man who values future prosperity, or future extent of business in any 
pursuit, will, if the article .is bought upon his own individual responsibility, endea
vour to make it as good as it ought to be made. 

'Vould not the same motive operate in the butter trade as well as in the beef 
trade, ifthe trade were free ?-rDecidedly. 

Supposing that in England there continued to be the same quantity of Irish butter 
consumed, and in Ireland the same quantity of Irish bUlter made, would there be 
any difficulty in bringing Irish butter into English consumption, supposing there 
was no Act of Parliament for regulating the trade 1-1 think jf there was no Act of 
Parliament that the article would improve under the brands of the individual 
shippers; but there is another observation which I have to make, and that is, with 
respect to salt j by the extension of steam navigation the necessity of suiting Lutter 
in Ireland so highly, will be avoided. 

If it was stated to you that from three ports in Ireland, Cork, 'Vaterford and 
Belfast, 610,000 firkins of butter are exported, the whole export from Ireland being 
no more than goo,ooo, and that at those three ports no more than 3d. tile 
fee, authorized by Law, is taken, would you conceive yourself warranted in taking the 
charge upon the butte)' exported from Ireland, of the fees to inspectors and weigh
masters, at 100,0001. ?-Certainly not. 

You will observe that that 6 10,000 firkins constitutes two thirds of the butter 
exported from Ireland, and that your calculation has been made upon 38. being 
taken upon each firkin i whereas in those ports no more than 3 d. is taken?-Yes, 
that is my calculation. 

Do you consider that you understand the interests of the butter-makers, (myers, 
and exporters of butter in the south of Ireland bett('~ than they do themseh'es 1-
I know nothing about the south of Ireland. 

If a system of inspection is deemed necessary to be continued, is it your opinion 
that it ought to be exclusively held at the place of export ?-l am of that opinion, 
that if there is an inspection it should be in the port of exportation j but I urn 
also of opinion that the weigh-masters 'should be practical men, and that they should 
not employ deputies to do business which is so intricate, and which requires so 
much personal management and attention. 

If they were so appointed, and were practical men, in your opinion would not 
that establish a useful confidence in the English purchaser of Irish butter?-I have 
no doubt but it would. 

Then, if an inspection at the ports were established upon the principle that you 
have stated, do you not think that such inspeclion would be useful to the interests of 
the butter trade of Ireland 1-I think it would. 

Mr. Parke?· DUllscombe, called in; and Examined. , 
ARE you weigh-master of Cork ?-I am joint weigh-master. . 
'Vhat is the law respecting the manufacture of butter casks in Cork?-They are 

required to be of certain dimensions. 
Is lhere a penalty by law for making casks not of those rlimcnsions?-There is a 

penalty of lOS. 
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,M,. Are the casks that come before you, in your capacity of weigh.master, all made 
~TJ((r DU1lfcomb~. of those dimensions ?-In general the country casks nonc of them are, they arc 

much larger. 
Is the penalty of lOB. inflicted on cach of those casks ?-No, it is not; for 

we would keep out all the country butter if we were to resort to it . . 
Is there any notice taken of those deviations from the law?-There is no parti

cular n.otice taken of them, because if we were to inflict the fine, all the butter from 
the country markets must be kept out. 

Is there no fine levied ?-Not for those measurements. 
Do you mean to say that all casks made in the country aTC passed by you as 

weigh-m~ster ?-If they arc merchantable casks, and made of good sound seasoned 
oak, ash, sycamore or beech. 

Though they are not according to law?-Though they are not quite according to 
the measurement. 

Are there any fines levied upon casks?-Not for measurement; but if tbey are 
made of ba.d timber,.and are not sufficiently stout to hold pickle, there is a penalty 
of 5 s. levied on them. 

I n what way is that penalty levied?- Half of it goes to the governors of the 
Foundling Hosp;tal, and half to the weigh.master. 

Before what tribunal is the person taken?-The thing: is so plain that he can see 
it; it is .optional with him either to pay the penalty, or to carry it before the mayor 
of Cork. 

\Vhen he pays the fine optionally, it is not of course lega1ly paid ?-I do not con· 
sider it legally paid, but it is the custom. 

He pays it without any conviction ?-Yes; but it is the usage ever since the 
weigh. house has been established. 

Does not the law direct that it shall be paid upon conviction ?-It does; but he 
pays ihhimself, without losing the time of going to the mayor, when he sees the 
case is so plain that he cannot resist it. 

Then it is a composition of the penalty ?-Jt is no composition, for he pays the 
full penalty. 

Supposing he refused to pay, whAt would happen?-The cask would be carried 
to the mayor; jf I was to brand it under the existing law, I would be liable to the 
same pena.lty for doing it. 

Does not this fine, in point of fllct, amount to a fee for the privilege of UStnr, 
casks that are not made according to Jaw ?-Decidedly not; because whenever lh~ 
cask is a bad one, there is lilwoys a good cask }Jut on that is capable of holding 
pickle, and made according to the provisions of the Act. 

Supposing the cask to be a good cask, but not according to the measurement 
prescribed by law, does not the person know that, by paying a certain sum. he ci:m 
avoid a prosecution for the penalty to which he is ieaally exposed ?-No, he does 
not, for there is never any penalty imposed on the gr~und of measurement. 
· Is not the weiglHuaster liable to a penalty for allowing casks to pass that are 
not of the proper dimensions ?-He is liable to a penalty for doing it, but we wish 
to use no severity. 

Then, in point of fact, you never enforce the provisions of the Act with respect 
to the size of the cask, if the cask in other respects is sound and well made?
Never. 

Is it not your duty, as weigh.master, to take care that the Jaws regarding the 
butter trade are carried into effect ?-Yes; but if we were to exert them to the full, 
it would he almost impossible to· do the business. 

Do you und~rstal1d the law to be of that character, that there call be any justifi. 
cation for evading it on the part of a public officer ?-I have heart! every ODe 

condemn that Act, coopers and merchants, and everyone else, relating to the size 
of casks. 
· [n acting in this way you have not acted UpOIl your own responsibility, but with 
the advice of the trade in general ?-Yes. 

Do you think that the advice of IIny individuals is a justification for the infrac. 
lion of an Act of Pllriiament ?- If 1 err it is certainly not an intentional error, 
because I could put .money into my own pocket by inflicting the finc. 

Jf it went before the mayor, whAt would oe the consequence ?-There would be 
a fine of lOS. on it. 
· Ypu staled that one half of the penalty of 5J. went to the FoundlinrY Uospjtal, 
to whom does the other half go ?-To the weigh.ma:;ter. 0 
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( Out of that half do you supply a sound cask for the bad one ?-No, I do "DOt. 

When a fine is paid for a bad cask, is there not a Dew cask put upon the butter?
There is. 

At whose expense ?-At the expense of the farmer. 
If you brought the farmer before the mayor, what would you receive ?-l would 

receive 53, j 23. 6d. out of the 53. goes to the governors of the Foundling Hospital, 
and ~:U. 6d. to the weigh.master. 

Then the Committee are to understand you to say that the law, which imposes 
a 10$. fine upon the measurement of the casks, is considered generally, in Cork, 
to be inexpedient ?-It is. 

The answer you have just given is applicable to the Local Cork Act ?-The 
zd of the King relates to the measurement, I think. 

Is that a local Act for the regulation of the butter trade at Cork ?-It is. 
Which is not applicable to the other ports of Ireland'?-It is not. 
You state that, in aU cases of fines being imposed, half the fine goes to the 

Foundling Hospital and half to the weigh-master j have you invariably in all cases 
given one half to the charity?-Always, and the countryman's name; and the sum 
is annexed to the account that is given in, and the date. 

So that any error could be detected at once?-Yes. 
To wbat does the weigh-master's proportion amount on an average of years?

It varies j the first year I got into office the fines amounted to 260/., and last year 
they amounted to 5gl. only j I can 't say what the other weigh-masters fines 
amount to. 

Then is it your opinion that the operation of the law has prevented bad casks 
being brought to market ?-I am clear that it has, and that it has prevented fraud 
in a great measure. 

Is there any thing else with regard to !he butter trade of Cork, in general, on 
which you would wish to give information to the Committee ?- I 'Would beg 
to suggest, that the master coopers of Cork feel themselves by the last Act of Par
liament greatly aggrieved, because a journeyman, if he owes his employer the least 
spite or grudge, could ruin him with penalties, by cutting his cask a quarter of an 
inch less than the dimensions prescribed by law. 
. Then it is the general wish in Cork that that law should be altered ?-It is gene
rally condemned Ly everyone 1 know. 

How would you prevent frauds if that is repealed ?-What I have said only applies 
to the measurements. 

Supposing the butter trade to be left open, without any weigh-house or restriction, 
what do you think would be the effect upon the butter trade of Cork ?-I do not think 
it could be managed; because butter is that kind of article that it could not be bought 
-by sample, and if it was to be carried from door to door, the boring of it would 
deteriorate the value of it: the merchant would be valuing it at his own value j he 
would have the advantage over a countryman: whereas the inspectors are people 
.who ore competent judges ,of it, and they fix the fair value of the article between 
buyer and seller. 

You consider it an advantage both to the butter-maker and the butter .. merchant 
La have that inspection ?-lndeed I do. 

Mr. IJe1l1'!J lIal'bcll, culled in; and Examined. 

YOU are a cheesemonger, residing at 'Vhitechapel?- I am. 
You are an extensive importer 'ofbutter from Ireland?- I am. 
Do you frequently send lots of ten and twenty firkins into the country?-Yes. 
Does the inspection by a public sworn officer, at the port from whence the butter 

comes to you, give you confidence as to its being secured against fraud ?-We would 
rather deal in those butters that arc so inspected than in those which have not such 
inspection j we deal in butters from Cork, Limerick and Belfast with greater confi
dence than we deal with many, and indeed most other sorts of Irish butter; for 
perhaps these seven years I 11llve cautiously avoided many others which came to us 
badly inspected both in qualities and tares; not entirely, but it has been a sort of 
principle with me to avoid them, from the great trouble and inconvenience we had in 
disposing of them afterwards, from the irregularity of tbe assorted qualities and 
unjust tares ; we must injure somebody, or have the inferior ill-assorted qualities left 
upo~ Our ha~ds. Though I make this observation upon our general principle of 
bUYing, there are occasionally cxceptioD8 to it; for instance, there is one person' in 
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1l1t, particular of whom we began to purchase about seven years ago; we wish~ to 
HttU'Y Harbtn. depend upon him for fine butter, and did every thing that we could to induce him to 

, f send us such : for some years we had reason to depend upon him, but he has trained off 
5 Mg:. in selecting and assorting the,qualities, and I cannot deal with him this year with the 

ISS • same confidence as for some years before. 
In that case you relied upon the character of the individual ?-Yes, in some mea .. 

sure; we knew that he lived in a neighbourhood in which there was as fine a quality 
of butter as in any other part of Ireland, and butler that would suit the London 
trade as well as any Irish butter. 

'Vhat part are you speaking of?-Carrick-on-Suir. 
And in consequence of that, butter not being uniform, you preferred dealing with 

those places where public inspection took place ?-I have continued to deal 
with him for some years, and have preferred to deal in such butters as came to us 
with the advantage of public inspection, rather than in most other sorts. 

Does not this security of public inspection, by saving you the n"ecessity of open
ing each package, give a facility to your trade rather than operate as a restriction 
upon ib?-I have almost given up dealing in many other Irish butters, because 
I could not sell them to advantagE;; for instance, such as the common run of 
shippers of Waterford butter, as well as ,.'laDY other sorts; I have left off buying 
them for some years, unless I am absolutely obliged to do it, supposing there 
is nothing else in the market, and I am in want of them for my customers. I had 
left off purchasing Limerick butter about five years ago, and did not buy any for 
twelve months j but just about, or after that period, an alteration in the inspection 
or shipments took place, and now I deal in Limerick butter with as much confi
dence almost as any other, as they are through all their various qualities articles of 
necessity in my trade: the fourth quality is an article of necessity, as well as the 
third, second and first quality, whereas seven or eight years ago, I could not sell 
them so as to dispose of a parcel regularly, or break them out to advantage: 
if the firsts were uniformly good, and each quality well assorted, I could with 
facility have got out of them, but they were so mixed with inferior qualities, 
that many of every parcel remained on my hands, which could not be disposed of 
without great loss. 

In consequence then of there being a satisfactory inspection by a public officer, 
you are noW' satisfied with the Limerick butters ?-In consequence of information 
which was sent to us by the Chamber of Commerce, or some of the merchants there, 
we tried Limerick butter again, and have been, generally speaking, satisfied with it 
ever since. 

In consequence of having confidence in the public inspection, are you pleased with 
that mode of dealing, rather than dealing in butter coming through private hands ?
Certainly, we deal in general with more confidence in such, if they come to us with
out being altered. 

In fact from having confidence ill the public inspection yQJl are saved the necessity 
of opening each package, and the expense of handing them about from hand to 
hand ?-If every five or ten firkins consigned might legally be of very different 
qualities, we should never get through or clear the parcels regularly. 

If for instance you receive from Limerick fifty or a hundred casks marked by the 
public officer in such a way as to give you confidence in them, you are saved the 
necessity of opening them and examining tbem yourself?-Y es, we should sell them 
much more freely on that aCCOunt. 

Then in fact that operates as a facility to the trade, instead of a restriction ?
Very great. 

For what reason have you been induced in any dearee to avoid other butters 
besides the butters of Limerick, Cork and Belfast ?-l d~ not mean to say that we 
positively avoid all other Irish butters; I intended to say that we have avoided the 
general run of shippers of Waterford, as well as many other sorts of butter, because 
there was not that inspection upon them that would suit our trade. 

Do you mean to say that the inspection in the other shipping ports of Ireland is 
not so good as it is in those ports of Limerick, Cork and Belfast ?-As f.u as I am 
able to judge I believe it is not so good; but I do not know what the inspection 
may be there j J am only saying what the butter is whep it comes to us; and in 
the state in which it comes to us, the inspection of those three ports is more to he 
depended upon than the general inspection of any other port in Ireland that I am 
acquainted with j and from the experience of many vears 1 am able to decide upon 
that. 

Then. 
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Then, in point of fact, do you derive the same advantage from the Act of Par- H ~ bta 
Hament that requires inspection with respect to butter coming from the other ports " tnt)' ar . 
in Ireland besides Cork, Belfast and Limerick ?-If by deriving advantage i~ is 5 ~lay. 
meant to be asked whether we clln pepend upon the quality of butter from other t8!l6. 
ports where there arc inspectors, in the same way that we can depend upon Cork 
and Limerick or Belfast butter, I say, certainly not; that the qualities aTC altered 
'more frequently, in my belief: I do not know it j but judging,by the marki upon 
the casks, and other circumstances that attend it, I think the alterations in qualities, 
weights and tares arc greater in other ports than they are from Limerick, Belfast 
and Cork. 

\Vhat aTe the particular abuses that you have to complain of with respect to 
butter shipped from the other ports ?-1 have to complain of some of the shippers 
of'Vaterford butter, and also some other ports, not for this last year in a great de
gree, inasmuch as I have avoided them very much in consequence; not wholly, 
because I am driven occasionally to the necessity of resorting to them; they come 
from many of the shippers at \Vaterford without any proper inspected quality 
'marks, nO ten firkins being alike, and nearly the same price cannot be made of 
them: though they are marked first, there are evidently in the same parcel called 
firsts, seconds and thirds: they have no inspector's quality marks branded 
upon them, but they have the shipper's brand or serutch mark. There is no de
pending upon their qualities. I have occasionally seen that even third Cork have 
been as good as such as have been marked first quality from many shippers at 
\Vaterford, as well as from other places in Ireland. I do not mean to say that this 
is generally the case, but that it has come within my experience, although very sel
dom. I have also seen many lots of other Irish butter, not well inspected, offered 
for first quality upon the London market, that were no better than many third 
Corks thnt have passed through my hands with the Cork inspector's mark upon 
them. 

Of what use, then, do you consider the inspection to be at \Vaterford ?-I do 
not know that there is any regular inspection at 'Vaterford, any more than what is 
called merchant's inspection; I believe there are no public inspectors marks upon 
the casks of\Vaterford butter; I do not believe there are any such quality marks, 
'. Have you any reason to complain of the tares charged upon butter sent to you 
from Waterford?-Very great in general; I do not mean to say that there are not 
exceptions; as in the case of this individual who has supplied us. Some years ago 
some casks with over-tares were sent back to him, and from that period we have 
had very little reason to complain of his j but speaking of , Vater ford butter generally, 
there is very great reason to complain of the tares. I am pretty much engaged in 
fine butter, and have been very anxious for many years to endeavour to get from 
Jreland the finest butter. I would, if it were possible, throw something like a 
llremium for making fine butter in Ireland, so as to make it less necessary for us to 
go on the continent for such butter; I have given the merchants every inducement 
in my power, leaving the price entirely to them if they would let us have fine butter; 
but 1 have not been able regularly to get it. 

Do the objections you have made to Waterford butter attach to all the houses ill 
Waterford ?-I think not; certainly not. 

Do you consider that they attach to the old established houses in that trade 
principally, or to those that have come into it of late years?-Principally to 
those who have come into it of late years j within these twelve months I think I have 
had one parcel 'of one of the old shippers, and that was bought upon inspection 
here; it was very fine. and very just in weights and tares. 'Vith respect to ao.other 
of the old shippers, he is one of the houses that I allude to, and after attempting for 
some years to induce him to send us fine fresh made, he did at last come into the 
idea of shipping us such fresh made butter, and has continued to do so tol~rably 
well j but I can get no fine Waterford butter from him, as soon as Carlow comes in 
to be shipped. I am under the impression that that which came as fine \Vaterford 
before, comes as Carlow after that period. I cannot ~o much depend upon the 
quality of the butter as I could wish; I give every inducement, and leave the price to 
them, and they draw for it at short date, I do what I can to obtain fine butter from 
Ireland, and occasionally have had some as fine as any that comes from Dorset. 

Are you acquainted with the manner in which the butters are inspected in 
Dublin ?-1 do not know any thing of the inspection of Dublin, but of the butter 
when it arrives here as Dublin butter. 

Does it come with the inspector's mark from Dublin :-Before I tried 'Vaterford 
406. F f 4 for 
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for fine butler, I think it must be about len or twelve years ago, r thought that the 
neighbourhood of Dublin furnished a great many very fine firkins, and 1 did what 
I could j I sent a person over to geL fine hutter from thence, but there have been 
almost universally such gross impositions from Dublin in the cutting out of the 
tares, and !'uch gross impositions in the quality, that I was obliged, in ~ great measure, 
to give up the idea of looking for a fine well assorted butter at DubiID. . 

Do you mean by the individuals engaged in the trade 1-I only speak of Dubhn 
butter which has come to me here. that it has undergone such alterations; I cannot 
say where they were made, it might have been by them, or on board ship, for any 
thing I know. , 

Then in i)oint of fact do you derive any benefit from the inspection that takes 
place in Duhlin under the Act of Parliament?-l think it is better than it was, 
within the last few years it is rather better, but it is not such as can be depended 
upon; as to receiving benefit, if I sell an article and get something by it, I receive 
a benefit; but if the question is, whether I receive that sort of benefit that a good 
inspection ought to give, I do not receive that sort of benefit from Dublin, and 
I imagine that I never shall, till there is a penalty by law for the alteration of the 
public inspectors marks for qualities and tares, if the inspection be to continue. 

'Vould it not be a satisfaction to the London dealers in butter, and is it not very 
much desired by them, that an alteration of the marks and tares upon the casks of 
Irish butter should be liable to a penalty ?-As far as my own opinion goes, as far as 
itbas come within my knowledge, I have no doubt Ilbout it. 

Are you one of the trade that applied to Mr. Wilson to bring in a bill for regu
lating the Irish butter trade ?-I was requested occasionally to attend meetings of 
the trade on that occasion. 

Are you of opinion that the following statement, reported to be made by Mr. 
\Vi,lson in the House of Commons, is correct; namely, that the necessity of a bill 
arose out of the extensive frauds that were practised by the persons engaged in 
exporting butter from Ireland, and that there was a regular practice of putting false 
brands and false lIames on casks, which had produced great loss to the London 
importers ?-Not exactly as to the \\'ordill~, but of the principle I am perfectly 
satisfied. 1 myself have suBhed a great (leal by such pntctices; upon a pun.:hase 
of !Jutter from another cheesemonger who imported it, I have called upon him for 
50 I. or 60 I. for false w~ights and tares, and have been paid that sum for such 
abuses upon a lot of butter, 

Are you of opinion that the practice of putting fulse brands and false names 
could be prevented by an Act of Parliament making it liable to penalty ?-I sllould 
be very glad to see it; as far as my opinion goes, I think it is the best calculated 
of any thing I am acquainted with to prevent such practices. 

'What reason have you to suppose that those penalties would be effectual in 
preventing the continuance of this practice r-I do not know that I can offer any 
very strong reason; I have no doubt about it in my own mind, but I have no 
strong reason to give for it. 

Would not the effect of the law depend wholly upon those penalties being rigidly 
enforced '?-I apprehend the effect of the measure would very much depend upon 
the penalties being enforced. 

Are you aware that the abuses that take place with respect to the butter trade 
in Ireland are in the face of very severe penalties, but which penalties are, in point 
of fact, hardly ever enforced ?-I am not aware of it. 

Does your experience enable you to say that those regulations of trade are found 
to be effectual, in consequence of the apprehension of penalties with which they are 
connected. ?-I can only offer it ns matter of opinion. 

If you were informed that those penalties were to be recovered before the magis
trates, and if you were also informed that those magistrates came forward by 
petition to the House of Commons, stating tho!!e frauds to exist, and praying for 
penalties to prevent them, instead of recovering those penalties which they were 
authorized by IllW to inflict, would you not conceive that the defect is not in the 
law, but in the magistrates, who neglect to do their duty ?-Most certainly I should.' 

Are you in the habit of purchasing English salt butter ?-'We are in the habit 
of purchasing English butter; we do not purchase any fresh. 

In what parts of England is it made ?- From Yorkshire, lind the north of 
EDO'land in general. 

fs your business in English butter extensive ?-No, it is nol; I bourrht two 
hundred firkins a little time ago j , they have come more freely within the i'ast fe'" 
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months than for some years, par~icularly since the manufacturing districts have 
oeen in distress. 

AIr: 
Htllr!J lItl,./..c". 

In what part of England is the butter made that you purchase ?-The butter 
I am speaking of I believe was made in Yorkshire. 

'---------------" 

Is there much made in 'Vestmorland 1-1 do not know; with respect to the 
quantity of diflerent sorts of butter which we sell altogether, it may be nearly equal 
t~ 40,000 firkins in the year; it is above ~o,ooo ; about, fourteen or fifteen years ago 
the principal part of what we sold was Irish, and we did not then sell more than 
fifteen or sixteen per cent of foreign butter upon the whole; but the foreign mcr~ 
chants being repeatedly told of the necessity of being more particular in their 
qualities, we have been enabled to get fine butler more easily from the foreign ports 
than we have from Ireland : we find that the merchant abroad who sends to us is 
more alive to his own interest in sending fine butter, and If\king a large sum of money 
~~gularly from his customer for such an article, than we can persuade the Irish 
merchant to be; we continued to increase in aUf sale of foreign, in proportion to 
pther butter, to twenty, then it came to twenty-five and thirty per cent, till out of 
every hundred firkins we had forty or fifty per cent foreign, and the last three or 
four months I imagine it has been sixty or seventy per 'cent, whereas formerly the 
Irish butter was nearly seventy per cent upon the whole of our sule. 

:May not that, in some degree, arise from a much larger quan tity of butter going 
from Ireland to Lh'erpool than did formerly, which butter formerly came to London ? 
If I could get IlS good, and fine, and as well assorted butter from Ireland as I get 
from the foreign ports, I should, I think, still sell from sixty to seventy-five per cent 
pf Irish butter. 

\Vhich sized casks is the Dutch butter brought over in ?-About a hundred weight 
gross; but we also sell a very large proportion of butter from Haffiburgh, which 
comes over in casks, some of a hundred and a half, a hundred and a quarter, and 
three quarters, and some less in size. 

'Vhat ports in England is the butter shipped from that comes to London?-I do 
not bring a vast deal of English butter; I very seldom bring any, exccpt what is 
scnt to us, upon commission, to sell; much has been shipped from Newcastle or 
from Hull. 

I s there any inspection , by Act of Parliament, of butter at Newcastle and Hull 
before it is shipped 1-1 do not know; but I believe there is some penalty attached 
to the maker of the butter. 

You consume a good deal of Hamburgh butler?-Y es. 
Can you inform the Committee whether, latterly, they have not adopted a system 

pf marking the qualities upon the Hamburgh butter? -They have. 
Do they likewise mark the Embden and Lear butter; are they about establ i~hing 

inspectors in those ports?-I know nothing about inspectors; but it appears to me 
that at Lear and Embdcn they are getting into the practice of marking the casks. 

Are they also getting into it at Hamburgh ?-A very great proportion of the 
buttcr from !o[llmburgh is marked first or second, or whatever it may be j and the 
parties have assured me, that since they have so marked them, the consumption has 
been grcater. 

Then your opinion is, that since they have adopted the practice of marking the 
bulter in the foreign markets, the eom~umption of foreign butter here has increased? 
-The quantity afLutter imported from IIamburgh has certainly increased, and also 
from Lear and Embden. 

Havc you imported much from the irish ports ?-;-[ may have imported 20 ,000 
in a ycar, or ! 5,000, but [ do not recollect the exuct quantity. 

Have you ever imported from the port of Dundalk?-lthink 1 have, but my 
1J1emory does not inform me whether r did, or bought them on passage or on 
arrival. 

In purchasing any butter of merchants, or any hody else from the Dundalk 
market, would you make any difference as to the private brands that were upon 
it?-I do not know Ii brand from Dundalk that I would not avoid with as much 
ener,!!), as was possible on the subject. 

H ad you ever any butter from Dundalk with the brflnd of ~'1r. Kiernan :-Two 
years ago, [think, I was asked to a party; Mr. Kiernan was there; I found that the 
object was to sell butter. I think 2 or 3,000 firkins were offered to me at the price' 
of about 70S. when the regular price of Irish butter in London was about go s., 
which would appear to bear an enormous profit j but if they haQ. been "at 56 s~ 
1 would not have touched them. 
. ·,06. Gg Theu 
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Then you did not think that the brand of Mr. Kiernan wns any great recommen: 
dation to them ?-I never saw any Dundalk butter that had any recommendation. 

Wby would you have nothing to do with it ?-Because I had very little confidenc(: 
in the gentleman that happened to be the shipper; and because I never saw anyone 
parcel of Dundalk that was-well assorted in qualities and just in tares, that after 
I got it I could sell and rTel fairly and regularly out of my warehouse, hut it would 
leave five or six or scveno out of every tcn or twenty that I could not dispose of but 
with great difficulty. 1 have had butter marked Kiernan upon it, it was many 
years ago, but at last I was so completely dissatisfied with the character of the sort, 
I found it so unfit for my customers and for my trade altogether, that I really hav~ 
avoided the article. I did not want that sort of butter, but such as would suit the 
people whom I supply, and they would really starve upon this sort, from the wani:. 
of a regular inspection for qualities and tares. 

Then you nre quite sure that you never paid 4,s. a hundred extra. price upon the 
authority of Mr. Kiernan's brand ?- Yes, quite positive, at any period in my life .. ; 

Have you derived any advantage from that part of the Act of Parliament rCt~u
lating the butter trade of I reland, which re<Juires the inspection of butter in the 
mar~et of Dundalk before shipmentr-I do not know any thing about the inspec
tion at Dundalk,. I am only acquainted with the butter when it comes here; the 
ins'pection may be very good at Dundalk; but if it goes through the merchant's 
hands afterwards, it does not come here as if it had been inspected well. 

You have stated that the consumption of Hamburgh butter has increased of 
late?-Very much. 

Are you of opinion that that increase of consumption has been wholly owing to 
its being of late marked at the port of shipment?-As far as my opinion goes, it is 
in consequence of an improvement of the quality. 

Would not that improvement of the quality alone, without the mark, have 
secured it an increased consumption ?-I am very much inclined to think that fine 
buttcr will always sell very freely. 

That is, butler will find its price according to its quality, whether it is markerl or 
not ?-If it were not for the inspection, out of ten or twenty firkins that might be 
sent from Ireland, some might be fine, middling or bad, and some of one kind and 
some another; I think it would be a dreadful curse upon Ireland if such a law 
were to pass j and instead of London consuming, as it could, with. fine and good 
and well assorted Irish butter, and adjusted tares, 500 or 600,000 firkins annualJy~ 
the sale would be reduced very shortly to 150 or 200,000, and it would lose all 
character in this market, and its place would be supplied almost entirely by foreign 
butter that was well selected. :l 

Do you think if the law was repealed, and there was no Act of Parliament about 
Irish butter, and the merchants of London bad to deal with the merchants of 
Ireland for butter as they do for beef, that the trade could not be carried on to the 
satisfaction of both piulies ?-I have tried a great number, and have for mnny 
years endeavoured to place confidence in many of the Irish merchants, and we 
eould never find but two or three that deserved it at all, where there was no public 
inspection. 

Have you in consequence continued to deal with those two or three, and discon~ 
tinued to deal with the otbers ?-I cannot use so strong a term as discontinued; 
J have very much lessened my dealings with the others, and I have endeavoured to 
deal with them, but they have trained off in selecting their qualities, which are not 
quit~ so good and regular as they were at first; I shall not deal with them this 
season with the same confidence as before. Last year the l]utters were more mixed 
in their quulities than they had been. 
. Why do not the London merchants send out their own agents to buy butter in 
Ireland, and ship it, as English dealers in other commodities do ?-l capnot speak 
for any person but myself: for eight months 1 have not occupied so much time out 
of my business as I have yesterday and to-day while attending here, and I could 
not send any body. 

So Long 8S butter is an article of great consumption in England, will there not be 
thai rate of profit upon the supplying of it which would enable the English mer~ 
chant to carryon the trade in the way that has been described, namely. by sending 
his own agent to purchase up the quantity he may have occftsion for ?-It appears 
to me so wild that I have no idea of it at all; 1 could not do it; I must decline it j 
I could not putcontidence io any other person to do it. 

Are you of opinion that a universal system of misconduct on the part of the" 
Irish 
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Irish merchants could not IJc rectified in any way by the English merchants who lJI,-. 
would have occasion to supply their customers with Irish butter?- ] cannot Iltnry lJarbt". 
answer that; in a general point of view., I can onl¥ say, ~bat I huve taken greal~,.-~-~' 
pains for many years, and. ~ find I am IIlcapabl~ of. domg It. 5 May. 

Then you are not of opmlon that the Act of I aehament for regulating the trade 1626. 
has been very successful in making it a very correct trade in Ireland ?-It has been 
very successful in some parts; it is particularly successful in Cork and in Limerick; 
whether it could be improved or not is another question; it is successful in Belfast .. 
I wish, certainly, the inspection was better in the whole of these places, but at these 
places it has occasioned a considerable improvement over many others. It is my 
earnest desire to get line butter from Ireland, and I would in a great measure 
sacrifice my own immediate interest for the sake of an improvement in the make of 
butter in Ireland. 

Do you recollect any period, some years ago, when the trade was i.n the hands 
of a more respectable class of export merchants in Ireland ?-[ think, perhaps.ten 
or twelve or fourteen years ago, there were some re.spectable shippers of butter in 
Waterford, who shipped more butter than they do now, a great deal, and with one 
of those I continue to deal with much confidence j uut they were then, I imaainel 
in thfi: habit of keeping their butter j as speculative merchants, they kept them, ~any 
of them, till they were stale, which rendered them less fit for us, and sent them 
perhaps three or four montbs after they had been originally purchased j and when 
they came here, and ten firkins were sent out to a customer, who ought to hava 
~ome back for ten more in a week's time, he would be a fortnight or ten days in 
selling such stale butter. and therefore I could not depend UI)on them. At that 
period such respectable class of export merchants were the principal and almost the 
only shippers of butter from . 'Vaterford. ; 

Is the whole of the Irish butter that you sell consumed iu the city of London) or 
do you send any proportio~ of it into the surrounding country ?-A great propor
tion of it goes into the country, I cannot state exactly what proportion, but perhaps 
two- thirds is consumed within ten or twenty miles of or in Londou, perhaps the 
remainder within fifty or a hundred miles of it. 
. Is there much difference between the quantity of salt made use of in the Irish and 
in the Dutch butter ?-A very material difference; there is un excessive quantity; 
in many instances, in [reland, as compared with either Humburgh or Holland; and 
I fear very much that salt is a bar to the improvement of Irish butter, and operates 
as a premium for inferior butter, and an inducement to the speculating merchant to 
hold it till it becomes stale. Six or eight or ten pounds extru. of salt is frequently 
used, for which they get 8d. or lod. a pound, making a premi:.1m for bad butter, in 
lreland, of 78. 6d. to 108. upon a hundred weight of such butter, whereas wcare 
very anxious for fine butter, and that there should be something like a premium for 
fine butter from Ireland, not a premium for bad, or for speculating butter. 

Does the Dutch butter which comes to the London market generally CODle in 
a shorter time from the period of its manufacture, than the Irish butter ?-A great 
deal, 1 imagine; I do not know it. 

Has the effect of the 208. a hundred duty, to which the Dutch butter is liable, 
been to lessen the consuml.ltion of Dutch butter as compared with Irish butter?--=
I have not the figures in my mind with respect to the consumption of one as com:.. 
pared to the other, but as far as my observation goes it has ahnost superseded, in 
general years, the low quality foreign butter, \\ hich cannot be brought to LondoD, 
in general, with 201. a ton duty, without a loss; but when it comes here and has 
accumulated in large quantities, it will sell only at a very low price, as low as 45s. 
a hundred weight, even though 20~. out of that be paid for dULY, and sold at a loss, 
not for a profit, but something must be done with it, as it must be tiisposed of. 

Have you any reason to believe that the opinions which you ha.ve given concur 
with the opinions of other dealers in butter in London ?-l think there would be 
none \hnt would very much disagree with mc, we have all our separate opihions, 
and therc will be shades of difference in those opinions j 1 am very much inclill~d to 
think that the gcnerality would be of the same opinion, as far as I am able to form 
an opinion upon the subject. 

Do you mean to say with regard ·to the extent of the abuses that exist?-I have 
no doubt nbout that, and I think the Committee will hear that much stronge,: from 
other persons than from me, because it has ~n a principle with me to ~lYoid iIl~ 
inspected butler as much as possible, and not to bring butter from ports fr6m whicTl 
that inferior butter comes j 1 do not mean to say that [ ha.ve avoided it entirely; I have 
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suffe·red a great deal from it, but there are many that would be able to give stronger 
proof of losses from it than 1 can, because I encourage more particularly only the 
best butter; for instance, I should avoid Mr. Kiernan's brand. 

fire you suftkiently acquainted with the Irish butter to be able to say that it 
would obtain a larger sale and better price if it were brought in a much fresher slate 
from the' interior of Ireland into the London market?-I should think it would. 

If the delays that arise from inspecting it in the Irish markets, first, in the interior 
market, lind secondly, at the place of export, were removed, and the practice of 

• sendino it direct from the dairies to steam-boats, and conveying it by steam-boats 
from C'ork and \Vaterford and Dublin to the port of London, was to take place, do 
you conceive that in that way it might be brought much marc extensively into 
competition with Dutch butter?-I have no knowledge of what the delays arising 
from the inspection at different places are, but I am under an impression that steam
boats are not the best calculated to bring butter. 

What objection would you, aSB butter dealer, have to butter being brought in steam
boats ?-l have not of my own knowledge any objection, but I have unnerstood that 
butter has been brought in steamnboats from Ireland to Bristol, and that in conse.
quence of the continued concussion that is taking place, it had operated as if the 
butter had been churned afresh, and it was not in so good a state, but I do nol 
know it myself. 

Might not that effect be counteracted by previous good packing and management, 
so as to consolidate the butter?-1 have not any knowledge upon the subject; I am 
concerned in bringing butter from abroad, and if I had been under the impression 
that it was safe to bring it in steam vessels, I should have encouraged it. 

If butter be kept in a very high temperature, does not it injure the quality of the 
butter?-Yes. ' 

Are not you aware that the temperature of stearn vessels must necessarily be 
much above that of sailing vessels ?-l do not know that. 

Have you ever been on board steam vessels ?-Yes, 
When you went below, did not you perceive that it was hoUer than In other 

vessels ?-It does not occur to me at present. 
Do you think that the competition in this market with the Dutch butter has 

any effect in leading the Irish makers to improve their qualities?-l think it ough~ 
to have. but they have not improved so much as they ought to do j I think they 
would endeavour to make us eat very bad butter if it was not for the competition. 

If the competition was increased, would it not lead to an improvement in the 
Irish butter ?-I think it would. 

Does not the duty of 208, a hundred on Dutch butter operate in some degree to 
the continuance of the defective system on which the Irish botter trade is carriet! 
on ?-I am not aware of it. 

Do not you consider the Irish butter much better for family purposes than the 
Dutch j is not it stronger ?-The strength of butter is decided perhaps marc by 
the confectioners and pastry-cooks than any other; they do not, 1 think, in general 
Jike Dutch butter, but prefer Irish. 

Do you think that if the Irish farmers and merchants were to improve tlleir 
butter to the extent to which it is capable of being improved, and conducted their 
business in every respect in a correct manner, that they could command a larger 
share of the London market than they now do ?-J think if the inspection in Ireland 
were such that there was a premium for the make of line butter, we should very 
soon increase in our sale of Irish butter in London. 

Is the Dut~h butter as fit for taking snit, in order to send abroad, as the Irish 
butter ?-I thmk not; I should be afraid to export Dutch butter. 

In what sized cask is the English butter packed ?- In firkins, about half a hundred .. 
Do you know whether there was ever any Act of Parliament in Enoland for 

regulating ~he butter tr~de ?-J think some years ago 1 saw an Act of P~r1iament 
for Yorkshire j whether It was general or not, J do not know; but we do not pur
c.hase Yo~k~hire b.utter freely, because it hlis no (Iuality marks from a good inspec
tion, and It IS not In genera l well assorted enough for us to rely upon it, or sell it to 
advantage. 

\Vhe~ you d.o purchase any of it, are you in the habit of throwing a considerable 
proportion of It back opon the seller ?-l think, in my last purchase but one,. 
I b?u~ht 163, aDd the person who had them to sell desired me to throw out all that 
I ~Isllked, and to put what price I thought proper upon them, giving him a fixed 
PTioe for the fine ones. I think I threw out about 68 out of the 160, and they 

were 
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were reduced to two or three prices afterwards, and I think there were eight returned Mr. 
as totally unfit. Henry Ha rbctt . 

Where did you buy that butter ?-I bought it iu London. . '----.......---
Is there a considerable sale of English butter in London?-There used to be :} 5 May, 

great deal; but whilst the manufacturing towns were very brisk, thl:! CI.uantity 1826. 
brought to London was not so great, and when they were we bought them very 
seldom, because there was no good selection of qualities. 

Were you a dealer in butter before 18121- 10 1811 or ]812 I firstdenltin butter. 
Can you state whether the Cork butter has become better since that period?

G enerally speaking, I do not think it has; but I do not know. 'Ve have occa
sionally very fine butter from Ireland 90W j I have had finer butter shipped as 
Irish butter than I ever had before within these two years; I think gellcrully the 
butter was not so good about that year as it has been since. 

Do you consider that butter from the port of Cork, provided it were less salted 
than it is at prescnt, would bear the voya~e to the London market equally well, and 
preserve as well as it does now 1-It would be better fit for the London market all 
the year round less salted j it is a great mistake to suppose that an excessive quan
tity of salt preserves butter best for the London market, for that extra quantity of 
sait, though it will preserve the butter from becoming grease, frequently gives to it 
a very bad flavour: I have encouraged a very mild salted butter; it appears to me 
that it is a great pity that the practice of salting prevails so much, except where it 
is necessary for butter going to the West Indies; when it is going to the West 
Indies, they salt it hard, but it should be salted very differently for the London 
market. I have had ns fine butter from Cork as from any part of Ireland; I should 
wish no better Irish butter than the best butter from Cork. 

You say you have done with the English butter in consequence of the badness of 
the selection of qualities?-I do Dot encourage the purchase of English butter. 

I s the inspection defective in consequence of the qualities being marked incor
rectly upon the butter!-They are- not marked in quality at all. 

What is the nature of the inspection 1-1 do not know any thing about it. 
Then how can you say that you do not buy English butter, because of its 

defective inspection ?:....-Because it comes altogether of one sort, without quality 
marks; all of it called first, and, for aught I know, without any particular inspec
tion of firsts, seconds and thirds ; it does not suit my trade to buy it. 

Then are the Committee to understand that English Lutter is not inspected 1-
I do not know, it has no quality marks. 

Do you object to buy English butter in consequence of ils giving you the trouble 
of inspecting it in order to ascertain its quality before you buy it ?-l do not encou
rage the sale of English butter, because the qualities do not come to me regularly 
assorted. 

That is, you mean to say you prefer buying Irish butter that is marked, to 
buying English butter that is not marked, because you have more trouble with 
respect to English butter than you have with respect to Irish butter ?-It is not 
exactly the comparison, inasmuch as the finest English butter would be titter for 
our tra.de, rather ill opposition to Dutch, than to the general sort of Irish butter ; 
J would certainly layout all the thousand!' I could in the produce of England and 
Ireland, rather than lay it out any where else ; if they have an article fit for my' 
trade, depend upon it I will not go abroad for it. 

If the English butter is equal to the Irish, why do you object to purchase it!
Because it is not well selected and assorted; there are no qua lity marks upon it, but 
the qualities are so mixed together in the same lot, and at the end of the year I have 
had an accumulation of bad butter; 1 imagine there is no inspection of qualities. 

Do you prefer the inspection of butter, because it saves you trouble in carrying 
on yo ur business, and relieves you from making an inspection of its quality by 
yourself or by your servants ?-If I had every cask to inspect and assort, I could 
not carryon my present business at all j instead of sell ing 30 or 40,000 firkins 
a year, I must be content with 5 or 6 or 7,000, and my establishment must be 
very much lessened or given up. I am confident that the trade will bear me out in 
saying that no man in London has tried to do more than I have for the purpose of 
getting fine butter from Ireland, by doing every thing that would assist it, and by 
avoiding every thing that would prevent it: I wou ld even send over the money to 

t buy With, and trust to them for qual ities, if they would do it, so as to deserve our
confidence, but I cannot trust them, and they will not conduct their busi lJess in such 
a manner so as to deserve such ('onfidence. 
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Abraham Martin, Esq. called in; and Examined. 

\\'HERE do you reside in Ireland 1-10 the town of Sligo. 
Are you a merchant there?-l am j but I never was in the butter trude. 
Can you give the Committee any information as connected with the butter trade 

of Ireland, arising from your own knowledge and experience ?-The only informa
, tion I can give on the butter trade, is as to the charges that are made in Sligo. 

'Vhat are the charges that butter, sold in the market of Sligo, is subject to?
There is 1 d. charged for weighing the empty cask; 2 d. for weighing and branding 
the cask; 1 ~ d. charged for the tasting and marking the quality of it; there is 1 d, 
for unheading the cask, if it comes in hended. I may say, from every information 
I got, that about one half of the casks came in headed, and the other half unheaded. 
There is then a charge of 3 d. for a ticket. 

What do you mean by a ticket ?-Giving a man the weight of his cask on paper,; 
and I wish to explain that, because I have heard since that there is 2 d. of that 3 d. 
for custom. I sent my steward with some casks of butter to ascertain the fact; and 
I desired him on no account to pay more than the law allowed, and to insist upon 
its being branded j and said, if they attempt to keep your casks, leave the 
butter with them. He did as I desired, and they were branded and weighed for 
the 2 d.; but no merchant in Sligo would buy the butter from him. And after 
leavillg the market he was obliged to go back and pay 3d. for a ticket on each of the 
casks, before he could sell the butter to a merchant. 

Are there any further charges ?-There is another charge of 3d. a cal)k that 
the merchant stops from the countryman; and also, if there is any thing wrong with 
his cask, such as wanting a twig or part of the head, he is obliged to pay a cooper 
from 3d. to 6d. according to what repairs are wanting. , 

Is there any further charge?-No; there is only the charge of the merchant after 
that. 

How much upon each firkin of butter do all these sepantte and distinct charges 
that you have mentioned amount to 1-1 1 t d. 

Does the whole of that charge of 11 td. fall upon the butter sellers in the market 
of Sligo ?-It does. 

That is exclusively paid by the farmer who sells his butter in the market !-By 
the farmer, certainly. 

Do you know how that sum of 11 i d. paid upon each firkin of butter is applied? 
-It goes to the officers of the market, whoevef they are. 

You say you are not a butter dealer yourself?-I am not. 
Was that butter which you say you sent by your servant to the market to be offered 

there for sale from your own dairy ?- It was. . 
Do you sell butter in the market of Sligo to any extent ?-No; I sent it to ascer

lain whether 3d. was charged for a ticket; and if it had been kept, I should certainly 
have left it there, and have tried the right. 

As you are not a butter-buyer or dealer for export, and as you deal in it very little 
as an agriculturist, what was your motive for making that experiment?-It was 
merely, that if I did not get my casks for what the law allowed, I would have taken 
legal proceedings for the overcharge. 

Did not you get your cask inspected for what the Ia.w allowed ?-I did. 
Dut the result of your taking that step was to place you in such a position that 

you could not sell your butter ?-The merchants would not buy it, and then my 
man was obliged to go and pay the 3 d. for a ticket. 

Was not that in consequence of a regulation of the merchants themselves, an4 
not aoy act of the offic'ers of the town ?-1 do not know. 

You say that the merchants will not buy without a ticket?--Yes. 
'Vas not that a regulation or the merchants" aod not a regulation of thE' butter 

weigher ?-I suppose it must have been between them. 
In-point of fact, did not the merchant require the authority of the weigh-master'S; 

ticket, in order to give him confidence in buying the butter ?-They would not buy 
without it. 

The weigh-master did not force you to take the ticket ?-No. 
But the merchants would not buy the butter without the weigh-master's 

ticket?-No. ~ 
As you found the merchants of Sligo generally acquiesce in this arrangement, 

what particular inducement had you to make this experiment, with a view of taking 
, legal 
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1egal pr~ceedingsJ if the charge had been persevered in us you had apprehended ?_ 
I was glVen to understand that part of It was custom, and I was determined to 
oppose it. 

Is there any charge made in the market of Sligo upon the ground of payment 
for storage of butter 1-Yes; the merchants are obliged to pay 3 d. on ench cask for 
storage; to which they submit, sooner than send their butter to their stores, and 
then bring it back the next day to be branded, and back again to their stores j for it 
is never branded as the law requires that it should. There was a gentleman, a mer .. 
chant, whose storage came to above 200 t. a year, in consequence of which he took 
a place outside the market, and built a store j after which the charge for storage was 
reduced to 2 d.; it is now only 2 d. I believe. . 

If the provision of law were complied with in the Sligo market, which directs that 
the braoding of the butter should take place previously to the sale of it, would it 
become necessary then to store the butter in the way you have described ?-No i 
because they could bring it to their own stores immediately. 
I 'Would it be convenient to brand it prior to the sale in that large market ?-The 
Jaw points out that it should; and there is a penalty of 20 s. upon both the buyer 
and seller if it is not. 

, Do you not conceive that it is very essential, when the branding determines to a 
considerable extent the future prite, that it should take place before the buyer is 
declared, thereby avoiding uny possible suspicion of an interested motive in fixing 
a particular brand upon it?-After inspection the quality is scratched on the cask, 
then it is weighed, and a ticket of the weight given; but it is not branded till 
next day. 

lIas that difficulty, prodllced by the stornge, thrown any impediment in the way 
of purchasing butter?-I do not see tbat it has. . 

Has it produced any delay to the merchants who deal in butter ?-NQ, I should 
think not; because when they buy it they put it into the store, and then they come 
the next day, when they are at leisure, and it is branded. . 
. Do you think it a matter of indifference to a merchant, whether he should be 
compelled to store it or not ?-If it were branded at once, and coopered, they could 
bring it away to their own stores. I mentioned one merchant that built stores outside, 
to move his butter into, sooner than submit to the storage. 

Is the hutter business at Sligo carried on at very early and very late hours?
There is great complaint made of the late hours; sometimes it is done by candle 
light j for though the law points out every day to be a market day, yet they do not 
begin to inspect till almost all the butter comes in j and then but twice a week; and 
thus the man has eight lIf nine hundred casks to inspect, which occupios a consider
<tble. time; and t:iometimes the market does not begin till late. 

Do you think it possible for anyone person to taste eight or nine hundred casks 
in success ion, and to ascertain with truth the qualities of the butter so tasted ?-I do 
really think it is very difficult, when a man has. so many' casks, to do it correctly j 
if he were on the spot, to taste them as the casks came in, he would be better able 
to judge, than by waiting till they were all collected; but certainly he cannot taste 
the entire of them. 

You are a merchant at Sligo ?-Yes. 
Supposing the butter trade to be free from all those restrictions, would you be 

disposed to engage in the purchase of butter ?-I would not on my own account. 
'Inc country people very often complain that their butter deserves n better quality 
than it is marked j on that account, I think it would he desirable if the trade were 
thrown open so ' far as to have the inspection as it now is; but if any gentleman 
wished to buy on his own judgment, let him do so, ond that would satisfy the coun
tryman, for if he thought it WflS not properly qualified in the market, he could take it' 
away. 

Is the Committee to understand that the alteration in the law which you suggest 
is, that the system of inspection should he left for the benefit of those who would 
prefer it, but that a system of free trade should also be allowed to those who should 
prefer that mode ofdenling?-That is my opinion. 

Are you aware of the opinions of the Eoelish purchasers of Irish butter, as to the 
necessity of the inspection, in Ireland, at the place of export ?-I have heard that 
some of them are in favour of it. 

Then, if you were aware that that was the general opinion amongst the pur~ 
chasers in England of Irish butter, which is jts great market, would you or \\Quld 
y'0u not consider the inspect:on at the port desirable, provided it was regoH(t~d by 
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fixed and moderate charges ?-I would prefer it, because it would take off any re .. 
sponsibility from myself to have it done publicly; but 1 have seen a great deal of 
butter going in carts from Sligo to Derry, which the buyers would not have done 
if the law were complied with. 1 asked a number of them what was the reason of 

. it j they told me that it was marked first quality in Derry j and that the difference 
was 6s. a hundred weight paid them for the ~arriage. . 

Are you aware that Sligo butter, taken In the way you have descnbed to the 
market of Derry, is subjected there to a very strict inspection, with a charge not 
exceeding what is authorized by the Act of Parliament 1 - 1 know it is inspected 
there; but 1 am only stating the difference of inspectors tastes. It was marked 
second quality in Sligo; and they told me it was marked first quality in Derry. 
Whether they were telling me the truth I do not know. 

Do not you think that the transmission of butter by land carriage from Sligo to 
Derry would rather deteriorate the butter than improve it 1-It might injure the 
casks, but I do not see what injury it could do to the butter inside. 

Do not you knbw that land carriage rather injures butter in conveying it t() 
market1-I never heard it. 

You have stated that the charge in Sligo is 11 i d. and in the detail you gave 
you stated that the charge for the tare of the empty cask was Id.?- Yes. 

Weighing, 2 d. 1-Yes, weighing and branding. 
Tasting, 1 T d. 1-Yes. 
The ticket, I d. ?-The ticket is 3 d. 
\Vas not 2d. of that 3d. for custom ?-J heard so since I came here. 
Do not you believe it to be 501-1 must believe it, as I heard Mr. Fausset say 

so; but I could not get a ticket without paying the 3 d • 
. Do not you believe that 2 d. of that was for custom ?-So they say; but I will 

venture to assert, that I will not get a ticket, if I go to Sligo, for less than 3 d. 
If you had paid the 2 d. for custom 011 your butter outside the market, would 

you not have got a ticket for 1 d.1-1 suppose I would get it then. 
Then, of those charges, the charge of 3 d. for cooperage is the charge of the mer-

chant 1-Yes. 
Two pence is for the custom?-So I understand. 
Then that leaves but 5Td.?-It makes 11 fl!. altogether. 
Has not the weigh-master, to your knowledge, built very good stores within these 

four or five yeaTs?- He has, and made a very good market. 
Has he not taken land at a very considerable expense for the purpose of building 

stores upon?- Yes. 
How many merchants, to your knowledge, deal in butler in Sligo?-The prin

cipal merchant, I think, buys about 16,000 casks j but there are five or six buyers 
of them occasionally; sometimes more, and sometimes less. 

Do you know a person of the name ofCulperson?-Yes. 
And Scott, Parkinson & Company?-Yes, I do. 
William Kelly )-Y es, 
Martin MCDonald?-Yes; he used to buy, but not now. 
Do you know Gittings and Tenpenny ?-Yes. 
John Black?-Yes j he used to buy. 
·McDougal & Company ?- I believe they are not now there. 
Robert Ramsay? - Yes. . 
Is there ~ny other person who deals in butter to your knowledge as a butter 

merchant, With the exception of Mr. James Cochrane, in addition to those persons? 
-I have no recollection at present of any. 

Does it come within your knowledge that all those individuals store their butter 
in lhose stores ?-l believe they all store except the gentleman I have mentioned. 

Do all the merchants in Sligo, except Mr. James Cochrane, store their butter 
there? - Yes; I believe they do . 
. Is no~ that a .voluntary act on their part1-Certainly it is j because they may 
~ke their butter away as I before stated, but they must bring it back again to ha.ve 
It branded. 

Although the butter is not branded with a hot iron on the market day, is not the 
<Ju~li~y marked on it before it is bought, or before a ticket is given ?.......!.It is scratched, 
as It IS termed; the butter-taster when he is going round puts his own mark upon 
the top of the butter, and then he has a man with a scratch iron, and he marks th.e 
prkin. 

Upon that the t(lster gives him a ticket of the quality ?-The wcigh-m~ter does. 
I poes 
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Does he not mark on that ticket the number of the casks ?-No; I believe it is 
the quality of the butter he marks. . 

On the ticket does he not put the name of the man ?-He puts both the name of 
the man and the quality of the butter. 

'Vhich enables the merchant the next day to come with that ticket to have -his 
cask branded according to that ticket ?-Certainly. 

So that in fact the examination, as to its quality, takes place before the butter is 
sold ?-Yes; in the Sligo market. 

Do you not think it is a great convenience to those who deal largely in butter, to 
have their casks so marked that they can ascertain their quality without goiog 
through the trouble on the day of the market of branding them with a hot iron t ':"
If they began early they could certainly cooper and brand them at once. 

Do you mean to say that the cooper and the brander could go through the entire 
of the butter, and brand it with a hot mark and cooper up the heads. in one day?
If they began early I think they could; it is done very rapidly. 

Do you not think that the mode adopted in Sligo, in that respec~ is a great 
convenience both to the seller and the buyer ?-It would he as great a convenience 
if it were branded at once. 

Then you mean to say that they could with as much ease, in a large market where 
there are 12 or 1500 firkins of butter, brand them with a hot iron as mark them in 
the mode they proceed in now ?-They could not do it as easily, but it could be done. 
A man will not brand a cask as quickly as he will scribe it with an iron. 

\Vhere is the weigh.master's store in Sligo situated ?-In the market. 
Is it upon the quay or shipping .place of Sligo ?-It is. 
You have stated that the stoFes are good ones ?-They are. 
And the butter, with the exception of the butter of one merchant, is all shipped 

from that store, without going into the merchant's stores ?-I believe so. 
ls that butter under the charge of the weigh-master while it is in the store?

I believe the merchan4i keep the keys of thei r own stores. 
But the weigh-master has one also?-Not that I know of. 
Can the merchant go into tha t store without the weigh· master being present 1-

I should think he can. 
'Vithout a person belonging to the weigh-mnster's establishment being present?

I believe so. I went with an English gentleman once to Mr. Kelly to examine some 
butter, and Mr. Kelly had the door opened at once. His man opened it. 

'Vas not there a man belonging to the establishment there ?-I cannot answer 
as to that; but he had it opened at once. I will not undertake to say that he was 
IIIr. Kelly's man. 

Do Dot you think that the stowing of the hutter in Sligo, being a voluntary act 
of the merchant, is calculated to prevent fraud, and to put a stop to the practice of 
changing the marks put upon casks, the butter going direct from those stores to the 
ship ?-I think it is a great check to fraud. 

Do you think that the character of Sligo butter has risen since this system of 
examination, inspection and storage, has been adopted ?-I have heard that it has 
risen in value. 

And you believe it ?-I do. 
Is the weigh-master at Sligo a correct and honourable person, or have you heard 

any fault found with his weighing1-He is a very correct man j but the people com ... 
plain that the hutter is weighed standing beam, and that four pounds weight is taken. 
from them. 

Is your objection generally to the mode of examination and dealing with butter at 
the market at Sligo, or confined to what you consider aD overcharge ?-The people. 
very often complain that they do not get the proper quality marked on their firkins; 
and to obviate that, I would have it left open to them to choose whether they. 
would sell it to a merchant at his own stores, or go to the m8Iket. 

Supposing the present system of restriction and regulation to be necessary, do 
you conceive that it could be carried into effect in the market of Sligo at a smaller 
charge than that which is now imposed?-l think if they would all do their duty it 
is little enough; I mean what the law allows, 4d. to cover all charges; only that 
I would insist, whenever any article is weighed for a selle r, that they sh~uld not 
chafAe any thing for the ticket, since it is impossible for a man that hrmgs ten 
or t.wenty casks of butter, and each of them weighed for him, to carryall those 
before the merchant. I think the weigh-masters are very well paid, and that they 
o\!&ht to give a ticket for each cask gratis. 
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Are the duties of weigh-master executed by the individual "ho is· weigh-master, 
or by a deputy?-I believe neither the weigh-master nor the deputy weighs, but 
some other man. The deputy goes in and looks about as jf he were weigh-m~ter; 
but I do not believc he weighs at all. 

Do you not 'conceive that whatever amount is received by ~hose officers who 
discharge no duties might be saved to the public, and the duty still be efficiently 
performed ?-To be sure; it cQuld be as well done as it is, because the weigh
master of Slir10 I never saw in the market. 

Have you ~ny doubt whatever that the present 'charges are more than the n'eces
sity of the case warrants?-I have very strong doubts; and in the event of a larg~ 
quantity coming to market, I &hould conceive it might be done for even less than 
the 4d. allowed by law. , 

' But' whether the amount sold be great or small, do you perceive any advantage 
conn~cted with, the payment of a sinecure officer, who discharges no duties in return 
for it ?-I do not think it ought to be a sine~ure at niL . 

Do not yo'u think that the business of the butter market in Sligo is " ... ell con
ducted ?-Indeed I do. 

Do you consider that the business can be well conduct~d in any market in which 
the charges exceed the 'legal charges?-As 'to the overcharge, 1 have already men
tioned that the seller has to pay 11 T d. in place of 4d. 

Does the taster or inspector decide the quality of the butter merely by tasting? 
- I have seen that, after tasting a great deal, he generally goes by the look of 
it; 1 have asked him why he marked as seconds butter that 1 conceived to be 
sweeter than that marked as first, and he replied, that having some variation in 
the colour, he marked it seconds. 

Does he decide the quality by his taste ?-He does, and by the smell. 
Ey the touch ?-Yes, 'Vhen he has tasted so many he is obliged to go by the 

tou'ch, look and smell. 
Do you not consider that the individuals who perform the duties at the crane and 

butter market of Sligo, perform those duties under a responsibility to the public, of 
those whoaypoint and employ them ?-Certainly; and the weigh-master has the 
appointment of the officers. 

And he is responsible for their acts ?.......:..I cannot answer that. There is another 
thing that certainly was very much practised, namely, that because the law say:; 
that any butter above the riddle is to be scraped off, and though 1 never saw any 
above it, yet at one time I heard that there was 3001. or 400/. a year made of the 
scrapings, by taking it under the riddle. , 

To whom did that go?-To the deputy weigh-master; and I complained of it to 
the weigh-master, who immediately forbid it to be done. and ordered that if the 
people did not take back the scraping, it should be thrown away. 

A.nd therefore that abuse was done away with as soon as you complained of it?
Yes; but it had continued for many years. 

Ho\v long is it since you co'mplairied of'it ?....-I believe six or seven years. 
And it has been discontinued cover since you made a complaint to the weigh-master 

of it?-Yes; the butter is now restored to the people when it is scra~ off. 
You have stated that there is a charge of a penny for heading ?-If it comes into 

tlie market headed; but if it comes unbeaded. there is, no charge. 
You have stated that in .case a seller of butter finds it necessary to have his cask 

repaired, he has to pay for the cooperage in the first instance?-Y es. 
Who is the cooper, nnd by whom is he appointed ?-There was one Alingham, 

thc' cooper, but he is not there now j I do not know who appoints the cooper; 
a cpo~r and his apprentices attend there, I am told, 

Is there a cooper belonging to the weigh-house?-I believe a cooper attends there, 
but he does not, that I know of, belong to the weigh-house. 

In the event of any complaint arising 8f,!;ainst any officer of the weigh-house, 
before' whom would that complaint be tried f.-It would be tried before the provost 
of the town, 

\Vho' appoints the weigh·master and his officers ?-Himself; as bcing the head of 
the corporation. 

Is the Committee to understand that the individual who is weigh-master is ap. 
pointed by the corporation, and that he is the hend at' the corporation himself?
Certainly; and he appoints himself. 
, 'Vho i's the 'Weig~-master of Sligo ?-Mr. \Vynne. 
~Vho is the provost of the town of Sligo ?- Mr, Faqsset. 

And 
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And Mr. 'Vynne is himself a leading man in the corporation ?""':""He is the head 
of it. 

Is he returned for the town himself?-He is. 
Are you not aware that there is an appeal to the quarter sessions from any deci· 

sian of the magistrates, in case of any conviction or complaint ?-I believe so. If 
persons find themselves aggrieved, I believe they have ao appeal to' the quarter 
sessions. 

At that quarter sessions, to your own knowledge, is there not in general a large 
attendance of county magistrates ?-There is at times. 

And a presiding barrister ?-Yes. 
Is there also ad attendance at those quarter sessions of the leading gentlemen of 

the corporation ?-'Vhen there is any case to be tried that touches the corporation, 
they all muster very strong. • 
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HAVE you not been for many years nn exporter of butter from 'Vaterford 1- Mr. 
I have. Edu.'tlrd Cotirtmay, 

Are the qualities of the butter you ship selected in your own stores after it comes ~ 
from the weigh-house ?-Yes. , 9 May, 

Do you export it with the brands of the weigh.master ~nd i~spector?-\Ve do, 1826. 
except as to weight; we now get no beamage at the weigh-house, and we allow, 
in the early part of the season, two pounds, and in the latter part of the season, 
when the butter is settled, W6 allow one pound beamage on each firkin, in order to 
hold the weight here. ' 

Do you consider that a hardship on your trade, not being allowed a beamage?
I differ from some of my fellow traders on that question; I do not see any great 
hardship in that, because I must calculate the price" and whether ,I get 12,0 or 
112 lbs. for the hundred weight does not signify; it is according to the weight 
received we calculate the value. 

When there is a demand for butter in the Irish market, have yap. qot a facility 
of making sales before the butter arrives ?-,,7 e frequently do make sales on board j 
formerly the butter was ordered direct from the merchant, latte~ly a great de;.ll of it 
has been consigned here by persons who purchase in our market. 

Are not those sales made according to your own selection of qualities?-They _ 
are. 

'Vould you like to be bound to brand your name on the first quality butter 
generally, as it is branded by the inspector in the market at which you purchase 
it ?-No, certainly not. . . 

State your reason for that ?-Because I have found it almost impossible for the 
inspector in our market correctly to ascertain the quality of butter j we have been 
in the practice of selecting the butter ourselves when we get it into our own store.s, 
and assorting the qualities as we see best; we rqark ,the first qualities with our narn.e. 
the others we do not, but enumerate them in the invoices; the public inspestor ang 
1 differ very much j I try nearly all our butters; he sometimes gives us ver}!' g~ 
firsts in the second, third, and fourth qualities, and at time? there will be very 
inferior butter in the first qualities, as marked at the weigh-house. ~ 

Do you think the export butter trade of Ireland has .improved generally of. late 
years ?-I think the butter generally brought La Waterford market for sale has 
improved, and has been improved by the late Act. 

Do not the limits as to the size of the cask butter is packed ~n o~rate against 
the makers of fine quality?-The county of Carlow butter I think has not been 
improved as the butter of other counties has, by the small casks; the dairies are 
large there, and the butter in large packages I think was better than it is ~t present; 
the casks in that part of the country are so very bad, and often made of such green 
tim~r, that the outside, aft~r remaining some time in the farmers hands or in our 
stores, becomes green or mouldy ; the smal(er the cask the grea!er the surfac~ 
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of butter exposed; if I were to suggest any thing 'respecting tbe size of the casks, 
I ,,"Duld propose the casks be ing made of two size:;, onc to contain about a hundred 
weight, and the other a half hund red weight j if butler came in a bad cask we 
.. muld find no difficulty in takinp; off the bad cask and putting on another, but if the 
sizes were not regulated, it would be almost impossible to tit a cask of butter with 
another; the limbe~ which is used is very generally unseasoned ; I have heard, nnd 
believe, that casks are made of timber which has not been a month cut, and in some 
instances 'u shorter time; the unseasoned timber spoils the butter; I think the 
butter of Ireland would be generally improved if it was aU put into seasoned white 
oak casks. ' 
. \Vould you propose to have a regulation of the quantity of butter a cask should 
hold , or a regulation prescribing the size of the cask ?-Prescribing the size of the 
cask, for some may pack better than others. 1 think the farmers have suffered, in 
many instances, losing by the over-weights not being paid for. 
• Have you ever considered the effect of the duty on staves, in preventing the use' 
and manufacture of good casks ?-.Most certainly it must have an effect j it makes 
the cask& so much dearer; if the oak staves could be brought so as to afford them 
as cheap as the ash, 1 think that would be beneficial to the country'in two ways: in 
many parts of the country they want ash for agricu ltural purposes, and a great deal 
of the ash is consumed in making butter casks which might be spared to the coulltry 
for other uses. 

Are yo u of opinion, that if the duty was altogether taken oft" it would give ri se to · 
discontinuing the use of this improper kind of timber ?-It would bring the timber 
cheaper; and if they were obliged by law to put butter in that particular descrip
tion of timber, white oak, it will do away the necessity of using ash or other 
timber. 

Js not the use of improper timber extremely detrimental to the butter ?-Yes, and 
particularly in the finer qualities. . 

Do you think it has the effect of injuring the butter trade in competition with the 
Dutch butters ?-Undoubtedly, to a certain extent. 

You have reason to state this from your experience as a merchant?-Yes, I have. 
Do you consider that by the houses on this side of the Channel fac ilities are 

given by persons in the trade by accommodation of money, which have induced a 
deterioration of the quality of butter shipped from Ireland ?-I believe it has en
couraged a bad selection of butter i that is, the qualities of the butter are not so 
well assorted as they were when they imported by order direct from the merchant. 

Are you of opinion that the Irish butter trade is not conducted at present by as 
respectable a class of merchants as it was ten or fifteen years ago ?-J had rather 
some other person was asked that question. 

Have any rcspectablemerchants withdrawn from the trade ?-I do not know that 
any have altogether withdrawn. but some do much less business than they did 
formerly, because there has not been that distinction made on this side of the 
'water, I mean by the dealers in butter. 

Do you mean that distinction between respectable merchants and those not so 
respectable?-Between a good quality of butter and a bad fJuality. 

Of what parts of the country do you speak?-Of Waterford. 
Do you mean to say that the English purchasers of butter have latterly been in 

the habit of employing, to make purchases for them, an inferior class of persons in 
Ireland, and to encourage them have given them a money accommodation, which 
has put the more respectable merchants, who used to export from Ireland, out of 
the trade ?~I have heard that they have, and 1 believe it; 1 have heard a good 
deal of that since I came to London. 

From your knowledge of the butter trade of Ireland. do you consider it to be 
useful to that trade to have an inspection at the port of export in Ireland, for the 
satisfaction of the English purchaser?-To the port of 'Yaterford I do not think 
that the inspection for the satisfaction of the English purchasers is material; but 
1 think the inspection between the farmers and the purchasers in our market would 
be useful. 

And of course in other places ?-l know very little of the butter trade of other 
places in Ireland. 

Do not you think, from your knowledge of the trade, that it would be useful in 
all other places, to give the farmer nn opportunity of assurance Illllt he was fairly 
deAlt \\lith ? -1 think it wonld. 

Do 
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M,. Do you continue in the butter trade ?-I do. 
To what places do you principally send your butter ?-To various ports in 

Channel, nnd to London and to Liverpool. 
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Do you send much to Liverpool ?-Not a great deal; the principal part of what 
our house exports is sent to London, and the ports in the Channel. 

Are you in the habit of sending butter to England upon your own account, or on 
commission?-Latterly we have been obliged to send some butter on our own account j 
formerly we did not. I 

\Vhy ?- Because formerly the butter was ordered direct by the cheesemongers j 
some would order a quantity weekly or monthly. 

Do you believe there ha\e been considerable frauds committed with respect to 
bills of lading being given before the butter was shipped, purporting that a quantity 
was shipped which did not exist at the time the bill of Jading was made out ?-That 
has been done to a considerable extent some time back. 

Has not that been productive of considerable frauds and losses to the persons in 
London engaged in the practice ?-I do not know that they have suffered, except in 
lime; inasmuch as they have sometimcs) I believe, paid for the butter before it was 
purchased. 

Has it not been productive of supplying the means to the persons practising those 
frauds, of purchasing butter in the market, to complete the amount of that bill of 
lading long after the bill of Jading has been passed ?-Certainly. 

Have you any reason to believe, that since the revision of the Act, which W8~ cal· 
culsted to prevent that evil, the frauds in some degree have still continued ?-I cannot 
say in the article of butter, but I know they have in other instances continued . 

Are the Committee to understand that you would go the length of recommending 
that the farmer should be precluded from using any other timber in the making of 
their casks than white oak ?-I think the trade in butter would be benefitted by that 
regulation. 

Is it your opinion that it would be possible for the farmers in the interior of the 
country, withQut material inconvenience to their trade in butter, to be restricted 
from using any other timber than white oak ?-If the law was enacted that they 
should 110t use it, in a very short period it might; there should be time given; sup
pose six months after passing the act of restriction, I think there would then be 
no inconvenience; but unless the duty was taken off: I think stav(,'S would be too 
high for them. 

Do not you think that if the duty was taken off: the farmer would derive much 
more" advantage from the butter being guarded from injury, than any difference in 
the price of the cask ?-J am satisfied he would, for his lmttcr would bring a better 
price. 

You have stated that you would recommend a legislative enactment to protect 
the trade between the buyer and seller: in your opinion which suffers most, the 
1llerchant or the farmer, by the present state of the law?-I think the respectable 
merchant. 

State how the merchant sutlers ?-At present the merchant of character, who 
tries the butter himself, and selects a good quality, cannot get the price in pro~ 
portion, on this side of the water, with the man who sends all sorts, putting, in some 
instances, a fictitious name upon it. 

You have stated that the marks of the taster is no test, in your opinion, of the 
<luality of butter ?-Yes. 

Does not it as often happen that the farmer suffers from his good butter being 
branded as third-rate «luality, as the merchant suffers from p~rchasing first quality 
which was really third ?-Both farmer and merchant suffer occasionally j latterly 
th~ butter in our market has been purchased as it stands, without any variation in 
the price between first nnd second; a man hds a lot of butter with flrst, second and 
third, and it is taken at the same price round; some shippers will ship this alto
gether, and put their own or n fictitious name on butter, and then it is sent forward 
to the English market, and those who brand the goods with their own names, risking 
their own character upon it, do not get a proportionate price for their butter. 

lIas not the merchant a power, by assorting the butter afterwards, of remedying 
the defects ill the system ?-So I say; he may improve the selection by proper 
assortment, but he does not get an equivalent on this side for his trouble. 

What remedy h,as a farmer if his butter of first quality is branded as third?-
1 do not sec that the farmer has any remedy. 

What is the effect upon the farmer's pocket, of an imperfect brandiog of his 
O)(}6. H h 3 Lutter?-
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butter?- The farmers at our market are pretty well known to the trade, who pur~ 
chase of respectable farmers, and they get very little less for their butter, 'though it 
is branded what we may term unfavourably. . 

\Vould you recommend the present system should continue for the cure of those 
evils ?-No, I do not exactly recommend that the present system should continue. 

\Vould you recommend that the present system of branding the butter at the 
ports should continue ?-They do not brand the qualities at our market, they are 
scribed with a marking iron; the weights are branded. 

Have you found any partial or improper conduct on the part of the butter·taster 
in the town of Waterford ?-No, I cannot say that I have; I really believe the man 
does it to the best of his judgment; but I think it almost impossible for a man at 
the crane of Waterford to select butter properly; the butter is at times heated, and 
we have a very great variety of qualities; we get butter in \Vaterford by our inland 
navigation from all parts, and they send by land~carriage from the most distant 
dairies; some from the county of 'Vicklow, and the county of Limerick. 

Have you yourself attended any of the butter markets in the interior of the 
counlry ?-Not for some years. 

Have any persons in your employ attended them ?-No, not lately. 
Have you attended any of those markets since the year 1 812 ?-One market j 

the market of Moate, in 'Vestmenth, I attended two days, some years hack. 
How did you find the business of inspecting and weighing conducted there?

I thought very badly. 
In wbat respect?-There was very liltle care or attention to the quality. 
'Vas the price of the butter fixed according to the quality marked ?-I saw two 

persons purchase there, and they made 'Some distinction, indeed a very great differ~ 
ence in the price, and the farmers complained very much; and I thought from the 
appearance of th; butter (not baving tasted it) that the farmer was not properly 
dealt with. 

Did you state that opinion ?-Yes, and a number of people got round me, saying, 
that they were very unfairly dealt with; that they did not get the prices which they 
should; tbat those people had a great advantage in purchasing from them, and they 
would be very glad that some honest person should come and settle in the town of 
Moatp.. 

Did they (lomplain of the butter·tuster being in the pay of the butter·buyers?
I do not recollect that; I believe they are paid by the farmers, but I forget exactly 
what sum was paid, but I know it was something exorbitant that they were charged . 

. Did you ever hear that the butter·tasters were in the habit of receiving douceurs 
from the butter.buyers, to brand the butter improperly ?-I have heard of that. 

Have you known the fact?-l have not; I never knew it occur in our market. 
Do not you think it would be hard upon the farmer, if there was a positive 

enactment that they should usc no timber but white oak for their casks ?-I think. 
they would be benefitted by it; ill Cork I believe it is entirely white oak j and if the 
casks would contain pickle, and the farmer would pour pickle upon the cask, when 
filled with butter, it would preserve it very much previous to coming to market. 

Do you think there are many casks made of wood of native growth in Ireland? 
-Yes, a great many. 

Do not you think that if that was the case) the land proprietors would plant white 
oak, in order to have such a demand for the produce of their land ?-The Irish oak 
does not cleave, it is not suited for making casks of any description, there would be 
11 great waste in using it. 

Would you not think it impossible for the farmers in the interior of the country 
to procure white oak staves?-No, I do not think it would. 

,¥ auld they not have to go to the places of export?-The country is so inter· 
sected by canals and roads now, they might be supplied with casks from the 
sea-ports. 

\Vould not it be a great loss to the persons living ill the interior?-I think the 
expense of the casks would not be hea.vy, I think that it would be worth the while 
of the landlords to attend to it, and to pay more attention than they do to the making 
of buUer in Ireland. 

Do you think the farmer in the country would be placed on an equality with the 
farmer residing near the port of export, if the farmer in the interior were compelled 
to use the white oak staves?-He must pay something highor for his staves on 
account of tile carriage. 

Do not you .think.that ifit WIiS necessary for them to use while oa:k in the cask, the 
country 
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ON THE BUTTER TRADE OF IRELAND, 

~ountry coopers would provide themselves with the white oak, and· make casks as 
they now do with the conntry timber ?-Certainly. 

Then there would be a supply of casks made of proper timber, wherever the casks 
of improper material are found now?-That is my opinion. 

M" 
Etfward CoufttniJy. 
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Do not you think that butter packed in earthenware ,crocks would be better than 
in casks ?-I do not see how they could be exported wlthout breakage, and conse
quent loss. 

If there was a regulation requiring aU butter to be packed in earthenware crocks, 
would not it be as likely that the manufacturers of those would establish themselves 
in the country for the making of them ?-I think if there was a necessity for them 
they would. 

You mentioned that subsequent to the public inspection in Waterford, the mer
chants class the butter according to their own judgment, and that very frequently 
fictitious names were used in exporting it?-Yes, I have seen names in our day~ 
notes that 1 could not ascertain who the perso.ns were, as shippers of butter. 

'Vho are the persons that mark those fictitious names upon the casks?-I can
not say; I have seen names as exporters of butter, that I could not ascertain where 
they lived or who tht!y were. 

Could not it have been traced through the different buyers and sellers ?-It 
might have been, but I took no pains to trace it. 

What is the object of putting on fictitious names?-To pass inferior as first qua
lity; because the first qualities only are branded with any name. 
, Then there may be names put on which do not belong to any person ?-Yes j it 
was principally for the Liverpool market this deceptive mode was adopted. 

There is not any obligation by law that there should be a name put upon the 
cask ?-I know of none. 

Then why should any name be put on ?-The old shippers always put their 
names on the heads of first qualities only, to distinguish that from other qualities. 

,V auld not that have the effect, in case of an inquiry by a merchant here, o( 
misleading him ?-It would. 

Then it is a deception on the merchants here 1-Yes, to place a name on inferior 
butter. 

A very injurious one, inasmuch as it disabl~s them from discovering the fmud 1-
He must pay the bill to the shipper. agent or broker, and therefore he might ascer
tain it through tbem who unfairly dealt with him, but it might be very difficult. 

If he did trace it through the shipper, would it not take away from tlHf 

respectability of the merchant that he used a fictitious name 1-Yes. 
And yet that has been frequently done ?-It has, and that it is which has brought 

the butter of the port of \Yaterford generally into disrepute. 
Then, in point of fact, the English importer is himself a party to the' fraud 1-

The agent here may be j this butter may probably be sent for sale here to an agent. 
and he sells it with the 'Yaterford brand upon it. 

That agent is an intermediate person between the shipper and the cheesemonger 
here1-Yes. 

On whom does the fraud ultimatelyfall?-On the retailer or consumer in England. 
Have there ever been instances where casks of butter have been branded with 

fictitious names, that a fictitious place, where the butter purported to have been 
made, was put upon it, such as Carlow, for instance ?-I believe there has. 

It has been exported not only with a fiction as to the quality, but a ficl-itious 
name of the place 1 -It has. 

Then after it has gone through the inspection, it has lost all the benefit it might 
have derived from that public inspection ?-Y cs, completely so . 
. " ' hen you have examined buttcr in your own storcs, after being marktd at the 
weigh-house, have you found that marc has been of the second quality that was 
marked first, or more marked of the second quality that ought to. have been marked 
first?-In some parcels I have found more marked seconds that ought to have been 
fir~ts, and in others the rcverse. 

Have you often found butter marked third quality that ought to have been first 
quality ?-That has sometimes happened. 

lIas the farmer been paid for that butter in the first instance according to those 
marks 1-Latterly in our markets the butter is bought by parcels, taking the whoie 
round. 

h not the price of that parcel settled according to the avenlb1C marks of qualities? 
-Not always according to the average marks 0'£ qualities, but according to the 

406, H h 4 judgment 
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judgment of the purchaser, and his knowledge of the maker of the article; in some 
instances it is according to the average. . 

Is the price fixed by the brand of the weigh.master, or between the buyer and 
seiter on their judgment ?-The rate between the buyer and seller. . 

So that there is no advantage of the inspection either way in that case ?-In that 
case there seems to be little advantal'l'c to either party in point of inspection. 

Did not you state that you conceived that, as between buyer and seller in the port 
of \Vaterford, you thought the jn~pection essential to the protection of each ?-Yest 

and I will explain it; I think an mspector would be well between the buyer and 
seller, that the farmer could refer to j but I do not see the necessity of an inspection 
generally of all the butter which comes into the market. 

You have stated that you think it impossible for a taster, though ever so honest 
and well disposed, to execute his duty; to mark the quality according to 'its ~eal 
merit ?-I never met with a taster in the \Vaterford market (and there have been 
four or five in my recollection) that pleased me, or pleased my correspondent, as 
well ns I could myself. 

'Vhat is the reason of this impossibility of marking the butter with certainty ?
The butter comes to Waterford, quantities of it from a great distance in very ho~ 
weatlier i I think it impossible for a man on the day that it is brought in and laid 
down there to taste it with certainty j if it lay two or three days he ~ould; and 1 think 
in that case it ra.ther operates against the farmer and in favour of the merchant, by 
the butter being inspected too soon. 

From the nature of the butter it is impossible, under the present regulation of the 
law, which requires it to be marked on the day it is brought to market, that it should· 
be marked of a proper quality by the inspector ?-It appears so to me, particularly 
in hot weather. 

Are you of opinion that an inspection is unnecessary. in respect of the expor
tatioH of Lutter from Ireland to England ?-I really have not made up my mind 
about that; I have heard a great deal of it one way and another, and varteu:} 
opinions both here and at the other side; but so far as relates to the export of butter 
that 1 would ship myself, I do not think that an inspector would be at aU necessary ; 
I believe a great many of the farmers would prefer selling their butter directly to the 
merchant, others would not, conceiving there is a protection in the country markets 
by inspection. 

'Vith regard to your business of exporting Lutter from 'Vaterford to the English 
market, do you conceive a public inspection is necessary previous to your butter 
being shipped ?-No, I do not, because I run my character against the article that 
I ship: I conceive my character as a merchant to be at stake for the quality of the 
article. 
. In your opinion, would it be impossible for the merchants at Liverpool and 
merchants at Manche3ter to supply themselves with butter, and carryon their trade 
in a satisfactory manner to themselves, if the law was so altered as to do away with 
the necessity of any previous inspection or marking in the Irish ports ?-I think 
they might do the business as satisfactorily j I think it would be worth the experiw 
ment; there is something wrong in the trade, and I should be very glad if it could 
be arranged so that the country generally would ' ()e benefitted, without considering 
individuals any way. 

Is it your opinion, that the system is so bad under the existing regulations, that 
it is worth while trying a completely opposite system, in order to correct the evils at 
present existing?- I do not know what to say to that; I should hardly go so far as 
that; I think it may be modified a little. 

You srM~ak from your knowledge of \Vaterford market?-Yes. 
When you say you are not satisfied with the inspection at Waterford, does your 

dissatisfaction arise frOID your being obliged to pay a higher price to the farmer than 
you would pay if the insl)CCtion was otherwise conducted ?-I do not complain Ilt 
all of any loss I may have sustained; but as I am not bound to ship butter no" 
by the inspection o~ the market, at I~ast 1 do not conceive I am, I select' it myself. 

Generally speakmg, are your shipments of butter from 'Vaterford made with 
higher or lower characters attached to them than they ha.ve received from the in· 
spector ?-[ believe there nre higher characters attached to the great bulk of the 
butter by many shippers whom we have; and I ground that upon this 'reason, that 
if the butter was fairly exported by all, and fairly selected by all the shippers, ·some 
of us would have 8. greater share of the business than we have at present. 

Does the present mode of inspection give satisfaction generally to your ~el1ow ' 
traders 
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traders in Waterford ?-Thc inspection at the crane can make very little difterence Mr. 
to us, when we inspect it ourselves afterwards. Edtra,.d CovrttJflJv. 

Do the present regulations, 85 by law established, and practised at the crane at '---v------" 
\Vaterford, generally give satisfaction, or otherwise, to your fellow traders in that \1 MaJ , 
city ?- I cannot speak to that, for we have not for some years met upon that subject, 18\1:6. 

or consulted about it. 
Uave you not been a member of the Committee of Merchants in Waterford ?-

1 am Ii member of the Chamber of Commerce in \Vaterford. 
Are you not a member of a committee formed specially for the purpose of can· 

sidering the butter trade ?-No. One of the last butter committees 1 was on was 
at the time the beamage was disputed ; 1 was one of a committee to consider 
whether we would submit" to purchnse butter without receiving a beamage of four 
pounds a firkin, which was taken otf, but nothing re lating to the examination of 
the qualities j there hUii been no committee on that, \ ... ·e did not discuss that at ail, 
and it was not ,given to us j it w&s merely a committee to meet a 'committee of the 
gmnd jury of \Vaterford respecting the beamage. 

What was the result of that committee ?-The result was, that we submitted to 
no beam age l>eing allowed; the grand jury, Some of them, said we were exacting 
four pounds a firkin, which should not be, that there was no law for it; and many 
of the butter merchants of Waterford wished to resist that j [could not see the dif
ference whether I got heamage or not, for I should calculate the price in purchasing 
according to the weight I received. . 

\Vas it the opinion of the majority of merchants then assembled, that no bearnage 
was necessary to protect the merchant ?-The majority were for beamage. 

Do you recollect to what amount they were willing to allow beamage ?-~'Iany 
contended for the four pounds, some for three j there were a variety of opinions i 
but my own opinion is, that two pounds per firkin ought to be allowed between the 
buyer and seller, and on exportation one pound; 1 know by experience, if the 
butters have fresh come from the dairy, they wil( lose a pound before exportation. 

Can you state that that is the opinion of your fellow lntders generally?-l think 
it is the opinion of the old established houses. 

Do you think the farmers generally would object to the allowance of two pound~ 
Uea.u\age ?-1 am really at a loss to answer that question , for they got so alive to the 
" no be1;\mage," as they called it, hy the interference of some gentlemen in the 
county, that I rather think they would object to it now ; but it appears to me to be 
quite a fair thing. and that generally through [reland. 

\Vould not four pounds beamage be an unjust allowance to the farmer ?-No, 
I think not, nor ten pounds, for that he would get a price in proportion; [do not 
see that it makes a difference to the purchaser or the seller what the ,;pecific 
beamage is . 
. Does not the beamage relate to the weight, and not to the quality?- Yes. 

Then how would tcn pounds allowed beamage increase the price ?-If I purchased 
at ten pounds be'dIDage, I would give a price ill proportion. i 

You send butter to the London market? - 1 do. 
That butter in the London market meets with a competition with the Dutch 

LuLler ?-It does. 
'Vhat is genentlly the relative price between the Waterford and the Dutch 

butter 1-1 tun not aware of that, it varies very much; at some seasons of the year 
it is greater than at others. 

Does not the lrish butter bring a less price than the Dutch 1-Yes, certainly. 
To what do you conceive that is owing?-To the mnnner in which it is made~ 

they use too much salt in [reland. 
CUll you give any idea of the means by which it might be made equal to the 

Dutch butter? - I cannot just now recollect the proper quantity of salt necessary to 
be used. I have not brought the memorandums I wOllld have brought if I had not 
beoll summoned forthwith. 1 had some butter made and very lightly salted, and put 
into casks pickle tight, and l am not certain whether some of it did not brin·g 8. 
price equal to or higher than the Dutch. 

Do you think with greater care and good habits the lrish butter would brjn.s as 
good a price as the Dutch butter ?-A great deal of it would j it is better ' butter in 
itself, it will keep loDger. . 

Arc you of opinion that the butter trade would derive advantage in competition 
wi~h Dutch butter, if the landlords and farmers were to act upon the plan you have 
~ Ii ~ 
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just mentioned, more generally than they do at present?-I think it would, very 
great. 

'\Vould the injury to the butter-maker, from his butter being tasted nnd qualitied, 
as you say it is often in a heated state, be lessened, if his butter so heated and qual i
tied as at present were to be tasted and qualitied at the merchant's store instead of at 
the weigh·I\Ouse 1-By letting it remain in the merchant's store till it was in a proper 
state for examination, a person getting a small quantity of butter to try at the time 
could more accurately ascerta in the qualities, than by having a large market full of 
butter, and going from one to the other. 

Do you mean to say you would let it remain at the merchant's store unsold and 
unqualitied for a future inspection ?-It might so happen it might be so agreed on 
by the farmer. , 

'Vould that be convenient to the merchant and to the farmer ?-Not always. 
'Vould it not often be very inconvenient ?--It would. 
If that butter were to be tasted and qualitied as it came into the merchan.t's store, 

it WQuid be subject to the same inconvenience to which you have adverted ?-No; 
because a person trying a small quantity of butter would not be liable to the mis~ 
take!;; and errors he would with a large one. 

,V auld not the butter-taster ha\'e the same quantity to taste 7-The fanner 
would come to the merchant's store with his ten, twenty or tbirty firkins of butter. 

He would produce to the merchant the same quantity of butter he would at the 
crane ?-Yes. 

Is there any thing in the merchant's yard that would render that butter in a less 
heated state in that yard, when produced for sale, tban at the crane ?-There is this 
difference, that the merchant, or whoever he had in his employ to taste the butter, 
"lVould only have to taste that parcel of which he proposed to become the purchaser, 
whereas the butter-taster has all the butter that comes to the crane in the course of 
the day to taste, and I defy him to do that accurately. 

Do you not believe that, in many instances, thf; merchant would not deal 
directly with the farmer ?-I should always deal directly with the farmer. 

Have you not reason to believe that in many cases the exporting merchant would 
not deal directly with the farmer ?- Then what I have mentioned of an inspector 
between would be useful, that there should be a person that they might appeal to if 
they desired it. 

Do you not conceive there would be in large cities many instances where it would 
not suit the convenience of the butter merchant to deal directly with the farmer?
I do not see that. 

\Vhere does the farmer deposit his butter after all has been qualitied and tasted, 
in the event of his not having sold it to the merchant that day?-It remains in the 
crane, or he takes it away. 

He has that convenience of leaving it in the crane?- He has, provided it does 
not crowd the crane; they sometimes put them out. 

Do you conceive merchants in general would be disposed to permit butter-makers 
to deposit butter in their store, to be tasted at a future period, and not knowin(J" 
whether, at the time when the tasting arrived, they might not differ from the farrnel~ 
and refuse to buy altogether; do not you think there would be in many' instances 
an indisposition so to suffer them to deposit the butter?-No; I think a merchant 
wanting butter would always be disposed to permit the farmer to deposit it. 

He wants butter of a given quality ?-He does. 
Does he know that butter is of that quality?-He cannot know that until he 

inspects it. 
May there not be great differences of opinion as to the quality?-There may, 

;:ertainly. 
In wh.ich case the farmer must go back to the country \vith bis butted-He 

.~st go to another merchant. . 
_ From your acquaintance with the trade, are you of opinion thllt the farmers 
would, in point of practice, find a difficulty in effecting the sales of their butter if 
theTe was no inspection ?-I think they might at first, it might he so very opposite 
,to tlw present practice. 

When you ulle the expression "at first ," are you of opinion that in some Iittl~ 
~irne the matter would come to an understanding between the purties, and the busi

·:ntW. be quried OD to the satisfaction of all of them, without the necessity for Ull 

.jn.&pection ?-Yes, I think so. 
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ON THE BlITTER TRADE OF IRELAND. 

!\fr. William Strange, caUed in; and Examined . 

ARE you concerned in the butter trade of Ireland ?-I am. 
Do you import to a.ny large extent?-Yes, I do. 

1!51 

How many firkins a year may you import ?-Perhaps 10,000. 
Do you import them by orders, or are they sent to you on consignmen( ?-By 

order. 
Have you any reason to complain of the manner in which butter is shipped in 

Ireland for the English market?-The qualities and the tares are very irrcO'ular 
frequently, which we have to complain of. 0 

From what ports do you principally ship your butter ?-From Cork, 'Vaterford, 
Limerick, Belfast a.nd Sligo. 

To what do you attribute the irregularity you spoke of with regard to tares and 
qualities ?- I understand that tbere is an inspection, and thut after the inspection 
merchants are allowed to take them into their stores, and ship them at their discre
tion, as regards first, second and third qualities; but that applies morc particularly 
to'Vaterford. In Cork, I have reason to think they are 5hipped as they buy them; 
first for first, second for second, and so forth, 

What, in your opinion, would be the best possible milnner of remedying the 
inconveniences which you have occasion to complain of?-l really think it would 
be better to lay the thing open completely; I think, in the first place, it \\ould 
aftonl the farmer a fair opportunity of benefit by competition; that he would have 
a more fflir competition in the sale of his butter. 

How would that affect the English importing merchant ?-f think it would re
move a great many merchants that now intrude themselves as merchants, und who 
take advantage of the trade in London by shipping bad qllalities j second qualities 
as firsts, and they ship the quality of thirds aud include all as first frequently. 

What description of merchant would it remove from the trade ?- 1ilOse who act 
dishOriourably. ... 

Do you meun merchants in England or lreland?-- In Ireland, 
Those who change the mark ?-Yes. 
In what respect do you mean that they take advantage of the market?-\Vhat 

they buy for firsts and seconds and thirds perhaps they will include all 8S of first 
quality. 

How would a free trade prevent that fraud, without any regulations at all?-
1 think if it was an open trade, the respectable part of the trade 'would go to the 
farmer and buy themselves, and that the farmer would say, if you do not like my 
butter tell me what fault there is; he would communicate with the fanner, and say 
your butter is too salt, or your butter is smoaky, or something or other that renders 
it objectionable, then he would be induced to try to make an alteration in his butter; 
whereus now it is sent to the crane and marked as first or second or third, and per
haps the person inspecting the butter may ha,'e to inspect, in the course of the day, 
500 or 600 or 700 firkins of butter, and 1 will defy the best judge in the world to 
ascertain accurately the qualities of butter after he ha,s gone through perhaps fifty 
or sixty, so that perhaps a farmer who makes the best butter shall have his butter 
called seconds when it ought to be called first; a man who has got his second has it 
marked first; there is not justice rendered to the farmcr by any means ; \\ hereas if 
it was open to competition, and he could after it to this or the other person, he 
would have a fair price for it, and each one would say what the fault was; perhaps 
the farm er would be enabled to judge of the quality of his butter, and would be 
induced perhaps to make some alteration that should enable him to make it 
better. 

Do you think this communication would take place between the merchallt and 
the farmer ?- Yes, or his agent. . 

Do you think that the merchant who imposes upon the British merchant by 
!lending butter under his own brand, which is different from the brand put upon it 
in the market, and generally for his own advantage, would be so likely to go to the 
farmer, and sa.y. make your butter up in such a way as to make it palatable for the 
English market, and I will give you the best price?-I understaDd the butterisoo\'V 
brought to the Irish market and called tirst or second or third; this pe.rson, who has 
no capital, says, I will give you so much money for your butter; a respectable 
pe~SOtl lSays , I will give you so and so; this man, who knows nothing at all of: the 
artIcle. but has been taking the adYantage of the trade here, says, l will give you 
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2&. morc; as soon as the butter is shipped he draws for it, and ships to us this 
butter indiscriminately, firsts, seconds and thirds, altogether perhaps. 

Do you know whether the establishment of this inferior description of purchasers 
in Irela.nd of late years has not been owing principally to the London cheese
mongers, and buyers of butter of the London market themselves, employing people 
of no capital and little character to buy for them ?-Every one of the trade is 
obliged to do it in his own defence. 

They do do it ?-Yes, they do it; we endeavour to confine ourselves to respect
able houses, they ship us their butter fairly ; perhaps another house will ship to 
another house in the way I have before stated; a person will write to them, I can 
offer you'Vaterford butter on such terms; the person who purchases of us may 
come and say, You have imposed upon us, you have charged us so much more for 
\Vaterford butter than he charges i do not you find a difference in the quality? 
No, not so much difference i and in consequence of this we are obliged occasionally 
to have of those people. 

What advantage do you derive from having of those people, instead of dealing 
with the respectable merchant ?-Because it is so much lower in price. 

Is that what you mean by saying that you arc, in your own defence, obliged to have 
recourse to that description of persons ?-Y es it i::;. 

The complaint you made of the marks upon butter which comes from Ireland to 
you, originates, you say, in the merchant's stores?-Yes . 
. Have you the same complaint to make of the Cork butter as you have of the 

'Vaterford bulter ?-No. 
Then, in point of fact, you get the Cork butter 85 marked by the inspector, and 

without being altered in the merchant's stores ?-I believe so. 
Therefdre your dealing with Cork is more satisfactory than your dealing with 

Waterford ?-It is 50. 
Has this description of inferior merchant been resorted to in Cork as it has ill 

'\Vaferford ?-I believe it has. 
Have you had recourse to them in Cork ?-No we have not. 
How long have you been in the trade ?-About five-and-thirty years. 
\Vhen was it that you got into the habit of employing this inferior description of 

merchant to purchase for you? -I think about fourteen years ago. 
\Yould you not, as a butter. buyer, still find your account in adhering to a more 

respectable correspondent, instead of having recourse to this description of persoDs? 
--\Ye do principally, but not always; we are obliged to have recourse to those 
others who ship at a much lower price. 

If the law provided sufficient regulation and penalty against the alteration of the 
marks of the inspector by the merchant in his store, would you not, as a dealer in 
butter with Ireland, find an advantage in having the quality assured to you by a 
public officer in Ireland ?-l do not think we should. 

Any deception practised upon you now is by the merchant in his store?-Y es. 
Then how do you come to the conclusion that you would have an advantage in 

having a public officer to assure you more than it is now assured to you by the 
merchant?-Becanse I think the qualities would be better got at by inspection of 
each dairy separately: [think that the quantity that the inspector has to look over 
in one day confuses his judgment, and that it would confuse the judgment of the best 
judge in England or Ireland. I am sure it is impossible for a man to go throuuh 
four or five hundred firkins , and judge accurately of the quality. 0 

Are the Committee to understand that you would be content with each dairy 
stamping the quality of its own butler ?-Not quiLt> so j perhaps there may be half 
a dozen or twenty buyers of butter, and the farmer would have an opportunity of 
going to either one which he chose j and if one did not like it another might like it, 
or if they saw it, might point out wherein the defect was. 

Were you ever in Ireland ?-Never. 
Then you are not acquainted with the mode in which the butter is brought to 

market?-No. 
Should you thick that system was applicable to a country where the farmers 

supplied. butter in small quantities, each producing one or two firkins apiece?-That 
certainly makes a difference .where the quantity is so very small. 

Are y.ou aware that ma.uy of the markets in Ireland are so supplied ?-No, 
I am not. . 

If that fnct was proved to you, then the opinion you have given in the precedinu 
an~we~ would be altered ?-I think it might.. 0-
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In that event, YOll would think that, b?th for the protection of the merchant pur- .. Mr. 
chasing in the country. and the exportmg merchant, the i~lterposition of a sworn , W,lIlam Slr(JlIg~. , 
officer would be hoth useful and necessary ?-Yes; but then [ should think it would ...,. 
be necessary to enforce the merchant shipping that butter, shipping it as he 91:!6~' 
buys it. 

Might nOl such n system be secured by Act of Parliament, placing a penalty on 
the merchant altering it 7-[ think so. 

In point of fact, has there been much of the butter you have got from those inferior 
individuals in Ireland, and sent by you to your customers, returned upon your hands 
tiS not being of the quality you have charged it at ?-Yes, we have had many 
instances of that. . . 

The advantage YOIl have derived from employing those people in Ireland is, that 
Xo" get the butter at a lower price than the respectable merchants send it at?-
That is the fact. . 

Do you often get butter considerably deteriorated in quality, or at least a part of 
it, in consequence of the improper timber of which the casks are made ?-Yes, cer- "--
tainly, that is the case. 

Does 'that often amount to a considerable deduction in the value of the butter in 
the casks ?-It docs. 

To what purpose is the butter so deteriorated in quality or injured in colour 
applied ?-The outside of the butter gets mouldy from the sap of the wood. 

Do you, or not, conceive it would be highly desirable that a prohibition should 
hike place on the making up butter in ony 'casks but those made of white oak?
Any thiDg that would prevent that mischief is very desirable, for it certainly is a 
grievance. 

In that case, do )'ou conceive it would be desirable that the dut), 011 the staves 
imported should be taken oft: so as to enable the farmers to provide themselves with 
casks of a better description at a moderate price ?-If the objection can Oe removed 
by that means, r think it would be very desirahle. 

What is the extent of import of Dutch. butter into the London market as com
pared with hish butterr-I should think that the fJ.uanlity of Dutch butter this year 
,,,-ill far exceed the Irish, I mean the foreign butter generally. _ ... 

From what other place do you import butter, besides Holland ?-From Ham ..... 
burgh. 

Is the quality of Hamburgh butter equal to that of Dutch butter ?-Some of it, 
Lut it varies more considerably than Dutch butter does. 

To what do you attribute the superior price of Dutch butter, as compared with 
I rish butter ?-The excel!enc), of the quality, and it contains less salt. . 

Do you conceive, that under the improved system of n:tvigation that now take! 
place between ] reland and the port of London, the butter could or could not be 
made up with a much less quantity of salt than is now put into it ?-I believe so; 
but still it cannot be raised with all the management possible; there is a certain 
quality attached to every local situation. 

Do you think Ireland could not produce so good butter in quality ?-By no 
means. 

Has Dutch butter been decreasing or increasing in quantity during the last few 
years ?-There has been n vagt increase. 

Do you conceive that any part of the preference given to Dutch butler over 
Irish cOllsists in the difference of the cask in whjch it is brought ?-No. 

Has any Dutch butter come into your hands that has been injul'ed in conse
quence of the badness of the timber of which the cosk wns DlOlde ?-I do not think 
there has. 

Do you not conceive, then, that the quality of the timuer of which the cask is 
made may, in a cerluin degree, operate to prevent the use of Irish uutter as compared 
with the Dutch ?-In a small degree it may. 

Do you conceive the size of the cask in which the Dutch butter comes over is 
more or less fitted for the London market than the r rish 1-The Dutch butter is an 
article that is not calculated for keeping as the Irish butter- is, and therefore we are 
obliged to use it very soon after we receive it, otherwise it gets mouldy; but , that 
mould tlo~s not arise from the cask, but from the nutUrt: of the butter. 

Of what wood is the cask made ?-Of beech or oak. 
Would the Dutch butter preserve better if it was more lalt ?-~o, it would 

make a bed of tallow merely from the nntllre of the (Iualit)'. 
406. l i 3 Wben 
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.. Mr. \Vhen you recommend a certain competition in the trade. do you not think Some 
Will,am Strang'. , exception should be made ill favour of butter, in consequence of purchasers not 
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being able to form their opinion of butter by sample ?-I cannot give an answer to 
that question 50 well as the gentlemen of Ireland, who know the locality. 

'Vould you undertake to order Irish butter upon 89Y sample sent to you from 
that country ?-No, by no means. 

Is it not a fair inference to suppose, that in order to protect you, the merchant 
residing in this country in the purchase of butter, from frauds in Irerand, if you 
caunot protect yourself by sample, that there should be some check imposed in 
your country which will secure you the quality you send for to the marKet there 1-
I should feel no objection to that arrangement j but I should require, that afte.r 
the inspection is made, the merchant should be obliged to ship as he buys; thl1t is 
what we absolutely require, if the inspection is continued. 

You have mentioned that butters have been shipped to you from the ports of 
Cork, Waterford, Limerick and Sligo; have you any complaint to make of the 
quality of butter shipped from any of those ports except \Vaterford 1-'Most from 
\Vaterford, thongh I have sometimes from the other ports; but that must arise 
from this cause j the taster that examines the butter, goes, perhaps, over four or 
five hundred firkins of butter in the course of a day j it is certainly impossible f9r 
any judge in the world to judge accurately in going over such a quantity. 

Does the butter which comes from Limerick answer the quality marked on the 
cask?- It is vastly improved. 

Does the butter which comes from Cork answer the quality marked on the cask: ? 
-It generally does. 

Does the butter which comes from Belfast ?-Not so frequently. 
Does the butter which comes from Sligo?-Yes, pretty fairly. 
Are you aware that a more rigid system of inspection exists in those ports than in 

the port of \Vaterford ?-I am not aware of that. 
If you were told that a more rigid system does exist in this place, would you not 

be inclined to suppose that the superiority of the butter was owing to the rigidity of 
the inspection ?-Yes, certainly. 

You say it is impos$ibJe for a persall to judge of five or six hundred casks of butler 
in a day j is it not the fact that they judge by the smell and look as well as the taste? 
-The judgment would be bewildered before that quantity was gone through. 

Do you know whether there is any public inspection of bulter in Holland ?-l do 
not know. 

Do the Dutch casks come branded with the quality?-No. 
In what manner do you purchase Dutch butter ?-I have Itltcly had seconds as 

well liS firsts. 
Do you send orders for it?-Yes, we write though an agent here; he writes to 

the merchant. 
If the Dutch butter comes with second, does it not come marked with first also? 

-No, it is never marked at all; we order seconds, and seconds are sent, and there 
is n distinction in the price, and we find a distinction in the quality. 

Do you ever find that the butter sent from Holland as first quality, is ever of a 
quality only equal to the second ?-Sometimes. 

Why do you order seconds and not first& ?-Because it is cheaper. 
'Vuat price does the seconds bear in proportion to the price gi\'en for the best 

Irish butter?-It is cheaper j but it fluctuates very much indeed. 
What proportion does the price of the first quality of Dutch butter bear in re

lation to the first quality of Irish butter ?-The first 1 rish butter we consider Carlow 
butter j I suppose in general there Will be perhaps lOS. to 15 s. a hundred in favour 
of the Dutch; it depends upon the season of the year. 

In point of fact the 20 S. a hundred duty the Dutch butter pays, is not more than 
money enough to bring it into fair competition with the Irish butter ?-l do not 
think it is. 

Is there not a demand in the London market for butter more salted in some cases 
than in others ?- That is more saleable in the country towns and villages. 

If the quality of butter sent from Ireland was salted in the same proportion a5 

the Dutch butter is, do not you think it would be able to compete with the Dutch 
Lutter ?-l do not thinkjt would j each has its natural quality. 

Does it ever happen that butter marked Carlow is of iqferior quality? - \T ery. 
freq uently. 

That 
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That you find to be a great inconvenience in the trade ?-Yes, certainly. 
Have you reason to believe it has been so marked fraudulently?-I have no 

doubt of it. 
If the regulations were such as to prevent a possibility of such fraud, do you nol 

think it would be exceedingly desirable ?-Very desirable, certainly. 
Do you not think if the regulations were such as to secure the trade here against 

various frauds which have come to your knowledge, those regulations would be 
beneficial to the trade?-Very much so. 

Do you nol think that such regulations would tend to insure a sale to the good 
descriptions of Irish butter in the market here ?-It is very well worth trying; it is 
certainly desirable to make a trial of it; how far it would do it is impossible to say: 
but we apprehend the merchants get it into their own stares, and then ship it at 
their discretion: what we require is, that they should be compelled to ship as they 
buy, first for first, second for second, and third for third, 

That is the only fault you find with the present system; that they export it 
differently from what they buy it ?-Yes. 

Do not you think if the ins-pection of butter is left to one individual in a large 
market, that man is liable to the temptation of the world, and may be tempted to 
give a wrong opinion of the butter ?-That is very possible; there should be no com
munication between the farmer and the inspector, and the inspector should be kept 
ignorant of whose butter he is inspect ing, 

Do not you think it would be equally dangerous to leave the communication 
between tbe merchant and the inspector ?-Decidedly so. 

Do not you think that the merchant would be better able to give him n douceur 
than the farmer ?-That is one reason why I think the trade would be better open, 
that the farmer has not fair play. 

\Vhat is your opinion upon the policy of continuing the inspection at the several 
ports where the butter is exported 1-There may be a trial made; if a merchant 
could be obliged to ship it as he buys it, that would gi ve us a satisfaction we do not ' 
now experience in the trade, 

How could that check be imposed upon the merchant ~- By n law imposing 
a penalty. 

And that he should be obliged to make a shipment whenever he makes a pur
chase ?-·That whatever he buys it for, he ought to ship it for that quality, 
. Supposing he keeps it some time in his store, does not the quality deteriorate?-
Yes, but I should not expect that within a short time. . 

" 'auld not the consequence of that be, to lay the whole responsibility upon the 
inspector ?-Yes, but then we should have the advantage, or the disadvantage; if 
the inspector was confused in his judgment, of course we should have the advan
tage or the disadvantage of it; but at present, as it now is, the shipper takes that 
to himself; he takes it into his stores, and inspects or discriminates the qualities 
according to his own principle: I may say, not according to his own judgment , that 
must have beel) abused in thousands of instances. 

Is it not his interest to class the butter so as to bring the best price ?-There is so 
much competition, one is shipping at a less price than another, so that they are 
obliged to do that which is incorrect to protect their trade, or perhaps some of the 
most respectable would be shut out. 

Does it occur to you to propose any check on the partiality of the inspectors in 
the market?- I do not know what could be done with regard to them j but even 
supposing they were ever 50 correct in principle, and correct ill judgment) that judg~ 
ment gets confused; it is certflinly impossible, I know it by experience; I have 
looked over 100 firkins of butter myself, and have discriminated the quatities, and 
put one for one purpose, and another for another, and when I have come to look Ilt 

them in two or three days afterwards, or the next day, 1 have found myself in error, 
merely from the going over so many, 

Then is it the result of your judgment that there should be no inspection at all ? 
-I am quite inclined to that opinion; and if it should happen not to succeed in 
making a triat, if you should think it would be preferable to make trial of laying it 
entirety open, and if it did not accomplish thnt which was desirable, then to return 
to the inspection, and levy penalties on the inspectors if they did not tlo that which 
they ought to do, and to compel the shipper to ship as he bought. 
. Do you think that woutd bc agreeable to the trade in LOndon?-Yes, I thick 
laying the trade open would be. 
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You have said that you think it impossible for the inspectors to go through SO 

great a number, and to pronounce upon their quality ?-Yes. 
And yet you state that you think it would be desirable for the merchant to ship 

immediately according to the judgment of the insp~ctor ?-Certainly: 
\Vhat would be the value of that in that case (-Because sometimes we should 

have the advantage of it, and at other times the disadvantage of it j if a merchant 
takes them into his stores anei ships them at his discretion, perhaps he may have 
sold 500 or a 1,000 firkins at a certain price, then the price goes up, then he thinks 
he can put some seconds or thirds into those firsts, and that because the price has 
got up it will be taken no notice of; this we have known by experience. 

Yon have stated that you do not consider the branding as marking the real 
quality ?-No more it does. 

And yet you think it would be important to the trade, that they should be shipped 
immediately with the brand of the inspector, and that that should be the evidence 
of their value ?-Yes; I still think that the merchant should not have any control 
over quality, after it was decided by the inspector. 

Would not both the farmer who sells his butter at market, lLnd the London 
merchant who purchases Irish butter, IJe more at the mercy of the inferior dealers in 
butter in Ireland, if inspection was altogether removed ?-N 0; [think not. 

You have stated that the frauds are committed in the merchant's stores by those 
inferior persons?-Y es. 

Does not the inspection of the public officer operate ill some degree as a check 
on the change of those marks in the SLOre ?-Y es j but leaving to their discretion to 
ship as they think proper at\erwa.rds, the inspection amounts to nothing. 

Do you perceive in the packages the alterations which have been made ?-N o. 
Do you perceive that alteration$ have been made?-We see no mark to signify 

which is first, second or third. 
Do you perceive that there has been an erasure made of marks that were there 

before ?-No, not as to the quality; 1 never observed any thing of that kind but in 
'Vaterford, they do not mark them at the crane j we never see any marked first, 
second or third. 

It is not required by law ?-No; [believe not. 
You have received parcels of butter which have been mark<.'<i by the public in

spectors in Ireland?- Yes. 
You have received also parcels of butter which have been marked by the shipller 

in [reland ?-Yes. 
Which of the two do you considt!r generally to be best and most equal to the 

qualities marked ?-Those that are shipped according to the inspection. 
Do you not think that if the inspf.:ctor at those ports was nominaled by the 

respectable body of merchants ill the port, he would be more likely to be a proper 
public servant, than were he is named by II corporation, and more limited bodies 1-
It is very likely it might be so. 

Do you think a. more respectable man might be found in that case?-That is very.. 
likelJ-

'\ ou say that about fourteen years ago you had recourse to a low description of 
merchants then dealing in butter in lrehmd?- Yes. 

Is not that about the period when the present Ia.w took t:fiec t ?-l cannot recollect 
the date. 

You occasionally employ the same persons now 1-Y es. 
1>0 you conceive that the law that introdul.-ed the regulations contributed to 

change the trade in lreland from the Imnds of the respectable class of merchants 
into the hands of a class that are less respectable 1-1 am not certuin with regard to 
that, I think it is not at all unlikely j the fact is that ther:€' arc tt great number of 
buyeri now, and shippers at Waterford, to what. there used to be. 

Do you think that nu~:nlJer bas increased under the facility that the laws afforded 
of shipping butter in a fraudulent manner?- No, I do not know that that is the case, 
I only know it to be the fact. -

When you stated in the fonner part of your evidence that opening the trade would 
remove a great number of merchants who take advantage from the trade, what do 
you mean by that 1-They would then have to go to the dairy people and to lay down 
the money; the dairy PC?ple would not take their wo~d that they ,~oubl pay them 
the next day or two, or three days afterwards. , 

Is it \lot your opinion that the dealing iu butter should be a dealing on character 
throughout; 
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throughout; fir.;t, in the purchase of it in Ireland, and secondly, in respect of the 
exporting merchant 1-Yes. 

Is it your opinion that you would be more sati:3factorily served on such a system 
than under the present system of regulations ?-I think we should. . 

In buying butter from Holland or Germany, do you buy it ul>on the character of 
the shipper?-Yes, we do generally . 
. Do you ,find ~at a satisfac~ory. mod.c of carryin~ on lh.e ext~nsivc dealings you. 
have menuoned 10 that trad~ (-Sometimes we are dlsappomted 10 the quality. 

Are the cases of disappointment, with regard to this trade, more frequent than in 
other trades carried ou on the character of the merchants?-Y es, I think they are. 

For you 6wn interest you would be satisfied that you should be allowed to carry 
on your deaiillgs with Ireland on the character of the exporting merchant?-Yes, 
I should be perfectly satisfied with that. 
, Have you had oprortunities of being acquainted with the sentiments of the 
merchants in London currying on the same trade with yourself ?-Some of them. 

Does their opinion correspond generally with your's upon this subject?-Yes, 
it docs. 

'Vhat are the ports from which the Dutch butter come.3 ?-From Harlingen and 
from Rotterdam, and a few from Amsterdam. , 

lIow long is it since butter has been imported in, liny quantity from Humburgh? 
-I remember having some five-aod-twenty years ago, but in very small quau,tities; 
perhaps the importations have not been within these len years to any cqnsiderable 
amount, but now it is immense; ,\e apprehend it is owing to their not being able 
to grow corn to that advantage. 

Uo you not think that the disappointment in quality you have spoken of, did in 
a great measure proceed from the nature of the article itself being of it. more perish~ 
abJe quality than other articles ?-In a certain degree. -, . 

If you were to import a hundred casks of Dutch bUlter, and a hundred casks of 
Irish butter, in which do you think you would mee~ with the greatest number of 
disappointments ?--It depends upon the season of the year: in the autumn the 
quality of foreign butter is lIot to be depended upon; in the summer season . we 
prefer it very much to aoy Jrish butter. 

Taking the year round ?-T&king the yearrolln!i we prefer Dutch butt~r. 
'Vouid you in a hundred casks of Dutch butter find less disappointment than 

i~l a hundred casks of Irish .butter?-Yes, because it is quite of a different quality; 
calculated for our market. " 

You are in the habit of sending butter into the country?- Yes, a great deal. . 
J n sending thos.c. lots, is it not a convenience that you should rely UPOIl. the cha

racler marked by the inspector, to prevent the neceSSity of opening it and examining 
it !':'-"\Ve do not depend upon the inspector, we look to the character of the ship~r; 
if we have a very particular customer, of course we send the butter of ~~at shipper 
that we have the greatest reliance on. 

You have stated you (elied more upon the public inspection than the private?
Yes, certainly. 

Supposing it to be honestly inspected, in such a way that you could rely on ~he 
inspectioil being just, would it not be then beneficial to you to be able to send Iota 
of twenty or thirty casks without opening them ?-l am sure we should be benefitted 
if the merchant on the other side was compelled to ship as he buys, according to the 
public inspection. 

'Vould it not offord fucility to your trade?- Yes, certainly. 
Does not butter deteriorate in the store?-Very little with regard to lrish, in 

Dutch it does. " 
. Though you .would have an advantage as an English merchant, in a law .cpl1).~ 

pelling the Irish shipper to ship according to inspection, would there not .ue an 
injury done to that Irish shipper j you having already stat~d to th~ Coml1).ittee that 
the inspector: in your opinion, cannot form an accurate opinion ?- 1 cannot see.; 
any disadvantage on either side; because the merchant on the other side would have 
his commission for his trouble, and we should send them out precisely as we took. 
them in. 

In point of fact, "auld no( , the blttter arrive in the London market marked o( 
a. quality different from its real quality, in consequence of the pr~vious errQneous 
~arkillg of the Irish inspectod-Certainly, 1 say agdin, I repeat that it is utterly 
lInpo~sible to have it othcrwjsc. 
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Mr. Are you not aware that the only thing required by I.aw is, that the taster shan' 
Williaa Strange. certify that it is merchantable, without marking the precise quality ?-I am so 
'----......r--- Would not n person who had 5 or 600 casks to examine, be able to determine 

9 M(l' whether the butter in each cask WtlS merchantable, without going to the necessity 
18t . of distinguishing of first, second aod third qualities ?-Certainly. 

Has not the increase of the quantity of butter exported from Ireland been very 
great since the enactment of the law in 18 I ~ imposing regulations ?-l think there 
may have been an increase, but I never examined that particularly, so as to be able 
to give an answer to it. 

Can you give an answer with respect to the quality of the butted-It is nothing 
like what it used to be ; it is very inferior to what it used to be ; I refer to the period 
when I first came into the trade; about three years afterwards it was certainly very 
superior to what it has been since. 

Do you attribute the falling off of the trade in the Irish butter, and the diminu
tion of the quantity imported, as compared with the foreign butter imported, to 
that inferiority of the article which you descril>e in your last answer ?-No, 
there is an increased consumption; it arises from the increased consumption, de': 
cidedly so. • 

You speak only as to the port of London?-Just so. 
You have no knowledge of the comparative quality in the kingdom in general? 

-No. 
You are not aware that a great deal more is imported into Liverpool than into 

London -?- Yes, very greatly. 
And that that has increased latterIy ?-Yes, I have understood so. 
You would infer, not believe, that there has been an inferiority in the (Iuality of 

butter in Ireland, but that there has been an increased demand for it ?- Five-and
twenty years ago the butter from Ireland was far better than it has been since, 
most decidedly. 

Would you not infer from the quantity being so much increased in Liverpool, not 
that the quality had been worse, but the demand had been greater in Liverpool?-
1"be demand arises from the natural demand, as th~re has been for almost aU 
other things. 

Is not the demand for butter in Liverpool rather for an inferior quality than that 
used iii London ?-All the qualities have been used. 

Are you aware from what ports in Ireland the port of Liverpool is generally 
supp'lie~ ?-From Belfast and Newry, principally. 

You have sCated that butter was not shipped so correctly from Belfast as from 
Cork ?-It has not for these few years past, the merchants have not been regular 
in their qualities. 

What is the nature of the complaint against the Belfast butter?-There is a 
great deal more salt put into it than there used to be. 

Has there . been any complaint about tares?-The tares are very correct indeed. 
In what state are the casks from Belfast ?-They are very good. better than 

most. 
Do not you think that is very beneficial to the trade ?-Certainly. 
Has the Belfast butter deteriorated since the commencement of the present Act 

regulating the butter trade in ) 812 1-1 think it has rather. 
In what respect'has it deteriorated?-The qualities have not been so correctly 

discriminated, there has ~en a good deal of smoked butter. 
~ere is, comparatively, very little of the Belfast butter imported into London!

Very little, it generally goes to Liverpool. 
Have you reason to complain of the manner in which the qualities are marked 

in Belfast1-Sometimes; but that arises from the confusion to which I have 
referred. 

Who are your customers for the inferior casks of butter 1-Persons in the 
country. 

Do the confectioners in London take it?-No; some of the confectioners like 
the best which can be obtained. 
Cn~ you assign any reason ~vhy the Irish butter suffers less from being kept than 

the Dutch butter?-It is in the nature of its quality. 
But the butter does suffer after having been kept for some time 1-y~, certainly. 
r!?en in the event of the me.rchant in Ireland not shipping exactly when the 

quality has been affixed by the inspector in the Irish market, cannot that assign the 
just 
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just cause to that merchant for changing the quality, if he does not ship for two or 
three months afterwards 1-There would be very little alteration in that time. 

Do you mean to say there is not a great ¥alteration in the keepiou?-Not in 
a month Or two, in a twelvemonth there is. 0 

Does not that depend a great deal on the season 1-ln some measure it may, but 
not much, as regards Irish Lutler. 

Do you think it would be desirable, in order to secure the character of Irish 
butter, nnd W prevent frauds, to compel the inspector merely to state whether the 
article is merchantable, without putting the qualities upon it 1-That would be quite 
sufficient. 

Do you think that would give a sufficient security to the trade 1-Yes; so that 
the merchant was compelled to ship as he bought. 

The question refers to the inspectors not marking the quality 1-Yes, certainly. 
Do you think that it would be sufficient that the trade should be placed upon the 

footing intended by the Act of the 52d of the late King?- Yes. 
How would it be possible to compel the merchant to ship as he bought ?-That 

I must leave to wiser heads than my own. 
Have you sufficient confidence in a legislative enactment that would provide 

a penalty against any practice, to suppose that such an enactment would succeed 
in its object ?-I think it might. 

'Vould not the success of the enactment, in your opinion, wholly depend upon 
the strictness with which the penalty was levied ?-J ust so. 

Do you remember the size of the casks antecedently to 1812 ?-Yes, I (10. 

What was the size, as compared with the present?- They were alJout one hundred 
'weight and onc hundred weight and a quarter. 

1hey are at present eighty-four pounds?-Yes, and some less than that. 
Do you think that the law limiting the size of the casks effected any improve

ment in the trade ?-Not in Carlow butter i I think with resllCct to Cork and 
Belfast, and Newry and Sligo, it coulrlnot be on a better footing; but with respect 
.to Carlow butter, it is a more tender butter, and I think it might be of advantage to 
have them in hundred and hundred and quarter casks. 

Do you mean to say that the improvement extends to ull places except Carlow ?
Yes; [do not think that could be improved. 

Generally, the reduction of the cask has been a great improvement to the butler 
trade of the country ?-I think it has, taking it in general. 

Do you think that the inspection of a public officer. as far as it has been rigidly 
adhered to, has effected an improvement in the butter trade of Ireland ?-If we go 
-back to my first beginning business, it certainly has Dot; we formerly, tive-and
twenty or thirty years ago, had better butter than we now have since the mspection. 

As far as the inspection has gone, by a public officer, have not you found an 
improvement in the quality of the butter ?-Jf we go back as far as fivc~and-twenty 
years, I can decidedly say that it has not improved it. 

Of what Irish ports do you speak ?-I speak with regard to all, as far as my 
recollection goes, to all ports. 

Do you attribute the deterioration of the butter to the system of inspection ?
I do. 

Explain in what manner the quality of the butter is inferior now to what it used 
to he, from the operation of the inspection ?-l think it is from the multiplicity of 
business that they have to attend to. 

Do you mean to say, there is not still as good butter imported from Ireland to 
England as there ul'ed to be flve-and-twenty years ago ?-I do not think there is. 

To what do you attribute thatr-Perhaps there was not any inspection then. 
Has it been gradually deteriorating since you have ·known the trade, or when did 

that commence ?-I cannot immediately say l1t what particular period, but it has 
for a very considerable time. 

May not that deterioration arise from the improper discharge of the duties of the 
inspectors, and not from the principle ?-If a man possessed the most refined prin
ciple in such a duty, I do not think he could accomplish justice to all p~rtiesl in 
going through 50 large a quantity as 1 understand they are obliged to do from day 
to day; and 1 think if the trade was thrown open, various persons would go to the 
farmer and say, Have you got any butter? Y cs : he ;'."ill show it, and if he 
has 8. fine quality, he will have plenty of rersons go after it; if there is any thing 
the matter with it. it will be stated, It is smoked; it is too slllt: he will naturally say 
to his wife,. You must make an alteration; 
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Y ou are not so well acquainted with Ireland as to say whether that is app licaule. 
to small farms ?-No. 

Is it a common practice to take the salt out of the Dutch butter, ami to sell it as 
fresh butter ?-No. 

Nor out of Irish ?--Not to my kno\\ ledge. 
If that practice did exist, would not that give a preference to Dutch butter over 

Irish, in consequence of its being less salt?-Y es ; but I have no reason to believe 
such a practice to exist. 

Has it not come to you through report ?-No, it has not, 
You have been asked a question purporting to show that the butter of Ireland 

was made by small farmers, you have stated that under such circumstances you 
would be disposed to think the inspection of use? -The various buyers of butter 
would not be inclined to go after a little faTm er, therefore the man would be marc 
likely, under such circumstahces, to receive a proper value for hi s butter, by sending 
it to a crane for examination. 

If, in point of fact, the butter was made in Ireland in the proportion of three 
fourths, by large farmers, would you then say a system of inspection was necessary ? 
- 1 should think not. 

I s there any measure you would suggest, which in your opinion would IJc calcu-
lated to improve the trade here ?- l am not aware of any. I 

You think the best plan would be to leave the trade perfec tly free and open ?
I do. 

You hnve no confidence in the quality of the butter being affixed by the taster 
according to his palate ?-I have not. 

Have you ever heard of wine in great quantities being sold according to the 
palate or taste of the taster of wine ?-No, I am not acquainted with that. 

1\'lr. John Courtenay, called in ; and Examined. 

\VHERE do you live ?-I C;8rry on business in Abchurch-lane, m the city or 
London, under the firm of Bell & Company. 

Do you deal extensively in Irish butter?- I act as agent in making sales for my 
friend s in Ireland. 

Can you inform the Committee whether the butter imported from Ireland has 
improved in quality since the passing of the existing Act for re~ulating that trade? 
·- The selection ' of qualities has not been improved : I think the butter in general 
is pretty much the same as it was. 

What do you allude to with respect to the selection of qualities not being im
proved 1-1 allude to the inspection of the qualities at the different weigh-houses in 
Ireland. 

Have you reason to complain of that inspection?-V ery great, in many of the 
ports. 

In what respects?-The bad selection. I will just state: I was a shipper of 
butter from Dublin in the year 1815, and I had several times to compla in of the 
qualities of the butter sen t to me from the weigh-house. I called upon, 1 think, 
the Lord Mayor, Sir Robert Shaw, to havc a survey, nnd a survey was held at my 
store at different timcs. 

'Vhat was the result of the surveys you state ?-The butter branded as firsts, in 
many instances, was, on the su rvey, made seconds, thirds, fourths and fifths; and 
in dne instance there were several of the firkins deemed unmerchantable. 

Was there any step taken against the weigh-master who had branded them?
After this I made other complaints to Sir Robert Shaw, and he di smissed the 
inspector. 

'''as not there a public investigation held on the conduct of the inspector?
Yes ; I wrote a letter to the Lord Mayor, stating that it was necessa ry we should 
have one inspector, or we should be deprived of the liberty of shipping our butter ; 
and that I considered one man, if he would act with integrity, was the most fit 
and proper person to be retained as an inspector. The result of that was, that 
there was a person in the corporation took up this man's cause, and I was ex
amined before the board of aldermen and commOn counci lmen in Dublin. I was 
asked why I doubted this man's integrity j I said, that after having made repeated 
complaints of him, he had sent me home 100 firkins bUlter branded as firsts, 
which I.rejected, and I called upon him to know why he branded those as firsts 
after my giving him an opportunity to improve his practice by the complaint I had 

made 
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made before; he said he was told that the hutter was to go to the 'Vest Indies, Mr, 
aod that was the reason he branded them as firsts. In consequence of this the Juhll C()u/'t~tUly; 
board of aldermen and common councilmen confirmed the dismi~snl of him. He ~ 
had been inspector at Cork before he was brought to Dublin. 9 :'Ih.,Y. 

How many inspectors were there?- Three or four. 18~ti. 
\Vas the charge against all of them?- Y C!i, it was, and they were all dismissed. 
Since that, have you found similar frauds pmctised or passed by the inspector:; ? 

- \Vhile I was a shipper of butter in Dublin, I did not get from the weigh.house 
in Dublin a single parcel of butter of just quality that I considered, myself, would 
bring any respectability on my name as a shipper of butter, if I shipped that 
butter according to its marks. 

How long did you remain in Dublin ?-T was many years in Dublin; I left 
Dublin, I think, in the year 1820. 

Did you ever know an instance of any complaint made to the magistrates which 
was not attended to ?-I do not recollect any, I never made any but to Sir Hobert 
Shaw, and certainly he gave me every facility; and there were two other gentlemen 
complained at the same time, who, for what reason I cannot tell, did not persevere in 
their complaints. 

Did you remain a shipper of butter from 1815 to 1820?-Yes. 
Had you occasion to find similar fault during that time?-No,t so bad, but very great. 
Did you consider that to arise from the system that regulated the inspection, or 

the inefficient performance of the duty ?- I considered it to arise from the inspector 
having more to do than he could do; that if I marked them in my own store I should 
get a better character in this market; and up to this period I have never seen a 
hundred casks of well selected butter come from Dublin. 

Have you from any other port ?-Yes, there are respectable gentlemen who select 
the butter themselves; this butter L sell on board, which is a fair way of judging of 
it; I sell it on board before it comes to the market. 

Have you ever seen a hundred firkins of butter, properly marked by the inspector, 
arrive in this market?- Yes, I have, both from Cork, 'Vaterford aud Limerick. 

Are you aware that a great many of the complaints made against the manner in 
which the butter trade in Dublin is conducted, are attributable to the merchants 
changing the marks in their own stores ?-I am aware of that, I never knew an 
in!)tance of it; but if it was not that I considered I was bound by law not to alter 
the brood, I would have done it, for I have shipped butter as seconds brought home 
to me as firsts. 

Are you now engaged on your own account or on commission ?-In the butter 
trade entirely on commission. 

Are you employed by the London butter buyer or by the Irish butter exporter ?-
By the Irish butter exporter. 

'Vhat are the ports you principally deal with ?-Almost all the ports in Ireland 
that butter is exported from; most from the south. 

Cork and 'Vaterford ?-Yes, and Limerick, Carlow, Dublin and 'Vex ford. 
Is the butter that is consigned to you previously engaged by the ' London butter

buyer, or is it sent on account of the exporter?-It is sold on board, or landed by 
order of the exporter; for instance, we get a letter to sell so many hundred or 
thousaud firkins British, free on board, at a certain price. 

You living in London?-Yes; a great part of the butter that comes to the London 
market is sold in that manner, British free on board. 

Dy whom is that butter ordered ?-I get a letter from my friend in Ireland, sell so 
much butter British free on board, or the invoice of that butter ; I go to a cheese
monger nnd make my offer; jf he comes upon my terms, I sell it to him to be put on 
board free of all charges by t~e exporter, the importer paying the charges; . then the 
merchant in Ireland sometImes draws upon the party here, and sometImes our 
house, on his account, draw upon the party here; in general we have to take the 
risk of the debt, and draw upon the parties here for the amount, and we consider 
ourselves bound to them to make good any incorrectness that is in that butter when 
it arrives in the London market . 

'Vhat knowledge have you to regulate you in the assurance which you give to the 
London purchaser of the quality of the 'butter, or the price it ought to bear ?-The 
character of the merchant who exports it. 

You ate answerable to the person who buys ?-If I take the risk of the debt I am 
answerable j if the merchant on the other side draws for the amount, he is answer
able for it. 
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Do you, at the time that you ta~e consignments of this kind from gentlemen, 
receive orders from the London butter-buyers to have con~ignments made to you 
on their own account ?-Not exactly so; I get orders for Irish butter at a certain 
price, to be shipped free on board, and 1 send those orders to respectable houses, 
who select their own qualities, and the cheesemongers know them. 

How do they describe those 1-First quality, second quality, &c.; they generally 
say two or three hundred or four hundred firkins of butter, such a price for first qua
lity; then the merchant is not limited, he may put in a few of inferior qualities. 

How does the profit of the person to whom you write to send you that butter 
50 ordered, arise; is it by a commission you give him ?-N 0, 1 cbarge him a com
mission; the price is sent over, You may ship such a quantity of butter if you can 
do it at such a price; if the price is such that he can afford to ship at, he ships it and 
pays our firm the commission for making the sale. 

Have you a commission here also ?-No; the person on the other side al ..... ays 
pays me my commission. 

You receive the commission usual in such cases ?-Yes. 
Do you know of your own knowledge that the brands on the Dublin butter are 

changed before they are shipped 1-1 do not of my own knowledge; all 1 can say is, 
that while I was a shipper of butter I never changed a brand, nor did I ever know 
of any person doing so; but 1 have received butter at my store without any brand 
from the crane; 1 saw some yesterday from Dublin without the inspector'sbrand; 
it has the weigh.master's brand. 

Did you ever receive butter from a mnn of the name of Kiernan 1-1 did. 
VI ere not the brands defaced there?-They were not decidedly j there is a certain 

person here who went down with me and looked at four firkins of this butter, and he 
said the brand was off one of them, I said it was not; we went back again, and on 
examination we found the brand was not off; but there was other butter I had from 
another person, and he said, the brand is taken off that. I went yesterday morning, 
expecting to be examined on this, to look at that "oaaio, and I could not trace any 
place whatsoever where the brand was taken off, but there had been no brand ever 
put on it by the inspector j that was my firm belief. 

Is not some of the butter which came from Dublin branded Carlow first 1-Y cs; 
that is the butter 1 allude to. 

'Vas that ever got in Carlow ?-I caunot say; there is a great deal of butter 
comes from Dublin branded Carlow, and from other ports of Ireland branded Curlow, 
that never was in the county of Carlow; but on account of Carlow butter being tine, 
they put on that. 

Are they not under the necessity of taking off the Dublin brand ?-No; it leads 
to this circumstance: my brothers have had purchased largely of butter in the county 
of Carlow, by a gentleman of the name of Thompson, who is a good judge; he has 
bought for me, and at two or three rK:riods the butter he hought for me as seconds 
and thirds was branded as firsts in the crane of Dublin; the consequence was, that 
1 shipped the butter according to the Dublin selection, and my butter did not bring 
in this market within 68. a hundred as much a., the Carlow butter that this person 
bought for my brothers, that was seiected by them and shipped from Waterford. 
I applied to the Committee to allow me, stating this circumstance, to take off the 
Dublin brand, that it would prejudice the article in this market, and that if I was 
allowed to do it I should get the full price, but what I did get was at least 68. 
a hundred below that butter. 

Do you conceive that much of the mischief which has been occasioned in par
ticular ports has arisen from the che&;emon&ers of London setting up persons of an 
inferior description to become purchasers at butter for their account, in order to 
give them a greater profit upon the artic:le 1-1 know of no such thing; the fact is, 
that the cheesemongers in London, that I consider wort.hy of credit, certainly act 
very respectably in their trade; they buy the article as cheap as possibly they can, 
but they do not employ others to buy the butter for them that I know of. 

Have there not been of late years a number of persons, with little or no capital, 
who have made their way into the market, from the encouragement given to them 
by the LondoIl cheesemongcrs ?-Not by the London cheesemongers; the fact is, 
it is by agents here that have given a facility of credit to those persons; the cheese· 
mongers 8re against such a practice, for it is an injury to their trade; and I am 
against such a practice, for I find it my advantage to deal with respectable houses, 
and which shows I do deal with respectable houses, 1 have 1\ot lost a single 
farthing bi' any of them since 1 came to London. 

Was 
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Was Dot the inspection of butter much improved by the change which was made 
when you were in Dublin ~-YesJ it. was improved.; but this circumstance I state, 
from Carlow, was while this present mspector was 10 office. '---....-----' 

Do you not conceive it is the fault of the merchant not complaining of the in
spection, if the mode of inspection is again deteriorated 1- 1 do not think the mode 
of inspection is deteriorated since I left it, but I think the selection at the weigh~ 
house in Dublin is still very bad, and that it is more diflkult to sell Dublin butter 
on board than nny other; I can sell 'Vaterford butter or Carlow butter better; they 
will not in general buy Dublin till they look at it. 

'Vhy do not the merchants complain of it?-l have comlaipned of it, but I did 
not get the satisfaction I wanted. 

Did not it improve afterwards ?-Yes; it did. 
I-low was the new inspector appointed?-There was an inspector of the name 

cf Graham brcught from Moate, and he remained during his lifetime. 
Did nOl the corporation then consult the merchants as to the proper person to 

be appointed inspector on the removal of the others ?-They did, and I am satisfied 
that 1 signed for both of them, Graham, and when he died, for Maccal>e, to be 
put in. 

Were not the persons selecting those persons the merchants, and not the corpo
ration ?-As well as I can recollect they were. 

Do you know whether the inspector who ~b8.ved so ill in Dublin, who came 
from Cork, was dismissed from Cork ?-I really cannot tell; but according to 
my idea, and that of several gentlemen resident in London, it is impossible for the 
inspector to select the butters as he ought to do, because of the quantity that he 
has to do j the merchant can do it much better in his own store. 

Is it your opinion, then, that it is impossible for the inspector accurately to 
~escribe the qualities of a very large quantity of butter in the course of the morn ... 
ing ?-I have no doubt of it; 1 do not believe that the inspector in Dublin, at 
the time he inspected the butter for me, did it wilfully wrong, but he had too 
much to do to do it correctly j I would have done it to maintain the character of 
my brand in the London market, if I had had an opportunity of doing so. 

'Vas not the ground on which that man was dismissed a charge of fraud against 
him ?-It was; but I speak with reference to the person in office. 

Is it yOur opinion that it is physically impossible for the inspector to discharge 
the duty which the Act of Parliament requires of him ?-I am satisfied it is. 

How do you account then for baving stated that the London cheesemongers 
insist upon examining the butter which has been inspected in Dublin, on account 
of its being imperfect there, and buy butter coming from other ports of Ireland, 
where the inspection is more perfect, without requiring to be re.inspected ?-I think 
there is a J!reater difficulty in selecting the butter from some ports than others; 
the butter from Cork and Limerick is more of one description; there is a great 
variety of butter comes from different parts of the country to Dublin, from various 
counties, some fine, some coarse, and some may be very p;ood firsts for other 
markets that will not answer for this market, and that is the reason that there 
appeared to be a greater difficulty in the Dublin market, the 'Vaterford market and 
the Carlow market in selecting the butter, than there is in Cork and Limerick 
markets. 

DQ not the great houses in London buy considerably more than 10,000 firkins? 
.,.A great deal. 

Do you reckon C\ house buying 10,000 firkins in the year a house of the first 
dealing ?-A house may purchase, from the facility of credit there is here, ] 0,000 
firkins; il.l fact, that 1 would reckon respectable. 

'Vhat extent of purchase in the year would induce you to consider that the house 
.dealt largely in the article ?-Ten thousand firkins would be pretty considerable, but 
Dot equal to what some of them dn. 

'Vho.t may be the extent of the dealings of some of the most respectable houses? 
-I suppose some of them buy 30,000 firkins in the year. 

Have you any renson to complain of the manner in which tares are settled and 
charged ?-In general the tares, in some of the markets, are very incorrect. 

To what is that owing ?-From my knowledge of it in Dublin, it was owing to 
the incorrectness in the weigh-house in Dublin. 

Arc the complaints general with regard to super.tares in London?- They are in 
general, except from respectable houses in Ireland. 1 do business for some houses 
that lllever had any complaint of their tares, or the selection of their qualities. 
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What is your opinion with regard to the expediency of continuing the system of 
inspection in Ireland ?-As far as I can judge from the opportunity I have had. 
I think the inspection is. in fact, in general, in the way it is conducted, very incorrect, 
and that it would be better left to the merchant himself . 

'Vould you propose to leave the trade qnite open ?-It would be much better than 
the way in which it is conducted now, in my opinion. 

Do you think if it was left open, the business of supplying the English market 
could be transacted in a satisfactory manner to the importers?-l think it would go 
into the hands of more respectable houses in Ireland, and would be better conducted; 
and I knO\" instances of butter sent in large parcels to the export towns, bought by 
jobbers very much in the country from the farmer, sent to factors, who give men 
without capital credit till they ship their butter, by getting 0. little higher price than 
the respectable merchant can afford: these men draw on London, and then settle 
for the butter. In fact, I know two instances of late \\here factors have given 
credit, and the persons to whom they have given credit became insolvent. and they 
lost their money. 

Do you think the law, as it exists at present, gives facility upon the whole to a 
bad system of conducting the trade in Ireland ?-I do. 
· Has that led to putting tbe bUSiness into the hands of a less respectable class of 
merchants at the ports ofshipping?-Decidedly so. . 

Do you mean to say it has fallen into the hands of a less respectable class 
of persons, in consequence of the system of inspection ?-I do not mean to say that 
at all ; but 1 mean to say it is owing to the system of the farmer and the jobber being 
obliged to send the butter in large parcels to factors in the different towns where 
there are brokers, some of them of the same description as those jobbers who give 
credit to merchants, who are not respectable, till they ship their butter, and that this 
is ill opposition to the persons who could send their money into the country as 
formerly, and buy the Lutler through their agents there. 

Do not you think the farmers in Ireland, and the purchasers of butter in England, 
would be more at the mercy of those inferior agents and purchascrs if there was 
no public officer to inspect ?-I do not j I think the interests of thc farmer and the 
merchant are so much interwoven together, that thc farmet would soon find out the 
merchant that dealt with him to his satisfaction: when I lived in Doblin I have had 
farmers want me to buy their butter from them without sending it to the crunc, an~ 
I told them 1 could not; I have had butter scnt to me from a farmer in \Vestmeath, 
and I was obliged to send it to the weigh. house. 

Do you think there would be any difficulty in the farmers meeting with a proper 
sale for their llUtter if the law was repealed ?-1 think not. 
· 'V auld they be obliged to hawk about their butter from merchant to merchant to 
secure a fair sale for it?-I think not. l\fy father was very extensively in the butter 
trade at Waterford.; the family have been in it for fifty years; they had their 
regular farmers, who brought them their bUlters throughout the year, and I think it 
would get into that same system again. 

\Vas there any difficulty in those times in carrying all a transaction of buying and 
selling butter, for want of an Act of Parliament providing for inspection and 
weighing ?-Never to my kno\\ ledge; the business was much more respectably 
conducted than it has been of late years. 
: ,.y as not the butter then carried to the wcigh·scales r-I have no doubt of it. 

There .W8S no regulation by which butter was carried to tile market and inspected, 
and the quality, first, second and third marked upon it, nas there r-The merchant 
shipped it n<:c?rding to his own inspe~tion; I bel ieve they had to go to the wcigh
houses, and It was selected by the mspector theu, but the merchant sh ipped it 
accordin"g to his own inspection. 
· A,l the period you speak of. you say the farmers brought it into your father's 
store5 ?-No, the butter went always through the weigh.house, Imt they had their 
reualar customers that were perfectly satisfied with their dealing. 

There was no compulsory inspection previous to the Act of 1812 ?-l believe it 
all went to the weigh-houses and was inspected. 

Was it the pl'ncti~e o~ the law for the inspector to mark the qualities at the weigh. 
houses then ?-I belIeve It was not the custom, out he generally sent it home, on the 
ticket he sent, specifying what the qualities were. 
t Thut WUii lhe syMeul before. the year 18 I 2 ?-Yes. 

'Vas it cOlOpubory on the farmer to lake his uutter to lhe \\ cit'h·!lOUSC?_ I believe 
it WIlS exaclly as it is now. 0 
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O~ THE I3UITER TRADE OF IRELAND. 

Are you aware what the proc,lice WR~) whetllcr it was consistent with the law or 
not ?-I understood it was consistent with the law. 

Are you now of opinion that all the lilW requir~ng public inspection might be 
dispensed with to advantage to the trade ?--Accordlllg to the best of my judgment, 
I think it would be much better than it is at prescnt. 

Have you had on opportunity of ascertaining the opinion of the cheesemongcrs 
in London, concerned in the Irish butter trade ?-l have. 

\ Vilat is their opinion upon this question of inspection ?--111ere is a difference 
of opinion amongst them; some of the most respectable are for baving it thrown 
open, men of opulence, that deal largely in it; others are not. 

Do you know :\Ir. Hllrben.-Yes. 
Is his an e:\tensive house in the butter trade 1-lt is. 
What is your opinion with regard to introducing the practice of exporting a milder 

kind of butter from Irelond ?-I have had, at times, a considerable consignment of 
this mi lder sort of butter from Cork; those first parcels of it 1 got were uncommonly 
well liked, and I th ink I got 88. a hundred more than was got for the ~eneral run 
of Cork butter; but they appeared afterwards not to select it quite so weU; it was 
all selected in the weigh-house in Cork, and that was a very great injury, and pre
vented the sale of it.: [got some parcels of it from \Vaterford from my brothers ; 
I suggested to them the propriety of doing it with less salt, and they did do so, and 
their butter gave very great satisfaction. 'I' 

Jovis, 11' die lIfaii, 1826. 

The Right Hon. Sir GEORGE FITZGERALD HILL, Bart. 
IN , TIIE C II Allt. 

.~ Mr. John Courtcnay, again called in; and further Examined. 

\V H EN you were a shipper of butter in Dublin, had you any cause to complain 
of the firkins the butter was packed in ?-Y es, very great. 

Will you explain the grounds of your complaint ?-The packages were made, in a 
general way, of unseasoned timber of ash, and very badly manufactured, so as that 
they could not contain the pickle. even the juices ran out of the butter, and admitted 
the air in in such a manner that in a very short period of time, when it lay in London 
for about a month or two, the butter was blue moulded on the sides. As one proof 
of the badness of the packa)!:es, 1 had an order from a house in Dublin to ship a 
quantity of butter to New York, the empty firkins that the butter was packed in 
must be made pickle proof, and it did not cost less than 28., I believe it was more, 
for every firkin that I shipped, to put them in order to hold pickle. I think it was 
about \,000 or 1,500 were shipped by me. 

Have you any thing to suggest to the Committee with regard to the size of the 
casksr-The general complaint here among the cheesemongers who buy the finest
butter is, that the limitation as to the size of the cask is very injurious to the makers 
of that kind of butter, because a greater body of butter wou ld preserve it more, anci 
if the casks were made from a hundred to a hundred and a half weight, they think 
the fine butter would keep a great deal of the Holstein butter out of this market; 
the fine Dutch butter we can hardly expect tl) keep out, because it comes so fresh i 
but the Holstein comes nearer the Irish than the Dutch . 

'Vould not that regulation of permitting the size of the butter casks to be increased 
apply entirely to the butter trade of l.ondon ?-It would not exactly apply to the 
butter trade of London, because there are some people in the neighbourhood about 
London to whom it would equally apply. 

Would it "pply to the consumption of butter in Lancashire ~-Tbey are not nwch 
in the habit of purchasing fine Carlow butter in Lancashire. 

Therefore it "ould not apply to that SO \\ell ?-Not so much as in London. 

M,. 
John Courtrlltr!. 

, i 

9 May, 
18!J6. 

~fr. 
Junn (;Oltrltn4!. 
'--,.---.' 

I t May, 
t8!JG. 

Are not you aware that the quantity of butter which may be usefully put into one 
cask depends upon the size of the dairy, and the capabilily of filling the cask within 
a short period of time?- No doubt of it; a mall that could fill a cask at one churn. 
ing or two churnings would have a great advantage, and that ic; the hardship that 
the extensive farmer labours under, that he is bound to nivide hi" butter into smaller 
tirkins, whereas it would be of advantage to him to put it into lar!],er ones. 

406. L L ' Supposin~ 
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Mr. Supposincr a large farmer makes at one churning, say three hundred weight of 
3* CoftrttfltJl' butter, wbat particular advantage would he derive from putting it into one cask. 

" I instead of being required to divide it into half hundreds ?-A very great advantage 
11 M"y, in point of price, for it stands him in a great deal higher if he has to put three hun-

182(j. dred weight into six firkins j it costs him a great deal more in proportion than if he 
had to put it into but one or two; the expense of the firkins is considerably greater, 
and that is a great hardship upon the farmer, who would send the butter tiner if he 
was allowed to send it in larger casks. 

Do you mean to say, that the cheesemongers in London who purchase the Irish 
butter, would prefer receiving it in larger casks j and if so, in casks of what size?
The cheesemongers in London who buy the finest butter, have told me frequently 
that the casks ought to be from a hundred to a hundred and a half weight. 

Would the gencrality of Irish farmers be able to make up their butter with sufli~ 
cient expedition to fill casks of that size ?-r should think generally the large farmers 
would, of course the small farmers would not. 

Then the generality of farmers would not be able to do so 1-Yes, but the makers 
of the finest butter would, particularly ill the county of Carlow and the county of 
'Vestmeath. The Dutch send their butter in hundred weight casks, and the 
Holstein in some, at times, considerably larger. 

Do not you think in the common transactions of the buttcr trade, the present size 
is more convenient for the uealings between one person and another ?-It i~ a more 
convenient size; but experience has shown, that for packages of fine butter the 
firkins are too small; I speak of fine butter alone. 

'Vould it not be to the advantage of a farmer who had thirty or forty cows and 
upwards, to be allowed to pack his butter in large casks 1-1 have no doubt of it. 

You spoke of the casks beina of a very improper construction in some particular 
district, what district do you allude to ?-I was particularly asked with respect to 
Dublin; but Newry, '''aterford, Carlow, \Vexford, Sligo and Dundalk, all those 
are, in general, in packages, I may positively state, unfit to pack butter in for the 
export trade. 

'Vould you propose, by legislative enactment, to restrict the farmers to the use 
of casks of n particular description of wood, and of a particular size?-I would not 
propose to do that by legislative enactment, because 1 would propose that it should 
be thrown open; but if there is any legislative enactment, there ought to be deci
dedly some very particular regulations with respect to the wood that the cask is 
made of, and that the casks should all hold pickle. 

Do you consider it necessary to make a provision by law prescribing the parti~ 
cular timber of which the casks should be made ?-I do not think there is any neces. 
sity, because I think local regulations among the exporters of butter would obviate 
the necessity of that, and cause the casks to be well regulated. 

Then why have they not, feeling the injury that had wood does to the butter, 
made those regulations long before this ?-Because, in fact, as far as I know with 
respect to Dublin, the power of interfering was taken out of the hands of the ship~ 
pers, or at least I did not conceive that I had any authority to enforce it, though I 
tri ed all I could: it was the duty of the weigh-master to see that the casks were 
properly made. If I had refused to purchase butter when I resided in Dublin on 
account of the badness of the casks, another person would have done it. 

\ViII you describe what is the general state of the casks in which the butter comes 
from Ireland to the port of London ?--The casks from Cork, Limerick, Delfast and 
Tralee are generally in good order; the casks from 'Vaterford, Curlow, Clonmell. 
Dublin, Sligo and Newry nre generally in bad order. 

\Vill you de.scribe what you mean by bad order ?-They will not hold pickle; the 
casks appear In general to be made of unseasoned timber, and not properly made; 
not made as they ought to be to hold pickle, which if they were, it would ·preserve 
the bu tter very much. 

Are you aware of the law of 1812 relative to the butter trade?-I am, of the 
general principles of it. 

You are aware that it is required that the casks should be sound and good and tit 
to hold pickle ?-I am. ' 

Then those regulations, in your opinion, are not properly enforced ?-They have 
not been as yet. 

'Vho is to blame for that 1-The weigh-masters. 
Then do yo~ think that measures ought to be taken to oblige those weigh-masters 

to pp..rform their duty correctly under the provisions of that Act ?-Certainly it "ould 
be 
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ON THE BUTTER TRADE OF IRELAND. 

be better to .have ~easures taken to oblige them to do their duty, because if they 
had done their duty It would have been a great advantage. 

If there were no legislative regulations at all, would that secure a better descrip· 
tio~ of cask than comes at p.resent?-I think the mercha~ts would, with local regu
lations, adopt a better practice than has been adopted since the regulations have 
passed. 

Do you mean to say that they might do so, or that in your opinion they would do 
so1--1 think they would do so. 

\Vhat prevents them from doing so now ?-'Vith respect to myself I slrove to do 
so, and I could not get it done i and it cost me 1 s. per firkin to cooper the casks that 
the farmers in Dublin paid 4d. a firkin in the weigh.house in Dublin for coopering 
before I gf)t them home. 

'Vhat were your exertions to get the casks properly inspected ?-Ditrerent 
complaints to the weigh·masters, and surveys of some of them before the then Lord 
.Mayor, with respect to the casks, as well as bad butter. 

Do the cheesemongers of London complain of this deficiency in the casks?-
Exceedingly. . 

Does it lessen the price of the butted-It lessens the price of the butter when it is 
kept any time; because the butter gets mouldy, and the retailers in London sufter 
the most by it. 

Would it not be the interest of the farmer, in your opinion, if there were no legal 
regulations, to pack his butter in a cask made of sound timber, and in every respect 
such as you would desire to have butter packed in ?-It would certainly be the 
interest of the farmer to pack his butter in proper casks. 

Is it not his interest to do so now? -Yes . 
Is he not now obliged by law to use n cask of a certain description as to size and 

8S to timber? - He is obliged, but the generality of them do not make use of the: 
timber prescribed by law. 

As the law particularly describes the description of casks that ought to be made, 
and affixes a penalty upon an individual who puts butter into casks that are not 
conformable to the regulations, would it 110t be the duty of the various people inte· 
rested to enforce the law?-It would be their interest certainly to enforce the law 
properly. 

Then it is from the neglect of the law that the thing has fnllen into disuse?-Yes. 
Is there any reason why the interest of the parties concerned, namely the buyers 

and sellers of butter, should not lead to a due and proper management of this 
business in a satisfactory manner, without any legal regulations whatever ?-Jt is my 
opinion, that jf there was no legal regulation the intt:rests of the merchant and of 
the farmer are so combined together that they would improve without them. 

Is there any thing in the butter trade that requires legislative regulation more than 
the trade of buying wheat or flour ?-I do not see any thing. 

Can you sell butter by sample ?-Y au can sell it by a sample of the cask or 
casks . 

\Vhat do you mean by a sample of the cask or casks ?-By showing a few casks of 
butter; I give an order to a cheesemonger to go to the. wharf and look at some butter, 
he opens four or five, or more, and buys one or five hundred by those samples. 

If it was not convenient to sell them by sample, could you sell by other means 
so as to be satisfactory, without the intervention of legislative regulations ?-I sell 
a great deal of butler free on board, and there is no sample given here. 

You sell it upon the character ?-Upon the character of the parties that ship it. 
How is tlle Dutch butter bought; is it bought u pan the credit of the brand of 

a foreign inspector, or upon the credit of a foreign merchant ?-I cannot answer 
th.t. 

Do you know of any regulations adopted in the Netherlands as to branding 
butter?-I do not. 

Is not there a great deal of snlt.butter made in Enghmd ?-A great deal. 
Is there nny Act of Parliament for regulating the English butter trade?-"" 

I understand not. 
Have yO}l ever sold butter for any exporter from the county of Carlow?-I sell 

for three very respectable gentlem~n in the county of Carlow, who are exporters of 
butter. 

Do any of those gentlemen purchase their butter in the market of Castle Comer; 
-:-One of them purchases a considerable quantity of butter in thatmarket; he ships 
It to our house. 

406. L I 2 Is 
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Mr. Is there any inspectQf in the market of Casue Comer ?-I understand not; he 
,Jolm ClillrttntJy. has told me there was not. 
'--~~-~ Do you sell his butter on board, or after it arrives in London?-l sell nearly the 

• II May. whole of it on board, from his character as a shipper. 
1826. Do YOlt sell that butter on good terms ?-l get as high a price as any Irish 

JoAn MtJCMmtJro, 
Eo •. 

'--~ 

butter that comes to this market, or I have hitherto done so. 
Have you compla~nts made with regard tl) improper dealings, as to tares or bad 

casks ?-·-The casks from the county of Carlow Rrc very bad in a general way, but 
he cannot rectify that. 

Does that butter undergo any public inspecti~n ?-The Castle Comer market 
docs not; part of his butter is inspected; but it is shipped all by his own selection 
of qualities. 

And you can sell it with perfect satisfaction to the London cheesemongers. 
though not inspected by a public officer ?-I have hitherto done 50 j and 1 sell 
largely for him, to the amount of I 1,000 t. to 1 ~,ooo t. worth in a year. 

Has any attempt been made in Ireland to send butter to the London market) 
50 as to come into competition with the Dutch fresh butter?-Yes. 

De 50 good as mention any instance that you are acquilinted with ?-I sold 
a considerable quantity of butter from Cork in the years 182;J and 1824; some of 
the first parcels that was sent of this fresh butter brought higher prices than the 
Dutch. 

'Vas that what was called the London particular butter ?--I understand they 
gave it that name in Ireland. If they had adhered steadily to the inspection in the 
Cork mnrket in the same manner afterwards as they did at first, that butter would 
have been in great repute in this market. . 

What do you allude to when you make use of the expression, " adhered steadily 
to the inspection ?"-If they had selected it with the same caution as to fine qua
lity, making a proper distinction of qualities, we would have been able to have 
sold considerable quantities of it. 

'Vas it less salt?-Yes; quite mild butter; it came in casks with pickle. 
. What was the defect of the inspection at Cork ?-The defect was, that they 
branded some casks as firsts that were rank; it was not shipped as speedily as it 
ought to be from the farmer, and it got a little rank. . 

Can you give any other instances to the Committee of fresh butter being sc.ot 
from [reland 1-1 got some from \Vaterford) and it brought n higher price than the 
Dutch butter. 

Are you of opinion that by the farmers exerting themselves to have their butter 
properly pickled and expeditiously sent to the Lomion market, in the character 
of mild butter, that it would come extensively into competition with the foreign 
butted-l am decidedly of that opinion, and I have the opinion of some most 
respectable cheesemongers who purchase it from me, that it would; the fact is, it is 
superior to the Dutch butter, because it has more substance in it. 

Must not the regulations for having butter inspected and weighed in the ports 
of Ireland contribute to delay the transport of that article to the inodon market 
very much ?-Surely. 

Then in order to give the .Irish farmer the benefit of the I ... ondon market, would 
it not, in your opinion, be necessary to relievc him from all restrictions and delay 
in the transport ofbutter?-1 am satisfied it would. 

John Atlacnamara, Esq. called in ; and Examined. 

\VHERE do you reside ?-At Limerick. 
'Vhat is your occupation there ?-A general merchant. 
Are you a member of the Chamber of Commerce of that city ?-l am President 

of the Chamber of Commerce of Limerick. 
What is the state of the butter trade of the city of Limerick at the present time. 

as compared with the state of the trade in times past, alluding to the quantity of 
butter sold i-It has increased very considerably indeed, within the last few years. 
I have an official document containing the exact quantity of butter shipped for a 
series of years. 

[The witness produced the Jame, which was read, asfoll(1U's:] 
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ON THE BUTTER TRADE OF IRELAND. 

ANNUAL Shipment of BOTTu at Limerick. 

~69 

Jolm AIDCltDI'IkITa, 

&q. 
'---~v 

YEAR T,"'- firkio.. REMARKS. 

ended 

ut May - 1808 - 14,859 14,7!l3 Each caak was, upon 
Ditto - - 1809 - 15,144 18,026 an average, equal 10 two 
Dino - - 1810 - 15,066 13.983 firkins. 
Ditto - - 1811 - 8,000 13.410 
Ditto - - t8u - 8,85'1 15.713 
Ditto . - 181 3 - 8.588 21,049 Siure this period, cuks 
Ditto - - 1814 - none. 28,1gB were prohibited by 5!i 
Ditto - - 1815 - .. '20,486 G. 3. c. 134· 
Ditto - - 1816 - .. 20,423 
Ditto - - 181 7 . .. 29.754 
Dilto - . 1818 - .. 28,500 
Ditto - - 1819 . .. 29.368 
Ditto . - 18110 - .. 35.505 
Ditto - - 1821 - .. 45,573 

ut September 1822 - .. 4 2 ,870 
Ditto - - 1823 - .. 54,473 
Ditto - - 18:14 - .. 70 .475 
Ditto - - 1825 - " 64.~1I7 

. 
It appearing. from the paper you have produced, that the shipments of butter 

which in the years 1808, 1809 and 1810, only amounted to 14,000, 18,000 and 
13,uOO casks, have augmented in the years 1823, 1824 and 1825, to 54,000, 70,000 
and 64,000 firkins; will you stale whether there have been any alterations made 
in the mode of transacting business in the butter market of Limerick, to which you 
can attribute that increase?- Yes, I can attribute it to the interference of the 
Chamber' of Commerce; before they took the actual management of the inspection 
into their care, there was an inspector appointed who was annually sworn, but he 
was ratber a medium between the buyer and seller than a persoo whose mark 
remained permanently upon the cask; he ascertained the quality at which the 
farmer was paid by the merchant for his butter, but the merchant was in the habit 
of changing that quality. and of shipping it upon his own brand according to his 
own estimate of the quality that it ought to bear. 

At what time did the system of changing the qualities cease ?-About the spring 
of 1820. 

Will you have the kindness to state to the Committee what measures the Chamber 
of Commerce took to prevent the fraudulent changing of qualities ?-There was a 
requisition, and some resolutions, addressed to them by the principal buyers, a copy 
of which I have. 

[The same was delivered til alld read, as [ollotlJs:] 

_ . " 21st April182v. 
" The following communication having been laid before the Directors; viz. 
II \Ve, the undersigned members of the Chamber of Commerce, being impressed 

with the nece3sity of some alteration in the manner of conducting the butter trad~. 
so as to restore its lost character, do agree individually to bind ourselves by oath of 
affirmation for one year, from the 1st of May next, to ship all such butter as we 
may buy at the same qualities by which the casks shall be marked by the public 
inspector appointed by I the Chamber of Commerce. 

(signed by) "James & Samuel Phelps. Joseph M. Hanny & Sons. 
Spnight & Ewart. J. & J. MCNamara. 
John N. Russell. William & Thomas Gabbett . 
Timoth,Y Ryan. John & William Hill. 
John Kelly & Co. Edmund Ryan & Sons. 
William White. Reddan, Maunsell & Co. 
John MCNeill & Co. Martin Criagh. 
Miche Egan. David Hunt. 
lHCKay & Langlfinds. David Stevenson. 
Bannatyne & Robinson. Robert Roduer. 
Walter Martin White. J. I< A. F. tl'Neill. 

'W6. L 13 II Resolved, 

11 May, 
th6. 
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•• Resolved, in compliance with the forcgoing, That the following affidavit (or 
affirmation) is now agreed upon to be taken by each person purchasing butter in this 
market." 

[See prillted Copy.) 
" Resolved, That all butter purchased by such persons as shall have taken the 

foregoing affidavit (or affirmation), shall be branded with the quality brands, as now 
adopted." I 

[See p"illted Certificate.) 
The above continued from year to year to the present time. 

Previously to this system being adopted, had fraudulent practices been committed 
by the shippers?-They altered the qualities of the inspector upon their own judg. 
ment; very frequently what was marked, by the inspector, of superior quality they 
would make inferior, or they wbuld alter an inferior one into one of a better descrip. 
tion , according to their judgment. 

What was the !tate of the butter market at Limerick, previously to the interposi. 
tion to which you have referred, comparing the character of Limerick butter with 
the butter of the ncighbouring markets 1-Very inferior indeed. 

" ' hat was the character of the Limerick butter in the markets of London and 
Liverpool at that period ?-It had a very bad character. 

\Vhat were the steps taken by the Chamber of Commerce in consequence of the 
requisition to which you have referred ?-They adopted a system of strict appoint. 
ment of inspectors, who were bound by a most rigid affidavit that they would inspect 
impartially between buyer and seller. A copy of the aflidavits I have got here. 

[The same were delivered ill (llld 1'ead, asfollows:] 

.. I, Spencer Ford, having bc~n appointed by the Directors of the Chamber of 
Commerce inspector of butter, Do swear, that during my continuance in said office 
I will execute the duties thereof to the best of my skill and judgment, without favour 
or partiality to any person whatsoever; and that I will not directly or indirectly 
accept of any bribe or gratuity from either buyer or seller of butter . 

.. Spencer Ford. 
" Sworn before me, at Limerick, the 19th May 1825, 

" D. F. G.lI1aho77Y, 
" Alderman and Charter Justice County City Limerick." 

N. B. A sim~lar affidavit was made by John Stanton, the 25th l\fay. 

I< I, J obn Flinn, having been appointed by the Directors of the Limerick Cham bell 
of Commerce to affix the quality brands to the casks of butter purchased in the 
Limerick market, Do swear, that during my continuance in said office or employ ... 
ment I will not brand nor cause to be branded upon any firkin of butter any other 
brand than that declared by the mark of the sworn inspector or inspectors; and thaC 
I will not affix the Chamber of Commerce quality brands to any firkin of butter but 
~uch as shall be bought by persons who shall have conformed to the rules made for 
the. regulation of the butter trade of this city by the said Dirrotors; nor for any 
person but such a~ I shall be directed so to do by the Secretary of the Chamber of 
Commerce. " T 1 VI' JOlm c,mn • 

.. Sworn before me, at Limerick, the 20th day of ~1ay 1825, 
.. D. 1i'. G . .Jlfahon.y, 

.. Alderman and Charter Justice County City Limerick." 

By whom was the inspector appointed ?-By the committee of the Chamber ot 
Commerce, in conjunction with the eommittee of the society of gentlemen who are 
called the Agricultural Society of Limerick. I will deliver in a copy of some resolu· 
tions that were come to by the Chamber of (;ommel'ce, for the purpose of procuring 
the co-operation of the Agricultural Society. 

[The same a:crc deli1:ered ill alld "cad, as/ollows:J 

" 26th May 1816. 
" AT a general meeting of the Corporation of the Chamber of Commerce, held 

this day, for the purpose of taking into consideration the propriety and utility of 
admitting a few members of the Agricultural Society of Limerick to unite with the 
Directors in the examination of any complaint which may hereafter be made 
respecting the conduct of any of the persons employed at the butter weigh-house. 

and 
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and also in the election of inspectors of hUller previous to the 1st of l\fay in 
every year; 

• II Present ;-John l\Iark, President, and 34 Members; 
(( IT was Resolved, Thnt the Directors of the Cha~ber of Commerce be aut!lorized 

to invite three members of the Agricultural Society of Limerick (to be by them 
deputed) to unite with them in the examination of any complaints which may 
hereafter he made respecting the conduct of any of the persons employed at the 
butter weigh-house, and also in the election of inspectors of butter, previous to 
the 1St day of May ill every year." 

II Friday, 31St May 1816. 
" AT a meeting of the DirectoTs,-The president is requested to hand Thomas 

S. Rice, esq. to be communicated by him to the Limerick Agricultural Society, 
a copy of the Resolution passed at the last general meeting of the Chamber of 
Commerce, and requested to be informed of the names of the three gentlemen 
.who shall be deputed by them." 

" ith June 1816. 
" AT a meeting of the Directors.-Tho. S. Rice, esq. having been cailed to the 

meeting, handed in Resolutions of the Agricultural Society, of which the fol
lowing is a copy: 

II At a meeting of the Limerick Agricultural Society, held 6th June 1816, the 
following Resolutions were unanimously adopted. 

/I Resolved, That our warmest obligations are due to the ' Corporation of the 
Chamber of Commerce, for the liberal donation of 100/. which they have given to 
the Agricultural Society. 
, "That we consider the Chamber of Commerce as entitled to our thanks, for the 
invitation which they have given three of our members to co-operate with them in 
electing butter inspectors. and in deciding upon all ccmplaints which may be made 
respt:cting the conduct of any of the persons employed at the butter weigh-house. 
I jj That the following persons be deputed by us to act with the Chamber of 
Commerce for the above-mentioned purposes; viz. Edward Croker, esq. of Ballina
guan; ' Villiam Gabbett, esq. ofCaherline; Tho. S. Rice, esq. of l\lount Trenchard." 

For what purpose did the Chamber of Commerce wish to associate the Agricul
ltlral Association with themselvcs in the appointment of the butter inspector ?-That 
confidence might be placed in the butter inspector, that he would give his opinion 
of the butter submitted to him impartially. 

'Vas any regulation then made with respect to any complaint against the butter 
inspector on the part of the agricultural interest ?-I apprehend no such complaint 
existed, because the inspector received from them a silver cup as a testimony of 
his impartiality. 

Supposing any complaint to be made against the butter inspector so appointed, 
in what mode would that complaint be heard and determined upon ?-Threeor four, 
or as many impartial per~ons competent and skilled in the articie as could be brought 
together, were assembled to examine into the complaint, and if it was found to be 
a correct complaint, the inspector was mulcted, and if there appeared to be any 
thing like gross fraud or impropriety, he was di smissed. 

Was not an arrangement made by which some of t.hose persons might be members 
of the agricultural body ?-Yes. 

Have you known instances of complaints made in pursuance of that regulation? 
-I have; there have been few instances of complaint made by the country people, 
but there have been some made by the merchants who were anxious that the 
character of the Chamber of Commerce brand which was affixed to every firkin 
should not be lowered in the foreign markets. 

What was the agreement that was entered into by the members oi the Chamber 
of Commerce in consequence of the requisition and resolution and appointment of 
inspectors to which you have referred ?-It was determined that their inspectors 
should cause to be branded upon every firkin the exact quality; and that every person 
who made use of those hrands should make an affidavit before a magistrate that he 
would not directly or indirectly alter the quality brand so affixed. 

Ha.ve you got a copy of those regulations ?-There is a copy of the affidavit made 
by the merchant. 

[The same 'Was deLivered in and read, asfallows : J 
II A. fl., merchant of the city of Limerick, came before me this day and made 

oath, that he will not, for one year, from the first day of May 18 (unless released 
, L 1 4 herefrom 

JoAn MOCl'lomDNI, 

~ 
11 May, 

1826. 
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Jo1I1lMQl:lUlmara, herefrom by a. resolution ofthe Directors ofthe Chamber of Commerce of Limerick), 
&q. directly or indirectly alter, efface or change, or authorize or suffer any person for 

'-' -~~r--,I him to alter, efface or change, the branded tare upon any firkin as received from the 
11 May. weigh.house, or the branded quality mark of the inspector appointed Or to be 

1826. appointed by the said Directors (with the approbation of the weigh-master of 
Limerick), upon any cask of butter which he may receive into his sto.res, or purchas~ , 
or sell or ship during that period, except when the quality is decided by the said 
Directors to have been erroneously branded.-Sworn before mc, &c." 

Do all the merchants take this oath ?-All that have the use of the brand. A mer
chant may deal in butter without taking the oath, but without taking it he has not the 
advantage of the Chamber of Commerce brand. 

Do not you think it is the strictness of the inspection, and the circumstance of the 
brands not being altered, that has raised the character of the butter so high ?-The 
not altering the brands, of course, and the strict inspection connected with it ; as the 
merchant cnnnot alter, he has no interest except that of supporting the character 
of the city of Limerick butter. 

\-Vhat has been the result of those regulations with respect to the price that 
Limerick butter bears in the markets of London and Liverpool, as compared with 
other butter produced in the neighbouring markets ?-Before those regulations were 
strictly enforced, Limerick butter did not bring within ~ 8. and 4 s. a hundred of 
Cork and 'Vaterford; now it is frequently sold at a higher price than Cork and 
'Vaterford, and it is also sold upon its character. 

\Vere those regulations made at the instance of the London merchants ?-No, 
of the Limerick merchants, who were in the habit of altering the qualities, uut who 
found the inconvenience of it 

'Vas not it complained of from London ?-No, the London buyers were aware 
that the alteration was made by the shipper upon his own character. 

In point of fact, was not any complaint made Ly the importers here, which 
induced those regulations to be made ?-l believe not. 

In what proportion have the rates of the butter improved ?-I suppose from 2 S . 

to 4 s. a hundred j and a ready sale can be made free on board, because there is 
a perfect confidence among the purchasers of the quality of the article. 

In consequence of those regulations has there been any alteration in the prop?r
tions of butter sold, that is, in the amount of the higher qualities as compared wlth 
the gross amount of sales that existed previously to those regulations ?-Very con
siderable, as I believe will apj)C8r by the statement [ now hand in. 

[The same was delivered in and read, as joi/()'(J)s ,'] 

STATEMENT of Ule different Quali ties of BUTTER received at Limerick . 

Third. , Fourth. \ I· inh. \ 5O.,h. 
TOTAL PRtCES 

PRICES of different QuaiiticJ. 
YEAR firM. !k«ond. Number or r-

'lc. \ 3d. T .. th. ~lh. 1 W-I "Firkim. " Itl. ended -:---
1St May 182 1 8,150 15,656 

I 801 761 661 561 - 14,050 5.478 1,700 530 45,612 1 June 18!l0 - - -
1 ~pt. - - 7.1 701 &1 501 441 !iI 
I Dec. - - 801 7.1 681 6'1 561 '" 15t May 1811:9: - 11,168 16,446 13,062 3.8& 75' ,68 45.551 Same period of 18111 gol 84/ 741 6,1 581 ~ 741 681 6'1 561 501 

881 8'1 761 701 141 5~ 

1St May 18113 - 12 ,97 2 15,193 10.053 'l,931 735 '56 4'2.176 Same " - 18'2'2 701 6.1 5.1 4.1 381 3' I 741 681 581 481 301 ~ tiSl 6'1 5'1 4'1 361 

1St May 1824 - ~9,78fi '14.034 13,653 3,033 1, 105 '76 71,787 S:une • - 18'23 801 741 6.1 541 481 :~ ~ 771 7 ' I 65/ 59/ 531 
8,1 781 7'1 661 &1 

lit May 18'15 - 26,533 30,'206 10,6'13 3.003 865 6 71,'136 Same" - 18'24 941 901 84/ 781 7# -
801 761 701 641 58/ -

104/ 100/ 941 881 5'1 -
30th March 18'16 18,613 '15,4'24 10,448 

'.7 '3 \ 79' '0 58,009 Silme " - 18115 8'1 781 70/ 6'1· 5.1 : I 10'1/ 981 9'1 861 801 
981 9.1 881 82/ ! 76/ -

'Va.s 
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ON THE BUTTER TRADE OF IRELAND. 

' . Was there nny dismissal of .an inspect?r in consequence of the proposed alteration 
~ In the management of the ",e'gh~house III the year 18251- There was' that cir-
cumstance is as connected with the -allowance of beamage. ' 

What is the beamage that is allowed in the Limerick market ?-Four pounds 
a firkin. 

That is charged against the farmer ?-It has been the practice from time imme
morial to allow four pounds beamage. 

Has that bt..--en the constant usage of the market as long 85 you have been ac
quainted w~th it ?--J recollect it these thirty years; and it has been the practice for 
that periQd. 

Has it been of late made a matter of complaint on the pa,rt of the farmer and the 
agricultural interest?- It has been complained of by certain gentlemen \\ho are 
connected with the Agricultural Soc;iety. 

Have there been representations made by them to the Chamber of Commerce 
upon the subject?- There have. . 

'Vlmt has ueen the result of those representations?- The directors of the 
Chamber of Commerce, who have the management of the butter concerns, stated, 
that they had no objection to diminish the beamage, if the same was general j if the 

_ Cork purchasers took no allowance of the kind, the Limerick purchasers were per
fectly willing to abide by tht: same regulation; but so long as the Cork market had 
that advantage, the Limerick merchants could not be without it. 

Do you consider that in case the charge for beamage was to be put an end to, 
that a proportionate variation in the price would necessarily take place?-Deci4edly. 
it must find its level. 

Do you conceive that that charge for beamage makes any kind of difference in 
price to the producer of butter?-None in the world. 

Does it not, however, produce an uncertainty with rega..rd to the real price. of 
different markets, where there may exist a difierent usage as to beamage ? __ 
Decidedly. 

Do you not conceive that such uncertainty with regard to the mode in which 
beamage is charged, is inconvenient and prejudicial to tlle general interests of the 
trade ?- I think it is. 

Do you conceive that the regulation that would be most for the interest of the 
,trade \\ ould ue a total prohibition of allowing any beam age at all, or the allowance 
of some, and what beamap:e ?-I think a certai~ ullowa~ce of bea~a~e. is ~ecessary, 
because butter, when received fresh from the daIryman, IS apt to dlmllush 10 weight, 
and it may ue necessary to have a couple of pounds allowed to meet that possible 

.Ioss j but it is quite necessary that such allowance should be general: it is the want 
of general regulation lhat we complain of. 

In consequence of the regulation not being the same at Cork and at Limerick, 
you have continued, contrary to the interest of the farmer. to charge four pounds 
beamuge~-\Ve do not think that it is contrary to his interest, because we gave in 
price what we rulowed in weight. I know. from my own experience of the actual 
produce of the trude, that the farmer has got the very extremity of price that could 
be given tp him. 

Has it not been complained of by the Agricultural Society ?-They did complain 
of it. 

Then, of course, it could not be the same thing to them?-They supposed so; 
but, in my opinion, they took a mistaken view of the sullject. 
. 13ut they did, in point of factJ complain of it?-They did j and the Chamber of 
Commerce could only say, that if they did insist upon itJ the Chamber of Com. 
merce ..... ould not undertake the management of the butter trade in future, because 
they could not be sure that they would receive the same quantity of firkins j and if 
they did not receive the same quantity of firkins. they could not afford to pay the 
expenses of inspecting and branding, and, therefore, they said they would give up 
the management. 

Then, in point of fllct, the Agricultural Society and the Chamber of Commerce 
differ in opinion with respect to what is the interest of the farmer with regard to 'the 
allowance of beamage ?- I believe one or two gentlemen of the Agricultural SOCiety 
ditfered from the Chamber of Commerce upon it, but I believe the farmers generally do 
not; I believe they generally approve of the proceedings of the Chamber of Commerce. 

Do tliey approve of being charged four pounds beamage? - Y est because they 
know they have it in price j I believe the farm ers think they are eaually well off. 

~06. M m Do" 

JoA" MUCMrnartJ, 

~ 
• 11 May, 

. 18~6. 
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Do not you conceive that some fanners have gone to the Clonmel market, where 
the charge for beamage is not so much as that in Limerick, in consequence of the 
supposed advantage which they had in that market?-I know some have. 

Do the farmers generally understand that this beamage is charg~ ?-Uniformly. 
It has been the long habit of the market?-It has been ever sIDce II\Y memo!)', 

and that has been thirty years. . . 
What descriptil)n of persons were employed as lDspectors and tasters p~evlOusly 

to the interposition of the Chamber of Commt:rce ?-They were men considered to 
be good judges of butter, but not men supposed to be inaccessible to bribery. 

\Vere they men in whom either buyers or sellers could place any very great con~ 
fidence ?-Probably no very great confidence; they were men of apparent respecta
bility. but the report at least was, that they used to receive bribes. 

Has the description of individual filling the office of inspector been improved 
since the interposition of the Chamber of Commerce 1-1 think it has; there are 
two inspectors, and they are very fairly paid. 

Has not one of those inspectors been lately dismissed ?-Yes. 
What was the cause of his dismissal?-For marking qualities of bulter impro

perly. 
'Vas the cause of his dismissal, a general want of confidence in his mode of mark

ing the qualities, or the suspicion that he marked the qualities advantageously to 
the farmer, and against the merchant ?-The thing for which he was dismi ed was 
this: there was a parcel of butter that he inspected for 8. jobber, a man that had 
boulTht butter in small quantities, in the country, from the farmers, and brought it to 
market to sell to the exporting merchant: it was at the time of the great depression 
of trade; the jobber could not get any export merchant to take it from him, and he 
sent it to market to be shipped for his own account; the inspector conceived that 
he ought to lean more favourably, with regard to marking the qualities, to a jobber 
than he would to an exporling merchant, and he marked the qualities very impro
perly. The matter was inquired into, and he was dismissed; he acknowledged 
himself that he was favourable to the jobber, conceiving that he had a right to do 
so, as he was not, in that case, an arbitrator between the farmer auel the merchant. 

Did he tell you so ?-He did; he acknowledged it in my presence. 
'\>~as he sworn to do his duty impartially?-He was; but he conceived that was 

as between the farmer and the merchant; and when the jobber became the medium 
he thought the circumstances were changed. 

Are the Committee to understand that nil those regulntions, from whence you 
conceive so much improvement in the market of Limerick to have been derived, arc 
purely voluntary, and acted upon by the merchants under their 0\\ n voluntary 
obligation j and that those appointments are of oflicers nQt required to be appointed 
by the existing Jow ?- Purely voluntary; it is a mere matter of agreement betw~en 
buyer and seller. 

Has that agreement been felt to be so beneficial to the trade, thlit all individuals 
concerned in the butter trade, or the great majority of them, in Limerick, have 
acquiesced in those regulations ?-Every person who' buys butter acquiesces in 

"'those regulations. 
j Do you conceive that there is as much advantage flowing from those regulations 
in their present shape as a voluntary agreement, as if they were enforced distinctly 
under penalties, and by the obligation of a law?-Penalties and legal obliO'ntions 
I think would be violated by some subterfuge, but those afe not; there is a~ oath, 
and the person's character is likewise at stake. 
. Then you fcel a greater confidence, as being enO'aged in the butter trade. in the 
voluntary regulations to which you have alluded, than you would do in a lC!!islative 
enactment?-Decidedly; it may be supposed disgraceful that men could not ~ bound 
by their simple word, but we know there must be some stronger tie when th~ir own 
interest is in question. 
. 1I0\~ are lhe expenses of this inspection paid ?- Every purchaser of butter paid 
~d. a tirkin, and every farn~er pa~d 2d. making 4d. a firkin j till last year, when it 
was reduced to I d. per flrklll, paid by each. 

'Vhat proportion does the amount of that incom~ bear to the expenses to which the 
Chamber of Commerce i:; subject for the butter inspection :- 1 have an account 
here of the money rccei ... 't.-d by the Chaml1er of·Commp.rce, and the expense. 

[The same !L'U,f delivered in and ':.,:((1, (I$folkm:s,:J 
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WEIGH-HOUSE Establishment, paid by the Chamber of Cummcrce: 

£. I. d. 
Two butter in!pectors ~ - salary to eaeh .~o 
One cooper - • - - - at per week - 11 4 
One man, to brand qualities _ 10 _ 
One " to bore, for inspectors - 9 -
One " to drain off the pickle _ 6 -
One " to attend the scale - 6 _ 
Que .. to assist the brander _ 6 _ 

(for about haIf the .vear.) 

Cost of brands for qualities (average) 
Cost of turf for heating brands _ 

Total -

Per Annum. 

£. 8. d. 
240 - -

29 1\ 6 

~6 - _ 
~3 8 -
15 III -

15 12 -

7 16 -

36 - -

'" 

To meet the above expenditure, a sum of 4d. on each cask was collected by 
the Chamber of Commerce, one half paid by the buyer and one half by the seller, to 
~ay 1823, when the charge was reduced to 2 d. divided as above. In addition to the 
foregoing expenditure, the Chamber of Commerce paid for rent of a weigh-house up 
\0 the 1St of January 1823, 451. lOS. per annum. 

Are the Committee to understand that that charge is an addition to the othe~ 
charges which are made at the weigh-house ~-Yes. 

Can JOu state what are the charges that afe made at the weigh-house ?-The 
weigh-master gets 4d. upon every firkin that has been weighed, when empty, 
at the weigh-house j and he gets 5d. upon all firkins of butter, the casks of 
which, when empty, have been weighed at some other markets. 

Those are what are called the foreign firkins?-'Ve call them strips, and they get 
a penny, corporation dnes. for toll and custom. 

How much does that altogether amount to ?-Seven pence. 
Does the weigh-master or his deputy officiate in the weigh-house ?-A deputy. 
You have alluded to a charge made under the title of strips; is that an additional 

charge made upon butter sold in a. cask not the manufacture of Limerick ?-U pon 
a cask not previously branded at the Limerick weigh.house. 

Does that bear any reference to the quality of the cask ?-Simply to it'i not 
having been branded j I presume it is because there is some trouble,in stripping it. 

Do you not conceive that a free power of selling butter in a cask of good quality, 
wheresoever manufactured, is essential to the due management of the trade?
r think it is. 

Have the Limerick merchants felt any difficulty as arising out of any part of the 
Cork Act, or the Cork regulation relating to the casks ?-Yes, very serious incon
venience j for it sometimes may happen that a vessel may be taking in for the West 
Indies, and it may be convenient for a Limerick merchant to send 100 or 200 
firkins by land carriage there, to ship them for that destination j if he sends them 
with Limerick brands to Cork they cannot be shipped, the Cork regulations prevent 
it j they must be fe-packed, or put into new firkins, with the Cork brand upon them, 
at a very heavy expense, of probably 2 $. 6 d. or 3 $. a firkin, which will amount 
to 5 $. a hundred, and it is nearly a prohibition to the Limerick merchants to take 
advaf!tage of that mode of conV"eyance. 

Do you not conceive that such a regulation, wherever it is enforced, is eqoallj 
,PJejudicial to the interest of the trade of Cork as it is prejudicial to the facilities of 
.carrying on business in Lim~rick?-Yes, because I think there should be a mutual 
intercourse uninterrupted. 

Do you not consider that it would be expedient to place the whole of the butter 
trade of Ireland under one general system. without any local variation whatever?
Decidedly, it should be general. 

Have you considered any alteration that it might be advisable to make in the 
law with reference to the present size of the casks?-Yes, 1 think that it is impolitic' 
to limit them to the very small description which I:; allowed by the existing law. 

'Vhat description of casks should you recommend to be introduced, in addition to 
those which are allowed by the existing law?-Probably it might be ~esirable 
to have casks of good timber, and well seasoned, to the extent of a hundred weight; 
~he size of the casks in which the Dutch butter is generally imported. 

1,06. M m 2 Supposing 

Jo4fl ltfttCJtallNU'lI, 

lioq. 
~ 

11 May, 
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]o,bMatnamara, Supposing that, by an alteration of the law, an option were to be given to the 
,,-__ E.q~;..._-, farmer to sell directly to the merchant without the intervention of any inspector or 

taster, do you think that that option would be made use of to any extent by the 
farmer ?-The law at present does nol recognize the inspector to ascertain qualities. 11 May, 

18~6. 
But putting the question with regard to the weigh-house, and to the du~ies of the 

weigh-master; supposing there was an option to sell without the interventlOD of that 
officer, do you conceive that the farmer would avail himself of such a power ?-In 
some cases he may, but probably not generally. 

Where the market is well regulated, and where no more than the fees which are 
allowed by law arc taken, do you not conceive that in such cases there would be a 
less inducement to the farmer to avail himself of a direct intercour~e with the mer
chant than in cases where the markets are of another description r- I think the farmer 
at all events would be prudent in making use of the public weigh-house for his ow-n 
security, in order to avoid fraud that might be the consequence of weighing in the 
merchant's stores; because we are aware that such things do occur, and that the 
farmer's security would require the establishm~nt of a public scale. 

Do you know of any frauds that have been committed on the farmers by the 
merchants in Limerick in the corn trade, or any other trade ?-I have heard them 
very often stated to be committed in corn; a great many of the mcrchant~ have 
been anxious to have all corn weighed at the public scales, to prevent the plunder 
of the farmer by unprincipled individuals. 

Have not you known instances of false weights being used hy merchants against 
the farmers ?-I have heard of them. 

Do you not conceive that all the security that a farmer can require is to have a 
public scale provided for him, at which, if be shall feel it his interest to do so, he 
shall have his goods weighed ?-I would think so, did 1 not know that those stores 
which have the character of fraudulent stores at Limerick, are still resorted to by 
the countryman, although he is aware that he is liable to be plunderecl there. 

Supposing a market ill regulated, where illegal fees are taken, and impediments 
thrown in the way of the purchase of butter, what effect would be produced upon 
that market at the public weigh.house, if there was an option given to the farmer? 
-That is a matter purely speculative. 

Do you not conceive if a market was ill regulated, and the fees taken were illegal, 
that there would be a great disposition in such case, all the part of the far""!er, to 
deal directly with the. merchant ?- Yes, surely. 

In that Cltse would it not be necessary for the officers who performed the duties 
of the \I cigh-house, either to reform the market or to lose their business :-It would 
be their interest to reform the market. 

In case a market is well regulated, do you conceive it would be for the interest of 
the buyer and seller to deal through the intervention ofthe weigh.house, rather than 
to deal in any other way ?-I think it would. 

\Vhere a market is well regulated, do you. conceive that both parties would feel it 
their interest to deal through the weigh.master ?-I do. 

:Where a market is ill regulated, cia you not conceive there would be a great induce
ment to dispense with that officer's interposition ?-l do. 

Then in both cases do you conceive that the option would be productive of good. 
or of evil ?-It must be productive of good to have an option to avoid fraud. 

Are you of opinion, or )1ot, that the greatest good for the interest of the butter 
~rade, would be, to secure, in the best manner that a legislative cnactment could do 
It, t~e market to be strictly and .properly reg1;llated ?-Yes, I do j if regulations are 
.&t all adopted they should be strict and proper . 

. Supposing the regulations at present prescribed by law to be carried strictly into 
efiect, without a voluntary agreement, and the fixing the qualities in the mode pre4 
scribed by the Chamber.of Commerce, do you conceive any benetlt would attend such 
sys'tem of inspection 1-1 apprehend not. 

Do you mean that the specification of qualities ought to be superadded to the 
present regulations ?-:-If the inspection was conducted in the same impartial way 
that it is nt Limerick by the Chamber of Commerce, I would say yes. 

Supposing an alteration 'were made in the law, which compelled the weioh·masters 
:nd publi~ oflice~rs of the wei~h.hou$c to fix the qualities as between party ~Oll party. 
00 you thmk such an alteratIOn of the law would be productive of as much good oS 
the voluntary agreement which has been entered into hy the merchants of Limerick? 
...-1 think not. 

\Vould not that depend upon the strictness with which those regulations were en
forced ?-
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forced ?-First, upon the strictness with which the inspection was conducted, 
and then, Upon the affidavit which at Limerick is taken not to alter the quality 
afterwards. 

Do you conceive that the character of the officer appointed, and the nlode by 
which he can be removed, adds to or diminishes from the chances which the public 
have of his duties being properly performed 1-It adds to the chances they have of 
their being properly performed. 

Supposing the appointment of the inspector was regulated in the same way as the 
appointment of the weigh-master, and the nomination of his deputy, should you, as a 
merchant, feel nn equal confidence in the transaction of the business that you now 
dol-No. 

Supposing it necessary 10 preserve the whole system of regulation as it now 
stands by law, do you conceive that the ~xisting fees might be reduc(':d in any and 
what degree ?-Certainly there is a general complaint that the fees are high. 

Do you conceive that the duties of the weigh-house of Limerick could be done at 
a less expense than they at present cost the public ?-The Chamber of Commerce 
regulations, which are more onerous in carrying into effect than the mere fact of 
weighing, amount to an expense of about 400 t. a year, and that is paid by the 
levy of a penny from the countryman and a penny from the merchant. 

Do you not consider that the countryman would be subject to be equally imposed 
on in the sale of butter as in the sale of corn, in the event of no regulation taking 
place ?-In the event of no regulation or weighing establishment I think so; for 
that reason 1 consider a weighing establishment to be necessary for butter. 

You have spoken of the great inconvenience to the Limerick merchant, in the 
event of his wishing to export butter from Cork, in being obliged to put his butter 
into ne\'v firkins; are you not aware that the unvarying practice of the Cork 
:'weigh-house is to admit butter, in firkins not made in Cork, coming from Limeric~ 
'Or Kerry, or the neighbourhood of Cork, provided they appear to be good firkins?
They must have passed through the Cork weigh. house. 

Do you mean to say that they must have left Cork empty in order to be filled 
in the country?-They must have been first branded in Cork j the butter must pass 
through the Cork weigh-house before it can be exported from Cork. 

You send your butter from Limerick in Limerick-made casks ?-I-Javing passed 
the Lililerick weigh-house. ' 

It must be re-inspected at Cork ?-Re-inspected, re-weighed and re-branded. 
But the practice of the Cork weigh-house does not exact that you should put 

your Limerick-made butter into Cork-made firkins ?-l believe it does. 
Are you ignorant that the practice of the Cork weigh-house is to admit butter 

made in Kerry, Limerick and elsewhere, though coming into the Cork weigh-house 
in firkins not mnde in Cork, to pass that weigh·house. provided they be firkins made 
uf goad materials ?-I have understood, but probably [ may have been misin
formed, that it was necessary that they should have been branded at the Cork 
"'veigh-house before they are exported from Cork. 

Is it necessary thl,lt the butter should be in Cork-made firkins ?-If they were 
not of the exact dimensions required by the Cork regulations, I believe they must 
:be stripped, and fresh firkins put on them. 

You have spoken of the relative price of the Cork and the Limerick butter; do 
'You mean to say that tbe Limerick butter usually bears a higher price than the C.ork 
butter in the London market ?-It frequently does j it almost always brings the same 
'price, and sometimes more. 

Has not Cork butter generally the advantage of Limerick butter ?-I believe not, 
·since the regulations of the Chamber of Commerce have become generally known. 

Do you not consider that the poverty ·and other circumstances of the farmers in 
several parts of the south and west of Ireland render certain weigh-house and in
Ispcction restrictions necessary, at least for some timc to come, in Ireland 1-1 think 
the weigh-house is necessary, decidedly; and 1 think n well regulated inspection is 
a very useful thing, but it should be well regulated; if it is not so, it may become 
a nuisance. 

You think such an inspection may take place without an Act of Parliament ?-
I do, ano better than with one. 

·Do you think, at present, that the poor farmer is in that state in the south and 
west of Ireland, that he would be playing several tricks upon the merchant, so as, 
for a certain season, to injure the repute of Irish butter with the English merchant, 
if he were sutTered to come to market without any restraint?-I suppose the mer-
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JU4n Macnamara, chant would take cafe of that; be would take care, if he bought upon his own 
Esq. judgment, that he shipped nothing that would not answer to the character of his 

"----.. ..--.---/ brand. 
11 May, You have said that the Agricultural Society in the county of Limerick made 

18'26. a present to the inspector of a piece of plate ?-Yes. 
Are the members of that society concerned. themselves in making butler ?-Yes, 

some of them have very extensive dairies . 
Did the buyers of the butter also make the inspector a present of a piece of plate? 

-No. 
Do you think it is a very impartial proceeding on the part of the inspector, it 

beiDa his duty tQ act ~isinterestedly for both parties, to accept such a present from 
one ~f them ?-I believe it W8$ considered a co'mpliment j the Farming $ociety are 
gentlemen of much character and respectability, and they thought it was a com
pliment to his character .and general skill. 

Then he is not so great a favourite with the buyers as with the sellers of butter?
.Yes, he is, for if he did not act impartially he would be dismissed; the buyers did 
Dot object, because they thought he deserved the thanks of all parties. 

Was the proposition made by the Chamber of Commerce to unite the Agricultural 
Association with themselves in the appointmeo.t of the inspectors, and in the inves
tigation of complain ts, "loluntary on their part ?-Entirely so j the inspectors are 
appointed e.very Ma~ ; the Agricultural Association are requested to join the directors 
of the Chamber of Commerce in the appointment of tbe inspectors. 

Whilst the Agricultural Association or the farming interest are thus requested to 
join in the appointment of the inspectors, and in the investigation of complaints, do 
they pay any part of the inspectors salary?-No. 

Previously to the introduction of the regulations, when the state of the trade 
was sllch as to lower the quality of the Limerick butter in the British markel, were 
the provisions of the existing law carried into effect in the weigh-house?-They 
were. 

Are the Committee to understand that, adhering to the provisions of the law, 
the trade suffered great loss, and that by the introduction of new regulations) foreign 
from the Act of Parliament, the trade has been restored and improved ?-Tbe trade 
has been made respectable, and it was not so before. 

Then those new regulations were necessary additions, in your oplOlon, to the 
regulations tbat existed by law ?--They were. Probably it may be satisfactory to 
the Committee to be furnished witb the instructions given to the butter inspectors 
for the ascertainment of the qualities j I will deliver in a copy of them. 

[The same was delivered ill and 1'ead, tU follows:] 

" Igth May 1809. 
" Resolved, That the inspectors be directed to be particularly careful to do 

justice between the farmers and the merchants, according to the best of their judg
ment j and if it shall appear to the committee that either of them be frequently 
incorrect in marking the qualities either too high or lao low, such inspector shall 
be dismissed from his employment. 

U Resolved, That the following instructions be given in writing to each of the 
inspectors, for the regulation of his conduct j viz. 

If Instructions for the butter inspectors; First quality butter should have no 
fault. 

" Second quality-should be good butter, such as from some trifling faults could 
not be marked firsts j but it ~hould not be at aU smoky. 

" Third quality-should be such as, from being too salt, too coarse, smoky, or very 
uneven in colour, could not be marked as second; but it should not be materially 
rancid. 

H Fourth qunlity-comprises all below the other qualities that can be called 
butter; but it should not be grease. 

''< Old butter - to be marked as such, O. B. Subsequently it was deemed pro~ 
per to make fifth and sixth qualities, which regulation is still continued." 

Could the present system of inspection at Limerick be continued, not",ithstulld
iog the existing Act regulating the butter trade in Ireland were repealed ?
Decidedly j it is Ii matter purely conventional between buyer and seller. 

How are the regulations of the Chamber of Commerce of Limerick, with respect 
to the butter trade, enforced? -The party who will not comply with those regulll

tions 
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tions will not be furnished with the Chamber of Comm~rce brands j if he has Dot 
those brands, his butter will go to the marKet without the character which is sus
tained by the Limerick inspection. 

A person who refused to comply with the regulations of the Chamber of Com
merce in this respect, would either be precluded from selling in the London and 
Liverpool markets, Or his sales would be injured there ?-His sales would be injured 
there 

Then, if tht: Chamber pf COJ;nmerce had not this mode of enforcing their regu
lations, sooner than not have such regulations to exist, would jt not be desirable to 
have the!Il enfo~ced by la\~ ?-If they could not be enforce;4 by law so effectually as 
they are by the Chamber of Commerce, I think it would not. I 

Do you think it would be useful to enforce them by law?-If they could be 
enforced as efficiently as they are by the Chamber of Commerce; but I think they 
could not. 

H you found that your mode of enforcing the Chamber of Commerce regulations 
were inefficient, would you not think i,t beneficial to have the,m enforced by legisla
tive regulations ?-I think if the present Chamber of Commerce regulations failed, 
legislative regulations would be more likely to fail. 

The document you have put in, headed" Butter Trade of Limerick," and speci
fying the qualities as they are required to be branded under the regulations of the 
Chamber of Commerce, is a certificate necessarily now accompanying every shipment 
of butter intended either for Liverpool or London ?-Yes; every merchant gets one 
of those, and he forwards it to his correspondent if he chooses. 

The importing merchant would not have confidence in the butter, unless it was so 
certified ?-The purchasers now are aware that all butter is shipped with those brands j 
they may not look for the document, but when the butter comes to hand they se<: 
that the cask has the brands uffixed to it. 

1\lr. William IYllite, called in j and Examined. 

A RE you a general merchant in Limerick ~I am. 
Are you connected with the butter trade ?--Considerably. 
Do you export ?-I buy from the country and export. 
On your own account, or on commission ?-Both on commission and on my OWl1 

account. 
How long have you been in the trade r-I think abOut fifteen or sixteen years in 

business on my own account; I was with my father before that. 
Has the butter trade of Limerick increased of latc ?- Very considerably, 
'Vhat was the quantity in the year 1815, and what has been the quantity in the 

year 1825 ?- In the year 1 $15 the quantity was ) 9,59'2; and in the yenr 1825, 
71,236. 
, To what do you attribute the il~crease of the butter trade of the city of Limerick? 

---;-1 think the regulations of the Chamber of Commerce have been chiefly instru
mental to it j but at the same time I think a great deal is to be attributed to its being 
the most lucrative mode of employing the land. ' . 

Has the, character of the Limerick butter, in the foreign market, increased in that 
interval ?-Considerably . 
.. ,Has the proportion of the fir.st quality sold, as compared with the entire quantity 
sold, increased in that interval ?- Very considerably. 

You have alluded to the regulations of the Chamber of Commerce, upon which 
the Committee have got information from other witnesses j in what respects do you 
conceive those regulations to have improved the trade ~-Previous to the regulation 
of an oath being administered to different purchasers of butter, the exporters were 
in the habit of altering the qualities of the inspectors. Since tbat regulation th~y 
have not been altered, and there is a freer sale in the English market; in fact, 
Limerick butter at that time could scarcely be sold, except when landerl in England; 
now it can be sold very freely on board in Ireland, in consequence of the non-alter
ation of the qualities~ and the dealers in England having confidence in the inspection 
and the description of the article which they are to get. 

Do you conceive those regulations to have given satisfaction to the buyers and 
their correspondents on this side of tbe water, and also to the farmt!l's ?- [ believe 
~hey have given very general satisfaction in England, and I likewise believe that 
In general the farmers in the neighbourhood of Limerick are greatly pleased with 
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. ~Jr. . them, at least I believe there ~re only two or three that are not pleasect altogether 
IVillicm IfIht!e. with them. 
~. Db you not know that there a:re some producers of butter in the neighbourhood 

't 1 lIlay, · • ·tof Limerick. ,,,ho se'od their 'butter to Cork and to Clonmei, in pre!crence to ~nding 
1811:G. • ~tJDto the Limerick market?-There afC some, but I rather thmk that has been 

• 

.occasioned lately in consequence of some gentlemen, I believe, particularly two 
gentlemen, 'tI.~O have-been examined here, wishing not to have the beamage taken 
off the casks, and I understand tbat both of them have been in the habit of 
sending sometimes to Waterford and to Cork. 

That beam~ge operate's agains~ the farmer, does it not ?-I rather think it operates 
in his favour. . I 

\Vill you explain how?- I think he gets a money price equivalent to the beam age 
that is taken; the reason that the directors of the Chamber of Commerce refused to 
interfere in the management of the weigh-house last year, if that beamage was taken 
away, was, that unless they were enabled to put up a price as high as the Cork 
people, of course if the nominal price was not kept up the butter would all go 
to Cork, and therefore we should not then receive that quantity in Limerick which 
would enable us to defray the expenses we should incur. 

Do you conceive that the effect of charging the beamage is to give a price 
~ominally higher in the market in which a larger beamage is charged, than is 
given in a market where a smaller rate of beamage is charged?-Yes, 1 think that 
is the effect. 

,Do you not conceive it essential to the proper regulation of the butter trade 
of Ireland, that one principle of charge as to beamage should be introduced in 
common into all the markets ?-I think it would be highly necessary; and that 
was the argument that we met the agricultural gentleman with, who waited on us, 
that we had no objection to do away with beamage altogether, provided it was 
gen ral. 

Do you conceive it would be a wise regulation to do away with the beam age alto~ 
gether, or to continue any and what charge under the head of beamage ?-I think it 
would be necessary to have such a beamage as would hring the article to the con
sumer in England j and I consider that two pounds a firkin would be quite sufficient 
to do that. 

'1 hen, if an allowance of two pounds wuuld be sufficient to give to the merchant in 
.England his fair weight of i.>utter, does not any charge above that for beamage 
against the farmer operate injuriously to the price he ought to have ?-I cannot say 
that, because it is perfectly evident that if J mention any specific price, suppose 80S . 
.per hundred weight, when we get eight pounds per hundred beam age, if that was 
taken away, we could not give 80 s. a hundred for it. 

\Vhat is the weight of a firkin ?-About half a hundred. 
'Vhat is the price of a pound of butter at 80S. per hundred weight 1-Eighty-four 

shillings is 9 d. per pound. 
Supposing on Monday that the hutter 'Vas sold in an Irish market with an 

allowance of four pounds beamage, and that on the Tuesday it was sold without 
such an allowance, must there not be a proportionate reduction in price on the 
Tuesday, as compared with the difference of quantity ?-Decidedly so. 

-What description of staves is it advisable to use in butter casks 1-1 should think 
the white oak. 

What is the duty to which staves of that description are now subject ?-I think 
it is 3l. J6 s. 8d. a thousand, is. 8d. a hundred. I would beg to mention, that 
before I left home I landed a cargo of staves from New York j the staves are by 
Act of Parliament not allowed to exceed thirty -six inches, the majority of them do 
not go -above thirty-two inches. There happened to be among the stayes that 
I landed. some that were half an inch and t\,-O inches over, I believe about 900, and 
they took those from me, and I have now an application before the Board to be 
allowed to take off the over-lengths. rather than subject them to a double dut!J of g t. ,a 
thousand, which they must pay, though they are not intrinsically of more value than 
if they were only thirty-two inches. 

Do you conceive that the duty \\hich is now imposed upon the white oak staves 
operates in any degree to induce the farmer to make use of inferior and greeD 
tjmber?-No doubt of it. ' 

Is the duty on stU\'es now the same in Ireland as in England ?·-Thcrc is the ~amc 
duty; 
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duty; in fact, it was only about 1 t. 2 s. before the 5th of January, and lince the Mr, 
5th of January it bas been assimilated to the English duty. ... William IVltitt: 

Do you conceive that a reduction of the duty pa.yable upon white oak staves Ilt '----. I 

Ireland, would furnish additional facilities for the due prosecution of the butter trade· II May, 
of the country ?-No doubt of it; because it would prevent the farmer going for ·8.P 189:6. 
inferior article, and substituting that kind of cask which is injurious t6 the butter' at 
preticnt the duty is nearly a third of the whole price of the staves. ,. 

\Vhat do you get a butter cask in Ireland 'made for from the cooper ?-It varies . 
but [ should think that from 2 S. to 2 s. 6d. is about the price for a 6rkin. " 
, Is there any alteration that you conceive it would qe desirable to make in the law 
that regulates the size of casks ?-1 think that an alteration of the size of the casks 
would bring us more, on a level witli that description of butter which we wish to imi
tate, which is the Dutch butter in this market; but I think it would be quite neces
sary to have the size limited, so as not to have such casks as we had some years ago. 

Should you then think it advisable that two sizes of casks should be allowed; 
the one, the present firkin, and the other of a double size ?-Of a double size, 
about a hundred weight. , 

Does butter keep !Jetter in a larger quantity than in a smaller quantity?-Y es, 
I believe so. 

Supposing the present system of regulation and inspection at the butter weigh
bouse to be continued, do you conceive that the duties could be performed at the 
butter weigh-house at a less expense than is at present charged at Limerick?
I.should think there is..no doubt of that, .because if we are to look to the same propor
tion of increase it could be done at a less price. 

What proportion of the whole expense do you suppose could be reduced?
That would depend upon the payment .that would be necessary for the weigh_ 
masters. 

Are the present duties performed in person or by deputy?-By deputy. 
Do you know what the payment is to the deputy?-I believe the payment to the 

deputy is only about 20 t. or 3'-' t. a year, at least I have understood that he pays the. 
deputy about 20 t. a year, and the Chamber of Commerce pays him, I think, ten 
guineas at Christmas, for furnishin.e; the quantities for the rooms. 

You are not certain of that fact"?-I am certain that the Chamber of Commerce 
pays him, but I am not certain what the weigh-master pays him. 

In point of fact, is not that a private ar.rangement between the weigh-master 
and the deputy ?-Entirely so; I pnly speak from hearsay. ' 

You have stated. that previous to the regulations of the Chamber of Commerce 
the character of Limerick butter was very much prejudiced in the British market, 
at that time was the trade carried on under the existing Butter Act?-Yes. 

The measures which have been taken to improve the trade of the city of Limerick 
have beeu by voluntary agreement ?-By voluntary agreement j in fact, the only 
difference with regard to it has been the now-alteration of the inspectors qualities; 
the duties of the weigh.house were the same then that they are now. 

But, in the one instance, the duties o( the weigh-house did not lead to an im
.provement of the trade, in the other case, the voluntary agreement did ?-Cer
~ainly, 

Is there not a considerable competition between the different ports in the busi
.ness of exporting butter, in order to secure a large share of that business in their 
markets ?-.-Of course it is the object of every port to endeavour to increase its 
.trade as much as possible. 

As you have derived so much benefit from improving your inspection at Limerick, 
is it not probable that the principle of competition may lead to an improvement 
.of the inspection. in other ports ?-1 should think so; but theu I should think that 
if we are only put on n par with every other port, we shall be ablo to come il}. 
competition with them, if there is no exclusive privilege allowed to any other port 
.that we do I),ot possess. 

'Vould not you have a better chance of COntillUing to derive advantage from your 
own system of inspection, if it were left as it is now, quite voluntary, instead of 
being made a subject of legislation, with an attempt to extend it to all other po,rts?
I 'am doubtful if a Inw was now to be passed to regulate the butler trade generally, 
whether we would in Limerick be able to go on with our local reg~lation8 as we 
have done hitherto . 

If you have found those regulations which have been voluntarily entered into at 
Limerick so useful, do you nQt think that they might be 'fith equal ad'l'antagc 
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adoptec;\ :at Qther places ?-Yes, I should think so; if I were to consult my OWn I 

private interest, I do think that the regulations that we have adopted have rather 
tended to injure the individuals who were always hitherto in that trade, because it 
has brought a number of petty dealers into the market, who can now dispose of the 
article just as well as those who are regularly in the trade. 

In consequence of the inspection that it undergoes ?-Y es; therefore I say that 
individually I think .tbat I would be benefitted by not having those regulations; at the . 
same time that I must put that argument out of the question, when there is proof 
that those regulations, as they now exist, have benefitted the country most materially.! 

If you did not find a ready acquiescence on the part of those concerned in the 
butter trade of Limerick in those regulations, do you not consider that it would bel 
for the interest of the butter trade generally to enforce them by legislative regulQ.i 
tion ?-For the butter trade generally, certainly. 

Is it Dot to be apprehended, if regulations which you deem ought to subsist. 
generally over the whole country were left to the voluntAry determination of those 
concerned in the trade in all the various towns in Ireland, that there might be some' 
reason to fear that they would not all adopt one and the same set of regulations ?
I should think there are many places where they would not adopt them, I can only 
give an opinion upon it. 

Do you not think that the inducement which the merchants of Limerick now 
have to adhere. to the regulations of the Chamber of Commerce are, first, a sense of 
what is due to their own character, and next, a sense of what their own interest 
prescribes ?-l think that it is the affidavit altogether that binds the parties to an 
adherence to the regulation. 

That being a voluntary affidavit, do you connect any other sanction with it than 
the moral tie which is produced by the oath?-Yes ; because by the regulations as 
they exist at present, the Chamber of Commerce keep the brands from any person 
who will not conform to those regulations; and I make no doubt but that there are 
!!everal who, if they could get the Chamber of Commerce brands, and of course get 
a sale for the article, would never come under the regulations. 

Then so far as the inducement consists in the use of the brands, is not the in
ducement upon which you rely the interest of the parties?-Y es, it is that they 
would have no sale for their butter unless the Chamber of Commerce brand 
was on it. 

\Vould YGU, ns a practical merchant, feel an equal confidence in the adherence 
to the regulations of the Chamber of Commerce, if in place of their being carried 
into effect by voluntary agreement, they were prescribed b~ Act of Parliament, and 
a departure from them subjected to pains and penalties (-I would not have that 
confidence that I have now in the voluntary affidavit. 

Is not that which you call a voluntary affidavit something that the party is obliged 
to conform to, or else be injured in his mode of carrying on his trade ?-Or be 
deprived of the sanction of the Chamber of Commerce brands. 

Then insomuch it is not a mere voluntary affidavit that the party offers for the 
purpose of assuring the world that he is an honest trader ?-Not insomuch, because 
he could not ship the butter under the same sanction jf he did not make the affidavit, 
and that is the reason why the Chamber of Commerce adopted that mode which 
has been objected to by several country gentlemen, which is, having the butter 
declared to a merchant previous to its being branded j because if we branded it tirst, 
then a person could come in and purchase who did not make the affidavit, and that 
is the reason why some of the country gentlemen considered that that was an abuse, 
but it could not be avoided j because if a farmer sent in butter and the brand was 
put upon it, he could sell it to a man who did not take the affidavit, therefore the 
only tie is, that the Chamber of Commerce will not put their brand on the cask 
unless it is sold to a man that has conformed to their rules. 

But it is open to any merchant to go into the Limerick market and purchase 
butter without taking the affidavit, without using the Chamber of Commerce brand, 
or without an adherence to anyone of those regulations ?-He can purchase butter 
there, but he has no inspector to inspect for him, nor the Chamber of Commerce 
brand. 

In point of fact, there is a general acquiescence in the regulations of the Chamber 
of Commerce ?- From necessity there must be. 

Arising out of a sense of their own interests?- Yes. 
'If butter was brought here without the Chamber of Commerce brand, it would 

not have the same sule ?- It could not be sold for so much. 
Does 
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Does not an anxiety for interest and character mainly influence all mercantile 
transactions amongst , respectable merchants generally?-Amongst respectable 
merchants, certainly. 

If the trade were thrown open altogether, without the intervention of a public 
officer and public inspection between the buyer and the seller, would that, or would 
it not, in your opinion, prove beneficial to the trade ?-As an individual I am 
cle~rly of opinion that I should be benefitted if the trade were thrown open, and so 
would many besides me, because I think it would prevent the competition of small 
dealers,' who have now, under the present inspection, got into the market; but 1 am 
clearly of opinion, that, generally speaking, from what I have seeD, the system of 
inspection baving improved it, I think it would continue to improve it. 

Then you think that doing away the public inspection generally, would prove 
prejudicial to the trade ?-I think so, from the proof of improvement that we have' 
had under it. 

'Vhen you refer to the benefit of inspection, do you refer to an inspection under 
req,ulations analogous to those of the Chamber of Commerce, or to the mere in
spection prescribed by law, which distinguishes between merchantable and ' not 
merchantable butter ?-I mean under the inspection as adopted now in Limerick, 
under the regulations of the Chamber of Commerce j because an inspection, merely 
saying whether it is merchantable or not, I take to be a complete nullity. 

Could butter be ascertained to be merchantable or otherwise, without an inspec
tion by a public officer ?-J do not know that there is a public officer at all in 
Limerick for that purpose; the deputy, if called upon, will say whether a cask 'is 
merchantable or not, but we have no inspector precisely for that purpose in 
Limerick, nor perhaps onc instance in the year when he is called upon to perform 
such duty. 

]n Limerick has there been any arrangement amongst merchants not to charge 
the buyer with the inspection of the public officer?- In Limerick the merchant pays 
1 d. and he stops 1 d. from the countryman; that 2d. is paid into the Chamber of 
Commerce, and tbat 2d. goes to pay the different officers that we pay in the weigh
house, as well as the two insp"Cctors which the Chamber of Commerce pays, because 
there are several officers that the Chamber of Commerce pays, as well as the two 
inspectors. 

l\Ir. lVillia1l1 Sterile lIaJ't called in; and Examined. 

WHERE do you live ?-Io the city of Dublin. 
Are you concerned in mercantile transactions ?-No; I am weigh-master to the 

Earl of 1\Ieath; I am a solicitor. 
You are weigh-master at One of the cranes at Dublin ?-Yes, the liberty of 

St. Thomas's Court and Vonore; put it is now joined with the city cranes, under 
tbe appellation of the United Cranes. 

Js there much butter sold at the crane of which you are weigh. master ?-
A considerable quantity. \ . 

How long have you ueen \,Ieigh-master there ?-l have been weigh~mastcr to the 
Earl of Meath liberties seventeen or eighteen yeHrs, but I have been intimate with 
the trade nearly thirty years; my father was one of the weigh-masters to the city. 

How were you appointed ?-lly warrant from the Eu.rI of Meath. 
'Vhat proportion docs the butter sold at the Earl of !\'Icath's crane bear to the 

butter sold in Dublin at the other cranes ?-111cy are united now. 
ls the inspection severe in Dublin ?- It is as severe as the weigh-masters can 

make it, aided by the exertions of the magistrates. 
How many brands are used in the Dublin trade on the firkin s ?- There is the 

weigh-roaster's brand j the brand of the port j the brand of the tare j and the 
brand of the inspector, des ignating the qualities j making four brands, all impressed 
by hot irons. 

Do the shippers of butter change those Lrands ?-l believe they do almost 
always j 1 am sure they frequently do. 

ts it publicly known that they do so ?-It is notorious; I have heard it even 
avowed by a shipper and a member of the Chamber of Commerce openly, and that 
at a meeting called by public advertisement by the Chamber of Commerce for the 
purpose of considerin~ the butter trade of Treland. 

Have they ever used forged brands ?-They have. 
Can you state any instance of counterfeitinrr?-Two instances j in one instanc~ 

the brand was <lctccted in the street going La a °ll\crchant's slores, and the i'ndividual 
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Mr. who made it was brougbt before the magistrates, a man of the name o~ Murphy; 
William S. H4Tt. , but in consequence of an informality in the summons, the prosecution at that 

" .. . moment could not be proceeded 00, and he escaped before the second summons 
11 May, . could be issued. 

1826. Did the Chamber of Commerce know of it ?-There were two or three members 
by at the time. 

How long has cooperaoe been charged in the Dublin market ?-Cooperage has 
been charged long before f recollect i but I think it has been c?arged at least th~ 
fifty or sixty years, as far as memory, and from the recollectIOn of other parties 
whom I have frequently consulted: I think it has been char~ed from the time of 
the 19th or 20th of George the Second j but 1 know it has been charged these 
thirty years, and long before that. 

Was there any regulation ever entered into between the mer~hants respecting 
the charges at the crane ?-There were several, and at several penod~ j ~hey som~
times thought the charges too high; when the butter formerly came m It came 10 

badly j when time, and the regulations of the Butter Act improved the casks, ,it 
t~eJil came in a better state; a few of the merchants complained, and it was 
arranged as they pointed out. 

Do you consider that the charge of cooperage is a legal charge?-I do. : 
Did you ever bring any action for the recovery of that charge ?-I did, when the 

charges were higher than they are at present. 
'Vhat was the result of that action ?-I brought the action against a butter buyer 

. of the name of Macken for my charges, at 9 d. a cask j he defended it j I brought 
it in the King's Bench; it was tried j I got a verdict; the defendant then applied 
to the court to have the verdict set aside j the court confirmed it; I was about to 
issue my execution, when I was paid my money. 

'Vhat is the charge for cooperage?-The charge for cooperage has been from 
. time immemorial: the Act of Parliament merely directs payment thus-5o much 
for" branding," "tasling" and Ie weighjng," &c. ; it therefore never interfered 
with the ancient usage and charge for cooperage from time immemorial; the 
cooperage in Dublin is comparatively very unprofitable j we get very little out of 
it; I have known the merchants returo the butter back to us if it is not coopered 
according to their liking. 

Had you any counsel's opinion upon the Inw, as to the right derived from usage? 
- I had counsel's opinion, or I would not have proceeded; I had a trial at law 
before a jury j the opposite party had their counsel and defended it, and a verdict was 
obtained; then the opinion of the bench was taken upon it, and I got my money. 

Did you take counsel's opinion as to the right to make a charge for cooperage, 
&c. on the ground of prescriptive right?-I did not do so, because being myself in 
the profession, I conceived I was competent to form an opinion upon it; nor was 
the action brought on the ground of prescriptive right. 

\Vhat is the general rule of law upon which that r~ht is founded ?-It was for 
work and labour, and materials found; and we give new heads. hoops, twigs, 
labour, &c. 

Without reference to any prescription, do you not conceive that every subject in 
the kingdom has a right to recover the amount of labour done by him for the ben~fit 
of another ?-I do, provided it was done at the desire of the person against whom 
the action is brought. 

In the case to which you have alluded, did you claim the exclusive right of doing 
that work ?-No; but the cooper is under our direction, nnd for the general accom
modation of the crane j and the merchant, if he does not like it, may object and 
take away his goods. 

May the merchant go to any other cooper if he thinks fit ?-The merchants have 
taken away their butter at 3 d.; Mr. Randal Macdonald has frequently done it· 
he purchased in Carlow, and brought the butter to my crane; he allowed 2 d. fa; 
the charge by Act of Parliament, and ] d. more for labour, for the crane, notes, and 
every other contingency, and this by agreement; we charge 2 d. under the Act of 
l'nrhament; our charge of 7 d. takes in every species of charge j our firkin heads 
cost from l"!"d to 2 d. a-piece. There is Mr. Sherlock, a cooper and principal ship
per in Dublin, who has often admitted to me the reasonableness of the charaes who o , 
would return his casks and get new heads if his firkins \\ ere not done according to 
hi~ liking. 

'Vhflt 
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ON THE nUTTER TRADE OF IRELAND. 985 

What was the law with regard to inspection before the Act of 1 8J 2?-I cannot Mr 
say precisely; but the law of inspection was, by a local Dublin Act, that there shonld William S. Hllrt. 
be a penalty, I think, of 101. for the rem,oval of either th~ weigh.master or inspector's ' v 

brands; and 50 I. under a general Irish Act that eXisted previous to that local 1) May, 
Act. 1826. 

. Wa:; there any Act of Parliament requiring inspection in the country markets 
before 1812 ?-I do not recollect that there W8S. 

Was it compulsory that butter should be inspected and weighed in the exporting 
ports ?-In the exporting ports it was. 
. By what Act?-I beg leave to refer to the Table at tbe conclusion of my Evidence. 

Do you not conceive that a rigid inspection in the port gives a great facility to 
the shipper to commit frauds?-There can be no doubt it must; for the lower the 
qualities are, the greakr opportunity the shipper has of raising them; thus pocket
ing the difference. 

Do you know of any investigation having taken place before the magistrates with 
respect to the inspection of bulter?-FrefJuently; I recollect one at the commence
ment of the operation of the Act, which 1 think was about 1813; the first inspec
tion was before Alderman Beresford, the second was before Sir Robert Shaw, the 
third was before Alderman MCKenny, and there was one, I think, before Sir King
ston J ames, bart., the last was before Alderman Sir Abraham King, on the part of 
the. corporation, co] Castles always attending on the part of the Earl of Meath; 
those inquiries were called by the craDers. 

'Vas any relief given to the party complaining ?-Always, whenever the com
plaint was brought home j it was found in some instances that the inspector was 
wrong, and he was dismissed; and in other instances it was discovered that the 
brand of the inspector had been changed and forged by the shipper. 

Do you belong to the corporation ?-Any interference or exertion I have made 
has been rather contrary to corporation interests; my sentiments heretofore ba\'~ 

, been always anti-corporation. 
You are not a supporter of the corporation generally?-No, I have never acted 

with them, but rather in opposition to them. 
'Vhat is your opinion as to the size of the casks used for packing butter in?

My opinion as to the size of the casks, and I have taken a good deal of trouble 
both in England and Ireland upon the subject, is, that they ought to be by measure, 
not by weight, and that they should not exceed the present size, about eighty-four 
pounds j I went to different ports of England, and I found that although by 
the present English Butter Act the buyers and sellers have the liberty of making 
casks of a hundred weight, yet in every instance their butter is made up in IIaif
hundreds. There are some English merchants here, I have made this remark to 
them, and they have said, universally, that they have always found it made up in 
half-hundreds, they never saw one hundred weight cask. On this question, it is to be 
observed, that from the city of Dublin to the south, the fanners who make butler 
are of a better description, and their dairies are larger, and larger casks might not 
be so prejudicial j but then from Dublin on the other side towards the north, the 
makers of butter are generally of an inferior description, very poor, and if you 
allow them to have a large cask, they will keep it ever so long, until they fill it; 
they will prefer it ultimately, considering it the cheapest; thus. if they get the 
option of using large casks, they will be induced to buy a large cask, because it, 
prevents their going to market so often; for they will delay until their vessel is full, 
be it ever so long, and this delay often in the middle of smoke and other smells 
injurious to the delicacy of the article; freshness of make is every tbing in butter, 
and therefore I would conceive it impolitic to leave jt in the power of the poor 
maker to indulge in a choice that must be injurious to the article manufactured, and · 
which is now the principal branch of our export trade; I would not therefore leave · 
it in the poor makers power to do that. 

'Vhat is your opinion as to marking the qualities of butter?- I think the several 
qualities ought to be distinctly marked, and that there should be a penalty for alter
ing the mark on either side oj the water, to be receivable by the injbl'mer j I know 
that frauds are also committed in England, therefore any penalty should be universal. 

Are you aware that there is no law requiring the qualities to be markedr-At , 
present there is not, but the previous Acts directed that they should be marked; that 
they should be markedjirsts. seconds and thirds, consequently from the former cus· · 
tom the weigh-masters continued it, though the present Act is silent· upon the 
sl1~iect. find which I conceive also an unaccountable and serious omission. 
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Then it is your opinion that it would be advantageous to the butter trade of 
Ireland to require that the qualities should be marked ?-Yes . 

And to insure that they should be fairly, truly and honestly m~~ked ?-Yes, the 
Slime as a guinea; with a penalty to prevent forgery or counterfcllmgj the penalty, 
fine and exposure. 

Do you think that the bulter trade of Ireland has improved or diminished in 
character and in quantity since the year 1812 r-l am certain it has improved in 
quantity and in quality, particularly in consequence of the smallness of the casks, 
for I have formerly known tubs, as they were called, c?ntaining ~hree, four and. five 
hundred weight; I once saw a tub of butter con tam ne.arly SIX hundred weight, 
before the change in the size of the casks; there was a collection of perhaps two 
seasons, and which was any thing but butter; this experience is the reason why 
I would have the size restricted. 

Is butter brought to the Dublin market previously weighed and inspected in the 
interior ?- I never saw it in my life, except in one instance from Carlo\\'. 

You have already stated that the merchants have the liberty of taking away the 
cask without cooperage if they wish it?- Of course they have, for the law only 
gives a power to the weigh-master to stop the butter for the charge payable under 
the Act. ' 

Do you charge anything for stripping the cask ?-No, every charge of every 
kind is included in the gen~ral charge. With respect to forgery of brands, I only 
stated one instance, I mentioned my knowledge of two, I beg to state the second; 
there was an instance of this kind very recently; there was a shipper of butter in 
Dublin who lately failed; an auction took place uyorder of his assignees j and in his 
stores and at his sale there were :sold the brands belonging to our crane, both 
weigh-masters and inspectors, which had been forged, and procured by him for his 
private purposes; and I have been since informed this is not a solitary instance of 
similar practices. 

Are you aware that latterly the butter market of Dublin has fallen into some 
degree of disrepute ?-Perfectly aware of it, and with a good deal of regret. 

'Viii you be so good as to state what you conceive to be the causes, and what 
would be the remedies for that ?- The causes of fmud I have stated. I have already 
mentioned there was a public advertisement put in by the Chamber of Commerce 
for all people concerned in the butter trade to attend at a meeting of the Chamber of 
Commerce, for the purpose, I think, of considering the butter trade, consequently the 
craners thought they came within that invitation j and it was there publicly pro
claimed by a gentleman, who was then one of our principal shippers, that he 
never minded the brands put all by either the weigh-master or the inspector, that he 
always took them all off in his own weip,h-house, and that he sent them abroad 
without any regard to the legal brands, shipping them as he pleased; I therefore 
conceive, under these circumstances, that the more rigid our inspection is, the greater 
the opportunity the shiprers, who follow such practices, have of committing frauds 
by altering the qualities j and, naturally, the more extensively must the Dublin trade 
be injured. 

llave the Chamber of Commerce in Dublin ofiered nny new regulations for the 
government of the butter trade ?-Nol1e ; I have only seen what appeared in public 
print, but there have been none offered the magistrates or weigh-masters; I fre
quently went round to several of the respectable shippers myself to know what they 
wished, and that if they could suggest anything that would benefit the trade or 
character of the port of Dublin, we would follow it up. 

Are you of opinion that any system of regulation adopted in Dublin, or recom
mended in Dublin, that was to be merely voluntary, would be sufficient to secure 
the regularity and improvement of the trade, without being enforced by law ?-J am 
very certain it would not, except all obligation was imposed by the merchants 
themselves, by affida"it, as in Limerick, that they would not alter or sufter the 
legal brands to be changed. 

Could that be depended upon in any manner?-It could not, except as far as 
fear of shame might deter. 

If those regula tions in your opinion became necessary. would there IJe any chance 
of their being uniform throughout Ireland, unless they were enforced by legislative 
regulation r-lt is impossible, in my opinion; and if the law is not universal 
throughout the kingdom, I think all localities must be injurious to the trade. 

Do you think that such a svstcm would restore the character of the butter trade' 
of Dublin ?-It is my comciellliuu5 opinion, that legal restrictions, if peoperl}!' 

follo\\ ed 
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followed up by penalties, would restore it, and not only restOre it but advance it, 
and not merely in Dublin but through Ireland. 

Is not the situation of Dublin peculiarly favourable for communication with some 
of the most important agriculturAl counties of Ireland ?-The Dublin market has 
many advantages which no other market has, its situation with regard to England; 
the sellers can send butter cheaper to Dublin than they can to any other port, 
inasmuch ns there is always a load in return for the carrier, almost to every part of 
tbe country j beside, before the assimilation of the currency, it had 8 great advantage 
through the exchange, and many other contingent advantages. 

Do you knQw of any respectable merchants leaving off the butter trade in conse· 
q uence of the frauds ?-I do. 

Will you mention the names of them?-I know Mr. Sparrow, who is a bank 
director; he said he could not enter into the degrading competition of fraud that was 
practised. 

By whom were the frauds committed that you allude to ?-By other shippers of 
the port. 

Do you know any other merchants who have said the same ?-Mr. Drevar has 
often told me that he would leave it in consequence of it ; I have likewise heard 
Mr. Sherlock say that he was afraid he must leave from same reason. 

Was the objection on the part of those considerable merchants in Dublin. the 
warl.~ of the regulations being sufficiently enforced ?-Rather 'because there is a:n 
opportunity given to commit fraud with impunity, by the changing weights and tares 
and qualities, or changing the allowance of beamagc, and changing the allowance 
of twenty per cent, which we are obliged by the Act, as craners, to allow. 

What, in your idea, would remedy those abuses ?-Nothing short of either 
exposure or tine; and that the informer should have the entire penalty for the 
discovery . 
. Do you know whether there is any money paid by a countryman on his making 

a sale to a buyer or jobber in the country markets ?-In our markets there is a great 
variety; we get butter from Mullingar, and from Longford j we get it sometimes 
from Limerick, we get it sometimes from the north, and sometimes from Connaught; 
it is the custom in various counties, when a jobber or buyer goes into the country 
market, to get from the maker or farmer what is called the luck.penny, that is, the 
farmer gives a shilling ul)on every firkin, and that shilling is intended by him to pay 
the expenses of weighing, cooperage and carriage, &c. 

Ip what state are the casks in which the butte,r is shipped from Dublin ?-I think 
the casks are progressively improving, but they afe in a very bad state still j tho!te 
that are made in Dublin are all extremely good; the weigh. masters never charge 
under the Act for branding, in order to encourage improvement. 

Did you hear of an intention the year before last of a bill being proposed to 
Parlia~ent, by some of the ~ndon merchants, for regulating the Irish butter trade,? 
-I dId. 

\Vas not the principle of that bill to enforce the regulations more strictly than 
they are now ?-More strictly. 

Have you read that bill ?-I have. 
As the law does not enable the inspector in Ireland to mark the degrees of 

quality all butter, what would happen jf a farmer, upon the inspector proceeding to 
mark the quality of the butter, was to refuse to allow him to do so ?-l should 
imaaine he could be justified in refusing it. 

Do you think the farmer would be able to make a sale of his butter in that 
market?-l think he might, but he would be at the mercy of the buyer if he had 
not something to ascertain the quality, which makes the price of the article. 

If he took upon himself to assert his right to protect his property from having 
the quality marked upon it, do you think that he could successfully resist the influ
ence of the officers and the buyers in the market?- I think he could; he would 
still retain his property. 

You are quite clear that he has a right to refuse to have the qualities marl.:ed on 
his butter ?- I am j 1 think the Act of Parliament is deficient in that respect, and 
J fear it was designedly formed so. 

Can you state to the Committee what you think would happen, supposing a farmer 
were to assert that right in a market in Ireland ?- A great deal of confusion, 
I conceive, must follow, if the price were to be fixed upon the article by the buyer, 
because the price now is demanded by the farmer according to the quality marked 
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upon the butter by the inspector; but in case it was not marked he would be at the 
mercy of the buyer. 

In your opinion could the farmers successfully exercise the right of refusing to 
have the qualities marked on their bulter r-I think they could, if they were 
unanimous j they must do it, because they possess the article; but it is so contrary 
to their interests, it can, I think, hardly ever occur. 

As lona as the inspection is confined to merely distinguishing whether the butter 
is mercha~table or.not merchantable, without affixing the qualities, do you conceive 
there is any practical .benefit connected with it?-Every article that brings a sale 
it is preSumed is merchantable; I therefore think it is almost useless, without the 
qualities being affixed, to put the Act of Parliament in force. 

You have stated that you consider it expedient that the qualities of butter should 
be .affixed upon it, making it penal to alter the brands ?-Yes. 

Then all the alterations you have suggested are, additional regulation, addi
tional penalty, and additional restriction ?-I do suggest all those, but I would 
suggest a great deal more. 

Do you suggest relieving the trade from any of the restrictions to which it is 
now subject ?-l think it is au open trade now, from the liberties the shippers possess, 
in consequence of the deficiency of the Act of Parliament to make its enactments.. 
respected. 

Do you consider it free to the buyer and the seller, if they please, to complete 
their bargain without the intervention of a public officer as a weigh-masted--
I think as the Act of Parliament is framed, it is free, except as far as regards. 
that the article is merchantable, and bringing it to the weigh-house. 

\Vould you suggest any alteration of the present mode of going to the weigh
house and ascertaining the weight, or the removal of any regulation by which the 
trade is now bound ?-If it is thought necessary to appoint weigh-houses, I think" 
~onsequently, there ought to be a penalty to enforce anything that the law requires, 
otherwise it is nugatory j I think between buyer and seller there ought to be an 
umpire, or third party, who is not interested. 

¥ ou said that there were other things that you would suggest for the benefit 
of the trade; what are those things ?- I wQuld suggest that the duty should be 
taken off the timber that makes the casks; indeed I would suggest that whatever 
regulations that may be established should be universal and general through Ire
land, and that the beamage should be fixed and universal. ! 

What amount of beamag€' do you think should be allowed?-I should imagine 
~here ought to be a pound at least. 

'Vould you think two pounds beamage too much, if that were the uniform prac"!. 
tice throughout the country?-I do not think it would be too much, if it was the 
.u.niform practice of the country. 

Is there any thiog else you would suggest for the regulation of the trade?-
1 cannot call any thing else to my recollection now, although there are several. 
~\'itjli~ my knowledge. 

[The witness delivered ill the jol{qwing raper.] 
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DATE Qf ACT. 

10 Wm. 3. C.2. 
1689. 

Sect. !:I. 

6 Anl1e, Co 11. 
o 1708• 

~ 

2000.1. c.16. 
17 16. 

4- Ceo. l. c. 12. 
1718. 

EXTRACTS from the Irish Butter Acts; as directed by the Committee for the Hutter Trade ot Ireltmd. 

Size of Casks. Tare. Cooper. Weigh-master. Inspector. TITLE of ACT. 

nfl. 'In lb •. I !'hkio - ° , ° t Barrel ° ° t Barrel , , ° Harrel - • 0 0 1 

Ihs. 
'0 
'3· 
3°· 
40. 

Jf J i lb. on half cwt., or 3lbs. 
011 great casks. more than the 
lare 011 the aides, butter to be 
'Orfeited to tne bu,er. 

In firkins 56Ibs.: 10 A inchee Tare to be burnt on the side 
at the top and bottom.; 11 t in. and bottom: if a cask weighs 
at the bung; ,6 in. in length. more than the tare branded, 
The cask 1 cwl.: 13 t inches shall forfeit 1 ~ d. per lb. 

head and bottom; 14 t in. at 
the bung; 19i in. length. 
Cask I cwt. 11 qn.: 14 -i in. 

bead and bottom; 16 i in. 
bung; 20 i in . length . 

Cask \l ewt. : 16 t inches 
head and bottom; 18 t in. at 
bung; 2+ A in. length. 

Repealed u to size of casks 
the Act ofGeo I. c.t6. 

Forfeited if either buyer or 
seller buy or sell at any greater 
tare branded. Oblige buyer or 
seller to make oath bought 
and sold bond fide at the tare 
bra,nded. 

Sect. 3.-Coopet to brand I 
christian and sirnarne at length 
with butut iron, and the resi-
denee; pennlty 108. for every 
ewt. of butter. 

Chief magiatrate, grand 
juror, &c. to"'be inspector, and 
seize, &e. 

An Act for reforming abuses 
in making of Butter Casks, 
and preventing fabe Packing 
of Butter. 

N.B. To prevent tbe irre_ 
gular manner of weighing with 
stones, and packing Butter in 
casksweighillg more than they 
ought.-Vide PJeamble. Ge
neral Art. 

An Act for perpetuating di
vers Laws, &c. aud amending 
the Law in relation to Butler 
Casks.-General }\ct. 

An Act for the Illore effec
tually amending the Law in 
relation to Buller and TaJiO'W 
Casks. 

N.B. That any cask not 
branded as directed by tbis 
Act, same to be exported, is 
seizable, and forfeitQd. 

An Act for repealing part of 
a Clause made in the I1d year 
of His Majesty'l reign, by 
which the Dimensions of But
tec Casks are ascertained._ 
General Act. 
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DATE or ACT, 

8 Geo. I. c. " 
171l1. 

10 Geo. I. c. 9. 
17'23· 

I~ Geo. I. C.5. 
171l6• 

\ '3 Geo. 9:. 
'H iJeo. '1. 

\'1,\~. 

Size of Casks. Tare. 

41bs. soakage to be added to 
the weight of tbe cask, and 
branded on side, top and 
bottom. 

2 Ihs.loakage for every lcwt.; 
weight of cask soakage to be 
branded 011 heau, sides and 
bottom, with sirname and 
christian name at length, name 
of place: penalty 5 s. 

Cooper. Weii'h-master. Inspector. 

Not conforming to this Actl After i5 1\Iar. J711!2 weigh., 
to be publicly whipped. houses and weigh-masters to 

be appointed at towns corpoo-
I rate, places of export, or mar· I i 

ket towns in every barony, to weigh butter and tallow, to gh'e 
security and take Mtlls. No hutter to be bought unless 
weighed and branded according to this Act, at some public 
weigh-bouse: penalty 10 6 . That weigh·master shall fix a 
mark 011 top, bottom and side, the weight of the articles; to 
brand and tare soakage 011 casks, with the christian and 
sirnamc, and lIamc of place: to receive for every cask of 
56 Ibs. t. 11'l lbs. and upwards i; to be paid by the seller. 
51. penalty neglect of duty. Counterfeiting or forging brand, 
penalty 'lot. 

\Veigh-master appointed, save 
Dublin and Cork; Belfast to 
hold situation. 

W. M. to execute bond and 
swear; provide weigh-houses, 
scales, beam', brands. Fees, 
weigh.master,empty cask, 1 d, 
Penalty for altering W. M. 
brand, or counterfeiting same, 
101. A power to seize hutter 
to be exported. Weigh-mas
ters at Cork appointed; also, 
a power to corporation to ap
point. 

Not less than 56 Ibs. nor l 4 per ewt. soakage 
more than 3 cwl. 

To brand the letter, christian 
name, and his sirname, full 
length, forfeit 1101, No cooper 
employed; noweigbhouseshall 
buy or sci!. 

J f not branded by W. !II. for· 
fcited; cask not weighed, or 
using former ca~k weighed, 
forfeit 10.1'. W. M. to allow 
41bs. soakage. Brand to be 
numer;ll leuers in branding 
the tll.rc on butter. W. 1\1. to 
S. Thomas Court appointed. 

Penalty for forging W. Master's and Cooper's br~nds 

I 
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TITLE or ACT. 

AnAct for the furtberamend
ment oftbe Laws in relation of 
Butter, &c._General Act. 

An Act to amend the Law! in 
relation to Butter and Tallow, 
&c . 
N.B. Tbi$ Act prohibits In· 

land weighing and inspection, 
and recommends Export 
Ports only.-Vide Sect. 16 
and 17. General Act. 

An Act to explain and alllend 
an Act for amending and con~ 
titlUing the Laws ill relation 
to Butter and Tallo,,", &c.
A General Act. 

Acta Jlrincipally. and the lat· 
ter solely, to tho City ofCorl!:. 
_Local. 
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All Act to conti1lue and re. 
'live certain temporary Acta; 
the 10 Geo, 1. c. 51; 12 GeQ.l, 
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" 0..0.3. c. '6· 

19&20 Geo·3 ·c·36. 
1781 . 

31 Geo. 3· c. 34· 
1791. 

46 Geo. 3. c. 59. 
1806. 

52 Geo. 3. c. 136. 
18u. 

53 Goo. 3. c. 46. 
1823. 

\-

Not less than 7 j gallons, nor 
more tban 8'2, \Vinchesler 
measure; and made of u::hite 
oak, and full bound; and in 
casks made of alA; which ia!t
mentioned casks not less tban 
15 gallons, or more than 16, 
Wincbester measure. 

Excise officer may seize allY 
buuer too bad to be e:cported, 
save same is packed in casks 
of the size mentioned in this 
Act j to seize same as smug
gled goods. 

Tubs, viz. not leBS than 19 
inches, nor more tban 21 in. 
in length; not les3 than 14 ill. 
or more than 15 in. in width, 
at the bead and bottom. Fir
kins, v iz. not less than 17 in. 
or more tban 18 in. in length; 
not less than 12 in. or morc 
than 13 in. in width, at the 
bead and bottom. Kegs, viz. 
not leas than 13 in. or more 
than 14 in. in length i not 
less than 8 in. or more than 
9 in. in width, III the head and 
bottom. 

\ 

Lord !\Jayor to appoint such 
mode of hooping as may be 
c ... pcdicllt. 

Coopers making any cask, 
tub or firkin, or packing but
ter, or selling or buying, save 
31 to tbe s3id dimensions, sball 
forfeit 101. on each cask. 

/- .... ""' .... -----
A" Act \.0 conti.nue o,,,u Te 

vive cert9.in temporary l\eu 
the ,oGeo. l . e. 9; 12 Geo.l 
c.5; 2tGOO.~.C.2&7,s·9 · 
_ Generol, and revives the 
above Acts to 29 Sel)t. 1791 

I The Lord l\IayorandTrllstees An Act to regulate the But
of Hoyal Excbange shall np- ter Trade of die City (If Dub
point an inspector to be sworn. lin, &c.-Local. 

~ _____ I Brand on the bilge with hot , _____ ~ 
i iron, first, second, thirds, or ioferior quaJity, wilh his in- L 

spector's name j if not according to qualities or size, to sum
mons merchants to reinspect. Penalty 201. on each cask for 
first offence; 40'. for !leCQlld; third ollimce, inspector un
qualifi(>(!. Lord Mayor and Trustees to ascertaill fees, and by 
whom to be paid. In~pector branding any other sized casks 
with qualitiei!, to be lIuspendcd. Counterfeiting or forging 
inspector or taster's brnnds, such offender to forfeit 50 I. for 
every act. Wben in.pector removed, removal to appear in 
Dublin Gazette. 

Weigh-master branding any 
I)ther sized casks forfeiu 106. 

w: S. Hart. 

An Act to amend and con 
tinue the Laws in relation to 
Butter and Tallow. 
N. R. Continue tbe several 

Acts to tbe 29th Sept. 1812. 

An Act to regulate the pack 
ing of Butter in Ireland. 

Tbese are the present Acta 
wbich regulate the Butter 
Trade of Ireland. 
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Dalliel Calwgluln, 
£'9' 
~ 

JI May, 
1826. 

~92 MINUTES OF EVIDENCE DEFOnE SELECT CO~IMlTTEE 

Daniel Callagha1l, Esq. called in j and Exnminetl. 

YOU nre a merchant residing in Cork ?- Yes. 
Are you connected with trade generally?-Y €s. 

Have you purchased butter in the market of Cork? -·Almost constantly. 
To a considerable amount annually ?--Yes. 
How long have you been a purchaser of butter in the Cork market ?-In my 

father's house, and since I have been conducting it myself, twenty years. 
Has the butter trade of Cork improved latterly in point of extent ?- No, it has 

fallen offlatterly; that is to say, for the last few years it hus been c.leclining in quantity. 
\Vhat is the largest quantity that your house have shipped within the la$t six years 

from the port of Cork?-In the year 1816 or lSli I dare say we shipped thirty or 
forty thousand firkins. 

Have you shipped more or less generally since ?-'Ve have generally shipped less. 
What is your opinion with regard to the regulations under which the butter trade 

is carried on in Cork ?-I\1 y opinion is, that as a system they are the best that prevail 
in Ireland; but I have a long time held the opinion that they have been injurious to 
the trade, and that opinion I have always given in our committee of mel'chonts when 
the subject has been discussed. 

In what way do you consider that they operate to the injury of thetrade?- l think 
in their effect they have brought confusion into the markets of consumption, llnd of 
course lessened the price which respectable traders could give the farmers; and 
I think also th9.t they have been very unfair towards the country, in making an unne
cessary scrutiny of quality. 

'Vhat is the nature of the confusion that you speak of?-By allowing men without 
experience, and men of very little capital or credit to. trade in the mmket upon an 
equal footing with those of long standing or experience, and perhaps more repute 
with the forei~ markets, and their consignments naturally depressed the price of 
the article in those markets of consumption. 

You think then that the effect of the regulation is to encourage that class to the 
disadvantage of the better description of merchants ?-I have always said and 
thought so. 

'Vhich regulation do you refer to ?- I mean the regulations as to inspection, which 
are quite conventional with us; they are not legislative. 

You have stated that you think the inspection operates unfairly towards the 
-country j in what way can you explain that unfairness to come into operation ?-For 
instance, within these few years, by a rigidity of inspection they have named a quality 
H fifth," which never belonged to butter before, and the price to the fflrmer has been 
lessened in the ratio of 58. or 68. the hunrlred weight on that particular quality; and 
even in cases where the quality of butter in a cask is all good, a variety in its colour 
induces an inspector to lower its quality and price, and I do not think there is any 
established standard of taste in butter; therefore an inspection may be arbitrary, 
and oftentimes unjust, to the owner of butter. 

Are you aware that the law does not provide for ~he qualities of butter being 
marked ?-I am quite aware that it does not; but the way in which it is done makes 
the inspection, as it were, legal, by the mark being placed upon the legal brand j so 
that to erase one you must crase th&other, which is penal. 

Do you think the farmers undergo any other hardship besides what you have 
mentioned, in dealing in the market of Cork ?-I think generally the furmer is treatt:d 
very fairly by the trader; he very often complains, but in numerous instances in which, 
as a member of the committee of merchants, I have had to hear those complaints, 
I think they have been unfounded generally. 

Is there a practice amongst landlords or agents of requiring tenants to sell their 
butter to particular buyers ?-I believe that does exist. 

Are any of the buyers themselves considerable agents of landed proprietors?
I do not think they are; connections of them are. 

Do you think that the eftect generally of the regulations is to keep down the 
butter trade of Cork ?--I have no doubt that it would be better without them. 

I.s not the eftect of the present system of regulation to place an individual en
~a~.m.g in the trade, without character and without knowledge, upon a level with nn 
mdl~ldual who has both character and knowledge ?-It certainly,raises him as high, 
hut III my humble judgment it puts him higher. 

In what respect do you think it puts him higher ?-J think that the circumstance 
of 
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()f those regulations as to inspection existing, gives a confidence to buyers in the 
general character of the butter of Cork. and that the fraudulent dealer in it may take 
advantage of that in order to do injury to the buyer, when a respectable trader 
would be above it, and. this I know has been done. 

Do you not consider it fatal to the interests of any great branch of commerce to 
deprive character, knowledge and experience of the ir fair reward, by obtaining 
8 preference in the sale of commodities ?-I should think so, certainly. 

Then is it your opinion that the English purchaser of butter is deceived by the 
marks and brands ?-Not generally, but we have known n great many instances of it. 

You say that your transactions in butter were much more considerable in the 
year 1815 than they have been since; had you any particular reason for lessening 
your dealing in the purchase of butter ?- None, other than that my correspondents 
did Dot order me to buy it, or that I was. not able to ~ake profit by dealing in it. 

I-lave you purchased to any extent 10 the last SIX years?-Yes, our purchases 
have been entirely dependen t upon the state of other markets j when we did not think 
the price at home offered us any advantage for those other markets, we did not 
purchase; our denlings in it being regulated entirely with a view to profit. 

You say that complaints were made by the farmers; what were the complaints 
made by the farmers?- The general complaint is, that the system of inspection is 
too rigid upon them. 

ls the consequence of that to the farmer that he gets a les5 price for his butter 
than he otherwise would do ?-He certainly conceives so. 

In your opinion, does he get a less price for his butter than he otherwise would 
..do?-Assuming that he has his butter inspected too rigidly, he certainly gets a less 
price for it. 

Does not that operate as a benefit to the exporting merchant? - No; he charges 
bis corcespondent less elsewhere j if the cask be inspected as a second it sells as a 
second. It is sold in our markets by the character which is marked upon it. 

Is it always exported with the snme character?-It always is, and a ridiculous 
regulation that is to be permanent; because very often when butter comes into the 
market, and proves to be of first quality, it is kept in the store by a speculator for a 
month or two, till it becomes a second or a third, and yet he dare not alter that qua
lity upon the export of it. 

Do you think, that in order to give the true character, it would be proper to brand 
-the month upon it ? - That certainly would do away the objection I have stated j but 
you could not do that in Cork for instance, because the brand upon the cask which is 
legal is so small that you could not brand the month as well as scribe the qual ity 
upon it, so as that if the exporter were so inclined he might alter the brand of the 
date without injuring the weigh-house brond now put on by law. 

But it would be a corrective of the deterioration of butter by beina kept ?-Yes. 
Do you ship generally for the foreign market or for F.ngland ?- Lntterly our ex

port hos Leen mostly for foreign marketl,i; in 1817 they were chiefly fur the London 
market. 

Is it not the fact, that butter that is purchased for foreign markets is in a very 
different situation as to the necessity of inspection, from that which is purchased to 
be sold in England 1-There is not any butter which is prepared particularly for the 
foreign markets. 

Not in Cork ?-No. 
Is not the butter which is purchased in Cork for the purpose of being sent to 

foreign countries, closer coopered, iron hooped, and more salted ?-My answer 
referred to the preparation ofthe butter; the butter is prepared all in the same way 
by the farmer for the best markets; but then the merchnnt sending it abroad, 
-coopers or prepares his casks in a patticular way for the West India market and the 
Lisbon market. 

Does he add pickle and salt to it himself?-He does; for the 'Vest Indies he 
adds a quantity, the butter being already salted. 

Are you of opinjon that an Act of Parliament to require that butter should be 
shipped at all the ports in Ireland with the marks of the weigh-master and inspector of 
the porl, under a severe penalty, would be a uscful law?-I am not of that opinion. 

What reasons occur to you for not being of that opinion ?-If I shipped a quantity 
-of butler to my corre,spondents, describing it as first quality, I should get as good 
a price foc it as if a public inspector called it first, therefore I do not see the beneht to 
~e derived from such a regulation and penalty; and I think all unnecessary restric
illons upon the maker of butter and upon the trader in it are injurious. 
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If the inspection was imperfect, would not the article be actually exported with 
a different character than what truly belonged to it ?-Decidedty. 

Are you aware of the regulations which Bre maintained in the Limerick market 
with respect to the sale and export of butter ?-Yes, I think I am. 

Are you aware that latterly, since the regulations of the Chamber of Commerce 
in Limerick have been enforced, the character of the Limerick butter has very much 
improved ?-Y es, I am aware of that. 

Are you aware that that improvement in the character of Limerick butter has 
raised the price of it from 48. to 68. a hundred ?-By what standard am I to judge 
in answering the question? 

Has it generally raised the value of it so as to give it a higher price in the English 
market?-I am aware that since 1820 Limerick butter, with reference to the price 
of Cork butler, has borne a better price than it used to do for a few years befo,re 
that. 

Are you awure that there is no legislative provision in Ireland to require the 
qualities of butter to be marked upon the casks ?~I believe there is not j I know 
there is not in the Cork Act, and I have chiefly attended to the law which has 
prevailed there. 

Then if the Chamber of Commerce in Limerick have, by the regulations requir~ 
ing the qualities to be marked upon the casks, so much improved the character of 
their butter, are you prepared to say that similar regulations at Cork would not 
improve the chametcr of the Cork butter in the English market ?-Similar regula
tions do already exist at Cork. 1 understand the improvement at Limerick to be 
owing to their having had a good inspector, and to an agreement which the mcr~ 
chants made upon oath, or honour, not to alter the qualities j I conceive that has 
nothing to do with the system of a public inspection. 

With respect to the qualities being marked upon the casks, which are not requirro. 
to be marked upon the casks by law, but which have been adopted in Limerick, and 
by which the character of Limerick butter has been improved, if a similar regula~ 
tion were adopted in Cork might not the Cork butler be equally improved in 
character ?-l have already said the .qualities are marked upon the casks at Cork 
as well as Limerick, but I would beg leave to remark that in that question it is 
assumed that the improvement at Limerick was in consequence of marking the 
qualities upon the casks j my information does not lead me to admit that. 

Has your trade in butter led you to much intercourse with the English purchasers 
of butter ?-A good deal. 

Do you give it as your opinion, that English purchasers would deal as freely and 
give as good prices for Irish butter if it were sent to England, without the interven
tion of a public officer, exclusively upon the character of the Irish eXI)Orter?
I have no doubt they would; some people would not, but others would; and I have 
no doubt that the great majority of buyers, and by far the most respectable part of 
them, would trade preferably, and would have more confidence in brands of cha
racter given by a respectable house, than they would in brands of character given 
by persons whom they did not know so well, as the inspectors elected by a com~ 
mittee of merchants, according to the present system at Cork. 

Are you of opinion that the Irish farmer would be equally or sufficiently pro
tected in his dealing with the purchasers at the 'public markets of Cork and Limerick. 
and elsewhere, if there was no inspection ?-l am of opinion he would be protected 
at Cork equally as he is n.ow. 

'Vould the farmer be equally protected if he was left to deal with the merchant 
for the sale of his butter, without the intervention of any public officer at the weigh
house r-That is my opinion. Supposing the inspection was done away, and that 
.the receiver of butter from the fanner was not to be guided in his judgment as to 
the quality by a public officer, but left to deal with the farmer by agreement between 
themselves, the thing would be very facile, and the farmer would, generally speak~ 
ing, get more price, and perhaps be taught to improve the quality of his butter by 
a communication, which he has not now, with a principal, and person equally in
terested with himself in having a good article. 

'Vhat is it that the farmers dealing in Cork complain of at prescntt-Of their 
butter Dot being fairly qualitied, perhaps from the iuspector being supposed to 
have certain partialities j very often farmers have said that they did not get as good 
quality, because they went with their butter to Mr. so-and-so, as their neighbours 
got by taking their butler to another butter~buyer, because the one was more in 
favour with the inspector than the other. Sometimes he complains that the illspect~r 

" 
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is not a good judge, and oftentimes he complains of the regulations of the cooo- Daniel Callaghan, 
mittee of merchants and of the wcigh.masters. Elq. 

In so great a butter market as Cork, is it or is it not )'our opinion, that the '-' -~ .....---' 
farmer coming in there would, for the purpose of ascertaining the best price he 11 May, 

..... 18'26. 
could have for his butter, be in the habit of carrying his butter from one merchant 
to another to make his bargain, if the inspection was done away with ?-I do not 
think he would; I think he would do as he does now, He would make a selection 
~f a fair dealer, a man -in whom he would have confidence to pay him the price of 
his butter, and that he would have equal confidence in that man giving him a fair 
judgment as to the quality, and giving him the fair price that belonged to that quality, 
and he would be as well satisfied with that as with the opinion of a public in-
spector. This is the point, however, UpOll which the commercial community in 
which I live have generally differed; they mostly think it would occa"ion great 
difficulty in the way of carrying on the trade, but I conceive the difficulties would 
vanish were the subject properly investigated. 

Is the prevailing opinion in Cork, that there should be that intermediate offict;r 
qetween the farmer and the purchaser, or that the fanner should come directly to 
the merchant who buys the butter ?-Amongst the merchants 'n'ho export butter 
the prevailing opinion is, that the system of inspection is It good one, but I think the 
general public difter from them. 

What do you mean by general public as distinguished from the purchasers ?
Every man who is interested in the price of the butter and interested in the trade of 
the port. 

Then the prevailing opinion of the merchants of Cork difters from yours?-Yes, 
I may fairly allow it does; because it has been often discussed, and if lhey were 
not of a contrary opinion to me, I suppose they would have done away the inspec
tion, inasmuch as it is quite conventional with ourselves. My opinion is, that the 
'Only fair use of an inspector is to inspect whether the article is merchantable or 
unmerchantable, in case he should be referred to. 

You ure aware that that is all that the law requires?-Y cs; but the wcigh
master now examines it, or is supposed to do so, whether the butter be complained 
of or not. 

As your purchases are principally made for exportation to foreign markets, do 
not you, in your inspcction of the article which you wish to have for that purpose, 
dcpend very much upon the colour of the buttcr?-In our own selection a good 
<leal upon the colour for some markets j we used to do much more so than we do 
now j there was a time when such a selection would obtain a much greater prefer
cnce than it does now. 

Have you been in the habit of shipping to Liverpool or to London mostly?
Of late years very little to Liverpool, except for the purpose of foreign export. to 
be shipped direct from there to any place that we might order them to be sent to. 

May not those regulations which would suit the trade of the London purchaser 
of butter, differ very materially froUl what would suit the trade of the Livcrpool 
.and Manchester buyers ?-I can have no doubt that they may each think there is a 
particular convenience in a particular mode of ascertaining the quality of the butter, 
and that these modes may be vcry different. 

You have stated what is the prevailing opinion of the mcrchants of Cork, who 
are the exporters of butter j are you aware of what is the prevailing opinion of the 
English buyers of butter with regard to the Irish inspection?-That is so large a 
body of gentlemen that I cannot answer that. 

Supposing the trade to be left open, do you conceive that your house would 
be likely to reduce the amount of their dealings in butter, or to augment it ?-To 
.augment it. 

Would you apply that generally to all traders in butter 1--Of course not j I can
not produce, by any opinion .of mine, any greater quantity of butter than the farms 
that llOW supply the Cork market would give; but I have no doubt that if the 
system of inspection were done away, the export of butter would be limited to the 
class of merchants of which I am one; the dealers in the London and other markets 
would be men of experience and character j and that, generally, the price of buttcr 
in the foreign markets would be maintained more steadily than it has been of late; 
.and that the farmer would be decidedly benefitted by it. 

'Vould not that have the effect of lessening the number of buyers in the bulter 
market of Cork ?-I think it would. 
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DtJnielCallognan, Is it not for the benefit of an individual wbo brings an article to market, to have 
. Lq. the greatest possible number of bidders for that article that the place can supply?_ 
~ It does not 50 strike me; it must be an objecl to him to have a great Dumber of 

1 \:!6:' consumers, but as to the number of dealers in the article, I thinl( he cannot be 
much affected by it; a number of buyers must be afterwards sellers, and a number 
of sellers generally lowers price. 

Do not tbe purchasers at the market represent, at the time, the consumers ? ........ It 
does not strike me tbat the demand is to be at all regulated by the number of hands 
buying. 

Is not the demand rCt,rulated by the English market, and is not the price regu. 
lated by the English prices ?-Not exclusively; the price is ncted ~upon by the de
mand for a variety of markets, and by speculation at home; the only way in which 
a number of buyers would be of use would be in artificial speculatlon at home. 

Does not that produce a rivalship that is calculated to raise the price of the 
article? -"It has led to very unnatural rises and very unnatural falls; and I think 
the farmer has gained less by the one than he has lost by the other, and so has the 
merchant likewise. 

So far as the mere farmer is concerned, an increased number of buyers. though 
it may eyentually produce a depression, has the effect at the time of raising the 
price to the person that brings the article to market ?--V ery often, ~ertainly. 

Have the regulations of the law increased the number of buyers at Cork, in your 
opinion ?-I feel a difficulty in answering that; I know that a great number of 
what are called hutter-buyers have become exporters. and the number of export 
merchants is hy that means greatly increased; but as to the butter-dealers, I do 
not think their numerical amount has been increased. 

Have not your profits as a butter-dealer been lessened in consequence of this 
new system, in consequence of a greater number of persons coming into the market 
to compete with you ?-Not by that. 

If they have in any degree been lessened, have they not been lessened by a sort 
of fraudulent competition ?-I do not think so j I know no fraudulent competitors. 

Do you think that the law has a tendency to give a facility to commit frauds on 
the" part of buyers and exporters ?-I am certain of it; the character of the brand 
is not now so much looked to as the mark of the inspector, and the port from which 
it comes j and taking advanta~c of that, instances have been, that salt and iron 
hoops have been made to increase the weight, and butter taken from the casks; 
these were, in point of fact, frauds upon the purchaser in the foreign market, 
though perhaps some of the shippers did not think it a fraud, and that they were 
only adopting the practice of others with whom they had to compete. 

Is it 8lways the convenience of the exporting merchant to purchase from the 
farmer when he comes into the Cork market with his butter? - That seldom or 
never occurs. 

Supposing the wcigh-Iluu:.t: nnd inspection were done away with, and the butter
maker fro.m the country to c.ome in, wuuld he always find exportir:g butter m.er
chants disposed to buy Ius bulter each day as he came in? - The exportmg 
merchant generally would not go into that trade; he could not attend to his cor
respondence and attend to the detail of that business. 

H the general exporting merchant would not find it to be his convenience at all 
times to purchase the butter as it came into the market, what would become' of the 

, ,butter-maker and his article ?-He would have to deal with the same butter-buyers 
that he now deals with j I conceive the doing away the system of inspection would 
not do away with that order of butter-buyers, on the contrary, that it would make 
them more respectable and useful. 

Then you, as a general merchant, would have your dealings with the butter-buyers 
at Cork ?-I shOUld so for my convenience. 
" You have said that you consider you do not speak the sentiments of the com
mittee of merchants generally 1-1 am quite sure that I do not speak their opiuion 
generally j it has been a subject often discussed, and in theory it has not been denied 
that we would be better without regulation than with regulation, but each man has 
said that for his own particular conveniellce, he ,',",ould rather have it as it W8S. 

You think that the butter trade, like all other trades, would be better left open 
without any restricLion?-Yes. 

I f inspection were done away, would you deal directly with the farmer himself, or 
would you deal with an intermediate purchaser from the farmer, from which j~ter: 
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mediate purchaser you would purchase the butter ?-I should always prefer dealing 
with a large holder j whether he was a large farmer or whether he was a large dealer 
would be quite immaterial to me, if he was a large holder. 

By a laroe holder you mean a butter-buyer? - Y es, or 5peculator in our market. 
Then th~ effect of doing away the inspection would not be to bring you in your 

dealings directly into communication with the farmer? -I think it sometimes would j 

because in the event of the butter-buyers speculating in the price of butter and 
demanding too high a rate of mc, it would give me an opportunity of dealing with 
the farmer direct; but I should be very loth to avail myself of it, inasmuch as it 
would give me much more trouble in conducting my business. 

Are you not aware that there are amongst the producers of butter, especially in 
the county of Limerick, individuals who farm a very considerable extent of ground 
in dairy, and who are great producers of butter?-Yes. 

i In such cases as those should you have any difficulty in dealing directly with 
those persons, in the same manner and upon the same principles upon which you 
re~eive from them now consignments of cattle ~-N one, whatever; I have for years 
been receiving beef for instance, and agreeing to pay them prices accord ing to its 
quality, and I have never known an instance of our differing materially. 

What proportion do those great butter-makers bear to the general tarming butter 
vendors in the county of Cork market; do they bear a considerable proportion to 
the small farmers or not ?-l think, generally, the person!i who bring butter to the 
Cork market are large farmers. 

Are they large enough not to make it very inconvenient for you to deal with 
them directly?-I say that I should, as an exporting merchant, feel it very in'con
venient, therefore, I would not wish to do it. 

Is not the general tendency, the alteration of the system of roQnaging land in 
] reland, to lay down io grass the lands of the first quality and the second quality for 
the purposes of pasture and dairy, rather than to cultivate them under the plough? 
-I understand it to be the prevailing feeling amongst gentlemen to adopt that mode 
of farming. 

So far as that alteration goes, is there not n tendency to increase the number of 
large dairies, as compared with the small ooes 1- 1 should think so. 

Jovis, IS' die Maii, 1826, 

Mr. Joseph Warier, called io; aod Examined. 

Damd CillllgA~II~ 
£.q" 

'-----v-----' 
11 May, 

18!ltl. 

WHERE do you live I-In the Borough, M 
You are in the habit of dealing extensively in Irish butter?-Y es. JOltpla ,"Porter. 
'Vhat quantity may you import in the course of a year ?-I suppose through our ~ 

hands, that is, the house. I belong to, we pass from twenty to twenty-five thousand 18 May, 
nrkins a year. 18~6. 

You import from different parts of Ireland ?-'Ve import part, and sometimes 
buy parcels here, larger or smaller, as we have occasjon for them, or as they ofter. 

Do you send all this butter into the country ?-Y est nearly; our's is a country 
trade. . 

Twenty or thirty or forty firkins?-Y es, sometimes one hundred, sometimes fifty, 
sometimes five, and sometimes ten, as our customers want them. 

Do you find any convenience in sending those lots to the country in beiog free 
from the trouble of opening them, in consequence of the inspection in freland ?-We 
generally send them in the character they bear from the different ports; we sell them 
as from this port or that; when our traveller goes into the country, he sell s such 
and such butters j and such and such butter is asked for, and such and such butter 
is not asked for. 

You have not occasion to open the different casks ?-No; when customers call 
upon us, then, perhaps, we open two or three to show them. 

In consequence of that reliance you are saved a great deal of expense and trouble, 
to which you would be exposed if you did not rely upon that character ?-Yes. 

Do you consider the system of inspection a protection to your trade?-'Ve are 
,generally satisfied with the port they come from, and sell them accordingly. 

Do you import butter from Holland ?-'Ve import a great deal of Dutch butter. 
How much did you ilnport last year ?-I cunnot say. 
H~ Pp 
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About (-Perhaps from four to five thousand casks, may be more. 
What are the Irish ports from which you principally get your butter? -Cork, 

Limerick and \Vaterford are the principal butters we deal in that suits our trade. 
Do you import on your own account ?-\Ve import a good deal j we have not 

imported so much this last year or two; the gentlemen on the other side have taken 
the trade into their own hands, and consigned it to agents, from whom we buy it. 

Are the prices here more or less. in. consequ~ce of that change ?-l think, in 
consequence of the gentlemen conslgnmg a quantity of butter, that very often this 
market is over~filled, and the prices lower, than if it was left to the trade to be 
regular buyers. 

Then the fact of employing intermediate persons between the exporting merchant 
in Ireland and the cheesemonger here, has had the efiect of bringinu more into the 
market; do you mean to say that?- They send butter here that ~ve should not 
bring i there are a great many people starled up that send butter here that we 
should not bring butter from, and they fill the market with produce, an inferior sort 
of butter, that the respectable houses would not bring, and that is lowering the 
price for the bettermost sorts to a. certain extent; and if we bring from the old 
.respectable houses, our butter would stand us in 1 s. more, in consequence of 
a delll of ordinary butter being sent here; because all the difference of the quantity 
lowers the market, and whether it is bad or good it has that effect. 

Are you aware of the regulations under which butter in [reland is bouO'ht and 
exported ?-Why, but little; I am not acquainted with it; I was never in treland, 
and am not much acquainted with it. 

Do you know the regulations?- I know the regulations at Cork, that they are 
good, and that it is all done by inspectors; at least J have always understood so; 
and the Chamber of Commerce at Limerick the same: it is done by inspection, 
and there we have no trouble with Cork or Limerick butter; we can order what 
quantity we wish; we have it sent, and we sell it in any quantity, and we have 
no complaints of it from year to year. 

Do you take it upon the credit of the pllblic officer who inspects the butter in 
Ireland I-We do. 

Does it afford you auy satisfaction that you may rely upon the quality as ex
pressed 1-yes. we are satisfied; we can sell it with confidence, and our people will 
buy it with full confidence. . 

What, in your opinion, would be the consequence if the butter trade was thrown 
open, and butter permitted to be exported without being subjected to any leaai 
regulatiuns or restrictions whatsoever 1-Then we should have a great deal ~of 
trouble; we should, perhaps, have three times the trouble, and we should give no 
satisfaction to our customers; they would be always finding fault with this, that ~nd 
the other, because it was not legally inspected; but when we say this has gone 
through inspection at Cork, and when we say this has gone through inspection at 
Limerick, we sell it for so and so, and you mast depend upon their inspection, we are 
not inspectors; and we find those articles sell at all times when other butters will not. 

And your customers are satisfied with that assurance you so give them 1_ 
Yes; regularly. 

\Vould you be enabled, if butter came to you without that previous inspectioD7 
to give that assurance to your customers, without opening and examining every cask? 
- W e could not. ~ 

Would it give you considerable additional trouble, and put you to considerable 
additional expense 1-1t would give us a good deal of trouble, but the trouble would 
be nothing; but we could not do business with confidence in that way; then we are 
liable to be found fault with by any body, and when we send it into the country or 
town, the retailers of butter are persons in low circumstances, small or large shop
keepers, the lorge ones sell to the small ones, and if they happen to get a firkin of 
this butter that: has not been inspected, and it turns out a bad one, we do not hear 
the last of it, and there is a. great allowance to be made. 

Is it your opinion that if inspection in Ireland was done away, it would have 
the effect of lowering the character and lessening the price of the Irish butter in the 
market here 1- You may depend upon it it would lower the character immediately, 
and lessen the value. 

Arc you in the habit of giving orders to be supplied with butters from Holland 1 
Yes; we perhaps give but one order in a year to a respectable house there, and 

they ship us weekly as the. ships come in, which is made now a regular trade j we 
have no fault to find ; we take it at the market price, and l\'e have no trouble ot 

Holstein, 
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Holstein, that is Hambllrgh; it has become a new trade almost, we lay on our lit. 
weekly orders; and there they have got into the habit of sorting butter also; there is J0Hp4 WIIT"r. 
the first and second. ond the refuse; there are no thirds or best fine. ~ 

Are they so marked to you?-The first Rrc brnnded, flrst, the shipper's name, 18 :~YI 
and branded "first" in the midst of it j the second sometimes is branded, and 1 Il • 

sometimes not, but generally branded j they should all be branded, but they have 
not quite got into that way as yet. 

The refuse is not branded at all ?-N 0, that is sold here as low butter. 
Do you find that they are getting into the practice generally of branding the 

article?-Y es, every good shipper DOW brands his best butter </ firsts," and his 
seconds H seconds." 

Have you had any communication with your correspondents by letter, to di!Cu!s 
whether it would be a right thing to increase the practice of branding?-They keep 
agents here, through whom we correspood with them. 

Have you urged it upon them ?-Yes. 
Has the practice of branding in Holstein commenced in consequence of any 

communications held between you and one of the Holstein agents here ?-By res
pectable houses here, and respectable houses there, it has gone from here. 

You had recommended it ?- Y e6. 

And the practice has commenced?-Y es. 
You say it is the shipper at Hamburgh that brands the bulter, is it not?-Yes, 

each merchant brands his own. 
And foreign butter docs oat come into this port with the brand of any public 

inspector ?-Not yet. 
You say you give an order once a year to a respectable house in Holland ?-Yes. 
Is not your dealing in Dutch butter a dealing carried on on the character of that 

house ?-Yes. 
You say you have no fault found with the butter from Holland, and no trouble? 

-N 0, we deal with a house we have confidence in j and our doing all our business 
with him, he finds it worth his while to attend to our business and do it well. 

You have no trouble in di~posing of your bulter in England ?-No, not the least. 
This being the case with regard to butter coming from Holland, why should it 

not be the same coming from Ireland, if you gave your orders in lteland to a 
respectable house in that country 1-'Ve find it differs; we do not find it selected 
well from those houses not the very best houses. . 

From private houses ?-Yes, we did not find the selection what we do from the 
other parts. 

If you could find as respectable merchants in Ireland as in Holland, you could 
probably then be able to deal with your customers, in regard to Irish butter, as YOIl 
do with Dutch butter, without inspection ?-I have been in the trade thirty-six years, 
and we do not fiod that those houses in Ireland would do their business as our early 
friends do in Holland. 

Then the reason you think that inspection is of use in Ireland is, because there is 
a deficiency of good conduct on the part of the Irish merchant?-Yes, but there 
are gentlemen, I 8m happy to say, in Ireland, that would assort the butter well, if 
it was left entirely to themselves j but here are fresh men springing up every year, 
buying anything that comes before them, sending it into the market, and taking it 
perhaps at a-higher price than those old respectable houses j they arc obliged some
times to do what they would rather not do, in consequence of meeting such people 
and such a market. 

Are you quite sure that the Irish Act of Parliament, that requires public inspection 
and branding, is not the cause of those new houses rising up, and throwing the 
respectable housei out of the trade ?-In consequence of the trade being open'ed, 
and any body being a dealer in butter; likewise a man without any property comes 
into the market and becomes a dealer, and in a few years he is gone; in conse
quence of that we cannot have that confidence in the Irish.butter that we ought to 
have, if a proper inspector was chosen by the gentlemen there who are respectable, 
and who would put a respectable man into it. 

Does not the law that requires butter to be branded by a public officer contribute 
to place a respectable merchant, and a merchant not respectable on a footing, and 
take away from the respecta.ble merchant the benefit of character ?-I do not know 
as to the law in Ireland; but when we have dis:putes with houses there, they say if 
you go to law you must go to Ireland, and you may 0.5 well go a long way off. 

Are you awa.re that before the present law WllS passed, namely, before 1~12, tlutL 
406. p P 2 the 
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the number of dealers whom you describe as not being respectable did not exist~ 
but the business was more in the hands of the respectable class of merchallts?
Twenty to thirty years ago the butter trade was in more respectable hands a good 
deal, and in consequence of these m~n getting into the trade at every port, and 
from year to year, where there is not an inspector and a Chamber of Commerce to 
look after it, they have almost rooted Qut, as it were, the old respectable houses. 

Does nol a system of law that affords opportunities to a low description of mer
chants to put false brands, and to do other things that enables them to carryon 
a fraudulent trade, operate very much to the prejudice of the respectable class of 
merchants ?-It gets the article into bad repute. 

You do not find the Irish law that requires public inspection, of any service, 
except in the ports you have mentioned ?-I think there is no law that will make 
all the gentlemen who would wish to be shippers, honest men. 

All you have said as to the advantage of inspection, is upon the supposition that 
the inspection is conducted in a skilful and honest manner ?-At the ports of Cork 
and Limerick it is done to our satisfaction, and at no other port, I am sorry to say. 

Do you import from any other port but Cork and Limerick?-Yes, \Vaterford; 
we used to do most in 'Waterford butter; before the Chamber of Commerce was 
established, Limerick butter got into such bad repute it was thrown out of our 
market nearly; the Chamber of Commerce took it up, and has put it upon a footing 
that it js now as good as Cork j and every year we find, in consequence of the 
Chamber of Commerce taking it up, and managing it, that the Limerick butter 
improves; every year the consumption for it improves; every year since that inspec
tion was adopted, we find that'Vaterford butter, that was used when I was younger, 
.thousands and thousands have gont: through my hands, we used to sell \Yaterford 
butter and Cork butter, but \Vaterford butter is much thrown out; now the con
sumption with us is in Cork and Limerick butter ; here and there customers will 
llot Luy the \Vaterford butter; we have respectable shopkeepers, country people, 
they come to look about, they will go to two or three other houses and see where 
they {'an do best j \Vhat butter have you? ,"Ye have Cork, Waterford and Limerick, 
50-aod-so; 'Veil, I will take Limerick butter j it may happen we have not 
Limerick butter, but \Vaterford and Cork; I will not have \Vaterford, I want 
Limerick butter: and they go to a house in the city, aod before they return they 
find Limerick Lutter, in consequence of which we lose our customer. 

'IllOse are the three ports yOu deal with?- Yes, principally; we have a little 
butter from Belfast, but it is got into bad repute1 and we cannot sell it with confi
dence. 

Very little comes to London ?-V cry little; we have had more this last season 
than we usually have hud, in consequence of their sending the best to us perhaps. 

The best goes to Liverpool ?-No, they tell us the best comes to us; we have 
had but very little but \Vaterford, Cork and Limerick; the \Vaterford butter 
is in disrepute at present for want of a better inspection, and must continue so till 
something effectual is done. 

What is the reason that the Belfast butter is in disrepute ?-Because it is not 
)';ell inspected. 

It does not benr a very good price in London ?-No, not so good as Limerick 
nnel Cork by shillings per cwt. 

Have you seen a paperof the proposed regulations at Vri~sland?-Yes, I have. 
Hand it in?-

[Thefollowing paper IXas handed in by the witness:] 

" Laws and Regulations of the V riesland Butter Casks. 

, " Art. I.-The quarter cask is to weigh thirty-nine Neth. pounds; the one
eighth cask nineteen and a half_ 

II Art. 2.-The butter casks must be made, the staves as well as the heads, of 
:Baltic or of Rhenish wood, dry and properly seasoned, without knots or sap, and 
of no other wood whatever; the coopers who trespass such, will forfeit twenty.tive 
guilders, aile half for the benefit of the informer. and the other half for the ,benefit 
of the poor of the place where the cask is made. 

HArt 3.-The casks are to weigh with the bottoms and the heads, each quarter
cask seven Neth. pounds, and one.eighth cask three and a half; the bottoms of 
quarter-cask are not to weigh more as one Neth. pound, and the head seven Neth. 
ounces; the bottoms ofthc one.eighth casks not more as seven, and the heads five 
Neth. ounces. 

It _t\ rt. 
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n Art. 4.-The quarter·casks are not to be higher as twenty inches. ' .. 
u Art. 5.- The coopers must use ,iron hoops in making the casks, the models of 

which arc in possession of the magistrates. The coopers must give as little lJiliage 
as possible to the casks, and must shave their casks bottoms and heads clean and 
even inside: the bottoms and heads not to be made of morc than three pieces, aIL 
of the same size; the edges of the staves at top nor bottom are not to be cut off; 
all on the penalty of three guilders, to be forfeited as before stated. 

" Art. 6.--:--The coopers are to brand all the casks with a mark of their own on 
the outside of the staves, as well as the bottoms and the heads, on the penalty of 
ODe guilder, to be forfeited as before. 

II Art. 7.-The coopers are to be paid for every quarter-cask twenty-two stivers, 
and an eighth cask. ten stivers. If they arc sold otherwise, the seller and 
buyer each to incur the penalty of twenty-five guilders, to be converted as before. 

" Art. 8.-The casks made agreeable to the aforesaid description must be offered 
by the cooper to a proper sworn assizer, to be inspected as for weight and quality. 

" Art. g.-Before the casks nre assized the cooper is obliged to fill them with 
water in order to prove the tightness; for every cask which is not tight when assized 
the cooper forfeits six stivers, for the benefit of the assizer. 

H Art. 10.-The assizers must guard against no casks being assized but such as 
are agreeable to the above prescription, as well with regard of the quality of the 
wood, weight, workmanship, tightness and mark of the looper, under penalty of 
twenty-five guilders, to be forfeited 8.'3 before. 

" Art. 11.-The casks which are found correct by the assizers must be marked by 
them on the staves, bottoms and heads, with the cyphers of the year and anns, given 
to them by the magistrates of the place, on the penalty of three guilders for every 
cask which i.s wrong assized. 

" Art. 12.-The above-said marks are to be put by the cooper as well as by the 
assizer, on the seam of two staves, and on both the seams of bottom and head, all 
on the same penalty as Art. 6. 

" Art. 13.-The assizers who frequently mark dissatisfactory casks, must be 
discharg~d. 

C' Art. 14.-The assizers who should mark loose staves, or leave their mark inK
iron in the hands of the coopers, are to forfeit 150 guilders, to be converted as 
hefore said. 

If Art. 15.-The coopers who use the marking-iron of the assizers as above said, 
are to forfeitf. 25. to be converted as above. • 
.. "Art. 16.-The assizers are not allowed to mark any old casks, or any entirely 
or partly wrought, nor any old staves, nor wood, but to mark complete new casks. 

" Art. 17.-The assizer receives for the marking for each cask, half stiver. 
u Art. 18.-In order to give a true execution to the above rules, three overseers 

must be appointed, each to have his district. 
" Art. ) g.-The overseers must visit the coopers warehouses in their disirict, as 

well as the markets, in order to see that there are no defective casks made, marked, 
Or offered for sale, or brought filled in the markets; they must also assist the 
magistrates in examining and instructing the assizers before they can be put to 
office. . 

" Art. 20.-1'he overseers must take care that the coopers in their district are 
provided with a proper quantity of good seasoned wood in proportion to their trade, 
in order that no wet or unseasoned wood is used in the making of the butter casks. 

" Art. 21.-Nobody is allowed to offer any butter for sale in casks which are 
not of the prescribed quality, or forfeit one guilder for the benefit of the poor of the 
place where the cask is offered for sale. The overseers must scratch the marks of 
such a cask out, and make it useless for further use. 

"Art. 22.-To find the pay and the travelling expenses of the overseers, haIfa 
stiver must be paid for every cask at the weigh-house, in addition to the weigh
money, which must be collected for the said overseers by the magistrates. All 
these Regulations are to be published and strictly executed, to which the magis. 
trates and other public authorities must give aU the assistance in their power. 

" N. B.-Assizers lire persons appointed by the magistrates, provided with all 
the ReguJations, and sworn to their duty; there should be such an assizer in every 
town and village where butter casks are made. 

" Your humble servants, 
II Harlingen, the 31st July 1824. (signed) 11(11'11IC1I8 & Zone1l." 
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I s the foreign trade increasinrl, do you think 1-Yes j we aTe losing upon the 
Irish trade, and the foreigners a~e gaining upon it most materially; and if we could 
have as good an inspection in Carlow and 'Vaterford butter, and they were ns welt 
inspected as Cork and Limerick, we should not want balf the Dutch bulter we do. 

l\fr. Thomas Co:!', called in; and Examined. 

WHERE do you reside 1- ln the town of Carlow. 
Are you in trade ?-Yes. 
\Vhat is it ?-A shipper of butter. 
Is it on your own account?-Yes. 
How long have you been in that trade ?-Eleven years in Carlow. 
Have you been a purchaser in Tralee market?-Yes. 
How loog1-Two years. 
Have you found that a beneficial market?-With the exception of the great 

difficulty of getting vessels to ship from the port, the supply of butter is very good. 
And tbe quality?-Yes. 
Have you sent any to London ?-Yes. 
Has it answered 1-Yes. 
Are there any regulations of tasting in the Tralee market ?- There are. 
Do you know how they are conducted ?--I think it is conducted very fairly ; 

r was there last summer, and I think the inspection is equally correct with Cork and 
Limerick. 

Have you any notion of the rate at which the quantity of butter is increased in the 
Tralee ' market?-The first shipments were four years since, which was about 
600 firkins; the second time they came up to 1 i ,000 j last year, I think, they 
amounted to 25,000 firkins j I think rather more. 

Do you consider that the growth of the Tralee market has been derived, in any 
degree, from the vexations practised in the Cork market?-l have no idea of the kind; 
I think it arises from the circumstance that Tralee is much nearer to where the butter 
is made: from 1 verogh it will take a man to go to Cork three or four days, and the 
price is equally good at Tralee. 

'Vhat is the distance ofthe farmer from Cork ?-In many places of the county of 
Kerry, sixty or seventy miles to Cork j and to Tralee market, the supply may be 
from twenty to thirty miles round. 

Do you know the regulations respecting firkins that exist under the Cork Acts? 
-1 am not well acquainted with them; I believe they are all branded in the Cork 
market. .. 

That the firkin must be brnnded in the Cork market to be saleable ?- Yes, wbich 
adds to the expense in carriage. 

Do you know that the consequence is, that aU the farmers of Kerry who deal in 
Cork, are obliged to supply themselves with firkins from Cork ?-I believe they are, 
or purchase them in other towns. 

Are you deputed to come here from the town of Carlow, to give evidence upon 
the subject?-l was requested by several gentlemen, and declined it till I found there 
was no probability of my escaping, and then I agreed to it. . 

Is not Mr. Samuel Houghton the principal shipper in Carlow ?-Not the principal, 
he is a considerable merchant. 

Did you ever hear Mr. Houghton say that compulsory public insl>ection is pubHc 
nonsense, if not injustice ?-I never heard him use those words. 

Is it your opinion that public inspection is useful, or injurious to tbe butter trade? 
-Useful, undoubtedly, where the inspector has a knowledge of the business. 

The Committee wish you to give your opinion upon what the efiects would be, of 
throwing the butter trade entirely open, without legislative regulation of any sort or 
kind, or subjecting it to legislative regulation, inspection and marking. and other 
rules ,it might be subjected to ?-There are so many answers bearing upon the 
question, it is almost impossible to give a decided answer. I think if the responsi
bility as to the qualities rested upon the merchant, he would be accountable in the 
London market, and the merchants would naturally say there is no inspection, no 
weighing to you j I look to JOu, and if you do not send me a good article, I will 
throw it on your hands. At present the onus lies upon the part of the inspector and 
not the shipper; if the inspector brands butter of an inferior quality as first quality, 
I ant Dot accou.ntable for it; and on the other hand" if he marks second quality 
what ought to be first, 1 am not ac.;:ountable. I am not decided as to the effects of 

an 
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Jlr. an open trade; I think it would create a good deal of confusion at fir!;t, but ultimately 
I think it would be for the benefit of the country at large. I beg to be understoodl 
8S alluding to Leinster in particular; I think Cork and Limerick markets cannot be 
improved j I think they are conducted as well as they possibly can be. 

\ ;rn0m.::. Co;,. I 

Then, do you mean to say that your opinion, that it would be beneficial eventually 
to throw open the butter trade, does not apply to Cork and Limerick?-I think 
not. 

H the other markets of Ireland were as well regulated as it appears the Cork 
and Limerick markets arc, would your opinion be then for similar inspection ?
Yes. 

Is it your opinion that it would be belter for the butter ~rade of Ireland generally? 
- Ye.s, better than it is now under the present inefficient regulations. 

What is the port you export from?-Waterford. 
Is your butter liable to inspection there ?-No. 
What degree of inspection is it liable to at Carlow?-We have one inspector at 

Carlo\v, highly capable of discharging l1is duties. 
Is the butter you send from Carlow to Waterford inspected at Carlow?-It is. 
Have you any reason to find fault with the inspection your butter undergoes at 

Carlow ?-None at aU at present. 
Do you find that inspection of any use?-Very great. 
In what way?-llecause there is no necessity for the buyer to be present; WI 

a proof, 1 have only been twice in the market this season, although I have been 
in the trade some years. 1 am satisfied that the weigh.master does his duty in 
weighing, and that my presence is not necessary. 

\Vhat is your opinion with respect to the interests of the farmer who sells his 
butter, having the advantage of an intermediate person to inspect his butter between 
him and the merchant who buys it?-I think the good makers of butter are per. 
fectly satisfied with the inspection; those who make bad butter complain if it is 
Dot marked of the first quality. 

The inspector operates as a check upon the farmer who brings inferior butter to 
market?-And vice versa, both sides, either for the seller or buyer. 

Though you are satisfied with the inspector, are you sure that the farmers are 
equally well satisfied ?-AII the respectable farmers are, generally; but 1 think that 
the farmers, generally speaking, would prefer going to a respectable warehouse; 
they would be very happy to sell it to respectable merchants. 

Does not the good, honest·made Carlow butter bear the highest character in 
England ?-I believe it does; Belfast approaches nearest to it. 

Are you acquainted with Castle Comer market 1-1 have left it. 
Why did you leave it ?-I did not like the proceedings there; it was generally 

in the evening before they named the price what they would give the farmers; 
and a variety of proceedings, I did not think an honest man could buy butter there; 
I could not give the prices they could give, and how they could give it I do not 
know. 

Have you any objection to state the reasons in detail ?-Every buyer there pierces 
the butter for himself and examines for himself. In a brisk market almost any 
thing they will take at the first price; in a flat market there are a great many inferiors, 
which, according to my idea, is dishonesty on the part of some of the buyers in cut~ 
ting down butter to seconds and thirds, which at other times they would take as first 
quality. 

You have not the advantage in Castle Comer of an inspector standing between 
YOIl and the fanner?-There was no inspector. 

\Vas that the chief reason of quitting the market?-The only one. 
Have you not heard that the farmers prefer that market on that account?-Yes, 

the small fanner may, but not the respectable farmers. 
Are you not aware that a great many respectable farmers go to Castle Comer ?
There are some, but not generally. 
Are they leaving it?-They prefer Carlow, as they get a better price for prime 

butters. 
Haveyou nothenrd of respectable farmers taking their bulter into the Carlow market 

from the neighbourhood of Castle Comer, and carryin~ it back again in consequence 
of_the inspector not putting the proper qualities on it ~-I am not aware of such a 
thlUg. 

Or the inspector giving way to the farmer when the butter was threatened to be 
taken away?_ It is not in my recollection. 
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How many firkins a day mayan inspector taste in Carlow market ?-That 
entirely depends upon the supply; on some days when the price is good they come 
in and sell three or four hundred a day. 

Do you think any individual inspector is capable of judging of the precise quality 
of three or four hundred firkins of butter in one morning?- Y es, prime butter; but 
he could not exceed one hundred if the butter was bad, his palate would become 
vitiated. 

In three or four hundred must not it happen that some proportions must be bad, 
and that would vitiate his palate?-Yes, but by tasting a good firkin hi~ palate 
would be restored. 

Have you any doubt, that if the whole business was left to the responsibility of 
t1le merchants, that, though attended with inconvenit!ncp. at first, in the eno it would 
be beneficial to the public?-Yes, for the counties of Carlow, Kildare, and parts of 
arljoining counties. 

Are you aware then, the iospection in Cork and Limerick is an inspection by 
convention between the parties, and not according to any regulation of law ?-I am 
aware that the tasters are appointed by the Chamber of Commerce at Cork, and 
that they arc competent to discharge their duty. 

Have you any particular information you wish to give the Committee?-There 
is one point I beg to mention, which is, that our weigh·masters, I do not say in 
Carlow, but all the weigh.masters in the county of Carlow, and the King's and 
Queen's counties, will brand the empty firkins not made agreeable to the Act of Par
liRment, and not pickle tight. 

Then would you, as a remedy, have the law amended with regard to what is re
quired relative to casks; or would you leave every person to provide such cask as he 
thought fit 1-The prescnt Act is altogether satisfactory and binding if the weigh
masters would discharge their duty; every precaution has been taken in the Act of 
5'2 Geo. 3, but there is no one to control the weigh-masters, they will brand anything. 

" ' auld your suggestion be, to endeavour to oblige the ", .. eigh-masters to discharge 
their duty 1-Y es; I think there is an overruling power wanting to make them dis
charge their duty or to forfeit their office. I would also suggest that the size of the 
cask in Carlow is very much against the farmer; all our respectable dairies in the 
county Carlow, and the whole of Kildare, would prefer a cask of a hundred and 
a half; there is the beam age of three pounds upon every firkin, but in the large 
casks you would only have three pounds beamage, there would be a saving of twelve 
pounds upon the large package to the farmer. 

What would the size of the cask be you would recommend ?-About one 
hundred to one hundred and a half. 

Would you not be of opinion that if a larger sized firkin was permitted to be 
.used, that the sizes ought still to be defined by law?-I think so, unquestionably. 

Is it not for the jnterests of the dairyman to put into one package the butter of 
one churning, as much as possible?-Unquestionably. 

\Vould there not be an injury done to the butter of those dairies that could only 
make up a small quantity within a week, to pack the produce of two or three or 
four weeks together in one firkin ?-It would be very much against the little farmer 
to compel him to send large casks; if you give them the power, they would prefer 
the present size. 

Is the Carlow butter sold in a fresher state? -Yes. 
And sold for present use ?-Yes. There is also another thing I beg to suggest in 

the event of a new Act, that there ought to be a penalty for the alteration ot' any 
brands, if any shipper is found dishonest enough to alter them; and I am decidedly 
of opinion that every market ought to have a brand of it!:! own. In counties 

. Carlow, Kildare, &c. there are respectable makers; if their butter stands 61. above 
many counties in Ireland, it is a very great injury to them that butter called 
C~rlow butter should be shipped from many ports in Ireland under that name, and 
often 20 S. a hundred inferior in quality. 

You suggest those penalties under the supposition that there is to be ~ {lew 
Act of Parliament ?-Yes, or that the present should be amended. 
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Mr. William Law Ogi/bYI called in j and Examined. 

WHERE do you reside?-In Fenchurch·street, London. 
What mercantile pursuit have you ?- We are in the habit of receiving consign. 

ments of Irish produce, butter, among other things. 
You receive butters from different ports in Ireland ?-Y cs. 
And you know the sentiments of the trade generally?-Yes j for the last twenty 

years we have been in the habit of; receiving large consignments of butter, and 
consequently always in communication with them. 

Is it your opinion that the system of public inspection gives a confidence and 
security to the trade ?-I think we could not get on without it in any qUB'lltity; 
where we sell two or three thousand firkius free on board, we could not .sell o~e 
hundred without inspection. 

You nrc aware at the port of Limerick. there was much dissatisfaction ?-Yes ; 
five years ago the people woul~ scarcely take it on any terms j there was as much 
as 83~ or IDS. difference between that and Cork; but when they got an improveg 
inspection we could sell any quantity, and the quantity increased every ,Y.ear 
immensely. f 

'. In consequence of that inspection the Limerick butter stands very high ?- Yes, 
very nearly as high as Cork, except at the end of the seaSOD, when the Cork 
butter keeps better. .' 

It was stated by Mr. Warter, that he was not perfectly satisfied with. the butter 
that comes from Belfast; it is in evidence that the butter imported at Liverpoo.l 
from Belfast bears the highest price there, and the greatest quantity exported is sent 
to Liverpool; cnn you give nny reason why Mr. 'V~rter should be dissatisfied 1-
Yes j it arrives stale; the greatest part of it comes in our ships j we are agents for 
the Belfast traders ; we do not get the Belfast butter till towards the end of the 
season, when it has been long on hand; for instance, this very seasoq we had~ 
I suppose, scarcely one thousand firkin s till the latter end of February, ,when thefe 
came in six or seven thousand all at once, because this market was thought more 
promising than Liverpool ; the Belfast butter is of that mild quality that it comes 
into Liverpool at a price under the fresh, the same as the Dutch butter comes in.to 
this market, they can, therefore, afford to give a better price for it than we can here. 

Have you ever known any instances of any shipper of butter in Belfast, who 
would let lhe, butter remain until it was deteriorated 1-Late in February we had 
a consignment of between one thousand five hundred and two thousand casks thl\t 
had been some months kept over. 

And in consequence, it must have been deteriorated 1-Yes ; before the Dutch 
butter came in here, an iUlmense quantity of Belfast butter was imported; I have 
known six thousand casks in one of Mr. Langtray's vessels. • I 

And it salt! at the highest price 1-Yes, coming in fresh and mild in the early part 
of the season. . 

And it is ofa quality to compete with the Dutch butted-The Dutch butter has 
supplanted it, because it comes in mild, immediately under the English fresh butter. 

And your opinion is, that the system of inspection is a protection to the trade 1-
I do not know how we could get on without it. 

Are you aC·.luainted with Mr. Lilwall ?-Yes. 
He is a very extensive importer of butter from Ireland ?-Yes j the largest in the 

trade. 
He imported fo rty thousand fi rkins a year ?-I should think full that 
Have you had any communication with Mr. Lilwall on the subject?- Yes, lately. 
Are you aware he was summoned here 1-Yes, and from his ill health he was not 

-~~~ ; 
A!ld he waS unable to comc here to give his opinion in favour of inspection ?

He was so much in fav.our of it, that he was the chief instrument of bringipg in M{. 
'Vilson's bill ; hi s object is, to buy his butter free on board, and save all the expense 
of it coming here on consignment; and consequently it is better for the Irish, fQr 
they get a higher price. 

Does an ugent employed in ~ondon for the sale of butters add to the e:<.pense 
of the article to tlte Irish farmer?- Yes, if it \I'as sold free 0 11 board, we would go 
to Mr. Lilwall and sell him one thousand or two thousand in a line of Limerick 
.O! Cork butter, the cbarge there, having so little trouble in the transactiOn, would be 
one and a half to two per cent, ~,'hereas if we had the trouble of examining it her~, 
we cOl~ ld _not a~ord lo ~o it under _a much heavier charge. . 
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You say, if it was not for the inspection in Ireland, that is, for the butter coming 
here with the inspector's brand upon it, you could not sell any quantity of butter, 
tbe trouble would be so great ?-I think so. 

How does it happen that such an immense quantity of Dutch butter is sold in 
Londun ?-Some of the Dutch butter comes here inspected and branded; there 
may be some sold free on board, but the princi.pal part is sold upon Brewers Quay, 
where it is sold upon the merchant's own inspection. 

Does it come over here with the mark of the Dutch inspector ?-The trade tell 
me they are getting the Dutch into the same plan as the Irish; for instance, the 
Holstein butter, that is increasing in quantity faster "than any other j the cask is 
branded U first," and so on, and also the Emden and Lyra butter is generally 
marked. 

But in point of fact, up to this time the quantity of Dutch butter we see brought 
'into the market has been sold without any trouble, though not inspected in the 
Dutch ports ?-I am not so competent to give an answer to that question; I am 
not a dealer in Dutch butter, I merely have the opinion of the trade. 

Are you of opinion that Acts of Parliament should be passed to save merchants 
trouble in transacting their business ?-I do not think we could get on with the 
Irish butter without inspection j the Dutch butter is used in the London trade for 
immediate use, and the Irish butter is used for the country trade, and sent out. 
Mr. Lil":aU will buy one thousand firkins of butter, and when he gets his invoice, 
be will mark it out fifty and one hundred to his different customers (never seeing it) 
upon the credit of the inspection; but if he was obliged to go down to the wharf 
and inspect it, he would not sell one hundred where he would now sell five hundred ; 
and if he sent bad into the counlry, there would be everlasting complaining, and 
he must allow them 2 s. or something of that sort, or have it sent back to him. 

You prefer a system that would depend upon the credit of the merchant 1-
I have heard the trade say that there are not three merchants in Ireland that they 
would be able to depend upon to satisfy their country custOmers j if they were 
~atisfied themselves, the people in the country would not be satisfied; if they had no 
public inspection, or a regular brand of the port, they would not be able to get 
~ti at aU. 

Are you of opinion that all those inconveniences would not correct themselves 
upon the principle of mutual interest?-The best criterion we have i3 the great 
improvement in the port of Limerick, they have got up the exportation from twenty 
to seventy-six thousand in six years. 

If ~hat is by matter of agreement between the parties, and not by Act of Parlia
ment, why should it not extend to other ports 1-1 do not think there is any other 
port that would adopt it, swearing the merchants not to change the brand. 

Are ynu quite sure that the law of Ireland is not the cause of all the abuses that 
prevail in the butter trade ?-ThAt I cannot speak to. 

This habit of swearing the merchants seems to cast very considerable reflection 
upon individual character?-Yes, so it does, but. they found nothing else would do, 
and the respectable merchants submitted to it to make it general. 

And the importing parties here were not satisfied without something of that 
sort ?-'Ve generally have a certificate from the Chamber of Commerce that the 
gentlemen who shipped that butter have taken the necessary oath. 

If the Dutch butter has supplanted the Belfast butter in the London market, in 
consequence of not getting the Belfast butter in a fresh state as you wish, what is 
the reason that you, as a butter seller in London, do nnt tell your correspondents in 
Belfast that you will not deal with them if they do not give you the kind of butter 
you want; do you not consider that you have the power of correcting that very 
evil?-Yes, a butter buyer might complain, but could Dot mend it; the Liverpool 
-people give a higher price than we can afford to do j the Dutch comes in so low as 
·to supplant us; this is the reason we do not get new Belfast. 

Your evidence is, that Liverpool has supplanted the London market as to the 
. Belfast hutter?-Y es j because it comes in under the fresh. 

It is not the bad state of the preparation of the Belfast butter that has driven it 
out of the London market1-No ; the price. 

'Vhat would be the effect upon the Irish market if 208. a hundred duty, to which 
·the Dutch butter is liable, was taken otf?-I should think the Dutch people would 
'make five firkins where they now make one, and send it all here, and we should sell 
.less Irish. 

Would it not have the dfect of making the Irish dealers improve themselves in 
the 
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the manner in which they sent the butter to market, as to the packages and qua.- Mr. 
lities?-The best inducement you could offer the Irish farmer is to make a gre~te~ William L. Ogilb;r\ 
difference in the price between the first and the second quality; it would make them "----......r--' 
more careful. . . 18 M,y, 

Might not the effeet of lakin- off the duty be to force the Irish farmer to take .806. 
more pains in the manufacture of the butter!-I should think that the price i~ at 
present acting 85 a very great inducement to the Irish farmer, and he is makipg as 
much butter WI he caD j the only thing is to make him take more pains in pre~ 
paring it. 

Is it perfectly done at Limerick now ?-Yea; Limerick, Cork and Belfast, &8 to 
the qualities and tares, are the most perfect that we have from Ireland. 

Mr. Thomas Flilltfield called in; and Examined. 

ARE you a merchant?-Yes. 
What do you deal in; butter ?-Bacon and butter; a provision merchant, in 

short. 
Do you deal on your own account, or by consignment ?-Upon my own account. 
Are you in the habit of importing butter ?-Yes. 
To any considerable extent ?-Not so much as we used to do. 
What has been the extent of your dealings for the last two or three years, in the 

number of firkins: ?-' This year about a thousand to two thousand firkins, since the 
1St of January. 

How much wus it a few years back ?~In the course of a season we did from five 
to ten thousand firkins. 

That was the most ?-Y es. 
Where have you brought your butter chiefly from I-CarlolV, Dublin, Waterford 

and Limerick. 
Did you get any from Holland ?-A great quantity. 
Have you been in the habit of getting most from Ireland or Holland?- Most 

from Holland; we get from se\'en to ten ton a" week; 
Have you reason to complain of the manner in which butter comes from Ireland 

in respect to the tares and qualities?-Very great in every respect. 
Specify the ports ?-Belfast more e3pecially, the tares are good. 
And the casks ?-Y es, but the quality of the butter is very much inferior to what 

it used to be j I used to cut out Belfast butter for the very best Dorset butter twenty 
years ago, but of late years we cannot get it so good by 30 s. a hundred, that is, 
3d. upon a pound. 

'Vhat quantity do you import from Belfast in each year?-\Ve do not import 
any at present. ' 

Are you aware that the Liverpool market is considered as lbe 1argest importer l 
- Yes, more especially in the last few years. 

Do you know the difference between the price given at Liverpool for Belfast 
butter, and in London for south of Ireland butter ?-.;.The difference has been 63. or 
8s. at Liverpool i higher at Liverpool than in London. 

Is not that a sufficient reason to accouut for the Bdfast butter going in preference 
to Liverpool ?-Y es; but if we could get the quality we used to do I do not thin,k 
·they would send it to Liverpool. 

Is not Liverpool nearer ?-Yes. 
Are yOu not aware it bears the highest price?-Yes, the Carlow butter bears the 

highest price in London. 
Is not the complaint you make, that the quality is improperly marked at Belfast? 

-Yes, I have bought seconds better than firsts this season. 
Did you make any complaint of it ?-It was of no use j I bought them on in

spection here j I went and saw six hundred firkins, and preferred the seconds to tbe 
first. 

What is your opinion 8S to the expediency of contiuuing the existing regulations 
under the Irish law?-I think if the lrade was thrown open we should have 
respectable merchants come into it, and have the same good goods we used to have. 

\Vould you be able to carry all your business to your satisfaction under such 
8 system ?-"'·c cannot while the agency business remains 8S it does now. 

What do you mean by the agency business ?-For iustance j they will export 
ana hundred firkiul\ from a merchant in Ireland, and that merchant sends one 
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. .¥"', hundred firkins in the same shipl 'and when they arrive here his 'agent will sell his>, 
TADI'k'II FIIII!fitld. butter as cheap as I s~1I mine. . 
"-----v---' Where does the agent live ?-In London, Mr. Ogilvie is one, and I have no 

)8 May, . chance of making a larac stroke of business, because I must have from 2 s. to 48. a 
1826. hundred profit; a pers~n may go to an agent and get butter at the price I am im. 

porting at. I 

·If there was an inspection of butter in lreland'upon which you could rely for the 
accuracy of it, would not it be the mean!' of giving confiacnce to those that you sell 
your butter to in England, as well as to yourselves, and do away the evil that arises 
from the interposition of that agency ?-I'should prefer the merchants buying the 
'best quality they can for us, to any inspector. . 

'Vhat prevents you then at present from dealing with correspon.dents that you may 
select as respectable, and remaining sat,isfied with the' purchases that they sHall have 
made for you in Ireland?-What few we tlo with, Mr. Courtenay for jnstance, and 
Mr. Ridgway, thos~ we b~ing from, \\'e have no objection to Mr. Cox j but' many 
that have been raised up lately that ship any quantity for first that would come as 
second and third, we could not do any thing with them, we. wait for them and send, 
to their agents, and buy them here if the quality is good. 

Are you not free from any obligation to deal with any other shippers in Ireland 
but such as you may select in whom you have confidence?-Yes, \lIe are free to deal 
with whom we please. . 

Of what ports hav.e you any complaint ?·-The port of Dublin i3 very bad; all our 
tares are very bad; in some instances: we have had tubs four pounds heavier than 
charged: 

If you deal with respectable people selected by yourself, is not that sufficient to 
Elnable you to l1:ssure your· customers here that they have got a sound good market~ 
able commodity ?-Yes, that is what we wish. . 

Is there any thing to prevent you ?-No, not at present; we give our orders, for 
instance, to Mr. Strnngman of 'Vaterford, and we nre sure of a good article, and in 
others a bad one. . , 
. 'Vould not this practice in the end answer much better than the present system 
under the regulations of the,Iaw ?-I think so. 

Has this system of new men getting into the trade in a few years, and selling their 
butter through agents in London, contributed to the present embarrassed state of that 
trade, and the inconveniences the London merchants suffer?-Yes, because any farmer 
if he wants to send a bad article will send it to the agent, and the agent will get rid of 
it; and the agents here supply those common people with money, or as soon as they 
draw, .advance upon the goods, and theyd~ not care what they ship; and if I get an 
order to go and look at one hunared firkins of butter, and take them, and they tUrn 
9ut ,ever so bad, I have no redress. • . 

Do you think if the Inw was repealea it \\fOuld put dOl~n' the system of low mer~ 
chants and agency, and re-establish the old respectable houses?- Y es, in a great 
measure; 1 do not think it would do away agency altogether, but it would help the 
thing I have no doubt; we only get 4 8. for the difference between first and second, 
and 6 s. in the other, which is'oot sufficient. 

Have you any doubt about the possibility of effecting sales in 1.ondon to a con~ 
siderable extent, ifthe public inspection in Ireland was done away ?-I think it might 
be done to any extent, I think that would be the only means of checking the Hol
stein butter; the Vriesland butter does not interfere with it. 

You have no apprehension that if the inspection was done away with you 
would be caused a gr~t inc~ease of trouble in selling butter to your customers? 
-No j because the respectable merchants would do every thing in their power to 
send a good article. . 

Would you not be able to sell, under the' credit of your own name, butter as 
easily as now under the inspector's brand ?-I\1ore so, because a few years ago we 
never went to look at the goods; if 1\[r. Courtenay, or Mr. Strangman, or 1\lr. 
Ridgway sent goods, we knew what they were. 
~ How was it as to your customers?-The same j I could go to my customers 
and say, I have got a hundred firkins, how many will you take? five or ten, and so' 
on, and we had no trouble. 

Were the names put on the cask ?-Yes. . 
An'd your customers bought upon their name?-Yes, without any hesitation. 
You had no trouble in reinspecting?-No j it was the plrasantest trade that a man 

could 
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~oul<l follow j nnd I wou~d. not change it again if I could get things the same as 
I had twenty years ago. 

What prevents you at this moment , from ·giv,ing your' orders in Ireland to the 
shippers of outter for you upon whom you can depend, that person authorizing you, 
upon your own credit, to assure your customers w any extent they had got a good 
article for you 1-'Ve do do that in certain instances to a few we can rely upon j 
but we can Dot do it to any extent, because the Dutch butter interferes so much, it 
takes the precedence of every thing else. 

It i.s the interference of the Dutch butter that prevents you 'dealing so largely 
with Ireland as you used to do?-Yes. · 

. Has the business, in the hands of less respectable merchants in Ireland, and 
their agents here, be,come so extcns~ve as to derange and put down the old system 
of trade ybu have described upoh the credit of the old houses?-Yes, there is Mr_ 
Ridgway, for in.stance, he has given in, and Sir Charles Flower is obliged to give 
in, their tares ar~ so badly regulated. 

Then, in point of fact, the new system of trade, in some 'degree not very correct, 
·has supplanted the old respectable system?-Yes, and in the south of Ireland-it is 
the same j I cannot do the business I used to do. 

Do you mean to say that you cannot enter into competition with others who 
carryon their trade upon less honourable principles ?-Exactly so. 

How does it happen, 85 it is in evidence by a merchant who imports forty thou
.sand firkins annually, that he is quite satisfied with the 'present system, and tha~ 
you are not?-He passes it off through agents or brokers. -

He im'ports it?-It an~wers his purpose, I suppose. 
If he imports forty thousand firkins with profit, is it not an inference from that 

that his testimony should have a considerable degree of weight ?-I cannot speak 
to that. 

Suppose a house in London in the habit of importing, as has been stated, forty 
or fifty thousand firkins in a year, 'will not their dealings be greatly facilitated be. 
tween themselves and their customers in England. if they can purchase upon the 
qedit of a faithful inspec:tion in Ireland ?-N at upon the present system of inspection. 

The question was, assuming the inspection was faithful ?-I doubt whether you 
can get that faithful inspection j it would be a good thing 'if it could be procured; 
but I think the inspectors are no judges. 

Are you aware of what is done at Limerick?-Yes. 
Do you deal with Limerick?- Yes. 
How much do you import?-Very little, but we buy it here; that is the best 

selected butter. 
Are the qualities properly distinguished ?-Yes, in the last two or three year:; 

they have been. 
If that was the system generally observed in Ireland. would jt not give great 

ease and facility to importers to the extent of forty or sixty thousand firkins?-It 
might. . 

\Vould it not?-Yes, I think jt would if we could depend upon the qualities as 
we get them from Limerick. '. 

Is it your opinion that you could, by Act of Parliament, introduce such a system 
of inspection at all the ports of Ireland as exists nt Limerick ?-I think not. 

'Vhat is your reason for doubting the P9ssibility of having a perfect system of 
inspection at those other ports ?-The inspectors are not judges; that has been the 
overthrow of the trade, 

Have you any doubt of the possibility of an individual tasting three or four hun
dred firkins of 'butter a day ?-It is impossible for him to distinguish the proper 
qualities. 

What is the reason you think the butter taster is incompetent to taste three or 
four hundred casks a day ?- I-Iis taste gets vitiated . 

. \\. ould that not be done away with if there were six tasters instead of one ?-Yes. 
, Would not that increase the chance of corrupt conduct?- Yes, it would; that is 
the case no\\'. 

Would there not be a greater likelihood of check against fraudulent inspection, if 
the market was supplied with four, or six, or eight tasters instead of one ?-l do not 
think it would. 

It is not necessary for the inspector to taste every cask ?-He ousht; there is 
a great deal of smoke and ill flavour in it, cheesy, and other things that require 
grc:'It cfiscriminntion. 
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You import, I believe largely, Dutch butter ?-Yes, great quantities. 
Do you import it upon the credit of the merchant, or upon any inspection by a 

public officer?-The butter comes upon the credit of the merchant; the tubs are 
marked by an officer employed by the government. 

What is the nature of that mark ?-There is the date for one thing, the initials of 
the dairyman, and a lion, or whatever the government mark is. 

Does the merchant's name appear?- No; there is a private mark so as to dis
tin(Juish the farmer that made it up, and if we have any bad tares, we put it into the 
ship and send it back, and the farmer is liable to a very heavy penalty. . 

You buy your butter upon the credit of the shipping merchant?- Yes, we do. 
Do you not buy it upon the credit of the marks you describe ?-No. 
Are you not assured by the merchant that those marks are correct?-We pass 

no opinion upon the marks; the merchant employs a person who understands the 
butter trade to buy his butter for him; he selects the quality, first and second, and 
the tubs are all marked by the government in the cooper's hands. 

And it is upon, the credit of that process you buy the butter ?-Yes; and not only 
that, but the Dutch will do as we direct them; if we tell them we want butter so 
and so, they do it; but for the last six or seven years I have been endeavourinl:f. to 
get the people in Ireland to attend to certain things, but I cannot get them to do it. 

V ou have said that you recovered something in the last few years?-Yes, 10 I . 
I got a few weeks ago. 

'Vhere did you get that ?-Upon some Carlow butter I bought here, shipped from 
Waterford . 

Is the quality of the butter you get from Holland marked by the Dutch mer
chants? - No, we do not know what it is, " 'hether first or second, only, upon their 
representation. . 

The representation of the merchant ?- Yes; they say we have shipped so many 
first, and so many second. 

You judge of the quality by their representations, and not by any mark put on by 
the government officer ?-Not at all. 
. Does not the Dutch merchant avail himself of the individual in Holland who 
marks the quality ?-No, he does not mark it. 

,Vho determines the quality ?-He determines it i it is the merchant's own servant 
that determines the quality. It would be very desirable if we could go back to large 
casks again for the superior qualities. 

,V hat sized cask does the Dutch butter come in ?-One hundred weight gross. 
Do you buy any English butter?- Scarcely any. 
Are you aware of the regulations under which English salt butter is sold ?-It is 

merely brought to market and sold. 
_Is there any Act of Parliam~nt as to taring and weighing it ?-Yes, there is an 

Act of Parliament Ito enforce the names being put at the bottom of the casks, but it 
is not acted upon now. 

Do you find that the Dutch butter that comes in casks of one hundred weight 
gross, generally contain throughout, from top to bottom, one quality of butter?
Generally so; not always. 

Is)t not for the interest both of the dairyman and the seller of butter in London, 
that eac~ package should contain butter of one given quality ?-Y es, it should be so. 

Where dairies are so small as not to enable a farmer to fill at once a large 
package, is it not his interest, for the purpose of having butter all of one qaality, to 
adopt a smaller package ?-Yes, by an means; and I would advise the large dairies 
to put as much as they can in a tub of one churning, and smaller dairies to use 
a small tub. 

o Y aUf opinion is, that it would be for the advantage of the trade to give pennis
sian, by law, to adopt a certain sized cask that would be suitable to each of their 
churnings ?-Yes. 

But would you not describe the particular classes of casks definitively by regula
tion ?-Yes, and let every county make its own; we get a grea~ deal of buttet 
shipped as CarloI\' butter that never came from there; and there is a great deal 
brought in from different districts into Belfast, and marked there, that does not 
'deserve that character, and that brings the thing into disrepute. There wants 
also a general regulation in tares, out not in Belfast j we always get our weight in 
.Belfast, they are most honest people, and we have no complaints of them. 
. Are you of opinion that it would be necessary to have legislative regulations to 
deterr:nine the tares?-Yes, and hl1ving the tubs properly seasoned ; beda,use the 
I,.. I. green 
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green wood which they use turns the butter mouldy, and the merchants complain it 7:" . MJ: 
h · I h I k \"h d . ked . IIImICllllllttjtiJ. is braug t In sln e j t en as, 'r Y 0 yo u not get It mar , and make It second ~ I 

or third? This morning I scraped off from four to six pounds from a tub of 
Carlow butler, and I have known the time that, even in July, when it came in two 
or three hundred weight casks, we would not have so much waste as we get now 
upon a sixty pound cask, in consequence of the unseasoned timber that is used; it 
should be oak, and properly burnt j at Belfast they prepare the casks, and Limerick 
and Cork, and why not the rest of I reland do the same j we had no mouldy butter 
in the large crusks. There is another thing that is very desirable, to recommend 
them to build the dairies on the north side of the house, and to sink them, if the 
ground will admit of it, two or three feet below the surface. 

Have you ever been in Ireland ?-No. 
\-Vhat do you know, of your own knowledge, of the present regulation,!, accord~ 

iog to the existing laws, as they affect the butter trade in Ireland ?-Nothing more 
than that the inspections are greatly varied, and much worse in quality than they 
used to be formerly, as we know. 

Do you mean to say that you believe the inspection of butter, in all the various 
markets of Ireland, is carried on under the same system ?-Not all. 

Do you not know that there is a very great difference in some of the ports?
Certainly. 

Do you not believe that in some of the ports the inspection is strict and good, 
and in many of the other markets the inspection is lax and very bad ?-Y es, good 
for nothing; Cork is very good; Dublin is bad sometimes; Carlow is good; 
'Vaterford and Limerick are good. 

Do you mean to distinguish also between the tares as marked coming from some 
parts of Ireland, and as marked coming from other parts?-Y es; in some parts 
I believe the merchants cut them out, and alter the brands altogether; I could 
show many instances of it, where the original tares have been cut out. 

Your evidence, tbat complains of the tares and the inspection, is not applicable 
to aU the butter markets and all ports of Ireland ?-No. 

You mean to confine your evidence to certain markets and certain ports?- Yes j 
Dublin is very bad. 

You say the inspectors of butter arc no judges ?-No, generally they are not. 
You judge of their ignorance from the qualities of butter you have received from 

certain markets 1-Yes. 
\-Vill you state what those markets are ?-Newry is very bad; Belfast is very 

bad; Dublin is very bad; Waterford is very fair upon the whole. 
From what Irish port did you receive the butter from which you state you have 

this morning only scraped off a good deal that was mouldy ?-It was bought here, 
but it came from Carlow. 

To what Irish ports are your dealings confined?- Principally Dublin, Belfast, 
Carlow, Waterford and Limerick. 

Are you of opinion that the landlords in Ireland could contribute by their exer
tions to improve the quality of the butter ?-I have no doubt of it. 

'Vhat would you propose that the Irish landlord should do upon his estate?
In the first place to build the dairies as I have stated, and let them have proper 
ventilation and good air, and let the dairymen use leads instead of pans, or wood, 
to be scowcred every day, and to churn twice a day; the leads to be about the 
third part of your finger deep in the middle. 

Mr. Jonathau Stackhouse, called in; and Examined. 

18 May, 
18116. 

WHERE do you reside ?-At Enniscorthy. be,. 
Do you buy any large quantity of butter in a year ?-I do. Jonatn. Sfac/rAOliIt • 

Do you ship butter ?-Yes, at three ports in Ireland i. at \Vexford, at Ross, and ' .. .J 

at \Vaterford. 
Have you any reason to complain ofthe manner in which the business is conducted 

in tbe market ofEnniscorthy?-I have every reason to complain. 
Will you tell the Committee what the complaints are you have to make ?-Iu 

consequence of having taken considerable trouble to compel the taster to do his duty, 
he has marked me out as an enemy of his, and consequently I have butter sent me of 
an inferior quality, which is marked first. 

You mean in making your purchases in the market of Enniscorthy, butter is marked 
as first that ought to be marked second?-Yes; I have cause to complaim of that. 
1 summoned the taster before the magistrates, and it was represented that the butter 

406. Q q 4 I exhibi\«l 
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I exhibited ought to be marked of second quality, or third; but I have no redress: 
according to the Act I could not fine the taster, or get any red~css; all the redress 
I had was to go to the quarter sess ions and make co~plalnt j I~ I succeeded at the 
sessions, the party had the power to appeal to the assizes; and If I succ~ded after 
all, the deputy was only turned out, and perhaps another would be put In equally 
objectionable. ' . . ! 

Do you find that persons in the market, who behave to the taster In a different 
manner from you, have the same grounds of complaint against him ?-I think that 
the taster has made particular objections to me j he knows my butter beforehand; 
he knows it is intended for me, and in consequence of having summoned him, and 
baving taken some trouble, to correct the department, he sends me an inferior qualitYi 

Have you received any redress ?-None whatever, nor dQ I conceive that the Act 
would allow it. I 

. As you intended to seek redress, you have injured yourself by making the taster 
your enemy?-Yes. ' 

Is not the taster sworn?-Yes, he is. 
How are the casks branded before they are sold in your part of the country?

There are three pounds for soakage allowed. 
Does the weigh-master brand each cask ?-His deputy doe~. 
Have you ever heard of the weigh-master lending his irons to the cooper ?--Not 

in Enniscorthy, but in neighbouring towns I have. . 
Where have you known it ?-At Gorey, about sixteen 'miles from Enniscorthy. 
Mention that case?-[ had occasion to complain of the badness of the casks 

from Gorey, and it appeared that the crane-master, who is a cooper, had lent his 
.trans j there is no butte~ hardly goes through the crane nt Gorey, though there is a 
wei~h-master to weigh the casks; he had lent his irons, and he ,came over to Ennis
carthy.in consequence of the representation made, and he pronnscd he would not do 
so agalO. 

He lent his irons to some other cooper ?-Yes; or a farmer. 
Have you any reason to complain of the manner in which the business is trans

acted in the port of \Vexford?-I am subjected to cranage at \Vcxford the same as 
at Enniscorthy, although my buttcr is not inspected there; I pay Mr. Hughes. the 
crane-master, the same there as at Enniscorthy, although it is not inspected there; 
I am not'sul~ected to tl}at 3 d. at Waterford. 

'Vhat are the charges in the market of Enniscorthy?-Three pence to the crane· 
master . 
. By law, thc butter ought to be re-inspected at \Vexford before it is shipped?

Yes; the fee is paid but the butter is not inspected. 
• Do you export your butter upon the marks of the inspectod-Certainly not. 

What is your reason ?- 'Ve could not rely upon hisjudgmeut. 
\VilI you explain what you mean by that j what would be the consequence if you 

did export upon his marks and not upon your own cretlit ?-J find a great many 
seconds that are marked firsts-a great number. I consider the fees payable in 
\Vexford a greut hardship; I can ship my butter at 'Vaterford without being liable 
to any inspection or fee to the crane.master, and it is a mere form at Wexford. 
· Is it branded at'Vexford?- Yes, lately it has been, in consequence of my repre
sentation to the crane-master; I wished to stop the alteration in the tares, and 
spoke to the crane-master, .and he was not aware that it was done. 

Do the shippers alter the tares 1-Yes, the shippers do; I do n9t know what 
others do j he has branded within the last twelve months, 

Are there false tares put on ?-I do not know that they are false tares; but the 
tares are altered, they put all the real tares, without any allowance for soakage. 

'Yould you prefer having the market of Enniscorthy free from inspection alto
gether, so that you could buy from the farmers themselves?- Yes, except the 
inspection "as more efficient than it is now. I 

Have you BUY 'prospect of that inspection being made mOre efficient by any new 
regulation or penalty ?-If the inspector \\'ere made subject to a fine he could be 
ma~~ ~esponsible; at present th? crnne~master resides at E~iliscorthy; although he 
appoints a deputy, he knows he IS not liable for the act of Ius deputy, and if] have 
a cQlnplaint to make, ,after a considerable expense 1 may get the deputy removed, 
but the crane-master IS there. 

\Voukl you propose that all wcigh·masters should uct in person ?-Yes. 
· 1)0 you think you could have a' remedy for those evils, unless that was intro
duced ?--&.I\o. 
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Do you think the duties of the inspector arc of thAt kind that it wonld be very Mr. 
easy, even with less legislative regulation, to convict him in a rcna1ty hy "oing before JOMtlt. Stoc!tItIJWlr. 
the quarter sessions?-There would be no difficulty; we mi~ht hay: inrliftercnt "--~ 
persons; we might call in persons who were judges, and if be were convicted in two I~:!";:. 
or three cases he might be turned out. 

As the inspection of butter is fl matter of taste, would it not be very hard to 
establish that be had been guilty of malicious marking?-Yes, it would be difficult; 
but good judges would decide whether a given quality of butter ought to be first or 
secnnd. 

\Vould it not be very hard for any inspector to be mfl.dc [ianle to penAlties, when 
he might in a matter of ta!ite make a mistake without Rny dishonetl t motive ?-If he 
,\'ere convicted in more instances than one he should then he removed, leaving it in 
the power of the magistrates to decide whether he was a proper person or no. 

You seem to t.hink that if the inspection was faithfully conducterl it would be 
a security to the trade ?-Yes, I think so. 

Then if a system of inflicting a penalty upon a wilful nrCtlch of the trust reposed 
in the inspector was established, it would secure a faithful discharge of his duty?
I conceive it woulr!. 

With respect to branding and interior marks, do you not conceive the port of 
shipment would be the place where the chief advantage would arise ?-It would Ltc 
very hard that my butter, r residing at Enniscorthy, should be liable to inspection 
at Wexford; how could that be done? 

The result of Y9ur opinion is, that if the duty of inspection was faithfully dis
charged, it would be a protection to the trad~?-Yes. 

Is there any thing peculiar that has occurred to place you in a situation, in the 
town of Enniscorthy, of being worse treated than other dealers in butter ?-With 
regard to the inspector, I have taken considerable pains to have the duty properly 
discharged; and as far as regards myself, I conceive, being an enemy, it injures me 
buying in the market. 

What is the extent of the butter trade at the town of Enniscorthy?-lletween 
twenty and thirty thousand firkins a year. 

Are there many persons dealers- in butter there besides yourse1f?-Two others 
always, besides occasional buyers. 

Do you buy from the farmers in the market, or are you in the ha.bit of sending 
into the country before it COmes to markct?-I buy in the market only. 

The farmers do not complain of the manner in which the inspector tares between 
you and them ?-l have not heard any complaints on their part. 

Are any of those who deal in butter in Enniscorthy more largely connected in 
that trade than yourself?-They have done more the last year a great deal; I have 
done very little this last season. 

Do you ship on your own account 1-1 have a brother resident in London, for 
~'hom t Rct in EDDiscorthy. 

You act as his agent? - Yes. 
Not upon your own account ?-No. 
'Vho appoints the inspector ?-The Lord Lieutenant has appointed the pre~ent 

one, from the circumstance of the time in the Act of Parliament having elapsed before 
one was elected. 

What is his name 7-Thomas Thompson. 
Is he an inhabitant of Enniscorthy?- Yes. 
'Vas he before he was appointed? - Yes. 
How long has he been so appointed ?-About eight years; be has never acted, 

be hos appointed a deputy. 
Have you ever made any complaint to the government of him r-No. 
What rank of life is be in ?-A tanner. 
He acts by deputy 1-Yes. 
Who is his deputy i-Phelan is the weigh-master, a!ld Dreen the taster. 
Against which of those persons was it you had reason to make the complaint you 

have stated ?-The taster. 
Wbo was he appointed by ?-By Thompson. 
Did you ever complain to Thompson ?-Yes. 
Did he give you any redress ?-He could not. 
Why not; could not he dismiss him?-Y ea. 
He did not?- He did not; it is Ii difficult thing to get a penon to understand the 

qualities of butter in a town like Enniscorthy. 
406. R r Notwithstanding 
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.. ~,.. ~ Not)Vithstanding that the principal person has been appointed by the govern. 
!OMth. Stad:'lOusf. ment, and you have had these reasons to complain, IOU have not felt it worth your 
~ while to make an appeal to the . government itself?- have not. 

l~,8~;Y' How long have you had reason to make these complaints 1-More particularly 
• the last two years. 

You have said the farmers make no complaints of this man ?-I htlve heard no 
complaints from them.. . 

Are you aware whether they have had reason to complain ?-I do not know that 
they have. 

He is'more the friend of the farmer than the butter buyer ?-I consider he is not 
my friend.' . 

• Has the market of Enniscorthy increased in point of quantity lately?-No, it is 
st~tionary. . 

Have you anything to suggest as to the improvement of the butter trade?- 'Ve 
have no beamage a)lbwed j the weigh-master says the Act of Parliament does not 
allow of any beamaO'e. 

Have you claimed beamage?-Ye:5 j and 'he has said it was not in the Act of 
Parliament, and he would not allow it. 

ls that' one of your grievances ?- No, that is a general grievance in the Act of 
Parliament, and not a particular grievance. 

Marti., 23· die Maii, 1826. 

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE CHARLES GRANT, 
IN THE CHAIR. 

Geo. Robert Dawson, Esq. a Member of the Committee; Examined. 

G~orge R. Daw&on, YOU have thought it your duty, as connected with the north of Ireland, to 
FAg. have communication with individuals of competent knowledge in Belfast on the 
~ subject of the butter trade of Ireland 1-1 addressed myself to the Chamber of 

23 .r~Y' Commerce of Belfast, and received a communication from the President, informing 
1 2 • me, that npon consultation with the merchants interested in that trade, they were 

decidedly of opinion that the existing regulations are highly advantageous to the 
trade of that town; that they had expressed that opinion in a petition presentea 
in the last session of Parliament, a copy of which he transmitted, and is now on 
your table. 

[The Petition was 1'ead; and is as followeth:] 

" To the Honourable The Commons of the United Kingdom, in Parliament 
assembled, 

" The Petition of the Chamber of Commerce of the Town of Belfast, 

" Humbly Sheweth, 
" THAT under the present state of the laws for regulating the butter trade of 

Ireland, great advantages have been experienced both by the fanner and the mer
chant, and the value of the butter exported from this market has been greatly 
enhanced by the character which it has acquired from a fair and correct inspection, 

" That the classification of the butter, under certain qualities, by a sworn 
inspector at the port of shipping, affords a strQng and immediate inducement to the 
farmer to put up his produce with care; at the same time that it serves as a ce.rtifi
'C'ate to purchasers of the quality of the article, and supplies the most effectual means 
of detecting frauds. 

" That the repeal of the law for regulating the inspection of butter, by altering 
the system under which the trade has flourished, and by removing the distinction of 
qualities, will, in the opinion of Your Petitioners, be injurious to this department 
of our agricqltural !nteres~s" and exceedingly harrutsing both tp th~ seller and the 
buyer of the a~ticle. 

" YOlq: 
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U Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray, that the present laws for regulating Georgi, R Datl.!,on, 
the butter trade of Ireland, be not repealed; and tha.t if any aJteration be made in , &q. J 

them, it may be for the purpose of making the system of inspection more effectual. v 
23 May, 

U And Your Petitioners as in duty bound will ever pray." 18'26. 

John S. Ferguson, President; 

William Tennent, Vice President. 

James Moore & Co.; J. &]. l\1oreland; Sam l Campbell; Robl Mathews; 
Alex. Me Laine ; John Suffern; William Suffern; John Coleman; lohn' Finlay; 
Arthur A. Boardman j . HeI!ry Joy Tomb; Sam. Luke; Cunningham Grey;. Rob' 
Getty; Thomas Ferguson; Hugh Magill; John Kirkpatrick; Per wick & Ash j 

John Gaussen & Co.; J. R. Burke; Allen Barklie; Edw. Charley'; ~f. Harrison; 
Francis McCracken; George Suffern; patl! McLaman; William Pirrie; John 
Heron; Hill Charley: Henry Joy Holmes; Rob" MCEntire; James Steen, y; 
Robert Gamble; 'VilLiarn McCaw; John Kennedy; John Cramsie; Adam Hill j 

Tho' lIfac1urkan; Tho' Corbett; And' Mulholland; Alex' Moreland; Willi,., 
Getty; Tho' Ekinhead; Tho' Mulholland j Jno Cunningham, Alex\ Stewart j 
Robt Caldwell; Thomas Vance; Geo. Langtey; \V· 'Vilson, Will. Boyd; 
James Goddard; 'Vm. Herdman, Thomas Hughes j Jne> McCracken j Adam 
lVIcClean; Joseph Stevenson j John Barnett; Council. 

Sam. Bruce, jun· Secretary. 
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